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SUMMARY

Tills thesis examines the implications of British extra¬

territorial jurisdiction over the Indian community in

nineteenth century Zanzibar, It attempts to relate the

legal aspects of British jurisdiction over the Indians to

the political and commercial context in which they operated.

Since political, legal and commercial factors are interrelated,

this study, by using this format, attempts to bring into a

sharper focus the complex status of Indians during nineteenth

century Zanzibar.

The introductory part of the thesis recites the j^olifcica-1

and economic history of nineteenth century Zanzibar and

places the Indian community in this context. Since British

extraterritorial jurisdiction was exercised because of Indian

involvement in the Bast African Slave Trade, this had major

political implications for the Indian community. This was

especially true since the slave trade was a fundamental

economic institution of the Omani Empire. The political

implications of slave trade jurisdiction spilled over into

the relations of the Indian community, with the Imperial

British East Africa Company and Germany.

The role of British consuls who exercised jurisdiction

over the Indians as British subjects and protected persons is

also examined, especially to assess their ability to protect

British Indian interests as opposed to the interests of

British imperialists like Sir William Mackirmon. The consuls

operated within a complex legal framework to exercise juris¬

diction over the Indians, especially in the abolition of the



slave trade. Hie implementation of such legal measures

affected the coimaercial, civil and social standing of the

Indians in nineteenth century Zanzibar. This necessitates

an examination of the jurisdiction over commercial matters by

the British consuls because of the treaties of 1839 and 1886,

and their role in controlling institutions like the Customs

House. More fundamentally, the British assumed pre-eminence

because of their superior technology and control of the

communication network of the Indian Ocean.

Hie exorcise of the British extraterritorial jurisdiction

in the nineteenth century laid the foundations for the use of

the Indian community more directly to serve British colonial

interests in the twentieth century at lower and middle levels

of trade and administration. This jurisdiction thus

determined their position in the East African society and

asserted their legal status as British subjects and protected

persons.
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Babu (Babbo)
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(lladiyya)
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Imam (Imaum )
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Maistre
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A clerk or a writer in an office (Hindustani)•

Large Indian Ocean dhows•
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Railway during the last decade of the nineteenth
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Rural localities, a subordinate or separate
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$MT, Austrian Crown worth approximately
Rupees 2.25*

School of Hindu law which differs from the
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although there are no differences of opinions
in the text. The Mitakshara school is dominant
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perpetual integrity and fixed succession of
family property.
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Nautch Indian exhibition of professional dancing
girls (Hindustani).

Panchayat Village council in India (Sanskrit, Hindustani).

Qualnamah A Treaty (Arabic).
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community, exercises authority over them in
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jurisprudence, the sharia or divine law derives
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Doctors of Laws).

Shia A major Muslim sect who are followers of Ali,
the son-in-law of Mohammed and considered by
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consist of Ithna-asheri and the Daudi Bohras.

Sunnite A major traditional sect of Muslims which
affirms the lawful succession of the first four
Khalifs, whose sub-divisions include the Hanafi
school, the Shafi and the Maliki schools of
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Sunnud (Sanad) Patent or warrant (i.e. grant) under the seal of
the ruling authority (Urdu, Hindustani),

Taqiyya Concealment of their own religious opinions and
adoption of alien religious forms either from a
desire to avoid giving offence or from dread of
persecution.

Taseer

Vakil (Wakil)

Wali

Punishment inflicted at the discretion of the
judge with a view to public justice, that is,
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these discretional penalties are to be imposed.

A person invested with authority to act for
another, an ambassador, a representative, an
agent, an attorney.

Omani consuls on the Bast African coast during
the eighteenth century, who became Omani
governors with legal powers as guardians and
protectors during the nineteenth century.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis describes the nature and implications of the

extension of British extraterritorial jurisdiction to Indians

living in Zanzibar. The concept of extraterritoriality is

used to describe the condition of law under which foreigners

were exempt from local jurisdiction and were subject to their

own national authorities by virtue of well-established usage

or treaty. This jurisdiction was, for instance, exercised

in both Muslim and Buddhist countries. In the Muslim

countries of the Middle East law and religion were combined

and foreign traders, while being generally welcomed to trade,

were kept apart by the local Muslim community. In the Far

East, where Buddhism taught tolerance and indulgence, no

distinction was made between natives and foreigners. Western

powers, however, exercised extraterritorial jurisdiction in

both areas.

The legal phenomenon of extraterritoriality is examined

from a non-specialist point of view, especially as it per¬

tains to the Indian community. G.W. Keeton, a -writer on

extraterritoriality, denies that power relationships enter

into the making of treaties.1 Keeton further asserts that

these treaties were not reciprocal because the Chinese or

Turkish traders hardly ever visited Europe. This can hardly

1) G.W. Keetons Extraterritoriality in International and
Comparative Law (Paris. 19*tS). p.350. "extraterritoriality
treaties with some few exceptions were more generally
freely concluded than many other international undertakings.

Even if they were not, it is unquestioned international law
that a treaty obtained by exercise of pressure by state
upon another even at the end of a was is no less binding".
See also Francis Deaks "Organs of States in their external
relations...", in Max S/(reiiaen (ed.) Manual of Public
International Law (London, 1968), 6.23-6.26, pp 355-360.
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be construed a legal reason to explain wliat he considers to
2

be a "purely legal question"• A student of extraterritoriality,

Sliih Shin Liu, viewed the problem from a totally different

perspective. He asserted that those countries whose Judicial

powers were impaired ought

to get rid of the yoke of extraterritoriality,
and those countries which are still the bene¬
ficiaries of this system may realise that it is
a decadent institution and that reasonable demands
for its progressive abrogation should at times be
countenanced and granted,3

The Indians over whom this jurisdiction was exercised

were British subjects and protected persons from the west coast

of India, They were either settled before the arrival of

Sultan Said of the A1 bu Said dynasty from Oman, or migrated

with him when the capital of his kingdom was moved to Zanzibar

in the nineteenth century. Hence the Indians were involved

in the extension of Said*s coastal trading state across ths

Indian Ocean from Oman in the Persian Gulf to Zanzibar off

the East African mainland. The familial and business

connections of the Indians extended from Zanzibar to the

Indian states of Kutch, Kathiawar, Surat and Gujerat, It

is this identity of Indians as British subjects and

protected persons operating as traders in the Omani kingdom

which is the subject of this study.

The British extraterritorial jurisdiction in the nine¬

teenth century was mainly used to stop the involvement of

2) ibid., p.359.
3) Shih Shin Liu: Extraterritoriality: its rise and decline

(New York, 1925)» PP 23^-5.
k) The British subjects were mainly from Bombay and Gujerat

directly controlled by Britain, while the protected persons
were mainly from Kutch, a protected state. Amongst the
various Hindu and Muslim communities were the Bohras,
Parsis, Khojas, Bhattias and Baluchis; see Chapter I,
Part 3.
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Indians in the East African slave trade. However, since

slavery was a predominant feature of the economy of the Omani

Empire, British extraterritorial jurisdiction spilt over into

the political# commercial and social life of the Indians.

This study will examine the wider consequences of legal juris¬

diction into extra-legal spheres. A purely legal perspective

would have allowed only the production of "formal analysis of
5

legal texts", which is not suitable for the purposes of this

study.

This study in politics does not adopt an experimental

systems analysis, which is considered to be highly developed.

It instead uses the historical approach for three reasons.

Firstly, the present condition of the East African Asians

arises directly out of decisions taken about them in the nine¬

teenth century. Secondly, the role of the Government of
r

India in the Gmani Empire has been stressed hitherto. In

this study stress is laid more on the consular role of the

officials appointed by the Foreign Office, which assumed

complete control over the British consulate in Zanzibar in

1883. Certain other studies only stress the importance of

the colonial period on the question of status of Indians, thus

ignoring the significance of the roots of the nineteenth

7
century British control over the Indians• In the present

5) Y.P. Ghai & J.P.¥.B. McAuslan: Public Law and Political
Change in Kenya (Nairobi, 1970), Preface, p.iii.

6) J.S. Mangat: A History of Asians in East Africa c.1886-19^5
(Oxford, 19^9). PP 3-5. 25-6} R.G. Gregory? India and East
Africai A History of Race Relations within the British
Empire 1890-1939 (Oxford. 1971). PP 20-6. does stressthe
consular control to abolish slave trade.

7) While D.P. Ghai & Y.P. Ghai: Portrait of Minority (Nairobi,
1965)» PP 2-11, and 2nd ed., provide a short historical
background, David Steel: No Entry: the background and impli¬
cations of the Commonwealth Immigrants Act 1968 (London.
1969), PP 1-13# provides only the historical background
during the colonial period and completely ignores the
nineteenth century.
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study it is contended that the complex and sometimes contra¬

dictory position of the Indians at the end of the nineteenth

century can only be brought into sharper focus if their

position throughout that century is examined. Thirdly, the

legal and historical approach is used because, as Professor

Ghai has said, law was one of the major tools used by the
8

colonial power to establish its presence in East Africa.

It is necessary to have a mode of analysis in this thesis

which is part politics, part history, part law and part

economics, but which, however, has certain drawbacks. There

is the unavoidable tendency to repeat material, which can be

explained by stating that the multi-faceted implications of

British extraterritorial jurisdiction on the same group of

people would invariably involve some overlap. This is,

however, not a history of the Indians in Zanzibar, but an

examination of the changes in their status from the beginning

to the end of the nineteenth century.

The Omani Sultanate spent the first half of the nine¬

teenth century expanding its empire to encompass Zanzibar and

the East African mainland. While it was fundamentally a

coastal trading state, the concept of territorial sovereignty

was not toally lost on the Omani elite. Extraterritoriality

negated some of the attempts made by the Omanis to impose a

territorial sovereignty over their African possessions.

Furthermore, the unilateral advantages granted by the Zanzibar!

Sultans to Britain neglected the interests of the Omani

trading class while conferring advantages on British subjects

who were mainly Hindus and Muslims. Since as Indians they

8) Ghai & McAuslan: Public Law, p.iv.
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were subject to jurisdiction by English consuls, who did not

always identify with Indian interests, the advantages accruing

to them because of their nationality were not distinct and

need further examination.

It is not intended to examine in detail the motivations

9
of British policy in this region, a subject well covered/

but to concentrate on the implications of British policy for

the Indians. The protectorate status over Zanzibar after

1890 was not the result of a totally deliberate policy care¬

fully and systematically applied, but neither was it a result

of a "fit of absentmindedness". It was rather a consequence

of limited pragmatic decisions made throughout the nineteenth

century at many levels of government in Zanzibar, in India

and in London.

The links between the East coast of Africa with India

and the direct involvement of the Government of India till

I883 over the Political Agent in Zanzibar for strategic
10

reasons has been widely stressed. In this study it is the

role of the British consulate, under Foreign Office control,

9) See, for instance, R.J. Gavin,"Palraerston*s Policy towards
East and West Africa, 1330-18f>5"(University of Cambridge
PhD thesis, 1959)» See also, Ake Holmberg: African tribes
and European Agencies (Goteborg, I966), pp 313-397* """"""
F.D. Lugard: The rise of our East African Empire. Vol.11
(Edinburgh and London, 1893), pp 625-633.

10) See, M.E. Chamberlain* The Scramble for Africa (London,
1974), pp 63-4} see also E.T. Salmon* The Nemesis of
litapire (London, 1974), p. 18, who stresses that while
strategic interests were important to safeguard Indian
Ocean, "Nevertheless, the thought of trade was always
uppezmost. Even where the British professed other
reasons for their action, they were never entirely
oblivious of the commercial prospects." Further, that
the "notorious * scramble for Africa* was largely a race
for materials, markets and money" (p.19)*
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which will be stressed, to examine other than strategic

features in Eastern Africa.^1
The Zanzibar segment of the Kingdom of Muscat relied

heavily on commerce to meet the demand for goods because none

were produced locally for consumption. The presence of

economic factors is illustrated by studying one of the less

important areas in Africa, of whose potential there were

great expectations. Robinson and Gallagher point out that:

Although east Africa was not a region of high
importance to British policy, out of anti-slavery
campaigns had grown an informal paramountcy along
the coast, the work of ambitious consuls and naval
officers. •2

This is to a large extent true, but the "informal paramountcy"

was established by using commerce as one of the levers of

control to abolish the slave trade. Even though Zanzibar!

and East African commerce was miniscule at the imperial level,

it is important to show that even in such marginal areas with

potential for growth the economic motivations were important.

The powers to abolish the slave trade and the use of

naval patrols to control slavery were vested in the British

Consul at Zanzibar. The policing activities of the British

Consuls were not without their result on the commercial life

of Zanzibar. The abolition of slavery entailed the control

of internal structures of Zanzibar, especially the commercial

ones; "legitimate commerce" was recommended to replace the

slave trade.

11) The major source of information has been from the Foreign
Office Records, held at the Public Record Office. The
Proceedings of the Foreign Department of the Government
of India have been consulted at the National Archives of
India. Amongst the Private Collections, the Mackinnon
Papers at the School of Oriental and African Studies were
consulted.

12) R. Robinson and J. Gallagher: "The Imperialism of Free
Trade", Economic History Review. Vol.VT, No.1, April 1953»
P.11.
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The"ambitious consuls and naval officers" were not devoid

of the control of what Robinson and Gallagher called the

"official mind". Palmerston and Canning prided themselves

on reading every word of the consular reports. The "official

mind" might have had strategy and security uppermost in their

considerations while calculating African policy| however,

there seems to have been little distinction in official minds

where matters of (strategy and security) and commerce and

trade were concerned. During the long process of informal

paramountcy, Zanzibar was subject to the slave trade treaties

and the use of gunboats. In the last quarter of the century

European politics did play a large role in changing events in

Zanzibar. For example, the reluctant removal of Consul
1 3

Holmwood by Lord Salisbury was a concession to Bismarck.

Robinson and Gallagher further claimed that

The British advance at least, was not an isolated
African episode. It was the climax of a longer
process of growth and decay in Africa.14

The recognition of an independent African history propelled

by her oxen, internal dynamism is a healthy perspective, but in

the case of the Omani Empire in East Africa the decay of the

Sultanate was not independent of British intervention. They

themselves admit earliert

British power, although informal, tended to be
drawn in to fill the vacuum which it had helped
to create.'5

As Eric Stokes points out I

These local crises on closer examination are

13) Lillian Pensonj "Lord Salisbury1s Foreign Policy", The
Historical Journal. Vol.XII, No.2 (l969), p.103.

14) R. Robinson, J. Gallagher and A. Dennyi Africa and the
Victorians (London, 1961), p.471# ~ -

15) ibid.. p.51.
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seen to have had their origins in the corrosive
action of the expanding European economy on the
indigenous political structures.*"

The Kingdom of Muscat had vast maritime and territorial

interests, but the establishment by Britain of a maritime

supervisory system baclced by naval patrols and political

surveillance during the first half of the nineteenth century

laid the groundwork for British intervention in the second

part of the century. This decay started much earlier than

in 1870, and eras a gradual and continuing process throughout

the century. In the case of the Kingdoms of Muscat, the

European expansionist policies were the cause of the break¬

down of the kingdom and not a consequence of it. The role

of the British Government consuls, who evaluated the complex

situation in Zanzibar and constantly carried out the decisions

of the Home Government, cannot be underestimated. This thesis

does not try to study specifically this whole process of
17

appendage or dependence, hut merely tries to illustrate it

by studying the role of the Indian minority resident in

Zanzibar. The Indian commercial community acted as agents

of Indian and European commerce which undenuxned the tradi-
18

tional economy of the Omani Empire. The imposition of the

slave trade jurisdiction was the main method by which the

Indians were brought under British control.

16) Eric Stokes: "Late Nineteenth-Century Colonial Expansion
and the Attack on the Theory of Economic Imperialism: A
case of Mistaken Identity", Historical Journal, Vol.XII,
No.2 (1969), P.293.

17) See A.M.H. Sheriff: "The Rise of a commercial Empire: An.
aspect of Economic History of Zanzibar 1770-1873" (Uni¬
versity of London PhD thesis, 1971). Colin Leys: Under¬
development in Kenya (London, 1975)» P»28, mentions Sultan
Said's 'comprador* administration; this is basically a
study of noo-colonialism in Kenya.

18) R.G. Landen: Oman Since 1856 (Princeton, 19<>7)» P.68,
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Robinson and Gallagher acknowledge the role of the

British merchant on the West coast of Africa who was attracted

by palm oil, but contend that "on the east coast of Africa

there was a Sultan of Zanzibar through whom the British

influence could generally be exerted" without the "inconvenience
i o

of rule". They refrain from developing the theme of another

component of British power - the British Indian merchant on

the east coast, Hie Indian businessmen generally traded in

British and Indian good3v and since India was a secondary

source of modernising influence in the Indian Ocean area, the

British Indians acted as agents of this influence. The

Indians as a class financed a segment of the slave trade and

controlled a considerable amount of land for which they

could not legally utilise slave labour. As British subjects,

the Indians could purchase land under the 1839 Convention of

Commerce without any restraints. Their ability to control

large segments of land, and inability legally to utilise

slave labour undermined the Sultan*s slave based agricultural

enterprises. Their role as merchants, while devoid of any

civilising mission, was not entirely different from English

merchants elsewhere.

The Indian merchants played an extremely subtle role.

Compared to the Arab traders they were involved in the

import-export trade on an advantageous basis, due to the 1839

and 1886 treaties, and were therefore resented by the Arabs

who did not enjoy these advantages because of the political

weaknesses of the Onani Empire. These advantages accrued

19, Robinson, Gallagher and Dennyt Africa and the Victorians,
p,42. See also p,4ls "On the east coast of Africa the
Government had set up the British interests, with only
bare minimum of action by the trader,"
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to them by virtue of superior British power in the region.

It is necessary to stress that the Indian minority operated

within the framework of superior British power and the weak¬

nesses of the Omani Empire. Unless they are viewed as

operating within this larger context, they become subject

to facile stereotyping and a scapegoat for events well

beyond their control.

Hie Indians, because of their commercial influence, can

be categorised as being a progressive mediating group

indigenous to the Indian Ocean area which enabled the "decaying

societies of the Orient" to "burst the feudal shackles and

20
liberalise their political and economic life". However,

the converse side of the collusion by the Indian minority

with the British, despite the paucity of other options, con¬

tained the seeds of destruction of their own independent role

as a commercial class in the Sultan*s dominions. Their

links with the Zanzibar Sultanate also became minimised and

their role helped in subordinating the Sultan to Britain.

This erosion of the Sultan*s power takes place slowly but

surely throughout the nineteenth century, and the Sultan was

21
not in the constant state of being a British "puppet".

The Indian merchants colluded not entirely out of choice but

through legal measures imposed by the British consul and

accepted by the Sultan.

Sultan Bargha3h*s attempts in the 1870s, upon coming to

power, to rid his state of the British controlled Indian

commercial influence, and his later increased dependence upon

20) ibid.. p.4.
21) ibid.„ p.15.
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them through the intervention of the British consul, are

illustrative of this complex role of the Indians. The early-

defiance of Sultan Barghash was replaced by his acceptance of

commercial powers of major Indian traders like Jairatn Sewji
22

and Tharia Topan. The paradoxical role of the Indians is

exemplified by Topan and Sewji, whot as the Customs Masters,

controlled his royal purse strings. Both these merchants had

encouraged European explorers by outfitting, amongst others,

Speke, Burton, Livingstone, Stanley and Cameron. It was

explorations like these which exposed the impotency of the

Sultan in the mainland dominions belonging to him. The

European explorers themselves saw a contradiction in the role

of the Indians and, while most of them applauded the Indian

merchants, Burton and Speke described them as being opposed

to European exploration.

The Indian merchants themselves gave varying levels of

support to the British. Jairam Sewji led the initial revolt

against the British but became increasingly dependent on and

loyal to Britain. Topan was extremely friendly with the

Americans, till very late, and Peera Dewji remained totally

opposed to British interests. The big Indian businesses in

Zanzibar collapsed because their links with Indian businesses

were weakened by London-based firms and the Indians lost

their Indian Ocean political base. Once the Bombay and

Indian Governments had relinquished direct links with Zanzibar

they became politically isolated from India. They had to

compete with and play a role in a trading structure more

22. They were also Customs Masters: Sewji from 1835-75» 1880-6;
Topan from 1875-1880. See Chapter VIII.
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directly controlled by Britain, where they had no political

base or links as did the Imperial British East Africa Company

and other affiliated companies. Hence, in relative terms of

finance and goods, Indian trade did not expand at a rate

greater than the rate of expansion of the economy.

The first introductory chapter is divided into three

partss political history of Zanzibar; a short economic

history; and finally the Indian community in Zanzibar. The

first part gives a brief history of the Ai bu Said Sultanate

in Zanzibar, the political intervention by Britain and the

assumption of total control over the British consulate by the

Foreign Office in I883 from the Government of India. The

second part of the chapter gives a brief outline of the

economic framework within which the Indian community operated,

and the two key Indian traders, Jairam Sewji and Tharia Topan,

are introduced at this point. The final part of the chapter

focuses on the Indian population in Zanzibar and its growth.

There is a short discussion of social change amongst the

Indian community, and especially changes amongst the Khoja

community because of contact with the British.

The second chapter considers the political implications

of British anti-slavery measures over Indians in nineteenth

century Zanzibar. The chapter also examines the political

implications of the Imperial British East Africa Company*s

control over the mainland because of the close relationship

of political control and the operations of the IBEAC. This

chapter ends with a brief account of the political competition

between the rival European powers in East Africa and its

effect on the Indians in Zanzibar.
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The next six chapters form a detailed study of the
23

consular activity, the legislation and the implications of

the legislation which authorised the exercise of jurisdiction

over Indians in nineteenth century Zanzibar* Chapter three,

on the Consuls themselves, deals in the first part with the

general issues relating to the consular service, while the

second part deals with the relations of specific consuls with
oL

Sir Williaia Mackinnon, the chairman of the IBEAc.

Chapter four describes the legal framework utilised by

the consuls to implement extraterritorial jurisdiction over

the Indian community in Zanzibar. Following the considera¬

tion of extraterritoriality in the Middle East and Asia in

general, the legal enactments which the British considered

gave them jurisdiction over the Indians are laid out and

discussed in chronological order. They are the treaties,

Foreign Jurisdiction Acts, the Orders in Council and various

Indian Acts.

The legal enactments described in this chapter were

primarily used to abolish the slave trade. Chapter five

concentrates on the criminal jurisdiction and the British

attempts to control British Indian subjects and protected

persons involved in the slave trade. Among the other

aspects of criminal jurisdiction were murder, and the chapter

contains some consideration of civil jurisdiction.

The following chapter illustrates the political nature

of tills control during the late Victorian era. The more

overt nature of this jurisdiction became clear when Peera

23. See Appendix I for dates during which the various consuls
and sultans held office in Zanzibar.

2k, For Mackinnon, read MacKinnon in the text.
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Dewji was deported and the IBEAC assumed responsibility for

administration over the East African mainland. These events

foreshadowed the establishment of a protectorate over

Zanzibar and the various considerations relating to this are

considered.

Chapters seven and eight are concerned with commercial

jurisdiction in general and describe its consequences for

the Indian trade. Chapter eight focuses on the particular

case of the Customs House which was the single most important

institution regulating trade and providing the main part of

revenue of the Sultan. Control of customs was in the hands

of the Customs Master, a lucrative post, the appointment to

which came through political influence and the payment of

substantial fees to the Sultan. The ability of the British

to exercise legal restraint on the Indians, especially the
25

two Customs Masters, had important implications on the

Customs House and thus for the Sultan to control his

dominions•

The penultimate chapter deals with the narrow scope of

the implications of British extraterritorial jurisdiction

over the Indian community, their nationality, cohesiveness

and their customary practices. This chapter also focuses

on the implications of British control over Indo-Omani commerce

and Indian Ocean communications, especially since the Omani

Empire was primarily a coastal trading state.

The final chapter discusses the broader implications of

British extraterritorial jurisdiction over Indians in the

nineteenth century. It touches on the implications of British

25. See Chapter I, Part II.
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control over the Zanzibar! Sultanate, and the implications

for the role and status of Indians in the nineteenth and

twentieth century.

26. While millions of people have freed themselves from British
colonialism and adopted independent national identities in
the twentieth century, partly because, as Machiavelli said,
"a prince who cannot defend Iris subjects will soon find
himself without anyM (E.T. Salmon, The Nemesis of Empire,
p ), This is a study of a minority group which was more
intricately caught in the sinews of imperialism.



CHAPTER I

THE ZANZIBAR DOMINIONS s POLITICAL,
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL BACKGROUND

PART 1 t POLITICAL HISTORY OF ZANZIBAR

Tliis part describes briefly the political history of

Zanzibar from 1798 to 1895* The first section concentrates

specifically on the expansion of the Omani Empire to encompass

Zanzibar, on Sultan Said's attempts to consolidate his power

in Oman and simultaneously to establish his authority in

Zanzibar. The last three sections look at the competition

between the various European powers to secure a sphere of

influence in the Zanzibar dominions, especially British

ascendancy in the area.

1(a) The political limits of the Oaani Empire

The Omani state in Zanzibar is considered to have been

founded because

When Arab colonists arrived in the nineteenth
century they found the African population
politically vulnerable and unable to resist ^
the establishment of an Arab colonial state.

In the absence of an African political unity, the Omania were

able to impose a commercially-oriented state on the East

African coast. Although there xiras no genuine interlocking

of interests between the Omanis and the Africans, the Omani

1. M.F. Lofchie? ZanzibarI Background to Revolution (Princeton?
1965)# p.2^. For details about Sultan-Said's Al-Bu Said
dynasty and the Omani Kingdom in Zanzibar, see S.B. Miles:
The countries and tribes of the Persian Gulf (London? 1966)»
pp 265-35^,
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dominance was of sufficient consequence to produce an inter¬

mixture of Arab and African cultures.

Sultan Said's Omani Empire in East Africa, though

primarily a commercial venture, took, hoxjever, a political

form, One of the principal limitations of the empire lay

in its lack of a formal administrative structure. Power was

vested solely in the Sultan and delegated by him to a few

walis (governors) who relied on Baluchi mercenaries.2
Moreover, the commercial bias of Said's venture was responsible

for there being little emphasis placed on broad territorial

control, since attention was largely concentrated on the

control of trade and trade routes. A great deal of effort

was expended on keeping open the caravan routes on the main¬

land, but the further into the interior these routes

penetrated, the less secure they became. Insofar as the

Omani Empire depended upon the trade in slaves and ivory

from the deep hinterland, its cohesion was undermined. The

empire vras thus based on insecure political foundations, for

without broader political control, the further the caravan

routes penetrated into the interior, the more vulnerable

became the mainland part of the empire to the increasing

western competition. Furthermore, the Afx-icans • acceptance

of Omani control along the trade routes was based mainly on

the value to the local rulers of the trade, and on a partial

conversion to Islam. It was thus of a irwqojfcive nature.

2. See Part 3 of this chapter. The Baluchis came from
north-west India, no** part of Pakistan. In the 18th
century the walis were consuls of Giaani Empire. See
G.S.P. Freeman-Granvillei "Some aspects of the external
relations of the East African coast" in K. Ingham (ed.)
Foreirai Relations of African States. Colston Papers No.25»
London 1 97^« PP 69-84.



The lack of political perspective and administrative

control thus created conditions which made it easier for

western powers to penetrate the Omani Empire. The limited

political outlook of Sultan Said and hissauccessors led on

the one hand to a lack of understanding of the impact of the

empire on the fragmented African political system, and on

the other hand to a failure to understand the consequences

of the unequal treaties which they had entered into with the

more powerful western states.

The implications of the first of these miscalculations

became evident during the reign of Sultan Barghash (1870-88),

who tried to change the Empire from a purely commercial one

to a political one. His attempts to move his capital to

the mainland, as well as his efforts to control the Customs

House revenues directly, were unsuccessful.

Lack of political judgment extended not only to his

African interests on the coast, but also to the nature of

the operations of the western powers. Sultan Said's Omani

Empire provided the link between the European powers and the

African coast. In fact, increasing control of the coast by

Said brought about a corresponding increase in British

influence. The nature of this British control will be

examined in detail in the body of the thesis. It is

sufficient to mention one salient point, that

while Britain benefited from the destruction of
the Omani Empire and brought it about, this end
of empire weakened the Sultan internally and
necessitated greater British intervention.3

Hence the advent of British imperialism both exacerbated the

3, Fx*ed Halliday: Arabia Without Sultans (London: 197^)»
pp 271-272. -



conflict between the East African mainland and Zanzibar, and
4

prevented it from being* resolved.

1 (b) The Sultanate 1804-1896 g Sultan Sewid Said 1804-1856

Sultan Said belonged to the A1 bu Said dynasty of Oman.

During this dynasty political and religious poveis were separated

for the first time. The holders of the religious office of

the Imam were to continue to be drawn from the tribes in the

interior, but his religious powers were limited0 The secular

executive power was to be vested in the Sultan of Muscat, who

controlled the Oman! Empire. During the first twenty years

of Sultan Said*s reign he was fully occupied in resolving

the internal problems of Oman, and gave little attention to

his African possessions. He was aware of the insubordination

of many of the Arab governors appointed in East Africa, and

especially of the disloyalty of the Mazrui family, governors

of Mombasa. The subsequent problems resulting from the

suppression of the latter, and of the Wahabbis in Oman, meant

that Said could give little attention to his Zanzibar Empire

in the 1830s.

Said began to re-establish control over the East African

coast in 1828, but was unable to suppress the Maxruis until

1837» some five years after he had established his capital

at Zanzibar itself. Said had already visited and surveyed

Zanzibar in 1828, finding it fertile, Ilis decision to

base himself there, rather than at Kilwa or Mombasa, was,

however, also based on its centrality and excellent harbour.

4..ibid.s p.272. The conflict between the Qmani interior
and the coast was similarly exacerbated but not resolved.



The power which he should have consolidated in his person

was delegated to his administrators. A similar transfer of

power can be seen in the commercial treaties signed with

western powers, which granted extraterritorial rights over

various foreign nationals - a clear incursion into the

Sultan's sovereignty.

The basis of Oman! prosperity was the slave trade, which

Britain had begun to suppress in 1822. The richest source

of income, Zanzibar, was split off from Oman in IS56 when

the reigning Sultan, Said, died, and the empire was divided

between his two sons. On his death, on 19 October, the

British Consul, Colonel Hamerton, was the last person he

called for. This was symbolic of the growing dependence of

the sultanate on British power, and of the lessening of

French and American influence.

Sewid Ma.iid. 1856-1870

MaJid succeeded his father, Said, in 18^6 a3 the Sultan

in Zanzibar, and the Sultanate of Muscat was inherited by

Said's eldest son, Thuwani. While Majid was content to

remain the ruler of only the Zanzibar dominions, Thuwani

laid claim to the whole of his father's empire.

fhuwani was prepared to sail for Zanzibar to enforce his

rights but was stopped by the British Government, which then

appointed the Muscat-Zanzibar Commission to evaluate the

claims of the two rivals. Thuwani incited Barghash, one of

his younger brothers, to rebel against Majid. This plot was

quelled by the British Consul, and Barghash was sent to Bombay,

where he lived until 1861.

As a result of this Commission, the Canning Award, made

public by the Governor*-General of India on 2 April 1861, gave



Zanzibar to Majid. He had to pay $MT 40,000 annually to

Thuwani, who was to retain Muscat and Oman. Since the de

facto division of the state in 1856, Majid had become less

powerful, and he was now also encumbered with the payment of

an annual subsidy compensating Oman for abandoning all claims

on the richer country of Zanzibar. During his reign Majid

witnessed the severance of the Omani Kingdom and the

increasing incursions into his sovereignty by British Consuls

such as Rigby, Playfair, Pelly and Churchill, The early

stirrings of European exploration of his mainland dominions

had not yet begun to take any definite shape.

The remainder of Majid*s reign, remained uneventful. He

died in 1870, at the early ago of thirty-seven, and was

succeeded by his brother Barghash.

Soyvid Barahash. 1870-1888

During his reign Barghash saw the culmination of European

control. Hie increased activities of the European explorers,

and the extension of British consular activity during Majid*s

reign combined in Barghash*s period with increased incursions

from the Host, and in particular from Britain.

The change in the communications network further under¬

mined his position. The opening of the Suez Canal in 1869,

the initiation of the postal service between Aden and Zanzibar

by the British India Steam Navigation Company (BISN), and the

submarine cable laid by the Eastern Telegraph Company in 1879»

played their part in consolidating British power in his

dominions,

A major change occurred as well in the pattern of trade,

which is discussed in greater detail in Chapter VII. Sir



William Mackinnon, owner of the BISN, also held an interest

in the British Bast Africa Association, which had been trying

to obtain concessions since 1877* He succeeded in obtaining

these for the Imperial British East Africa Company soon after

Barghash*s death on 26 March 1888.

British anti-slave trade pressures had been intensified

by Sir John Kirk, the Consul General, after the Bartle Frere

Mission had visited Zanzibar and th© 1873 Treaty was signed

with the Sultan,

Sultan Barghash also yielded to territorial pressures

frors Germany, and accepted the Berlin Act of 1886. In fact

he saw th© culmination of that western interference which

had begun in Said* 3 time\ it is not surprising that Barghash

should have become

embittered by the humiliations imposed upon
his by the political changes which deprived
him of the vast possessions on the mainland
of Africa which had hitherto been regarded as
being under the domination of the Sultan of Zanzibar.''

The following reigns of Khalifa bin Said (1888-1890),

Ali bin Said (1890—1893) their nephew named bin Thuwani

bin Said (1893—1896) were notable mainly for the formal

transfer of power to Britain, which declared Protectorate

status for Zanzibar and Pemba Island in November I89O, and

for the termination of Mackinnon»s concession in 1d95 (for

v/hich Zanzibar had to pay the bulk of the £250,000 concession).

1(c) Political Intervention. Sultan Said and the
western powers. 1798-1856.

The intervention of the western countries, especially

5, F«B. Pearce s The island metropolis of Eastern Africa
(Londont 1920), p.269.



Britain, took diverse forms. Formal powers, based 011

treaties, were imposed on Oman and reflected the superiority

of British power in the region; they were exercised by the

consuls. Consuls also exercised considerable influence in

trade and had the ability to intervene directly, or threaten

to do so, in the event of British interests being jeopardised

British political influence was manifested in treaties

which formalised the position of Britain in the Omani Empire.

The 179® Treaty was concluded between the East India Company

and Oman, and was intended to exclude the French from Omani

territory, and both the French and the Dutch from Omani ports

It was more than just a commercial agreement and represented

an overt political act:

This triumph of British djp Lomacy represented
England*s first political intervention and
entrenchment in the affairs of Oman and the g
first political compact with an Arabian ruler.

This"virtually unilateral treaty" was confirmed and extended

by Britain in 1800. The treaties concluded with the East

India Company helped to replace French influence in Oman

and began the process of British paramountcy.

The attempt by Sultan Said to extend and consolidate

his empire on the East African coast, using Zanzibar as his

base, was observed by the French and the British. Dallon

visited Zanzibar in 1799 and reported on the extent of the

6. Fx*ed riallidays Arabia Without Sultans, p. 271.. "It is power
not treaties that determines history. Only writers
blinded by a fog of legalism and imperialistic ideology
can doubt that Oman has been a de facto British colony, in
that the regime depended on Britain, and Britain imposed
its will when it vantod to."

See Chapter IV, on Legal Framework, for the details of the
treaties mentioned hereinafter.

8. tfeiidell Phillipst Oman: A History (Londons 19^9)# P.70.



Sultan's control over Zanzibar to the French Governor of

Mauritius. Ships of the British Navy visited Zanzibar soon

afterwards, collecting information about the state of the

Sultan*s control over his dominions and the French involvement

in Zanzibar. Subsequent visits in 1809 reported continued

French influence over Governor Yacout and, in the interest

of commercial security, the East India Company sent two

schooners in 1811. Dallon reported that civil and. military

powers in Zanzibar had been vested by the Sultan in different

persons, and that the individuals holding civil powers owned

rich estates in Muscat, so that their loyalty to Said was

guaranteed. The Sultan's political authority in his African

dominions was, however, weak, and was vested in Governor
9

Yacout, who exacted large sums of money from traders.

With the declaration of peace between France and Britain

in 1814, the Sultan began to devote more attention to Zanzibar.

At the same time British interests in the Indian Ocean were

revived. The Royal Navy was actively engaged in clearing

and policing the sea routes to India, and ensuring that the

control of the East India Company could only be maintained

with the help of the Royal Navy. The dual extension of

British interest through the British Government and the East

India Company was important both in strategic and commercial

terms. Those interests mqto further advanced by eliminating

piracy and by widening the anti-slavery campaign through the

Slave Trade Abolition Act of 1807, which covered the area

9. John Gray: History of Zanzibar from Middle A/ :es to 1856
(Londons i95&)» PP 96-103. Indian traders were amongst
those from whom the exactions were made. The Indian
traders at Zanzibar were from Sind, while at Lau.ru and
Mombasa the trade was in the hands of Muscat traders
and adventurers from Kutch. ibid.. pp lOp-6.



from the Atlantic to tlxe Indian Ocean*

In 1824, Captain Ovren of the British Navy also intervened

politically when he placed Mombasa under British protection.

Although he did it without authority, and this protection was

withdrawn in 1826, Owen*s action strengthened the power of

the Mazruis. This intervention was responsible for Said's

efforts to re-establish his control on the mainland, which

led to a weakening of his authority in his Muscat dominions,

where his presence was also needed. The British, though

the Sultan*s allies, gave him no assistance to counteract

the influence of the Wahabbi and the Qawasim,

Between 1828 and I837f Said led fot^r expeditions against

the Kazruis, the last of which resulted in the signing of a

peace treaty with Rashid bin Salim, the last of the Mazrui

governors. Said subsequently arrested the leading members

of the family, in an effort to prevent any further challenge

to his authority from them. The long seri©3 of conflicts

with the Wahabbis and the Qavrasim in Muscat, and the Mazrui

and Owen intervention in Bast Africa, left Said unable to

strengthen the internal structtires of Muscat, The estab¬

lishment of an Oicani administration in East Africa, deriving

power from mercantile and maritime activity, inevitably left

this organisation administratively and politically
10

ineffective,

Sultan Said was never confirmed as the Iruam of Muscat.

The lack of religious Ibadlii status made him rather more of

a "secular" leader • He seems to have directed his energies

10. J.D. Iveilys Britain and the Pei"sian Gulf 1765-1880
{Oxford: 1968), p.226.
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towards the accumulation of wealth and property, and to the
11

development of shipping, and clove plantations* As a

"secular" leader who allowed British slave trade edicts to

be implemented, he contravened sharia law, and hence was able

to temper somewhat this law at the insistence of the British.

This predominant interest in commerce was responsible for

the Sultan signing commercial treaties with western powers,

such as the United States, France, the United Kingdom,

Germany and Portugal.

The Americana were the first of the western powers to

sign a commercial treaty. The impact of this Treaty of

1833 on Britain was immediate:

Captain H. Hart, R.N., on urgent Admiralty
Orders, visited Said on HMS Xuiogene at
Zanzibar on 30th January 183^, and was
assured that no American colony was con-^0
templated along the Bast African coast. "

The political repercussions of this treaty were extensive

and America's monopoly was considered inimical to British

interests. The Americans had com© mainly to trade, while

the British interests in the Indian Ocean included the

abolition of the slavo trade. The Sultan, therefore had

qualms about the stationing of a British consul in Zanzibar,

becaiise such an establishment would formalise pressures for

the abolition of the slave trade. However, the presence of

a British consul provided an additional attraction and safe¬

guard for the Indians, the majority of whom could claim the
13

rights of British subjects. Since Said was interested

11. Wendell Phillips: Oman. A History, p.103. In the matter
of Customs Houses these were rented to *at Bhima and
Jairam Sewji. John Grays Zanzibar to 1836. p.143.

12, ibid.. pp 106-1OS.
13* R, Couplandi Invaders of Oast Africa (Oxford: 1933)^ p.315*



mainly in an economic, rather than a territorial empire,he

agreed, in 1841 to the establishment of the British Consulate,

Once he had accepted this arrangement, he asked Britain to

accord liiin direct contact with London, The fact that his

request was not granted convinced him of the secondary

importance of his kingdom vis-a-vis the imperial capital.

Britain wanted influence but no commitments in Zanzibar,

14
The appointment of A. Earnerton as the first Consul for

Britain was made in conjunction with the India Office for
1 fS

political and financial reasons. Palmerston, the Foreign

Secretary, was in favour of sending someone from India who

would be familiar with the language and customs, especially

as British Indian interests in the Middle East were affected.

The Board of Control from India had, in 1834, rejected
16

Captain Oven*s candidacy as consul at the Sultan*s Court,

In order to avoid any more cxuarrels between the Foreign and

India Offices, Palmerston accepted the suggestion that the

Bombay Government should appoint an officer, who would be

paid by the India Government and receive a Consular Commission

from the Crown. The officer was to correspond directly with

the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and the Bombay

14. A. Ilamerton was formerly the itinerant Consul at Muscat
and an officer of tne Bast India Company, See C.S,
Nicholls: The Svahili Coast: Politics, Diplomacy and Trade
on East African littoral 1798-1835 CLondont 1971). pp 176-
177. There was confusion about Ilamerton*s appointment as
Agent of Bast India Company and Consul for the Foreign
Office, See also The Gulf Committeej The Oman ¥ar 1957-
19598 A Critical history (translation) (Londont 1974)
which incorrectly states "A Mr Horton who was a British
Consult (sic) in Zanzibar in 1846", p.7, This is
obviously a reference to Consul hamarton,

15. F.C. 54.17, 1.0. to F.O,, 19-11-1358.
16. F.O. 54.1, E.I.C. to F.O., 27-9-1834? Mr Rice to P.O.,

26-9-1834.
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Government* Palmerston, in writing to Said, stressed the

importance of intercourse between India and the Sultan*s
18

dominions. Although the Political Agency remained under

Bombay Government control from 1841 to 1873, this Indian

Presidency was interested mainly in preserving its influence

in the Persian Gulf. It did not have any interest in the

exercise of political power in Zanzibar even after the appoint¬

ment of Captain ilamerton.

The creation of the post of British Agent and Consul

was to deal primarily with the activities of the British

Indians and to abolish the slave trade. Haraerton's constant

intrusion on behalf of the Indians, particularly with respect

to the abolition of the slave trade, drove the Sultan to

complain about the damaging effect on his kingdom. These

representations were delivered to the Foreign Office by the

Sultan's London Agent, Captain Cogan, who was told that the

Treaty of 1822 and Article XIII of the 1839 Convention of

Commerce gave the British the right to search all the Sultan* s

1 9
vessels outside his territorial jurisdiction. The Sultan's

great confidant in London was Captain Cogan, who had signed

the Convention of Commerce with him, and who lad considerable

business interests in Zanzibar. Hamerton \-rrote to tho

Foreign Office to say that the Sultan had provided slaves to

operate Cogan*s sugar interests, while

the mill, and a person to superintend it, is
furnished by Captain Cogan, who receives as

17. F.O. 54,3, India Board to F.O., 14-3-1840$ F.O. to
India Board, 16-3-134$.

18. F.O. 54.3, F.O. to India Board, 2-4-1840§ C.3. Nicholls:
Swahili Coast, pp 165~17&»

19. F.O. 84.540, Aberdeen to Sultan Said, 21-12-1844,
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his share half of the su^ar, and the Imam
receives the other half.*1-0

This partly explains the good relations between the two men,

and their ambivalence towards Hamerton, particularly as the

campaign to stop the slave ti*ade added to the scarcity of

labour. One of the Sultan1s complaints was severe:

but we are coxxstantly perplexed by petty
annoyances from your Consul, Hamerton, at this
place, and from the Jew agent Reuben at Muscat.
They are the only agents of the British Govern¬
ment we have had occasion to complain of.21

The American treaty cf 1833 was implemented by a trading

consul in Zanzibar. R. Waters, the American Consul, who

had been there before Ha-aerton, joined forces with the

Sultan. He told him that British power in India was waning

and that a new consul would be appointed. Consul Waters

also advised the Sultan on his dealings with Harrierton, by

priming him on English law*

Consul Waters* influence derived from his very high

profits, a result of restrictive trade practices at Zanzibar.

However, as soon as Sewji, the Customs Master, realised that

unrestricted trade was increasing rapidly, he started dealing

with the large number of European ships calling at Zanzibar,

thus undermining the base of Consul Waters* influence.
22

hence ilamerton obtained the upper hand in the Sultan's court.

20. ibid., No.2, Hamerton to F.O., 13-4—1844.
21 * ibid., Sultan Said to P.O., 8-4-1844, which was followed

by another letter, 1t-4-1844j J.H, Stocqueler: Fifteen
months oil; through Khuzistan and Persia (Londons
1832J7 Vol.1, p.3, mentions staying with Reuben Asian
"a Jew Agent for the Bombay Government". C.S. Nicholls:
Svfuhili Coast, p.166, n.2, refei's to Reuben as a Xhoja.

22. N*R, Bennetts Essex Institute Historical Collection.
(Salem: Mass.), July 1959, p.225.
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The Americans were not a major power in the area, and

their various attempts to insist upon the nationality of

Indians as being Arab, in the face of Britain1s increasingly

predominant influence, were unsuccessful. Although Said and

Hamerton had formally settled the question of the Indians'

nationality in 1841, the Sultan continued to talk about the

issue ambivalently with the Americans. However, the State
23

Department had no cause to interfere in this dispute. ^ The

.American Civil War depleted the Amexrican presence, and the

British, while having to compete with the French and Germans,

had a breathing space in which to entrench themselves further.

British jurisdiction over the Indian community ensured that

this merchant community would help in extending British

influence. At the same time the slave trade abolition laws

intensified their role as subjects of British authority.

1(d) Intensification of British control

The interests of British Indian subjects required

protection particularly during the succession crises

between the Sultans of Muscat and Zanzibax*. Cialouel Rigby,

who assumed office in 1858 as Consul, thirteen months after

Hamerton died in office, took strong action favouring the

incumbent Sultan Majid. The Foreign Office approved the

action because "the lives and property of British subjects had

become endangered. This fact should bo made especially
24

apparent in the latter to the Government of Bombay".~ The

Government approved of the support givon to the incumbent

23. ibid., E. I. II. C . . Vol.xcvii (January 1961), p. 43.
24. F.O. 5^.17# Rigby to I.O., 1-5-1860.



Sultan because a British subject had been killed and trade

25
was threatened} Britain sent two vessels to the Dominion.

Regarding the rebellion of Barghash against the Sultan of

Zanzibar, Rigby wrote to the Royal Navy thanking them for

the "important service rendered to British interests"
26

against the rebels. Using the same phrase, Rigby thanked
27

Lieutenant Berkeley on behalf of the Sultan."" It is

difficult to assess how important this action was in protecting

Indian life and property as opposed to reinforcing a British

presence in the face of increased French influence. However,
28

the differences with the French were to continue till 1862,

and the agreement signed with the French in that year played

a groat role in subsequent; events. The locus standi of the

French in joining the Germans and Britain in deciding the

limits of the Zanzibar Sultanate was that in 1862 they had

joined Britain in guaranteeing Zanzibar independence.

On his arrival in Zanzibar, Rigby felt that British

influence was rather weak, in comparison with the French and

American consular establishments. He therefore sought to

29
increase the staff of the Consulate. However, the

attempts to suppress the slave trade prompted the India

Office to suggest the removal of the Zanzibar Consulate to

23. ibid.. F.O. to I.0o, 22-3-1860} F.O. to Admiralty,
4-4-1860*

26. ibid.. Rigby to Admiralty, 20-10-1859*
27• ibid.

28. On 10-3-1862, Britain and France signed a Declaration
accepting the independence of the Sultans of Muscat arid
Zanzibar. E. Hertsletti T.he Maps of Africa by Treaty
(Londons 189*0* Vol.11, No. 107* P*5'±7* Also see C.P.
Lucast The Partition and Colonisation of Africa (Oxfords
19-22), p.92. Despite its involvement in the Omani Empire,
the Indian Government remained ignorant of the Anglo-French
Declaration till 1871.

29. NAI, Foreign Dept (Pol) File, No.27/31 (1358), Rigby to
Secretary of Bombay Government, enc., 12-8-1858.
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30
the jurisdiction of the Foreign Office. As the main

function of the Political Agency in Zanzibar was considered

to be the Indian residents, the Foreign Office felt that the

control of the Agency should remain with the India Office,

although communications concerning the slave trade were to
31

be addressed to the Foreign Office. Rigby explained the

difficulties of his office by saying that there had not been

a consul at Zanzibar for thirteen months, during which time

the French had persuaded "the Sultan and Arabs that the

British had lost India and that no British consul would again

32
reside here". The belief of the Indian residents in these

reports of British decline further increased French para-

raouncty. These troubles with the French continued,

aggravated by Rigby's posting of an indictment against a

33
French subject at the Sultan1s Customs House. Towards the

end of his term of office, through the application of slave

trade jurisdiction he had so transformed the situation that

an American in Zanzibar was able to write that Majid was not

able to withstand pressure,particulahy if "that pressure is
3 4

exerted by Her Majesty's Consul".

British political influence began to assume a totally

new dimension in I860, with the decision of the Muscat-Zanzibar

Commission under Brigadier Coglan. This established beyond

30. F.O. 54017, 1.0. to F.O., 11-6-1860.
31. ibid.. F.O. to I.O., 12-6-1860.
32. F.O. 84.1146, Rigby to F.O., 1—7—1861. The French influence

temporarily became paramount, especially since the locally
resident Indians believed in the downfall of British power.

33. F.O. 84.1120, Rigby to I.O., 28-8-1860. See also N.R.
Bennetts "France and Zanzibar 1844 to the 1860s", The
International Journal of African Historical Studies, Vol.7,
No.1 (1974), pp 27-55.

34. E. Ropes Papers, Peabody Museum (Salemi Mass.), Acc.11884,
28-6-1888.



doubt that Oman ought to remain a united kingdom under Sultan

Thuwani, and stressed that no rule of primogeniture operated

within this kingdom. This position was initially supported

by Reverend Badger, an Arab scholar and a member of the

Commission, who later did a sudden volte face. At the end

of the proceedings Badger declared that he was in favour of

a permanent division of the Sultanate. The evidence given
35

by Rigby was suspect, as he was in favour of Sultan Majid.

This separation of Oman and Muscat from Zanzibar and the East

African ports weakened Sultan Majid and Thuwani immensely,

and marked a phase of positive British intervention in

Zanzibari affairs, without assuming a formal status of a

protector.

Whether in making his award Canning had intended
to destroy Said's Empire, as a power to be
reckoned with, or whether he had no such intention,
such was the result.37

Lord Northbrook, on behalf of the Indian Government, agreed

to an equal division of financial support between the

British and Indian Governments, on the condition that the

payments should further satisfactory arrangements on slave

trade matters with Zanzibar, and provide a hold "over the
nQ

future good conduct of Muscat".

The Canning Award gave independence to Zanzibar from

Muscat, and it was hoped that the separation of the two

states would lead to peace on the seas and increase commercial
39

intei-course.

35. J.B. Kellys Britain and Persian Gulf, pp 53—54.
36. J.B. Kellys Eastern Arabian Frontiers (Londons 196*0,

pp 81—2.

37* Wendell Phillips: Oman. A History, p.136.
38. J.B. Kelly: Britain and Persian Gulf, p.746, quoting

Rorthbrook to Argyle.

39. ibid.. p.744, Argyie quoted by Kelly.
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Rigby had made inroads into the Sultan's power, but it
4o

was during Dr John Kirk's period as consul that the British

hold on Zanzibar, particularly relative to other European
4i

powers, was systematically strengthened. He established

British paramountcy over the affairs of the Sultan and main¬

tained a close relationship with him, despite the Sultan's

wish to reduce British influence to the level of other foreign

pollers. The British consul tried to supplant the commercial

interests of the British Indians by increasing the English

commercial presence, while at the same time bringing the

Kutchis under the sole protection and jurisdiction of Britain.

Kirk was proud that Britain held "the most wealthy and enter¬

prising among the mercantile community" under its juris-
42

diction.

Kirk made his own view of the Indian Political Agency,

as distinct from the British Consulate, clear in a lotter to

the Foreign Office in 1S70, in which he argued for a removal

of the Government of Bombay's control over the Political

Agency at Zanzibar. His first contention was that "Indians

have left their country and dislike very much the Indian

Government regime. There is no doubt.•.that the Indians
43

would much sooner be directly under England". Secondly,

40. R. Couplands Kirk on the Zambesi (Oxfordj 1928), esp.
Chapter 2, pp 48-64. Kirk wasa medical graduate of
Edinburgh University.

41. F.O. 84.1373* Secretary of Government of India to Secretary
of Bombay Government, 27-3-1873. Kirk was confirmed as
the Political Agent by the Government of India in Gazette
of India. 18-3-1873.

42. F.O. 84,1307* Kirk to Secretary of Bombay Government,
16-8-1869.

43. F.O. 84.1344, Kirk to F.O., 19-7-1871. Kirk probably did
not want Bombay to see this private letter written after
he had realised that he might be superseded by another man.
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he felt that the Arabs knew that the Bombay Government alone

had no influence* Over the Muscat Subsidy issue, Barghash

was convinced "that Bombay and even Calcutta could do little
44

of themselves and that in the end orders came from home".

Kirk thought that the Bombay Government was particularly

timorous when faced with the Germans and Americans, since

"the day for India carrying on the relations of foreign places
45

that have to do with other nations is long past". Therefore

Kirk would have preferred an increased control by the Foreign

Office over the establishment in Zanzibar, and possibly

severing the connection with the India Government, which

controlled the Political Agency in Zanzibar. Thirdly, he

felt that the locally bom Indians and the new arrivals from

Kutch seldom entered their names on the Consular Register,

since to "them the Arab law is more congenial, they are poor

and have nothing to be plundered of...besides in Kutch what

do the common people know of England or care whose subjects
46

they are". In this despatch he again asserted the impor¬

tance for British interests of locally resident Indians as a

bulwark against rival European and American Governments.

The curbs on the slave trade, therefore, seem to have resulted

in the lessening of Arab, Indian, American and European role s

of independence and unrestricted functioning, while para¬

doxically enhancing British influence.

Although he was not a trained diplomat, Kirk was a shrewd

politician. For instance, he did not foresee much political

advantage in the poorer Indian traders becoming British

44. ibid.. Kirk to Churchill, 25-9-1871.
45. ibid.

46. ibid., Kirk to Secretary of Bombay Government, 28-9-1871•
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subjects, although tho interests of the rich businessmen and

money lenders were zealously protected. Hence, while these

Indians helped British interests, Kirk ensured that they

received protection,

1(e) Indian Government control over the Political
Agency in Zanzibar

In this section t he following three issues will be

discussed. Firstly, the moves to lessen the control of the

Bombay and Indian Governments, and the final assumption of

control over the Consulate by the Foreign Office in 1883.

Secondly, the concern of the Indian authorities that they

mainly paid for the budget of the establishment in Zanzibar,

while the Treasury resisted any moves to increase the Imperial

Government *s share in the budget. Thirdly, the dual control

by the Indian Government and the Foreign Office over the

establishment in Zanzibar raised the complex problem of

control over the personnel, as exemplified by the position

of Judge Foster, and that of the Indian clerical and subor¬

dinate staff who were governed by Indian Rules even after

the Consulate was tranPferred to the Foreign Office,

The Indian Government became increasingly dissatisfied

with certain aspects of its own relationship with the Sultan,

It was reluctant to pay any compensation to the Sultan from

the Subsidy paid to Muscat for abolishing the slave trade.

Moreover, it wanted no more fresh charges on the Zanzibar
47

Political Agent. At this time the Bombay Government

proposed that it relinquish its external relations over

47. NAI, Foreign Dopt, S.T. No.213/l4 (1870), 14-5-1&70.



Zanzibar to the direct control of the Indian Government.

Since the Bombay Government, in any case, could only send

unimportant communications to tho Foreign Office, it was

prefex*able that the Foreign Department of the Indian Govern¬

ment should address the "momentous and complicated questions"
48

to the Foreign Office. The Indian Government thought that

the Political Agent in Zanzibar should address copies of the

correspondence relating to the Bombay Presidency directly to
49

Bombay.

Increased commerce, the increased importance of political

relations and the fact that questions of "purely imperial

character, such as no authority but the highest in India
50

could venture to decide", therefore determined that the

Indian Government assume direct control over the Agency on

23 January 1873* Furthermore, the Government of India \vas

dissatisfied with the Bombay Government'3 under-rating of the

importance of certain problems (such as the role of Consul

Churchill in Barghash's claims to the Sultanate). In such

cases the Indian Government often heard of the matter long

after its actual occurrence. The improvement of steam and

telegraph communications meant that the relations with

foreign powers could only be conducted to the advantage of

the British Empire if the British Indian Government conducted

them directly.

48. NAI, Foreign Dept, Secret, Ho.226/231 (Jan.1873)# No.226,
Secretary of Bombay Government to Secretary Government of
India, Foreign Dept 30-12-1872.

49o ibid.. No.227, Secretary of Government of India, Foreign
Dept, to Secretary of Bombay Government, 23-1-1873; Ho.229,
Secretary of Government of India, Foreign Dopt, 23-1-1873?
and Foreign Dept (Pol.A),(August 1873) No.116/116a to
Government of India.

50. NAI,Foreign Dept (Secret) No.101, June 1872, No.101,
Government of India to I.O., 1-3-1872.
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There was some doubt, however, in the Foreign Department

of the Government of India as to whether the cost of the

Political Agency was commensurate with the returns from it.

In addition, the question of the slave trade was considered

to be an imperial concern, and therefore the Indian Government

recommended that the consulate be placed under imperial
51

control.

Since the consulate served the dual function of preserving

Indian, dominated commerce and suppressing slave trade, the

British Treasury considered that the Indian and British

Government should share the expenses of the establishment in

Zanzibar-. The Foreign Office informed the Treasury that

the Indian Government was reluctant to pay for the abolition

of the slavo trade, as it was an imperial matter, and pointed

out that this was a cabinet decision, and not a departmental
52

matter. The Indian Government did not object to the

equal sharing of the expenses, but they were not sure about
53

the status of the Political Agent in this matter, ^

especially on the issue of abolition of slavery, which was a

direct responsibility of the Consul and the Foreign Office.

The Treasury*s view, however, was that the Indian Govern¬

ment should continue to pay the Canning Award Subsidy, in

order to avoid further burdens on the British taxpayer. The

Treasury also felt that the abolition of the slave trade

would release them from any further financial obligation in
54

this area.

51. NAI, Foreign Dept (Secret) No.48/51, Secretary of State
(1.0.) to Government of India, No.48, 7-8-1874.

52. F.O. 84.1694, Treasury to F.O., 18-1-1877, and F.O. Memo,
18-1-1877.

55. NAI, Foreign Dept (Secret) No.7/8 (April 1874) No.155,
eiic, 1-8-1873.

54. J.B. Kelly; Britain and Persian Gulf.PP.741-749.



Between 1868-71 the Oraani thrcne was usurped by a ruler

whom the British did not recognise, and the Sultan of

Zanzibar was excused from paying the Subsidy. In 1871 an

approved candidate succeeded to the tin one and the British

and Indian Governments began to share the subsidy equally.

The Government of India, however, annexed fresh conditions

to tho Subsidy in 1873» namely the fulfilment of treaty

engagements and friendship with Britain. These new

conditions were inconsistent with the previous condition of

the unqualified right of the Sultan of Oman to the Subsidy,

so long as he refrained from attacking Zanzibar. The Indian

Government continued to feel that the imperial government

should play a greater role in the areat

Imperial policy has been from the force of
circumstances connected with the suppression
of slave trade, and the increase of direct
communication between England and Zanzibar, so
to say overridden the policy and interests of India. 3

The Indian Government eventually assumed the whole payment of

the subsidy to Muscat, and Gladstone "who at the time of the

Persian War had assailed Paliuerston over the constitutional

impropriety of using the Indian revenues to finance objects

of imperial policy, had no such scruples when it came to
56

using them for his own purposes". The Indian Government

paid this subsidy until its independence in 1$>47«

The strained relations between the India and Foreign

Offices over Zanzibar were further exacerbated when Foster

was nominated a consular judge without any consultation with

the India Office. The Foreign Office said that since all

55. F.O. 84.1513, F.O's observation on 1.0. to F.O., 23-8-1878.
56. J.B. Kelly* Britain and Persian Gulf, p.832.
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directions were made under the Order in Council of 1866# and

sine© Lord Derby had wanted Foster to be a part of the

Foreign Service and not the India Office , there was no

57
need to consult them. However, the India Office pointed

out that Kirk had asked the India Office to pay Foster.

Finally, the Foreign Office did an about-turn and informed

Foster that his appointment would come from the India
f O

Office.Foster was not happy about this arrangement as

there were substantial social and service differences between

59
India and Foreign Offices and he would not have chosen to

work with the former. Lord Salisbury regretted that he

could net be re~transferred to the Foreign Office, and thus
60

Foster suffered a reduction in his annual salary. Foster

died in office, still hoping to be transferred to the Foreign

Office, while the India Office became even more convinced that

its interests in Zanzibar were decreasing and that it should

not have to pay for the establishment there. Despite the

complications arising from joint control over the Consulate

and the Political Agency in Zanzibar by the Foreign and

India Offices, the Foreign Office interests increased in

scope.

Lord Harrington of the India Office was aware of the

preponderant interest of Europe in Zanzibar and that "the

interests of the Government of India in Zanzibar had propor-

61
tionately decroased"." Lords Mayo, Lytton and Northcote

37. F.O, 84.1694, F.O. to I.O., 2-2-1878.
58. ibid.. F.O. to Foster, 29-3-1879$ 1.0. to F.O., 17-6-1878.
59. ibid.. Foster to F.O., 7-4-1879.
60. ibid.. F.O. to Foster, 30-4-1879$ 1.0. to F.O., 17-7-1879.

The reduction was from £750 to Rupees 7»500.

61. ibid.. 1.0. to F.O., 26-10-1881.
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similarly contended that an expensive Political Agency in

Zanzibar was not required for Indian interests. Tliey wrote

to Kirk asking if the Political Agency was still necessary,

or if the Consul General under the Foreign Office would not
62

equally well serve Indian interests. Kirk, in a private

letter, had previously made known his interest in Foreign

Office control over the consulate.

The India Office finally heard that Zanzibar would be

transferred to the Foreign Office on If September 1883,^"*
after ten years of direct control by the Government of India

and thirty-two years of control by _the Government of Bombay. Kirk

felt that the Indian Government*s interests wore reduced to

"management of the internal affairs of the Indian community,

the presence of the British representatives being otherwise
64

stifficient to afford Indians full protection". However,

the role of the Bombay and Indian Governments in paving the

way for the Foreign Office takeover is quite clears

In this final act the eastern side of Africa comes

greatly into prominence, and Zanzibar becomes a
great starting point and jumping-off place, British
influence exercised from India being all powerful
there .

Imperial interests had increased with the anti~slavery

policy. The advent of steam and telegraph communications

with Europe and America had made them paramount, while the
56

interests of India had "descended". Thus the Political

62. ibid.. F.O. to Kirk, 19-11-1881.
63. F.O. 84.1601, Kirk to F.O., 28-11-1882; see also Lorimer:

Gazetteer. Voi.1, pp 287-8; Andreas Birken, Das Sultanat
Zanzibar im 19 Jahrltundert (PhD thesis, Tubingen, Stuttgart,
1571), PP 78-80.

64. F.O. 84.1601, n.63.
65. C.P. Lucas: The Partition and Colonisation, p.70.

66. F.O. 84.1694, 1.0. to F.O., 1-8-1883.
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Agency was transferred to the Foreign Office after Indian

interests had diminished, severing a long connection with

India and demonstrating the direct and overwhelming interest

of the imjaerial government. The Indian Post Office was the

one agency which still retained a branch. Most of the

English staff (Holmwood, Cracknell) were transferred to the

Foreign Office and their past services were to be considered

for career purposes. The Indian clerks and som© of the

peons were still governed by Indian Rules., ' The compounder

in the consular medical establishment was made a meteorological

observer, and then sent back to India on duty as an employee
„ _ ,. 68

of India.

Consul General Euan—Smith recommended that the last

vestige of formal Indian Government interest, the Post Office,

be taken over by the Foreign Office. His contention was

that the Indian Government made considerable profits from

the Post Office without, however, paying any mail subsidy,

and that it would be advisable, with the assistance of the

Imperial British East Africa Company, to supplant it with

imperial influence.^
A Quaker missionary wrotes

Indian surveyors have aided the construction of the
map of British Africa, Indian traders conduct the
retail supply and not a little of the general
business of the East African ports and are pushing
inland. Indian organisations created, the Zanzibar
Post Office, a task on which the home government
looked askance, and after twenty years administra¬
tion handed it overA, a financial success, to the
British authorities.^

67. F.O. 84.1645, Nc.85, Kirk to F.O., 12-9-188.3,
68. F.O. 84.1678, No.81, Kirk to F.O., 2-6-1384.
69. F.O. 84.2060, No.112, Euan-Sraithtto F.O., 13-3-1890.
70. H.S. Newmans Papers, Friends House, Library, Buston

Scad, London. Ms, Vol,206,HPembaw, p.20.
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PART 2 : ECONOMIC HISTORY OF NINETEENTH CENTURY ZANZIBAR

In this brief* economic history it is intended to show the

effect of the underdevelopment in the Zanzibar dominions during

the nineteenth century on both the Gmani elite and the Indian

merchant class. In as much as the dominant Omani class

allowed themselves to be controlled by the British agents in

Zanzibar, the Indian merchant community, as a minority, had

to follow suit. The fact that the Indians were either

British subjects or British protected persons made the task

of British consular contx-ol easier. It is beyond the scope

of this study to discuss the structural transformations in
71

the East African economy since 1500, but the dominant

feature of this process was that the area became an exporter

72
of slaves and primary products. In this part there will

be a short examination of the underdevelopment of the East

African coast during the nineteenth century within the

framework of the Omani empire, of the commercial role of the

Indian minority within this empire, and of the nature of the

metropolitan firms operating prior to the establishment of

the Imperial British East Africa Company,

71. See -.'alter Rodney: How Europe Underdeveloped Africa
(London and Bar es Salaam: 1972), p'p 112-1625 R.G. Landens
Oman sinco 1856 (Princeton: 1967 , PP 17-159? E.A. Brett:
Colonialism and Underdevelopment in Bast Africa (London:
1973), pp 1-51 J A.M.H. Sheriff: "The rise of a commercial
empire: an aspect of the economic histoxy of Zanzibar,
177B-187'in (University of London, PhD thesis, 1971 )•

72. R.D. Wolff: "British imperialism and the East African
Slave Trade".Science and Society. Vol.XXXII (inter,
1972).
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2(a) Commercial Framework of the Qmani Empire
in East Africa

The Oman! demand for slaves for the date plantations

and the consequent necessity for trade with the East African

mainland initiated a rapid expansion of Kilwa's hinterland,

thus considerably increasing Zanzibar's role as an entrepot

during the first half of the nineteenth century. Buring

the second half of the century the growth of plantation

agriculture on Zanzibar island further expanded this role.

The fact that Sultan Said based his commercial empire in

Zanzibar, and that it was the centre of customs collectioxi,

assisted in centralising Zanzibar's entrepot functions.

The export trade increased the exploitation of the

interior, since it was generated by totally external factors

such as the Indo-Arab markets and maritime activity.

Caravans operated not according to local conditions but in
7'3

order to catch the correct monsoon seasons, which facili¬

tated the export of slaves and ivory. The French trade in

goods and slaves suffered because of the Napoleonic wars.

Following the abolition of the French slave trade, the flow

of slaves could be directed to the clove plantations of

Zanzibar. The other major factor which helped the export

trade was the collapse of the Portuguese export of ivory from
74

Mozambique because of high taxation. The trade supplying

Indian, American and European markets shifted during the

73. B.A. Aipers! Tho Cast African. Clave Trato (Nairobit 1967).
74. C.S. Nichoils: Swahi1i Coast. pp 75-6. The vessels used

vera the lax'ger Indian dhows» baggalag and grm ja.s g from
Muscat the shaliug;as and bedeni. Nicholls contradicts
herself when she mentions (p.79) that Indians were skilled
navigators and that even Arab vessels carried Indian
navigators, and (p.348) when she asserts that Indians did
not pursue maritime acti\'ities and that their goods were
carried by Arab vessels manned by Arabs.
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first quarter of the nineteenth century to the northern

ivory hinterland.

The commercial organisation became sufficiently cohesive

to control a situation where the demand for ivory outstripped

the supply. In contrast to the rising price of ivory, the

price of imported manufactured goods either remained steady
75

or was lowered due to mechanisation. The exploitation of

the rasourcos of the East African interior by the Omani

empire took place in an administrative and political structure

which depended largely upon the Sultan personally. This

system was given what cohesion it had by the influence and

common economic interests of the commercial elite in Zanzibar,

and similar elements in the hinterland. The further the

commercial empire extended itself into the interior, the more

fragile this already weak linkage became. The exploitation

which entailed the depletion of human and ivory resources,

weakened the links with the hinterland. The fragility of

the empire was demonstrated during the period of formal

imperialism in Africa, at which time it crumbled in the face

of European expansion.

In both political and economic terms the Omani empire

was not unifying East African development. It was organising

and centralising a commercial empire whose mainstay l/as

slavery, ivory and cloves from the island of Zanzibar, which

were major commodities for export. Between 1828 and 1841,

Sultan Said was only one of the clove growers, and during

the latter part of his reign contributed to Zanzibar's

75. Sheriff? Ccmmercial Enrolre; since trade 'was the unifying
element imposed by tho Omanis, it had an African base
with an "oriental embellishment", p.10.
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entrepot growth, on the broader base of collection and distri¬

bution of African commodities.^ Since, however, clove

prices were dominated by overseas markets and Zanzibar was a

single crop plantation economy, it was not a stable source

of income.

Omani control of the hinterland was directed from the

off-shore island of Zanzibar. Since Zanzibar was the capital,

it was safe from the disturbances on the mainland, but was

also partly responsible for the tonuous Omaui links with the

interior. Xn fact, it can be argued that the Omani empire

operating from Zanzibar island helped to create the previously

discussed patterns of trade ana conditions of exploitation on

the Oast African mainland, which were used by the European

powers during the "scramble11 to base colonial empires there.

The creation of the colonial empires reduced Zanzibar*s

importance at the end. of the nineteenth century and allowed

European powers to extend their control from the coast to the

interior*

Sultan Said, instead of being given credit as the
77

political and economic ax*chitect of the Omani empire, is

only credited by Sheriff as being a "considerable merchant".

He may be better understood as a trader competing with

American and European merchants, which undermined his role as

raier. Sultan Said's lack of political foresight limited

his own and his successors * sovereign powers through the

commercial treaties he signed with the United States, Britain

and Germany, since the privileges accorded to these powers

76. ibid.» p.29^.
77. R* Coupland* Exploitation of East Africa (Oxford» 1939),

pp 4-5.
78. Sheriff: Commercial Empire. p.14.
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79
by him were not reciprocated,' "either to Said or to his

successors. The Zanzibar Empire, lilce the Ottoman Empire,

was weakened because:

the European powers began to regard the capitulations
as their irrefutable rights and tried to get them
extended to include their local contractors as well.
Thanks to the capitulations the traders were exempt
from the jurisdiction of the Turkish courts.
Their property could not be confiscated,®0

Hence the treaties became instruments of continuous encroach¬

ment upon the sovereign rights of the Sultans, While the

Ornanis wore establishing greater control over the East African

hintor .1 and t and the western powers wore gaining influence over

the Oiaani Empire, western imperialism was therefore triumphing

over both.

Sultan Said had experse need the effect of British

attempts to stop piracy and slave trade in Oman, These

operations had reduced Oman to vix-tually a vassal state.

The transfer of the capital of the kingdom to Zanzibar

presented him with an opportunity to establish a kingdom

freer from restrictions, at least in commercial terms.

However, through the implementation of extraterritorial

jurisdiction, the foreign merchants

were able to compete unfairly against native
merchants. Protected by their own laws and
subject to a few local restrictions, the westerners
easily built up economic monopolies in such foreign
states,®^

79* ibid,, p.15; C.S, Nicholls: Swahili Coast, p,l62, asserts
that these treatios "strengthened Said's axthcrity" on the
Swahili coast, Tliis study tends to agree with Sheriff*s
assertion that the treaties really did not show Said's
shrewdness because they were a "prelude to British supre¬
macy" at Zanzibar" (p,3b2),

80, V. Lutskys Modern >11 story of Ax-ab countries (Moscow: 19®9)»
p.20, — ——• *

81, For Langsom's definition of extx-aterritoriality see L«L.
Snyder (ed,) The Imperialist Reader (New York & London:
1973), P.57.
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Hence Sultan. Said undermined the position of his own subjects

in commercial matters by allowing the western powers privi¬

leges under the treaties of commerce.

Imports from the western powers were the products of

industrial states at a different qualitative level of develop¬

ment. These products wore held at a low or steady price,

the western states were capable of consistent production of

them and, increasingly, with the opening of the Suez Canal

and the use of steamboats, of their systematic distribution.

The commerce of the Omani Empire was based mainly on slaves,

ivory and cloves. The supply of ivory and slaves was

erratic, even though thoy fetched higher prices, and, further,

while this trade might have had a "powerful dynamic motive
82

force" at the local level, it mainly worked to the advantage

of metropolitan industrial states. This was a consequence

of the qualitative differences based on the advantages accruing

from the technology controlled by western powers. Their

products swamped the Omani empire, which lacked access to

such technology. The western powers benefited more from the

"powerful dynamic motive force" because of their expansive

facilities in terms of administrative abilities, and naval and

military resources. Once the telegraph became available it

was considered that African exports and European manufactures
83

should be exchanged directly. This tended to strengthen

the vertical relationship between the Zanzibar dominions and

Europe, to the advantage of the European trading houses and

to the disadvantage of the Indian middlemen.

82. Sheriff: Commercial Empire, p.16.
83. Br Birdwood*s remarks on "Trade between Bombay, Gulf, Red

Sea and African. Coast", Transactions of Boabay Geographical
Society. Vol.XV (Bombay: I860), p. Ixxiv.
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The basis of the Omani dominions in Zanzibar was a fragile

network of influence and commerce, while the European powers,

in addition to their commercial interest, began towards the

end of the nineteenth century to be interested in developing

territorial empires. The Omani empire lacked this outlook

and the capacity to establish such an empires

This system of common interest was not stable or
static, and considerable strains were imposed on
the structure of the Empire as the "frontier1*
successfully moved away from the coast. The
less systematic political relations with the
people of the interior in the form of presents
were not a viable prop when challenged by
determined European expansionism.^4

Steamboats contributed to the eclipse of the Omani commercial

empire. In addition, it could not defend its own shipping;

its merchant fleet had already suffered heavy losses from the

Royal Navy during the abolition campaign. Furthermore, the

Indian commercial community

was subverted from within by conversion of the
most powerful economic group into an instrument
of European influence.

A more fundamental factor was the inability of the Omani

commercial empire under Sultans Said, Majid and Barghasli to

transform their empire into a political entity. Thus the
3b

Imperial British East Africa Company and the German Company

were able to divide the East African interior into their

respective areas of influence, over which, subsequently,

colonial empires were established in the last decade of the

nineteenth century.

84. Sheriffs Commercial Empire. p.17»

85. ibid.

86. Leonard fefoolfs Empire and Commerce in Africa (London? 1920),
pp 242-302.
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2(b) Indians and the Exploitation of
the Oraanis1 East African Empire

The main flow of Muscat trade was with the west coast of

India. It was therefore not surprising that Indian traders
81

from western India became involved in this trade.0 Sheikh

Maasur, a courtier of Sultan Said, mentioned that amongst the

tleading community there -were four thousand Banyan Omani

citizens who possessed a capital of a million dollars, and
go

that their "industry was particularly conspicuous"0'

Despite the increase of English "country" shipping in

the last quarter of the eighteenth century, the longstanding

Indian trade with the Persian Gulf was in an extremely strong

position. In actual fact the

British benefited indirectly from the entire bulk
of trade between India and the Gulfj Indian trade
constantly drained the Persian reserves of gold
arid silver to the great benefit of the British who gq
had assumed political and economic control in India.^

When Said shifted the capital to Zanzibar, the Indians began

to play a significant commercial role in the functioning of

his East African empire.

In the early nineteenth century, with the lessening of

the importance of France and Portugal in the commercial

field, a significant portion of East African exports went to

India. It was the Indian mei'cantile activity on the Swahiii

87. Abraham Parsons: Travels in Asia and Africa (London: 1808),
p.280. At Mocha there were 200 Banyans from Surat and
Gujerat. See James Capper: Journal (London: n.d. about
1780) consulted at the R.G.S; John Freyer had travelled
a century earlier 1672-81 and had reported the presence
of Banyans at Mocha, see W. Cooke (ed.) John Freyer: Hew
Account of East India and Persia (London: 1^09)# Vol.1,

p.192.

88, Sheikh Mansurs History of Seyyid Said. Sultan of Muscat
(London: 1819),p»23.

89. Abdul Amir Ainin: British interests in the Persian Gulf
(London: 19&7)f P»1'a1 and pp 127-133.
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coast which facilitated this increase in trade. The growth

of Zanzibar during this period had also depended on trade

with Kiiva. The further growth of Zanzibar entailed the

extension of its economic base by "more effective exploitation
90of the region under her direct control".

In the first quarter of the nineteenth century the

decline of the French slave trade coincided with the growth

in the export of ivory to India. Once the price of ivory in

Surat increased and trade shifted from Mozambique to the

northern hinterland, the revenues of Zanzibar doubled. As

a result of this new trade Indian merchants replaced Arabs

as the important "foreign" traders. By 1819 there were about

91
21 4 Indians resident in Zanzibar, dealing mainly in ivory

92
and Indian cloth, a staple article of barter.

Sheriff has argued that within a relatively short period

these Indians had largely become integrated into Arab society

and culture, noting that by 1828 they no longer had to pay

irregular duties. There is evidence against this view, since

a visitor to Zanzibar as late as 1843 reported that the

Indians"iaay still be looked down upon but nobody molests

them".93
It seems more likely that the more Sultan Said's empire

became secure on the East African coast, the more secure

90. Sheriffs Coiamex'cial Empire. p.85. The details of hutch
trade, pp 103-107.

91. C.S. Nicholls: Swahili Coast. p.79i Sheriff: Commercial
Empire, p.113» is incorrect in saying that Sewji Topan
was one of the residents. In fact, Jairam Sewji was a
Hindu Gujerati business house while Topan's was a Khoja
establishment.

92. Nichollss ibid.. p.78.

93« Ross Brome s Etchings of a whaling cruise with notes of
a so.iourn on The Island of Zanzibar (New York; 1846),
P. 95.
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became the Indian trading community. Sultan Said was neither

a traditional Ibadhi nor an Imam, and was therefore tolerant

of the diverse Indian groups in Muscat and Zanzibar. In

fact, one of his most fundamental miscalculations, due to

his tolerance, was that not enough importance was accorded

to the British connection with the Indian trading class.

Said allowed the financial infrastructure of his empire to

be developed by this minority, which was open to control by

the British. Sultan Said must have known that Indian

merchants in Muscat had been agents of the East India Company

and had continued to retain contacts with the protected

9*1
states and British India. Once the British Treaty of

1839 had procured privileges for British subjects trading in

Zanzibar, the Indians, because of Britain*s overwhelming

power in the Indian Ocean, had no option but to exercise

these privileges. Sultan Said might have envisaged that

such privileges would alienate the Indian community from his

jurisdiction. The Sultan found the Indians useful in

furthering his trade, but because of their British connection

they did not possess the freedom to integrate totally into

his empire, either before or after the 1839 Treaty.

Said found the Indian traders and their Indian contacts

useful and an accommodation was being worked out between the

Arab and Indian communities. After Sultan Said*s instructions

94. While Sheriff asserts that Sewji-Topan were local firms,
C.S. Nicholls, p.78, asserts that they were agents of
firms in Surat and Kutch. Nicholls is more likely to
be correct in her assertion about the Sewji firm, while
the Topan firm grew up locally. Sheriff further mis¬
construes Sewji's assertion in 1853 that he had a "house
at Bombay" (p.4l6). The expression house refers to a
business house and not a residence.
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to his Governor in 1822 to allow the British to keep an

95
agent in Zanzibar, British influence over the Sultanate

had increased. This necessitated an accommodating attitude
96

by local Arab officials towards the Indians.

The fact that the Sultan allowed Britain to intervene

on behalf of British Indian subjects meant that both the

Sultan and the British representatives were competing for

the allegiance of the Indian mercantile class, since they

were regarded as good navigators and were considered to be

imbued with a trade culture. The Sultan tried to do this

by preserving special privileges for the Indians at Mirirna,

while the British tried to extend naval protection to Indian

maritime vessels and obtained a privileged status for them

in the 1839 Treaty.

The Indian traders sold Indian cottons - "Surat" cloths,
97

sahai ku;.iraf Bafta and kanaki^'- but through the 1830s they

were increasingly in competition with the slave-grown

American cotton,9® which was a major export of a more tech¬

nologically advanced state. Unlike the American , the

Indian cotton industry was neither self-sufficient in terms

99
of the yarn' nor in terms of the technology it required.

As an agricultural society subject to the vicissitudes of

famine, Indian did not provide a consistent market for East

African ivory. The American and European markets did so

95• See E. Thomas Hughes: Treaties and Engagement3 (Bombay:
I85I), p.321, letter from Sultan Said to Governor of
Zanzibar, September 1822 (h.d.)♦

96. Sheriff: Commercial Empire. p.35b, is nearer the truth
ifhen he asserts that there was a degree of ambivalence in
the character of the Indian community, but this is differ¬
ent from his earlier assertion that they were indigenised.

97o ibid.. pp 115-7.

98. W. Rodhey: Africa Underdeveloped, p.93.

99. Sheriff: Commercial Empire, p.125.
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because of their rapid industrial growth and hence could

pre-empt Indian cotton manufacturers and traders in the

Zanzibar dominions*

In as much as the Sultan was weak in economic terms

relative to western powers and had allowed them to intervene

politically in his state on behalf of their subjects through

extraterritorial clauses in commercial treaties, the Indians

were, willy-nilly, made increasingly dependent on whatever

naval support Britain could provide. The privileges

acquired by the Indians through the Treaty of Commerce made

them increasingly dependent on, and successful in, the

context of British interest. Their role was also becoming

more defined in terms of British interests, as was the

content of their trade.

More than one writer contends that the Indians made the

most of capital through a low propensity to consume.*00 This

might be true when comparing Indian traders with those from

the metropolis but it cannot be the sole factor in their

commercial success. They made profits in selling consumer

imports arid in exporting ivory because ef their* intimate

knowledge of local conditions. They succeeded because they

were able to operate in semi-traditional economic systems on

smaller profit margins and because of the privileges they

acquired through the Treaty of Commerce.

The main weakness of the Irtdo-Omani-Zanzibar! commercial

axis was that it was not a technologically developed economy.

Once their contacts with the developed western economies

100. ibid.. p. 128 j Bharani Ghai <& Yash Ghai: Por trait of a
Minority (Nairobi! 1965), 1st ed«, p.103.
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became more intense, their ability to control their economic

destiny diminished. Zanzibar*s reliance on Indian cottons

was disrupted by the availability of cheaper American and

Manchester cotton, developed at the cost of the Indian cotton
101

industry. Although Indian textiles were a major import

into Zanzibar, and the production of them was increasing in

India, the Indian merchants were forced to s\*iteh to cotton

from America and Britain, This change led to a transforma¬

tion in their role as Indian traders, since they were based

in the Indian Ocean and had no knowledge of the 'fest. In as

much as they were removed from the traditional money and

commodity markets in the Indian Ocean area they were weakened.

Hie purely East African base of trade, once isolated from the

Indian Ocean context, had extremely limited exports and

functioned at the dictates of the few western trading partners.

Thus, the Indian merchant class, rather than acquiring any

position of prime importance as a trading group, assumed the

limited role of middleman, with an increased share of trade

in quantitative terras only, in the context of overall western

trade.

The customs collections of the Zanzibar dominions were

carried out from Zanzibar Island. They played a fundamental

role in centralising the functions of a diffuse commercial

empire. The Customs Master, Jairam Sevji (see below for a

brief biography), consolidated the commercial facets of

Sultan 3aid*s empire in the first half of the nineteenth

10'i. W. Rodneyi Africa Underdeveloped, p. 113# "India is the
classic example where the British used every means at
their disposal to kill the cloth industry, so that British
cloth could be marketed everjvhero, including inside
India itsoif.B
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century. In the early 1840s he even defied the British

Consulate, However, by the time the first consul, Ilamerton,

had died in 1857, an agent of Jairam Sewji, Ludda Dan\ji, had
102

become the caretaker of the British Consulate. To the

extent to which the Zanzibar Sultanate continued to capitulate

to British power, the Customs Master was forced to follow

suit, especially as he was also subject to British juris¬

diction. The more Sewji's fix-m came under British juris¬

diction during the 1870s, the more the Zanzibar Sultanate

realised the need to dissociate itself from the officials

who had effectively become agents of British interests.

Sultan Bargheush, being prevented from such a move by Consul

General Kirk, tried instead to undermine the strength of the

British community by prohibiting the Indians from holding

land.

Sultan Said had not realised that the commercial treaties

would dramatically change the fortunes of his empire. He

had no reciprocal benefits accruing from the treaties, and

therefore international trade with the 'western powers was

103
effectively "the extension of overseas European interests"•

Tug Indians, as British subjects, had no option but to operate

within, the framework of the treaties, and moreover tlxey

thereby acquired certain privileges. The Indian merchant

class thex-efore became the effective link between the Omani

commercial empire and international commerce. This connec¬

tion, whose effects Sultan Said did not foresee, was to

reduce the options available to him.

102. J.S. Mangats Asians in East Africa (Oxfordx 1968),
pp 16-17, n. 4.

103, y. Rodney: Africa Underdeveloped, p.85.
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The Indians played a role as money-lenders and sources

of capital to the Arabs, Swahilis and international markets.

They also operated in throe other sectors of the economyj

104
entrepot trade, caravan trade, and clove plantations.

Consequently they had interests in all the key sectors of

the economy. Once the direction of trade changed from the

Indian Ocean to the western base, the prices and market

requirements of cloves and ivory, and the numbers of slaves,

were increasingly determined by Europeans. The Indian

middlemen could only collect their share in performing a

limited role.

The caravan aisd slave trades involved not only Indians

and Arabs, The major participants in this trade were the

European plantation economies cf Mauritius, Reunion and the

Seychelles, as well as the United States. The clove plan¬

tations used slave labour, and cloves were increasingly being
105

bought for the western markets. During the second half

of the nineteenth century the Arab, Indian, European and

American traders were to a large extent involved in entrepot,

caravan and plantation economies. Any trade in ivory, gum,

copal, cloves or sesame involved the use of slave labour

and therefore a participation by all the groups in the slave

trade,However, since the Indians as a commercial class

were caught between the Gmani-British power struggle they

were "pilloried1* • Hie Indians suffered heavily because of

their participation in the above trade, but they continued

to function, and were allowed to do so, without letting the

104. Sheriffs Commercial Eupl.ro. pp 345 » 330, 337*
105. W• Rodney: Africa Underdeveloped, p.1Op.

106. Sheriffs Corraneroiai Saiijiro. p.426.
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economy collaxjse totally. Hence, while the Indians had

squeezed the Gmanis out of all entrepot activities, they

themselves wore only able to function in the economic

structure because of British support,

Gregory has assorted that the Arab aristocracy became

decadent and impoverished and that the Indians became a fast-
107

growing community. The Arab aristocracy could afford to

be "decadent" partly because they were a dominant political

group. In contrast, the Indian minority had no recourse to

such power and had to strive in the commercial sphere. The

Arabs became increasingly impoverished, in part due to their

preoccupation with the slave economy. In as much as the

Indians broke away from tills Cmani tradition in an Arab

political kingdom and successfully joined "legitimate

commerce", they became vigorous and prosperous. In as much

as "legitimate commerce" was increasingly a sphere of the

economy controlled by Britain, the Indians were playing a

minor role and fell between two stools.

These twin results of British jurisdiction over the

Indian merchant class mad© thorn on the one hand British

subjects totally within British control by 1893, and on the

other hand economically weak. The position in German East

Africa was that with the increase of German power the German.
108

traders were overwhelmingly helped, while Britain concen¬

trated on helping the Imperial British East Africa Company

to entrench itself.

107, R. Gregorys India mid East Africa. 1890-1939 (Oxfords
1971), P.35.

108, Leonard Woolft Expire. p,23^.
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2(c) Indian Customs Mastersg Jairam
Sew.ii and Tharia Topan

The origins of th© firm of Jairatn Sewji are obscure.

The firm played an important rol© in the founding of Sultan

Said's Zanzibar! empire, in which Sewji held three important

offices. ile was the chief Customs Master of the Zanzibar!

dominions, the chief officer of the port of Zanzibar, and

the state banker. Sowji's activities as the Customs Master

extended beyond the island of Zanzibar to the ports of Lamu,

Mombasa, Mogadishu, Klsamayu and Dar as Salaam, which were

1 09
subordinate to the Zanzibar Customs House. In his capacity

as the state banker, he lent large sums of money to the Sultan

and to the European, Arab and Indian business houses.

It is reported that when Jairam Sowji's father learnt

that a vessel manned by Americans was at Majunga, he went

over in baggalas to persuade these traders to visit Zanzibar.

The captain complied with the Banyan's request,
and intercourse \»ith American's of a most

friendly character, was commenced and has been
continued miintersnip ted till this day, almost
exclusively with th© port of Salem.^

Subsequently, Jairam SewjdL and the American Consul Waters
recognised that they were mutually shrewd and established a

monopolistic trade relationship which excluded from Zanzibar
111

trade those merchants who did not deal with theni. Later,

Sewji dissolved this exclusive business arrangement when he

realised the advantage of competitive trade.

109 • Tii® role of Sewji and Topan in the Customs House will
be discussed in Chapter VIII,

110. Peabody Museum, J.F. Osgood: aNotes of Travel or
Recollections of Majunga, Zanzibar, Muscat, Aden...",
Box 4, Acc.14, 1o5, p. 54.

111. N.R. Bennetts "Amorleans in Zanzibar: 1825—1845% Essex
Institute Historical Collection. Centennial Publication,
12 April 1959, Vol.XIL, pp 250-252.
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The Sewji firm operated in an extremely complex

situation* It was brought increasingly under British

control and Ludda Damj i, the head of the firm, had very

close relations with Consul General Kirk* Another partner

in the firm, Ebji Sewji, however, was not favourably

regarded by the British and suffered business losses during

British attempts to abolish the slave trade in the 1350s*

The fact that the firm was operating within the politically
112

weak framework of the Zanzibar empire and subject to

British legal jurisdiction alienated the firm locally*

After the death of Ludda Darnji, relations between Sultan

Barghash and the Sewji firm deteriorated. During the last

decades of the nineteenth century this firm was divided

between Jairam and Ebji Sevji, and finally disintegrated.

Tliaria To pan

Topan, the son of a small vegetable seller of Kutch,

stowed away to Zanzibar at the age of twelve. His father,

who was an Ismall!, had known Jairam Sewji in Kutch* Con¬

sequently, Sewji employed Topan as a scribe to work for

Ludda Dainji because of his neat handwriting. Topan later

returned to India, marrisd an Xsmall!, and came back to live

in Zemzibar. ^ ^
He set up a successful business on his own initiative,

using the contacts with American and other traders he had

met through the Sewji firm. In the 1860s his relations

with the American Consul were described as friendly, because

112. During 1858-1860, for instance, Ramji Pragji, who
collected customs at flar as Salaam for the Sewji firm,
also helped strengthen the Sultan's political control
in the area,

113. Shanti Punditi Asians in East and Central Africa
(Nairobi* 1963)» PP 14-15"
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114
of his constant presence at the Consulate. While the

Sewji firm had become close to the British Consulate, Tharia

Topan increasingly began to control the market for American

goods. Sir Bartle Frere described the extremely close

connection between Indian firms and foreign interests. lie

remarked that the Indians

sometimes stands to the foreign firm in a
relation more like that of a partner than
a mere broker, agent or go between.113

Consul General kirk remarked that Topan had become probably

tne most important Indian merchant in Zanzibar, and was

"American in all his interests", ' " Wlxile the Sewji firm

had previously been successful in breaking away from Its

strong American connections with the firm of Waters, the

Topan firia did not appeal" to succeed so well. The American

merchants, in order to retain their independence, played off

Indian merchants against one another. In 1079 the American

Consul Hathorne was convinced that Tharia Topan might be
117

ruinod if he advanced large sums of money. Topan had

advanced large amounts of money to the firm of Edward Ropes,

who was his attorney in Zanzibar. Ropes" son became the

agent for Topan*s firm in Mozambique and lost him Rupees

100,000 in the course of 2-| years. Topan was extremely

angered by this loss and by Ropes" ungentlexnaniy behaviour,

and wrote to Ills fathers

114. Caroline R. Derbys "Zanzibar", Harper"s Monthly Magazine.
Feb. 1869, pp 306-318. Topan, however, as a good Ismai-
li, never ate at the American Consulate.

115* Norman Bennetts "Americans in Zanzibar, 1865-1915"#
Essex Institute Historical Collections. Vol.XCVTII#
No.1, Jan. 1962, p.4:6.

116. ibid.. an Aruex'ican trader vrote to Topan in 1870.
117, Nbnaan Bennetts "Stanley and the American Consuls at

Zanzibar", E.I.1I.C.. Vol.C, No.1, Jan.1964, pp 41-58.

A
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My friend when you first arrived in Zanzibar
your age was of 18 years and I had always
perceived in you prudence and farsightedness,
becoming to a gentleman, I am sorry that I
do not see the same good principles in your son,
Mr Ropes,118

Topan*s American connections, including the naming of a ship

after him in Salem, did not ultimately help his business.

In 1879, Sultan Barghash, in order to make a desperate

break from Sewji, the Customs Master, whose company was

firmly under the control of the British Consulate, granted
119

to Topan the contract to collect: customs. As a close

associate of Barghash, Topan accompanied him on p visit to

England, Sir Bartle Frore was impressed by Tharia Topan,

the leader of the Isinaili community and a principal adviser

to the Sultan, During this state visit, Topan was described

as "a tali, stout, good humoured elderly man whose fair

complexion and light blue handsomely embroidered dress

stood out in strong contrast against the square, wiry

figures, grave expressions and sombre garments of the Sultan*s
120

Arab suite", w liis strict business integrity and honesty

wore praised by Stanley on another occasion, Topan's firm

also could not escape British control, especially after he

became the Customs Master, His associations with the

British became closer and in 1890, the year Zanzibar became

a protectorate, he was knighted by Queen Victoria for his

services in abolishing the slave trade,

118, Feabody Museum, Edward B. Ropes Papers, Box, Tharia
Topan, Acc«8S4, Topan to Ropes, 11~5-1384, Tharia
Topan spoke Hindustani fluently but only wrote and
spoke some English.

119, During his tenure with the Sewji firm, Topan had been
the Assistant Customs Master arid had come into contact
with Sultan Majid and Consul Kirk.

120, Baxtxe Freres 'The k.hojast The disciples of the Old Man
of the Mountain", Maeisillan* c Magazine. Vol.XXXIV, Sept.
1876, Fart II, p.430.
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The turn of tlx© century brought about the downfall of

the Topan and Sewji firms s

Giants among pioneers like Seth Aliadina Visram,
Messrs A,A, and T.M. Jeevanjee, Sir Tharia Topanf
Seth Jairain Sewji and others have left no visible
memorials of their great enterprises, and successes,
and have become within only sixty years, mere
historical landmarks•?21

it has been posited that the downfall of such businessmen was

122
a consequence of their "family based businesses" . Apart

from the total position of the Indians being subsumed under

British and German interests, it is possible that their

downfall was caused by the deeper transformations they had

helped to bring about in the expansionist Giaani political

empire. In as much as the Omani empix1© was politically

weak, the economic infrastructures, including those of the

firms of Sewji and Topan, also collapsed. The imperially

based corporate structure began to operate on the commercial

base they had helped to establish in East Africa.

2(d) Metropolitan firms before the
ax'rival of the XBBAC

During the first half of the nineteenth century the

metropolitan firms in Zanzibar were not in a very strong

position. The Portuguese had become fax less important in

comparison with the Indian merchants, the major trading group,

than they had been during the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, when they carried ivory to India and sold Indian
124

cloth in Bast and West Africa. ~ Western firms were,

121. Shanti Pandit: Asians in East and Central Africa. p.33»

122. J.S. Mangat: Asians in East Africa, p.21.

123. The Germans had also made attempts to woo Topan away
from the Americans; see h»R. Bennetts EldC, Vdl.XCVIII,
June 1962, p.43.

124. k. Rodney: Africa Underdevzloped, p.83.
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however, to become more important as the nineteenth century

progressed, although in the first half of the century

English firms did not prosper, despite the treaty of 1839.

English trade decreased while that of the Americans increased,

even though both countries had similar trading privileges.

Between 18^8 and 1855 virtually no English vessels visited

Zanzibar. This lack of success was partly due to the fact
*

that the Indian firms were fairly well entrenched and were

marketing both the Manchester and Indian cottons. The

weakness of English firms is reflected in the fates of the

firms of Cogan, and Newman, hunt and Christopher. Despite

the influence of the former (who was the most prominent and

successful trader, a friend of the Sultan, and the signatory

of the 1839 Treaty on behalf of the British) and his dealings

in Manchester cotton, the firm could not continue after his

death in 1846. The latter firm, represented by their agent,

Norsworthy, tried to bypass the local Indian traders but

found this practice to be disastrous. The blame for its

failure was laid on the trade monopoly between Jairam Sewji
125

and the US Consul Waters. A further cause was the mis¬

management and embezzlement by Norsworthy, followed by his
t 26

disappearance from Zanzibar.

The monopoly between Sewji and Waters affected the

success of Newman, Hunt and Christopher. Norsworthy had

complained about the strength of Indian business houses, and

this gave added force to the British Consul's efforts to

control the British Indian trading community. In as much

125. C.S. Nichollsi Swahili Coast, pp 327-8,
126, Sheriff1 Commercial Empire, p.289.
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as the Jairam-Waters pact was considered by the British

Consul to be inimical to British interests, and since

American traders prospered while English firms failed, the

Indian traders became the focus of the attention of the

British Consul. Despite the low ebb of British influence

in 1841 and Captain Mamerton*s haughty attitude towards the

Arabs, he was able to increase British power by bringing

Indians within his jurisdiction. This increase in British

authority compensated for the collapse of English firms.

The closures of the English firms were largely due to the

fact that they were comparatively small and had to compete

with larger Indian firms. The American firms were on the

other hand involved in .a different sort of trade, and did

not suffer the same competition. Secondly, the advantages

of the 1839 Treaty, whose rules and conditions of trading

could benefit the British firms, had not yet begun to be

felt. Tills did not happen until the telegraph, steamships

and the Suez Canal began to operate.

American firms started trading after a visit in 1818 by

Captain Forbes of the wTitus". Ten years later, a Captain

Roberts tried to negotiate more favourable terms for the

American traders with the Sultan. A treaty was signed in

1833 which stipulated a tax of only 5, and also set a prece¬

dent for other metropolitan firms to follow suit and to

127
demand similar terms of trade.

127. Between September 1832 and May 183% trade with Zanzibar
was predominantly carried out by American ships. Out
of 41 foreign ships visiting Zanzibar, 32 were from
Salem, Massachusetts. See David Pinnies Pioneers East
(Cambridge, Masss 1967), PP 245-249.



The number of American firms trading in Zanzibar was

small, and Waters wanted to restrict their number. They were

generally successful but used unscrupulous methods, such as

keeping other firms out or exploiting their ignorance of

certain coins. The trading community did not become aware

128
of this until 1847• The American firms and their consul

did not respect the Sultan*s reservations about disallowing

trade in Mirima, especially since this clause did not exist

in the Treaty, The Americans imposed a kOp duty on cloves

exported to the United States by the Sultan, yet they them¬

selves continued to enjoy privileges in Zanzibar and
129

contravened the most favoured trade clause.

Consul Waters, the leading American merchant, had

established himself in Zanzibar with the help of Customs

Master Sewji, Sewji, however, broke off his relationship

with Waters when the latter tried to dictate the conditions

of trade to him. Nonetheless, Waters successfully diversi¬

fied his own trade with other merchants and paved the way for

other metropolitan merchants to increase their share of the

trade. By 1859 about one quarter of Zanzibar*s foreign

trade was carried on with America, During the same period

Speke reported the existence of German, French and American

trading houses and bemoaned the absence of an English
1 30

trading house. However, by the time of the American

Civil War the American, firms had lost the impetus in the

East African trade,

128, C.S. Nicholls: Swahili Coast, p,329*

129, Sheriff! Commercial Empire, p.361,
130, J.H, Spekej w0n Commerce of Central Africa", T.B.G.S.«

VohJCV (Bombay! I860), Speke did not consider the British
Indian subjects and their firms to be British despite
the fact that they were under British jurisdiction,

<s7 ■
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The Germans were comparative latecomers to the East

African markets. In 1844 tho Hamburg firm of iierz came to

look for cowrie shells for the feast African markets. The

firm of Wilhelm Oswald also made enquiries about East Africa's

commercial possibilities in the same year, and sent another

vessel in 184?. Like the American Firms, the Germane tried

to conceal the content of their trade from other western

1 31
merchants. However, despite their late start they

acquired overwhelming interests in East Africa towards the

end of the century.

The French had a more extensive interest than the

English at the beginning of the nineteenth century. By 1811

they had a broker and a "factory" at Kilwa, and dealt mainly

in slaves. However, the preeminent position of the British

in the Indian Ocean area limited the options open to the

French. Conaaercial relations were encouraged by a treaty

with Said in 1844 (to which Britain objected) and by two

exploratory missions in I838 and 1846—49# headed by

Commanders Gulliaa and Loaror, Apprehension at the growing

British activity in the Red Sea and on the East African

coast was a further spur to trade, and in 1851 the Marseilles

firm of Vidal Freres established a factory in Zanzibar. Two

more Marseilles firms, Roband Freres and Regis Freres,

quickly fahowed, and by 1856 as many as twenty-two French

vessels brought trade goods. French purchases of $503*469

in 1856 were not sustained in 1859# when they dropped to

$247,500.132

131. C.3. Nicholls: Swahiii Coast, pp 342-3j see pp 344-5 for
details of US trade in 185"# which totalled $565,925#
France $503,469# Germany $455,701.

132. ibid.. pp 339-40.
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It is interesting that while the Preach had increased

their trade significantly by 1856, because of the treaty

rights of 1844 and the official expeditions of Gullian and

Loarer, it only equalled American trade and had not surpassed

that of the Indians. However, as the Indians had been

trading for a considerable length of time, the firms from

the US and Prance had, comparatively speaking, made consider¬

able progress in thirty years, and surpassed the Indian trad©

in ivory, cloves, gum, copal and cowries. American cloth

had supplanted Indian cottons. Hie content of Indian trade

was changing and increasingly the vacuum left by English

traders was filled by Indian traders selling English cottons.

The nature of trade had changed vastly since two Klioja

traders from Surat-Saiyaia and Musa Mzuri had reached Unyamwezi

in about 182%. Increasing imports of western cottons, gums

and gunpowder, and the increased demand for ivory (for piano

keys), cloves, and copal for the manufacture of varnish, had
133

increased the western share of the trade. The export of

$320,000 specie to India reflected the insecurity felt by the

Indian merchant class despite British protection. Nieholls

has asserted that the effect of western competition on Arabs

was not very grave because they participated in the slave

trade and Indian Ocean trade, neither of which was undertaken

by western vessels. Once intensive anti-slave trade measures

had been enacted and ateam-shipping had been introduced in the

133* ibid.. p.350. Zanzibar exports in 1859 to India Europe-US
Ivory $310,000 $350,000
Cloves $100,000 $13%,500
Copal $ 13#500 $153#750
Cowries $ 1,500 $230,000



Indian Ocean in the second half of the nineteenth century,

Arab trade did suffer. While their share of the trade

increased in quantitative terms, it decreased in proportional

terms.



PART 'i i INDIAN SOCIETY IN NINETEENTH CENTURY
ZANZIBAR

The role of the Indians in the economic history of nine¬

teenth century Zanzibar has been discussed in the previous

part. This part will discuss the development of the Indian

community and will centre on the reasons for its expansion

and the constraints placed upon this growth.

The short discussion on the social change amongst the

various Muslim sects and Hindu castes provides the background

to the activities of the various groups referred to. This is

not a comprehensive analysis of social change but a selection

of the salient points pertinent to this study. Among the

groups discussed particular attention is given to the Khoja

or Ismaili community, as this was a large and significant

community in nineteenth century Zanzibar and displayed the

most important changes during that period. Less extended

treatment is given to other Muslim sects, to Hindu caste

communities and to the smaller, but at times important,

communities such as the Parsi, Baluchi and Goan groups.

3(a.) Growth of the Indian Population

The east coast of Africa, the Persian Gulf and the west

coast of India were interlinked as a trading area during the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. This entailed the

movement and residency of Indian traders, amongst others, to

the Persian Gulf and to East Africa. The increased commer¬

cial contact and control of the island of Zanzibar by the

State of Oman strengthened the Indian Ocean network of trade.
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This also encouraged increasingly large numbers of traders

to migrate and to establish trading houses in Zanzibar.
1 84

Despite the evidence of Omani hostility the profit¬

ability of the East African trade drew a steady stream of

Indian traders. By 1829 there were 214 traders resident in

Zanzibar. By 1844 the strengthening of Omani control over

Zanzibar had led to the settlement there of 500 Hindus and

600 to 700 Muslims. The arrival of a British consul in 1841
1 T5

consolidated the British-Indian connection with Zanzibar,

and by 1859, when Sultan Said died and Captain Hamerton had

completed his term of office as the British Consul, the Indian

population had increased to between 5,000 and 6,000.

The hazards of extortionate taxes, pirates and the lack

of a solid political framework did not deter Indian traders

from settling in Zanzibar. This was due, firstly, to the

commercial prospects and, secondly, to the economic conditions

in Western India, which were unfavourable. Despite the heavy

odds against them, numerous traders moved to Zanzibar and

managed to stay theres

The overcoming of a set of intervening obstacles
by the early migrants lessens the difficulty of
the passage for later migrants and in fact path¬
ways were created which pass over intervening
opportunities as elevated highways pass over the
countryside.136

The Osani Empire provided the overall naval and political

cover for the merchant frontiersmen to settle and trade.

13%. liaraprasad Chuttopadhayas Indians in Africa* A Socio¬
economic History (Calcutta! 1970)» p.9» See also
Chapter VIII on "The Customs House".

135* C.S. Nichollsi The Swahili Coast, p.290, quoting a
letter by an English trader, Norsworthy, asserts that
British and British Indian traders initiated the move

to establish a British Consulate.

136. Everett S. Lees A Theory of Migration, published in J.A.
Jackson (ed») Migration (Cambridge! 1969)» p.292,
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Subsequently more groups migrated to trade in Zanzibar.

Cultural factors in Zanzibar differed from those in India

and prevented the Indians from feeling wholly secure. The

Omanis, and to some extent the Indians, succeeded in orient¬

alising the coastal African culture. However, in as much as

the Indians held only limited commercial power and had

virtually no military or political capability, theirs was a

1 37
less significant role.

The hostility of the Arabs was contained in part by the

protection provided to the Indians by Sultan Said. The

Omani Sultanate and the British Consulate had divergent

interests in Zanzibar. However, since the British Indian

subjects had connections with both the groups, the entrench¬

ment of both helped to increase the population of Indian

merchants.

There was also some reverse migration to India from
1 33

Zanzibar. This was small because of the general growth

iii economic activity. Thus their role, while shrinking at

one qualitative level, required increasingly large numbers

of participants in this trade. For instance, Indian cotton

became scarcer and more expensive than American cloth, which

began to be imported in the 1830s. Indian merchants thereby

137. Godfrey Dales The Peoples of Zanzibar (New York: 1920),
reprinted 19^9$ P*19# asserts correctly the influence
of Indian languages and Arabic on the Swahili language.

138. The "push" and "pull" factors of good economic prospects
in East Africa and bad conditions in India can only
explain the variations in migration, rather than itsprese
nee at all. The Indian migration to East Africa was of
a dynamic nature. The obvious myth of the "push" and
"pull" model is that society is considered static and
that the natural condition of man is sedentary. Neither
the pre-industrial European or Indian society was static
and migration is not a product of modern industrial
societies, but an integral part of all societies. The
Indians had traded and migrated because they viewed the
Indian Ocean and monsoons as a link rather than as a gulf
They therefore migrated and traded as a matter of course.
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became mere middlemen in the cloth trade. Reverse migration

to India was also limited because of the troubles in India,

especially famines. There, conditions on the one hand led

to migration of Indian traders, while on the other hand they

contributed to the weakening of the Indian Ocean based

coHEaei'ce between Western India, Zanzibar and the Persian

Gulf. Indian commercial control in this area was weakened

in as much as the British, European and American commercial

influence increased, due to the greater "out-reach" capabili¬

ties of the extra-Indian Ocean powers in terms of steamers,

capital and markets. By the end of the 1850s the Indian

merchants were beginning to realise a few "home truths".

Firstly, that the economic infrastructure of the Oman!

Empire was unreliable? the east coast trade was based on

the exploitation of ivory, gum, copal, and clove plantations

in Zanzibar, and profits from slave caravans. Their supply

was irregular and they fetched high but fluctuating prices.

Secondly, the establishment of the British Consulate

provided British Indian subjects with a measure of security,

but the fact that the abolition of slavery was its main

function threatened Indian investments in the caravan trade

and plantation economy, and led to bankruptcies and the

departure of some traders from Zanzibar. Hence, the British

Consulate, by providing protection at one level, was able to

negate its advantages at another, because slavery and slave

labour were an integral part of the economy. This revalua¬

tion of the positive and negative factors of their situation

Ie±*t the merchants with grave doubts about their security.

As long as economic conditions were booming in Zanzibar there

was no stream of migration back to India. This counter
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stream of* migration became strong, however, once the traders

had acquired wealth, when there was a slump in the economy,

or when the abolition of slavery made traders (personally)

bankrupt. Demand for ivory, a luxury item, dropped sharply

in times of famine and economic uncertainty in India. The

traders were, therefore, faced with a difficult situation.

Culture arid sentiment as well as good commercial practice

dictated that they maintain and materially assist their
139Indian commercial and family connections. Yet, because

of uncertain economic conditions in India, they were unwilling

to return. The complexity of this position of the Indian

traders was not fully understood by travellers to East Africa.

They stereotyped the Indians without realising the pressures

under which the Indians were operating and how vulnerable

they felts

so great was their passion for money that
they seldom return to their native country
while they can amass wealth more rapidly
elsewhere . 1

Despite the shift of commercial influence to Europe and

America, trade within the Indian Ocean expanded during the

mid-nineteenth century. The Indian population, although

increasingly restricted to a less determinant economic role,

expanded along with trade. Migration, especially by smaller

traders, was aided by the growing British naval and commercial

control of the Oman! Empire and Indian Ocean trade routes.

Hence:

The Ehojas who had not been very successful in

139. C.S. Nichollst The Bwahili Coast, pp 217» 291-2.
140. Ross Browaes Etchings. P»331»
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the China trade had begun to establish themselves
in Zanxibar, Mauritius, and elsewhere in the
Indian Ocean and they prospered considerably.

Consul Kirk estimated that there were 2,558 Khojas by 1870,

who were distributed as follows:

Place Individuals Houses

Zanzibar 2,100 535
Peiaba 59 28
Bagamayo 137 36
Mirima 25 10
Dar es Salaam 43 13
Kilwa 176 77
Munga 18 9

2,558 703

There were about 700 married females amongst the Zanzibar

Indian population of 2,100. Of the 535 households in

Zanzibar, the great bulk were from Xutch (422) or Jamnagar
142

(lOO). Thus it is clear that the Khoja community both

lived mainly in Zanzibar and came mainly from Kutch. Those

resident on the JSast .African coast acted as agents for the

Zanzibar concerns by tho 1880s. The Bolira community was

143
prominent on the African and Arabian coasts.

In 1387 the Indian population is recorded as 6,344, a

low figure compared to the estimate of 5-6,000 thirty years

before. However, the latter may have been an overestimate,

while the 1387 figure may also reflect the return of the

traders to India as a result of economic failure.

'it 1 ^
The distribution of the 6,344 Indians was as followst

141. Christine Dobbin: Urban Leadership in Western India
(Oxford* 1972), p.154.

142. P.P. Vol.LXII (1871), Kirk to P.O., 14-1-1871, No.11,
enc., p.938. In 1875 Holinwood gave the following break¬
down of the Indian population: Khojas 2,725» Hindus 814.

143. Christine Dobbin: Urban Leadership, p.175.
144. F.O. 84.1854, HacDonald to F.O., 18-12-1887. M = Male,

F sa Female, C = Child.
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It is clear from the above table that most of the Hindus

lived in Zanzibar and did not bring their women-folk with

them, while the Khojas remained the jaost significant

community in numerical terms and the smaller Bhora community

was fairly evenly distributed over the coast.

3(b) Social Change

In this sub-section social change amongst the various

sub—communities and sects from Gujerat and Kutch will be

discussed briefly. In the second part of the section

greater emphasis will be laid on the khoja community.

3(b)(i) Non-Ismaili Groups

The trading community from western India migrated not

only to Bombay but also as far as Zanzibar.

By the middle of the century (Bombay) had
recaptured its medieval commerce with the
Persian Gulf, the Red Sea and the Malabar
coast and in the following decades this
trade was. extended to the east coast of

Africa, Malacca and China.1^5
In the process of moving from rural western India to urbanised

Bombay, the Gujerati community had changed. Bombay became

the centre of Indian commerce with the Persian Gulf and the

east African coast. While the Bombay Gujerati community

— consisting of Hindus and Muslims - became the centre of

change in the social structure, the peripheral communities

in Zanzibar embodied some of these changes. The firujeratis

dominated the Bombay of the early nineteenth century and

Gujerati was the lingua franca. The Kutchis were the other

main group which had migrated to Bombay and Zanzibar. As

145. C. Dobbins Urban Leadership, p.1.
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a protected state of Britain, the state of Kutch was not

totally integrated into British India, The Parsis, early

in the nineteenth century, were the most ubiquitous community.

They accumulated wealth as agents of European contractors

to the government for supplying troops as importers of
146

provisions and wines and as traders on their own account.

The two other Gujerati communities were the Hindu and Jain

Banyan communities who were bankers, traders and shop¬

keepers.

The Bohras, who converted from Hinduism to Islam in

the eleventh century, came to Bombay from the Surat Broach

districts in the eighteenth century. They were generally

small businessmen. The Daudi Bohras, who were numerically

the largest in Bombay, and Sulamani Bohras separated in the

sixteenth century over the issue of the Dai, or the rightful

head of the community.

The Parsis, Banyans and Bohras dominated the trade of

Bombay in the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth
147

century. Early in this period various other communities

began to rival the older groujjs and by the middle of the

nineteenth century the Bhatias, Khojas and Memoirs became

fairly prominent. The Bhatias were a trading caste of

Kathiavar and Kutch who, after their conversion to Vaisnavism

and vegetarianism, rose to a high place in the caste

hierarchy. The influence of the Gujerati class of merchants

in Bmmfoay was constantly being felt by the fi-agments of

Gujerati communities in the Zanzibar dominions. This was

146. ibid.. p.3«

147* Shanti Pandit: Asians in East raid Central Africa, pp 68^9 »

mentions a Bohra who arrived in Mozambique in the 1820s,
and in Zanzibar in 1857» called Datoo Ilirji.
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the case because they were either the agents of Bombay firms

or had business connections with theai. Akin to the Bhatias

were the Bhansalis and Lohanas, who held a subordinate

position in Kutch and Kathiawar but were considerably

successful in Bombay. A similar change in status occurred

when these communities migrated to Zanzibar.

The Khojas, Memons and Bohras had converted to Islam.

By the 1840s so many Khojas had migrated to Bombay from

Kutch and Kathiawar that it became their headquarters.

Since the Zanzibar! Parsi community was an offshoot of

the Bombay Parsis, a large number were from an urban environ¬

ment. They were a prosperous mercantile community which was

148
exclusive, self-reliant and self-contained. In Zanzibar

they were adaptable in manners and dress, but this was in no

149
way a departure from the principles of their faith.

Of the Hindu communities the Bhatias and the Banyans

were the most numerous and came from Kutch, Gujerat and

Konkan. The Bhatias was the largest Hindu group which had

a strong commercial culture and was involved iti money

lending. Other castes such as the Vanias and Lohaaas were

also to be foundj Frere observed that most of the Hindus
1 50

lived in Zanzibar. The Lohanas and Patidars from Gujerat

abandoned land holding for trade and commerce in East Africa.

The Lohanas came from Gujerati speaking districts in India

148. ibid.. p.12. A segment of the Parsi community which
arrived in Zanzibar about a century ago contained civil
servants and marine engineers.

149» Godfrey Dale: Peoples, pp 7'7~8» Dale also noticed
that Parsi weddings took place in the evenings after
Hindu custom and that Hindu Brahmin was called upon in
absence of a Parsi to cast a horoscope of their children.

150. They had names like Patel, Amin and Desai.
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151
and were slightly more las about marriage than Patidars.

Much of the domestic religion connected with rural and

traditional groups fell into disuse except for the Bhatias

in Zanzibar, who

became progressively stricter Hindus during
their stay abx-oad and over a period were able
to raise their standing in India,'52

The Bhatias in Zanzibar who traded on a large scale were
also bankers and speculators. Some were literate in English.

They abstained from drinking alcohol, were aloof from other

Hindus and did not help non-Bhatia destituted. Amongst the

Biiatia community in Zanzibar Jairam Sewji and Ludda Damji

were respected leaders of their traditional community,

primarily because they formed a successful and powerful firsa.

However, these leaders could not demand religious sanction

because their main preoccupation was business.

The Hindus clung together and probably more so because

they did not have their families with them. This factor

helped them retain their native languages and a semblance of

religious customs. However, since many of them cohabited

with local women there was probably a large element of

hypocrisy in their conservative and traditional attitudes.

The Hindus who cohabited with local women in Zanzibar

were not prone to become Muslims because, apart from Muslim

women, there were many slave women and non-Muslim local

women with whom they could have liaisons. While there might

have been some indigenisation of Hindus, there was probably

more "orientalisation" of local women because of the pre¬

vailing attitudes of male dominance. In general terms the

vmmmmmmmmmmmmmrnmmmmm

151. Donald Rothschilds Racial Bar^ainin.:? in Indopendent
Kenya (London: 1973), PP Vi-5.

152. H.S. Morris: The Indiana in Uganda(London 1968), p.15.



continuance of endogamy reinforced the traditional behaviour

patterns even though many customs and traditions were

dropped and no traditional caste systems were set up in

East Africa,

The traditional caste system in India and the
relationship of dependence between one caste
and another had disappeared but caste exclu-
siveness still remained,153

The caste system did not prevail in Zanzibar because selec¬

tive migration did not allow the caste structure to be

replicated in Zanzibar, Commercial prosperity further

fragmented the caste structure. Wherever caste communities

existed they functioned more on a competitive basis than on

a hierarchical basis. However, since the caste system was

operative on a selective basis and continued to exist as a

sub—community or a ioti, the Hindus continued to draw on it

as a .iati and not on a basis of sectarian differences.

There were two sects in Muslim society - the Sunnis

and the Sliias. The shariat or religious law amongst the

Sunnis was different but it was a mainly orthodox interpre-
1 54

tation of the Koran, In Zanzibar this Shiaite sect was

observed to contain some rich merchants and some craftsmen.

Their wives were kept very strictly veiled.
They are quiet reticent folk and far less lr_
afflicted by European influences than the Khojas,

A small community of Memons from Sind also lived in

153* ibid., p.27, See also Dale, Peoples, p.98* "The old
caste distinctions have less effect and importance
under foreign rule in a foreign country."

154. G. Dalej Peoples, pp 64-5.
155. ibid.. p,21.
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156
Zanzibar and they took part in shipping' and fishing.

There was also a small community of 200 Baluchis who were

soldiers used by Sultan Said. They were a Sunni community

and subject to Hanafi laws. The main function of the

Baluchis was to assist the Sultan*s walis at the coast.

They were accused of committing robberies which they were

employed to prevent. Their .iaiaadar (commander) lived

lavishly compared to the soldiers because of bribery and

private trade. They remained the only group of the Sultan's

soldiers and police in the Zanzibar dominions until the end

of the nineteenth century. The us© of Baluchi soldiers

by the Sultan rather than Omani Arabs probably isolated the

Zanzibar Sultan even further from his Arab elites.

A small Goan Catholic community also existed in Zanzibar

and "enjoyed full benefit of British protection in tS79,,»1'^0
i 59

They were the only Christian Indians in Zanzibar.

3(b) (ii) The Changes in the Kho.ia Community

The Ismailis or Khoja community in Zanzibar was the

most interesting and pivotal community. They demonstrated

the peculiar predicament of a religious minority suffering

from fear of persecution by the dominant traditional society

156. This endogamous Gujerati Sunni group was converted from
Hindu Lohana jati. As Muslims they followed the Hanafi
school of law* while adhering to Hindu customs* such as
allowing daughters and widows to inherit property.
Despite the Abdurahim Haji vs Halimbhai decision* fchoy
did not change like the Khoja community. See Chapter XX*
last part* on Custom and Usage.

157. R. Gregoryt India, p.33.
*58. ibid.. p.36» although after the establishment of the

Portuguese Consulate they began to receive protection
from the Portuguese Consul. The former Portuguese
presence was probably responsible for the presence of
Goans in Zanzibar. See Charles Eliott The East African
Protectorate (Londons 1905)* p.20.

159. G. Dale: Peoples, p.21.
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while being equally vulnerable to constitutional and

structural change when it came into contact with the British

imperial network* The identity of the Khoja community was

defined with the help of British courts in Bombay and it

became a highly organised and cohesive group. Since the

community was shaped in the context of the British High

Court it became highly "functional" while operating in the

imperial context* The Hindu community, however, was never

quite reformed in this sense* It remained "hisfunctional"

in terms of the west because it was socially conservative

and traditional* This was partially because the British

were more open to the leader of the Ismail! community, the
. 160
Aga Khan*

In spite of the fact that the various Hindu castes and

Muslim sects operated in a foreign environment and had

business links with one another, they remained separate as

a group. The dlffex>ences wez-e increased when the identity

of the Khoja community was defined in strict constitutional

terms by the Bombay High Court. The various court cases

between the leaders and their communities strengthened the

vertical links between the British authority and each

community separately but prevented any horizontal inter¬

mixture amongst the Hindus, Bohras, Meaions and Khojas.*

The Khojas were basically a Shia community but because

they lived in predominantly Sunni context they outwardly

adopted Sunni customs* This ci'eated a conflict in their

160. V.G. Kiernan: The Lords of Human Kind (London: 1969) >

p.^9« The Aga Khan was admired for his understanding
of race horses and the same British hearts were incapabi
of understanding "Tagore and his verses". Chap. 2, pp32
70, also contains information in British attitudes
towards Indians in the nineteenth century.
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identity, a crisis which the Khoja community only gained

authenticity through the Bombay High Court. This meant

that the identity was not resolved organically by the

community through internal conciliation but through external

intervention. One of the impacts of the British Court*s

decisions was to purge the religion of its Hindu context

and abort the symbiotic and syncretic process which had

hitherto taken place between the Sufi and the Hindu dements

of the Khoja religion.

The Erskine Parry decision (1851), Sir Joseph Araould's

decision (1866), and Justice Russell*s decision (1908)

played a role in determining the constitutional framework

of the Khoja community and the powers of the Aga Khan as a

traditional leader. The identity of the Khojas, as Shla

Iuai.-ii Ismaili, was not established until the Aga Khan case

of 1866. Some of the prominent merchants who became

Sunnis did so because of the considerable personal advantage

for richer members of the community in declaring their
"162

allegiance to the Sunni form of Islam. Hence, even the

reformers wanted to change the nature of the community not

necessarily for the benefit of the whole community but

because of their personal interests.

161. A.A. Esmails "Satpanth Ismaili set and Modern Changes with
special reference to East Africa" (University of Edin¬
burgh, PhD thesis 197^), p.118. Itfxile discussing the
Perry decision this study only considers Araould's and
Russell*s decisions as important in constitution and
formal terms. Christine Dobbins Urban Leadership, p.116,
discusses the Perry decision of I8p1 which provided the
Khoja community with a Declaration of Rights which gave
peace to the Khojas for ten years. For further dis¬
cussion of the Arnould decision, see Chap.IX, section
on Custom and Usage, of this study.

162. Christine Dobbins Urban Leadership, p.ll'i.
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The above group of reformers in Bombay challenged the

authority of the Aga Khan and filed a suit in the Bombay

Supreme Court* This case was heard before Sir Erskine Perry

in 1851 and he ruled that the Jamat was part of the Khoja

community and that the Aga Khan had no right to interfere

in its use*

The conciliatory Perry judgment had two effects. On

the one hand it reconciled the two opposing factions and

brought them back within the fold, and on the other hand it

set a precedent for future dissenters and reformers to turn

to the courts to solve internal differences*

Following the Perry decision there was peace for ten

years. In 1861 the Sumii reformers, using the force of the

outward Sunni usages, wanted to abandon the Sliia professions

of the Khoja because it estranged the Khojas from the other

Muslim communities of Bombay and increased the hold of the

Shai Imam over them* The reformers rested their case on

the argument that the Aga Khan was a Shia interfering in the

charitable trust intended for Sunnis. By putting their

case in such a manner they were forced into the untenable

position of trying to prove that the Khoja community had

been converted by a Sunni Imam and that the Khojas followed

the Sunni form of Islam*

Moreover they were virtually asking a British
court of law to issue a binding statement of
what constituted the legal conditions of member¬
ship of their community*'63

During 1866 about 600 Khojas in Bombay adhered to the reform

group and about 3,0u0 to the Aga Khan. The Khoja community

in the Indian Ocean area were mainly strong followers of the

I63. ibid.. p.118.
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Aga Khan and, barring five persons, included the entire

Zanzibar Khoja community.

The reformers lost tlieir case and placed the Khoja

community in the predicament that Judge Arnould*s decision

defined what constituted a Khoja and made it difficult for

the community to change in the future.

The beliefs and the tenets of the Ismailis were

now embedded in a pronouceraent by an institution
of no less prestige than the British High Court
whose legal authority carried the utmost weight
and on whose decisions the community could fall
back in case of similar challenges in the future.

While this might be true, the importance of Judge Amould*s

decision was that it upheld the traditional authority and

the liberal Sunni reformers had failed in their bid to over¬

throw the traditional leader of the Ismaiilis. The Aga Khan

in turn tried to westernise the Khojas and to discard much

of the Hindu heritage. There was in the East African

context a "modification in outlook and social structure of

the community especially in the wake of the impact of
M165

western culture. The same modifications cannot be said

to have been adopted by the Shia Khoja community residing in

dorainantly Sunni Zanzibar.

Tiie westernisation of the Khojas seems to have been

misconstrued as the modernisation of the Khojas, whereas it

would seem that westernisation was the result of an attempt

by the traditional leader to maintain his authority and keep

the Sunni reformers at bay. This was especially time because

the Aga Khan was extremely loyal to the British Crown. He
166

had connections with the British Royal family and was a

164. A.A. Esmails a&panth. p.114.
165. ibid.. Preface, p.iii.
166. H.S. Morris; Indians in Uganda, p.137.
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167
supporter of" the imperial rule. Hence with increased

western control the Khoja community as a whole was able to

define itself to suit the new conditions of western rule

which the Bohras and the Hindus could not do to the same

extent*

The use of British courts by various sections of the

Ismaili or Khaja community had virtually become a method of
168

solving their internal differences. Since conciliation

by resolving conflict within the community had been supplanted

by court decisions, the Aga Khan continued to assert his

legitimacy derived from the Araould decision* During his

visit to Zanzibar in 1899, the Agan Khan further westernised

his community and separated them from other Indian communities.

Whatever the constitutional position of the head of the

community the major control on their behalf was exercised by

the seths over their castes. However, since the leadership

over the castes was temporal, it was considered to be

arbitrary by many members of the caste. In Zanzibar, Jairara

Sewji could only muster a few signatures from members of his

caste to reject British citizenship during the 1340s.

The prominent ethos both in Bombay and Zanzibar was the

commercial culture and not agrarian culture. The Khojas,

167. A.A. Esmails Satoanth. p.137*
168. D. Rothschilds Racial Bargaining, p.^3. The Ithnasheri,

a dissenting Khoja sect, believed that the Imam was
hidden and would reappear to guide them. At the turn
of the century, the Ithnasheri were excommunicated by
the Aga Khan from the Khoja community. They lacked a
centralised organisation for their sect, remained
spiritually orthodox and less able to accept social
change, even though they lived in a western context.
It would seeia that as a result of the Arnould decision
the identity of the community had been so rigidly formu¬
lated that the Aga Khan could excommunicate this
dissenting sect using Ithnasheri dogma.



for instance, were involved in foreign commerce in Zanzibar

and in ironmongery! cutlery, china, cloth and retail trade
169

in cotton goods* Since the traditional caste leadership

had a feudal agricultural base there was no unequivocal

recognition of the new emergent leaders in cities or new

migrant communities# There was no unqualified recognition

of certain families and castes from Kutch or Gujerat because
1

neither mofusail villages nor mofusail families were repli¬

cated in Zanzibar* The consular court in Zanzibar and the

civil courts in Bombay gave confidence to all who wanted to

appeal against traditional disobedience* This interference

of the courts eliminated the sanctions of the seths especially

when they were authoritarian* Unfortunately in Zanzibar

there was no educated class which could rationalise or rein¬

force these breakages in the community as was the case in

Bombay*

The recourse to civil litigation by the various communi¬

ties by using codified law negated the role of reformers and

of changes which were historically authenticated from within

the communities*

The Zanzibar fragment of the Indian society lacked a

class of educated people and a vernacular press so that willy

nilly the seths did retain some traditional authority. While

the role of the seths and their respective communities

had transformed in Zanzibar, the eeths remained the only

class who could lead in the absence of alternative leadership*

169. R, Gregory* India, pp 33,^1• The Khojas were settled
both in Zanzibar and on the coast*

170. Mofussil is an Anglo-Indian word for rural localities*
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CHAPTER II

INDIANS AND EUROPEAN POLITICAL INTERVENTION

The distance between the west coast of Indian and

Zanzibar across the Arabian Sea is 2,000 miles, and there

is long-standing; intercourse between these two countries*

Merchants from the west coast of Indian had settled on the

Zanzibar coast, even before the advent of the rule of the

Sultan of Muscat* The establishment of the Sultan of Muscat

in his Zanzibar dominions brought in its wake the British

presence in Zanzibar* The fundamental concern of the

British was the abolition of the so-called Arab* slave trade

on the east coast* The emotion associated with the British

anti-slave trade campaign clouded the real nature of this

trade* This was illustrated in Zanzibar during 1861-2 by

W.C. Deveraux of the ship "Gorgon", who said that even if

the Sultan claimed that slavery was an institution of his

country, sanctioned by Islamic custom and religion, and that

slavery was their mainstay, without which they would perish,

the British answer ought to bei "Better you should be snuffed

out of existence, and make room for a better race than to live
2

on an infamous traffic"*

1, F.O. 84.1391, Frere's "Memorandum on Natives of India",
31-3-18?3» points out that the slave trade was carried on

by "Arabs or Arab half-castes and Swahilis or Coastmen",
but later in the same memorandum he makes the error of
saying that Indian capital was exclusively given to Arabs
for slave trade purposes. For European complicity in the
slave trade, see W. Rodney, Underdeveloped Africa, p.105*
See also K*M. Panniker: Strategic Problems of the Indian
Ocean (Allahabad: 1944), who states that all through the
nineteenth century till recently "the Indian Ocean was no
more than a British lake", p*3»

2. W.C* Deveraux: A Cruise in the * Gorgon* (London: I869),
P.370.
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Despite the various treaties signed after 1822 to
3

abolish the slave trade it continued unabated. These

treaties, however, laid the Omani-Zanzibar! economies open

to British intervention.

The first section of this chapter will discuss the

pertinence of the abolition of the slave trade to the Indian

community in Zanzibar. While the Indians and the English

were both British subjects, there were instances where there

was a disparity in the way in which they were treated. As

a result of this the Indians were particularly alienated

from the Zanzibar economic system.

The second part of the chapter will refer to the

political implications of the Imperial British East Africa

Company's control. In the last section the political impli¬

cations of the entry of the European powers, especially

Germany, into the East African area, and the effect of

British control over the Indians will be discussed.

1) The implications of Slave Trade
Abolition over Indians

The major findings on the problem of the slave trade on

the East African coast were made during the Frere Mission's

visit in 1873« At this time the Indians presented Sir

Bartie Frere with an address, saying that*

Most of the Indians residing here are merchants
and traders carrying on business under the
protection of the British flag...We hope that
the business on which Her Majesty has deputed

3. J.3. Buckingham! "Letters from the Persian Gulf",
Oriental Herald.(London! 1828), Vol.LX, p.57^« He

mentions that despite the existence of the Moresby
Treaty and the presence of five cruisers of the Bombay
Marine in the Persian Gulf, the slave trade continued.



you may attend with success, and thereby the
cruelties and hardships inflicted on human
beings may be put to an end.^
The idea of a mission for a new treaty ending the slave

5
trade seems to have been suggested by Brigadier N.M. Coglan.

Sir Bartle Frere was chosen to lead the mission because of

his knowledge of the Indian Ocean area. Soon after his
6

arrival the "ingenious divine" Rev. Badger, Bishop of Aden,

who was also a member of the mission, saw the Sultan, who

asked him for "small doses of the poison", rather than a

total ban on the slave trade* "You import coolies from India

and Mauritius? what would be the consequences to those islands
7

if such supplies were stopped at once?" Badger's reply was

that the coolies left India of their own volition.

The Frere Mission did not promise any direct assistance

to the Sultan to ease the labour problems, but it was

intimated that the British Government would help to locate
8

labour for him.

On the eve of the Frere Mission's visit to the coast,

Frere observed that the Indians and Arabs "work together in

maintaining the existing state of affairs", but that the

coastal Arabs "in a financial sense are entirely in the

hands of natives of India". He saw that, based on this

economic situation, the "interests of India and of the

4. Parliamentary Papers, Vol.Ixi (1873)# Frere Mission No.19»
one. 15-1-1873, p.26.

5. F.O. 84.1120, Coglan to Chief Secretary, Bombay Government,
1-11-1860. C&pt. G.L. Sullivan's proposal for a slave
trade treaty for total abolition, and the declaration of
slavery as piracy carrying the death penalty in G.L.
Sullivan* Dhow Catching in Zanzibar Waters (London* 1873)»
p.285.

6. Lorimer* Gazetteer of the Persian Gulf (Calcutta* 1915)»
Vol.1, Part II, p.2158.

7. P.P. Vol.Ixi, No.36, one. 16-1-1873.
8. ibid.. No.36, enc.23, pp 67-8.
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9
Imperial government are.,.closely allied.••n, and therefore

there was a need not only to maintain the existence of this

commerce but also to develop it.

Sir Bartle Frere and Colonel Pelly visited Kilwa

Kivinje and found that the British Indiansv consisting of

80 Khoja families, 25 Bhattia and 3 Memon houses, were

reluctant to cooperate with hiia. The conflict between the

Indian traders* legal obligation to the British and to the

head of the local political authority, Saiiia bin Syud bin

Omar, was apparent. In writing to the Sultan, Salim bin

Omar spoke of the violence of the Englishmen who kicked his

sepoy, entered the premises by force, and insisted that Salim

go to see Frere. His reaction was*

I do not consent by one who has no authority,
and (I) refused to go, because it (would be)
an insult to our king if I followed him like
a goat.H

Frere could not expect the British Indians to cooperate

until he had provided protection for them. The British

legal jurisdiction was not accompanied by that political

authority which was still vested in the Sultan's officials.

Through the Consul, Frere put great pressure on the Customs
12

House not to collect taxes on slaves.

Since the Frore Mission was going to study the role of

the Indians, and in particular that of the Kutcliis, in the

slave trade activities on the East African coast, Pelly, a

former Consul in Zanzibar, recommended that two Indians be

9. F.0, 84.1389, Frere to Granville, 10-3-1873.
10. P.P. Vol.lxi, Memorandum by Col. Pelly, No.37» enc.69,

13-3-1873, PP 71-2.
11. ibid.. No.37# enc., p.73, copy of Salim bin Syud's letter

to Barghash in F.0. 84.1390.
12. F.0. 84.1374, Kirk to F.O., 27-5-1873.
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appointed to the Mission: Muthoridass, a Zanzibar and

Bombay merchant, and Kazi Shaliubuddin, the Prime Minister of

the Rao of Kutch's government and a learned Kutclxi of great
13 1 4

influence• On his appointment to the Mission the Kazi

tried to demonstrate the vagueness and inconsistencies in

the evidence of the Mission, particularly in its acceptance

of the opinions of people such as David Livingstone. As

his main concern was to sift the evidence against the Indians,

he tried to point out that freed slaves, knowing that Indians

could not legally hold slaves, would be prepared to report

any infractions to the Consul. He therefore submitted that
15

"it requires strong prejudice" to believe that only Indians

held slaves.

Sir Bartle Frere, however, held pro-consular attitudes
16

not only towards the Sultan but also towards the Indians.

He ignored repeated proposals, submitted by Lallubhai, an

Indian merchant, through his Manchester agent Bradshaw, to

end the slave trade among the Indian merchants. lie neglected

these proposals despite the fact that Lallubhai*s friends
17

knew the country better than Livingstone or Stanley".

13. F.O. 84.1389, No.4, 10*1-1873* See also Sorabji Jehangiri
Representative Men of India (London:1889)» PP 109—12.
During his period of attachment to the Frere Mission,
Kazi Shahubuddin acted as special correspondent for the
Daily Telegraph, contributing interesting letters on
the question of slavery. On his return to India, he
resumed his duties as Dewan of Kutch.

14. F.O. 84.1388, No.11, F.O. to Frere, 12-3-1873*
*5. ibid.

16. While Kelley (Wendell Phillips? Oman: A History, p.143)
asserts that Kirk behaved like a Pro-Consul, R.G.
Gregory referred to Frere as "the Great British Pro-
Consul", p. 31.

17. F.O. 84.1387* Bradshav to F.O., 26-11-1872? Lallubhai
to Viceroy of India, 26-10-1872.
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Frere off-handedly rejected the scheme after completing his
18

East African Mission.

In view of Frere's total opposition to the opinions of

Lallubhai and Kazi Shahubuddin, and his neglect of those of

Consul Kirk, it i3 worth examining the records of two noto¬

rious English slave holders since it exemplifies the different

treatment accorded to British Indian and English subjects.

A number of British officials, including Frero, Polly,

Livingston© and Stanley, approved of the labour used on

Praser's plantations in Zanzibar and on Sunley*s estates on

the Comoro Islands. In the opinion of the Rev. Horace

Wall er t * ^

Captain Praser employing slaves led to the ever¬
lasting murmuring on the part of the natives.
One morning they would see us burning the dhows
which were engaged in slave trade, and the next
morning they would see an Englishman working
factories and plantations with those slaves
safely landed; it was a question which puzzled
far more acute people than they were. The same
tiling existed at Comoro Islands, it was a mere
sham and delusion, the poor slaves were hired in
gangs from their Arab master.2®

Stanley went as far as to give a testimonial to Fraser, and

Frere said that he received "hearty co-operation" from iiiia.

Consul Seward had pointed out that Fraser, an ex-Indian

18. F.O. 84.1391# Frere to F.O., undated,
19» His brother, Gerald Waller, was associated with the

IBEAC and made initial negotiations for IBEAC*s opera¬
tions in Zanzibar.

20. P.P. Vol.xli (1871) Q.965# P.68J F.O. 54.23# Playfair
to F.O., p.15# 22-10-1866. Playfair mentions that in
the contract the word "labourers" really meant "slave".
The position of Sunley and Fraser is also discussed by
Captain Colomb: Slave catching: in the Indian Ocean
(London: 1873), pp 490-494. Colomb felt that both
cases illustrated that legitimate commerce could not
end the slave trade, and that the solution lay in the
missionary (ibid.. p.498).
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slave trade suppressor, had a "rare and crafty intelligence
21

upon the question of legality*• He also affirmed Play-

fair's and Waller's opinion that their contracts

under the most transparent veil actually fostered
and engaged in the trade of slaves. They have
advanced large sums of money to enable certain
Arabs to purchase slaves for their ©special use,
they actually bind themselves to purchase the
freedom of those slaves after a certain period,
for the sum of twenty-four dollars.22

This was styled as "one year's pay®, but was in reality the

ordinary market value of a slave in Zanzibar. Fraser made

counter-accusations against certain Kutchis, but the Foreign

Office instructed Seward that they would not adopt any pro¬

ceedings against Kutchis if they refrained from indulging
23

in such activities in the future. Seward liberated the

700-odd slaves who worked for Fraser. Fraser later

absconded f'roia Zanzibar as a bankrupt, having fraudulently
24

"dealt with his creditors",

Sunley was not only a British subject, but also a

21. F.O. 84.1279, Seward to F.O., 6-3-1867. In 1830
Commander J.C. Hawkins of EIC's sloop "Olive", while
trying to recruit volunteers for the Indian Navy, had
in fact recruited slaves. He was charged with piracy
by the Bombay Supreme Court and transported to New South
Wales (G.S. Grahams Britain in the Indian Ocean (London:
1967), P.145, n,l).

22. F.O, 84.1279, Seward to Government of Bombay, 14-7-1866;
Seward to P.O., 20-2-1867# Also enclosed is a copy of
a slave contract between Fraser and Sultan Majid.

23. ibid., F.O. to Seward, 14—6-1867# See also Orchardsonj
Sir William MacKinnon - Shipowner. (University of London
PhD Thesis, 1970), pp 134-7.

24. F.O. 84.1400, Prideaux to F.O,, No.100, 23-11-18745
F.O. S3.1344, Kirk to Secretary of Bombay Government,
24-11-1871# Fraser had been involved in a 100,000
dollar deal with Sevji, given for slaughtering cattle
for the Royal Navy. Sewji, as a vegetarian and the
unofficial head of the Hindu community because of his
wealth,was extremely embarrassed about this business
deal, on more than one count.
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British Consul. The Foreign Office, acting on information

received in a letter from Consul Pelly, wrote to Sunley at

Comoro Islands stating that the British Government

would lay themselves open to the charges of
tolerating the employment of slave labour by
British officers, while they at the same time
denounce the employment of slaves by the planters
of other countries»25

He was also informed that he was violating regulations for

consular officers. After a lengthy correspondence, the

Foreign Office reluctantly decided, in I865, to withdraw

his commission because

it is impossible that Her Majesty*s Government
can tolerate the employment of slaves by an
officer holding Her Majesty*s Consular Commission."

Both the Foreign Office and Frere had praised Smiley for his

employment of slaves, and Frere was particularly impressed

that Sunley had set a good example "of what might be done by

Europeans and natives in the successful cultivation of
27

sugar...'1, and he refused to beliovo that they wore slaves.

Much less attention was paid to the complexity of the

status of British Indians, both in Zanzibar and on the main¬

land. They had to follow British laws while residing in a

foreign sovereign state with its own political system. For

the partial protection given to them it seemed that total

allegiance was being demanded from theia. However, it was

not fundamentally a question of the protection of the subject
20

but of his coercion."1' Since the protection granted did not

25. F.O. 84.1176, F.O. to Sunley, 14-6-1862.
26. F.O. 84.1249, F.O. to Sunley, 23-6-1865.
27. F.O. 84.1389, No.27, Frere to F.O., 12-3-1873. In F.O.

34.647, F.O. to Ilamerton, 11-11-1346, No. 1, the consul
had been warned against owning slave property. See also
NAI, Foreign Dept (Secret) No.210/248 (June 1873) Sir
Bartle Frere*s Mission for the suppression of the slave
trade.

28. Piggotts Exterritoriality, pp 20-21.
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co-exist with or correspond to the obligations, the position

of the Indians was weakened and became more fragile as

British control increased. This was illustrated during the

visit of Elton, the First Assistant at the Zanzibar Consulate,

to the southern mainland dominions of the Sultan, where he

attempted to stop slave trading among the British subjects.

The British Indians working in the dominions of the Sultan

were caught between the dual jurisdictions to which they

were subject. Elton observed that the increased British

control over these Indian merchants threw theia "more com¬

pletely under our j>rotoction, their only link with the Arab
29

world being broken"«

Kirk's directive had similar implications when he told

tho Indians administering the Sultan's Customs House that

they would be brought fco trial if they were implicated in

the slave trade issue, even though they were "acting under
30

the Sultan's orders". In the Haji Omar case Consul Kirk

reaffirmed that British subjects residing in Zanzibar could

not exempt themselves from British law by taking service
31

with the Sultan. As a result of this the Indians were

treated like foreigners by the Sultan and suffered serious

losses because they could not own land either directly or

through mortgage. However, the process whereby the owner¬

ship of land was transferred to Indians by the foreclosure

of mortgages did not stop. After visiting Zanzibar, Captain

Colosnb remarkedt

29. P.P. Voi.ixii (1874), No.18, enc.1, 13-5-1873. P.22.
30. ibid.. No.34, p.48, 3-7-1873.
31. P.O. 84.1376, Kirk to F.O., No.113. sub.enc. 2,

4-10-1872.
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I understand also that the Arabs were themselves
conscious that in consequence of this process,
and of the general incidence of British policy,
Zanzibar island vras in the course of absorption
by England.32

In this precarious situation the Indians sought consular
33

assistance to protect their interests, which further

alienated them from the Sultan's authority. Captain Colomb

was worried that since the Indians could not adopt Zanzibar

nationality, but were gradually acquiring land, which

necessarily required labour, "the Indian will find some legal
34

subterfuges".-' Hence he advocated a clear labour policy

and even annexation, because he felt that basically Britain

ought to encourage the settlement of British Indians in

Zanzibar, since they would "smooth the path of future slave
35

trade suppressive efforts". The discouragement of Indian

settlement would create barriers to the abolition of the

slave trade, and "the uncertainty in which the labour

question now rests at Zanzibar must act as a direct blow to

Indian immigration".J Without labour the value of land

dropped quite considerably. This added to an already

difficult situation in which, the competition from Manchester

cotton had led to increased immigration, which had "an
37

extraordinary bearing on our connection with the territory".

Since the major purpose of Brutish pre tec tionwvas to

entrench British metropolitan interests, the Indian residents

received minimal help, particularly as the Foreign Office

did not want to entangle itself further in the protection of

32. Captain Colombt Slave Catching, p.378.
33. P.P. Vol.74 (1885), No.76, 13-3-1884, p.50,

34. ibid.. p.380.
35. ibid., p.382.

36. ibid.

37. ibid.. p.367.
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their specific interests* At the same time the Sultan's

power was waning* In the heart of his domains the Indians

made representation for a police force to protect their

property. The Sultan agreed to Kirk's suggestion to

organise a force of thirty men, to be paid for by the Indians
og

and "under the direct control and direction of the Agent"*

The force was to have powers of arrest with warrant. The

Sultan was to retain the police nominally on Ilis books, as

having powers of arrest in Zanzibar. However, the Sultan

changed his mind about having a foreign-controlled police

force and tho scheme fell through. His one concession was

an increase in patrols by his own soldiers at night on the
39

Zanzibar streets.-" The Sultan was able to forestall

foreign intervention in Zanzibar, but his authority on the

coastal domains did not show that he had an equally

effective control there.

With the implementation of the slave trade treaty, the

Sultan's power on,the coast diminished considerably. Only

the British, through their arbitrary use of force, preserved

the incumbent interests of the British Indians, as is shown

in a series of incidents in the reign of Barghash. Captain

Prideaux, from the British Consulate, despatched the IMS

!! Rifleman" in 1875 to Mombasa to defend the largest settle¬

ment of British Indians on tho coast, and 200 Baluchi

soldiers from Takaungu were also sent to defend the British

Indians threatened by rebels. Apparently the Sultan had

requested that the IMS "Nassau" be used to protect his power

in Mombasa against the rebel, Aluda, The British fired on

33. F.O, 84.1376, No.l44, Kirk to F.O., 2-12-1873.
39. F.O. 84.1399# No.31# eac, A & B, Prideaux to F.O.,

21-5-1874.
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the town but only after they had removed their own subjects*

The loss to Meiaon businessmen was estimated at over 3,000

dollars* However, the British did not destroy the rebels

because they "did not consider that the views of the Sultan
4o

deserved much consideration*• This action received the

41
approval of the Foreign Office.

The excessive damage to Indian property at Mombasa was

a reason given by the British for the establishment of a

coastal consul in the town. This marked the formal intro-

duction of British coastal interests. The Sultan's

X>osition was at this time so weakened that ho had to rely

on British assistance in the form of British trained troops

and of a retired British naval officer, Mathews, who took
4 3

control of the Sultan's force under the title of "General".

The raids continued and as late as 1882 the Swahili rebel,

Mbaruk, attacked the town of Vanga and killed several Arabs

and Swahiiis, while the British Indians suffered damage to
44

the value of 12,000 dollars. The British Consuls at

Sanaibar, especially Kirk, while providing protection for the

Indians on the coast, used them to gather pertinent news,

45
only some of which was passed on to the Sultan,

Kirk felt strongly that "forcible measures be called

for on our part for the protection of the great British
46

Indian atalee we hold in the country". He also believed

40. F.O. 84.1415, No.21, Pridoaux to P.O., 23-1-1875.
41. F.O. 84.1414, F.O. to Prideaux, 19-3-1875.
42. F.O. 84.1417, No.108, Euan-Smith to P.O., 16-7-1875.
4-3, See E.N. Lymes An Apostle ofjfche Empire (Londons 1936),

being the life of Sir William Mathews KCMG,

44. Coupland: Exploitation, p.254.
45. Frederick Jacksons Early Days in East Africa (Londons

1930), p.62. — ~
46. ibid.. Kirk to P.O., No.158, 11-11-1875.
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that the Indians ought to be protected because they had

suffered materially from the humanitarian measures imposed

by Britain*

The Indian traders have been compelled by us to
follow our Slave Trady Policy at a loss to them¬
selves , without obtaining or even asking for
compensation* The Indian community can surely
ask us to uphold their just rights, guaranteed
to them as British subjects under treaty, by the
same title as that by which we freed their slaves
and placed them under British law* '*7

Apart from these reasons, Kirk felt that if no assistance was

rendered to defend the Sultan, he might "naturally look

elsewhere" for assistance in warding off the Egyptians from
48

the coast* Therefore Kirk took control of the Sultan*s

governors on the coast during the Egyptian threat, and the
49

Egyptians were deterred by the British show of force.

This threat to British subjects at Barawa dislodged

the Indians* Having no means of defending themselves, they
50

began to embark their goods on dhows to sail for Zanzibar.

Kirk encountered the invaders when he attempted to visit the

traders, and he was not allowed to deliver the mail which he
51

had brought from Zanzibar for certain Indians. It was

only when Kirk threatened to bombard the town from the BMS

"Thetis" that he and Captain Ward were allowed to disembark*

Having proceeded to the house of an Indian merchant, where

the others were assembled, Kirk then arranged for all of

them to visit the "Thetis" in order to demonstrate their

ibid*. Kirk to F.O., No. 177, 10-12*1875, enc. Memorandum
from Indians in Northern coastal towns; also Kirk to F.G*.,
No.173, enc. "Memorandum on Brawa by Egyptians and Posi¬
tion of British subjects there".

48. ibid.. No.162, Kirk to F.O., 15-11-1875.
49. F.O. 84.1452, No.22, Kirk to F.O., 2-2-1876.
50. Kirk Papers, Prideaux to Kirk, 27-11-1875# v.b.310.
51. Coupland: Exploitation, p.281.
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52
status as British subjects to the invaders. However, the

Foreign Office had asked kirk not to intervene except as a

53
last resort, and not without authority from home.

The fifty or so coastal Indians at Lamu seemed to

welcome British assistance, as they were in a situation

similar to that faced by the Barava Indians, and appealed

to Kirk for help. Kirk wrote: "...they now asked nie to

assist them and protect them from oppression and ruin in
5

their legitimate business." Kirk told the governor of

Larnu that if he were attacked Kirk would

look upon British interests at Lamu of such
importance as to justify me, without awaiting
orders from home, in attacking the Egyptians
should they seize the place and protecting
the lives and property of British subjects.

This overzealous undertaking by Kirk was disapproved by

Lord Derby at the Foreign Office, particularly with respect

to the protection of Indian interests and lives. The main

contention of the Foreign Office was that the warning

5 6
amounted to an act of war.

The slave trade campaign effectively alienated the

Indian community from the local regime. British consular

control allowed only the limited expression of any political

matters. Furthermore, the arbitrary protection of Indian

economic interests did not necessarily enhance their \nb*xcAtl

%jfi the Zanzibar! Empire.

52.F.0. 8%.1417, Kirk to F.O., 2-12-1875.
53. i^id., F.O. to Kirk, 11-1-1876.
54. ibid.. No.174, Kirk to F.O., 8-12-1875.
55. ibid.. No.176, Kirk to F.O., 10-12-1875.
56. F.O. 84.1451, No,4 &6, F.O. to Kirk, 14-1-1876.
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2) The Imperial British East Africa Company
and the Political Control of Indians

The IBEAC, as part of a generation of chartered com¬

panies, was "an effect of a fresh outburst uf colonial

enterprise? and it was a cause of moving further along the
57

path of annexation". Hence the IBEAC*s operations in a

smaller and modified form was a re-enactment of the East

India Company*s semi-private agencies of colonial arniexa-

t ion. 5S
During the period of the Sultan's diminishing control

over his coastal dominions, Consul Kirk became the inter¬

mediary between "certain gentlemen" and the Sultan to take

over farm taxes and administer the coast for 70 years• Sir

William MacKinnon , owner of the British India Steam Naviga¬

tion Company, Sir Thomas Buxton of the Anti-Slavery Society,

and Edward Young of Livingstone's Zanzibar! expedition

purported to put down the slave trade and by so doing make

Zanzibar a prosperous and powerful kingdom. However, the

granting of such exclusive privileges would have led to a

"clash with the rights and immunities already given to
59

subjects and citizens of Great Britain". Lord Derby, in

his comment on the above despatch, wondered if the Sultan

really knew that he was "signing away nearly all his powers

and for no corresponding advantage".u0

57. C.P. Lucas (ed.)s An Essay on Government of Dependencies
(London* 1891), G.C. Lewis, Introduction, p.xxii.

58# It is therefore incorx-ect to suggest that although the
"British Govex'maent was always directly involved im

Zanzibar, it permitted a trading company to administer
its mainland possessions", R.C. Gregory, India. p. 31.

59. F.O. 84.1'i85, No,62, Kirk to F.O., iO-4-1877.
60. J.S. Galbraiths MacKinnon and East Africa. p.59» tries to

underplay the nature of Lord Derby's important observations
by trying to point out that the Sultan expected guaranteed
financial returns and no responsibility of government.
There is little evidence to support this contention.
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It was not until 1888, however, that the IBEAC finally-

started its operations on the mainland. During the inter¬

vening period Kirk felt that neither the IBKAC nor the Sultan

was in a position to delegate jurisdiction over foreigners

since such powers were already vested in various accredited

consular authorities. One of the problems the Company would

have to face was that it would be able neither to impose

taxation on foreigners to support an army, nor to submit
p

their houses or pro/erty to interference by such a force.

These authorities were already vested in the Consuls, and

the citizens of a "Christian nation" were answerable to their

own criminal law. Moreover, the company would have to

operate under the Sultan's flag and would have to grant

exemptions to him. Finally, in talcing over the customs

collections, the IBEAC would have to purchase the existing

customs contract. The failures of the IBEAC in 1877 ere

attributed by Robinson and Gallagher to the fact that in

Britain "no deep urges existed to expand therealthough

this may not have been the only factor. Lord Salisbury's

deliberate policy for the abandonment of these negotiations
/'* ->

has been claimed as a factor by another writer. A third

reason was that Tharia Topan, who controlled the Customs

House, might have been unwilling to relinquish his control

over it before the expiry of his term of contract.

61. Robinson and Gallagher and Denny! Africa and the
Victorians. (London: 1961),. p. 48.

62. M.J. De Kiewiett: History of the IBEA, 1867—1895 (Uni¬
versity of London PhD Thesis, 1955)# Chapter 1, Sect.II.
A later study by Orchardson: Sir ijjlliam MacKinnon -
Shipowner. 1823-1898. chapter V, does not reveal any
new facts.

63. Some support for this assertion comes from J.S. Galbraithi
MacKinnon and East Africa. P.66, who suggests that the
IBEAC could not have made substantial profits in comi>e-
tition with the Indians (p.4l).
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Once established in 1888, the IBEAC used Indian troops

to enforce its presence on the mainland. The company of

troops was composed of units of Indian, police and of these

150 were used to crush. Fumo Bakari and other rebels at

6 4
l/itu. This was not done without misgivings on the part

of the Consulate, which felt that the IBEAC would demand

WAtu as a price for their assistance to the Sultan's 300
65

troops. A British admiral also remarked secretly that the

Indian troops of the IBEAC wore showing a marked disinclina¬

tion to face the enemy and could not be entrusted with the

occupation of iitu.^° Two Indians were killed at Witu by

the Sultan. Witu was consequently destroyed and its
67

Sultanate abolished.

Baring the signing of the Lamu concession to the IBEAC

by the Sultan, the company found that they would have to

counteract German commercial influence in Lamu, particularly

as the Germans were exerting pressure on the Indians. The

latter felt that only the direct intervention of the Foreign

Office could save Laniu from the Germans. The British

Government finally obtained assurances from the Germans

that if British subjects were put under the jurisdiction of

the Germans, then German subjects would also be placed under
69

British jurisdiction.

64, F.O. 84.2066, No.438, Euan-Smith to F.O., 2-11-1890.
65• F.O. 84.2070, Telegram No.283» Euan-Smith to F.O.,

18-10-1890.

66. ibid.. No.292, Euan-Smith to F.O., 3-10-1890.
67. ibid,, No.331, Euan-Smith to F.O., 31-12-1890.
68. F.O. 84.2012, MacKinnon to F.O., 4-3-1889, enc. Mackenzie

to MacKinnon, 3-2-1889.
69. F.O. 84.2151» No.17, F.O. to Euan-Smith, Feb.1891.
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Another problem created by the arrival of companies

like the IBEAC in the last quarter of the century \iras the

increased need for skilled labour, Consul-General Euan-

Smith tried to enquire about the possibility of recruiting

such labour, particularly for European companies such as
70

the IBEAC,' This enquiry, made in China about Chinese

labour, had no result, as the Chinese allowed only free

migration and none at contract level. This necessity arose

because Euan-Smith had issued a proclamation, based on the

Indian Penal Code 370, barring British Indians from entering

into any contract with owners of slave labour. With the

arrival of the English firm of Smith, Mackenzie and Company,

the lack of labour for the British community became acute.

Smith, Mackenzie and Company and the British Indian merchants

signed a petition protesting against the Euan-Smith procla¬

mation, since labour could be hired only through agents,

while at the saiae time tho Sultan's right and that of his

subjects to hold slaves had been guaranteed. The British

petitioners argued that if the slave trade were not abolished

for the Sultan's subjects, then the British subjects would

be at a disadvantage since they would not be able to recruit
71

any labour. This request demonstrated the problems and

disadvantages from which the whole British community

suffered because of the punitive nature of the Consulate's

anti-slave trade measures. However, the problems of labour

shortage only began to be articulated when the English

companies began to feel the lack acutely. The IBEAC had

70, F.O. 84.1908, No.183, Euan-Smith to P.O., 24-7-1888.
71. F.O. 84.1910, No.346, Euan-Smith to F.O., 26-11-1888.
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been pledged to the abolition of the slave trade and was

contemplating the purchase of the freedom of 1,400 slaves

at $25 each wto conciliate Arab feeling and influence

English opinion". However, William MacKinnon, who had

interests in both IBEAC and Smith MacKenzie, was interested
72in holding on to labour hired from slave owners.

The Foreign Office expressed annoyance at Euan-Smith1s

proclamation. It got in touch with the India Office, which

deputed Sir Arthur MacPherson to confer with Euan-Smith on

the subject of coolie labour migration from India to Zanzibar
73

in the event of the abolition of the slave trade. Euan—

Smith, pointed out that the British Government should help in
74

providing Zanzibar with "free labour" from India. Sir

Gerald Portal, Consul-General in Zanzibar, took this further

and suggested that with protectorate status there would be

no slave labour, hence an extension of the Indian Emigration

Act of 1883 was in order, especially since more European

supervision was available. He thought that European

administration should be responsible for the coolies and
75

their service with British subjects.

Portal wanted the IBEAC to establish a stronger govern¬

ment at Mombasa rather than to resort to the Consul since s

the just position of the penniless Banyan
acquires as much importance from diplomatic
insistence as the dictatorial demands of a

chartered company.76

72. F.O. 84.19?3» Telegram No.161, Euan-Smith to F.O.,
17-11-1388.

73. F.O. 84.1974, F.O. to Euan-Smith, 20-9-18S9.
74. F.O. 84.1980, Memorandum by Euan-Smith, 27-9-1889

(printed 4-10-1889).
75. F.O. 84.2149, Ho.350, Poreax to Secretary of Government

of India, 8-9-1391.
76. F.O. 84.1980, No.3271 Portal to F.O., 11-9-1889.
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The establishment of the IBEAC necessitated, among other

tilings, the addition of two Parsee clerks to the Consular

staff in 1390» in order to cope with the increased work
77

load* The Consul would have preferred that the IBEAC

strengthen its own administration and only request consular

intervention in significant matters with political impli¬

cations.

The IBEAC relied on Indians settled on the mainland to

strengthen its own rather tenuous position. Sir Francis de

¥inton, the IBSAC agent, pointed out that the interests of

the Indians and the IBEAC were identical, and he wanted them

to act as "eyes and ears" by gathering information on Arab

discontent at Mombasa,^ While the IBEAC chose a policy of

cooperation rather than competition to consolidate its own

interests, that policy was not necessarily in the best

interests of the Indian community on the mainland. The

Indians, for one thing, had to compete with the IBEAC for

labour. Moreover, because the company used Indians in the

police, military and admini31ration, the interests of even

those Indian merchants who were working independently of

it tended to become identified with those of the IBEAC.

From these humble beginnings the influence of the IBEAC

mounted steadily. On the pretext of bringing the Sultan

77. F.O. 84.2063, No.. 335, Euan-Smith. to.F.O., 15-S-.1889, and
F.O. 84.2065, No.412, Euan-Smith to F.O., 10-10-1890.

78. F.O. S4.2063» No.3^0, enc.1, Euan-Smith to F.O.,
Memorandum of interview with the agents of Sir Tharia
Topan at Mo nibasa, 13-8-1890. The IBEAC steamer
"Kenya" could not break through the Juba ivory trade
because the Somalis only allowed Arab, 3vaii.ili and
Indian traders as middlemen at Kisamayu, Galbraiths
MacKinnon in East Africa. p.190.
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closer to the Arab elite, Consul Euan-Smith ousted Peera

Dewji, the Indian adviser to Sultan Khalifa, but this did

not improve relations between the Sultan and the Arabs.

The British continued to help their favourite courtiers,
79

like Seyyid Ali, to gain the Sultan*s confidence. On the

death of Sultan Khalifa in 1890 Euan-Smith proposed Seyyid

Ali as the now Sultan, and George Mackenzie of the IBEAC

confidentially offered the new Sultan the use of £100,000

should the need arise. The new Sultan was asked to

protect British interests, i.e. lives and property, by the

Consul.

The IBEAC was considered an "instrument of British

policy and representative of British interests", to prevent

the mainland from falling into foreign hands and leave the
g 1

field free for British enterprise and trade.

However, the Foreign Office increasingly believed that

contrary to the claims of the IBEAC, "protection and admini¬

stration obligations under the charter have besi totally
82

inadequate", especially towards the British Indians. This

view was eventually accepted even by the IBEAC, which stated

that the establishment of Protectorate status over Uganda

had restored confidence in the European and Indian communi¬

ties.^^
¥ith the arrival of the IBEAC and its operations on the

mainland dominions of East Africa, the Indian community began

79. F.O. 84.2059, Mo.54, Euan-Smith to F.O., 11-9-1890. Dr
Nariman, Parsi , and the only doctor present on the death
of Sultan Khalifa in 1890, was not allowed to fetch Dr
Charlesworth.

80. Ibid.. No.59, and enc. Euan-Smith to F.O., 14-2-1890.
81. Scotsman. 24-5-1893*
82. F.O. 2.73, F.O. Note of 27-1-1894 of IBEAC Chairman to

F.O•, 22-1-1894.
83. ibid.. IBEAC report to shareholders, 19-7-1894.

l
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to be used to serve its interests. This was done through

the merchant community as well as through the subordinate

staff that it employed. Paradoxically, the IBEAC's opera¬

tions led to a period of differentiation within the Indian

community. Firstly, the Zansibari and mainland communities

began to be subject to different influences and authorities.

SeconfLy, the older settler community developed different

political interests from the newly recruited police, military

and administrative staff of the company.

3) European Powers and British
Control over Indians

Holmwood, writing a memorandum in 1884 on the question

of succession in Zanzibar, was able to say that the country

"was independent through our action", and had continued to

exist as such due to British support. lie stated that "every

penny invested in the soil is British capital, and two-thirds
84

of the land is virtually, if not actually, British property".

He referred to the British financing of the great caravans

sent to the interior, to the leaders who were merely agents

of British subjects, and to the British firms who entirely

held the trade in their hands and provided capital to support

the British mail and telegraphic services. Therefore,

Holinwood felt that there was a "distinct duty to maintain
85

our influence at Zanzibar against all rivals".

Mien Germany started making inroads into Zanzibar and

the mainland, this expansion of German interest created new

problems for the Indians, oven more than during the time of

84. F.O. 84.1680, Holmwood*s Memorandum: "Zanzibar
Succession", 9-12-1884.



Consul Rigby. While this was happening the Foreign Office

received a declaration from the Sultan stating that no part

of his dominions would be ceded without consulting the

British GovernmentThe Sultan, already overwhelmed by

the British, tried to fox-bid the Indian traders from selling

any necessities to the Germans. However, Consul Kirk and

lids assistant, Consul Smith, based at Mombasa, felt that this

was an illegal order. Their grounds for disagreement were

that the British subjects were free to trade with whoever

they pleased and that their right to do so would be

protected.1" It is important to remember that if the

Indian traders had been independent of foreign control they

would have withstood some foreign pressure? since, however,

they had been made totally subservient to British interests

and were now (in 1880) to be sacrificed on the front line of

German advance, Kix-k*s "confidence in the ability of the

British, in particular Indian, traders to discourage foreign
88

competitors" was misplaced. Bven in 1885 the Foreign

Office considered the Indians able to withstand German

89
competition. The assumption was that the Germans would

not continue to stay on and support unprofitable commercial

activity. For the banei"it of their own trade the Germans

debarred themselves from imposing differential duties against
90

British subjects.

The suddenness with which the Gexiaans annexed coastal

territories in treaties with chiefs made Sultan Barghash

86. F.O. 84.1723, No.126, P.O. to Kirk, No,13, 28-1-1385.
37. F.O. 84.1725, No.128, Kirk to F.O., 30-5-1885.
88. J.S. Galbx-aitht MacKinnon in Bast Africa, p.33.

ibid.. pp 9S-9.

90. F.O. 84.1723, No.126, F.O. to Kirk, 15-0-1885.
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extremely angry. However, British support for the Gorman
91

claims induced the Sultan to acquiesce. Further, Sultan

Ahmed of Simba (witu) on the coast, assured his people and

Sultan Barghash that the English were their friends, as were

92
the Indians and Banyans who were subjects of the British.

The Germans proceeded to acquire Bar es Salaam. At

tiiis point the Earl of Salisbury wondered if the port of

Mombasa ought to be acquired by the British Government to
93

protect British interests in Zanzibar. This was suggested

by the Foreign Office after Kitchener had broached the

subject. Kirk telegraphed his agreement with the idea
94

sine© "British interests there were paramount". Be

followed this with a letter explaining that the missionaries
95

and Indians had paramount interests at Mombasa. Kitchener

contradicted the opinion of the Admiralty that Mombasa was

not defensible, and was adamant on the acquisition of Mombasa

as a port to defend British interests in Zanzibar waters, and
96

Indian interests in Mombasa itself.

Kitchener thought that the Sultan was a very good ruler

since, under his rule, there was perfect freedom for anyone

to settle in his towns or ports for colonisation or trade

and receive his protection - "...the numerous British Indian

97
subjects established all along the coast are proof of this".

91. Hollingsworth: Short History of East Africa (London* 1949)
pp 139-40. See also Count Kinskys The Diplomatist1s
Handbook for Africa (London: 1897)t PP 84—6.

92. F.O. 84.1726, No.159 & one. Kirk to F.O., 23-6-18851 and
enc. 3 to the Sultan, ile stated that he would not trust
any other Europeans, unless she carried a letter from Kirk

93. F.O. 84.1771* No.27, F.O. to Kirk, 11-2-1886.
94. F.O. S4.1772, No.50, Kirk to F.O., 19-2-1886.
95. F.O. 84,1773» No.69, Kirk to F.O., 14-3-1386.
96. F.O. 84.1797* Et Goi.Kitchener 1 Notes 011 British lines

of Communication in the Indian Ocean, 22-12-1885.
97. F.O. 84.1798, No.12, Kitchener to F.O., 30-4-1386.
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Churchill corroborated this contention that the Governor of

Mombasa had always settled the claims and grievances of
98

Indians and that they were satisfied. However, Kitchener

felt that as the "conquering race was becoming yearly more

degenerate and effete", the conditions of the ruling power

should be altered and the Indian Government be consulted on

99
the position of the Indians.*' Later, on a visit to Lasru

and points north, he stated that the increased litigation

resulting from a greater volume of financial transactions

was being efficiently dealt with by the Sultan, and that

justice was being provided. * While he was extremely

satisfied with the Sultan*s government on the coast and

praised it highly, he advocated Britain's intervention in

certain parts of the coast to promote its imperial interests.

Kitchener and the Delimitation Commission in June 1886,

agreed to the Sultan's control over the coast line, and its

report paved the way for Germany and Britain to sign a treaty

in November 1886 recognising the Sultan's right to the island

of Zanzibar, Pemba, Mafia and a coastal strip of ten miles;

the vast hinterland was divided into two "spheres of

influence". The Sultan, protesting, signed the Delimitation

Treaty on the 7 December 1886. Kirk had left his post in

July 1886 and did not return, Euan-Smith was his successor.

Hie British Indian subjects in the Sultan's southern

dominions were to be passed to the German administration,
101

with the approval of the Foreign Office. A notice informed

98. F.O. 84.1907, No. 107, enc. Churchill to iiuan—Smith,
23-3-1888.

99. F.O. 84.1774, Ho.123 & enc. Kirk to F.O., 27-5-1886,
100. F.O. 84.1779# Ho.2, enc. Kitchener to F.O., 12-3-188?.
101. F.O. 84.1905, No.75, F.O. to Euan-Smith, 11-7-1838|

and No.86, F.O. to Euan-Smith, 4-8—1888.
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the status and position of all British subjects
will remain unlatered. Their treaty rights will
not be interfered with in any way. There is
nothing to cause them to fear. All British
subjects are enipox/ered to assist by every
legitimate means in their power, the offic5.als

justly

However, the position of the Indians in German East Africa

was peculiar. As British subjects they were
aliens, while since their customs did not permit
them to be subject to German private law, they
were legally natives. This status was their
personal grievance throughout the German rule.

Therefore this accommodation between the British arid the

Germans put the British Indians in a very ambiguous position.

The Indians, for their part, petitioned against being placed

under the Germans, but the new British Consul General,

Euan-Smith, preferred not to render the German*s position on

the coast untenable. He also felt sure that British Indian

trade would gravitate towards Mombasa, and that the German

company would not be able to make profits, while the IBEAC
105

would continence its operations favourably. Archdeacon

Farler also complained of the ruin of British subjects and

102. P.O. 84.1907, Ho.14?, Suan—Smith to F.O., 23-6-1888.
103. John Iliffe: Tanganykia Under Gexman hule. 1905-1912

(Hairobi: 19^9}» P«94. The Germans considered the
Indians dangerous because they were British subjects,
and for having assisted the Maji Maji rebellion of 1905*
Others were believed to have practised unscrupulous
business methods and, as commercial competitors with
near monopoly of the retail trade in consumer goods,
they were doubly vulnerable. The Indian agitation was
described as Africa's version of anti-seruitism.

104. See P.O. 84.1908, No.1, enc.2, Euan-Smith to F.O.,
30-7-1838. Euan-Smith's statement about accepting the
German eonipany was probably put to the test when the
Germans appointed British Indians to Courts of Justice
under Ordnance II of the German East Africa Association.

105. P.O. 84.1905, No.270, Euan—Smith to P.O., 23-9-1888.
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he protested against Germany planting herself on the ruins

of British interests. However, these East African interests

were of no overriding concern of the British Government,

which needed Germany's good will.

The problem of jurisdiction was not as simple as

Euan-Smith had envisaged, A case in point was that of

Cursonjee, a British subject in Zanzibar who was employed by

the German East Africa Company and was forbidden by them to

visit the British Consulate, Xt was only when Euan-Smith

complained to Dr Michahelles that Baron St Paul, of the

German company, was informed taat he had no such rights over

107
British employees. The British Indian subjects who had

been brought under British control from the Sultan's regime

were now to be relinquished to the German-controlled sphere.

Lord Salisbury, in an attempt to solve the claims in Africa

in a "bloodless" manner, in view of Britain's wider interests,

chose to sacrifice the British Indians' interests as they did
1 OS

not figure greatly in the wider internationai context.

After the 1886 negotiations between Salisbury and

Bismarck on their respective spheres of influence, the terri¬

tory between Kenya and Tanganyika was agreed upon. In the

process of control by these two powers, the Sultan lad become

not only redundant but dispensable, Euan-Smith suggested

that the "entire fabrice of the Sultan's rule and prestige

has no\v been shaken to its foundations", and that the Sultan

could be displaced without any further public disturbance.

106. J.S, Galbraiths liacKimton in East Africa, pp 124-5.
107. F.O. 84.1910, No.325» Euan-Smith to F.O., 13-11-1888;

and enc. Hichahelles to Euan-Smith, 3°-IB-1888.
108. Algernon Cecils F, ciiu: the Facts in Foreign Policy

(Londons 1941), p.51.
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Furthermore, he was opposed to dividing Zanzibar between

England and Germany and favoured the abolition of the

Sultanate so that he would no longer be even a "puppet"•

The interests of the British Indian subjects in
the town and island are so very great and com¬
plicated, and their foundations laid so deep,
that it would foe practically impossible to
hand Zanzibar over to the Germans*109

All the arable land, and "almost the entire town of Zanzibar",

was supposedly controlled by Indians. Euan-Smith felt that

the very long connection with Zanzibar and the fax*-reaching

interests binding India and the East coast, made it impossible

for the Germans to have any claims on Zanzibar. He also

over-ruled the joint Anglo-German control of Zanzibar because

of the different ways in which orientals were treated by the

English, Indians dislodged from the coast wanted Britain
110

to alleviate their difficulties while they were in Zanzibar*

Euan-Smith also deemed it impossible that natives of Kutch,

who had jobs with the Germans, should assume German protec¬

tion* He opposed this An the grounds that natives returning

to the liutch would claim German nationality against the
111

jux'isdiction of the iiao of Kutch, Furthermore, the granting

of German protection to the natives of the Kutch wouid be
112

inconsistent with the Rao * s Proclamation of April 1869*

The dinstinction between German jurisdiction on the ten

mile coastal strip and the control of the interi or presented

another problem* Sultan Khalifa's delegation of power for

109. F.O. 84.1977# Ho.113# Euan-Smith to F.O., 25-2-1889.
110. ibid., No.114, Euan-Smith to F.O., 28-2-1889.
111. F.O. 84.2061, No.205# Euan-Smith to F.O., 15-5-1890}

and F.O. 84,2067» F.O. to Euan-Smith, 25-5-1890J and
NAI, Foreign Dept (Secx^et), Nos 1-14, Sept.1890.

112. n.82, Chapter V.
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the ten-Riile coastal strip could not have involved a trans¬

fer of any power or privilege which he did not possess, i.e.

the jurisdiction over British subjects in Zanzibar or on the

coast line, since Article XVI of the 30-4-1886 Treaty
113

remained in force. On the question of the hinterland,

the British Consul could not claim any extraterritorial

rights over British Indians. These were under exclusive

German influence, and only those legal rights recognised by

the Germans could be claimed. In the British area of

control, the Consular Court exercised Indian legal codes

over the ten-mile coastal stripj they were to be subject to

the British tribunal of the IBEAC in the interior. In

recognition of these problems, the Foreign Office wanted to

bring in a Consolidation Bill that would bring together all
114

the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts. The legal opinion of the

Foreign Office was that British Indians were fundamentally

full subjects of the queen, born on British soil, even

though there were Jegal differences in different parts of the

Empire. The Germans could not put forward a similar claim
115

for British Indians resident in German territory. A

113. E. Oliver <3> A. Atraore: Africa since 1800 (Cambridge:
1967)» PP 120-121, mention that while the Germans bought
the coastal strip adjoining their treaty areas for a
lump sum, the British leased the Kenya coastal strip
for an annual payment and through the colonial period
the red flag of the Sultan continued to fly over
Mombasa, Malindi and Lamu. The delimitation also
affected British control over the Africans in the

interior, who claimed German subjecthood and to commit
slave trade offences outside the Protectorate of Uganda.
See Ratanlai Ranchoddas: Unreported criminal cases of
the a. .. Court uf Bombay (Bombay: 1901), pp 880-90.
The case of Queen Empress vs Juiaa.

114. F.O. 84.2062, No.238, Euan-Solth to F.O., 2-6-1890.
115. F.O. 107/111» V.B. Davidson's Memorandum on German

Jurisdiction in Zanzibar, 20-1-1899.
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secondary opinion by Francis Bertie stated that, despite

differences between British Indians and other British

subjects in their internal treatment, they were all British

subjects# Despite the existence of doubts at the Foreign

Office, they began to pursue a similar policy in their part

of the mainland at the end of the century.

German intervention in the southern dominions of the

Sultan meant that the Indians had effectively lost their

base in the Sultan's regime# The British Government did

not i»ish to oppose German ambitions in Bast Africa. Hence

the Foreign Office and the Consulate adopted an ambivalent

stand towards the Indians. They remained British subjects

in Gentian territory, thus curtailing their influence in the

German sphere, while not offering any positive protection

to them. Consul General Kirk's careful network of control

over Indians on the mainland and his strengthening of

British influence in general was also negated.

witn the establishment of a Portuguese Consulate at

Zanzibar in August 1884, another European power, albeit

weaker than Germany, became invovled. Before this date the

British Consulate exercised control over the Go an community.

The British Consul General planned to hand over jurisdiction
117

of the Goan community to the Portuguese consul, Pinto.

Tlio Goan community was predominantly Catholic, being

divided into British subjects from Goa and Portuguese

subjects. Much to the dismay of the British Consul General,

Portal, who was aware of the acute problems which had arisen

116. ibid.. Bertie to Law Officers of F.O., J1-2-1899.
117. F.G. 34.1673, No.106, Kirk to F.O., 10-7-1884.
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at the time of instituting jurisdiction over Goans in
118

Bombay, the Portuguese Consul tried to control the

Catholic religious societies of St Joseph and St Xavier.

The Portuguese caused damage and hardship to the Indians

on the part of the coast where they wanted to establish

themselves. The be ipbardment of the town of Menangani by
119

the Portuguese causod considerable loss to 23 Indians.

Those Indians made refugees by the Portuguese were given

small subsistence allowances by Consul Holiuwood, but they

received extremely vague assurances concerning compensation

for their losses. He was also reluctant to send them back

to India, fearing that the Indian journals would make their
120

plight "a permanent subject of discussion"•

The Zanzibar Indians not only supported the cause of

the refugees, while commending the support they had previously

received from Consular officials, but also bemoaned the fact

that *

British interests in these parts do not received
the same attention from the Government as they
have hitherto received, and that the influence
and prestige acquired through the importance of
trade carried on by thousands of Indian subjects
of Her Majesty settled in Zanzibar, is allowed
to be lessened by the greater political activity
of other nations.'2'

Holmwood was concerned by the Indians* perception of

the "indifference of the government", and said that the

Portuguese Government had been approached regarding the losses

of the Menangani Indians. He proceeded to reassure the

118. F.O. 84.2234, No.240, Portal to F.O., 2-11-1892.
119* F.O. 84.1852, No.96, Telegram, Holmwood to F.O.,

12-3-1887.

120. ibid.. Holmwood to F.O., No.55f 31-3-1S87.
121. .Sbid., No.55, enc.2, Memorandum of British Indian

community of Zanzibar, 28-3-1887.
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Zanzibar Indians that the Anglo-German Treaty was complex

and that while it might seem that Indian interests were not
122

secured he felt that Indian subjects had not been let down.

The Foreign Office felt that under international law the

British Government could not get any compensation, but said
123

they would make friendly representation to Lisbon,

British interest in the welfare of the British Indian popula¬

tion was circumscribed within and by British interests

towards their agencies of expansion on the East African

mainland, that is, the IBEAC - their greatest concern being

the consolidation of British interests in East Africa,

Hence, neither the accommodation with the Germans, nor the

policy concerning the IBEAC took any regard of the Indians*

Interests, While the Portuguese never regained their

pre-eminence on the East African coast, the Germans and the

British had claimed all the mainland territories of Sultan

Barghash, with the exception of the ten-mile coastal strip,

by the end of his reign.

122, ibid,, No.55» one,3» Holmwood to Zanzibar Indians,
31-3-1889.

123. F.O. 84.1904, No.53* F.O. to Euan-Smith, 11-6-1888.
The French in their campaign were using Salim Qamira,
clerk in the Sultan of Zanzibar*s service, who after
conversion to Christianity in Aden, was taken by the
French to Paris in 1902 as editor of "Fath-al-Bazair",
but was committed to a lunatic asylum in Paris, from
which the British missionaries from Aden rescued him.
Lorimers Gazetteer. Vol.1, pp 3^3-^.
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CHAPTER III

CONSULS AND CONSULAR ACTIVITY

The British Consuls held office in Zanzibar as salaried

officials of the Crown. This extraterritorial jurisdiction

was exercised mainly over British subjects and protected

persons because an ambiguous relationship of dependence

between Britain and Zanzibar existed, even though Zanzibar

remained nominally independent. While British Indian

subjects became increasingly dependent on British power in

Zanzibar, the principal positive aspect of this jurisdic¬

tion was the reassertion of the legal personality that

they acquired as British nationals of the Crown.

The ambiguity and lack of uniformity in the application

of this consular control was particularly interesting because

the consuls were salaried and therefore totally subject to

the control of the British Government. The first part of

this chapter will concentrate on the general issues relating

to British consular control.

The application of this extraterritorial jurisdiction

raised the issue of the desirability of oriental education

and of the "orientalisation" of consuls. The appointment

of Indian consuls and judges in Zanzibar could have alleviated

some of the problems raised, but they were never used. This

was partly because Indian legal officials were not allowed

to exercise fully their legal powers din India, and, to a

certain extent, because the impact of extraterritorial

jurisdiction on the Indian community in Zanzibar was not

seriously considered.
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Tli© salaried consuls were, however, certainly preferable

to the trading consuls because they had no private commercial

interests. The American trading consuls were not as

successful as their British colleagues in Zanzibar, partly

because of their dependence on their economic enterprises,

which prevented them from wielding the same disinterested

influence as salaried British consuls. However, since

these consuls were generally not well paid, because of the

economies made in the Consular Service during the nineteenth

century, the second part of the chapter will examine the

i-elations between the consuls and the officials of metro¬

politan films which led to a sharing of certain mutual

interests,

1(a) Salaried officials and the
Reorganisation of the Consular Service

In 1825, when the Consular Service was reformed by

Canning, it was separated from the Diplomatic Service and

Mr John Bird was placed in charge of it,^ Until this time

all British consuls were merchants and their remuneration

consisted entirely of fees. By the first Consular Act

(6 Geo.iv.c.87) the Consular Service became a formally

organised branch of the Civil Service.

The initial reform, which forbade the salaried officials

to trade, began to eliminate the consul*s bias towards

assessing British interests in purely commercial terms.

Instead, it encouraged a comprehensive evaluation of these

interests, encompassing political, economic, legal and

1. J. Tilley & G. Gaseleei The Foreign Office (London: 1933)»
p.47» Tilley & Gaselee, however, do not mention the
aspect of jurisdiction exercised by the Consular Service
in Levant, China and Zanzibar,
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strategic factors. These attempted measures did not,

however, alter the recruitment pattern. Further, the

policies of 1825 received additional setbacks because they

were generally reversed in the interests of the national

economy,

Despite the recommendations of the 1835 Select

Committee on Consular Establishment, the Consular Service

did not become totally salaried. Clarendon and Palmerston

nevertheless felt that the performance of the consuls was

equal to that of the consuls of any other power. In 1858

further recommendations to improve the service were made,

including a proposal for student interpreters. This had

been recently instituted in the much-commended China and

Japan Consular Service.

The Select Committee of 1870—72 on Diplomatic and

Consular Service adopted the principal recommendation of

dividing the service into "salaried" and "unsalaried"

classes. However, the Report on Consular Service of 1872

called for another wave of administrative economy with the

express object of economising on the costs of the administra¬

tion of consular establishment. The Consular Service

therefore once again "fell victim to the Victorian obsession
2

with economy in Government expenditure", The Consular

Service was in need of increased funds, yet the House of

Commons examined it for the purpose of limiting their finances

2. D.C.M. Piatt rriie Cinderella Service | British Consuls
since 1825 (London» 1971)» p•3•

3. Tiliey & Gaseleeg Foreign Office, p.90. Lord Palmerston
had consented to the inquiries of 1861, 1870, 1871 and
1890 Royal Commission of Civil Service.
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Nothing had been done to institute a regular system of

consular training, and the abuse of patronage had in many

instances led to many conscientious and able inen being over¬

looked, Hence, while the Consular Service grew, "largely

unperceived or at least little perceived", a high authority

stated that only as recently as 1903 did it become "a
4

service". In the General Consular Service patronage, not

unmixed with jobbery, continued, unlike the Levant and Far
5

Eastern Services, which had been thrown open to competition.

Consular salaries were generally low^ and the consular

establishments therefore failed to attract superior appli¬

cants whose qualifications were commensurate with the wide

ranging duties involved. Consul Alcock, whose jurisdiction

in Canton extended over 150 Parsis, described the functions

of a consul as being quite diverse, ranging from "Lord
7

Chancellor to a Sheriff officer%> duties".

In places where extraterritorial jurisdiction was

exercised, it was particularly true that "private interests

and commercial business easily acquired the importance of
0

political affairs", and these affairs became exceedingly

complex. Furthermore, because of the low pay of the

salaried consuls they became vulnerable to the pressures

of commercial enterprise, despite the fact that personally

they were not trader's,

4, Algernon Cecils The Foreign Office, in A,W, Ward & G,P,
Gooch (ed,) The Cambrld/re History of British Foreign
Policy 1783-1919. Vol,III, quoting the British Yearbook
of International Law (1920), p.104.

5, Anons "The Consular Service and its Wrongs", The Quarterly
Review, Vol,197, April 1903 (London: 1903), p.602,

6, T.II.S. Escott: The Story of British Diplomacy (London:
1908), p.377.

7, P.P. Vol,VIII (1857-8) Consular Service and Appointments,
Q.I 450,

8, A. Cecils Foreign Office, p.620.
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Another paradox concerning postings in situations like

Zanzibar was that while the responsibility exercised by the
9

consuls was of "the gravest kind", it was the European

consular posts which drew the higher calibre staff. This
10

"paradise of lucky fellows in Europe", apart from the

difficulties already mentioned, was much more popular than

bases in Africa, Asia and Latin America, since there was no

possibility of transfer between one division of the consular

service and another. Consul H,S, Covper of Brazil mentions

that consuls in the divisions other than the General Consular

11
Division were "condemned to the inferno of Africa",

Captain Hamerton was appointed the Political Agent and

Consul for Muscat on a paid basis from 9 December 1841 by

the East India Company. The Zanzibar Consul was paid
12

as from 9 December I858 by the India Office, Consuls

Haraerton and H«C, Rawlinson, Consul in the Persian Gulf, were

not allowed to trade, and were the only two officers of the

East India Company who served it as both Political Agent for

the East India Company and Consul for the Foreign Office,

Rawlinson considered that the trading consul at Mousal did
13

not execute his duties as ably as the non-trading consul.

By pointing this out he was attempting to strengthen the case

for the payment of consuls,

J.¥, Kaye, the Secretary of the Political and Secret
14

Department of the India Office, dealt with the external

9. P,P, Vol.VIII (1857-8), Appendix 4, C.A. Murray (Baghdad)
to F.O., 3-1-1857# enc., p.682.

10. ibid.. p.413, 3.4807#
11. ibid.

12. P.P. Voi.LlXI (1873)# Returns of Consular Establishments
in Afx-ica since 1815, p.463.

13. P.P. Vol.VIII (1857-8), p,281, Q.2844.
14. See section 2 of this Chapter, Relations between

Metropolitan Firms and the Consuls.
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z-elations of India after 1858, when the Crown took over

from the East India Company# The dual control of the

Zanzibar Consulate by the Foreign. Office and the India

Office continued. Persons appointed held commissions as

consuls from the Foreign Office and simultaneously acted as

Political Agents for the Bombay Government from 1841-73 and

for the Indian Government froai 1873-83. Thereafter the

control over the consul was "partly under the Indian Govern—
1 5

merit and partly under the Foreign Office".

The Government of India was particularly unhappy about

this arrangement and their attitude caused considerable

problems between the Foreign Office and the India Office.

Since the Indian Government paid entirely for the Zanzibar

establishment the financial strain also contributed to the

problems with the Foreign Office.

Kaye felt that one advantage of sending an official

from India, rather than from the European Service, was that

it would avoid "offending Mohammedan prejudices". Therefore,

so long as the problems were considered to be of an Asian

character the Indian Government and the India Office con¬

tinued to be responsible for the Agency. However, Kaye was

of the opinion that either the Foreign Office or the India

Office should take over control of the Consulate, but

net share it, and eventually in I8S3 the Foreign Office

assumed complete control over the establishment in Zanzibar,

One of the problems of dual responsibility by India and

Foreign Office, related to consular correspondence. Kaye

«5. P.Vol.VII (1870), c.382, p.441, Q.2066-2071.
16. ibid.. p.450, Q.21S3.
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pointed out tliat "they are Her Majesty's Consuls as well as

being agents of the Indian Government; and the consequence

is that as Consuls they are allowed to correspond with the

Foreign Office,..The Zanzibar correspondence goes direct to

both offices, as political agent the officer there writes

direct to the India Office and as consul to the Foreign
17

Office", * This double correspondence created problems

because of the different expectations of the Indian Govern¬

ment and the Foreign Office. There were also different

approaches to diplomacy. Under Foreign Office regulations

officials had to obey its rules and traditions, while under

the India Office an officer received his general instructions
18

and was left free to exercise his individual initiative.

In addition, since the Foreign Office rules and regulations

were really meant fox' European diplomacy, they were different

froia India Office instructions, which involved the liberal

giving and granting of presents as a means of facilitating
19

public business in Eastern countries. The Foreign Office

was adverse to this practice. Rawlinson felt that in the

Eastern countries the correct diplomatic procedure was to

deal with the Sovereign, while in the European context it

was established through ministerial channels. Since the

same person was obliged to report to, and was responsible to

both tho India and Foreign Office, there was a clash both

as regards approach and as regards instruction. These types

of differences had led to the separation of the General

17. ibid.. P.kk9t Q.2163-65.
13« ibid.. p.456, Q.2190.
19. C.S. Hichollst Swahili Coast. p.159« Said presented

Queen Victoria with a snip called "Liverpool", which
was renamed "Iiaauiu" • Said received a yacht named
"Prince Regent■•
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Consular Service from the Levant and China Service. In the

case of Zanzibar it was ultimately the Foreign Office which

established total control over the Consulate after I883.

Since the consuls were not professional or career

diplomats there was a dichotomy between their earlier occu¬

pations and their official work as consuls working with the

Foreign Office, In the case of Zanzibar the consuls were

often not familiar with the law and transgressed it on

numerous occasions. The non—commercial experience of many

of the consuls, especially Hamerton in Zanzibar, not only led

to a neglect of commercial matters, but included decisions

which were contrary to the commercial interests of British

subjects. Consuls like John Kirk, on the other hand, made

excessive political interventions, especially in the affairs

of the Customs House, in order to enhance British interests,

John Kirk was the "man on the spot" who exercised consider¬

able influence and determined Imperial policy, lie was

considered by Sir Reginald Coupland to be an imperial factor
20

in East Africa,

Kirk was the bulwark of Barghash* 3 authority and
also the means of weakening it. Kirk respected
Barghash*s intelligence but could not tolerate his^^
right to exercise it contrary to British policy,

B, Campbell, Consul in Lagos, described the duties of a

consul in Africa as those of "a political agent among the

chiefs and potentates of countries (being) far more arduous

than the duties of a Consulate in a civilised country where
22

regular and established Government exists",

20• J,S, Galbraith: MacKinnon and East Africa, 1878-18958 A
Study in 'New* Imperialism (Cambridge t 19*72), p.2^,

21. ibid.. p.25.

22. P.P. Vol.VIII (1857-S), Appendix 4, ecn.21, p.72?.



The Consulate in Zanzibar also needed to have clerks

and interpreters, who were nearly always Indians. They

were paid by the Indian Government even when the Consulate

had passed to the control of the Foreign Office. They were

trusted because they were British subjects and it was

assuauad that they were not prone to corruption and intrigue.

Hie same assumptions were not made about the Zanzibar!

citizens.

Thus the Consulate in Zanzibar suffered the problems of

most non—European consulates in the nineteenth century. The

consuls ware especially burdened because they had to deal

with both the Foreign Office and the Indian Government until

1083. The one relative advantage was that the Consul could

deal directly with the Foreign Office, not indirectly through

an Embassy, as in the Levant.

The attempts at reform and reorganisation had minimal

effect mainly because of administrative economies. Although

salaried consuls were restricted from trading, no standard¬

ised procedures on salaries, ranking, promotion and recruit¬

ment materialised during most of the nineteenth century.

1(b) "Orientaiisation* and Jurisdiction

One disadvantage that the consuls in Zanzibar had in

dealing with British Indian subjects and protected persons

was their lack of oriental training, for which their experience

in India was no substitute. For instance, Consul Kirk, who

had no Indian experience, made a better consul than men who

had, such as Haraerton and Euan—Smith. The establishment

of Haileybury College as a centre of oriental training only

for civil servants had no impact on the consuls sent to
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Zanzibar. Since very few personnel went to serve as

Political Agents or Consuls outside India, there was no

provision for their training.

There are two different opinions about the problem of

the "orientalisation1' of consuls. One writer felt that a

Consul-General:

with a life's experience behind him of the
language and customs of an oriental or uncivi¬
lised state, must always possess an immense
advantage over a Diplomatist, dominated by
western culture and distracted by constantly
shifting spheres of activity.23

Piatt, a recent historian of the consular sei'vico, has criti¬
cised the same qualities:

It can hardly be denied that the official British
outlook in the East was influenced by tho res¬
tricted educational background of our consuls,
by the emphasis exclusively on language profi¬
ciency at the expense of administrative,
commercial and judicial expertise by the
orientalising of British consular officers,
by their divorce from the local British
communities, and by the parochialism implied
by a career structure limited entirely to one
area of the world.24

Piatt further states that the value of consuls as policy

makers was reduced because of their police and judicial

functions, and that British influence generally was "tarnished

by the corruption so often associated with consular courts

25
and jurisdiction in the East"." Hence, while Cecil condones

the "orientalisation" of consuls, Piatt decries it.

In Zanzibar any orientalisation of the consuls would

have been welcomed by the British subjects, who were of pre¬

dominantly Indian descent. The fact that Euan.-Smith spoke

Hindustani was commended by them even though his policies

23* Algernon Cecil: Foreign Office, p.620.
24. D.C.M. Piatt: Cinderella Service, p.viii,

25. ibid.
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were disliked. Writers like Flatt seem to ignore the fact

that a significant number of British subjects in extra¬

territorial situations were "oriental". The oriental

education or "orientalisation" of consuls would not have

divorced them from the British Indian communities, as was

the case in Zanzibar. However, it is possible that their

"orientalisatiori" might have detracted from the exorcise of

their authority, thus reducing their capacity to represent

British national interests, which it was their duty to do.

Rawlinson, one of the two consuls appointed by the

East India Company in the Eastern countries, felt that the

native consular agents in Muscat (presumably including

British Indian subjects), who acted as agents of the East
26

India Company, were considered to do "more harm than good".

Moral influences were considered important because til©

consul, apart from his legal and official duties, exorcised

an officious jurisdiction, which meant that a consul "has

no right to protect the xiatives"; he did so "through his
27

influence with all classes". The interesting paradox

that this phenomenon possd for British Indian subjects in

Zanzibar- was that while their interests, protected by

English consuls, were not supposed to suffer, the converse

situation was not hold to be true. It was extremely

unfortunate that Indians were not engaged for this post,

"intermediate between those of an official guardian and an

26, P.P. Vol,VIII (1857-8), p.281, Q.284^
27. . p.236, Q.2357.
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28
ambassador"•

However, since most of the British subjects resident

there were from India, it is understandable that Indians

uneducated in western ways were not acceptable in the

consular service, Unfortunately the problem was deeper,

because even when fchay became "civilise<i", through western

education and Auglicisation, they were still rejected, not

only at the higher levels of officialdom but also at the

lower ones, Mazi Shahubuddin was appointed to the Prere

Mission to Zanzibar to represent the viewpoint of the Indians

in East Africa, The Mazi, who had been the Professor of

Oriental Languages at Univex'sity College, London, and was

the Prime Minister in the Kao of Mutch's Government, was

badly treated by Sir Bartle Prere, leader of the Mission, who

had Indian, experience as Governor of the Bombay Presidency.

Therefore, while Prere was heading towards the southern

coast to investigate the extent of Indian involvement in the

slave trade, "the Kazi had gone bach to (K)utch from
29

Zanzibar", It was not surprising that the Frere Mission

was received with "rudeness and insult, The Banyan who

30
kept the Customs House refused to answer any questions".

28. B.C.M. Piatt* Cinderella Service. p,13l, Colin Cross*
The Pall of the British Empire 1918-1963 (London* 1968),
pp 3&~9* There ware financial impediments for Indians
trying to join the Indian Civil Service. There were
Indians in the Judiciary hut the Chief Justices of High
Courts were always British. See also G.N, Singh*
Landmarks in Indian Constitutional and National Develop¬
ment 1660-1919 (Benares* 1933). p.9*o. and discussion on

the lack of equality in Indian administrative services,
pp 132~6,

29. John Martineau* The Life and Correspondence of Sir
Bartle Prere. Vol.XI (London* 1895), p.89. ~

30. Ibid., p.p6.
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The visit was, however, an eye-opener, revealing the

extent of Indian economic control of the coast, Frera

discovered that the assets and liabilities of one Indian

business house "which carae Judiciously before the consul,.

,,showed a capital of £'i3Q,00G invested in the country,.,

and that everything connected with Africa trade is at least

as much an Indian as an English question"•J' This, however,

was not considered to be a situation involving equals or

equal partnerships. The real function of India was that

"England, through India, has a practical hold on East
OO

Africa". Since the prime interests were considered to be

English and not Indian, when Frere made his recommendations

to Lord Granville on 3 May 18 73 concerning the strengthening

of the consular establishment these did not include reference

to the recruitment of any senior Indian consular steiff. Any

recommendations from Frere suggesting the use of English

educated judges and magistrates of Indian origin would have

enhanced consular and legal work, and especially the interests

of British Indian subjects. However, in this connection

Prone neither viewed Indians nor their interests as British,

The inequity of this xjoaition is brought more into

focus when it is realised that Frere opposed the introduction

of the Ilhert Bill in India, which would have submitted

Englishmen to the legal jurisdiction of Indian covenanted

officers, Frore joined the British India Committee and

wrote:

to extend the power of native tribunals in
cases where Europeans were accused would be

31. ibid.

32, ibid.



33
to confer a very invidious power.

However, Frere felt no such invidiousness at placing Indians

under English legal control in India, Although Frere had

been critical of the misuse of Greek and French extraterri¬

torial control in Egypt, he nevertheless failed to acknowledge

that British Indian subjects would face similar problems by

being submitted to consular control administered. by English

officers, Frere's dismissal of the submissions made by

Kasi Shahubuddin and the proposals of the Bombay merchant

Lallubhai to abolish the slave trade were also accompanied

by a total lack of understanding of the impact of extra¬

territorial jurisdiction over Indians, This point,

concerning privileged consular jurisdiction, is further

defended when viewed in conjunction with the opinion of a

critic of the consular service, who wrote*

nor can it bo reasonably expected that, when
the interests of British subjects come into
conflict with those of their own countrymen,
the interference of a native-bora consul in
favour of the fosrrser can be very enthusiastic
or energetic.34

Therefore, if the same point were to be made in Zanzibar, an

English consul who sat as a judge in a case involving an

Englishman and a British Indian subject could not possibly

do justice to the case of the Indian, It is, however,

interesting to note that tne British Indian subjects never

consistently articulated a position on this basis, although

33, ibid,. p.441. For an extremely favourable view of
Bartls Frere, see Peter Woodruff* The Hen who Ruled
India* The Guardians (London* 19b3), PP 25—'±3, For
another exposition of English attitudes in India, see
G.O, Trevelyans The Competition Wallah (London & Cam¬
bridge* 1864), pp 273-36b«

34, Anon* "Consular Service", p.612,
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there were occasions, especially during the time of Consul

Rig-by and the IBEAC, when they made strong representations.

In view of the fact that English consuls who were

"orientalised" were not viewed favourably, the possibility

of engagement cf Indian consuls and magistrates should have

been closely examined as an alternative. The fact that it

was novoi' really considered can only bo appreciated when the

position of Indian magistrates in the nineteenth century

Indian Empire is considered, While Indians had been subject

to the British consul*s legal control in Zanzibar since the

early 18'iCs, persons of Indian descent who held office at a

district magistrate level cculd not sit in Judgment on an

Englishman. This had not been clarified even by 1883,

In 1857 the Indian Law Commissioners recommended an

act which, after asserting the equality of Indians and

Europeans in the eyes of tho law, "laid down a still more

invidious distinction between non—official and official

Europeans, It proposed to subject all *non-official*

Europeans to the Jurisdiction of Asiatic magistrates, but

to exempt from such Jurisdiction all members of the Indian
35

civil service, or officers of the army or navy". In view

of both the protest of "non—official" Europeans and the

disruption during the 1858 rebellion in India, this

recommendation was withdrawn*

In 1883 a Code of Criminal Procedure was to be devised,

under which authority all Indian district magistrates or

session Judges wore to be allowed jurisdiction over European,

35,. J, Talboys Wheelert India Under British Rule (Londoni1886),
pp 280-1| P, Woodruff» The Guardians, P»317, as unconven-
anted officers the Indians could not prosecute European
criminals in India. See also J.M, Compton* "Indiana in
the Indian Civil Service 1853-1879"» Journal of Roual
Asiatic Society (19^7), PP 99-113*
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as well as Indian criminals• The issues arising from the

exercise of this jurisdiction were raised by the case of Mr

Gupta, a magistrate in the Presidency of Bengal:

On his removal to a more responsible appoint¬
ment in tie interior he had ceased to be

qualified to deal with even the most trivial
cases affecting Europeans.37

Sir Charles Aitchison wanted to go even further, and "made

the powers and jurisdiction of judicial officers entirely

dependent upon personal fitness". The Home Department

wanted to remove "from the statute book, at once and completely

every judicial qualification which (was) based merely on

race distinctions and the supposed personal privileges of a

39
dominant casta". Mi" Gupta stated "that if you entrust us

with the responsible office of a district magistrate or

40
session judge, do not cripple us in cur powers".

The immense pressure from Englishmen in India and Britain

induced the Government not to implement this legislation.

36. P.P. LI (18S3), c.3512. The Home Dept to Marquis
Harrington, Sec. of State of India, 9-9-1883. It was
proposed that the new Code of Criminal Procedure come
into force 011 1-1-188 z±.

37* ibid.. p.650. The implications of Nippon's failure, and
Aitchison*s larger proposal to give jurisdiction to all
first class magistrates are succinctly described by -Anil
Sealj The Emergence of Indian Nationalism (Cambridge:
1968) , pp 163-70 and n.6 on p. lo'i.

38. P.P. LI (I883), p.650. Sir Courtney Ilbert, the Law Member
of the Council drafted a bill to remove this discrimina¬
tion against Indian covenanted officers. However,
discrimination had continued in the Civil and judicial
Service from 1833* when the Indians had no opportunity
of boing employed in the government offices. The
Charter Act of 1853* the Queen*s Proclamation of 1858,
Act of 1870 remained "blank cheques" and "the less
straight forward course of cheating rather than prohi¬
biting them had been chosen". See G.K. Mittal: "Right
to Equality in the Indian Constitution", Public Law.
Vol.36, Spring 1970* PP 59-62.

39. Vol.LI (1883), p.631.
40. ibid.. Enc• Bengal Govt to Home Dept, 20-3-1882, sub.

enc. Note by Mr Gupta, 30-1-1882.
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The Bombay Government, which had powers to try cases of

British Indian subjects from Zanzibar, wrote*

The natives are content to be tried by Europeans
in spite of the difference of X'ace, which becomes,
in fact, a positive advantage.•.as it is desirable
that an adjudicator should be cut off from ail the
social connections through which influences might
reach his mind. The Europeans, on the other hand,
unaffected by aiy compensatory considerations dis¬
like, as they have always and everywhere disliked,
the idea of being tried by persons not of their
own race. '

It was also held that the trial of European woman by a

"native " magistrate was unacceptable, while the converse was

not held to be objectionable to Indian women. The Chief

Justice of the Bombay High Court was especially opposed to

a "native judge or magistrate in the Mofusail, whether a

covenanted civil servant or not", being "fit to zxy a Euro-
42

pean British subject"•

The feeling amongst even the conservative and Angli¬

cised Indian community ran high. They were especially irked

because the English considered themselves "as a caste

infinitely above all the rest", and because they were

ct 4*3
treated as no more than «drugss". Badrudin Tyabjx, a

member of Bombay Council, was opposed to the idea that it

%*as inimical to Englishmen to be tried by persons of a

foreign race, no matter in which part of the globe they

settled, and pointed out that in the Christian states

Englishmen were tidied by local courts. To side-track from

this main issue, Justice Gonna, who controlled Bombay*s legal

41. P.P. Vol.LX (1884), Wo.5, Chief Secretary of Judicial
Dept (Bombay) to Govt of India (Judicial Dept), 14-5-1883,
P.173.

42. ibid.. Minute by Chief Justice Baylay, 5-5-1333.
43. See V.G. Kiemans The Lords of Hunan Kind (London* 1?69)»

pp 43, 45.
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institutions# including cue consular court in Zanzibar,

stressed the application of extraterritorial jurisdiction

over Europeans in Turkey, Egypt, China and Japan* One of

the errors made by G-onne in comparing the situation in

India, which was part of the British Empire, with foreign

countries where Britis h Indian subjects also enjoyed extra¬

territorial jurisdiction, was to cast doubt on the actuax

advantages of such jurisdiction for British Indian subjects.

Badrudin Tyabji argued that the factors of race had nothing

to do with extraterritorial jurisdiction and stressed that

the reason for its exercise was that there was variance in

the quality of justicei

It is the quality of justice adiaini3tared in
these countries that had compelled licr Majesty* s
Government to secure special treaty rights, not
merely for British-born subjects but all subjects
of Her Majesty, whether natives of India or
England. Moreover, there is nothing to prevent
the consular courts from being presided over by
Asiatic subjects of Her Majesty, provided they
were fit for the po. sfc. 44

Tyabji argued from the logical basis of a British subject who

saw consular jurisdiction as being necessary because of the

difference in quality of justice. Tyabji*s assumption of

Indian magistrates for the consular' courts did not materialise

in Zanzibar, since it was officials like Gonne who ultimately

controlled the judicial system.

The British were firmly established in India and their

attitudes were not being fundamentally questioned, although

44. P.P. Vol.LX (1884), Badrudin Tyab$i to C. Gonne, 4-5-1883.
Tyabji also spoke on this issue with Sir Pheroseshah Mehta,
another supporter of the Rippon and the Iibert Bill, see
H.P. Modyi Sir Pilerozeshall Mehta (Bombay! 1921), pp 122-
142? see also S.P. Masanis Dadabirai Macro.ii. the grand
Old Man of India (London! 1939)» PP 217-8. Macroji
also made common cause on this issue with Tyabji and
Mehta.
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the foundations of this jurisdiction rested on specious

grounds. The pretence of protecting the interests of

British Indian subjects in Zanzibar and Muscat could have

been challenged. The Chairman of the Bombay Law Society

admitted that tlxe Sux-'opeans ware a privileged class in India

and that "the foundations of British power in India rested

upon racial prejudice". However, ho could not refrain

from asserting that in extraterritorial terms:

the natives of India themselves have not been
slow to recognise the advantage of such exclu¬
sive rights in the dominions of His Highness
the Imam of Muscat.45

Hence the lack of consistent challenge to the inequities of

the consular system by British Indian subjects in Muscat and

Zanzibar gave credence to the belief that this jurisdiction

was to their advantage.

The Indian legal profession mounted an offensive and

Justice Nanabhai Ilaridas, who had translated the Indian
46

Criminal Penal Codes and Civil Procedure into Gujerati,

stressed that Indian magistrates or judges had powers to try

Frenchmen, Germans, Italians, Greeks and Russians, but not
47

European British subjects. Since both the Indian and

English (or European) British were governed by the same sub¬

stantive law, this was an. invidious distinction. Justice

Haridas pleaded that "any invidious race distinctions ought

45. P.P» Vol.LX (1884), sub.enc., H.W. Payne, Chairman,
Bombay Lax/ Society, to C. Gonne, 10-5-1S83, pp 24,212.

46. Sorabji Jehangir: Men of India, pp 125-6, See also
J.N. Gupta: The Life and iforks of Itoiaesh Chandra Putt
(London: 1$>11), pp 94-5•

47. P.P. Vol.LX (1884), No.8, Gonne to Secretary of Govt
of India, 11-6-1383, enc., Minute by Justice Nanabhai
Haridas, Bombay High Court, p.21?•
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not to b© allowed to disfigure the statute book a day
48

longer than may be absolutely necessary".

Indian magistrates and judges who had lived and studied

in England were not considered cornice tent to sit in judgment

over English British subjects because of their "ignorance

of European manner, customs and habits of thought".

Justice haridas asked:

Now can it bo truly predicted of the European
judges and magistrates whether in the Mofussil
cr in the Presidency towns that they are
acquainted with the "manners customs and habits , c>
of thought* of every prisoner whom they have to try?

He added that Indians had been tried in courts by English

judges quite fresh from England and by others who had only

been resident a short while and had no knowledge of thee

language of the "natives": "and yet who had ever thought of
50

denying them such jurisdiction on that ground"♦ In the

Zanzibar consular court English consuls and judges constantly

sat judgment over British Indian subjects and protected

persons. Not only were they normally unfamiliar with the

"manners, customs and habits of thought" of Indians, but the

Indians had no recourse to authoritative opinion concerning

their constitutional rights, the safeguard of their customs

or the validity of extraterritorial control over thera.

Since the British Indian subjects were to accept in good

faith the jurisdiction of the consular courts without the

British-bom subjects showing the same good faith in Indian

judges and magistrates, the credibility of Indian judges

trying Indians in India was put into question. •

48. ibid.

49. ibid.. p.218.
50. ibid.
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Sessions Judge S, Tagore, from Kama, near Bombay,

wrste that ±1'' outstanding Indian judges and magistrates:

are too incompetent to toe invested with powers
to sentence a European fellow-subject to a few
months* imprisonment, it would certainly be
the height of folly to entrust into their hands
the life and liberty of millions of our fellow
subjects, who dark-skinned though they may be,
are as much entitled to claim the protection
of law and justice as the best born European
British subject,51

However, once the argument of Indians educated in

England and Anglicised enough to be able to participate in

public life had gone far enough, the English magistrates

adopted different tactics, W.R. Hamilton, a magistrate at

Ahmadnagar, said j

education is not everything, and in fact, is
but a small factor in a very great social and
political problem. The peculiar temper and
habits of the two races are of much more moment,
and deserve far more consideration than the mere-.,
fact of how much education an officer possesses,-'"*

Another district magistrate, however, admitted that the core

of the problem was that "British rule in India is full of

anomalies, without the existence of which that rule could
53

not last for a single day".

Since such was the condition of the judicial process In

the Bombay Presidency, the extension of that legal control

to Zanzibar in extraterritorial terms could not have granted

51. ibid.. Judge Tagore to Chief Secretary, Bombay Govt,
1-5-1883, p.224,

52. ibid,. W.R, Hamilton, Magistrate, Ahmanagar, to Disc,
Magistrate , Aluaadnagar, 20-4-1883#

53. ibid,. Dist, Magistrate, A.H, Sprey, to the Secretary
of Bombay Govt, 24-4-1883. Ultimately a compromise was
arranged, which cams to be called "The Concordat" which
was embodied in Act III of 1884, The Indian District
Judges and Sessions Judges were allowed the power to try
European subjects on the condition that the European
offenders even in the most trivial cases could claim a

trial by jury of which at least half must be European
or American, See G,N, Singh: Indian Constitution. p,150.
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the Indians a position of full equality, leaving aside the

assertion that they had achieved a position of privilege.

In fact, they lost any rights they had as residents in the

kingdom of the Sultan of Zanzibar. Furthermore, extraterri¬

torial Jurisdiction had laid a foundation of legal control

over theni which was gradually extended towards the end of

the century. Despite the assertion that British Indians

were subjects of the Crown, the legal officials of the

Bombay Government were not willing to grant equal status to

British Indian subjects either in India or abroad.

The attitudes towards Indian judges and magistrates

held by the high legal officials in Bombay raised grave

doubts about their ability to dispense justice and to enhance

and protect the interests of British Indian subjects. On

the contrary, they gave credibility to the proposition that

British Indian subjects were only safeguarded in as much as

they served the interests of British power in both India and

East Afx'ica, Despite the nebulous advantages the Indians

acquired as British subjects, they had become a community

whose political, commercial and legal importance had been

reduced and who were virtually a group of pawns to be used

to enhance British power in Bast Africa.

1(c) Le-'al and Administrative Skills

The Consular Service in the East had diplomatic and

legal functions, although until "the turn of the century the

consular service had been to a great extent a honie for lost
5*t 55

dogs". They were "ox-this" and "ex-that", and the earlier

54. Gerald Campbell: Of True Experience (London: tp*fcS), p.20.
55. ibid.
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consuls in Zanzibar in particular were drawn from the Indian

56
army or other services.

None of the consuls in Zanzibar achieved the eminence

57
of persons like Sir Ernest Satow in China. There was no

system of young recruits who came to Zanzibar as student-

interpreters and trained as consuls on the spot. Each

consul brought with hira a totally different experience,

ranging from array to medicine, although they did not have

legal training. However, the lack of legally qualified

personnel seems to have been widespread. In China:

the consuls themselves were for more part
legally uneducated and attempted to ride
rough shod through legal principles, and they
added to the difficulties of their position
in the early days by refusing to admit lawyers
to their courts, with the result that they had
frequently only themselves to blame when their
decisions reversed on appeal.33

The lade of legal consuls in Zanzibar was not duo to the

consuls* refusal to admit lawyers but to the lack of funds

available. The following tables, for the years 1837 and

1890 (beforo and after the start of IBEAC*s operations)

show the strength of consular staff in relation to despatches
59

and legal deeds registered,'"'

56. The defects in the Consular Service were corrected by a
Departmental Committee in 1903 und the Civil Service
Commission in 1914. See A. Cecils Foreign Office,
pp 622-66.

57* For the wide and special powers of Consuls in China, see
the evidence of A. Alcock, Consul at Canton, PP Vol,VIII
(1857-8), Q.1442-1533.

58, G.¥. Keeton: The Development of Extraterritoriality in
China. Vol.1 (London: 1928), p.241.

59. P.O. 84.2063, No.335, Euan-Smith. to F.O., 15-8-1890;
P.O. 84.2067, No.112 (Tele.), P.O. to Euan-Smith, 3-10-1890,
informing Euan-Smith that the Treasury had approved to the
appointment of 2 Pars i clerks .at Rs.130 per month on a
trial of 1 year. Hence, Indians were used as cheap
routine clerical class.
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1S9Q

Despatches June-July: 991
Deads: 417

Staff Staff

1 Agent & Consul General
1 Consul on leave
1 Vice-Consul & Judge
3 Vice-Consuls 3 Parsee Clerks

1 Agent & Consul General
1 Consul (temporary)
1 Vice-Consul & Judge

(2 in Zanzibar)
2 Interpreters.

(1 on leave)
2 Interpreters

3 Pars! Clerks.

Thus, while the staff had decreased, the actual volume of

legal work and political despatches had increased.

The anonymous critic of the Consular Service stated

that the special duties of the Consuls in the Ottoman

Empire, China, Siam, Korea and Japan, which depended on the

extraterritorial provisions granted by treaties,

deprived the respective governments of their
sovereign rights over aliens resident within
their dominions. In those countries, therefore,
consuls discharge in addition, very important
magisterial and judicial functions, the exercise
of which requires a high degree of legal skill
and practical and theoretical knowledge of the
laws of England.

Since qualified British legal practitioners existed in those

countries, "no slipshod administration of justice can there¬

fore, be indulged in with impunity by easy-going or

incompetent consuls".61 While the above writer does not

mention Zanzibar, it was one of the places where extra¬

territorial jurisdiction was exercised and where the consuls

not only had to cope with English-authorised legislation

(Foreign Jurisdiction Acts and Orders in Council) but, in

addition, with Indian legislation. Many abstruse legal

points were x-aisod and it was not until after 1378, when

6q. Anouj Consular Service, Q,5.. £>.609.
61. ibid.. p.610.
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Poster and Cracknell had joined as consular judges, that
62

any legal, expertise was available. However, even when

legal expertise was available there was no police force

attached to the consulate to make the work of the court

effective, and reliance on the Sultan*s police was not

always satisfactory.

The Select Coaiir.ittees examining the peculiar consular

jtirisdiction in the Bast were sceptical of this autharity.

To a limited extent the Foreign Office officials gave the

impression that they shared some of this scepticism. The

consuls who exercised it normally saw nothing unusual about

it, and normally felt that Eastern sovereigns happily

granted these powers and privileges?

when their ideas and civilisation have made
considerable progress it may be time to think
of the abolition of the capitulations.^3

1(d) Diplomats as Administrators

With Euan—Smith*s departure froia Zanzibar in 1890, the

influence of the "Cinderella51 consular service decreased and

the influence of the diplomatic ugly sister became snore

prominent. The quartel? of Portal, Rodd, Hardinge and Eliot,
64

representing a higher degree of academic training,

62. Since there was no single Consular Service issued with
identical instructions in the 19th century, the demand
for legal skills was restricted to the Consular Services
in the Levant and China where coercive jurisdiction was
applicable. See D.C.21. Piatts The Role of the British
Consular Service in overseas trade 1825-1914, Economic
history Review, s.s., Vol.XV, No.3, April 1968, p.495»

63. P.P. Vol.VIII, Evidence of F.w. Calvert, Q.4479a P.393.
64. For a general discussion of this subject, see Robert

Nightingale s The Personnel of the Bx-ltisa Foroi.n Office
and Diplomatic Service 1851-1929. Fabian Tract. Ho.232,
(London? 1930).
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consolidated British, control in East Africa. Sir Gerald

Portal became the first agent and Consul General of the

Diplomatic Service and he brought about major administrative

changes.^~}
As far as the Indians were concerned, the new officials

had coma at a time when the old traders and merchants had

boon brought under British control by the British consuls

and the IBEAC. Vitlx direct British intervention another

class of Indians, who came to open up the country directly

under British auspices, was emerging. The Uganda Railway

was considered, the Foreign Office's crowning glory in East

Africa* It was constructed by Indian coolies using

Indian methods,*"* arid was used to enhance British rule in

the area. At the same time metropolitan attitudes towards

Indians became oven more negative, a tendency furthered by

trie new class of diplomats turned administrators.

Portal, in his book, hardly mentions Indians, either

in Zanzibar or on the mainland, being mostly preoccupied
67

with the IBEAC. His only mention of India relates to

the prospect of regulating freight on the railways so "as

to enable Kavirondo grain to undersell the produce of India
68

at trie coast, in Zanzibar and even in Eurox->en* lie urged
69

Europeans to settle in the interior, since at the coast

the Indians and the Portuguese seemed at home in the

65 * L«W* Hollingswortlu Zanzibar Under the Foreign. Office
(Londons 1953)» PP 61-72.

66. Xilioy & Gaseleet Foreign. Office, p.225. However, these
authors are incorrect when they point out that East
Africa was taken over directly from East India Company
in 1395* It was in fact taken over from IBEAC.

67. Gerald Portals The British Mission to U-vanda in 1693
(ed.) Pernioi Road, (London: 1894/, p. 126.

63. ibid.

69. ibid., pp 135-61,
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70
"orchid-house atmosphere"; Since the emphasis was on con-

solitating the IBEAC* s base on the mainland, and moving the

capital of the East African Protectorate there, the Indians

in Zanzibar were cut off from their source of wealth, control

and power, which were previously based on the collection of

customs duties* The Indians therefore began to assume a

71
minor role,'

Sir Rennei Rodd replaced Sir Gerald Portal, Rodd had

been a friend at Balliol of Sir Arthur liardirge. Hardinge

was to succeed Rodd in Zanzibar. Rodd wrote a short

treatise in which he dealt with the problem of capitulations

and the "servitude" suffered by Eastern states, which

have been brought into continuously closer and more
intimate relations with the western peoples, whose
institutions and forms of administration they have
to a great extent assmiliated.72

Rodd was familiar with the consular jurisdiction resulting

from the capitulations and the peculiar powers these consuls
73

enjoyed in the East, as distinct from consuls in the ¥est.

He acknowledged that the system of capitulations had led to

grave abuses, including the removal of non-citizens from

their local sovereign*s jurisdiction, but stressed that:

the capitulations were necessary in their day and
they served a valuable purpose in opening up to
penetration and commerce, regions whose uxciusive
laws and customs had long kept them segregated
and recalcitrant to progress,74

In 1893, when Rodd mentioned the IBEAC, he felt that it had

filled:

70. ibid,. p.156.
71. Gerald Portal: My Mission to Abyssinia (London: 1892),

p.21, mentions "dignified and large turbanea Indians
at Jeddah".

72. J.R. Rodd: Diplomacy (London: 1929), P.^3.
73. ibid.

74. ibid.
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an important transition stage in our colonial
history, and carried out imperial duties the
importance of which public opinion at home was
not then sufficiently ripe and enlightened to
appreciate#75

Rodd described the Zanzibar Indians and those on the

coast. Ills descriptions of the two groups reflected the

imminent change in the composition of the Indian population.

In Zanzibar he mentioned a large number of wealthy Indian

litigants in the court whore Judge Cracknell presided,

supported by aaussarez as the assistant Judge. He

recollected that "perjury seemed to be not all in disrepute",

but he found the Parsi lawyers most trying since each

question of the opponent was regarded as a "leading"

question.

Cracknell, however, had great experience in these
and although I did my best to re-examine every
case on its merits, I always ended upholding his
decision.76

When Rodd visited Kisamayu he issued "a proclamation,

without too minute an inquiry into legalities, ordering every

able bodied man in Kisamayu to cooperate for n number of

hours a day in building a stockade under the superintendence
77

of the naval officers". He condescendingly mentioned that

the general response to his proclamation was satisfactory,

"but a number of Indian traders established there came in a

deputation and showed me their soft little hands, which were,

they pleaded, and with justification, incapable of manual

labour".^ These traders therefore were excused from work

but had to pay a monetary contribution to defray the cost

75. J.R. Rodd: Social and Diplomatic Memories 188^-1693
(London: 1922), p.28£>.

76. ibid.. p.290.

77. ibid.. p.30G.

73. ibid.« p•3GQ•
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of extra labour.

During his torn of office the Indians had become

dependent upon his protection, and when named Thuwain

became the Sultan, gratitude was expressed to Rodd for his
79

preservation of peace and order. The Chamber of Commerce

also expressed their gratitude and Lord Roseberry was

"entirely approving" of this satisfaction in his work. When

Portal returned from Uganda and Rodd was to leave Zanzibar,

the iihoj as, Pars is and Hindus came separately to pay their
SO

respects. It seeias clear that while Rodd had inherited a

situation in which the Indians had thoroughly become part

of British interests, he was blithely able to consider and

refer to them in disparaging terms. Hie Indians, for their

part, realised their weakness and had no recourse but to

ingratiate themselves with Rodd and other British officials

in the hope of receiving favourable treatment. They had

no power" in political terms to bargain for their rights.

Fhen Sir Arthur Hardinge took office, a German official

said that the Germans envied the British because of:

Your subordinate staff of Indian baboo clerks,
whether customs officers or tax collectors, who
never get drunk, rarely lose their tempers and
have enough experience of oriental prejudices
and habits to avoid incurring the distrust which
so many of our men inspire.81

Harding©, however, felt that the "baboos" were not above

corruption and was convinced that as long as officials were

not overtly corrupt, they were usually popular in the Bast.

He later also agreed with the assertion of this German that

79. ibid.. p.307.

80. ihfcd.t p.3^0.
81. Arthur Hardinge: A diplomatist in the Bast (London*

1928), p.91. — - ~
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so long as the "baboos" used methods "quite legitimate and
32

fair" they remained popular .

However, Ilardinge's opinion of Indians was not generally

improved by the Germans* defence of his officials. Hardinge

had a stereotype idea of the Indians as usurers and money

lenders, prone to corruption, The fact that some of the

Indians were still in the Sultan's Government which "con-

84
slated largely of Englishmen and Indians" did not help

their image.

1(e) Salaried and Trading Consuls

The contention of this section is that the British

consular officials in Zanzibar were effective primarily

because they were salaried. Since they exercised coercive

jurisdiction over Indians, who were basically a trading

community, the success of their control was partially based

on the fact that they had no interest in any particular

business. Since the jurisdiction had commercial implica¬

tions, the connection of the consuls with any particular

commercial house would have jeopardised their official

consular work. The consuls, however, were in constant
85

contact with business houses, but because they were

salaried officials the risk of exposing them to the use of

their official position for blatant personal gain wa3

lessened. Since their salaries were low, they were, however,

in an exposed position.

83. ibid.. pp 137-8, hardinge was afraid that the passengers
of the Britisn India Steam Navigation Co's ships, on which
plague had broken out, would bribe soldiers and trade with
them, if they were allowed to land,

84. ibid.. p.187.

85. See part 2 of this chapter.
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One of the advantages of British consuls was that they

did not side with any of the small British firms* For

instance, Consul Hamerton was criticised by the small

English firm, Newman Hunt & Co*, for not assisting it*

However, the consuls generally did take sides in relation

to firms controlling the Customs House, though their per¬

spective was baged on larger British interests in the area

and not on any personal grounds*

The exercise of political, commercial and legal control

allowed the consuls to have a wider view of the situation in

Zanzibar* Tills dispassionate interest made it possible for

them to prosecute f3rras involved in the slave trade without

favouritism* While damaging to businesses, this criminal

jurisdiction brought a large number of firms within the

scope of consular jurisdiction* The cumulative effect of

consular activity was to create favourable conditions for

British enterprise generally. They had therefore succeeded

in closing certain commercial channels and opening new areas

of commercial growth,
87

The consuls were often "victims of discord", ' because

their general activities were of particular interest to the

Foreign Office, while their own commercial work was of
88

interest to the Board of Trade," The consuls in Zanzibar

were particularly vulnerable to this conflict because until

22 January 1873 they were also responsible to the Bombay

86. 3.T. Bindoff, E.F.M. Smith & O.K. Webster* British Dip¬
lomatic Representatives 1789-1852*. Vol.L (London* 193*)*
p,80, mention that the 1839 Convention of Commerce was
signed by Captain Cogan, but not the fact that Captain
A* Hamsrton was the Consul,

87* A. Cecil* Foreign Office, p.624*
88. Anon* "Consular Service", Q*R*. p.6o4. The Consuls were

not, however, officials of the Board of Trade,
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Government and, until 1 September 1883, to the Indian Govern¬

ment* The Government of India was particularly adamant
go

that their political agents could not trade* To a certain

degree the overwhelming political and legal nature of their

work inhibited the more detailed, precise and accurate

statistical information needed for new commercial activity.

While the British Indian subjects were a particular case,

the exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction generally

assisted the extension of British trade in foreign countries

because of the nature of the commercial protection provided
on

by this jurisdiction.'' The expansion of British trade in

Zanzibar resulted from the application of consular juris¬

diction and, subsequent to the abolition of the slave trade,

British Indian interests in particular suffered in as much

as they were involved in this trade* However, those busi¬

nesses which wore unconnected with the slave trade or

sufficiently wealthy and established to function in, and

increase the scope of, the "legitimate" commerce prospered.

Hence the decline in the strength of the Sultan's slave-

based economy also weakened the Indian merchant class.

In the field of economic intelligence the British

consuls were also more effective than the American consuls

because they were salaried. E. Hammond, the Under-Secretary

at the Foreign Office, said that

the trading consul is not so useful in obtaining
commercial information as the non-trading consul.

89. P.P« Vol.LIIX (1873)# Evidence on Rawlinson, p.281,
Q.2844,

90. ibid.. p.288, Q.2866-88. See the instance of spread of
trade in the interior of Turkey, where the substantial
functions of the consuls were political.

91. P.P. Vol.VIII (1857-8), E. Hammond, p.5^, Q.W.
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The consul was trusted if he himself was not a trader and

was thus likely to get more information from merchants*

A merchant might scruple to give a rival in
trade information as to his own commercial
proceedings, which he would only be too glad
to give to a consul who was not his rival in
trade*92

The consuls were overburdened by the scope and variety

of their work and hence all their time was devoted to the

diverse political, commercial and legal functions of the

consulate* The fact that they had no specialised knowledge

of one or other subjects led to errors* However, in the

last analysis British consuls could always rely on their

political influence with the Sultan* The British consuls

and their work carried more weight with the Sultan than the

opinions of consuls with commercial interests*

A British Consular Manual had stressed the necessity

of non-merchant consuls to ensure impartiality, especially

in cases involving a consul simultaneously acting as a party
93

to the case and sitting judgment on it. J This view was

supported by the case in Zanzibar when the performance of the

salaried British consuls, compared favourably with that of
q4

the American consuls. Consul Waters, who was a trader in

his own right and also the United States consul in Zanzibar,

did not carry much influence with the Sultan, despite the

fact that American trade with Zanzibar was in an extremely

92, ibid.

93* Robert Fynnt British Consuls Abroad (London: 1846),
pp 6~9* Tills manual was dedicated to the General
Ship-Owners Society and stressed proficiency in a
foreign language,

94. C.S. Nicholls: Swahiii Coast, discussed the case of US
Consul Waters* pp 194-5* See also C,T* Bradyt Commerce
and Conquest in Baafc Africa (Salera, Mass: 1950), pp 98-
114. "
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strong- position* Consul Hamerton was generally disliked by

the Sultan, but since he was aloof from the petty commercial

wrangles of the Zanzibar market he was successful in

imposing jurisdiction over British Indian subjects. Consul

Waters was involved in restrictive trade practices in con¬

junction with the Customs Master which earned the American

consul rebukes from both the trading classes in Zanzibar

and the Sultan's Court. His vulnerability was increased

when the Custom's Master changed his tactics and traded with

all the ships visiting Zanzibar, thus increasing his trade

immeasurably while isolating Consul Waters.

The American consuls were personally vulnerable to

private commercial dealings which impinged on their official
95

consular work right up to 1890, when an Indian pleader,

Camrudin, submitted a case before the US consul and also

appealed to the Department of State in ¥ashington. Euan-

Smith stressed that the US consul had sat in judgpent on the
case where he, the consul, was the defendant, having signed

a promissory note which was being appealed. The US consul

took no evidence and, while he acknowledged the justice of

the claim, decided to postpone judgment on it. Hie Foreign

Office felt that the plaintiff seemed to have made a perpetual

loan with mi interest of 9y->t that the decision was

"unreasonable and startling". The Foreign Office sent the

95• Contrast is provided by the case of the US Consul in
Zanzibar who applied extraterritorial jurisdiction over
Ills personal business affairs, with the case of US Consul
Colvin at Oemerara, who filed a petition of insolvency
in Feb, 1860. The State Bept laid down that debtors
and creditors would have to seek local remedies. See
J.B. Moorei International Law, p.92, aec.7H*

96. F.O. 84.2059i No.52, Euan-Smith to F.O., 11-2-1890.
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papers to Washington "to bring the matter informally to the

attention of the Secretary of State".So although it

claimed to protect the interests of the British Indians and

acknowledged the "unreasonable" decision, the Foreign Office

was prepared to make only informal representations to the

Secretary of State in Washington.

Hence the British Consuls were not as vulnerable in

their consular capacities as were the trading US consuls in

Zanzibar. There also do not seem to b© instances of British

consuls involving extraterritorial jurisdiction for their

personal ends as did the US consuls. However, although the

British consuls were generally not expected to become

involved in "concession mongering", this did happen in

Zanzibar, where Euan-Smith and John Kirk were involved with

this in their official capacity. Thomas Mitchell, Her

Majesty's Consul General in Norway,felt thats

there may be exceptional circumstances in respect
of semi-civilised or barbarous states, such as
Turkey, Persia, China, Japan, Africa, etc., in
which political and national considerations may
require tho artificial establishment or mainten¬
ance of British financial and commercial supre¬
macy or at all events equality.98

The importance of the consular establishment to British

commerce and the general interest in West and East Africa was

illustrated by a Resolution passed at a conference at the

home of Lord Brougham in 1861. Tho 7th clause of this

Resolution, which was to be presented to Lord Palmerston and

97« ibid.. F.O's Nobet 11-3-1890. The F.O. was also aware
of another example of a US Consul in St Petersburg
using diplomatic privilege for personal gain; F.O. 83.
932, G. Wedgewood to P.O., 18-3-1886. This was a
private note to C. Kennedy at the F.O.

98. D.C.M. Piatts "The Role of the British Consular
Service", E.H.R. . p.502.
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the Duke of Newcastle, stated, in part, that any reduction

in consular establishments on the East and West African

coasts would:

discourage the effort s which have been
persistently made for many years to promote
and protect legitimate commerce.••99

The consular establishments war© also performing the role

of bringing chiefs and people under the influence of

Christianity, and any reduction in them would lead to a

derogation of British power and the permanent benefits

which accx-ued from such establishments•1

2) Relations between the Metropolitan
Firms and the Consuls

The American consuls in Zanzibar were either owners or

agents of American businesses. These consuls therefore

101
played the dual role of consuls and businessmen. This

section of the chapter, however, is concerned with the

relations of salaried British consuls and businesses based

in London.

The focal point of this metropolitan activity in
102

Zanzibar was Sir William MacKinnon. MacKinnon* s wealth

was made in India on the basis of developing steam shipping,

99* Newcastle Papers s Nottingham University Library, 5th
Duke of Newcastle. Nec.10,911. Copy of Resolution of
Conference held on 15-6-1861 at Lord Brougham*s home
and presented to Lord Palmersfem and Duke of" Newcastle.
»oe clause 7 of the Resolution.

100. ibid.« Clause 8.

101. See Richard P. Waters Consular and Business Papers at
Peabody Museum Manuscript Collection, Acc.12,376i
Contracts 1840-1845? Business Records 1842-1844, Box
No.4, Consular Reports and Correspondence 1832-44, Box
No.71*

102. SNL. N.E. 7d. l(l-9)» Argyll No.2, "Sir William
MacKinnon Bart." Sherriff J. MacMaster Campbell,
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and his major commei'cial interest was the British India

103
Steam Navigation Company. ^ Smith Mackenzie and Company,

which was founded in Zanzibar during 1377t had strong

connections with the B.I.S.N., through Archibald Smith, who

was drawn from the staff of William MacKinnon and Co. of

to%
Glasgow. MacKinnon was also an imperialist and the IBEA

Company was his major undertaking to further imperial

interests in Eastern Africa. MacKinnon took advantage of

his contacts with British Government officials and British

consuls in Zanzibar to further not only his commercial

interests through the B.I.3.N., but also his imperial

interests by promoting the cause of the IBEAC. To develop

those imperial interests MacKinnon also relied on Smith

Mackenzie and Company. When the IBEAC took over the coastal

operations in 1888, Smith Mackenzie and Company closed down

and handed over all their properties at cost price to the

Sir William MacKinnon was constantly kept informed of

developments on the East African coast by the consuls in

Zanzibar. Most of the officials in contact with MacKinnon

became his personal friends, accepted his hospitality at

his home in Balinakell, his help in investing their savings,

and §©ught financial assistance from him.

2(a) Steam Navigation

During the visit of the Frere Mission to Zanzibar,

Fraser (an English plantation owner) was accused of using

103. British India Centenary (London: 1956) published by
B. I.S.N.

104. The History of Smith Mackenzie and Company Ltd (London:
1938).

105. J.3. Gaibs'ia ths MacKinnon and Baat Africa.
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slave labour, but was exonerated of this charge. Sir Bartle

Frsre also had an opportunity of meeting Fraser in another

capacity — as the first agent of the B.I.S.N. in Zanzibar.

Frassr addressed Sir Bartle on the privileges which the

B.I.S.N. should receive in Zanzibar.^Euan-Smith, as a

member of the Frere Mission, privately wrote to MacKinnon

informing him that Consuls John Kirk and Fraser were not on

good terms because Fraser had a "pugilistic disposition",

and advised MacKinnon that*

It is very advisable to secure Captain Fraser*s
influence with the mercantile classes at Zanzibar
in the interests of the company.107

Kirk added, in a separate letter to MacKinnon, that Fraser

was not on good terms with the Customs Master and that they

were deadly enemies.*^ Euan-Smith praised Kirk as being

an excellent man, since he had induced the Customs Master,

despite his bad relations with Fraser, to grant "Indulgence s

with regard to the Company, stowing their goods in their own

warehouses, landing their coal free, and charging no duty
109

for goods in transit".

Euan-Smith also mentioned to MacKinnon that the coastal

trade in East Africa was entirely in the hands of "our Indian
110

subjects", who were "indispensible go-betweens for seller

106. MacKinnon Papers, SOAS Library, hereinafter M.P. File
10, Euan-Smith to MacKinnon, 6-2-1873. See also I.K.
Orchardsons Sir (villiaia MacKinnon. Shin Owner 1823-1899.

107. M.P. File No.10.

108. M.P. File 86, Kirk to MacKinnon, 19-11-1873.
109. M.P. File 10. The relationship between Euan-

Smith and John Kirk had deterioratedannd during 1888
Euan-Smith did not want MacKinnon to show Kirk any of
his private letters. File No.12, Euan-Smith to MacKinnon,
23-4-1888. when Kirk visited Zanzibar in 1889» he
accused Euan-Smith of "petty jealousy". File No.98,
Kirk to MacKinnon, 20-3-1889.

110. M.P. File No.10, Euan-Smith to MacKinnon, 3-4-1873.
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and purchaser - Banyans and Bhattias abound in the neigh¬

bourhood of Zanzibar" while in the South, Meraons, Bohras

and Khojas carried on the slave trade.*** Euan-Smith was,

however, of the opinion that the respectable and leading

Indian traders would gladly give up the slave trade and
112

practise "legitimate" commerce. Sir Bartle Frere was

concerned about this monopoly of trade. In order to get

more English traders on the coast s

Sir Bartle Frere advised (them) to send a
Borah or a native agent to do dealing at the
port,113

While Euan-Smith was on the Frere Mission (1872-3), he felt

that another way of breaking the monopoly of Indian trade

was through the introduction of steaxa navigation, Sinco

large numbers of Indians travelled up and down the coast,

Euan-Smith recommended to MacKinnon a way of attracting

Hindus who adhered to strictures of the caste system to travel

by steam boat. He suggested that separate water tanks and

cooking facilities be px-ovided as a concession to Hindus

who "would be glad to pay highly for their passage,,,and

this privilege would soon make the steamers popular with
114

this constantly travelling caste". The recommendation

by Euan-Smith about special concessions to the Hindus on the

coast did not materialise iraniediately. However, steam

communication in general had the greater effect of re¬

directing Indian trade to London, especially as envisaged

by Sir Bartle Frere, and a few. years later Euan-Smith was

able to report that Indian traders had taken to trading

111, ibid,. Euan-Smith to MacKinnon, 8-3-1873,
112. ibid., Euan-Smith to MacKinnon, 3-4-1873.
113* ibid.. Euan-Smith to MacKinnon, 15-11-1873.
114, ibid.. Euan-Smith to MacKinnon, 8-3-1873.
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with London.^ ^
MacKinnon did not let the question of shipping rest

? 1 6
with Euan-Smith or on the opinions of Bartle Frere, J as

he had contacts with J.W. Ka$% the Secretary of Political
117

and Secret Department at the India Office. Kaye initially

declined MacKinnon's invitation for a holiday but accepted
1 1 8

a box of grouse from MacKinnon's Scottish estate. 0 Later

the same year at Christmas, Kaye received "a mysterious chest
119

of tea at my Peng© bungalow", and confessed "good tea is

a great luxury. Bad grocer's tea has driven me to drink
120

claret at breakfast". Kaye also visited MacKinnon at
1 21

his home in Balinakell in Argyllshire, and asked him to

act as a co-security on a loan he had taken out because of
122

financial difficulties. These favours became the basis

of the relationship between Kaye and MacKinnon. Kaye in

turn advised MacKinnon that lie ought to apply for a shipping

contract and send a copy of the letter to the India Office,

and said that he would support his application as far "as

an old scribe can afford, in giving force to your proposal".

However, he advised him to "lose no time about it ~ as I
123

have a notion that others are in the field"•

MacKinnon's friendship in official circles was valued,

especially because he was h^pitabie and in a position to

115• File No.11, Euan-Smith to MacKinnon, 1-7-1 375*
116. File 2%9» Gerald Waller to MacKinnon, 3-12-1381. 1,000

acres of land at S1.25 were bought by MacKinnon's Florida
Land Colonisation Company for Sir Bartle Frere.

117» File 71t Kaye to MacKinnon, 9-8-1870.
118. ibid.. Kaye to MacKinnon, 3-9-1870.
119* ibid.. Kaye to MacKinnon, 24-12-1870.
120. ibid.

121. ibid., Kaye to MacKinnon, 21-10-1871.
122« Ka-ye tc MacKinnon, 10-12-1870.
123. ibid.. Kaye to MacKinnon, 27-10-1871.
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render financial assistance and advice. As an official of

tiie Crown who did not receive a very high salary, Kuye valued

this help and spoke of MacKinnon's "private friendship to
124

which I am so indebted". The nature of this "private

friendship" was that Kaye needed money but did "not know the
125

precise sum that 1 may require", Kaye was especially in

need of financial assistance because he had foregone his

literary income which had exceeded his official income. "I

should therefore be very glad to receive what you call the
126

•little things* but which are great tilings to me."

The sort of relationship that existed between MacKinnon

and Kaye did not exist for the top Indian merchants like

Topan and Sewji in Zanzibar, either with, consuls ox- officials

in London. This was partly because Topan and Sevji could

not comprehend the types of things that British officials

considered important on a personal basis. Further, with the

growth of telegraph and steamship communications, the consuls

increased their contacts with metropolitan companies, whose

interests became their main x-aiaon d'etre.

Euan-Smith1s frequent correspoadence with MacKinnon at

the time of the Frere Mission made x*epeated reference to

personal matters. He had. been nicknamed 'Tea Party* Smith

as a testament to his social activity while posted as an

127
Assistant Resident in Ilydrabad. ' In 1874 he had accumulated

124. ibid.. Kaye to MacKinnon, 21-3-1872.
125. ibid.. Gray Daves & Co., v?hich loaned money to Kaye was

also the Company which loaned money to Euan—Smith; File
46, 8-1-1892. Gray was MacKinnon's nephew. See Smith
Mackenzie « Go. Ltd.. pp 3-11,

126. ibid., Kaye to MacKinnon, 8-7-1873* Kaye's financial
affairs became so well-known by MacKinnon that on 29-1-
1876 Kays requested MacKinnon to insert his name on

Kaye's will.
127- J.S. Galbraith: MacKinnon, and East Africa, p.37.
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a debt of £10,000 which was paid off by MacKinnon in 1881,

as was another debt of £2,922. In 1889, £2,500 was advanced
12.R

to him by MacKinnon. Writing personally to MacKinnon on

129
India Office notepaper, Euan-Smith thanked his benefactor

profusely and stressed that some day he wanted to prove his
1 30

gratitude. This offer was repeated again in 1875. While

poor consular salaries were partly responsible for this

dependence of a salaried consul on MacKinnon, Euan-Smith was

quite extravagant. Compared to Kaye, Euan-Smith, was

exceptionally dependent upon MacKinnon and this dependency
1 31

can only have compromised his objectivity as a consul.
1 32

It has been asserted that, despite his indebtedness

to MacKinnon, Euan-Smith had not committed any indiscretions.

As an employee of the Foreign Office, Euan-Smith did favours

for MacKinnon, e.g. he sent a telegram to MacKinnon about

Stanley's safety six hours before he sent it to anyone

133
else. Despite Euan-Smith*s frequent assertions to Mac¬

Kinnon that he was doing his level best for the I13EAC, there

is not enough evidence to support the charge of grave mis¬

demeanour.

Hie point that can toe made is that none of the British

consuls in Zanzibar had as close a relationship on an

unofficial basis with the powerful Indian merchants as they

did with MacKinnon.

128. ibid.. pp 36—S.
129» File 11, Euan-Smith to MacKinnon, 15th, 18/4, u.d,
'30* ibid., 21-5-1875* us it was on innumerable other occasions.

131• ibid.. Euan-Smith to MacKinnon, 20-12-1878; 28-4-1881;
8-5-1888,

132. J.S. Galbraith: MacKinnon and East Africa, p.37.

133» M.P. File Ho,13» Euan-Smith to MacKinnon, 1-1-1889.
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2(b) Consuls and the IBEAC

Th© abolition of the slave trade had convinced Kirk

that because of the blow struck to this trade, no Indians

would advance any money directly or indirectly to it. To

replace this slave-based economy,and the Indian involvement

in it, \irith Hlegitimate" trade Kirk offered MacKinnon a

foothold to develop his tradei "you may rely on my help and
1 34

support.K Horace Waller, a partner of MacKinnon, felt

that Kirk was genuine about helping MacKinnon in his enter¬

prise* "we are quite sure of Dr Kirk's cooperation and

cordial help. Indeed he has been preparing the way for
1 35

us." Waller further referred to Colonel Gordon*s offer

to mount an East India Company-type operation for East Africa.

Therefore Waller tried to convince MacKinnon that "the spirit
1 36

of Clive" was present in General Gordon. Hence British

consular jtirisdiction, while bringing British Indian subjects

and protected persons under its control through coercion was

at the same time encouraging a British charter company to

take over East African commerce from them.

Once the IBEAC was established, Euan-Smith, in his

capacity as Consul-Genaral, defended its interests against

those of the Germans.

I do not think you need have any apprehension
as to the Germans getting the northern ports.
I may tell you confidentially that some months
previously I made all safe for the company in
that quarter.* 37

With the interests of the IBEAC at stake against those of the

Germans the interests of British Indian subjects, whose

134. File No.86, Euan-Smith to MacKinnon, 17-10-1876,
135# M.P. File 251, Rev. Horace Waller to MacKinnon, 18-1-1377.
136. ibid. However, the Khedive of Egypt refused to release

Gordon.

137« M.P, File 13, Euan-Smith to Mackinnon, 1-1-1889.
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commercial interests Euan-Smith was also supposed to protect,

received questionable protection. In the struggle between

the IBEAC and the Germans, George Mackenzie, of the IBEAC,

was able to assert "we have everything to take away from them

by drawing away the trade and the native Indian traders,
138

tiile they cannot hurt us in that way". Hence the Indian

traders and merchants became pawns in the struggle to allot/

the IBEAC to flourish. The Germans also recognised this

weak position of the Indians and made certain attempts to

conciliate their loss by grafting them moderate compenaa-
1 39

tions. Kirk also feared the loss to Indians who, after

having paid a price to be placed under British jurisdiction,

would have to succumb to arbitrary German control. Kirk

alleged that, during Euan-Smithes term of office and the

advance of the Germans, the Indians were thoroughly afraid

and had left for good, while the wealthy ones did only a

little business.

However, the problems which the IBEAC faced were quite

acute, and the lack of Foreign Office support did not help

officials like Euan-Smith in protecting it. Partly to

compensate for this lack of Foreign Office support, and

partly because of his o\m dependence on MacKinnon, Euan-

Smith tried unofficially to protect the Corapa»y*s interests

as best he could. "I have ceaselessly striven to do and

say everything I possibly could to advance the best interests

14o
of the Company," He also asserted that his actions were

138. ibid.. George Mackenzie to MacKinnon, 22-7-1889.
139» ibid,. Euan-Smith to MacKinnon, n.d. July 1889.
140. ibid., Euan-Smith to MacKinnon, 23-5-1890; File 98,

Kirk to MacKinnon, 20-3-1889,
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14l
"prompted by loyalty to yourself. Since the IBEAC was

not do ins well, he went as far as to suggest to MacKinnon thatj

it might be worthwhile for you to turn your
attention again to the question of failing the
Zanzibar customs. The present Sultan is a real
good follw arid will do everything to meet your
wishes. * 42

Euan-Smith also wrote a personal and confidential lettor to

Lord Salisbury, requesting that the Foreign Office grant the

IBEAC the concession in perpetuity. Since the letter did

not have the desired effect, he tried to explain it to

George Mackenzie of the IBEACs

The proposal was put forward as coming from me.
I said notlxing about your own or other schemes.
I made it as clear as day that the proposal did
not come from the directors. ^*3

This misunderstanding, created by his over-zealous defence

of the IBEAC, did not, in the face of Foreign Office opposi¬

tion, produce any tangible result. He despondently wrote

that his initiation of "a brilliant stroke of policy for the

Company" had been misconstrued.

The consequence is that I have been the mark for
an amount of mistrust and misrepresentations as
at times I have found very hard to bear. ^

It was unfortunate for Euan-Smith that both MacKinnon and

George Mackenzie did not believe him, despite his sincere

attempts to help thems

I have striven in season and out of season for the
promotion of the Company*s best interests. At no
time, under no circumstances, I have ever spared
myself or my staff in order to attain the object.

141. Euan-Smith's indebtedness to the firm of Gray and Dawes
was £1626.i.6d in 1890 and was increased after his visit
to Tangiers to £1835.12,6d, ibid. See File 14, Euan-
Smith to MacKinnon (Private) 25-2-1830 aid 18-7-1890.
Euan-Smith even asked MacKinnon to send him "some grouse
and partridge on ice", 12-9-1890.

142. ibid.. Euan-Smith to MacKinnon, 20-7-1890.
143. File No.15» Euan-Smith to George Mackenzie, 3-2-1891,
144. ibid.

145. ibid.
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Euan-Smith, however, could not claim the same Tor the

British Indian subjects, despite his attempts to ingratiate

MacKinnon by informing him that he had induced the Indian
146

merchants to open a school for their children, Tharia

Topan had not only stressed the need for a school and put

pressure on the consuls for its establishment, but had also

contributed Rupees 200,000 to John Kirk in 1883 for this
147

purpose. Hence, despite the fact that the school was

called in his honour, the Euan-Smith Madrassa, the Indian

merchants had not needed any inducement to open a school,

Euan-Smith especially had not made the transition from

member of the Indian Civil Service to that of Consul General

Unlike John Kirk, he neither realised nor understood the

particular problems related to the extraterritorial juris¬

diction of Indians in Zanzibar, Euan-Smith tried to exact

3igns of respect, especially from the British Indian subject

in his jurisdiction. Upon his arrival in Zanzibar two

Khojas failed to salute him because they did not know that

he was the new Consul General, Euan-Smith "ordered them to

call upon him once daily for the space of a month, by which

time,he was reported to have said, they would be able to
148

know who he was". The Bombay newspaper pointed out that

this was one of the numerous incidents illustrating Euan-

Smith* s "petty mindedness" and asserted that this type of

"Zoolum" (cruelty) was unwarranted,

146, Euan-Smith to MacKinnon, 3-1-1891,
14?» See F.O, 84,1644, Kirk to F.O,, 5-6-1883, Topan had

also discussed the possibility of a multi-racial
hospital. See F.O, 84,1853, No,108, Holmwood to F.O.,
5-7-1887, No.117, enc.2, 10-7-1887.

148, Rast Gaftar (Bombay), 10-6-1888.
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Of the places where different European interests
are in conflict at the present moment, Zanzibar is
one place where the representative of British
Government and the subjects whose interests he is
supposed to protect and promote should deem most
to be on terms of cordiality and union.^9

John Kirk held particularly strong views on this subject and

also on Euan-Smith's attitudes»

He seems to be the regular second rate Indian
official exacting the outward sign of deference
from the Indian as a mark of an inferior race and
class of being that will never go down well where
the Indian has been taught to respect himself and
act independently, looking to the consul as his
best friend.150

Hence, Euan-Smith was more able to further the interests of

European British subjects, while his attitudes towards British

Indian subjects were not conducive to furthering their interests.

When Portal took ovor office from Euan-Smith, John Kirk, who

was not well disposed towards Euan-Smith because of his
151

"petty minded jealousy", wrote:

Mr Portal is very popular with the Sultan and the
Indians and in this way a perfect contrast to Col.
Euan-Smith who was hated and mistrusted by all.152

The case of Peera Dewji, a courtier of the Sultan, invol¬

ved both Kirk and Euan-Smith at different times. Peera Dewji

had been involved in a dispute with Archibald Smith of Smith

Mackenzie and Company• Kirk accused him of being ready to

fight any white man because Dewji held influence with the

Sultan. lie was a "clever, vulgar, unscrupulous pushing

fellow" although he was also the "most useful and good
1 53

servant of the Sultan"• Since he was a good friend of the

Sultan he was found "objectionable" by everyone else. Th©

149. ibid.

150. M<.?*.File No.97, Kirk to MacKinnon, 25-9-1883.
151. See f.n.112.

152. M.P. File No.99» Kirk to MacKinnon, 23-7-1889.
153. M.P. File No.88, Kirk to MacKinnon, 25-5-1879.
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consular court punished Peora Davji 3lxarply for insulting

Archibald Smith, although Kirk suspected that the Sultan paid

his fine. As a result of this punishment Peera Dewji "found

means,,,to get a good deal of business transferred from Smith
154

Mackenzie to his own hands". As friends of MacKinnon,

both Kirk and Euan-Smith found Peera Dewji's interests

opposed to imperial enterprise, While Kirk had punished

Peera Dovji, a decade later Euan-Smith deported him from

Zanzibar* *^on charges which included that of being opposed
1 56

to the I3EAC, Euan-Smith's comments, written to MacKinnon

after Peera Dewji*s return from deportation, are interesting!

"Peera Dewji is here, quiet and well behaved,,,but he has
i 57

received a lesson which I do not think he will forget,"

Not only was Peera Dewji deported to protect MacKinnon's

Company, but also to prove to MacKinnon that Euan-Smith

would not allow anyone to jeopardise his interests.

While Kirk and Euan-Smith had both sown seeds of anti-

Xndianism in MacKinnon through Peera Dewji*s case, MacKinnon

was also probably quite rankled that Tharia Topan's control

of the Customs House was a contributory factor to the XEEAC * s

failure to acquire control over the mainland in 1877,

Unlike Euan-Smith, however, Kirk tried to convince MacKinnon

that Indian trade was in fact British trade and served

British interests. He informed MacKinnon that Indian trade

had advanced at an astonishing rate and that, since the

"trade is Indian and therefore British , it is an interest

we cannot throw away".*"^

154. ibid.

155» See the Chapter "Late Victorian Jurisdiction", Chapter VI
for the legal aspects of Peera Dewji's deportation,

156. F.O, 84.1976, No.49, Euan-Smith to P.O., 1-2-1889.
157» M,P, File No.13, Euan-Smith to MacKinnon, 30-3—1887,
158* M,P, File 93» Kirk to MacKinnon, 13-9-1886.
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It has been under me that the whole trade ha s

fallen into the hands of our Indian subjects and
that the community has been made thoroughly loyal.
When X first went , the Indians were far from
being with us, and I had to gain them and then
gain for them ail advantages they now have59

Despite Kirk's involvement in Indian affairs in the

Zanzibar dominions, his main impact was to assist the inter¬

ests of metropolitan companies. Kirk's recommendation for

a mail service from Suez and Natal to liolp introduce legi-
i (So

timate trade in minor ports strengthened the UK trade.

The impending change in the direction of trade " certainly

could not help Indian trade, wnica xxad no metropolitan base.

Kirk's conviction that the Madagascar trade -would fall into

Indian hands was equally misplaced. He had discouraged

the French firm of Reux Fraissant from controlling some of

the Sultan's Zanzibar trade, and had hoped that the French
1 (Sp

declaration of a protectorate over Madagascar "would help

Indian trade. In fact, both in Madagascar and German East

Africa trade failed to fall into Indian hands.

After his retirement from the service of the Foreign

Office on 30-6-1887> Kirk became a director of the IBEAC.

Prior to his retirement, Kirk had advised MacKinnon that the

IBEAC Customs House should have a perfect system of customs

collection and eliminate any loopholes. The "Sultan fully

and clearly abandons all claims to levy any extra dues on

his own account as he has done hitherto when Jairam and

163
Taria had the farming of the customs"• Once Kirk joined

the IBEAC, he gave the company the benefit of his experience

as a consul general,

159. M.P, File 94, Kirk to MacKinnon, 11-10-1886.
160. M.P, File 92, Memorandum from Kirk to MacKinnon, 15-1-1
161. ibid., Kirk to MacKinnon, 2-9-1883.
162. ibid.. Kirk to MacKinnon, 13-3—188^.
163. M.P. File No,93, Kirk to MacKinnon, 30-3-138?.
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As a director of the IBEAC, Kirk was to visit Zanzibar.

He informed MacKinnon that Sultan Khalifa was in need of

money and therefore would try to "buy his rights about

Mombasa either right out (which will be difficult) or as

16k
security for a loan". Hence he could, as far as the

company was concerned, use the information he had acquired

previously to further its interests. He was also in contact

with Tharia Topan in Bombay and asked him to try to collabo¬

rate more fully with the XBEAC by moving his business to

Mombasa.

Taria is desirous of coming: from Btkabay to meet
me at Zanzibar, he lias already opened a house at
Mombasa, but he has so much money invested in
houses in Zanzibar that he is pledged to it as a
centre for some time.1^5

The commitment of businessmen like Tharia Topan to business

houses in Zanzibar did not make them good collaborators of

the I3EA Company. This dilemma, however, escaped Kirk

because he failed to realise that, with increasing imperial

control, British Indian businesses had remained rooted in

Zanzibar and could neither transfer nor transform easily.

Kirk, however, while realising that the Sultan was

totally dispensable, retained a measure of sensitivity

towards him. With increasing British control over the

Sultan*s dominions and the decrease of British respect for

him, Kirk did not want the Sultan to visit Britain on the

eve of the signing of the IBEA Company's cnarter unless he

was to be treated extremely well and without damage to his
j

self-esteem. Kirk*s ability to empathise with both the

164. M.P. File No.98, Kirk to MacKinnon, 27-12-1888.
165. ibid.

166. File 95, 1^-5-1887, Kirk to MacKinnon.
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Sultan and the Indians, while increasing his control over

them, was responsible for the success of his work.

Kirk received favours from MacKinnon while he was a

Consul General in Zanzibar, However, the nature of this

assistance was different from Euan-Smith*s. When the Kirk

family received a chest of tea from MacKinnon in Zanzibar

it was Mrs Helen Kirk who discreetly thanked him for it,

Mrs Kirk, however, was also quite aware of John Kirk*s

official work. She advised MacKinnon that Bradshaw, a

1 £?7
Manchester businessman, ' did not wield much influence with

168
the Sultan, u and therefore was not a threat to MacKinnon's

interests. By 1885, the Kirks and the MacKinnons had

become family friends and again Mrs Kirk discreetly requested

MacKinnon*s assistance in investing £500 in his Florida
169

Bonds, Kirk only wrote about personal financial

matters once he had retired from the Foreign Office and this
170

was routine correspondence ' about withdrawing his funds in

1892 from the IBEAC, which was not doing well. Kirk's

family, however, seemed to be modest in comparison to

Euan-Smith, and did not live beyond their means.

Another ex-consul with experience in Zanzibar who tried

to assist the IBEAC was Lewis Pelly, who had kept in touch
171

with MacKinnon since 1866, ' with reference to shipping

167• Bradshaw was an agent of Lallubhai of Bombay who had
submitted proposals to Frere about assisting the slave
trade abolition, but these were rejected by Frere,

168* M,P. File 89, Helen Kirk to MacKinnon, 14-9-1879,
169* File No,93» Helen Kirk to MacKinnon, 30-9-1885.
170, M.P. File 102, Kirk to MacKinnon, 3-5-1892, and File 99,

Kirk to MacKinnon thanking him for a free passage for
his daughter to Zanzibar, 23-7-1889.

171. M.P. File 175, Lewis Pelly to MacKinnon, 18-1-1866.
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matters in the Persian Gulf area. Once Pelly became a

Conservative Member of Parliament, and MacKinnon desired a

subsidy for a direct line from Bombay to Mombasa, Pelly

contacted Jackson, the Secretary of the Treasury, who was

172
"favourably inclined", ' Pelly retained an interest in

East African matters and especially the German penetration,

"In the long run we shall, Z think, beat the Germans, because

we have an old trade in the hands of British Indian sub-

173
jects", The general opinion amongst the officials seems

not to have been that Indian interests would vrin, but that

they would provide the groundwork foi the IBEAC*s success.

Hence the main objective was not the preservation of Indian

trade but the use thereof for metropolitan interests.

172. M.P. Pile 1?o, Lewis Pelly to MacKinnon, 7-5-I888.
173« M,P, File 177» Lewis Pelly to MacKinnon, n.d.
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CHAPTER IV

LEGAL FRAMEWORK AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF

E^^TERiqTOl^A^lY jIN ZAMZJjBAR

The Consuls appointed by Her Majesty*s Government and

their roles and relations with the Foreign Office have beon

discussed in the previous chapter* This chapter will dwell

on the "peculiar privileges" which the consuls of Christian

states (especially Britain) had acquired in the Muslim and

Eastern countries (especially Zanzibar)* The exercise of

these extraterritorial powers had not only legal but also

political and economic implications*

The powers acquired under the various legal measures

increased the control of metropolitan Britain and reduced the

Indian, Arabian and African interests of the Sultans of

Zanzibar and the British Indian subjects*

The main international instrument of acquiring these

powers was the treaty* Once powers had beon acquired through

treaties, the Crown exorcised these powers through Foreign

Jurisdiction Acts and Orders in Council* The Foreign Juris¬

diction Act of 1843 was ; 1 because there had been

doubts about the exercise of consular jurisdiction in the

East* The Foreign Jurisdiction Act of 1890 consolidated

the extraterritorial powers of the Crown to enable increased

powers to be exercised in Zanzibar Protectorate*

The Orders in Council were the warrants for the proceed¬

ings of the Consul* They were the z*ules under which the

consuls exorcised those powers* The Consul in Zanzibar,

under the authority of the Order in Council of 1866,

rules using the Indian Penal Code in 186?* Since
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the Consul had no authority to issue this Regulation, it was

illegally applied and retrospectively validated by the Order

in Council of 1882,

The powers acquired under each successive Order in

Council were increased* With the acquisition of the Charter

by the 1BEAC, the Foreign Office constructed Africa Orders in

Council of 1889 and 1892* The Orders distinctly applied to

the mainland while separate Orders applied to Zanzibar and the

coastal strip* However, while the consular system in the

Levant and India emerged from its exercise by chartered com¬

panies, it was subsequently acquired by the British Government*

In the case of Zanzibar it was British consular control which

helped to establish the work of the XBEAC• It is possible

that, unlike the Levant Company and the East India Company,

the XBEAC did not succeed because it had no legal experience

(amongst other problems) for developing this Jurisdiction*

The Anglo—Indian Codes were used in Zanzibar because of

the presence of Indians in these dominions* However, as

metropolitan interests increased and Britain®s hold over the

mainland was secured, Indian interestsound legal enactments

lost their thrust and pure English legislation was increasingly

used. The decline of the influence and involvement of Bombay

and the India Government during the nineteenth century was

also responsible for a decline in the assertion of Indian

interests and law in Zanzibar and East Africa*

1) Extraterritoriality in general

Before the growth off European nation states, the origins

of foreign jurisdiction lay with the English merchant
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advonfcurars. The rights which these merchant adventurers

acquired were later exercised by the Crown on their behalf

"through the Charter of 1564 (which was) intent on preserving
I

the English citizenship of Englishmen in foreign parts".

Concurrently, extraterritorial Jurisdiction was exercised

over the emerging European nation states. Lorenzo Strozzi,

a merchant of Florence, was appointed by Richard III in 1485,

a® the first consul of English merchants in Pisa, and like

most of the early consuls, Strozzi was a native of the country
2

where the consular duties were to be performed.

The growth of the European nation states in the six¬

teenth century led, in the seventeenth century, to an

elaboration of a now international law which was to govern

the relations between these states. Increasing nationalism

in European nation states was the cause of a decrease in

territorial rights of one state in the Jurisdiction of

another. In the Ottoman Empire theso rights were being

increased through the consuls, and in 1640 king Charles I

appointed a consul general at Alicant. Articles of Peace

between the King of England and the Sultan of the Ottoman

Empire stipulated (in article 16) that "the Turks were not

to intermeddle in differences between the English", since

these differences were to be settled by English ambassadors

and consuls. This practice, once established, was used

1. C.P. Lucass The BoisLnnin^s of English Overseas Enterprise
(Oxfordg 1917) P*151• A short outline of the development
of this Jurisdiction appears in J.B. Moore 1 International
Law Pi/rest (Washington! 1906) Vol. II, sec.292, PP 759—72.

2. E.W.A. Tuftons A Paper on Consular Law and Consular Duties
(Londong I857) p.'ig Robert Fynni British Consuls, op.cit.
pp 1-2.

3. P.P. Vol.VI (1835) Report from Freshfield and Kayo9 Solicitors
to the Levant Co., 8-6-1812. Appendix No.15s one. 2, p.331*
The Chaster of the Levant Co., contained powers to appoint
consuls in all parts of the Sultan*s dominions.
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as a model and the British Consul General in Egypt demanded
4

similar powers*

The main changes in consular authority in the nineteenth

century arose from the nationalisation of the Levant Company

in 1325, and the East India Company's monopoly of trade with

China in 1834* There emerged two auxiliary consular organi¬

sations , the one operating originally in the Turkish Empire,

Persia, Greece and Morocco, and the othor in China, Japan,

and 3iam«^

1(a) "Foliar P^Lv^eftos"*3
The basic principle of extraterritoriality was that "the

defendant's nationality (was) in all cases to determine the

law to be applied to the case and the judge who (was) to
7

apply it"# In other words, it meant that all the crimes

committed by British subjects were to be tried, and all the

civil actions against British subjects were to be adjudicated

upon, by British authorities* Conversely, all the crimes

committed by nationals against British subjects and all civil

actions by British subjects against the nationals, remained

within the jurisdiction of national courts*

Tii® important dimension of extraterritoriality was that

it impinged upon the political sovereignty of the nation

state* The Under Secretary at the Foreign Office, E, Hammond,

4* ibid** onc.11, Col*Campbell, Consul-General in Egypt,
9-8-1834.

5, Algernon Cecils Foreign Office, in Cambridge History* Vol*
III, p*620* For the development of the exercise of this
jurisdiction in China and Japan, see E.M. Satows The Far
East 1815-71# in Cambridge Modem History (Cambridge: 1909)#
Vol*XI, China, pp 802-23| Japan, pp 825-65• E.M, Satov
was at one time the British Minister in Peking.

6, Sqq P,P* Vol.VI (1835)# P*157* In the case of Zanzibar
while Hollingsworth does not mention extraterritorial
jurisdiction ho does refer to Britain's "position of
peculiar influence at Zanzibar", See U* ,IIollingsworths
Zanzibar. p,12,

7* Piggott t Exterritoriality, p.82.
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to id til© Parliamentary Select Committee of 1857-38 studying

the consular service, that the exercise of civil and criminal

Jurisdiction in Turkey Hwas offensive to (its) sovereign

rights'* , and that th© Turkish Government "decidedly objects
8

to it and would be very glad to get rid of it". In

political terras there was extremely little possibility of

reciprocity by Britain and Europe, because the theory of

territorial sovereignty had hardened to such a degree thai?

"a concession of consular jurisdiction to oriental merchants
9

was never seriously considox-od61 • In the particular case of

countries like Zanzibar and China, the essential inequitable

political aspect of extraterritoriality was that it was

exclusive of th© political and legal systems native to these

countries. G»¥. Keotoa maintains that "properly Understood,

extraterritoriality is in no way anomalous, but a necessary

10
though temporary phase of international developmentM.

However, th© outcorae of this "temporary phase" was that the

exercise of this jurisdiction by strong©r Christian nations

over weaker Eastern countries had long term repercussions,

not only of a legal nature but also in political and economic

terms. Thus the American scholar, P.S, Dunn, commenting on

the Calvo Doctrine, which opposed the intervention by groat

powers in Latin America, argued that such intervention

8. P.P. Vol.VIIX (1837-8) p,222, Q.225^.
9. G.W. Keotoiij Bx^ra^ogrj^^a^^ty ja International Lav;,

, pp 300-9. Although the Moors did have extraterri¬
torial rights in Britain conceded to them in 1729, 1751, 1760,

1791, 18015 so© G.¥» Kooton: Hie Development of Extra¬
territoriality in China (Londons 1928) Vol.11, p.165.

10. ibid.. Extraterritoriality in China. Vol.1, pp 2-3.
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delayed "the reaort to forceful action by stronger states",*'
It is precisely the throat of tbo use of force which was

inequitable, especially since weaker states like Zanzibar or

the Latin American, states did not deny Europeans access to

their court system. Another American writer pointed out

that as a result of the extraterritorial powers exercised by

Christian, states in Muslim or Eastern countries, these

countries were "not admitted to a full community of iater-
12

national Law by the nations of Christendom".

Tlx© exercise of extraordinary powers by the Christian
13

states in the Muslim and Eastern countries led to a differ¬

entiation in the type of consular jurisdiction exercised

there, from the jurisdiction exercised in theso "civilised"

countries which accepted tlx® concomitant principles of state
tU

territory and state sovereignty. The principles of

coercive and contentious jurisdiction exercised by the

Christian states were incongxuent and inconsistent with

ft. F.S. Dunns The Protection of Nationals (Baltimores 1932)
P«58. Without allowing for reciprocity, Dunn proposed the
necessity of diplomatic protection of citizens of powerful
states in weaker states to exploit their economic resources
(pp 34-3)• He also mentioned the threat of the use of
force (i.o. US Navy) if not the actual use of it (p.13» n.1)

12. J.B. Moores International Law. Vbl.V, sec.303,
P. 38.

13. See Travers Twxssj The Law of Nations considered as Indo-
pondonfr I>9:i^tiffarL (Oxfords 1834) Chapter IV,
International relations of the Muslim World pp 88-12ft,
Jurisdiction amongst Asiatics pp 226-8, Exceptional powers
of Consuls in the Levant, China and Japan p.379, Treaties,
PP 402-3, Capitmla&j.ons, pp 402-3.

14. Figgotts g"^territoriality.
_ _. s refers to the

criticisms made by the Privy Council of oxtratox-ritorial
jurisdiction in the cases of Attorney General of Hong
Kong vs Kwoh a Sing, and M&cleod vs tho Attorney General
for New South Wales, pp 47-51.
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15
national rights. The concept of personal laws, unrestricted

by territorial considerations, had died away in Christian

countries, but these countries not only retained the same

rights and prerogatives but even enhanced them by treaties

(or capitulations) in Muslim and Eastern states* While the

Christian states had rejected the concept of personal laws

as being inapplicable to their own countries by usage,

practice and treaty stipulations, thoy had acquired, through

their consuls, a different status in Muslim and Eastern

countries*

The status acquired by Christian countries in Muslim and

Eastern countries can generally be contrasted to th© powers

held by one Eastern country in another* For instance, in

the Treaty of Erzeroum, Persia never obtained the rights of

extraterritorial consular jurisdiction in Turkey during 1849,

despite the fact tiiat tiiore was maltreatment of Persian
16

subjects in Turkey*

The jurisdiction exercised by the Christian countries

in the Muslim and Eastern countries was extremely complex*

On occasions consuls like Vice Consul Bryant, while totally

inexperienced in the exercise of criminal jurisdiction,, opined

that no criminal jurisdiction should bo surrendered to Turkey,

©specially if the aggrieved party was a Turk and the offender
17

was a British subject* ' Hence the consuls in the Levant,

in addition to exercising the duties which the consuls

15* C.J. Tarring« British Consular Jurisdiction in the East
(Londont 1887), p.4.

16. Lorimers Gazetteer. Vol,IX, Part II, p.2043.
17. P.P. Vol.VI (1835), Appendix 15» enc.16, Vice Consul

Bryant's remarks on British jurisdiction in the Levant,
2»1835.
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exercised ia Christian countries had judicial and political

"responsibilities of the gravest kind" which necessitated

the treatment of the Levant and Asian branches of the con-

t R
sular establishment as a special service*

The fact that the Muslim and Eastern countries were not

accepted as equal members of the international community, has

already been mentioned* The other important result was that
19

these states with their diminished sovereignty became
OA

dependent on Britain***

In the Muslim and Eastern countries, while there were

differences in the method and degree of power acquired, the

fact remained that it was the country which demanded or took

over such powers from a position of strength which determined

the nature of the jurisdiction acquired*

Where the Qovenaont of the locality is a
Mohammedan or other non-Christian government, where
social organisation and views of justice differ
widely from those of European or Christian government,
or where the territory is under a barbarous government,
it is impossible to submit British subjects to non-
Christian law or to trust to the justice of local
courts, and therefor© either crimes committed by
British subjects must be left unpunished or power
mast be taken for the British Government to punish
them* Hence arose what was known as capitulations,
and consular jurisdiction* 21

18. P.P. Vol.VIII (1957-3) Appendix 4, ©no. C.A,
Murray (Baghdad) to FO, 31-1-1857# p.682.

19. Ian Browniies Principles of PublicInternational. Law
(Oxfordj 1966) pp 72-3* ® state "which has granted extensive
extraterritorial rights to another state, is not sovereign".

20« G.C. Lewisj An essay on the Government of Dependencies
(Londons 1841)• While G.C. Lewis generally assumed that
dependence was an evil# a reprint of his book (Oxford? 1891)
with an introduction by C.P. Lucas made a strong attempt to
eliminate this bias, p. Ixii.

21. H. Jehkyns* British Rule and Jurisdiction Beyond the Baas
(London1 1902) p.142. See Preface by C.P, Xlbert# who pointa
out the considerable influence of Jonkyns as advisor to
ministers and civil servants in his capacity as Assistant
Parliamentary Counsel (1869-1886)# Parliamentary Counsel to
the Treasury (1086-99 )j Lautorpacht: Oppenheiia's International
Law, Vol,I# 5th ed. (London? 1937) PP 658-60. 542-5, contrasts
the role of consuls in Christian states pp 644-571 V. Burgess
Colonial Laws and Courts (London? 1907) extraterritorial
jurisdiction in ^Muscat p.332# in Africa (Zanzibar) pp 333-5
337-43.
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Therefore the sovereigns of Muslim and Eastern countries had

no options as to the possibility or otherwise of deciding if

their laws or courts were capable of adjudicating matters

concerning British subjects* The exercise of extraterritorial

Jurisdiction over a long period led to dependencef and in the

case of Muscat, Britain exercised this Jurisdiction until

1967» although it diminished in 1951* After 1967 the Sultan

of Muscat exercised full Jurisdiction over the foreigners in
22

his country, although in political and military terms it is

still dependent on Britain*

In contrast to the above situation, in the Christian

countries consuls merely performed ministerial acts or

exercised voluntary Jurisdiction* The power of arbitration

was limited to matters and disputes relating to consuerce,

23
and no criminal powers were allowed to foreign consuls*

However, in the Muslim and Eastern countries the exer¬

cise of this privileged consular Jurisdiction was intended

to protect the European against "the dangers of a barbarous

criminal and civilian tribunal"*..and yet

*«*the advantages of an exemption from the natural
sy3tern of territorial Jurisdiction can only be

22* See a. Young* "Hie United Kingdom-Muscat Treaty of 1951"#
American Journal of International Law. Vo.46 (1952),
pp 704-8j Iftisain Albahama* The Legal Status of the
Arabian Gulf States (Manchester! 1968), p.53I aee also
Fred Halliday# Arhhia idlthout Sultans* pp 274-98.

23. J.F. Stephen! A History of Criminal Law of England
(London! IS83), Vol.11, p*37« cites a far-fetched example
of the Central Criminal Court under the Act of Parliament
in England trying offences committed by one Frenchman
against another in Paris| exercise of 3uch Jurisdiction,
Stephen submits, might lead to "war between France and
England". Piggoti Exterritoriality» cites the Hutchinson
case.
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purchased at the price of touch, countervailing evil.
All foreign criminal jurisdiction, even when
exercised by a civilizsod country on the soil of an
uncivilised nation, is a feeble tmd defective
instrument ,2''

Despite the fact that the Jurisdiction resulted in the

impunity of the European criminal, G.C, Lewis justified the

consular jurisdiction on the special grounds that the Christian

residents were reluctant to submit to "the administration of

justice by those tribunals and the defective system of laws
23

they administer*. Even though the Muslim and Eastern

countries did not disallow the use of their courts to adjudi¬

cate .in matters concerning Christians, they had to consent

to part with a segment of their sovereignty to a powerful

government. While justice would have been obtained locally,

the foreigners from Christian countries chose to be subjected

to their own criminal jurisdiction ©von at the cost of much

*coutervoiling evil*#

A Chinos© student of extraterritoriality rejected the
26

fact that local penal laws were too severe. Ho cited the

fact that as late as 1827 an Act of Parliament re-enacted

the punishment of death for such crimes as sacrilege,

burglary, housebreaking and stealing or putting in fear any

person in the house, stealing to the value of £5 in a dwelling

2k. G.C. Lewis: On Forej/yn Jurisdiction and Extradition of
Criminals (London: 1859) P» 11•

25. ibid.. pp 28-9
26. See, Wellington Kooj Tlx© Status of Allans in Cliina (New

York: 1912) in Studies in History, Economics and Public
Law Series, Columbia University, Yol.L, No.2, pp 89-90.
While Koo criticised extraterritoriality in China pp 79-95,
p.217. <*.¥. Keetons Extraterritoriality in International
Law, pp 302-6, 360—1, defended it and decried
Chinese justice.
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27
house, and stealing horses, sheep and other cattle. ' It is

probable that there were instances din Mstslim and Eastern

countries, including China, where irregular practices in the

courts did exist, but this is a far cry from the claim that

justice was unobtainable and that extraterritoriality was

therefore necessary, Lack of familiarity with, and contempt

for local legal institutions constituted a major barrier to

accepting justice from local courts.

While the extraterritorial jurisdiction was mainly

exercised in legal terms and x»ertained to judicial matters,

the consuls were also involved in political and commercial

spheres. Since the consuls were appointed generally by the

"exercise of xj^ronag© in favour of ex-military or naval

officers, or the younger sons of political friends" commer¬

cial critics resented these appointments and "demanded that

commercial qualifications should be obligatory for a post so

28
predominantly commercial in its function". However, the

claim that in the Eastern and Levant consular service "the

judicial functions of both services, led to a neglect of
29

commercial interests", can only be true in a limited sense.

The exercise of these judicial functions entailed hearing a

number of suits concerning civil and commercial matters

relating to the British subjects. While it is possible that

in the short term the smaller commercial enterprises did not

receive special attention, in the long term, however, the

27, Far description of 7 & 8 Geo. iv, c.29, see J.F. Stephens
Criminal Law* , Vol.1, p.'*73« See sec. 10,11,12 and
25 respectively.

28. D.C.M, Piatt g "The Role of the British Consular Service"
M2&9 , . P^97*

29* ibid.. pA96,
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cumulative effect of the exorcise of Judicial, political and

commercial Jurisdictions by the consulates furthered general

British interests in the area and benefited the large scale

British commercial enterprises. The consular officials

generally did not see their function as one of benefiting

individual businesses* but as one of creating the conditions

which favoured British enterprise generally, Zt was there¬

for© "small traders and publicists who had heard tales of tho

indifference of diplomats to commercial matters. By big

businesses the Foreign Office has generally been strongly
30

supported.The nature of treaties, Foreign Jurisdiction

Acts and Orders in Council* successively acquired in Zanzibar,

increased Jurisdiction in civil and commercial matters. The

coercive aspect of Jurisdiction had the effect of insulating

and defining British interests, thus making them more

amenable to protection,

Hie success of the implication of extraterritorial

Jurisdiction in some of the Eastern and Muslim countries

depended upon Britain's strategic interests in the area and

access to naval and other enforcements, if the need arose.

The failure of the US Consulate to achieve pre-eminence in

Zanzibar was partly due to the fact that it neither had a

territorial base"** nor was it a naval power in|jthe Indian
Ocean, as was Britain, Britain benefited immensely from

its territorial base in India, with its concomitant area of

political influence in the Persian Gulf, and the consular

establishments which could be assisted by tho Navy,

30, J, Tilley and S, Gaselees The Foreign Office, p.223.
3?. C.C, Clondenen and Peter Buignans Americans in Black Africa

ut> to 1865 (Stanford* 1964) p.24. *** ™~
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Til© legal writer, Tuson, felt that the more "barbarous"

a country, the greater were the powers assumed, "th© highest

and most responsible functions*••the shoot anchor in a gale"*

In such cases th© powers assumed wore not based on treaty

stipulations, usage or sufferance, but were won on a hostile

soil from the local sovereign by the us© of "British oak and

iron"»

Tho division of the Eastern states into th© categories

of 8seui—civilized" and "barbarous" for legal purposes was

based on certain assumptions* The former were considered

able to bring their conduct in harmony with the western ideas

and permanent diplomatic intercourse could bo maintained with
34

them* Tii© latter consisted of "barbarous communities* and

laws applicable to thorn wore articulated in the last two

decades of th© nineteenth century* Th© powers acquired by
35

the Christian countries in these wore far saor© oxt«nsivo^^

than the ones that had boon acquired in tho "semi-civilised"

Muslim and other Eastern states* Treaties were concluded

with these states exclusively for specific objects, because

it was felt that diplomatic relations in the western sens©

could not be conducted*

32* Mi^il^iuiyHBaig iffifafisaiggion
James Brycei Tho aeiatioaa of the Advanced and Backward
fiftW 9f Koaanea Lecture (Oxford; 1902),
especially tho legal and political implications, pp 37-46

33# ibid. William Forsytht Oases and Opinions on Consfcitu-
tional Law (Londoni 1869} p*20.Attorney General of
Bengal vs H*S, Basse©«

34. tf*B* Hall* foreirn Powers and Jurisdiction of th© British
Orown (Oxfords 1894) p.122,

35, See n.21 and 24 for references to these states by H*
Jonkyns and G*C* Lewis*
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Tiie effecta of the treaties made with Eastern states

were enunciated by Lord Palaeretan in 1890*

all persons born in British India, of whatever parents,
are entitled to bo regarded as British subjects, so
far as concerns any privileges and advantages which
attach to that character within the British dominions,
it would be fair and right to extend to such persons,
oven in Persia, the benefits of being placed under
British protection. 36

Xt was considered consistent with the sovereignty of Eastern

states and with British law to bring such persons under

British protection. Authors like flail felt that jurisdic-

tion over them was consistent with the sovereignty of Eastern

states, because, while the western states had begun to assert

territorial law, the Eastern states continued to administer

personal laws which worked to the advantage of western states*

Authors like Piggott recognised thai this perpetuation of

personal laws was designed to secure for the consuls a

37
position of privilege."" These "peculiar privileges*

acquired by the consuls of Christian countries were also

cemented upon by a recent writers

as Piggofct isas observed "the most cursory glance
at the treaties will show how slight, indeed how
Incomplete, a foundation the articles of those
treaties were for the very extensive structure of
jurisdiction which has been raised upon them. 38

There was one difference between the British subjects in

the "semi—civilissed* states where ihoy could theoretically

divest themselves of their nationality, and those in

"barbarous and uncivilised countries* where it was impossible

36. V.B. UM.ll Fornix Powers» quoting Lord Palmerston,
pp 12>4.

37. ?idgott# t £?qorrt*yrt*H4jrt P.3* a.
38. J.B.3. Puwcett» The British Commonwealth in Intonations!

Law (London# 1963) PP 125-6.
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to cllvoat oneself of British nationality and acquire a local

nationality# Evon undor tho operation of tho Naturalisation

Act of 1070,*^ it was

impossibio to regard an island in tho South sea,
or a kingdom in the interior of Africa as having
the necessary marks of a state, oven if they
happened to bo controlled by the European
adventurers# They were not, therefore, covered
by the enactment which provided for foreign
naturalisation, and a British subject within them
was incapable of ridding himself of hie native
allegiance#

Even though Britain concluded treaties with thorn, this did

not amount to a recognition that Britain was bound to admit

tho validity of naturalisation granted ^ them, As lias been

mentioned previously, the powers that Britain subsequently

acquired in those of the "barbarous and uncivilised countries"

which it colonised were for wider than those acquired in the
4i

ttsom-oiviliJsodw states#

Despite Lord Palmerston * a declaration, the problem of

who were to be classed as British subjects entitled to

protection and subject to jurisdiction was fraught with

difficulties# Thus, for instance, questions arose about

whether the class would include an alien naturalised in a

British possession, or the grandson bora in a foreign

country of a British subject resident there, who wore

entitled to bo deemed British subjects by virtue of tho

39# Whitley Stokes s A Collection of Statutes helatino to
India (Caicuttas IGStJVol#II, Natur^isation Act 1870,
Vict#33 and 34, pp 878-089#

40# U.S. Hall & Parolim Powers# P.131#
41# he© Lord Penning * a Judgment An Nyali Ltd vs Attorney

General (1956) in Koanoth Roberta-«Fray 3 Coasaonwealth and
(London31966)# Appendix XXX, pp 978-83, The

Crown had no exemptions from payment of tolls in Kenya
Protectorate where sovereignty lay with the Sultan of
Zanzibar, while in Kenya Colony the Crown had wider powers#
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42
special statutes. In addition there was the practice of

granting protection to subjects of native states, who were

43
called British protected persons.

The subjects of Indian native states under the
protection of the Crown have been expressly
directed by the Imperial Act to be treated in
the same manner as British protected persons
under Foreign Jurisdiction Acts, and the natives
of other British protected states may no doubt
justly claim to be treated as British protected ^
persons for the purpose of foreign jurisdiction.

The application under the direction of an Order in Coun¬

cil to a consular court to administer British law was prima

facie an application of this law to all British persons

within the jurisdiction of the court. While the applica¬

tion might have been correct regarding British subjects who,

as a rule, were subject to British law when outside British

dominions, the application of this law was obviously not

correct in the case of British protected persons, who wore

subjects of states, which were under the protection, but not

part of the dominions of the British Crown, and not subject

to British legislation. In certain cases the sovereign of

the protected state delegated power to the British Crown to

exercise control over his subjects. However, even this

power had not been granted. It wasi

implied by the fact of the protection as regards
the subjects when outside the territorial limits
of the protected state. It might also be argued
that if such a subject accepts the protection of

42a W.E. Hall: Forei/ni Powers, pp 123-31. Hall deals fully
with the subject.

43. R.G. Gregoryt India, p.36, mentions that in 1879 there
were "2,979 Kliojas, 1,066 Bohras, 954 Hindus, 3^7 Memons
and 26 Parsees". However, he incorrectly states that
all of them "were regarded by the Consul-General as
British subjects, though many came from Native States".

44. H.J. Jenkynss British Rule, p.155*
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the British Crown in a foroicsa country, he mist
accept the burden of obedience to iSnglish law
and submit to the British consul* 45

Zn a criminal cose a person was# as a rulev only liable to

Criminal proceedings in any court if ho was bound by the law

administered by that court# Although# ©von hero, thox'o was

no reason why a foreigner not subject to the jurisdiction of

the court should not prosecute a person, who by reason of

his British nationality was subject to that jurisdiction#

The system of capitulations exercised over the Ottoman,

dominions was extended to Morocco, Persia# China# Korea#

Japan# Siaet to Madagascar (till 1896} and ^ooalbar, this

latter being ultimately mado a protectorate# TUo juris¬

diction of the Crown depended upon the treaty mad© in each

case# and upon any practice which arose subsequently# and

which might have amounted to usage#

All resident British subjects# except subjects of native

Indian states# wore required to register themselves at the

Consulate# Failure to register did not prevent one from

being considered a British subject but made one liable to a
46

fine and to the criminal jurisdiction of the court#

'Big provincial courts (of the type in iJaaaibar) could

try cases which wero punishable by three months* imprisonment

or £20 fin©. In other cases the court was to send the

accused for trial to Jhigland# Bombay or Malta# If sentenced

to Imprisonment # an offender was to bo imprisoned in the

Ottoman dominions on the approval of the Secretary of State#

45. ibid., p. 156.
46# For a commentary on various treaties# see VJ#S# Halls

Forelfii Powers. p. 149; H.J, Jeakynsu British Bulo,
PP 159-160#
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or was to be sent "if a native of India, to Bombay, and in

any case to Malta or Gibraltar, to undergo a sentence^
If reasonable grounds w re established for apprehending a

British subject who was about to commit a breach of public

peace, or if his acts were likely to produce a breach of

public peace, or if he had been convicted by the consular

court and had refused to give any security for ills future

good behaviour, h© could be deported*

if a native of India, to Bombay, if a native of
Malta, to Malta, and if a native of Gibraltar, to
Gibraltar, in any case to England.

In the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman, along with Zanzibar

and the Somali coast, it was the Indian and not the English
La

law that applied.

2) i:^tx,a^oryitorirality Zanzibar

In 1869 the Eao of Kutch placed his subjects in Zanzibar

under British protection, prompting the following remarks

from a British naval officer, which graphically describe the

effects of Britain's exercise of extraterritorial powers*

It is absolutely foreign to English ideas that there
should be a state within a state, administered by a
consul who is also a governor and a magistrate, but
such a condition of tilings is familiar enough to
Indian civil servants and excites no remark at
Eanzibar. There the consul has full Jurisdiction,
civil and criminal (within limits), over the British
subjects and subjects of the British protected
states. The importance of the position may be
understood from the numbers under his care, and
from the immense value in the commercial world of
Zanzibar. British Indian subjects farm and administer
the customs and carry on, either directly or indirectly,
the greater part of a trad© supposed to amount to

'*7. ii.J. Jenkyns, ibid.. p. 161.
48# ibid., p.162.
>*9. ibid.
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upwards of £700,000 armally,

It would be useful to mention two general areas over which

extraterritoriality did have an effect. The first was the

effect on the general powers of the Sultan, and the second

the effects on the Indian minority.

2(a) General affects in Zanzibar

Britain had continuous diplomatic contact with Zanzibar,

which as a Muslim country qualified as a "seoi-civilised"

state. One of the legal consequences of this status was

that an official of the Sultan, usually a kadi, could sit on

the consular court to watch over the proceedings of the

plaintiff and j4«4-e/>c• However, the rights granted

to different countries by Britian in its consular courts

varied. The Sultan's kadi in Zanzibar did not seem to have

the extensive rights granted to a similar official in Korea,

by virtue of the Treaty in Korea,

The Sultans in Zanzibar were completely baffled by the

tenacious aspect of British nationality. It affected

persons of Indian descent born in their dominions and working

in their dominions as traders, and no immunity was granted

to the highest officials of their administrations. Until the

exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction, the Sultans had

regarded all the persons living in their dominions us their

subjects. However, the "judicial and coercive jurisdiction"

50, Captain Colombs Slave Catching, p,3^S« The British Consul
did not exercise consular jurisdiction by virtue of iiis
office as Political Agent of Government of India, see
Oppenheiras International haw, pp 671-2,

51, H,J, Jenkyns: British Rule. p.143. Similar judicial
and consular powers were exercised by Britain on the
Persian coast and islands. See Lorimer: Gazetteer.
Vol,1, Part II, pp 2102—9, The Indian Navy and the
Indian Agents assisted in this work.
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exercised by the British Consuls created a situation of a

"halfway house"**2 where British subjects, living within the

authority of a foreign power, were subject to the jurisdic-

tion of the British Crown* While the Sultan had legally

delegated these powers to Britain, which the British Crown

legitimately exercised, in real terns it neant an erosion of

his power* The Sultan of Zonwlbar had not only forsaken

jurisdiction over British subjects in both criminal and civil

matters, but when a British subject was accused of a crime

by a Zanalbari subject, the not proceed with the

trial without the presence of a British official in the court*

Towards the end of the century extraterritoriality was applied

in an increasingly systematic fashion*

A further problem posed by the exercise of consular

Jurisdiction was that of the lack of the police's power of

arrest* In Zonalbar and the mainland dominions the appre¬

hension of persons accused of crimes, or of committing minor

offences against British subjects, posed a recurring problem*

No Eastern state had surrendered the right of apprehending

persons, although Zanzibar had corns fairly close to

surrendering this right to the British consul,^
The operation of the British consular lavs also affected

Kanalbari practice in general, since these become less

operative among foreigners* The Saltan therefore objected

to the granting of these extensive extraterritorial powers

52, William Burgee« g^ojrtai P.***i.
53* When the question of the police was studied by the Select

Committee on Consular Service and Appointments, Consul
Medhurst of China was not in favour of allowing a Hindu
policeman to arrest a European* P,P, Vol,VIII (1857-8),
Q.
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(as had the Chinese authorities) British consular Juris-

diction did not exempt the Sultan's administrators from its

control. In principle the British subjects in the employ

of the Zanzibar Government remained under the Jurisdiction

of the consular court. The legal writer, W.E. Hail, claimed

that in the Eastern states this Jurisdiction Wtaa claimed for

the British subjects In "ordinary civil employment", and that

those subject to "disciplinary rules" were to submit to their
55

territorial roasters. In the case of Zanzibar it was the

key officers of the Sultan, like the Customs Masters, Jairata

Sewji and Tharia Topan, who owed their allegiance to the

British consul. We can see the long term effects of the

loss of authority over British subjects in the behaviour of

General Lloyd Mathews, Prime Minister in the Sultan's Govern¬

ment from 1888 to 1893, who openly helped the IBEAC. A

surviving associate company of IBEAC admitted that it was

"General Sir Lloyd Mathews, of the Sultan's service, to whom,

if to any man, Great Britain owes her Protectorate over

Zanzibar"Mathews openly helped in making the Sultan's

dominions safe for Europeans during the time in which Peora

Dewji, an Indian courtier, exercised great influence with
57

Sultan khalifa. However, the most serious charge against

54, Shlh Shin Liua Extraterritoriality» Rise and Declinen
pp 229-35, The Times, 13-7-1863. stated that the Hong
Kong Supreme Court was "the greatest nuisance in the East".

55* Cator, a middle-ranking customs official with the Sultan,
was not considered Justiciable by the British Consular
Court in Zanzibar.

56, The History of Smith Mackenzie and Company (Londons1938)
pp 3^-3. Copy of tliis rare and out-of-print book was
consulted at the Royal Geographical Society.

57. R.N. Lysis 1 Aaostlo of the Empire, pp 119-23. Writers like
Ly*»© are extremely unobjective when British interests are
concerned. Khalifa was accused of being an ignorant and
weak man because he opposed British interests, and his
advisers who opposed Mathew's were accused of being
worthless.
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General Mathews was mode by Gultari Goyyid Mi, who said that

Mathews had opposed his orders in matters in which he had no

right to interfere, and further that Mathews "did not treat

our soverelgny with due respect*#^8
"When the power of European civilisation became respon¬

sible for the administration of justice, the necessity of
59

extraterritorial rights disappeared.*** In the case sf

Zanzibar protectorate status was declared by treaty on

60
14 June 1890, ami control over British subjects and protected

persons was formalised.

$&&S$A m) JteUaMttaa Ooapaunify
In Zanzibar the British Consulate had stressed that the

reason for establishing jurisdiction was the protection of

British subjects. However, it would appear that the main

reason for the exercise of this jurisdiction was the punish¬

ment of British subjects in matters concerning the slave

trade* Since British control of the slave trade was

exercised by a very small consular staff, the provision for

protection was minimal. It was not until 1890, when tho

protectorate status was doclared, that protection could be

pro \t 1* d. ei systematically.

38. ibid.. p. 125. Consul Kennel! Redd supported this infringe¬
ment bec4u.se of the influence of hangers-on at the palace,
iloilingsworth dees net stress the implications on sovereignty
arising from the forceful retention of Mathews at Seyyid
All*a Court by tho Britisht Zanzibar under the Foreign
Office, pp 78-9

39. ®«W. Keetoai *** ^oy^loirai Lyf, p.309|
on the protracted negotiations between Britain and Prance
on Zanzibar, pp 338-40.

60# Sfaih Shin Liuj ihccx'aterritoxrialltv. p.71# **• 3* Prance
finally renounced her rights ot extraterritoriality in
Zanzibar in 1904, Germany concluded a convention with
Britain on 14-11-1899# renouncing her extraterritorial
rights and it considered the conditions justified when
Portugal abandoned jurisdiction in Zanzibar in 1907# p. l4o,
Italy (1905)# Belgium, Portugal, Austria, Hungary and Russia
in 1907# P.104,
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Th® inability of the British subjects to sign a register

with the British consul could load to their losing protection*

Conversely* however* failure to register did not oxompt the

subject froa consular jurisdiction* 3The right to protection

is no correlative immunity from the consequence of illegal

aetsa*^ Hence the British subjects who indulged in the

slave trade and did not sign the British consular register

were brought to the British consular court on criminal

charges* Therefore the emphasis of extraterritorial juris*

diction was on ih© punishment of those British, subjects

participating in the slave trade* and not on the provision

of protection for British subjects*

While the British Consular Court exercised both the civil

and criminal jurisdiction in Zanzibar* it had to rely on the

Sultan for various ancillary services* The right of arrest

still lay with the Sultan* while that of punishing th©

criminala* subject to the court's jurisdiction* lay in the

Consular Court* The major input into the body politic of

Zanzibar was the British Consular Court's lis© of a series of

foreign laws* consisting of Foreign Jurisdiction Acts* Orders

in Council and Anglo Indian civil and criminal laws* dine©

the British Indian subjects and protected persons were subject

to these laws* their effect extended to the civil and commer¬

cial dealing* of this community at large* including the local

population and the rest of th® foreign trading community,

6t, tf*S« Mailt Foreign Powers, p, 129. This book influenced
law officers at th© Foreign office* and Hall claimed that
the powers of a protecting state* especially over foreigners
in the protectorates could be validly granted by th©
protected power and net by th© sovereign® of foreigners
resident therein*
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Til© Indian community which had settled before the

establishment of the British Consular Court iiad achieved a

measure of accommodation with the Zanzibar community* When

the British Consular Court was established, the Indians,

while still participating in the local trade, commerce and

social processes, were also subject to the British consular

edicts* It was not tho protective aspect of the consular

responsibility which affected them, as much as tho stipula¬

tion to abide by the slave trade restrictions which were

placod upon thorn* Hence the main impact of the extraterri¬

torial jurisdiction on the Indians was this coercive aspect

which restricted their slave-oriented commercial activity*

Since this activity was legally practised by the Zanzibar!

society, the Indians were . isdcAel froia this society, its

laws and its trade*

In the nineteenth century the consulates were generally

accused of not protecting small businesses, and the British

Consulate in Zanzibar was no exception. The consular officials

were ©specially unfamiliar with the businesses of the Indian

subjects, which they were supposed to protect* The official

and secondary literature consistently referred to the mystique

of the business ability of the Indians* This lack of know¬

ledge of Indian businesses was not conducive to their

protection* The larger Indian businesses of Sewji and Topan

did have direct access to British protection* However, in

as notch as they were Zanzibar-based businesses, the extra¬

territorial jurisdiction, which also led to the abolition of

the slave trad®, was responsible for an eclipse of their

enterprises in thoir Zanzibar! context* The large-scale

British-based businesses, like Smith, Mackenzie and Company
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and tho British India Stoau Navigation Company generally

bouofitod froU this Jurisdiction#

The protection of the religious interests of the Indians

was considered to bo another obligation of the British. The

Treaty of 18&6 (Article 23) alloiiod the freedom of conscience
62

and religious tolerance for British subjects. However#

the consuls were generally not very knowledgeable of the

religions of the Indian subjects. It is also questionable

whether the consular authorities really saw the problem in

its proper perspective. When the Parliamentary Select

Couuittoo studied the possibility of allocating public funds
6*5

for consular chaplains in 187%# no consideration was given

to the religious beliefs of the British Indian subjects in

Zanzibar* a port with considerable tonnage.

While extraterritorial Jurisdiction was generally

exercised to protect British subjects# the peculiar position

of Indians in Zanzibar# resulted in the exorcise of fchds

Jurisdiction being a mixed blessing. Tao lack of a police

forc^ to protect their interests# and tho use of coercive

Jurisdiction to compel obedience and enforce sanctions

resulting from the foregoing legislation# mad® thou pre-
64

dominantly responsible for "negative duties*. More

importantly# th© lack of apositive duties*^ within British

Jurisdiction had long term repercussions on the Indiana.

Sir Bartle Froro was silent on the problem of extra¬

territoriality in Zanzibar. However# while in Egypt he

62. William Lee-Warners 9* fiytot (London*
1910)# pp 306-7.

63# P.P. Vol.VII (1874)# pp 311-560.
64. piggotts 54ggritgriaA*tYt p*SO.
63. ibid.
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atp^csil with the Khedive about the wrongs of extraterritori¬

ality!

Zt i» Intolerable when Greeks and French
shcaaoioasiy uphold the soma of their own people
in tlioir crimes and fraud committed In Egypt sad
do not allow Justice to bo dono.-'u

the Sultan in Eaasibar faced similar problems aaeegst the

British eubjoets, sine© the moat articulate amongst them

could turn the situation of extraterritoriality to their own

advantage and to th© dlMdvaiitae* of the Sultan* Hier© were

cases of foreigners and British subjects opting for the

Jurisdiction of th© Consular Court rather than that of the

Sultan if they folt they could obtain a more favourable

hearing in the former*

3) VftwA

Ution the extraterritorial rights were first granted to

Europeana in th© Levant, tiioy wore concessions by powerful

sovereigns to weals foreign trading eonunities* 'Hals

enabled Christiana, a© foreign©^®# to obtain Justic© in

countries whore law and Islam vor© synonymous« Capitula¬

tions wore first obtained in the Porto in 13SG, by the first

British Ambassador, Wllllaia Harbome, and extended in 1675
to include disputes between Ottoman subjects and anglisbmen*

liowever, gradually the roles were reversed, and by th© nine¬

teenth caatuiy European powers had becoia© stronger and the
67

Port© weaker* ' In th© nineteenth century this was th©

relative position of paver from which treaties were negotiated

between Britain and tho Sultan of Muscat and Zanzibar,

66* Sir Bartle JPrer® to Lady Frere (n*d*) December 1872, quoted

67* B*C*M. Piattt 3M fflMggajUauSacaaftf iM36*
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a) TXpafrfl.oq,

The important eoEsaoa features of treaties botwomi Christian

sand Eastern countries uo.ro s judicial and economic privileges?

the inviolability of the foreigner's residenceg consular

jurisdiction in civil cases between subjects of the same

foreign country? special forms of trial and consular super¬

vision over criminal cases in which tho foreign subject was

concerned and immunity from new legislation and taxation by
68

the local powers.

Those extensive privileges granted by virtu© of treaties

were due to tho generosity of the Eastern sovereigns. Some*

times this generosity was a result of the relative weakness

of Eastern sovereigns , and the iimaunlty froia jurisdiction,

taxation and legislation of the local sovereign strengthened

Britain's already superior position. Thus tho liberal grants

mad© by the Zanzibar sovereigns, like those

of the Ottoman Sultans turned against them into an
intornational servitude that gravely impaired their
sovereignty within their dominions,69

These treaties were partly used to extend British rights "into
70

a new engine of political influence or pressure".

Til© treaties between European powers and the rulers of

Eastern and African states covered a vast range of activity.

While some of the treaties provided minimal rights, others

had far reaching effects, Tlie treaties signed (hiring tho

63, Martmm. Bontwicki "Tti© end of tho Capitulatory System",
British Yearbook of Internationa*. Law <1933), Vol.XXV,
pp 90-1,

69, ibid.. p,90» The terms of the treaties were sometimes
enforced by tiie uso of a squadron. For instance, Bombay
Government obtained various tonus from the Imam of Mocha,
including the protection of Indian merchants at Mocha,
See P.L, Piayfairi hfrffory of ?94to »*S#
(Bombay® 1359), PP 135-9.

70. ibid.
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•scraaflala for Aftica" were viewed as being title deeda over

vast areas of territory, However, 1 mmmereble other

treaties wore st^ftd daring tlx© early part of tlx© eontury.

Hi© first element of Jurisdiction, apart from cession

or conquest, was eoacedsd by Eastern rulers toy treaty to the

Drititih Cnnm* TSttxs t

Hie ©oat common political taeteiqw® of British
expansion was the treaty of fro© trade and friend¬
ship* s»Oe with or imposed upon a weaker state *72

The treaties signed ©a tlx© East African mainland were not

regarded as contracts between ©quale* however,even in tlx©

ease of tlx© Sultan of Zansibar, who was regarded interna¬

tionally as tlx© head of a sovereign state

with full treaty smklng capacity, (dm too)
watered into negotiations with European powers,
It was accessary to see whetlxer all the oloaonts
of treaty waking were present to discover whether
a binding agreement bad in fact boon concluded# 7*

Jovevur, „ w.. c y foreian sovereign wore important

because •only power wbicb tlx© sovereign is permitted to

ejiorcie© in a foreign country "toy saoaas of extraterritorial

71 * E# Hert©lett s Tlx© Mai. of Africa by Treaty (Londons 1892),
Vols 142, Sir Edward iSertsleit sue©coded toia father as

the Librarian at the Foreign Office-, and between than
they were the authors of the treaties (1824-1902)# These
treaties placed African chiefs and their territories under
the sovereignty of the* Crown, and tlx© chiefs effectively
lost their treaty waking capacity, For treaties which
were title deeds to regulate the disintegration of Turkey
una piaco '1i router the tutcaag© f Burspo, ooo T,B, ilwilands
ajJBBmmJaaatcfc la aajaMdam (o*fora# 1885).

72# J# Gallagher 4 s, Bobinsons «Tfce imperialism of Fro© Trade%
R.'a# s»s«, Vol,VI, Rc.f (1953), p.11. See J,B, Mooret
fnternational Lag. Vol,XXX, s©c,239» pp 593-3, us Treaty
with Zatiaibftr# On the issue of binding 'taw^pd* and uni-
lateral treaties, see G,W, Kcotosis Extraterritoriality in

m? 350-2#

73, A»8« Thurston* African luclclonts (London> 1900), pp 170-1#
74. A#C# McEweoi Mfijto (Oxford*1971), P.13. The Gorman claim was defeated in 1889 as a

.result of tlx® lew Arbitration, in part because they claimed
that & verbal agreement bad been reached with tlx© Saltan,
which was considered Inadequate • see fiertaletts Mops of
Africa, Vol,111# p.391, Island of Lasau Award, p.894.
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75
command is the power obtained by treaty** • The numerous

commercial and anti-slavery treaties between Zanzibar and

Britain enabled Britain to carry forward trade and establish

greater control in this area.

The application of the personal laws of Christian

societies in countries like Zanzibar was based solely on

explicit agreements embodied in treaties, but it did not have

any strong historic tradition. The long standing customs

or usages which existed in general between European societies

did not exist when applied by such societies in coi'tain

Muslim countries. In the Persian Gulf kingdoms of Muscat

and Zanzibar, extraterritoriality was sanctioned to a very

limited extent by custom or usage, before being included in

specific treaty provisions, In eases whore the East India

Company could claim extraterritoriality by custom and usage,

this was due solely to the presence of Indians in these

parts.

i/ith regard to foreign Jurisdiction resting solely
on sufferance there is little to be said. So far
as it is possible to trace the matter, Zanzibar is
the only country in which it appears ever to have
been claimed as exerciseable on sufferance , 76

-Another writer records that there .is xio evidence of this

77
jurisdiction in Zanzibar consular records. TsThile it is

not clear how Piggott traces the exercise of sufferance, the

first recorded evidence seems t© be the Hardy and Smee voyage

of 1809 when Governor Yacout was forbidden by these officers

of the Bombay Government from maiding an excessive customs

75. Piggotts gxtorriforjWty, P. 33
76. ibid.. p.52.

77. J.u. Vaugham The Dual Jurisdiction in Zanzibar (London}
1933)» PP 10-11.
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charge from the British Indian traders,7"
the Muscat Arabs gained ascendancy after driving away

the Persians front Oman, Once the Imams of Muscat had

established their power in the Persian Gulf, they began to

gain a footing in Zanzibar and parts of the African coast

between 1698 and 1807.79 It was in 1798 that the East India

Company1 s Indian agent in Bushlre, Miraa Khan, negotiated a

treaty with Muscat to exclude the French, with whom the Imam
80

had strong ties and whom tlx© company regarded as a threat
81

to trade* In general terns, however, tlx© treaty of 1798

had begum to limit the freedom of the kingdom of Muscat,and

had been accompanied by the eatabliaixuioai of a political

agency by Captain Malcolm in 1800 when the agreement of 1798

was confirmed* Doctor Bogle from Bombay was appointed the

European officer and shortly afterwards the political repre¬

sentative of the state of Mysore closed his office and the

European orientation of the Oman! kingdom during the nine—
82

tsouth century had begun. *"

An adviser to the Sultan, Sheikh Honour, warned Sultan

Said "that when two nations, one powerful, the other weak,

73* See Chapter VIII on Customs House*

79. C.H. Huberich: Coimeyffta^, MK Pf Zanzibar (Berlin*
1912), pp 20-21*

80. H* Hughes Thomass Treaties and Eiwragomonts (Bombay*1851)»
pp 314-6| J.B* Kelly* #Th© Legal and Historical Basis of

ilWf T| TUUUd.^ iVwobVAU «U« I } ^ f I yj1
for the political background of this treaty, see
C.S* Nlcholls* U PP 101-118*

SI* Scottish Record Office* G.D.51/283/2* Captain Blair to
11, Dundas, 9-3-1808*

82* Larimers Gaaottoer. Vol.1, p*2l4« As the danger of
immediate French influence declined in 1809-10, there was
talk of reducing the strength of British political estab¬
lishment* In 1801 a Khojah Aratoon had been Indian Agent
at Bushire and there was an Indian Agent at Muscat, p.186.
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entered into a lastii r\a alliance the latter, la the course of
83

time always became subject to the former®• Sultan Said

could aot accept this advice because h© required British help

to quash Qawasim, the Wahhabi incursions and pirate raids.

In 1809 he accompanied Sir Lionel Smith's expedition against
84

the Qawasi <*v pirates and in 1819 he accompanied Sir ¥1111 111

Heir to destroy the pirates as far as Bombay. Britain*a

efforts to assist the abolition, of Qawasim piracy wore aot

based, on any territorial rights in Muscat, but on treaties

mad© from 1820 to 1892. The interpretation of piracy, as

defined by Britain* was extremely bread, since it included

all acts of fighting between Arab tribes at sea, and secondly

involved operations against tribes which had not signed those
85

treaties. Hence British actions inflicted a tremendous

blow to dipping in the northern Indian Ocean, At the same

tixao Indian trade was brought more directly under British

control.

Tlic law of nations recognised that piracy was a crim©

against nations triable before any court* no matter what the
F-ri

nationality of the prosecutor, of the pirate or of the ship.

The British Consular Court3 had. unlimited jurisdiction with

regard to the place whore tlm offence was committed, but

wore limited to offenders who war© British subjects. Amongst

th© East©rn. and Muslim states generally no such agreements

against piracy were formalised. This is illustrated by the

83. Sheikh Mansurt Ili3togv of Said sovyid« p.73. Mansur
pointed out the weakness of Muscat In relation to England,
pp 73-6.

84. F.O.54.2, 1.0. to F.O, one., >2-1838.
85. Ilusain Albaliamas Legal 'Status« p.29.
86. J.B, Mooret International .Law, Vol.IX, s©c.311f pp 951-4.
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incident in which a Unseat ship directly punished subjects of

th® state of Mysore* who were lavolfsd in a piraoy attempt

off the coast of Maiabas'* However* no court was involved

in tiiis punitive action and Muscat did not acquire any extra-

territorial rights from the Mysore state to safeguard its

shipping in Mysore waters*

British encashments with Muscat on piracy end slavery

were different from Muscat9 & intervention in the case of

Mysore pirates* and th© engagements were formalised in 1822*

ikten a treaty for the suppression of the slaw trade was
o *y

concluded* This treaty* aimed at suppressing the operation

of the ©lave trade by Christian nations* did not interfere

with the Sultan*& trade in slaws with Muslim countries*

other than Zsnalfear* yhilo the Sultan lost 185*000 per

aauuEi under the provisions of this treaty* ho received no

oompensation from the British government for his loss*

the treaty declared the abolition of the slave trade

between the Sultan and Christian nations* but it was not

clear how Britain could oxorciso this authority over

subjects of Christian oatioss with vbes it had made no

similar arrangements* This especially applied to Portugal*

which was regarded as an ally by Britain and Iiad maintained

a slave trade stretching from its African possessions to its

87* For further discussion on tho tfahhabi* Britain and
Muscat* so® C#U* Aitchisoni Collection of Treatioe*

ffiBffSflmato and Sunnuda (Calcu11as 1379 ) » Voi.VIl, [which
contains a copy of original papers in the Foreign Office
from the Kecorda of Bombay Government* So.XSl, n#.s**
PP 3>%8* p. 7k n
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88
Indian possessions, including the Arabian Gulf. The treaty

allowed Her Majesty's ships, but not those of the Indian Naxy,

to seise slave ships east of a line which ran from Cape

Dolgado in Africa to Dtu on the Indian coast. It was mainly

the Sultan who lost his jurisdiction over his own ships on

the hi^i seas, within the Dolgado-i^i line, to tho British
Navy. Authority was requested by Britain and given by the

Sultan to establish an agont in Zanzibar. The work of this

Agent would entail the intelligence on ships carrying slaves
89

by "Christians of all nations". The Sultan of Muscat

also addressed a letter to the Governor of Zanzibar, which

road in parti

1 have permitted my friends, the English, to lcoop
an Agent in any part of my country they may choose,
and you are to give a house to tho English Agent,
and wherever he may stay you aro to pay him great gQ
respect, and no one must refuse to receive the agent.

The 1798 quailnamah and tho 1822 treaty also contained the pro¬

vision that Britain would defend the Sultan when the need

arose. This treaty of offence and defence was put to the

88. T.P. Buxtont Tho African Slave Trade and its Remedy
(Londons 1 S4o), pp 59-63, ©specially n. pp 62-38
T.F, Buxtoni The African Slave Trade (Londons 1839), pp
37-40. The 1822 Treaty excluded jurisdiction over British
Indian subjects who were not Christians. This ommission
was due to the fact that the Treaty was prepared by the
Governor of Mauritius. See C.S. Nicholas Swahili Coast,
p.224,

89. C.U, Aitchisons Suannda. pp 89-918 Hughes Thomasg Treaties
and Ere^a/soaioats. p. 317* Tire validity of this Troaty was
not affected by the separation of Muscat and Zanzibar. See
E. Hortslott 8 Memorandum on Treaties with Zanzibar and
Muscat, 18-7-1871 (British Museum).

90. H. Hughes Thomas, ibid., p.321. Letter from the Sultan to
the Governor, n.d. Sept.1822. See also Larimers Gazetteer.
Vol.1, Part II, Appendix L, pp 2476-9, Some writers have
stressed that the Sultan readily acceded to this Troaty
to obtain maximum concessions from Britain, but in view
of his losses amounting to $M.T.85,QQQ per annum, this
would seem questionable*
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teat in 1310, $814, 1821 and in 182%, when rebellions took

place against too duiton, Although ships of th© Indian Navy

vers in port at ifuseat during this time, the Sultan received

no Tiio Government of India explained this lack of

assistance to the Sultan, by stating that the provision for
92

it in tko treaty was merely "complimentary phraseology" 9

and not a formal offensive and defensive alliance.

The ooission in tiio Arabic translation of the clause in

the 1822 Treaty snaking it incumbent on the Sultan, bis heira

and his governors to assist in apprehending British subjects

engaged in the slave trade, was not discovered until 1845,

The Saltan granted these powers in a separate letter without
93

wishing to have to change the Treaty, This treaty helped

to confirm Said's autliority over the Bast African coast by

making his a contractual party, and at the same time "gave
94

the British an interest in propping up their collaborator" •'

Tbe 1822 Treaty laid the foundation of British Jurisdiction

vithltt Samjibar, although the Jurisdiction surrendered was

of a very limited and specialised nature.

In 1845 a further agresiasttt disallowed British Indian

subjects from participating in the slave trad© and prohibited,

as from 1 January 184?, tlio onport of slaves fr©» the Sultan's

African dominions to hi© dominions in Asia, Too Treaty did

not, however, prohibit the transport of slaves from one part

of tlio Sultan's African dominions to another. The porta of

Lamu, in the. north, end Kilva, in the south, and the islands

91, F.o, 54.2, n,84«
92, ibid,, Oogan's Memorandum, 22-2-1838.
93, R. Hughes **»«»»» XKf$W9G ffi$, P.322, Sultan

to Iktsierton, 18-8-1845,
94, 8,3, Nichoilst Swahili Coast, p.139.
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of Peiaba and Xaazibar were exempted by the Treaty, and ships

belonging to the Sultan of Muscat's subjects were exempt from
95

being searched, Ileaco, while the seeds of separation wore

sown between Zanzibar and Muscat by disallowing the transport

of slaves to Muscat, the Treaty allowed the Sultan to utilise

slavo labour in developing the Zanzibar economyt particularly

the clove plantations in his dominions• As a signatory to

these treaties, Sultan Said became estranged from his Arab

©lite© and depended upon Britain, a position used by Britain

to extract further promises on tho slave trade,

A recent writer has pointed out that the Sultan of

Muscat is still subject to the slave trade provisions of th©

1822-1845 treaties, British cruisers still have the right

to exorcise certain LccmfcreCs' ory .. Muscat flag vessels, both

on the high seas and in the territorial waters of Muscat.

Vessels and properties of the Sultan and his subjects are

liable to confiscation if they violate the provisions of the
96

above agreements, Since the Sultanate of Muscat is not a

British Protectorate, the above agreements have far reaching

results on the independence of the Sultanate,

The slave trade engagements were confirmed in a solitary

article (XV) of th© Convention of Commerce of 1839, but it

also provided that "ships and vessels of war belonging to th©

Bast India Company could search and seize vessels engaged in

slave trade with Christian countries". Such powers had

95• These additional articles to th© Further Agreement are not
mentioned by C.U.Aitchison, possibly because they were not
formally agreed to, although Sultan Said was informed
about them by Her Majesty's Government, See also F.O,93»
65/2, Slave Trade Agreement, 2-10-1845,

96, Husain Albaharaas Legal Status, p,68. Oman, is dependent upon
U.S.-British defence lia. U>S. KftS recently Acquire! a Landing strip at
Ma is rah wkicW would Wave covera-ee. o£ Persian Gm-if $ Wippjno wrdisweK- placed
to take oil-wells ** tWe. M.'cldk East See <jy^-rdian ^ i<j~a-i<P/$
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pmVK&mhf only been granted to the Royal 2iavy, In Hoc©rubor

1839# the lino of search was extended to include the Indian

coast of Kathiawar, Kutch and Karachi, thus further restric-
97

ting the area froo for slave trading, ' Th© English version

of the ratified treaty was inserted in the London Guaotte,

since the Foreign Office did not feel that it could be

responsible for the version of the treaty written in the
98

••peculiar dialect * of the Muscat Arabs, Since the Sultan

relied on the Arabic version of the treaty, there was always

a possibility of different interpretation, or ©von omission,

as in the case of th£ 1822 treaty.

The Commercial Treaty of 1839 brought on increasingly

large segment of a British subject's life within the circum¬

spection of the British Consults, This Treaty, and treaties

generally made with Eastern countries (capitulations in Turkey),

granted British subjects exemptions regarding their person,

houses and property from arrest, entry and taxation, within

these provisions, claims by the subjects of tho Sultan of

Muscat or foreigners against British subjects, were brought

before the British consul and no appeal was allowed.

Complaints by British subjects against subjects of Muscat or

other Asian foreigners wore carried before the Sultan, who

97• C,S, Nichollas Swahili Coast, pp 136-162, Captain
Cogaa, as a member of the Indian Navy with vast infor¬
mation about the Bast, was presented to the King by Lord
Paxaiorston on 28-9—1836, F.O, 54,1, F.O. to Cogan
2^-9-1836. See Lauterpacht (ed,) Oppenheim's International
Law, pp 770-774, on Commercial treaties,

98, F,0, 93»65/l# F,0, Mote initialled by Lord Paliaerston,
24-3-1840, In the case of the Siamese Treaty also, the
English version was held valid, P,P, Vol,VIXI (1857-8),
PP 324-5, Q.3347.
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disposed of them personally,, or appointed an officer to do
99

so,

A recent interpretation of this Treaty includes the

assertion that the Treaties between Zanzibar and the USA (1833),

Britain (1839) and France (1844) strengthened the Sultan's
1GQ

commerce* However, tiiis can only be considered true

from a limited and short tern point of view* Sir Bartie

Frero, in 1875, assessed tfee impact of American, Gorman,

Fronch and British commercial treaties* He assorted that

while Said, by moans of the treaties with the above powers,

had wished to promote trade and induce foreign allies to

settle in Zanzibar, th© "terms*•.have since seriously fettered

the action and limited the fiscal resources of th© ruler of

101
the state"» In order to attract traders the Sultan had

limited his customs duties to a very light scale, and bound

himself to abstain from monopolising articles of trade,

through a "most favoured nation" clause* Therefor© oach

treaty power demanded for its own subjects the same privileges

and exemptions which had been granted to another power*

The foreign consuls were rarely inclined to
diminish, even in appearance, the importance of
privileges secured to subjects of their ovm
government, so that the deyyid's power to tax trade
for fiscal purposes was limited to those few traders^^
who could claim no protection from a foreign consul*

99* S. iiortsiett I Treaties and Conventions (London! 18%£>),
Vol«V, pp 611—8# Tliis treaty mentions criminal juris¬
diction (Art#iv), as mentioned by Tarrfngi Consular
Jurisdiction* pp 88-9, and the Slave trade conventions
of 1822 Moresby Treaty are confirmed (Art*xv) by th©
Treaty of 31-5-1839* W*B* Halls Foroitm Powers., p.l4S>,
writes! "and in exceptional instance of Muscat, th©
treaties in force convoy no raoro than civil jurisdiction"*

loo* Aa-AfliU (Bvansfcons

101* BartX© Frorat "Zanzibar as a Commercial Power", MamAiian»s
Moraine* Voi.XAXXX, duly 1375, p*280. "

102. ibid.
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Sir iiurti© Frere further maintained that Britain Bad a

"greater special interest" than any other of the powers with

siaiilar treaty rights, because of Britain*s help to the

Sultanate and the presence of Indian traders in Zanzibar,

However, Sir Bartie Frere does not dwell on the ramifications

of this "greater special interest" on the sovereignty of the

Sultanate, or on til© freedom of the Indian merchant class.

Combinations of various factors, including Sultan Said*a

residence in Zanzibar after 184G, the inability of his agents

to exercise control over his Muscat kingdom, and the weight

of British treaties on the slave trade, weakened the links

between the two kingdoms. After Sultan Said's death, Lord

Canning permanently separated the African and Asian kingdoms

of the Sultan in 1861. The formal separation was at first

disputed by the French, but it was finally axcEffcad in 1862
101

in Joint engagements by Britain and France, "* The one

significant function served by tills Anglo-French declaration

was thai it affirmed the independence of Muscat, later

reaffirmed by fclae Hague Court of Arbitration on 8 August
304

1P05, However, the western part of the kingdom, based

in Zanzibar, was taauo a vassal state in 1890 when protectorate

status was declared.

Once the kingdom was divided in 1861 British activity

to abolish the slave trad© was intensified during the reikis

of Sultans MaJ id and Barghash, and regulations prohibiting the

transfer of slaves, even between various parts of the African

103« 0#U# Altohiaon* Sunauds, p,105, British and French
Declarations respecting the independence of Muscat and
Zanzibar, signed 10-3-1862,

104. Albahamai Le^gi pp 49-52, 67.
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mainland were promulgated. Hie number* that could bo carried

Here also limited by a Customs Ileus© Manifesto of 1863*

After the departure of Sir Bartie Frero's Mission, the Treaty

of 1873 was signed,*0** followed by a supplementary treaty of

1873, which curbed the powers of the Sultan even further.

In 1376, the Sultan himself issued proclamations prohibiting

tho conveyance of slaves by land, the arrival of slave caravans

from the interior and the fi11iag~out of slave hunting ©xpe-

ditions.106
During tills period the political Agency at Zanzibar was

overseen by tho Bombay Government, which always stood for

encouraging trade, anil stifling the anti-commercial forces.

The Bombay Government saw Zanzibar and Muscat a© the hey

elements of this foreign policy, especially because of Seyylti

said*s interest in commerce. The attitude of the Bombay

Government was in constant conflict with that of the Govern¬

ment of India, where the influence of Aitchison and his

rather formal treaty-oriented inactivity was strong. When

the Government of India took over the administration of the

Zanzibar Political Agency in 1873# it had expressed no

sentiments towards the commercial ami trading interests.

Before the Treaty of 1336 was signed by the Sultan of

Zanzibar and Britain, the Foreign Office had wrested control

105. F.O. 93.65/%, Treaty signed on 1%-%-1873, and as a result
Act 32 a 33 Vict. c.75# was repealed and Act 36 & 37 Viet.
c,59 established the Vice-Admiralty Courts at Zanzibar and
Adon» Whitley Stoke© 1 roiat^| n to flyttft# PP 957-60.The Act was later amended m 12 4 13 Viet.38 11879) a*5"3
repealed in part the jurisdiction of the Vice-Admiralty
Courts at Aden and any of tho Consular officials in tho
®dominions of the sovereign© of Zanzibar, Muscat and
Madagascar* , ikkM*» pp 1152-3.

106. C.U. Aitchiaens Suamida. pp 193-20%.
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over tho Consul-Gonoral from the Indian Government • The

Treaty of 1886 confirmed the jurisdiction £jranted in the

Treaty of 1839, and declared that British subjects would enjoy

extraterritoriality as regard© their person and property.

This treaty dealt with both the civil and criminal juris-
107

diction. '* There were three general categories of juris¬

diction! (1) Gases between British subjects under Article 16

wore to bo heard by the British Consular Courtsj (2) oases

between British subjects and Zanzibar! subjects wore to be

dealt with aa fellows s the plaintiff was to be brought under

the jurisdiction of the defendant's court. In the interests

of justice an official of the plaintiff's nationality was to

attend the proceedings. Use Sultan's court, therefore,

©zeroised a jurisdiction only in those cases where a British

subject was a plaintiff. (3) Cases involving foreigner© of

different nationalities were to be disposed of by respective

consular officials, and the interference of the local courts

«88 disallowed. 1/0 Hie United States also concluded a

treaty with Zanzibar on 3 July 1886, similar to the above

treaty, which was ratified in 1888.'^ These treaties wore

granted by the Sultan on the grounds that the Zanzibar! legal

system was different and inadequate. The treaties, however,

ensured by withdrawing their citizens from its jurisdiction,

that the Zanzibar legal system could not be improved or

changed to accommodate the foreign cosEsunitio© resident

there.

107. P.0.93/116/5A, Zanzibar Treaty of Friendship and Commerce,
30—4—1886j F.O.84.1729* Ho,308, one. 1, Kirk to F.O.,
19—10—1085# copy of the Treaty.

108. Shib Shin Liu8 Ugtrnforritorfolltv ftiso and Oeciine. p.?%.
109. J.8. fteores Vol.V, sec.895, PP 868-9.
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As th© treaties between Britain and the Eastern countries

did not universally grant the right of deportation# a doubt

had been ©stressed on the quoation of deportation with a view

to trial or punishment 4 ^0 Tho argument was based on tho

fact that a treaty which delegated jurisdiction could only be

understood to refer to territory and places within which dele¬

gation could have been cuado, and not beyond the territory and

waters of the delegating power# Hone© the trial and punish¬

ment should only take placo within the stato where the offence

was committed# However, Hall asserted that, based on usage

and sufferance, the British consul (i#e# in. Turkey) had

adequate grounds for deportation# He also contended that

"the Eastern state has an evident interest in getting rid
11

from its territory of proved or suspected foreign criminals'*.

As is shown subsequently in the case of Psora Dewji, this

power was open to abuse, although Hall maintained that it was

a matter of "purs municipal law for the foreign state to
112

settle between itself and its subjects", and in th© ease

of Britain ample powers existed for this purpose under th©

Foreign Jurisdiction Act 1890 (Sections YX, VIX, VIXX, IX,

XXI).

W#J£. Hall and H# Jenkyns held similar views on the

divisibility of sovereignty upon which principle Zanzibar

was declared a Protectorate in 1890# They laid more

emphasis on the actual fact of "the assumption of the
113

protectorate" J than on the terms of treaties for th©

110# Piggotti Exterritoriality« p.101#
111# W#S# Hall, Foreitaa Powers. p#1'/7*
112. Ibid.. p.178

113# II# Jenkynss British halo# p. 180#
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exorcise of jurisdiction in the protectorates, Jenkyns*

attitudes towards treaties made with "some Sialf-noked chief.*
114

• .not sufficiently civilised to code jurisdiction'* were

that it was absurd for British jurisdiction to depend on

such grounds. Increasingly after 1895 the consent of

protected persons became unimportant*

3(*>) foreiaa Jurisdiction Acta

While treaties were made with foreign powers at the

international level by the Crown, the jurisdiction under thorn

was exorcised, with the authority of the Crown, by officers

called consuls.

The Foreign Jurisdiction Act does not create the
foreign jurisdiction of the Queen, it only legalises
her exercise of it, and declares how it shall be
exercised. Criticism has boon made of the extensive
structure of powers exorcised through jurisdiction
based on the incomplete foundation of articles
of Treaties quoted above.115

Hie method by which the Crown exercised this jurisdiction was
GouVlsVi

a matter of^manicipai law. donee the first elesasnt of
jurisdiction was the amount of power conceded by the rulers

iig
of the foreign countries to the British Crown. Secondly,

the right depended on the extent to which the vwoa, in

exercising the powers vested in her Majesty by the Act of
117

Parliament, grunted the powers to her consular officials*

After the abolition of the Levant Company in 1825* the

Law Officers of the Foreign Office hod expressed, in 1826,

uncertainty as to the validity of the exercise of jurisdiction

114, ibid.

113# J.B.S. Fawcetti British Cosaaonweaith, pp 125-6.
116. Papayaani vs the Hussion steamboat Co.| for contemporary

discussion on FJAs see &• JEtoborts -ar&yi i oific^ ItrfW"
pp 112-4, In the preamble of the Act it said! "Whereas
doubts have arisen.,,u.

ft?. C.J, Tarrings Consular Jurisdiction, p.13.
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by the British consular officiala in the Ottoman Empire*

Their doubis eventually prompted th© recommendations of Mr
118

ifepe-Seott in 18%3# in aceordasac© with which the Foreign

Jurisdiction Act of 18%3 was passed* The Act iatrotiuced a

statutory fiction and recited that by treaty« capitulation,
119

throat, usage, sufferance and other lawful moans, in® Crown

and its officers had facilitated the exercise of Jurisdiction

ab extra. hence the Foreign Jurisdiction Act of 18%3 did

net confer territorial or any other jurisdiction, but faci¬

litated the exercise of it* His sovereignty this delegated

to the Crown implied that sovereignty alight exist without

territorial dominion* The sovereignty which was conferred

could bo considered as a pari of the sovereignty naturally

belonging to the sovereign of the territory, but transferred

by bins to the CronflU ffct jurisdiction acquired had ( two c^tcR
firstly, the administration of the law by the British officers

within the dominions of another sovereign | and secondly, the

actual law which was applicable to British subjects* In

either case it was assumed that if the Order in Council, with

respect to the jurisdiction in any territory, was silent,

English law applied to all British subjects within the

territory, but frequently the Order in Council legislated

for those subjects* While some civil jurisdiction was

exercised it was the criminal jurisdiction that was the more

important* In }8%3 Lord Aberdeen referred to criminal

11a, F.p* Vol,VXZX( 1337-8), Evidence of E* li&mond, pp220-1,
<}*2213.

1ly» The first three categories fall under the heading of
"treaty*, and the last three under the heading "sufferance
There is no other practical means of acquiring juris¬

diction, K• Hoberts-'VrayI Colonial Law* pp 112-%,
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^jurisdiction as being the main reason for enacting the

Foreign Jurisdiction Act of 1343, so as to punish the criminal

acts of British subjects in places outside the authority of

the British courts.

Hence Her Majesty had power and jurisdiction in diverse

countries and places outside Her Majesty*s dominions. While

th© application of this jurisdiction in ZanzibarA to a

protectorate status being declared, this did not happen in

the case of Turkey or China, because of diverse factors

specific to those countries.

Section 1 of the FJA of 1843 enabled the Queen to hold,

exercise and enjoy any power or jurisdiction within any

place of her dominions where Her Majesty had acquired such

power and jurisdiction, as if such power and jurisdiction
120

had been acquired by cession.

The second section treated as valid and effectual

everything done in the pursuance of power and jurisdiction,

as thou£$i it was don© according to local law then in force at

such a place. Hence 6 and 7 Vict.c.94 was the foundation on

which the whole system of Orders in Council provided for the

jurisdiction of Her Majesty*s courts? "and the courts formed

sudor til© Act are authorised to procure evidence of any power

121
they require*. The Queen had the same power to govern

her subjects and legislate in regard to them, as if they wore

122
in a Crown Colony.

120. II. Jenkynss British Rule* p. 131 •

121. B.W.A. Tusons Consuls Manual, p.11.
122. In the case of Zanzibar, Bombay was the court where the

cases were referred to. See W« Murisons Zanzibar Protec¬
torate Law Reportsi 1868*1918 (London® 1919)» PP 19-22.
Shivji Haji vs Jairam Sewji hoard on 23-11-1883 by the
High Court of Bombay (Appellate).
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Under section 3 of the Act, the Judges of ail courts in

Her Majesty's dominions wore empowered, where necessary, to

determine any issue or question of fact before them, to trans¬

mit questions to the Secretary of State, who was to answer

such questions and his answers were to be final and conclu¬

sive. The FJA of 1S90 (53 & 54Vict.c.37 section 4(±)) was X

similar to the above section of the FJA of 1843. The court

was to draw inference from the fact, stated by the Secretary

of State, and that inference might be adverse to the Order

in Council.

Section 4 of the Act gave power to send to a British

colony for trial, persons charged with offences cognisable

by Hot Majesty's officials in any country or place outside

Her Majesty's dominions. Provision was made to examine,

within the country where the crime was alleged to have been

committed, the witnesses for the defence whom the accused

could not have produced in the colony. A certified copy

of their evidence was to bo transmitted to the court where

the trial was to take place, to be read there and received

as admissible evidence. The court was also to give effect

to the laws of the country whero the crime had been committed,

as relating to the nature and dog-re© of such crime and the

punishment thereof.

Under section 5 sentences of death or imprisonment

passed within countries or places outside Her Majesty's

dominions were to be carried into effect in any British
123

colony appointed by Her Majesty in an Order in Council.

123. See A.L. Goodliart & H.G. Hahbury (ed, )s History of English
Law. Vol .XXV, V. Iioldsvorth (London 11964) pp o4-5; Brie
Walker# The British Empire t its structure and Spirit
(Londons1947) P• 72f FJA 1843 "became the main roof from
which the vast protectorate system grow up during the last
quarter of tho 19th century".
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Section 7 gov© protection against actions done in the

pursuance of liter Majesty's power or Jurisdiction, ©numerated

abovea

Tii© i\JA Amendment of 1865 (2S&29 Vict.c. 116) simply

provided that the term "British Colony11 in the previous Act

included any oaf Ilor Majesty's possessions outside of the

tfriitod kingdom# douce, while prior to this Act prisoners

from Muscat and iJansibar iiad boon sent to Bombay for trial,

it was the 1365 Act which clarified that the Indian possessions

were to bo considered as a "British Colony"#

Since every Order in Council mad© by the Queen in Council

was assumed for the purpose of the exercise of Jurisdiction to

be a local law* it was not operative beyond the limits of the

country# hence a person could not be deported by way of

prevention or punishment of a crime# Deportation was

exercised before 1843 and continued to be exorcised aftex* the

Act of 1343 came into operation# It was challenged on the

grounds that it was an "extraterritorial® power and was

legalised by the Act of 1875 (38*39 Vict#c#85)# The Order

was to have the same effect as if it were within the country

or place in which the authority making it authorised Juris—
124

diction.

The Act of 18?8 (46&4? Vict#c#67) was passed to give

powers to the Crown to extend its application to any place

where the Crown exercised foreign Jurisdiction# This Act

124# 39&40 Vict#c#46 (1376) extended punishment to the
princely states of India, who had no communications or
engagements with foreign powers# IPC 361,376,371 were
to apply in Asia, Africa or the high seas to punish
slave traders# See '..luiiley Stokes s Statutes relating
to India. pp 1015-S. —-
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also oalarged the power of the Crown by th© Order in Council

to confer Jurisdiction on colonial court© in respoct of

matters® civil or criminal, arising within th© territory

under tho FJA. It also provided that where th© foi*oisa

country, ©specially in Africa, was not subject to any

gBftmawt from whom tho Queen might obtain Jurisdiction, as

roeltod in the Act of 1843, the Queen, by virtue of the Act,

was to have Jurisdiction over her subjects during their time

of residence in, or while resorting to that country. Tho

object of tliis enactment was to enable British subject© in

"uncivilised territory" who wore not under any protectorate

or any civilised government, to be punished for offences

committed there.*2"*
thzfcil 18?8, tho FJAs had been applied to rt soni-civilised*

Eastern states. However, tho "scramble for Africa® posed

newer difficulties, in that the African countries were con-

126
sidoreti to bo "sior© barbarous countries® • Therefor© the

Act of 1878 began tho extension of powers in this direction.

Hi® wider powers granted to cope with British subjects were,

however, not sufficient because »

in as much as it was practically impossible to keep
order among the white men without keeping order among
tho native© with whom tho whit© man wore in daily
contact, the Act was in offoct tk© machinery of a
Protectorate.'27

On tlie west African coast tho consular officials not only had

powers to ©ad the impunity of offenders against British

subject© unprotected from uncivilised persons, but also the

125. A.L. Goodhari & II.C. Uanbury (ed*)s Ihwtliah Law. M.nY,
P. 85#

126. C.P. Lucass Tho Partition. Appendix III, p.215j K« Roberts-
VP 7>4.

127. Lucas £ ibid.. pp 215-8.
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i

additioaal function *to aveng© in a regular manner offences
128

by uncivilised persona against British subjects*.

The 1843 Act and all the amending Acts wore consolidated

by the FJA of 1890 (S3&54 Vict.c.37) and the application of

these acta was considered to be *potent and far reaching. * •

bringing rul© under the guise of protection**Uhlik© the

preamble to the 1843 Act* which stated! *Whereas doubts have

orison..."* the 1890 Act stated more positively! *It is and

shall bo lawful...".130
Under section 2 of the 1890 Act the Queen was to exercise

jurisdiction over her subjects "resident in or resorting; to

countries without regular government with which territorial

treaties might be entered into*, or who might "suffer such

jurisdiction* •131 The jurisdiction in this case only

differed from the ordinary cases of treaty jurisdiction in

being unlimited*

Under section 3, acts done in pursuance of the queen's

foreign jurisdiction were to be considered as valid* as if

they had been done according to local law* then in force in

the country* The pro-supposition behind this section seemed

to be that the consular court in Zanzibar, though applying

the legislation of English origin in the name of the queen

of England* was in fact sitting on behalf of the Sultan of

Zanzibar and formed a part of lis judicial system*

Section 4 provided that if in any civil or criminal

proceeding® in any court in the Queen's dominions* or in any

128* C.J. Tarring! Consular Jurisdiction, p.7, 24&25 Vict*c* 31*
34 Vict.c.S*

129. C.P* Lucas« English Overseas Enterprise. p*152.
130* ibid*« and see n*119*
131. piggotti P. 57.
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courts "hold under the authority of ilor Majesty" , including

the consular courts, a question about the existence or extent

of any jurisdiction was to arise, tlio court was to refer the

matter to the decretory of state. The decision of the

Secretary of State on the proceedings was to bo considered

final. Hone© by taking a matter away from tk® court, and

leaving the "decision" to the Secretary of State, extremely

wide powers wore vested in him, including matters "of conflict

between the Orders in Council and the Trsaty".'**S while

under section 3 of the 1843 Act the Secretary of State could

only ascertain facts, in the 1890 Act he had powers over the

existence of the jurisdiction in question, and us to the

tmaaor of ita existence.

Section 12 of the FJA 1890 laid down that if any Order

in Council was ropuisnant to any Act of Parliament ©xtonding

to British oubjoets in any foreign e>untry, or to any Order

made under the authority of way such Act, it was to bo read

subject to that Act or Order, and vae to be void to the

extent of the repugnancy. Tk© offoct of section 12 was to

establish the principle that the Order could not alter the

Acts of Parliament extending to British subject© in oriental
199

countries.

The FJA in section 15 stated that the future Orders in

Council would "extend to persons enjoying Her Majesty's

protection, that expression shall include all subjects of
134

the several princes and states in India". v this Act tried

13*. iLtiU.. p.53
133* ibid. a pp 34—44, discussion on the limits of FJA.
134. tf.K. Balls Forolfji Pqworii, pp 128-9$ H« JSBkyass British

Sale< p.155.
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to oliair*ai@ the problem of ambivalence of Jurisdiction by

laying it down that the true extent of any civil or criminal

Jurisdiction was to be determined by the Secretary of State

•whoso decision was to be final* litis imperative was modi¬

fied in the FJA of 1890, by the words "on tlio application of

the court"• TSte courts wore left with the discretion to

decide which* if "any question* ought to have been addressed*

The reason behind the authoritative power vested in the

Secretary of State was to prevent the consular courts

diverging from one another* and so giving rise to different

practices in identical circumstances*

A long controversy on what the FJAs set out to accomplish

lias ensued* On© recent writer* K» Roberts-»ray* concludes

that in the PJA of 1890* 8Section 1 did not create powers,

it removed doubts regarding the operation of one branch of

the already existing prerogative of tho Crown". ' 35 The

other viaw is held by J.£*S* Faweeti who claims that the

Acts conferred powers on the Crown which it did not have
I *56

before* Two East African constitutional lawyers* Y.P*

Qhai and McAuslan* also subscribe to the view that the Acts
1 '17

conferred powers on the Crown*

The final results of the rights and obligations created

by the treaties between Britain and Zanzibar were the

creation of the status of a protected state* over which the

Crown exercised Jurisdiction under the FJA of 1890, At the

end of the nineteenth century,doaptto the geographical

separateness of Britain and Zanzibar* in constitutional terms

135* K* Roberts-sprays Colonial Law* p*192*

136. J*E*S* Fawcett» British Commonwealth, pp 124-6*
137* Glial & McAuslant Public Law* p.15» n*36.
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Zanzibar and other colonies lay "on the periphery of rauiiLci-

pal law".138

3(c) Orders in Council

The Orders in Council were part of the superstructure

based on the foundations of the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts,

and they have always needed iWificationa as to details.

However, by the time the Order in Council of 1866 was issued,

the exercise of both civil and criminal jurisdiction over

British subjects were functions already incorporated within

the British consul's office.

There was no law regulating the exercise of this
jurisdiction until the Zanzibar Order* in Council 1866,
but that it was exex-cisod is not to be doubted. 139

Tire Orders in Council were the warrants for the procee¬

dings of the consuls and exhibited the rules to which they
1 4o

had to adhere. They were the immediate source from which

the consul© drew their powers. These were generally framed

within the rights granted by the rulers to the Quean.

The Orders in Council passed through several stages of

development, and the earlier models were enlarged and devel¬

oped with subsequent experience. The consuls themselves

were responsible for the implementation of the Orders in

Council in Zanzibar, but subsequently officials with legal

experience were appointed as judges to the consular courts.

138» J.B.S. Fawcetts "Treaty relations of British overseas
territories" BTIL (1949) Vol.XXVI, pp 88-9. Geographical
separateness had been confused with constitutional

.i .plurality and has wittily been called "the salt water
fallacy", ibid.. p.89.

139. Ghal & McAuslans Public Law. p.12?. See Appeal* 1,
14G. E.W.A. Tusoas The British Consul's Manual (Londons 1856),

p.256. This manual of general consular duties includes
specific references to various agreements and treaties
which the consuls had to follow with regard to commerce
and slave tradap K, Roberts-Wrays Colonial Law, pp 144-6.
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Tli® first Order in Council directing how consular juris¬

diction was to be exercised in Zanzibar was promulgated in

1866 and supplemented in 1882 under the authority of the
141

FJA of 1843. The consul was empowered to issue regulations

for observance of treaties for "the peace, order and good

government"* The Indian legislation, to be applied

initially over the Bast African territory, was the Indian

Penal Code in 1867* The British Consul promulgated the

necessary regulation to allow the enforcement of the Indian

Penal Code as the criminal law for those subject to ills
142

jurisdiction* "Unfortunately he had no power to make

such rules, but his exercise of criminal jurisdiction based
|4*i

on the Code, was not retroactively validated until 1882*"

The Order in Council of 1877 laid down that British

subjects committing offences in Muscat and Zanzibar against

sections 367, 370 and 371 of the Indian Penal Cod©, which

forbad© tho kidnapping or abduction for Slav© trading, or

abetting the commission of any such offence, were to be dealt

with as if such abetment or offence was committed in any
i l± i±

place in India*

The Foreign Office on the basis of the Western Pacific

Ordor in Council 1877 (Article 25) formulated an Order in

Council "to empower the Consul-General to remove from Zanzibar

for a limited period a British subject or a protected person"*

141 * V&ughant Dual Jurisdiction* p*12*
Ha* ii.F, Morris and J,S, Road* Indirect Bale and the Search

for Justice (Oxford* 1972), P*113.
H3» Ghai A McAusian. a Public Law* p*127*
144, Tarring* Consular Jurisdiction, p,17, FJA 39 A 40 Vict,

C.76.
145* F,0,84,1983, No*54, enc, F,0. to Euan-Smith, 6-3-1889,

R,3* Wright, Note, 22-2-1889.
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The Legal Officer at the Foreign Office recognised that

such powers might interfere with the freedom of the Sultan in

choosing his advisers, thus raising serious diplomatic ques¬

tions. Secondly, the Foreign Office was worried whether it

could exercise the power of removal without paying lip service

to the principle of Justice* The Foreign Jurisdiction Act

1843, Section 1, did provide arbitrary powers in a territory

acquired by cession or conquest, but the accused had to be
14A

heard* Using the FJAs from 1843 to 1878# it was decided

to use the Order in Council 1884, and by calling it the

"Principal Order" and amending it a® the "Africa Order in

Council 1889", it provided that if a British subject or

protected person was about to commit an offence against the

"Principal Order", or was conducting himself in a manner

dangerous to peace and good order on the African mainland,

he could be prohibited from the Zanzibar dominions for a term

not exceeding Z years* The sentence being that (1) he could

be imprisoned for up to £ years, (2) whether convicted or

imprisoned h© could be deported beyond limits specified in

the order of prohibition, (3) once removed, he could b® dis¬

charged on arrival at that place* Since some of the advisers

of the Sultan were British subjects or protected persons, and

could be deported even if they had not actually committed an

offence, but were "about to commit an offence", these powers

were r&ttuir grave* Therefore, the allegation that in a

protectorate situation "a British protected person is protected

146. F.0.84.1623, FJA (1873) Chapter 85 Vict.38 & 39»
13-8-1876, stated that where an Order in Council provided
for the removal or deportation it shall b© lawful*
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147
against everyone except the British"„ ' had even greater

validity ia an extraterritorial situation.

ill© civil and criminal work of the consular court

increased because of the greater commercial activity and the

increase .of European interest in Zanzibar and East Africa.

Tho Order ia Council of 188% clarified the application of

this jurisdiction, and it was important because amendmenta

based on it wore to extend the jurisdiction to the mainland.

All the consular courts in the Eastern countries had

general civil and criminal jurisdiction over British subjects

and protected persons, as did the Order in Council of 188%

(Article 99\2) as applied to Zanzibar. Insults to estab¬

lished religions which provoked a breach of peace were also
148

mad© punishable by Article It.

Jurisdiction on bankruptcy, probate or administration

with respect to property of British subjects was vested in
. \Uq

th© consular court by Articles 83*23 and 26. ' The non-

testamentary instruments affecting interests ia immovable

property wore to be registered in Zanzibar according to

Article %3»

Tiio courts were authorised to compel attendance of

British subjects to give evidence to the Sultan*© court, or

before courts or judicial officers of states in amity with

Her Majesty, on pain of fine or This faci¬

litated the presentation of evidence in a case involving a

British plaintiff and a subject of th© Sultan,

1%7. Ghai & McAusicuir Public Law, p.23.
1%8# See n.62 and 63*
1%9. Tarring! £i«&agidE&8tt» P-99.
150. ibid.. P.1GO,
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Hie 1884 Order In Council was also amended in 1888 and

it extended the powers of tlio consul and provided that the

consul promulgated legislation known as Queen*s Regulations,

which would bo binding to all those subject to the Order.

The 1884 Order in Council and the 1889 Africa Order in

Comicil were subsequently extended not only to cover consular

jurisdiction, but also provided the legal basis for wider

powers assumed by governmental activity, imposed by the
1 51

General Acts of the Berlin and Brussels Conferences.

Since the Foreign Office had enacted the Africa Order

in Council 1889, after the Imperial British East Africa Com¬

pany had begun its work as a chartered comx>any on the East

Africa mainland, the British Government had incurred respon¬

sibilities in this territory, It was the FJAs and the

Orders in Council "made thereunder, wlilch provided the

statutory base for the extent and exercise of jurisdiction

by the Company, and afterwards, the Government in Bast

Africa',1^*''"" ¥hile the Order in Council of 1884 applied to

the coastal strip and Zanzibar island, the Africa Order in

Council of 1889s

was a more ambitious piece of legislation} it
created a comprehensive framework of administra¬
tion, including the power to hold courts and
promulgate regulations, to be exercised, usually
by the consul over British subjects, British
protected persons and certain classes of indigenous
inhabitants and foreigners.'53

Tills Act was subsequently amended to administer the East

African mainland, excluding the coastal strip.

151, Ghai & McAnelans Public Law, p,17o

'52. ibid.. p.15.

133. ibid.. pp 16-17.
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Glial and MeAuslen have highlighted another problem in

regard to fclio Zanzibar Order of 188% and the Africa Order

of 1889* la as far as tho foreigners granted Jurisdiction

over themselves through their own governments, the British

consular court could (oxorciaoj' generally^civil Jurisdiction
over them* Tlie main problem was the exercise of criminal

Jurisdiction over foreign criminals, who evaded such juria-

diction, in tho protectorate or "sphere of influence"#

The British Government could not exorcise tills Jurisdiction

without the permission of foreign governments# The situation

was rectified in tho Bast Africa Order in Council 1897» when

Britain, as a protecting power, refused to allow the renewal

of extraterritorial rights, through treaties to foreign
I <55

Suropeaa powers#

Although the Protectorate status was declared in 1890j

from the point of view of international Jaw,
Britain had had obligations in respect of iiast
Africa imposed upon her from years past, and
its public notification may be seen as a belated
conforming to Article 3% of the General Act of
tho Berlin Conference#»56

However, from tho point of view of municipal law, the enlarge¬

ment of this jurisdiction did not take place for some years#

In 1891 the Sultan agreed to the exercise of jurisdiction

authorised by Article 16 of the Treaty of 1886, by other than

consular officials, thus preparing the way for the establish¬

ment, under the order in Council of 1897, of Her Majesty*s

Court for dansibar, In 1892 tho Gultan delegated his

jurisdiction in

15%. ibid.. pp 30-33#

135. See n.6o*
136# Glial & McAuslaas Public Law, p. 17#
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all cases arising within the British Protectorate
of Zanzibar, in which the plaintiff or complainant
is subject to tho jurisdiction of tho protecting
power, and tho defendant or accused is a subject
of ilia highness the Sultan or of other uou- -

Christian power not represented by a consul*

This jurisdiction remained under tho Sultan of Zanzibar but

was exorcised by the British officers of a court which was

styled "Ilia Highness*a Court of Delegated Jurisdiction"• In

18^7 an Order in Council authorised tho formation of Her

Britannic Majesty's Court for Zanzibar, and tier Majesty's

jurisdiction in Zanzibar ceased to bo consular* This Order

affoetod tho extent of British jurisdiction in various ways

mid also clearly foreshadowed the surrender to Great Britain

by other Treaty Powers of their rights of jurisdiction in
I rta

Zanzibar* Article 3 provided inter alia that

This Order extends to British subjects and
foreigners with respect to vhosu, the Qov*nawat
whoso subjects they are, has by treaty or other¬
wise, consented to the exorcise of power and
authority by iler Majesty, and tho expression
* person subject to this Order* shall bo construed
accordingly**39

This Order, which dealt mainly with judicial matters, had

restricted application to the local inhabitants, although

th© full jurisdiction was conferred by the Bast Africa Order

in Council of 1902*

Article 2 of tho 1897 Order, defined British subjects

to include a British protected person (a) who being a native

of any place beyond tho dominions of the Jultan of Zanzibar,

137* Voughaas Dual Jurisdiction* p,1%,
158, u-iutorpacht (eel.) Oppenheim*a International tew* p*5^5v

a *5* Anglo-French Treaty of 1937 abolished all capitu¬
latory rights in Zanzibar*

159* Vaughaas Dual Jurisdiction* quoted on page 14*
160. Ghai & MoAuslaas Public Law* p*19§ Morris « Reads

Indirect MiS,* PP 45-6.
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which Is tinder the Protectorate of Her Majesty, is temporarily

within the limit of tills Orders or' (b) who by virtu© of til©

"Foreign Jurisdiction Act of 1890% or otherwise enjoyod Her

Majesty*s protection in. Zanzibar. These were mostly subjects

of Indian princes and states.

Article 5(3) declared tliat the Order was to extend to

Zanzibar! subjects, and to foreigners not otherwise subject

to the Order - this Article referred to Articles fi0 and 'it of

the Order. Hence on the coastal strip the Order was net

extended to foreigners who enjoyed extraterritorial rights

through treaty, unless the foreign powers consanted to the

exercise of this jurisdiction.

Article 40 provided for th© exercise of jurisdiction by

th© British court in casas between parsons subject to the

Order and the Sultan of Zanzibar*s subjects, in which the

Zanzibar! subjects were plaintiffs or complainants. Until

this time the jurisdiction in cases where the Zanzibar!

subject was a defendant was still vested in the Sultan.

Under Article 41, the Order provided that those foreigners

whose governments should transfer their jurisdiction to

Britain in Zanzibar, should become subject to the Order in

Council, and therefore subject to the jurisdiction of th©

British court j but that foreigners who continued to enjoy

extraterritorial privileges, would still have to file th©

consent of their governments before submitting to the juris¬

diction of th© British court.

In Zanzibar the Order in Council further provided that

th© Consul General could make regulations which had to be

161, Vaughant Qua! Jurisdiction. p.15»
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©shibitod in the office of the consul for the district for

on© south, ana could bo confirmed or disapproved by the

Secretary of state# Too purpose of such rogulAtioas was

the preservation of peace, order and good govenunat of

British subjects, and the observance of treaties, local lavs
162and customs#

The delegated jurisdiction was understood not only to

extant lav; from Britain, but also

in the interests, be it said, of the Eastern
stato no loso than that of Groat Britain, that
permission is given to enact laws at the mere will
of the British Government, which shall bo intended
to run, and still run, vitiiia that territory. 1&3

It is interesting to note that this distinct surrender of

authority was supposed to be a definite advantage for the

Eastern stats.

Xn Zanzibar the dual jurisdiction by the British over

their ova subjecta# and by the Sultan over his own subjects

during the protectorate period was preserved through a

iaauibar Courts Beer©© 1923 cap.7. The role of the

hwhoaiaoUaa courts of the Jultea was to exercise jurisdiction

over indigenous Muslims or Arabs, but jurisdiction over
164

British Indian Muslims was exorcised by the British courts.

-i.il tho uiiiosoouia century when the basis of

jurisdiction vas being formulated, no British Indian Muslims,

whether subjects of the Crown or protected by it, were allowed

to claim jurisdiction under the Sultan*s Mojusamedaa Lav.

162. A.», Ailotti (London! 1960),

PP 1-71 Halls Porei,-.* p. 166.
163. Halls ibid.. pp 166-7.
164. Si. Vesey Fltssgeroldt Law (bondont 1931),

».3ii a.N. Aiiott» ^,ms taM&m
(Londoni 196?), E. Cotran, Part II Zanzibar, pp 118-24;
J.H.D. Andersons 4m?a. (London! 1934),
Appendix B, pp.322-5•
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3(d3 las&m.kssskJSttafiMato

(i) Extension ot British Control and tho Doclino of

the Bast India Company,

Sir Goor;jo Cornevali Lewis alleged that "the native

Governments had boon destroyed" , while the East India

Company was acquiring; th© Indian Empire, lie also accused

Hastings of "rapacity" ' and, Clivo of enriching hJUasolf in

defiance of his employer© s "Lord Clivo returned. enriched by

a noble fortune, not acquired, I rogret to say, by nobis

moans,8 partly to eliminate this ai8g@v«n»08t| the

King's Government had created in 1784 a special department

called the Board of Control* Its function was to attend to

Indian affairs, and to control tho Court of Directors of th©

East India Company, Lord Comwailis was appointed th©

first Govern©r-GenoraJ. (1?8Cj-1793), and wiawltaaeously held

th© office of Commander-in-Chief, He systematically

excluded Indians from the administrative services in India,

Lord Weliesley was appointed the Governor of India in 1798

by the Executive Government, and lie was "under restraint of

a clause in an Act of Parliament, passed expressly to prevent

territorial accfuisitiens in Xadlt*.^ H© defied this

restraint and consolidated British power in India by

165# G,C, Lewisj Speech on th© introduction of the Bill for
the Better Government of India (London? 1858), p#%, Tola
speech was delivered in the Bouse of Commons on 12-2-1858,
It also accused the employees of the Bast India Company of
being an "insubordinate and mutinous race", p»5»

i66a further material on this subject may be consulted at tho
IttS'tlia?gptonshire Record Office, Payers of Edmund Burko
(Fitswillias Manuscripts) ho,30, XiayeoelMsent of k'arron
Hastings mid Affairs of the Bast India Company? on the
Govosuaont and the £.1,0,(1766)} Heatings* recaption of
bribes and oppression of the Rajah of Tonjoro and the
execution of Mustafa Khan,

167, SUC# Lewiss Bettor Government. ?,6,
168, ibid,« p»8«
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acquiring Surat* Madras, Knrnatic and Tipu Tib*s kingdom in

Mysore*

Henceforward the government of India was of a dual

character, resting partly with the Crown, tliron^ti the Board

of Control# and partly with tho Court of Directors of the

Boat India Company*169 In 1785 changes made in the Govern¬

ment of Bombay had ramifications in tho Persian Gulf, Ihc

Bombay Government established a separate secret and Political

Department# distinct from the Public Department. Baa* R*H#

Boddosa# the Resident and Governor# who bad visited Muscat in

1769# appended his signature constituting this new Department •1
Following the changes in the Government there were

changes in the court system* By the Act of 1796 {26 Geo*ill*

©♦57) the criminal jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of

Calcutta was extended to any offences in any part of Asia#
171

Africa or America# especially concerning the Company*a trade* '

In 1797 tho lumber of judges at tho Calcutta Supreme Court

was reduced and Mayor*s Courts at Madras and Bombay wore

substituted for the Recorder's Courts. In 1801 a Supreme

Court was established at Madras and in 1323 a Supreme Court
172

for tho Presidency waa established at Bombay.

In matters of trade, a resolution of the Bombay Govern¬

ment in 1811 suggested that the East India Company's trade in

the Persian Gulf bo opened to other traders* la 181 'j the

169* Henry Maine* India (London; 1887)» PP 464-5• Prior to
this rulers of Mysore State Haider Ali (till 1782) and
Tipu Sultan had extended their influence in the Persian
Gulf# as did the Stugal Brajjeror Shah Alaa* So© Lorimer»
GazcttQ&r,, Vol, I# pp 156-7*

170. Lorimer; Ibid.« p*158.
171. Renton & Pkilllmore (od.) ¥# Burgoss Colonial Courts, p. 167,
172. ibid.
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trade monopoly of the East India Company in their corporate

capacity was abolished, and duwere allowed to settle

in India under licence, which benefited English not Indian

industry* The licence system was abolished under the

Charter .Act of 1833, and the right to trade and settle was

made freely available to everyone* During the same year the

Company was prohibited from trading and become solely an

administrative agent for the Crown, responsible for the
173

internal government of India,

During this period of the East India Company*s rule there

were tvo sots of courts* 0no set * the courts of the

Company • wore held partly under charter, partly under their

powers as collectors of revenues and as the territorial

sovereigns (these powers being derived from native rulers)*
The other cot comprised courts held under Charters issued

by the Crown in pursuance of the Imperial Act of 1773 (13 Ceo*

iii* o*£»3)* broadly spooking, the Company courts exorcised

civil and criminal Jurisdiction over Indians, and the Crown

courts over Europeans**^ This strange double system of

courts was discarded in 1858.*^ the double court system in

civil Justice resulted in discrimination in favour of Euro*

peaas till 1850, and the vestiges of discrimination in criminal

173. dec Courtney Ilberti ffil? ftf iMA* (oxford» 1922),
Reprint of Chapter 1 (3rd Ed.) Charter Act of 1813, pp 73-80*

174, John Stracheyt India (Londons 1888), pp 153-4* the Code
of Criminal Procedure made distinctions between proceedings
against European British subjects, who until 1872 could
only be prosecuted in the High Courts except for trivial
offences* the Code of 1872 abridged those privileges*
See J,F, Stephenss Criminal lav* Vol*2IX, pp 341-2*

173. B* Maine: India* p*483$ H,B* Lln&Ieyj the Acquisition of
Government .of Baciumrd territory in International .Law
(London: 1926), p,945«On the subject of £«!•€* and
extraterritoriality, sec G*tf* Keetont lihrfcratcr^
i*n^ PP 78-86*
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176
law and justice continued into the tt/entioth century. * It

Is important to note that souks of the dlseriiainatory prac-

177
tices which the East India Company had oxoreisod " were

later directly inherited by tlio British Government. In th©

coso of the East India Company and tixo Levant Company# tlx©

chartered companies* under the factory aystoia# had acquired

extraterritorial privileges which were tliea passed on to Her

Majesty*s Government • In the case of Zanzibar initially

the consular system had acquired the extratesritoriai

privileges which were then extended to the nainland by the

Imperial British East .Africa Company. The XBEAC # however#

was unfortunately not successful, mid it was followed in

quick succession by direct British control. The XBEAC was

not only an Agent of a foreign power - Zanzibar *•> but

prisserily derived its power front the British Government.

Hie XBEAC ^henceforth# was not merely an agent of the Sultan
178

of Zanzibar, but an arm of British imperial policy9. *

After the suppression of the Indian rebellion in

1856#*^ which acted as a death blow to "Double Government**

Parliament abolished the Company and vested in the British

Crown the eovereiipxty mid direct government of British India#

(21 & 22 Vict*e« 106) which was henceforward governed in the
t SO

nam© of the Queen. It is therefor© clear that the

176. J.K. Hittal# "kighi to Equality** Public Law. Spring
1970, up 5>4,

177. G.C. Lewisi Fog©I5*?^
178. Oliver & Mathews* pp 380*1, quoted in Ghai & HoAotlaat

Public Law, p.7#

179» ?er historical detail# so© F«¥. Bucklers "India and the
Pur East? l8'iO«*135S% in A.v. ..urd P 6.p. Gooohs Qaiabgitl^e
History. PP 402-22. *

ISO. fillies* Ansont ^ ^ Custom Bf
Vol»lit TI10 Crown COxfords 1896). po 280-*5. this lenal
and constitutional position was finally and fully defined
in the Secretary of Stat® in Council va Kaiaaehee Boyjoe
Cahaba,
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treaties concluded by the Bast India Company vera binding on

Her Majesty's Government. In effect, the East India Company

had exploited Mugal India and the protected states which, in

constitutional terns, lived on sufferance, and brought them

under its control* The Indians had rebelled against this

•haphazard plunder0 and a never and more systematic oxploi-
1S1

tation was undertaken directly by Britain.

•British India" included only places in the Queen's

dominions, while "India0 included, besides "British India",

the territories of any native prince, or chief, under the

suzerainty of Her Majesty, exercised through the Governor*
182

General in Council in India, Therefor© "British India",

because of these dependencies, would itself have been an

.!7np#iot if it had not boon a dependency of the British Crown.

This imperial position was recognised in tho title of Empress

of India (Kai&or-i-IIiad), which 'was assumed by Queen Victoria

in I87&. The change in the Royal title meant that the

Indian princes became subordinate to the paramount power of

Britain. Principles of international law ceased to apply to

the protected Indian states and the Government of India had

no scruples about Interfering in the internal affaire of the

protected Indian states.

1C1. Ramkrlshaa Mukhorjoet pw ,B1^„ a^d Fall fff.trhf lift
^4^,,9°RRW (Berlin. 1953J, PP 162-9, 245-3# especially
quotation by Palme butt, p.245. Marx had written "under
the present system the native states succumb under the
double incubus of their native administration and the
tributes ami inordinate military establishments imposed
upon then by the Company", p. 165*

182. Ronton & Philliuoro» Colonial Courts, pp 42-30.
183. London Gazette. 28-4-1876; Rhitley Stokest Statutes

relating to India. Vol.11, pp 1013-4. For detailed
description" of this title see G.W. Leltnor & G. Blrdwoodi
tlaiaor-l-ilind (Lahore s Indian Public Opinion Reprint
1070), pp 1-11« This includes Urdu translation of the
text.
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The matter of native states in India hod great signi¬

ficance to the subjects of those states resident in Zanzibar,

especially the Kutchia, Tito Sao of Kutch was induced to

issue two declarations in 1869 and 1872, which forbade his

subjects itt Zanzibar from indulging in the slave trade, and

placed thsia under British protection, These declarations

illustrated the principle that the native states of India,

by having "ceded without limitation or reserve, their rights
1 R&

of negotiation" " to the British Government, also surrendered

their right to protect and govern their subjects resident

abroad. These princes also accepted the obligation to

assist the imperial policy and gave practical effect to those

engagements which the British Gtovexroaent entered into with
<| fjs r*>

foreign powers, ** Similarly in 1873#the Sultan of Muscat

agreed, at British insistence, that the term "British

subjects" in all treaties between the British Sovozwwnt and
1 8(3

Muscat, was to include subjects of native states in India,

The legislative power of the Uovernor~Gencral in Council

depended on Imperial Acts and the India Council's Act of 1869

wiiich had boon extended, beyond the territorial limits of

British India, to ail British subjects and the servants of

the Government of British India; in any part of India (in the

whole sons© of the term) and to native Indian subjects (i«e,
natives of British India) in any part of the world. The

powers to legislate for native Indian subjects, when outside

India, was a larger extraterritorial power than was possessed

184, Lee-tfamers The Protected Pxi-nce™ of liylfrn. (Londong1894),
p,328. The title of this book was later changed to a more
neutral onet The Native States of India (Londons1910),

?85» ibid,, pp 252-3.
186, ibid,a pp 253-6,
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by the legislature of any otiter British possession*

Till 137^ the Government of Bombay had direct relations

with Zanzibar* and oxerciaoci through its Agent extraterri¬

torial jurisdiction over British subjects and protected

persons* Tito Bombay Presidency had a Council of two

officials appointed by the Home Government from among the

Indian members* The Governor and Council held executive

and legislative meetings* but at the latter the Council was

enlarged by the addition of twenty nominees of the Governor*

half of whom were not to have been office holders of the

Crown in India* The local legislature could not alter an

Imperial Act (without the previous consent of the Governor-

General) without an Act of the Governor-General in Council.

While such local government could not normally nave rela¬

tions with foreign states* the Bombay Government did have

such relations with Zanzibar* The Governor-General in

India* and prior to iii.ni the East India Company* had powers of
t S7

appointing a diplomatic Agent* Since Indian interests

ranged over a vast area* from tho Somali coast to the River

Mekong* these relations were vested lift:, one supreme authority

in India* which held all the strings for the execution of

foreign policy* 5 The need for such officials was

especially apparent In areas like tho Somali coast* where

Parole lived and traded* thus creating "an advance outpost

of the Empire*«
190

After the assumption of power by the Crown in 1858

187* E*M, Satows A Guide to Diplomatic Practice (London* 1917)*
sec.213^ pp 173-9*

188* Lee-l'arner* The Citizen of India (London* 1897), p*86*
189* ibid.. pp 100-101.

190* Whitley Stokes* Statutes re1atin:c to India. Vol*11*
21 & 22 Vict.1888, pp 651-67.
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over tla© whole government of British India, charters issued

by the Quoan under the authority of an Imperial Act, estab-
191

lished a High Court in Bombay for the Presidency, The

judges of the High Court were appointed by, and held office

at, the £>leasure of the Home Government, and the jurisdiction

of the High Court was fixed by Charter, with an appeal from

them to the Queen in Council, They held civil and criminal

jurisdiction within Bombay, and extraterritorial jurisdiction

over British subjects in Zanzibar, The Zanzibar Order in

Council 1366 laid down that certain criminal cases could be

sent to the High Court of Judicature at Bombay, to "confirm,

vary or remit" the sentence and punishment that had been

imposed. In civil cases the appeal also lay to Bombay if
192

the value of the subject matter exceeded 200 dollars,

3(d)(ii) The Indian Codec

Bombay was the first province in India in which a Penal

Code was enacted. This simple and short code was written

more in the style of a treatise than a law, and remained in
193

force for thirty years from its enactment in 1827* This

code applied to the Company's courts until it was superseded

by the Indian Penal Code, Eminent jurists, such as Lord

Macauley and Sir J,F, Stephen, framed the new Indian codes

in the middle of the nineteenth century by stripping native

English law of its peculiarities. They were presented "in
194

a rationalised, concise and simplified form" ' so as to be

191• The four High Courts were at Bombay, Calcutta, Madras
and Allahabad,

192, Morris and Readi laidix»oct Ra1e, pp 112-3*

193* J»F« Stephenj Criminal Law, Vol,III, Chapter XXXIII,
P.239.

194, Morris and Reads Indirect Rule, p,110.
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applicable to Indian conditions. One© enacted these codes

were not only applied to India but were widely applied in the

African and Asian dependencies of Britain, They were first

exported to Zanzibar by consular officials to b© applied on

an extraterritorial basis to British subjects and British

protected persons. It was the India Cod© of Civil Procedure

(1859) which was widely used in Zanzibar, This Cod© was

later amended (Act XIV of 1882) and was part of the Acts of

the Governor-General of India and amended the Acta

195
mentioned elsewhere. The Governor—General in Council of

India and the Bombay Governor in Council could amend any

existing: or future enactments at the terms to be fixed by the
196

Secretary of State. The Secretary of State had the power

to modify, amend or substitute any of the enactments in

Appendix III.

In matters of crime, the Indian Penal Code (I860) and

the Code of Qdminal Procedure (1861) were mainly used in
197

Zanzibar, which was considered in these matters to b© a

district of the Bombay Presidency. The judicial Assistant

of the Consul General (also concurrently Her Majesty's

Consular Officer in Zanzibar) was to be considered the magis¬

trate of the district. The Consul General was considered

198
to b© the Sessions judge of the High Court at Bombay.

The Indian Code of Criminal Procedure was applied in Zanzibar,

because it accepted the principle of personal and not

195. See Appendix III.
196. Tarring t Consular Jurisdietion, p. 103! Benton find

Philliiaores Colonial Courts, p. 15^, 185.
197. Por a description of the development of Indian Criminal

Law, see J»F. Stephen: Criminal Law, Chapter XXXIII,
pp 286-346.

198. Tarring: Consular Jurisdiction» P. 10'i.
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territorial jurisdiction,*^ A similar consular court, but

in closer proximity to Northern India, was based at ICashgar,

The Indian Code of Criminal Procedure applied at iiashgar, as

if it were a district of the Punjab, The consul had the

powers of a sessions judge and an appeal lay in the High

Court of Punjab,290
The promulgation of four Codes, the Penal Code and the

Codes of Criminal and Civil Procedure were supposed to have

unified India, Despite the fact that they were referred to

as the "India Codes" they wore a series of codifications on

"what was basically the English law on a wide range of sub¬

jects, including criminal law, criminal and civil procedure,
201

evidence, contract and succession",™' TLio&a codified laws

wore imposed on India while the bulk of Ea&Lishwsn were not

subject to them. These had, no£ course, a moral basis, from

which a now sot of moral ideas wore diffused among the
P02

population of the Indian countries",* hence the Indian

Codes wore basically imperial laws, which recognised Indian

conditions, but contained and imposed the moral underpinnings

of the British legal system*

The most important early enactments affecting those

people in Zanzibar who were subject to the Orders in Council

wore the Indian statutes, "Those wore applied from time to

time by Orders in Council or by the Order of the Secretary

of i»tato. The first Indian statute to be applied was the

199» Holland $ Juriaorudenoe (Oxford j 1882), p,319j *r» Anson I
The Crown, t>n '461—2,

200, G,W, Rootant Sxtr-aterritorialitv in China, Vol ,11,
pp 90-92, ' -

201, Morris and Reads Indirect lni.®a p,110$ so© also
K»K, Singhs Indian Evidence Act, 1872 (Lucknovs 19&7)»
PP >»9#

202, H, Main©: India, pp 462-3, 303.
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Indian Penal Code, and the last one was the Inventions and

Design Act applied by the Order of the Secretary of State

in 1901.

The introduction of the Anglo-Indian legal Codes

replaced local and personal laws. The dominant criminal

legal system replaced in northern and southern India was

derived from the Mugal conquerors. The most author* fcafcive

written guide of this Indian Muslim law was the Hedava.fe0-*
Most of the criminal and civil procedures replacing the Sunni

criminal law were basically dorived from English principles.

However, within the limited domain of family laws, the laws

of succession and inheritance, the Indians retained their

personal laws. Principles regarding Indian marriage, adop¬

tion, Joint family lass, partition and succession were

allowed to exist. Amongst the Indian Muslims their laws of

marriage, testamentary and intestate succession and wakf
. x . 20%
(quasi-religious trust) were allowed to remain.

Although the Indian Codes wore simplified enough for

any magistrate to apply them cosily, the consular officials

had great difficulty in applying these codes. One reason

was that the consuls uncovered anomalies when applying them

in extraterritorial terns. These were solved when legally

qualified magistrates boccaao available. Another reason was

that some of the consuls lacked the powers to implement this

jurisdiction. Tlx© consul in iansibar first implemented the

203. J.F. Stephent Criminal Lav» Vol.Ill, p»292. There
were three penalties In Swani. Muslim law of crimes

1) iiisas or retaliation, (2) Hud, specific penalties,
3) Taateor. or discretionary punishment.

20%, Courtney Ilfoert: Legislative Method and Form (Oxfords
1901), pp 167-aj 6.K.D. Andersons Islamic Law in the
Modern World (Mew York; 1959), PP 59-30.
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Indian Penal Code under the Order in Council of 1866*

However, lie did not have the authority to iasue this regula¬

tion but consular acts were made retroactively legal by tlio

Order in Council of 1882,^°^
The Zanzibar Ordor in Council or 1884 replaced th© 1066

Order in Council and further ontranched the appeal powers of

the Bombay High Court*

Tlxe odd broalc from the use of the Indian Godes was the

Africa Ordor in Council of 1889, The Order applied to tit®

East African mainland, but not to Zanzibar, It is possible

that since th© Foreign Office enacted this Order in Council,

which was to be iaiploiuonted by officials of th© IBEAC, it

stressed the application of English laws on the East .African

mainland. The appeal still lay in an Indian court, but it

did reflect a chenged situation. Firstly, since th© order

did not apply to -Zanzibar but only to th© mainland dominions,

it further separated the IBEAC administered mainland from

Zanzibar, Secondly, th© odd break from th© use of Indian

legislation on th© mainland refloated the metropolitan

orientation of IBBA€*s interests and th© lack of Indian

interest and penetration in this region*

The order in Council of 1892 (Africa) reversed this odtd

break and "empowered the Secretary of State to declare that

any Indian enactment should have effect within a Jurisdiction

established under the order of 1889*•^ ^

205, Morris and Beads Indirect Buie« p«H3. Bead points
out that the confirmation of the 1867 regulation took
place in 1882, but does not mention that 1867 regulation
was ill©gaily usedj eee Ghai and McAualent Public Law,
p,127,

206, Morris and Reikis Indirect fc&ga
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After the declaration of the Bast Africa Protectorate in

1895» the East Africa Order in Council of 1897 replaced the

1S92 Africa Order in Council• This Order allowed for the

application of certain enactments (AppendixHi) from the

Governor-General of India in Council and the Governor of

Bombay in Council* The Order further stated that these

enactments were to use the procedure and practice observed

by the Presidency of Bombay• However, in as much as the

above enactments, procedures and practices were inapplicable,
207

the common and statute law of England was to apply*

The application of the FJA of 1843 and the Consolidation

Act of 1890 generally used English law in non-Christian

states* But in Zanzibar, because of the large settlement
2qq

of Indians "the law applied was the law of British India8*

However, it required legislation in addition to
treaties before a consular court could exercise
the jurisdiction granted to it by treaty, and
the legislation was not forthcoming until 1848*
From then on however a succession of statutes

dealing with the East African slave trade was
jjassed, culminating in the Colonial Courts of
Admiralty Act and the introduction of Indian
courts to the East Africanscene*209

These Indian provisions are important for the background

they provided for the understanding of the Indian administra¬

tive and legislative precedents to the East African.
210

Protectorate*

By the time the administration of justice in
the protectorato came to be considered, there
was nearly fifty years of admiralty, and thirty
years of civil and criminal jurisdiction, based
on Indian law, sometimes exercised by Indian
courts in relation to East Africa.211

ibid., pp 113-4, See also J*E*R# Stephens "The Laws of
Zanzibar", Journal of Socioty of Comparative l,o,dLsiation.
n*s* Vol.XlII (London 1913)* PP 603-11,
Courtney Ilberis The Government of India (Oxford 190?)»
pp 360-2, * ***""*' —~
Ghai and McAuslan; Public Law, p.127.

Tax-rings Consular Jurisdiction. p.103, Art.8.
Glial and McAuslans Public Law. p*128*

207.

203.

209.

210.

211.
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The dis&ppearanca of the consular courts did not lead

to a disappearance of appeals to Bombay# Uganda broke away

from this practice in %90lk and Zanzibar in 1914, The Court

of Appeal for Eastern Africa, established in 1902, began to

take over these appeals#

Thirty Indian Acts wore in force in East Africa by 190S,

using the Order in Council of 1892# Indian enactments were

brought into force in 1898 and 1899# especially the Indian

Contract Act# By 1900 the Foreign Office were requesting

that the East African Orders in Council of 1897 and 1899
212

ought to apply as far as Uganda# while these Acts were

to apply to Indians who were coolies and trailers, it was

clear that the situation had been transformed# The Indians

were no longer subject to extraterritorial jurisdiction in

Zanzibar (after 1890), or in East Africa (after 1895), and

they wore totally -iiifeLepfc to the colonial laws and

controls#

During this period of colonial control the metropolitan

control, through the Colonial Office, was paramount# The

local European community had become dominant in political

and economic terras# After 1930 Indian laws were gradually

replaced by pure English laws and the antipathy to the

Indian laws increased,2 * -3

212# Morris and Beads Indirect Eule# p#114#
213* ibid#« pp 119-30.
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Tim legal ©nactxaeut© cioscribad in the previous chapter

woro primarily used in Zanzibar to abolish th© slave trad©,

The application of this legislation indirectly affected the

commercial life of British subjects by curtailing their trade.

The British consuls, therefore, tried to extend the application

of these legal measures to British protected persons from

the native states of India resident in Zaiusibar. This

chapter describes in chronological order how the extouaion

of dual jurisdiction cam© about. Under the Sultans Said

and ttajid many of the relevant legal enactments were used

in an unaya&evvvgstic and at times improper fashion, further!a.;

both the extension of jurisdiction and British economic and

political interests{ this is demonstrated in Section 1{a),

At the end of this period the existing legislation was

reviewed* as a result of consular prompting, and new legis¬

lation introduced, notably the Order in Council of 186(5,
described in boot ion 1(b), Consul Kirk «sod tlx© now powers

afforded bin to their full extent, hoipinc to consolidate

iiis political influence over Sultan llargbashj the lust

part of Section 1 deals with this period,

frior to the application of those measurea the Indians

had boon subject to the political and regal jurisdiction of

the Sultan of Zan&Lbar, Therefore u measure of accoixaoda-

tion had existed botueen felt© sol'tan's government and the

Indian residents, b'ith th© establishment of extraterritorial
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jurisdiction by th© consular courts f the process was reversed.

Special problems were created by extending tliis jurisdiction

to Kutchis frara the protected states of India. Hi© consular

control was applicable not only in criminal matters, but was

also extended to include civil matters, which were far more

numerous than criminal prosecutions. These civil suits

increased the scope of the work of the consulate and necessi¬

tated additional staff, including a judge, and an increased

coordination of the activities of tho Bombay Government, the

India Government and the Foreign Office, which was difficult

to achieve. This process is covered in Section 2, while

the final section deals t/ith the legal consolidation of the

early 1880o. In the last two decades of the 19th century

tli© legal enactments began to be applied systematically and

the Foreign Office consolidated most of the legal measures

in tho 1880s, while tho Bombay High Court remained as the

Court of Appeal.

1) 3LAVB TIIABB JUHI-IDICTIQN-. AND
BRITISH PROTECTED PERSONS

'(a) PW'iY

Hi© British Consulate enforced the slave trade legis¬

lation upon British Indian subjects settled in Zanzibar from

those porta of India which were already subdued by tho Bast

India Company. Hone© the Khoja® who came from Kutch were

not subject to the civil or criminal jurisdiction of the

eonsiuar. court, because th© State of Kutcli in India was a

protected state and not directly a part of India subdued by

the British. Therefore there were elements of both Hindus
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and Muslim© amongst tho British protected pervoas*'' Bven

later in the 1 9th century consul© used incorrect terms for

tho various Indian ethnic groups* For instance, Vice—Consul

Siton referred to an Indian. Muslim as "Musulmaii Hindu with

2
henna dyed heard",

T!xo Political Agent of the Bombay Government was simul¬

taneously appointed a consul of the Foreign office and was

able to exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction over the

activities of British subjects* He was also increasingly

able to exercise jurisdiction over British protected persons

because of tho measure of political influence of tho Bombay

Government in the dominion© of tho sultan of Zanzibar*

Slav© trad© nsoaanros wore* tierofore t nodulated by the con¬

sideration of the Bombay Uovorrsaent9s strategic interest in

the Oraani hapire, F,.u, Maddock, secretary of the Govorjuaent

of India, stressed that

tli© delay of a few years in the final extinction
of tills traffic is far less evil tlum the
annihilation of the political influence which
the British Government may fairly hope to effect#

Lord Palmerston, therefore, weakened the anti—slavery measures

tjL
ana allowed the sultan to hold on to his monopolies at Kirima*

1* while the indiscriminate use of the term 'bwiy&adoes _,iv©
tho impression that only non-Muslims were subject to the
jurisdiction of the Saltan's court, this ms in fact not
the cas©, CU$* bioholls, •■>'/••.'. -..ili Ooaut* •>»2?E, 'maintains
otherwise*

2, J.F* Bltonj Frayela au .^arc -c:.. qpow: i^e.i and bountaiaa
of Castam ,uvi.ca (l-ondont 1679), P. 46.

3« F#Q» 54*5, Ho*262, Lac*18, sub-one*1• F* * Moudook to Chief
decretory at Bombay, 28—2—1843, P»4o3» Bombay Government
had taken a similar stand durin tit© 1824-26 occupation
of Mombasa by Captain Owen when it opted for continuance
of relations with baiton oaid than the ending of tho
slave trade* For a more blatant defence of slavery by
official© of the East India Company, so© D*R* Danjl t

y (Bombay* 1933), P. 12*
4* S.J, Gavins Poetry, p*69*
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These considerations alloyed the Saltan to bo cultivated as

a political ally. It is, therefore, important to remember

that slave trade abolition amongst the British subjects and

British protected arsons was not carried out without any

oosa&swoo of the political interests of the Bombay and India

Governments. Hie burden of the abolition campaigu thus fell

upon the Indians, who were either subject to British juris-

diction or were increasingly brought under it, Another

writer has alleged that the Indian interest in the slave

trade was exaggerated to bring them effectively under British

juriadieticnv after British attempts to impose eooizaerciai

Jurisdiction over them had failed.-' In fact the earlier

consuls generally took a ac-ii-interventionist attitude to

natters of commerce, vitioh were by convention left to

private enterprise, Therefore, allowing for the protection

of trad© under the Treaty of 1839* control over conmercial
f

natters resulted from a spillover effect of British criminal

jurisdiction.

The abolition attempts amongst British subjects croatod

problems for the consuls because it restricted the commercial

operations of the British subjects. The wis in beneficiaries

of the slave trade were British protected persons (mainly

Kutohis) who remained unaffected, ^ lilnoe it was Consul

hamertoa's task to protect the ooosjercial interests of tue

British subjects, he found 1 lists©if in an anomalous position

because the slave trade regulations actually operated to

the detriment of British subjects. The British subjects

5. Sheriff» iSaMglBg^M. - P*&21,
b, Bunojit olayery. pp 303-4.
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could not receive slaves loyally In payment of debts because

they would be liable to a penalty*^
In 1850. when Gomaocioro U'yviil captured three Kutchis

engaged In the slave trade. Captain lieuaerton was requested

to inflict the fullest penalties according to British law

so that the punishment would convince the Indian traders

that the British Government were serious in their intention

8
to end the slave trade* the Bast India Company* without

talcing any account of the fact that on© of the accused

(±;'oji lewji) was a hutchi, and that Commodore Wyvill's

action was illegal. applauded the fact that bbji iewii's
9

attempts to send slaves southwards' had boon defeated.

these measures by Vyvlll, and Captain tlacierton's

assertions that th© Kutcliis of all the Indian groups were

Involved in the slave trad®, marked the beginning of the

©aiapai jx to bring about Britain's ultimate control over the

Indiana* and especially to bring their corbierexax operations

within the orbit of British control.

Ute Ha© of Kutch in 1836 had already enacted measures

to stop the eiav® trade in hxa ami country and therefore

informed the Sultan that it was up to hiss to stop the

Kutchis in Kanssiuar from dealing in slaves.

7. F.O. 34*813. F.O. to ilotaertoa, 19—3—184'/. statutes 6 &
7 Vict.cap.9di Goo. 4 cap.113 were applicable. Sheriff!
COBjuierclai ;4anire« pp 421-2.

Commodore yvill to iiomertoa. 8-6-1850. tiamerton
concurred with the Commodore j Bsmrton to WyvJ.ll 14—6—
1050. Tim F.O. sent instructions that cue of the accused
who was instrumental in the conviction of the other two*
bo pardoned. F.O. 84.857s F.o. to damerton (n.d.)s
Sheriff! Cemaercial dm-,;!re. po 422—5.

9. J.J5. larris* flag;^pB JSMapftt ai3°/ _

B.i. darby* Ifldfroffy off .^foloa fr^j 1800 t9 Present (NY#
1972)9 99 45-731 British anti-slavery campaign.
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The hao*e statement did not have any legal effect with

regard to Kutchis living ia Zanzibar, since it could not bo

applied* The :iao, however, promised that "he would not

foil to manifest his displeasure8 against the Kutehis

returning to Hutch after being *donowtcQd" as dealing in

alavoa*^
Captain Hacsortoa was instrumental ia having the Suitan

oi&a an agreement, 1at 1345, which restricted th& export of

slaves f***a the Sultan1© African dotttixtiens to his dominions

11
in Asia* while this agreement was responsible for eur*»

tailing the slave trade with Muscat, it did not put an

effective end to this trade* However, Captain Hasterton*©

death in office in 1856, and the gap of a few years before

the appointment of Col, Rigby as the new Consul, helped to

break the continuity in policies of sieve trad© abolition*
1 O

Col* Sigby was Consul in lanuibar "from 1858—61 and

mode a major effort to end the slave- trad© amongst the

Indiana* Hovever, the Foreign Office considered his hosti¬

lity to the sieve trad© as on© which woe "tmre of a personal
1 "4

than an official nature** Ittgtoy used the Act of 1824 and
1

the Act of 1B%3 'ia convicting a British subject of burcpoau

10* MAX, Foreign Bepts Court of B,1»C, to Gov,-i*t»Coua*,
Bombay, Me*30, 13-12-1833* £>*<!* BaaJit slavery, pp 30>
4* iluserton's accusations against banyans from Eutoh
and Katlxiawar, that they were engaged in slave trade more
than the Indian Hualloa, war© mad© in 1851,

11. F«0» 93*65/2 of 2-10-1845* See also F*0, 34,15*
12. F.O* 54*17, 1*0* to F.O*, 19-1I-I85S, (uid *th® agent for

fix© Ikmourabl© >l-izwny* . i lit s uaxy,

13* F*o. 84*1179, F.O. to Polly (draft), 29-4-1862.
14* F. Piggoti (I'ait it)(London1 1907), pp

372-0, 107-63 Cxitley btokes* '•
Voi*1, seo . jn,7, Act 3 C00.1 0,113 >1 yi & ¥21 Vict*98,
F.O* 64.1279, ho, 126 (1866), opinion of E,V* Ueaxn,
Solicitor to Bombay Government* This made British, subjects
living aayvisero since 1-11-1843 subject to the offence of
felony if they war© involved to slavery.
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descent for buying a slave boy, and a little later imprisoned

a British Indian for purchasing a slave girl. Iu his

attempts to stop the slave trade, Rigby etado no distinction

between Indians who woro British subjects and natives of

hutch who wero British protected persons* His only justi¬

fication for treating both the groups similarly was

that those mon who in their own country would
not be allowed to hold slaves, for they would
be prohibited by the British as a superior power,
it is not thought that subjects of those very
states going to Zanzibar should be permitted to
hold slaves*?5

The problem of the legality of his actions did not

deter iiigby* In I860 ho imprisoned and deported one

Mohammed Wazir, a wealthy man who claimed that he had been

born in Zanzibar, as had been his father, while his grand¬

father had come from Johanna* Rlgby also deported Xaau
« Zj.

hanji, a wealthy Indian plantation owner* Wo Order in

Council was in operation to sanction these punishments*

Firstly, since one of the accused was not a British subject,

ills imprisonment and deportation were illegal* Secondly,

even if the Order in Council had been operative the pro¬

ceedings would liav© been illegal because there is no record

that a Kadi of the Sultan hod any share in the actual

decision* Furthermore, the warrant for deportation did

not "extend however to deportation either for trial or for
17

punishment** *

The second stage of Rigby's anti-slavery campaign in

1@59 was preceded by an announcement thatt

15* F«P* Vol*.XXX, Report of the Committee on Slave Trade
(1870), p.50.

16. Sheriffs PP 427-3.
17. F, Piggotti

. ^territoriality, p.102.
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the purcii&ao or .sale of alavoa by British
subjects in any part of the world hod been
forbidden by British law and that all British
subjects owning slaves oust bring thosa to the
British Consulate within one month for the
purpose of emancipation on pain of being fined
up to iloo for each slave not delivered,'®

The Indian community was in turmoil and grave tensions

existed between the British Consulate and the British Indians«

At the end of the warning period not a single slave was

emancipated* Kigby then summoned the wealthiest Indian and

clapped him in irons and imprisoned him at the fort* 'Ha©

Indians went on hartal (strike) and the German and American

firms were informed that all foreign trade would be stopped*

Despite the imprisonment of Indians and the hartal by their

numbers* they were unable to effect any changes in the

Consular policies* Sigby kept up the pressure and in I860

extended the process to Pemba* By the time Rigby left in

1861| he claimed that 6*GOO slaves had been freed and* accor-
19

ding to him* British Indians had no slaves* * An officer on

the "Gorgon* claimed that Rigby had released 1*000 slaves

and that because of this there were threats against his

life* but because Rigby was a gallant man he walked with
20

"a clear conscience and a trusty revolver"•

On account of the acute shortage of labour in Zanzibar*

the released slaves* protected with their certificates of

freedom issued by the Kadi, wont to work with their old

masters as wage earners* Hence* Rtgby's slave trade

18* R. Couplond* fne p.1?2j 3heriff«
!* p.427* mentions a fine of $10*

19* F*0* 84*1120* Appendix to Muscat-Zanzibar Coesaission
(Mo*14* I860)* kirk wrote that because of the release of
so many slaves the faith of Indians and Arabs in slavery
was shaken*

20* Deverouxt "Gorman*. pp 156-7* Doubts on the number of
slaves released were also expressed by Charles Mow* ji&CS*
I^rlnt1§71)fliftftgft (London* 1874)
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measures merely transformed the slave labour- into a pool of

cheap labour to be used by the previous masters (though the

Sultan complained that abolition also had adverse effects
2 1

on trad© and business)." After Rigby left ^aaaibar, he

gave evidence to the Slave Trade Committee in 1871« In which

he told thorn$ nl have not had the slightest trouble in

providing for them (slaves) and they have not cost the
22

Government a shilling." Jiigby meant that the Indians bad

not received any compensation. Coup laird found this boast

of Rigby*8 a little heartless, especially since the British

subjects in the west Indies were compensated for tho slaves

released under the Act of 1833, while the British Indian

subjects received no such compensation. It is important

to note that the British Indian subjects and protected

persons were, by and large, ignorant of their legal rights

and obligations generally, and especially in relation to

abolition in /jonzibar. Tire fact that most of them would

not challenge authority, since they wore socially conserva¬

tive and were illiterate in English, meant that the consuls

could administer irao laws without tho persons subject to

those laws comprehending them. Tho Indians neither

pressed for any compensation, nor was any compensation ever

offered to them. It is interesting to note that ovn the

most ardent supporters of the anti-slavery campaign never

considered any reparations or any compensation to the

slaves, who were by far the worst sufferers from tho slave

21. P.O. 8%.1146, Sultan Kajla to Rigby, 26-7-1861. Majid
was worried that further stoppage would bo more disas¬
trous to the Indians and to his economy. .iigby,
however, denied tills. Rigby to F.O., 5—10—1861.

22. C.S.B. Russellt Gonorai Trilby, Bunylbar and tjie ^ave
Trade. (London* 1935). o. 1**3. For tho work of Kadis
tor Kazis in India) so© F.B, Tyabji* Buiianaaedan Law,
pp 'tO, 80—83.
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trade. The released slaves did not "cost the government a

single shilling" because Rig-by expended no finances in
23

training them for their new life and jobs as free men.

In terms of legality Rigby can bo faulted on two counts.

firstly, he held (again) no authority under an Order in

Council for his proceedings. Had there been an Order in

Council issued under the Foreign Jurisdiction Act of 1843#

his actions would have been legitimised. secondly, while

the British Indian subjects were subject to British Consular

jurisdiction, British protected persons were not. It

remained to ills successors to dispute and rectify the

legality of his proceedings.

The economic implications of Col. Rigby's measures

were that prices of fixed assets (houses, estates) dropped,

since people subject to British Jurisdiction could not

obtain slave labour. The measure of uncertainty which Col.

Higby felt because he had to carry a "trusty revolver" was

also felt by European and Indian merchants. They became

extremely anxious and were preparing to leave "in fear of
24

their lives and property:". It was assorted that because
25

the Indians held mortgages on Arab estates Rigby had

"struck at the very roots of slavery". While it can be

legitimately claimed that Col. Rigby had struck at the

roots of slavery amongst the Indians, and thus rocked their

position in the economy, it cannot be claimed that he had

struck at the roots of slavery itself. The role of

23. R. Couplandt exploitation. p.1?4*
24. R.J. Gavins Palraersten«s Policy, p.334.
25. ibid., pp 329-30.
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the Indiana is aore complex than has hitherto been

pointed out. Consul Eigby had used Indians engaged in

coastal commerce as informers on the movement of slave

26
ships, and during the visit of the "Gorgon4*, under the

command of Captain Wilson, two of Col, Rig-by* s Indian boat-
27

men and his boat were used to Irunt slaving vessels. The

dual role of Indians, as helpers in the campaign to abolish

the slave trade and as financiers of tlx© slave trade,

placed thorn in a difficult position with the regime of the

Sultan of Zanzibar and tho British Consul, However, since

no attempt was made directly to control slavo trading by
f y v"

the Arab caravans, tho slavo trade persisted,*" Tho slave

trade was an integral part of the fabric of the Zanzibar
29

economic empire and rooted in the Islamic pattern of life.

Hence, while the British Indian subjects were not allowed

to trad© in slaves, thus affecting their hold on the estates,

the slave trade generally continued because the French,

Portuguese, Americans and Spanish continued to buy slaves.

The real effect of the exercise of this extraterritorial

jurisdiction was to divide the economy into "legitimate"

26. F,0, 84.1146, Rigby to Anderson, Chief Secretary Bombay
Govt., 14-5-1861.

27. tf.C, Devoreux: "Gordon", p,97, Indian sepoys also
accompanied Livingstone on his mission. See E, Hutchin¬
son: The Slav© -Trade of Sast Africa (London: 1874), p,31,

28. For instance, in 1873-4 Captain Elton in ixis diaries
observed that slavo trade caravans were allowed to
proceed without hindrance, Soa L.A, Loftus: Elton and
Past Africa Coast Slave Trade (London: 1932), pp 5-30.

29. £, Hutchinson: Slave Trade, p.14.
30. ibid.. pp 15-16. See also II, Temperly and L. Penson:

Foundations of British Foreign Policy from Pitt (1792)
to'Salisbury (1902] t London: 19oo). Doc.114. Palmerston
to Russell, 31-7—1362, pp 303—4.

31. W.C. Devereux: "Gor,an*. pp 112, 4o4-5«
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commerce, defined by the .British Consulate, and the (illegal)
slavo-basod segtaonts of the economy# The Indian business

coiwuHinity could only £>raetis© in the wl©sitiisafc©w sector

of the economy and this divided them from the Arab and th©

Zanzibar! business communities# Hie result of Col# Rigbyfs

policies was that the smaller Indian traders had to leave

Zanzibar, while the wealthier traders adjusted their losses

by clumaeliing their cax&al into the sector of Blegitimatew
32

commerce# Hence, while the Arabs were left to practise

the old slave-based trade, the Indians, for fear of le^al

action, bejaa to channel their aoorgios into tmafomiing

the nature of trade#

*(b) of Lo.jux i-frfryralsalj 1362-yo#
Aftor Rigtoy left, and boforo Churchill arrived as

Consul in 1067» a distinction was mad© between British

subjects who had registered themselves at the cousulafco and
33

those who luid rofuood to do so# Until tho arrival of

Churcliiil, tho subjects of tho Rao of Kutch, who had not

registered themselves, were under JuJfcm Majid*s protection

and were allowed to hold slaves# Col# L# Polly and Lt# Col#

PIayfair (1863-07) raised some important issues of a juris¬

dictional nature about British subjects and protected persons

32# R# Couplandt BxpJLoitat ion* p#174, however, doos not see
any "slump" in Indian business because in 1870 Indians
wore as prosperous as in i860,

33. KAI, Forei^i Dept (1866), Mo#64, Hoc#. I#0. to Governor
General in Council, 23-6-18661 F.O# 54.23, P.73} F#0.
93.116/1# Hie Order in Council(9-8-1866) stated that
a resistor bo kept by tho Consul and that any British
persons* "who shall rofuso or nogrlect to tho satisfaction
of the Consul, shall not be entitled to be recognised or
protected as tho British subject on respect of any suit,
dispute or difficulty in which he may have boon, or may
be engaged or involved within the dominions of tho Sultan
of Zanzibar at any time when he shall not have been or
siiall not bo so enrolled#n
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in Zanzibar* During this period serious problems affecting

jurisdiction over British protected persons were highlighted.

However, the consuls found it difficult to correct some of

the wrongs which had previously been committed.

PIayfair, who had previously served the Bombay Govem-
34

ment in Yemen, brought to the notice of the Indian

Government and the Foreign Office the unsatisfactory state

of the administration of justice in Zanzibar. He pointed

out that according to the convention of commerce the

local authorities and the Sultan can neither

apprehend a British subject nor search his house
without the consent and cooperation of the consul.

The first positive action that PIayfair took duringthis

period of appraisal of policies was to apply pressure for

the enactment of an Order in Council which would reorganise

and define criminal jurisdictions. Since Playfair was not

vested with many powers, he felt that any person imprisoned

by him might sue him for false imprisonne nt. He suggested

that severe criminal cases be tried at the Bombay High Court.

The representation by Playfair on the need for an

Order in Council was followed by discussions between the

Bombay Government, the India Government and the Foreign

Office. The Advocate General at Bombay was of the opinion

34. See R.L. Playfair» A History of Arabia Felix.

35. F.O. 54.22, Playfair to Bombay Govt., 2-6-1865, p.10;
Article V of 1839 Treaty provided for the administration
of civil justice but did not mention criminal jurisdiction.

36. ibid.. F.O. to I.O., 28-3-1865, wanted to know what the
Indian Govt thought of Playfair*s ideas, in reply to
which 1.0. to F.O., 8-9-1865, pointed out that "Supreme
Court" was not the correct designation of the High Court
at Bombay.
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that "the consul at Zanzibar should be invested with the

legal autliority to try criminal oaaos" and that this

authority ought to apply not only to charges by one British

subject against another but also by a native subject of tho

Buitan against a British subject, since

The Treaty of 31 May 1859 (sic) loaves almost
untouched th© position of British subjocts
committin; crimes within tho domins of the
Sultan*

The India Office * s opinion on the above suggestion was that

tho decision ought to be left with the Foreign Office, but

it agreed that cases of gravo importance bo sent to tho High

Court at Bombay far trial *"^ Tho Foreign office, after con¬

sulting the law officers, decided that Her Majesty*s

Gorermaent would issue an Ordor in Council to oxorciso

jurisdiction upon Indians in Zanzibar in accorUarico with the

Treaty of 1839# but felt that the India Office ought to
39

express an opinion upon its terms* The India Offico

could not find any evidence of the authority under which

appelate decisions of tho Zanzibar consular court could be

redressed at the Bombay High Court• Sir Charles Wood. felt

that tho Order in Council might not suffice to empower it

to exorcise jurisdiction, since no provision was derived
40

from a Foreign Jurisdiction Act* II© also doubted if tho

High Court at Bombay was legally empowered to try criminal

cases from Zanzibar, on which assessors in Zanzibar differed,

37. ibid*. Opinion* The Acting Advocate General at Bombay,
No* 27, 26—4—1865, PP 133—4* The Treaty mentioned heroin
is the Treaty of I839 and not 1859*

38* ibid.* I.o* to F.O,, 11-5-1865, P.57.
39* ibid*« F*0* to X*0*, 19-7-1865, there is an incorrect

montion to the Treaty as being that of I838,
40. ibid., 1*0. to F.O*, 8-9-I865, P.107. The High Court

at Bombay was empowered by Act of Parliament 25*5.
Vict.c.104.
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During the course of the discussions, the Political

Department of the Bombay Government referred to Playfair

about another important matter. It wanted Playfair to

ascertain whether tho Sultan of Zanzibar would
be willing to convoy formally to tho British
Government, the jurisdiction in criminal ca|^s
over British subjects within hi3 dominions.

Playfair was reluctant to got permission from tho Sultan

since

H.II. is under the impression that the various
foreign nations Iiavo already the undoubted right
of self-govornment in all raaitojr^ civil and
criminal through their consuls. k'~

Playfair mentioned that tho governments of Prance, America

and Hamburg had already devised, through their consuls,
43

rules of civil mod criminal procedure, r,I only am in the

unpleasant position of having to execute authority for which

41. ibid.. Political Dept. Bombay Govt, to I.O., No. 31,
22-7-1365, p.129.

42* ibid.. Tlayfair to X.O., 21-7-1865. dust prior to this
Playfair had issued a "Notification'* on 10-7-1865, that
every British subject as a mortgager or a mortgagee of
property not taken possession of, should be brought for
examination, registration and endorsement to the British
Consulate. Failing that tho Consul would not help in
the recovery of any claims. Sultan Majid had approved
of this "Notification",

%3. Extraterritorial rights wore granted by treaties to
America (1833). Franco (1844), Ilanseatic Republic (1859),
Portugal (18795> Italy (1879)* Belgium (18S5), Germany
(I885), Austria (108?J, Russia (1896). J.H. Vaughani
Dual Jurisdiction, p.9# is incorrect in asserting that
one of the reasons for the above treaties (apart from
Britain) was to punish tho slave trad© offenders.
There was no mention of slave trade abolition or juris¬
diction for that purpose in th© treaties of USA (1833)
or France (1844). As a matter of fact slave trade bar^BLaa
were known to use th© French flag. The treaties with USA,
France and ilanseatic Republic were commercial treaties
caul the separation of Zanzibar from Muscat after th©
Canning Award of 1861 did not affect the operation of
those tx*eaties. USA relinquished these rights over Zanzibar
and that part of the protectorate which was British East
Africa on 25-2-1905 by a Convention with Britain. See
J.B. Moores International Law. Vol. II, sec.267# p.638.
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I have no legal 'warrant" • The Sultan would have been wiser

to question more closely the nature of extraterritorial

.jurisdiction in his dominions , especially since Consul

Playfair*s fundamental interest was to entrench Britain* s

political position# In legal terms Playfair felt that it

was his duty only to safeguard his own position, especially

in view of the fact that the other consuls d-d have the

necessary authority to exorcise this jurisdiction# The

separate demands from the Christian nations to exerciso

oxtratorritozi-Eflrn jurisdiction in Zanzibar had created a

judicial Babel, while the Sultan became increasingly

incapacitated in passing any legislation affecting foreigners#

At the conclusion of tho consultations between the

Foreign Office, the Indian Government and the Bombay Govern¬

ment , the Foreign Office sent copies of a draft Order in
45

Council to which Playfair made detailed amendments. " The

Order in Council was issued

under the authority vested in Her Majesty by
tho Foreign Jurisdiction Act of 24th August
1843 and Foreign Jurisdiction Amendment Act
1866.

This Foreign Jurisdiction Act provided for tho enactment of

the Ordor in Council, which conferred civil and criminal

jurisdiction on any of Her Majesty*s courts outside the

United Kingdom. It also provided for any regulations,

decrees, orders and sentences to onforco and execute these

44# The Sultan of Zanzibar was not as farsighted as tho Nuba
Pasha in Egypt who attempted to consolidate these juris¬
dictions through an international tribunal# See Norman
Bentwick* "Capitulatory System", British Yearbook of
International Law (1933), Vol# XIV, p.94#

%5« F#0# 54*23, F,Q. to Playfair, 25—10—1866; Foreign Juris¬
diction Act, 24-8-1843} 6&7 Vict.cap.94, sec.4; Tho
Foreign Jurisdiction(Amendment Act 1866)* 29 & 30 Vict#
cap#87, 6—8—1866#

46. ibid.. 22-10-1866, p. 14$ F.O. 54.22, 20-11-1865, p.47*
Memoranda on tho Order in Council by Lt# Col# Playfair.
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judgments • Hie Order in Council was divided into civil

juriadiction (Articles 6-12) and criminal jurisdiction

(Articles 13-23) • Tho civil jurisdiction allowed thie

consular court to deal with civil suits and the right of

appeal on cases with a matter at issue of over #200 to the

High Court at Bombay. Flayfair did not want to entrust

the Kadis as sole investigators in matters concerning

British subjects9 since they wex-o "all banal in the extreme".

On criminal matters, Eeilly, a consultant on this Order in

Council, raised the peculiar problems created by Article 15»

which gave povox*s of deportation after second conviction on

47
slave trade matters. ' Flayfair's interpretation of Article

30 (see footnote 33) was that no person having an option of

being under British protection would be regarded as having

it unless he complied w± h tho Order in Council. However,

natural born British subjects could claim protection even

without previous registration, but neglect to register

would not absolve them from any laws of their country. Hie

Foreign Office, while agreeing in substance with Playfair1s

interpretation, instructed him to "interfere for the protec¬
ts

tion of an unregistered subject", only in special and

exceptional cases. The registration of British subjects

was made difficult in Zanzibar by the fact that tho Sultan

did not demand their registration. In Turkey, the British

4?. F.O, 84.23» Keilly*s Opinion, 12—4—1866, one. in
Treasury to F.O., 13-4-1866.

48. F.G. 84.1279, F.O. to Playfair, 4-1-1867. It would seem
that the P.O. should have used the terra unregistered
protected person and not "unregistered subject". Playfair
was also given a warrant to solemnize marriages, see F.O.
54.24A, P.O. to Playfair, 12-1-1867, and enc, P#7.
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ami otiter foreign subjects wore required by police regulations
49

to register at their respective consulates#

The provisions of the 1866 Zanzibar Order in Council

rolating to British subjects shall extend and apply
to all British subjects of Her Majesty, whether by
birth or by naturalisation, and also to all persons
enjoying Her Majesty's protection in the dominions
of the Sultan#50

Vith the completion of the drafting of this Order in Council,

the Foreign Office and its law officers formulated rules and
51

regulations-^ for the consular court at Zanzibar, which were

based on the Order in Council# While the minor civil cases

did not require personal attendance, except as a witness,

the criminal cases would require an issue of warrant for

attendance# Provision was also mado for giving evidence
*

under oath# Prisoners could not too committed to the Zanzibar

Government's prisons unless they were certified by a physician,

except in places whore British consular prisons existed#

Playfair had recommended the us© of the Indian Penal Code

since it was simple and the British residents were used to

it, and the Foreign Office accepted it as a criminal law to

which British subjects wero amenable,

Playfair was succeeded as consul by Churchill"'** (1867-

70) who, armed with the Order in Council and the Rules and

49. P#P# Vol. VIII (1857-8), p. 291, F.W. Calvert, Q.4455-8,
Seymour Fitzgerald of the Select Committee on Consular
System saw in this jurisdiction "something of a character
of an iranerium in imporio". ibid.. q#4481#

50, Piggott: Exterritoriality, pp 154-5# It is not clear
why Piggott claims that the Persian Order in Council 1889
expressed more accurately what it meant, while the
Zanzibar Order in Council was not specific in mentioning
the jurisdiction as applying not only to the Queen's own
subjects, but also over the subjects of the states which
were tinder the protection of England,

51# F#0« 93#11o/l, F.O. 84.1279# "Rules and Regulations for
the Consular Court at Zanzibar". Hieso wero approved
by the Secretary of State for the F.O# on 28—2—1867#

52# ibid.. F.O. 84.1279, Churchill to Bombay Govt,, 11-6-1867.
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Regulations formed prior to his arrival , dealt with minor

infractions of the Civil Code. However, his major preoccu¬

pation was to untangle the web of complex jurisdiction over

the criminal offences of British subjects and protected

persons. Part of this complexity resulted from the contra¬

dictory legacy of Rigby and PXayfair, who had exercised

jurisdiction without relying on legal guidelines* Despite

Rigby* s claim to have released vast numbers of British—held

slaves, Churchill estimated that about 1,200 were still held

by Indians, especially Kutchis, who were under the protection

of the Sultan* Churchill's main task was to bring this

group of Kutchis within British consular jurisdiction. He

expected that the Sultan would renounce his control over

people from the Kutch and other protected states of India,

He based his belief on assertions by Consul Felly, PIayfair

and the Bombay Government* Churchill pointed out that until

it was brought to liis notice, the Sultan had never doubted

the right of Her Majesty's Government over the Kutchis*

The Sultan had sent a Kutchi to be tried by Churchill, even

though he was under the protection of the Sultan, and this

might have boon construed as a tacit admittance for the

exercise of British consular jurisdiction* Churchill

believed, however, that the Saltan, had done this out of

courtesy* Despite this, Churchill demanded from the Sultan

jurisdiction over Jeipan Waljoe for helping in robberies of

British Indian shops* Recognition by Churchill of the

Sultan's protection over the Kutchi did not deter him from
*4

exorcising liis jurisdiction over tfaljoe.

53* ibid.. Churchill to Bombay Govt*, 22-12-1867*
54. ibid.* Churchill to Sultan Kajid, 10-12-186?{ Sheriff#

Commercial umpire* pp 431-2.
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Tiiis period of reappraising the legal position was

simultaneously accompanied by attempts at extending consular

jurisdiction* Now that Consul Churclxill hod legislation to

bade hiia up and the fact that the SuJan had silently

acquiesced, gavo fcho consuls increasing: grounds to extend

thoir do facto legal position beyond the limits granted to

tlieta* Bonce raany of the consular rights were acquired by

sufferance because the sovereign was not totally aware of

the long term implications of the exercise of such juris¬

diction and instituted no measures to safeguard his interests*

Since Churchill did not receive any response from the

Jul tan to hi© demand for jurisdiction over .*al joo of 10

December 186?» ho wrote again on 19 December 186?, further

elaborating his position* Churchill claimed tliat during:

iiamerton* s and Higby*© time all Indians had boon under

British protection and that the recent lapse of protection

over certain Indians did not mean that protection over them

had boon abandoned* J~* Too late, the Sultan realised how

Ills silence and courtesy had been misconstrued* Sultan

Majld, in his reply, cociplainod about interference by

Churciiill which exceeded the treaty limits* Ho carefully

onuiaorated the various ©vents leading to the submission by

Playfair of a register of all British subjects and protected

persona* He therefore considered "the status of all such

as had not entered their names in the consular register, as

assimilated to the Arabs in reference to jurisdiction, and
5b

at liberty to buy slaves".

55. ibid.. Churchill to Sultan Kajid, 19-12-186?.
56. ibid.. Sultan Hajid to Churchill, 21-12-1867*
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Having clearly recognised tliat Churchill was trying to extend

British jurisdiction. Sultan Majid strongly differed with

Churchill * s claim that these persona remained under British

control, "Tills view is at variance with that entertained

by your predecessors at Zanzibar", he said, and requested

Churchill to put the case to his government# Moreover, all

natives of India in Majid*s service were coder his protection,

since many were bom in Zanzibar, "Some of theci as far

as fifty years ago and we look upon thorn and their children

as our subjects and Arabs,"

Tli© Bombay Government agreed with this view and informed

Churchill that he could not exercise jurisdiction, since the

subjects of the Rao of Kutch were not British "by right of
58

birth or by force of registration". While it was expedient

to interfere with them, the only answer was to get a legal

and morally binding contract concerning them. The Governor

in Council of India felt that the issue was whether the

subjects of Kutch merely held slaves, or whether they were

involved in transactions with slavery. Hie Council felt

that tho position of the Kutehis would be the same as of

people from Kathiawar, especially if they were involved in

the purchase or sale of slaves. The legal considerations

demanded would be of the type used upon an English firm,
CQ

Fraser and Company, under English Statute Law, To these

queries, Churchill affirmed the Kutohis* role in slave

57. ibid.

58. F,0, 84,1292, Secretary of Bombay Govt to Foreign
Secretary Govt of India, 31-3-1868.

59. F,0, 84,1279» Ho,4l8, Secretary Govt of India to
Secretary of Bombay Govt, n,d.
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dealing- and wrote I

Tho question at issue therefore, to rae appears
to bo, whether it is expedient for British
Government to relinquish their hold on the Kutchis,
who form the wealthiest class of trading population
at Zanzibar#&0

He further warned the Government to bo prepared for a com¬

pensation claim whoa the Kutchis realised that the British

Political Agent had no right to deprive them of an article

of trade, which was not a crime in either their state of

origin or the state they resided in# Churchill was clearly

opposed to the "inconvenience arising from duplex authority"

and according to him the Kutchis preferred a rigid control

of the type exorcised by Col# Rigby#^'
Churchill reinforced his interventionist argument by

contending that Her Majesty's Government could not call

upon the Sultan of Zanzibar to stop the slave trade, while

at tho same time allowing the Kutchis to hold slaves#

Secondly, that if they wore once allowed to hold slaves

they could not later be stopped from engaging or trading in
62

slaves# Hence Churchill preferred the Foreign Office to

take a more interventionist position than the Government of

India had hitherto taken#

Churchill's sensitivity to the economic implications

of protection can be further seen in the case of the "negro

lads, now being brought up in Zanzibar by the Church

Missionary Society", since they too were entitled to be

placed under British protection# In this case, however,

Churchill wondered if anything short of an Act of Parliament

60# ibid#, Churchill to Secretary of Bombay Govt, 14—8—1868,
Churchill did not deal with the issue of Fraser and Co#

61. F.O. 34.1325, Churchill to F.O., 18-1-1870#
62. P.P. Vol.LXII (1871), No.19. ibid.. Churchill to F.G.

18-1-1870.
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could make a British subject or "anyone bom a foreigner".

While all the Africans and Aaixzibaris were being "abstracted

from the Saltan's Courts of Justice"^ one© they assumed jobs

with foreigners, Churchill was reluctant to follow this

principle, which -would have at©ant granting British protection

to about 10,000 persona employed by Indians. Since this

largo segment of the population did not carry on the slave

trade, nor was it in a position of economic strength, its

treaty rights were not stressed.

Th© position of this very large group of Africans,

emancipated from slavery and working for the British subjects,

did not tax the mind of the Foreign Office. The Church

Missionary Society, ©specially its lay secretary, E.

Hutchinson, who had recorded the active interests of the Govern¬

ment in resettling freed slaves in Sierra Leone, was appre¬

hensive of the British Government • s interest in East African

slaves, "both in the matter of providing for the support of

tho slaves and of extending to them the protection and
64

privileges of British subjects"• Conversely, the jurisdiction

over tho Indian British protected persons was zealously
65

applied because of their economic strength, while

no such measures wore used on the freed slaves who were

British subjects and upon whom there was need to spend

63. P.O. 84.132 5» Churchill to Seex'otary Bombay Govt, 13-9-1676.
'fixe emancipated African slaves were also to be found
at Nassick in India. Burton mentions "a Zanzibar! negro
probably a descendant of emancipated slaves" near Karachi{
se© diehard Burtons 3ind Eeviaitod. Vol.1 (Londonil8?7)t
p. 40.

64. E. hutchinsoxxt Slave Trade, p.87.
65* Por the application of this jurisdiction in the Ottoman

Empire, see P.P. Vol.VIII (1837-8), Q.225G, pp 227-9.
E. Hammond, the Under—Secret aiy, F.O., described this
jurisdiction as "very valuable".
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ffk
money to find employment and training* The kassiok estab»

li&mvut in Ueetera India for frsou slaws was closed in

1«7'i and missionaries in Mombasa vers asked to toko ears of

the Massick boys Bine© there wore no training facilities

Ilk© Hassiok in Zanzibar or the coast, the released slaves

formed a reservoir of cheap labour. Most of those on the

coast wore allowed to continue working for their previous
68

because it was the least disruptive and the

least ©sspaajsive course of action to take*

The case of the jurisdiction over the Indiana in

Zanzibar was also la direct contrast to the situation in

the Levant, where Britain and other European countries

granted their jurisdiction iadi3crialn&t3Xy« Bocauao of

the coercive nature of the British jurisdiction in Zanzibar*

no Xutchls flocked to the British Consulate to seals its

protection. Therefore, unlike the Levant, wtier© British

jurisdiction was sought by mwxy merchants (including

Indiana), in Zanzibar the Consule"''were actively involved

in asserting jurisdiction,

Tli® task of applying British jurisdiction over British

Indian subjects and protected person® in Zanzibar was quite

complex. It was mainly the position of the Indians which

prompted the Foreign Office to express Its dissatisfaction

66* E* Hutchinsont Slave Trade* p.90.

67# J*E* Harris« African ffreaenco* pp 35, 74-6*
63, J.P. Harrisi Travels. Researches* p.I06. Elton

mentions that of the 1 ,'4dfe slaves of Indians released,
920 remained with their masters, 48S began a new life.

69m So© la contrast B.C.M. PXatt* Cinderella Service, pp
136—"* I, who ciaioas that this passive consular protec¬
tion was provided in the Levant • Even the US Consul in
Zanzibar was loath© to the grant of jurisdiction over the
estate of a US consular employee from Comoro Islands.
See J.B. Mooret International Law. Vol.II, soc.259# p.600*
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•with the consulate* in Zanzibar* The consulate was subject

to instructions from the Foreign Office en th® slave trade,

but with the Indians involving themselves in the slave

trade and seeking the protection of the Sultan, there were

new complications* while the Indian Government did not

look favourably upon Col* Higtoy'a strong measures, the

Foreign Office felt that Britain would liave to ask its own

70
subjects to stop the slave trade before asking the Sultan*'

Hence there was a aeaauro of agreement between Churchill * s

more interventionist standpoint and the stand taken by the

Foreign Office*

It was possibly because of this attitude of the Foreign

Office and the consul that there was a shift in the posi¬

tions adopted by both the Bombay and Indian Governments*

While the Bombay Government was still of the opinion that

the subjects of the Bao of Kutch were not to be interfered

with in Zanzibar, it felt that nthey could not exempt

themselves from British law by taking service with the

Sultan*, The Government of India was informed by Bombay

that non-registering Kutchis had thought that ttth©y wero

emancipated from all control and interference and that tho

Sultan himself favours theao protensions *• Churchill, in

turn, wrote to th® Suitan that the Indian Government toy no

moans recognised the claim mode by certain Kutchia and

other subjects of protected states in India to be exempted

from all control over them by the British Political Agency,

on the grounds that they had nsglectad to inscribe their

70* F*0. 3'i. 1279, F«0* Memo, 11-11-1870*
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names on the Consular Register. Churchill felt that he was

71
therefore 3enjoined to interfere authoritatively0. II©

further informed the British Indians, protected persons and

the Sultan*s Indian subjects, that the provisions of the
72

Indian Penal Code were applicable to them.

This consular jurisdiction was extended to British

protected persons in the service of foreigners. Churchill
73

arrested a Madras! Indian servant of Baron von dor Docken

called Arnasalio who was undor the protection of the Sultan,

fined alia IMT500, and imprisoned him until he could be sent
74

out of the country. Amasallo was deported, as a prisoner,

on a native Kutch vessel, and his fino was paid from his
75

Zanzibar ostate0 Consul Euan—Smith followed Churchill's

precedent when he deported a Kutchi, Jaita Nanji, for life

to Bombay after a charge of slave dealing was proved. He

was fined $MT1,50Q.7°
While no complaints were registered by any foreign

powers over the exercise of this jurisdiction, the Sultan

strongly protested and told Churchill that he would not

71. P.P. Vol.LXI (1870), c.141, p.38, Mo.38, one.2, 20-1-1869;
see also F.O. 84.1292.

72. ibid.■ PP Vol.1X1, ene.4, 21-1-1869, p.39| F.O. 84.1307,
Secretary of Bombay Govt to Churchill, No.1255, 17-4-1869.
The Govt oft India awaited the arrival of the Sultan*s
envoy before making a decision.

73. Baron von dor Beckon gave up an army career to join a
Bavarian traveller, Albrecht Roscher, but found that
Roscher had been murdered. Deckon was made a honorary
Fellow of the Royal Geographical Society in 1863 and given
a gold medal in 1864 for exploration on the mainland.

74. P.P. Vol.LXI (1070), No.38, one.1, pp 42-3j Vox.LXIV
(1874), No.15, 22-5-1873. The deportation was presumably
authorised under Indian Penal Code and Article XV of the
Order in Council.

75. NAI, Foreign Bopt (Political A), No.340-2, 22-5-1873,
No.17, and one. In this Report his fine is mentioned
as $100.

76. F.O. 84.1417, No.116 and eric., Euan-Smith to F.O., 14-8-1875.
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assist the British Consulate

in compelling our subjects sad those uador our
protection to Tree their slaves, and in the
event of your forcing them to do so, it will be
against our will and we shall not be constrained
to address a complaint of such proceedings to
Her Majesty's Government•77

Churchill realised too late that he had "overstepped the

limits of say powers", after having misinterpreted instructions

from Bombay,^ in that he could not interfere with the Sutohie

under the Sultan's protection* His new position, without

informing fch© Sultan of his mistake but appearing to

"conciliate matters", was that he would not have any Juris¬

diction over the Sultan's subjects who held domestic slaves,

but would still exorcise control over those carrying on the

slave trade* Churchill informed the Sultan that any new-

arrivals from India would not be entitled to seek the

79
Sultan's protection# ^ Hence the process of insulating the

Indians from seeking any accommodation with the Sultan's

regime was to bo twofold* Cfc the one hand, the kutchis

were being brought under British Jurisdiction, as British

protected persons, and on tho other hand tho new arrivals

were not to b© given a chance to integrate effectively in

the Sultan's economic empire* Therefore the struggle for

the control of the Indians had reached a furtiiez* stage

under Consul Churchill* Britain's control was becoming

increasingly dominant and was increasing the dependency

77* P*P# Vol*LSI (1670), H&*3S. one.2, p.44* Churchill
also acknowledged a vorbaJytemplaint, see F*0# 34*1292,
Churchill to Secretary of Bombay Govt, 25-2-1869.

78, ibid*, ho.33, cac.l, F.o. 84,1307, Churcliill to
Secretary of Bombay Govt, 26-2-1869.

79m ibid* ho.38, eno.4, 20-2-1869, p.45s F.o. 84*1370,
Churchill to Majid, 1-2-1869* Hie tone of this letter
is much stronger than the latter correspondence with
the Sultan*
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of Zanzibar*s political ©lit© because the commercial class

was increasingly being alienated from tliem.

The Bombay Government tried to restrict Churchill * a

powers by instructing him that he could legitimately ask for

lists of slaves from the Kutchis* but could not ask them the

numbers of domestic slaves they held* Those instructions

were among the many others which were sent to Churchill and

had confused him* It was on his sick leave in England that

Churchill read another statement to the effect that the

"Indian Penal Code had no operation at Zanzibar" and that

its provisions could not 'be used on the Kutchis# He

reiterated thai the Order in Council of 9 August 1866 had

pointed out that "the Indian Penal Cod© was the law to be

applied at Zaozbiar** Furthermore* he felt that withdrawal

from the authoritarian course taken with the Zanzibar

Indians would lead to Britain losing ground on the East
81

coast of Africa, Sluice the legality of British extra¬

territorial control was subsumed within the wider context

of British political influence* Churchill's prime concern

was not the legality of consular control* but the fact that

no step should be taken which would make British influence

decline in Zanzibar*

To consolidate this political influence over the

Kutchis in legal tortas* the Bombay Government took another

step. Since the Rao of Hatch's statement following his

Proclamation of I836 had no legal validity in Zanzibar* he

was induced by the Bombay Government to issue a Proclamation

80# F.O* 84*1307* ho*1033 * Secretary of Bombay Govt to
Churchill* 31-3-1869*

81# ibid** Churchill to F,0« * 12-8—1869*
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to ills subjects by birth, but resident in 2aaslbar* The

Proclamation of 1869 stated that the British Government "will,

by virtu© of the aforesaid permission, treat you who reside

at Zanzibar as its own subjects"• While the main purpose

of this Proclamation was the abolition of the slave trade,

the acting Consul, John Kirk, felt tlmt this new jurisdiction

would make British influence in Zanzibar paramount* Even

after the issuance of tho Proclamation* Kirk alluded to the

same problems* While the status of the Kutchis was clearer

than before, lie had not considered it advisable

to put all the pressures of the Order fully in
force, unless in slave trading matters ever those
Kutchis who had willingly denationalised them*
selves and still were considered as being other
than naturalised Arabs*62

fh© process of British control was intensified with another

Proclamation by the ©ad of 1872, referred to as "spirited"

by Coupiand,®"*ln which the Sao warned his ex-subjects that

the British Government

will deal with you as with its own subjects and
punish you severely f and furthermore your property
in hutch will bo confiscated by say Government,
know this to be certain*

82* F*G, 84*1344, Kirk to Secretary of Bombay Govt, 28*9*1871.
It would have been perfectly legal for British subjects
or protected persons to expatriate themselves by witnessing
a document called "declaration of alienage", but if they
Iiad been involved in slave trade before the date of
becoming alien., they would not be absolved frost

prosecution* See Piggotti nationality, Vol*1, pp
146-52*

83* R* Coupiandt Exploitation, p*203| F*G. 84*1392, 1*0* to
F*0*, 3-4*1873* India office described the Proclamation
as a "more forcible enactment"* The Treaty of Alliance
of 1319 between Bast India Co* and the Rao did not place
Hutch under the British Crown; Sheriff i
Empire, pp 419-20; P.G.C.P* 2314 (4/V2/1S19).

@4* P*P* Vol.LXI (18?0), correspondence on Frere Mission,
15*12*1872, pp 18-19* Jurisdiction over subjects of
Indian native states resident in Oman was obtained by
Britain in 18731 -see Lorisaora Gazetteer, Vol,!, pp 522-3,
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While tho process of instiuirtag this jurisdiction over the

British protected persona had boon spread over a fairly long

period, it was imposed an the Eutehia and was not claimed by

thou# Certain lo..;ol writers portray the whole process in

a totally different light, by stressing til© fact that

Jurisdiction was "claimed"!

Ta© claim of subjects or relative states to
British protection in foreign countries ia
recognised by the Orders in Council, wMch
regulate the exorcise of British Jurisdiction
in Zanzibar, Muscat sad elaewhoro#®^

Sinco the Jurisdiction was imposed and not claimed by the

British Indian subjects, they were not in advance able to

Judge if such a jurisdiction was to their advantage, ae

opposed to the Sultan* s jurisdiction#

The British Consulate and Political Agency in Zanzibar

now had jurisdiction over all British subjects and protected
36

persons# fta® Sultan could exorcise powers of search and

arrest only with the permission of the Consul, tout the Sultan
87

had to protect the person and property of British subjects#

Hence the Sultan had lost most of the advantages to be

derived from the presence of British subjects and protected

Mm a—■■Mm urn

85# duo A.l#. Seatou & G.G# Philliawret M^S
courts. p*43#

86# F#I»# fDi«LXI {1870}, Ho#2l, enc.11, There were 3,637
British subjects, iaeludin^ 22 English subjects and 31
Qoon residents, who wore treated as British protected
persons in absence of a Portuguese Consulg P#o# 84# 1483,
Ho#63, cmc«1, Kirk to F#0.s 10»%«1877s contains further
comment 01a. treatment of Portuguese subjects in *Meao»
randusa of existing Commercial Treaties between Zanzibar
and Foreign states"# Bertram Thomasa Arab lhUb...una^-
Al'bn daid PvnaatY of Oman. Raleigh Lecture, British
A&aatmy (London# 1938}, p#19, aaakos the mistake of
referring to residents of Indian protected states in
Oman in 1873 us "Indian state subjects" and not as
protected persons#

87# ?♦ iioliswoodi "the Trade between India and Bast Coast of
WffiifaitfY 9* Artff» Ho# 1686, Vol.
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person* g but was &ncimbmv&d with providing thorn with the

services to protect their person and property.

Uc) MI& ma. saiaaaia JBfcfcto a

Hi© consular jurisdiction ijad hitherto boon Imposed by

consuls who spout relatively short periods in Zanslbar.

John Kirk had join©d the consul eto as a surgeon sad had

acted, as a consul whoa Churchill vaa on sick leave. lie

was a person who clearly understood Britain's role in

Zanzibar mid who stayed in office for a loan enough period

as the Consul densral (1874-1887) to be aisle to regulate the

novly acquired jurisdiction. iiirk's gro&t strength was that,

while he was file with the Sultan and severe with tlx© Indians,

he managed to maintain their confidence. It was during

Ms fconuro th&t pressures were brought to increase tlx© scop©

of the Treaty of 1343, to attempt to stop the slave trade

ia the Sultan's African dasMaiouo. lie not only eliminated

the inconsistencies in imposing this jurisdiction, but

managed, to apply Ms policy uoliorraly. Ilsfc explained

that the

question of compulsory jurisdiction over imai-
greats who have settled her© with little idea of
rstumiiq to their native land would never have
boon raised,

had they not involved themselves ia the slave trade. The

exorcise of this jurisdiction indirectly furthered British

interests against European and American rivals.

Kirk demonstrated the explication of this acompulsory

88. P.O. 84.13%%, Kirk to Secretary of Bombay Govt s
23-9-1871.
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jurisdiction" in 1371, lie dealt with two Kuichis at

tho Consular Court. ISio first Kutchi had confessed to

purchasing a female slave for $30. However, he contended

that ho had boon long registered as a protootod subJoet of

the Sultan, and secondly that the girl had been acquired as

a concubine, and that he understood that the Indian Govern*

meat had not disallowed this. Kirk used tho 1869 Proela*

laatioa of tho Rao of Kutch t> dispose of th© question of

jurisdiction* on. the second .point EirOc found the Kutchi

guilty of purchasing a slave after Instructions from tho

Bombay Government not to buy or soil slaves. In the second

case, although the Kntehi was bom in Gaaasibur, Kirk felt

that ho did not have the legal rights over an Arab subject

of Indian parents, who was born in Zanzibar. However, since

the case Involved the sale of am ©state and five slaves after

the death of tho settlor*© father, Kirk felt that the estate

of th© deceased Kutchi ought to bo attain!st©red according

to British Law, and aa the deceased ImsX no right to hold
gg

slaves, they could not b© passed on as part of his ©state. *

Ttw protection of British Indian subjects and protected

persons was also provided to a poorer class of Indians who

were being sold as a laves in Muscat and Xamsibar. A

Ifadhrwaati Arab at Muscat, who held tiiroo Indian children

a© slaves, was prosecuted and sentenced to two years
90

imprisonment, while the children were sent to Baroda.

89. P.P. Vol.LIV (1372), p.30| P.O. 8%.13%%, ibid.. Kirk
to P.O., 8*3*1871, No.23.

90. Loriraers Gazetteer. Vol,?, Part 2, p.2503. Am late as
1900 cliiidroa frow famine stricken districts in western
India found their way to the Persian Gulf, as did
Khalasis a:id Baluchi©, p«2510.
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Kirk remarked on this aspect of Ills work la Zanzibar whon

he reported to the Secretary of the Bombay Government that

he had had on Indian girl, owned by a wealthy Arab, withdrawn

from a slave auction in lanaihar and sent back to India*

A small number of Indian women from parte of Bombay had
Q2

been sold in Zanzibar for a long timo* During the

•Gorgon's" stay in Sanzibar, 13-yoar-old girls who were

part of a band of Indian musicians, visited Zanzibar as
n't

•aauteh* girls* Despite consular intervention in this

matter, as lato as 1890 Indian slave girls vers held in Learnt

by Arabs who had bought them as children, and a German hold

en Indies slave girl who still spoke Gujerati.^ hence,

while the wealthier Indian merchants were involved in finan¬

cing the slave trade, involving Africans from the mainland,

the poorer Indians were not immune from being enslaved in

the same area* Consular jurisdiction in such cases

allowed for the release of Indian slave® and for their

return to India*

The sal® of Indian slaves only illustrates the effect

of British jurisdiction over this rather minor traffic, the

major interest of the consulate being focused on the African

slave trade* This aspect of the slave trad® was to receive

major attention when the House of Commons appointed a Select

Committee on the Bast African slave trad® on 4 August 1871*

91* P.P. Vol.LIV (1872), 8-4-1871, Pp 38-9# G.S* Grahams
Britain* pp 152-3*

92* P#0» 54*5» Ho*269, sub.one* 8, 30-8-1841, pp 376-7, 386*
Also,, lo*269, one* 12, Si H©*2, in one* 12, of 3 <& 31-3-
1841, Beports from Copt • Hetmell, Persian Gulf*

93* v.0%, Devoreuxs "(for^on"* pp 157-9, although ^nautch®
girls (dancing girls) might not necessarily have been
slaves*

94. F*0* 84.2CK53, Ko,341, cnc.5, 2uan-3mith to P.O., 28-8-1890.
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The Committee considerod a report by the Hen* G* Vivian,

which r©e«Kaaaaci©d tiiat "through treaty, uaogo and ©off©rone©"

ttio British Ckmmaaoat, with the consent of the Sultan,

onorciaotiJurisdiction over all British subjects* Hi©

Report recoiaaoadod tliat the provision in tho (1866) Ordor in

Council which gave the right of withdrawal from British

jurisdiction by avoiding registration at the consulate, was

not in order* In the case of the Kutchis, the Report

stressed that they should be regarded as British subjects

in consideration of the Rao of Kutch*s Proclamation.

However, it stated that since the Kutchis held slaves with

the "implied sanction of the British authorities4* they

ought to be given about three years to release their

slaves and to be given compensation. The Report, however,

exempted those persons who "have legally become subjects
95 r

of the Sultan of Zanzibar".' ' On consideration ©t various

report®, the Select Committee recommended that a Special

Mission, with Sir Bartlc Frere as envoy extraordinary and

with Minister Plenipotentiary status, be sent to Zanzibar

to negotiate a fresh treaty with the Sultan. The mission

was specifically to deal with the question of the Kutchis*

The question was considered in Article viii

That the Kutchis and other natives of Indian
states under British protection, shall be for¬
bidden, after a date to be fixed by the Govern¬
ment of India, to possess slaves, and that in
the meantime, they shall be prevented from
acquiring fresh slaves.96

la the draft of the treaty as signed by the Special Mission

under Sir Bartie Frore, the above article was amended as

95* P.P. Vol.XII (1871), Appendix 3, pp 95-97*
96. ibid*. p,vi, xvi.
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article iv and reads

iter Britannic Majesty engages that natives of
Indian states under British protection shall be
prohibited from possessing slaves and from
acquiring any fresh slaves in the meantime,
from this date.91

Lord Granville, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,

on hearing from the Frere Mission about the involvement of

Indians in the coastal settlements in the slave trade,

invoked clauses 16 and 23 of the Order in Council of % Novesa-
98

ber 186? to be applied by the Consul at Zanzibar. Ho

further advised the Duke of Argyll at the India Office of

this action and recommended that British subjects be sent to

Bombay for trial by the High Court*

while Frere asserted that the Indian subjects could

"claim end obtain English protection if subjected to lawless
99

violence8, it was proposed to withdraw British protection

from the British Indian subjects who were implicated in the
1 oo

slave trade "as a matter of punishment8• This move could

only have had negative implications, sine© Frere himself

pointed out that the slave trade «ass

permitted by His Highness* laws and partici¬
pated in by every member of the reigning family

and by his associates and his dependants, it
seems to me impossible to devise regulations
which shall effectually bar our own subjects,

97m Coupland% Exploitation* pp 212-3i F.O, 8%,137%, Kirk
to F«6«, Ho,%8, one•, 6-6-1873* The above Treaty was
signed on 5-6-1873 and the wArda "in the meantime8 would
seem to be redundant in the above article concerning
Indians under British protection. They appear in the
original draft and do not seem to have been deleted.
Lord Shelbourae commented in the margin wondering if
natives of protected states ought to be compelled,
F,0, 93,11l/2/3i Treaty in Arabic and English with
Explanatory Hotea,

98, P.JR. Vol.LXl (1870), No.%3, 15-5-1873, pp 98-105.
99. ibid.. Hc»5£$ enc,1, p,113,
100 ibid.■ P.105.
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who monopolise the trade of the country, from
sharing its profits*101
Frere appointed J*F. Elton, a Vice—Consul in Zanzibar

in 1873, to punish slave trading by Indians on the southern

coastal settlements of the Sultan*s dominions* Elton

reported punishing a Bohra for holding two young slaves, and

a Xhoja for receiving a female slave in connection with a

mortgageI

But whilst inflicting fines in the above instances,
the Justice of which all allow, X have been careful
to keep in mind the importance of preserving the
goodwill of British In«H an subjects*102

By this time the British Indian subjects on the mainland had

been sufficiently alienated from the Sultan*s administration

to request that consul officials should visit the coastal

settlements regularly to adjudicate their disputes* As was

the case with Col* Rigby*s slave abolition campaign in

Zanzibar, the slave trade -abolition on the mainland led to

a fall in the prices of houses and property,and trade

generally suffered* However, Elton found that the Indian

traders at Bar es salaam were holding the "enterprising
- 103corner"•

Prior to the signing of the Treaty between the Sultan

and Britain, Captain Malcolm of HMS "Briton" visited Kilidini

(Mombasa) and reported that there was not only slave holding

but also slave dealing amongst the Indians residing in the
104

coastal towns in the northern dominions of the Sultan*

101* One of the results was the establishment of Vice-
Admiralty Courts in Aden and Zanzibar* See P.O. 84*1632,
Vic* 16-7-37 (East African Courts) Chapter 9, Slave Trade
(East Africa Courts Act) 1873).

102* J*F* Eltons Travels and Researches. p*74.
103. ibid.. p.75.

104* P.P. Vol.LXII (1374), No.87, enc.1, 15-5-1873* pp 126-8.
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When Kirk heard these accusations against the Indians on the

mainland, idiom he was increasingly bringing within his control,

he minimised their seriousness* Kir^ accepted the fact that

Indians did hold slavos for domestic purposes, but he felt

that Malcolm was wrong in asserting that they were engaged

in slave trading.*0** He also staunchly defended the Customs

House Agent at Larav and maintained that the Agent had been

extremely cooperative in the freeing of slaves* Kirk lent

credibility to these statements by imposing his jurisdiction

firmly upon offenders who were brought to court, or those who

were obligated to attend the court. A Sindi British Indian

subject who was accused of slavery offences refused to attend

the court, upon which Kirk confiscated his property.

Kirk then successfully prosecuted a protected person who was

a Kutchl by tho name of fcanji Lalji.*0'' However, Kirk was

still unsure of the opinion of the Law Officers ou tho status

of the protected persons under the Treaty of 1873# and there¬

fore sent his first accused in a criminal case to the Bombay
1 OS

High Court* Following this case he prosecuted Hadji

Omar, a Memon from Sind, under Section 370 of the Indian

Penal Code* This case was heard at Mombasa because of the

problems of sending witnesses to Zanzibar, and led to a

large—scale release of slaves by Indians because of the

successful exertion of British Consular authority on the

mainland*'While Kirk had established tho precedent of

lbld'* No.87, enc.4, pp 130-131.
106* ibid.. No.38, enc., 31-5-1873, P 22f and No.38, enc.1,

Kirk's Memorandum on Slave holding by Natives of India
on the African Coast$ No.39, 31-3-1873. Another Sindi
was similarly convicted in Sept, 1873 after signing Ofie
the Treaty, ibid,, No.58, t9-£-1873, p*89,

107. P.O. 84.1376, No.105, Kirk to P.O., 17-9-1873#
108. ibid.« No.29, Kirk to Bombay Govt, 11-9-1373.
109. ibid.. No.113, Kirk to P.O., 4-10-1873. In prosecuting

the accused Kirk applied clause 6 of the Order in Council.
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sending the accused to Bombay, he prosecuted a Basupan in

Zanzibar because of the difficulty of sending slaves to
110

Bombay to give evidence, Kirk did this because he felt

that the class of Indians "who were permitted to renounce

their British protection and become Arabs* had been
111

eliminatedt and he had therefore proceeded to stop slave

holding amongst them# kirk felt that these Indians had

already stopped indulging in slave trading for commercial

speculation and vara now bagging for someone to come from
1 12

Zanzibar to give the slaves their freedom papers.

The importance of Klxfe*s work was recognised by the

Foreign Office on t8 July 1873 and the status of the Zanzibar

Consul was raised to that of Consul General, His staff

Included two assistant officers who were also Political

Agents for India, These Agents were concurrently appointed

British vice—consuls and held similar powers as the Consul

General, Utile the right of appeal to the Bombay High

Court remained, the Bombay Government relinquished its

control over the Agency and th® Indian Government began to

exercise direct control over its affairs. In 1876 the

extension of the work of the .consul ca tlx® mainland coast

was signalled when Kirk expressed the need to establish a

vice-consul at Mombasa* but he ms opposed to accepting an

118
officer representing one of the churches, J Kirk1© major

interest was the preventive- aspect of the slave trad®,

while the churches were interested in the effort to increase

110, P.P. Vol.LX&X (1875)# No, 10, <1-12-187%, p,19.
111, P.P. Vol.LXXI (1374), Ho,106, one., 7-11-1873, p.160.
112, F,u, 84.1376, Kirk to P.O., 1-12-1873.
113, P.P. Vol.LXXIII (1877), Ho.312,21-6-1876, pp 269-70}

F.O. 84.1453, Kirk to P.O., Ho.109.
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the facilities for training the freed slaves* The Consulate

did not stress the need for the training of freed slaves

because the British Treasury and the Indian Government were

not willing to allocate any funds towards such an operation*

Following Kirk*e actions against Indians violating the

1873 Siavo Trade Treaty, the acting Consul, Prideaux, a

political officer of the Indian Service, received from the

Governor General in India the powers of a Deputy Commissioner,

to prosecute cases of a criminal nature against "British

subjects or the subjects of Princes and State® in India in
114

alliance with Her Majesty"» The offences were to be dealt

with under the Indian Penal Code (sections,337» 370 & 371)®

Tiio consul could inflict the punishment of imprisonment not

exceeding seven years, including solitary confinement, as

well as imposing a fine* Hi© powers were conferred after

the Bombay High Court had dismissed the case against Kanji

Lalji involving slaves (see n*107)» Justice Gibbs at

Bombay had ruled that there was no treaty with the Rao of

Kutch, or any other Order in Council, which gave jurisdic¬

tion over the Kutohis committing offences in foreign

countries, and that the Rao of Kutch. had no authority to

give such jurisdiction to the Court * The Government of

India felt that the authority of the Rao of Kutch was

114* F.O. 84*1399, Prideaux to F.O*, 12-5-1874* Under the
Provisions of the Indian Legislature, No*XI (1872)(The
Foreign Jurisdiction and. Extradition Act) the Governor
General also conferred upon him the powers of Justice
of Peace and Magistrate (First Class)j F.G. 84*1415,
Prideaux to F,0*, Ho.26, 8-1-1875, one. Notification
No*1275, 13-6—1873* This Act was later superseded by
Foreign Jurisdiction and Bxtradiction Act 1879 (XXX)
providing the Governor General* of India power and
jurisdiction beyond the limits of British India. This
especially applied to Zanzibar because of the presence
of Indians there*
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immaterial in any but the political sense,11 although it fait
116

that the Gibba Judgment misrepresented facts* However,

the Government of India, while discussing the status of

natives of India who were not subjects of Her Majesty,

allowed for the possibility of "native Indians to become
117

naturalised citizens of Zanzibar*. r This complexity, which

the Government of India was unable to resolve satisfactorily,

led to the condition which eventually meant that the

judicial authority was transferred to Zanzibar*

Kirk applied his rssolute policy to abolish the slave
118

trade with the cooperation of Sultan Barghash, and it was

implemented primarily on the strength of the findings of

Sir Bartle Frere's Mission* This led to a further limiting

of the powers of the Sultan, and British subjects and

protected persons increasingly became dependent upon John

Kirk and British power* The Sultan and the Indiana ceased

to have meaningful relationships with the Arab elite and the

Arab commercial class*

2(a) OTWM- 167^188^
Since the Indiana were a commercial community, the most

important area of jurisdiction concerned civil suits filed

by them and against thorn* There was also ths less

113* ibid., F.O* 84.139?, No.7336, one*, Bombay Govt to
Political Dept, Govt of India, 8-12-1873# Govt of
India to Bombay Govt, No.771, 1-4-1874*

116* NAX, Foreign, No* £64—273, esp* No*270, Secretary to
Govt of India, 8-12-1873j Govt of India to Bombay Govt,
No.771, 30-6-1374. 2*0,271, Govt of India to Secretary
of State for India, 30-6-1874.

117. NAI, Foreign (Pol*), Ho.61/64, No.63, Secretary of Govt
of India to Political Agent, 10-12-1874.

' IS. T.F. Buxtons England and Africa (London 1 1878), pp 15,19.
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important jurisdiction concerning crimes committed by and

against them wlbLch were heard before the Consular Court,

The Consul also exercised criminal jurisdiction if the

sentence did not exceed a fin© of SHT1*000 or an imprison*

smut of twelve months, Punishments exceeding this sum

119
were to be meted out in Bombay, 'where the Bombay high

120
Court also exercised the appellate jurisdiction.

The most serious crime against a British Indian subject

was murder, and after a few years of low numbers of cases

hoard the situation changed dramatically in 18f»9» Justice

was artbifrary because of the aparaeness of the police and

judicial machine. This led to a situation where there was

minimal goodwill towards the British Indian subjects, because

©von the innocent members of the coammity cuff®red,

The exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction on the

Slav® trade activities of Indians had an effect upon the

civil aad criminal matters concerning their inter®#ts.

The British Indian subjects whose interests coincided with

those of the British Consulate benefited from the exercise

of this civil and erJUa.itt.ai jurisdiction, in as much as

their interest® could be safeguarded, Hi® British

protected persona, over whom the jurisdiction was imposed,

wore not only subject to the customary taxes of the Sultan's

administration, but were to pay far registration at the

British Consulate, and wore subjected to the various fees
|2?

at the consular court proposed by Consul Churchill, Th©

119, P,P, Vol,LXX (1872), p,22,
120, F,0»C»P», ho,2jl4l, pp •

121, This list of fees for civil cases at th© Consular
Court included charges for witnesses, delivery of
judgment and administration of oath, See F,0, 84,1279#
Churchill to F.O,, 7-8-1367*
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For®iga Office sought the opinion of Playfair, who submitted

tlx&t the foes wore too high and that, since the sums

involved in civil disputes vere low, the cost of justice
122

would not remain within the reach of most of the litigants*

'The Indians who were considered by the Sultan to bo his

subjects could obtain fair hearings in his courts* However,

when they vere involved in suits with European merchants,

the European merchants preferred to sue in the British
1

consular court rather than the Sultan*® courts* " With

the increasing control over the slave trad® by the British

Consulate, a larger proportion of the economic activity of

Indians was carried on in the "legitimate* sectors of the

economy* This increased participation in wlegitimatew

coaraoro® led to a larger number of civil cases being heard

in the consular court* Kirk had especially encouraged the

increase of control over the civil and commercial scatters

of the economy *

The Consul General hud civil powers which war® subject

to appeals at the Bombay High Court* In civil cases, if

tlx© sua or natter at issue exceeded $200, and all suits

whose value exceeded $500, they were to be forwarded to

Bombay* In criminal matters the court dux Zanzibar could

hoar cases not exceeding $200 but if adjudged in conjunction

with assessors finea up to $1,000 or imprisonment up to
124

twelve months could be imposed* * In his first year of

122. ibid** Playfair to F,0*, 21-9-1867; i#o, also felt
that the seals of tlx® fees was too high, F,0, to
Churchill, 24-11-13d?.

123* For the caao of on® such plaintiff, see F,0. 84*1344,
Kirk to Bombay -Govt, 28-9-1871 •

124. P.O. 84.1415, Ho«26, 8-1-1874, Administrative Reports,
1873 & 1B74.
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office i» 1867 Churchill decided one hundred lav suits* Dr

Kirk reported that in 1869 there wore 67 lev suits and that

the amount adjudicated came to about £12,000. Kirk attri¬

buted this drop in 1869 to the fact that a large number of

Indians were seeking the protection of the Sultan.

Following the visit of the Frere Mission and the new

Slavo Treaty, the cases heard between 1872 and 1875 show the
125

increased activity of the consular court.

Year Number Value I

1872 45 $32,171 673 Rupees 4 suits did not
involve money

1873 68 $38,907 1,254 « 3 ■ m it

1874 221 $73,591 1,801 9 4 9 M «

1875 198 $66,453 3,475 *

Year Number Fees & Petty Slavery Property
Fines Offences Offencos

1873 18 2,026 Rs Convicted
t

Convicted
Q

Convicted
1 O

Acquitted
4

J

1874 52 3,131 S3 Convicted
**

Convicted Convicted
25 5 2

Acquitted
P

1875 60 4,578 Rs
G»

6
Acquitted

2

The number of civil cases dealt with in 1873 (68) was lover

than might have been expected, as two-thirds of the suitors

were refused access to the court because of the paramount

political claims on Kirk's work. The rise in 1874 probably

came about because of the introduction of the Limitation Act,

under which claims of many years standing were brought to

court.

The civil cases were far more numerous than the criminal

125. ibid.
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eases and th&FQ was a scarcity of serious offences except

infractions of ta© animal and vegetable refuse laws. In

trying to enforce those laws, Kirk felt that the Order in

Council ought to have included in cldfeoo 1 and 2 "British
born subjects and not apply exclusively to British Indians

as they have boon mmdo to do". H© intended to use the

Indian Penal Code for infraction of these offences against

public health, "safety, convenience, decay and morals by

British subject

Its increase in civil cases during Januory-Mareh 1876

to 126 led Kirk to demond a Judicial Vice-Consul. The

suits hoard wore a source of considerable revenue to Her

Majesty*s Government and in 1873 the courts collected £800.

Later the oauio year, in the suit before the British Consul,

u very highly specialised staff appeared on behalf of tiie

defendant. The consulate stressed the nood for special

assistance in its judicial staff. The above case took two

months to hear and the bulky evidence was submitted. to the

Bombay Court of Appeal. Kirk felt that the appeal would

affect "the whole status of the Kutchis and natives of

128
India in iSaaaibar*. Hence the civil cases began to play

a larger role in determining the status of the Kutciiis,

which until now had boon determined by the Slav© trad©

jurisdiction.

126. F.O. 84.147, Ho,144, Kirk to P.O., 11-10-1875. Kirk
intended to use Cod® section 268 of Chapter XIV, whore
public nuisance was defined.

127. F.O. 84.1433, Ko.74, Kirk to P.O., 20-4-187©. Another
oaso involving SMT1QO,OO0 was also heard. Hie India
Govt too was £210.

128. MAI, Foreign Dopt (General A), Jan. 1877, Ho.213, Kirk
to Lord Derby, 11-12-1876. The problem of administra¬
tion of wills of Kutchis was related with the issue of
jurisdiction over Kutchis«
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Th© major problem with civil ©fid criminal cases remained

th© issue of appeals sent to Bombay, since both parties were

not always in favour of going there. Ibis is illustrated

by a ease involving a kSoasibari plaintiff and a British

subject as a defendant* whore the plaintiff won the case

with costs. The defendant decided to appeal to the Bombay

High Court, but the Sultan objected and held that the judg¬

ment was final. Kirk* after examining the Treaty, quashed

the application for appeal because lie held that the judgment

of the Bombay High Court would be ineffectual against a

subject of the Sultan. The Foreign office's observations

on the case were that the jud/rjaont was invalid on two

grounds. Firstly, the case was heard by a vice-consul, who

had no judicial powers under the Order in Council. Secondly,

the Order in Council did not provide for that part of the

Treaty whereby suits by Sansibari subjects against British

subjects could be tried. The Order in Council was only

empowered to try suits between British subjects. Since

the judicial powers were derived from the Order in Council

the Foreign Office felt that it should be supplemented to
129

extend judicial powers to vice-consuls. w

Kirk sent a Memorandum on a draft of a now Order in

Council, proposing to divide the civil court into three

classes, the first being that of the Consul General's con¬

current jurisdiction fivor all* At the second lovol, he

recommended that the local consular courts ©xerciso the

same powers as the Supreme Consular Court, but within their

129. P.O. 84.1485# Wo.73, Kirk to P.O. (Lord Derby), 1-5-1877,
sue. ilolmwood, Vice-Consul's Judgment, 23-4—1877•
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own. limits* Thirdly, lie recoasBendod the establishment of

vico-consular courts in districts where vice-consuls

resided, whose powers wore to be defined by the Consuls.

Kirk further proposed9

her Majesty* 0 Supreme Court for Zanzibar ought
to have a judge, and that appeals from the local
courts would come up before tills court. This
would eliminate the inconvenience of sending
appeals to Bombay.t30

Kirk hoped that since Zanzibar was tho centra of trade, a

divergence of civil and criminal justice would be avoided.

Is addition to effecting rapid justice, a uniform standard

in the administration of justice would be provided. He

based hio case on the difficulty of sending witnesses to

Bombay, ©specially since the Sultan disallowed his subjects

from appearing as respondents in Bombay.

In consoquence of the pressures of civil and criminal

cases and the remonstrations of Kirk, Foster was appointed

to sit on the Zanzibar Consular Court as a judge. Judge

Foster reviewed the legal measures at his disposal from a

purely legal perspective, and in the light of the extended

jurisdiction of tlx© consular court. He felt that the

Order in Council of 1366 did not provide for a properly

constituted court acut that this Order was dependent for its

validity on the Treaty of 1839.*^' Ho made the same criti¬

cisms of the Judicial System as Kirk had made, especially

on the legality of a vice-consul * a jurisdiction to hear a

cose and the legality of concurrent and appellate juris¬

diction of the Bombay High Court. Foster made other far-

130. P.O. 8'*.I486, Kirk to F.G., 18-10-1877# "Memorandum
on Draft Order in Council".

131. F.O. 84.1514, Ho.70, Kirk to F.O., 4-5*1878.
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reaching criticisms since tho Treaty did not give authority

tor (1) the institution of any criminal proceedings against

a British subject, (2) the settlement of any dispute between

the Crown and a British subject, (3) t'ao establishment of

local courts under officers inferior in rank to the consuls,

and (4) the application of English bankruptcy laws* Foster

also felt that the Order in Council did not authorise the

application of British and Indian laws in civil cases* The

Zanzibar civil jurisdiction was limited to cases under $200*

Some Arab plaintiffs had given up i50«60 because if the

defendant took the case for appeal, the plaintiff would have

to pay all the money for the appeal* The Order in Council

did not provide for jurisdiction over marriages though they

had been solemnised* Foster was also unhappy with the

provision of assessors by the order in Council because he

did not trust their legal expertise* After spending one

year as a consular judge, Foster wrotet

X am convinced that all my proceedings are
illegal and that a little more or a little ,^
less illegality in them is of no great moment* "**"

Foster wrote that criminal jurisdiction had been even more

restricted than the civil jurisdiction* lie was worried

that the provisions to send criminals to Bombay for trial

wore negated by the Bombay high Court, which had declined

to exercise jurisdiction since none had been conferred upon

it by its charter, so that a lot of crime was going unpunished

in Zanzibar*

In addition to the legal inadequacies that Judge Foster

132# ibid** one#, Fester's "Report on the Administration of
Justice in Zanzibar"•
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faced because of the increase in th© numbers and typos of

civil cases, the consular court bad personnel problems due

to uaderstaffing. The absence of a clerk of court meant

thatjbll the work was done by one Parse© clerk* This bad
resulted in "delay and inconvenience to the suitors that

1 "33
none but the Indians would patiently put up with** He

pointed out that the business of the court was out of pro¬

portion to the machinery of the court, since in an area

greater than France wore "scattered many thousands of British

Subjects, all of them traders and many of them wealthy", who

owned two thirds of the Kingdom* la 1872 only &5 suits

had been heard in the court, in 1S7& they had increased to

273, i» 1376 to 39^ » and in 1877 to 626, Foster considered

that not only was the number of cases heard a high one, but

the issues dealt with were also important* The conflict

of British, Indian and Arabic Laws in various combinations

had caused several cases to be withdrawn from the domain of

precedents*

In view of ail these inadequacies, Foster recommended

that a fresh treaty be made with the Sultan and a new Order

in Council, based on it, be issued* He wanted a Supreme

Court of Bast Africa to bo constituted with a judge

receiving an appropriate salary, and based in a new court

house* He also requested a legalisation of his past

decisions, if his commission from Her Majesty could be back

dated to the date of his appointment*

Kirk, who lacked legal training and the legal per¬

spective of Judge Fester, was not in full agreement with the

133. ibid.
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latter. Kirk wi of the opinion that tho Zanzibar pro¬

ceedings wer© not illegal because the Treaty with the Sultan

provided for rtJurisdiction limited to certain classes of the
1 *i4

inhabitants"g J however, he did concede that Foster* a

position since hi© appointment In 1877 was anomalous.'^
Hie local Indian press had commented upon it, hence Kirk

urged the Govomsient to antedate his commission or confirm

his Judicial acts. Foster had asked Kirk that his past and

future proceedings be legalised so as to render his position

"less untenable"• lie felt that great inconvenience would

arise from hi® "admin!staring Justice and disposing ©f largo
I *jf£

sums of money without the smallest authority to do so*. -

Foster died in office in 1881, without having received his

commission*A legally trained Judge, he found it

extremely difficult to Justlcfei© in a court which was

attached to tho consulate* do was In deep distress and

his self respect had been derogated, sine© he had Inflicted

punlstaent and had delivered Jud^ponts without any legal

authority to have done so*

Hi® deep personal crises felt toy Jud£j© Foster were

indicative of the grave pressures caused by the increased

application of tit© extraterritorial Jurisdiction toy the

consular court* lit© fact that the court was a part of the

Consulate General and the Political Agency, meant that it

11*4. ibid.* onc*2, kirk9© Memorandum, 4-3-1878.
13% F.O. 84.1515, No.114, Kirk to P.O., 24-8-1878. Foster

itad not been paid his salary during this year*

136* ibid.» one.1, Foster to Kirk, 23-3-1878*
137. F.O, 84.1599, Mo.47, Kirk t© F.O., 26-3-1881. James W.

Allen illustrate® an American case similar to Judge
Foster* Allen was left in charge of the US Consulate
in SanadLbar by a previous Consul, but lie had no Judicial
functions and no authority to sign any instrument as
acting Judge of tho US Consular Court. See J.8. Mooret
International Law. Vol.11, soc.264, pp 623-4.
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was not a purely legal institution# Judge Foster was

oxerolsing wide-ranging civil and criminal Jurisdiction with

only a skimpy legal basis and Consul General Kirk, while

cognisant of certain legal inadequacies of the consular

court, was more involved with the political dissension of

the consular work# The consular court, therefore, was not

impervious to the political dimension of the work of the

Consul General#

2(b) Murders

Two aspects of dealing with serious crimes such as

murder will b© considered in this section# Firstly, the

distance between the Zanzibar and tho Bombay High Court lad

to tho miscarriage of justice because witnesses could not b©

easily made to appear in Bombay, Sir George Corneval Lewis,

the noted writer on Juridical matters in the 19th century,

had referred to the problom of tho viability of criminal

law as a personal rather than a territorial offence, bocuus©

of the difficulty involved in administering justice# It

was fo.lt that criminal lax-/ applicable in foreign countries

could seldom be successfully executed. While guilty men

might occasionally be brought to justice, innocent men,

charged in different parts of the world, would be unable to

defend thomsolves against accusation# Therefore s

failure of Justice and an acquittal is therefore
likely to occur even if the utmost diligence is
used, but it may be assumed as certain that,
unless some special motive exists little dili¬
gence will be used#'.3®

138, G,C. Lewis s Foroi;Ui Jurisdiction (Loudon a 1856), p• 3$ »
Lewis further pointed out that while an educated man
might find himself difficult to extricate, a "poor,
uneducated, friendless man might b© almost at the saorcy
of the accuser", Ibid#, p#3t• However, despite this
Lewis approved of the jurisdiction exercised by Britain
in an "uncivilized country", p#73»
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It m due to this general principle that raaay of the accused

British subjects and protected persons sent to Bombay tor

trial were acquitted. Tiio second aspect of tlx© consular

Jurisdiction affecting British subjects and protected persons

in the Sultan's coastal dominions was that thoir interests

wore alienated from theso of the Sultan's subjects. Serious

crimes were therefore coenittod against them and, since the

consulate had no police force to enforce Justice systemati¬

cally, it used punitive measures against the offenders#

While cotaeaon law generally accepted the principle of

punishing a crime by the courts of the country in which it
1 «JO

was committed, the law of homicide was one of the few

exceptions to this rule, where England attempted to
1 40

exorcise local Jurisdiction over the whole world. ' one

early case, relating to this issue in Ean&ibar, was tried

at the Old Bailey in 183©. Begins v© do Mattas was an

indictment for murder, under 9 Geo#*, involving a Spaniard,

Do M&tta®, who had wounded Jacob Kettle, a British subject,

on land in £anssibar# Kettle later died of the wound on a

British ship#

It was hold by Yataghan J# and Bosanquet J, that
the prisoner could not be convicted because he
was not a subject of his Majesty within the
meaning of the Act and that because the offence
was not complete- on land, as the wounded man died
on shipboardj verdict not pilty«Hl

Had the crime been completed on land, the British Jurisdiction

would have been exercised, because taurdor is universally

139# 8©© J# Storyi Cwaaflict of Lmis (Boston! 1872), 7th ctl.,
pp 76?-9.

140« Ian Browaliei Pristcioles. p.263, "the United Kingdom
legislature has conferred Jurisdiction over nationals
inter alia, in respect of treason, murder, bigamy and
breaches of the Official Secrets Act, wherever committed*»

1%1. G.C. Lewis* Forei,n Jurisdiction.(London* 1859),pp 18-23*
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considered oil offoac©. la practice# however# while the

Bxtradi tion Act of 1870 provided for surrender of criminals#

the treaties were formed so as to preclude surrender.

British subjects cotfsalttine offences on foreign, oJiips wore

subject to foreign mmieipal law©.

Captain Iloxsertoa had attempted to exercise his juris¬

diction over a British seaman who had murdered a loazibari

©abject. the Foreign office forbad© Haaerkm to send ih©

accused to Bagiund for trial because this criiae iiad been

©©■Bitted in a foreign country# " Captain SaoirtoB had

couponed witnesses (including a US citizen) to leave laasi-

bar to give evidenco against the prisoner.

Captain humerio;a should bo apprised that his
conduct in sectioning so previous an outran®
on the persons of the wlnesses is entirely
disapproved and is highly censured by Ear
Majesty's Ckrtexttaezit#'fi3

There had boon an improvement in the situation since

the time of Captain Haaariau# by the time Judge Foster had

boon appointed# Prisoners could be transported to the

Bombay High Court for prosecution# although the fears of Kirk

and Faster that the Bombay high Court wo® unable to inflict

punishment were substantiated by the ease of boaaji Gulap-

Irasaain# who was sent to Bombay in 1378 for surddiiag one

Naimthhhai# The Bombay High Court acquitted him of the

charge mid sent him hack to Zanzibar. Kirk felt that the

142. F.O. 54.3# F#0. to India Board# 9-2-1843.
143# ibid., ilamorton to Bombay Court# 1W11-18421 see also

KAl# Foreign Pept (Secret Nos 68-70), secretary of
Bombay Govt to Hamerton# 26-4—1843. Bombay Govt found
Ilassorton* s proceedings "illegal* ©specially since
Ilaxoerton had placed the witnesses in irons to bo
transported# on the Sultan*© ship "Curies* and on the
Sultan*© advice.
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High Court had jurisdiction to obtain ovideac© and .that the

accused should not have been acquitted becaus© of the over-

144
whftlilng evidence o A major drawback in the situation was

that a ^onasibari Arab could not be sent to Bombay as a witness,

cad witnesses generally could not be induced to travel to

Bombay* Since this longstanding difficulty of sending

witnesses had remained, tho judges woro reluctant to convict

an accused without the oral evidence of witnesses* It was

also considered that tho separation of the accused from the

sympathy of his neighbours and his trial amongst strangers

caused acute hardship t© him* Me problem was endemic to

tho prosecution of criminals not only sent from Zanzibar to

Bombay but also in the case of criminals scat from the Levant

to Malta or Corfu* *
Hi® release of the accused, Boeaji Gmiajahuasain, was

reported by the vernacular press of India, aud Kirk felt that

it migilt neauso muck scandal end be commented on graatl|r to

our detriment®* As a Consul General, Kirk was concerned

about the legal as well as tho political implications of the

Bombay High Courts s decision* lie therefor© requested

instructions to doai with such cases* The Foreign Office

wrote that the ®failur@ of justic© in this case was inevitable®

but that the now Order in Council would obviate the recurrence

147
of tills event*

Tho Foreign Bepartsmnt of tho Government of India

144. P.O. 84*1315, Mo* 125, Kirk to P.O., '7-10-1878, Case No*
50, one*? (1878), Kirk felt that Act 39, 40 Vict.Chap.46
.gave such powers*

145* S.d.M* Piattt P. 148.
146* P.O. 84*154?, No.11, Kirk to P.O., 6-1-1879.
14?. P.O. 84*1346, No.6, P.O. to Kirk, 21-2-1879.
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acknowledged the ©xLstoae© of ample evidence which could

have eouvictad Bosaji Gulamhuasala* It mvertiiaioai pointed

out that there "was no legal mesas or bringing it properly

before the Court at Bombay"« The Foreign Department

henceforth wanted such cases to bo tried in Zanzibar and

recommended that the Consul General b© given the jurisdic¬

tion of a sessions judge under the Cod© of Criminal Procedure*

The Foreign Department also asserted that the Governor General

had bo powers over such persons and recommended that an Order

in Council, to .jive it effect, ought to bo drawn up* However,

it did not agree with Roilly, the legal adviser at the

Foreign Office, about the approprintenoss of English law

over Zanzibar since 4,222 British subjects were Khoja, Hindu.,.

Bohra aad Xenons, and therefor© reoomraonded the use of the
148

civil and criminal, law of India,

Before the above measures could be put into effect,

Foster punished tlx© next accused, Saehdeva, by deporting him

to India, and reported the fact to the Bombay High Court,1 i>
The Registrar of tho Bombay High Court raised questions about

Foster's report, which was required under the Order in Council

of 1866* Hi© Registrar wondered if the accused was a British

subject, because Foster had neglected to mention this fact,

II© mentioned Suobdeva's previous conviction when It© had caused

the death of a woman by ravishing her and said that the

accused had not boon sentenced, to the full capacity of his

148* P*0« 84*1694, Mo.2, Foreign Sept, Govt of India to 1*0*,
^5-8-1882* 'Si© application of tule law did not wosai
tooroly ©actending the law of Bombay Presidency*

149* F*0. 84*1515, Ho.148, Rirk to F.o*, 13-11-1873. This
was a cos© involving a Rhoja merchant Suehdina, Enc.2,
Foster to Chief Justice, Bombay, Ho,303, 13-8-1878,
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crira© under aootlon 1% of the 1866 Order In Council,

Foster advised th© Bombay High Court that tho aeousod,

Suclidova, had boon prosecuted under section 35 and not

WHtm. section 1%, Jhirthorracre, ho felt that it was imma¬

terial if a person was a British subject so long as ho was

under British protection* The accused was not sent for

trial to Bombay because Foster felt that the Bombay high

Court had no jurisdiction* Secondly, Foster was not a

magistrate of Bombay, so their high Court could not try a

person committed by him? and thirdly, he could not get

witnesses to go to Bombay* Since Bombay had not punished

Gulamhussain he did not want another crime to go unpunished *

Foster also disagreed that the *grounds for deportation are

legally insufficient" because section 16 obviated the

necessity of a previous conviction* He also stated that

the order in Council gave no power to Bombay to "confirm,

vary or annul any sentence passed by the consul except where

an assessor had. dissented", Foster deported the accused

for life Because the "Sultan's prison is a den of filth and

unfit for human habitation and it is monstrous that a British

1 *51
subject should be put into it"« with the banishment of

the accused, the possibility of Bombay acquitting him was

eliminated^

This strong position taken by Judge Foster raised the

issue of his accountability to the Bombay High Court. The

Foreign Office dictated that since Foster was appointed by

the Government of India, and until ha received his consular

156* ibid*» enc*3, Registrar Bombay liigh Court (Appellate) to
Kirk, No*1218, 20-9—1878, The Bombay High Court in this
letter misconstrued the Order in Council of 1866 as that
of 13?6,

151• ibid*. enc»%, Foster to Kirk, 13-11-1878* The English
prison in Zanzibar was not staffed therefore "banishment
for life from Sansib&r was considered adequate punishment"•
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commission he was accountable to them. The Foreign Office,

therefore, ruled that on the question of censuring Foster

the Bombay High Court was fulfilling public duty in dis-
152

covering irregular trials. Judge Foster was duly censured

but no measure* ,were instituted to correct the situation he

had complained about. In 1383 another miscarriage of

justice occurred. The Bombay High Court could not convict

Shaik Aduin for the murder of Moosa since the Zanzibar court

153
had only forwarded written evidence. However, a now

Order in Council of 138%, which would have corrected some

of the errors which led to miscarriages of justice, was

1 5%
nullified because of a printing mistake. This caused

further delay before the Order in Council could become

operative.

The second aspect of serious crimes involved the murders

of British subjects and protected persons on the coast. The

work of the British consular court had been extended to the

coast but it was not able to provide adequate and routine

protection. The far-reaching measures of the 1873 Treaty

had alienated the British residents on the coast from the

Sultan's subjects and his administration. These tensions

took many forms and not only was the property of British

subjects and protected persons threatened, but also their

persons. Since the Sultan was also becoming increasingly

estranged from his own governors by disallowing the slave

trade, he did not overly Interfere to defend the person and

152. F.O. 84.1546, No.18, F.O. to Kirk, 9-5-1879.
153. F.O. 84.1695, No.73. Kirk to F.O., 15-8-1883. and ©nc.

No.3» Foreign. Dept, Govt of India to I.O., 17-8-1883,
154. ibid.. Kirk to F.O., the proposed Order in Council was

dated 17-10-1883.
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property of British residents* Thus the British Consulate,

which had no police force, had to rely on the forceful and

ad hoc measures of enforcing protection, including the use

of the Royal Navy*

Zn 1S7%, during the absence of Kirk, the Acting Consul,

Prideaux, sent his assistant Jlolmwood to carry on the work
155

of freeing slaves on the northern part of the coast. lie

was instructed to visit Mombasa, Takauaga, MaliuM, Lamu,

Kisamayo, Brava, Patta, Siu and i'aze * Holmwood was to

enforce the Older in Council of 1866 and article iv of the

1873 Treaty. However, the Foreign Office was sceptical of
156

Holmwood® s visit to BravoU in the Somali country. krhile

in Pass, Holmwood had accidentally found out about the murder

of Dimji Dayal, a British subject referred to as a "banyan".

The evidence was collected by iiolnivood, but he took no further

action. The case was followed hp by kirk after his return,

but because of the time lag no criminal could be apprehended.

The only method of punishment that Kirk could demand was

157
reprisals against the whole town. Accordingly, Kirk

demanded that the Saltan fine the whole town $800 for

1 58
murdering a British subject. The lack of a police force

which the consulate required to grant routine protection to

its citizens necessitated the punishment of the whole

town, which did not endear the British community to the local

155. F.O. 84.1400, NO.527. Prideaux to HaIrawood, 1-10-187^}
Holmvood to Prideaux, No.4, one. 17—11-1874. Holmwood
reported that much to the credit of Indians they have
given up slave trade,

156. P.P. Vol.LKkll (1875), No.88, 22-12-1S?*.
157* Cn the principle of reprisals, see Shersion Bakers Firs*

Steoa in International Lav; (London: 1899), see. 10-12,
pp 169-70J sec. 17, pp 171-2.

138. P.P. Vol.LXXIIX (1877), No.283, 1-6-1876, p.2^9.
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population. Wlille the fines, so collected from Pease 9 wore

to bo used for a school, Kirk wanted to restrict its use

1 59
ciily to Hindu ("banyans") and not to Muslim children.

The consulate rolled on the Sultan for rodrossing

criminal acta against British subjects. However9 the Sultan

did not always sse tho punishment of offenders who were his

subjects in th© same way as the Consul General did. This

is illustrated by the case of a Bajun at Lacni who had mur¬

dered an Indian Manji Muralji. The consulato made repre¬

sentations to the Sultan, whereupon tho Sultan Instituted

proceedings against the two accused. Kirk demanded that

the Sultan impose a death, aanteno® on the Bajun and his

accomplice, while the Sultan insisted that life imprisonment

would be adequate punishment • *^
Tiie conditions on the coast worsened, and in 1883 the

Sultan failed to redress the murders of Indians at Marka and

Mombasa. Consul Miles therefore requested that a man-of-war

visit the mainland ports. Miles also requested the per—

161
mission of tlx© Foreign Office to visit these ports* Later

that year ih© Indians complained that robberies had boon

allowed to go unpunished by the Vails?. (Governors) of the

Sultan, and Miles visited Mombasa. Miles could not find

tAe actual criminals. Hence the Swahili community was blamed

for the murder on the complaints from the traders.

139# F.O. 84.1433, kirk to F.O#, 6-4-1876? F.O. 84.1484,
No.27, kirk to F.O., 24-2-1377.

160. ibid.. Ho.110, Kirk to F.O., 21-6-1876? and ©no?
P.P. Vol.LXXXI1,(1877), Wo.313, PP 272-7.

161. F.O, 84.1644, No,13, Miles to F.O., 2-2-1883.
162. NAX, Foreign Oept (A Pol.E), dept.1883, Hos 349-56,

Miles to Secretary of Govt of India, 13-8-1883, No.349.
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a fourth incident, Mackenzie of the British India

Steam Navigation Company informed the consulate that an

employee of the company had been assaulted* Mackenzie

suspected that agents of the Sultan, who was himself a
163

ship-owner, were involved in intimidating the company* ^

The above cases illustrate that the British subjects

and protected persona only received arbitrary protection in

return for their loyalty to the consulate* la all the

cases the administration of justice was delayed for long

periods and was of a questionable: nature* The inability

of the consulate to apprehend and punish individual criminals,

instead of punishing the whole cojmawnity, harmed the interests

of British subjects and protected persons*

The Sultan and the consulate both faced the difficulty

of controlling either physically or politically the vast

dominions of the Sultan* While the Sultan did send an

armed force to the coast, he did not want to be actively

involved in prosecuting his own subjects in order to protect

British subjects* Where the Sultan's control was weak and

ho had to depend on the goodwill of the local chiefs, his

power was only nominal* kirk's impression was that the

British warships were feared more than the Sultan's forces
164

supporting his nominal rule* The Government of India did

not accept this police role of the British Consulate and

requested Her Majesty's Government to ensure that the Sultan

fulfilled liis duties in policing his dominions**^

163* F*0* 84*1644, Mackenzie to Miles, 28-2-1833*
164* F.O* 84.1417, No.97, Kirk to Secretary of Govt of India,

19-10-1875.

165* NAI, Foreign Bept (Political A), No*5/6, Govt of India
to 1*0*, No*6, 17-12-1875.
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Kirk., iiovever, did not consider any of his measures

arbitrary* lie felt that the actions of the Consul General

and Judge Foster were derived frost the Treaty and this made

then Judicial officers of the Sultan*

Once being appointed Consul here by the Queon,
the officer is ex-officio under the Treaty
constituted a Zanzibar official and in absence
of rules to the contrary applies the law that
seems the best fitted to the case* This Court
will administer Christian, Hindu and Mofeamedan
law alternately to suit the parties and of this
tho Cdurt is th© Judgo,166

Ilonco, as far as Kirk was concerned, the powers derived from

the Treaty gave the consular court enough powers for which

only the court was 3 the Judge3. Th© Consul General could

therefore extend the control without reference to the Foreign

Office or the Indian Government*

3) COMSjOMPAWS, MEASURES, VtfMm
The coiaiSsnity of the case© undertaken by the British

Consulate required the updating of the various Orders in

Council, ©specially to cope with the complex legal problems

which had arisen. This was done in the last decade before

protectorate status was declared over lanxibar in 1890.

British consular control had now superseded dealing

solely with slave trad© cases. Jurisdiction had boon ex¬

tended to include ordinary and serious crimes relating to

civil and criminal matters, both in Gaaxibar and on the coast.

These measures led to a qualitative and quantitative increase

in the Consular Court9© Judicial work. Judge Cracknel! was

appointed to succeed Judge Foster and the implementation of

16(5. F.O, 8%.151'*» Ho,70, one,2, Kirk's Memorandum, '4-5-1873.
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new Orders la Council improved isaaeasurably the operation of

extraterritorial jurisdiction in judicial matters.

At the insistence of Kirk and Foster, especially after

the jud/,scents in the Gulamhussain and Suchdeva cases , the

Foreign Office was instrumental in convincing Lord Salisbury

that the Assistant Political Agent and the Assistant Judge

ought to receive consular commission.^^
In addition to the increased powers for the judicial

officer, Kirk was thinking in terms of the enactment of a

new Order in Council conferring wider powers. Kirk made

many points in assisting the construction of the new draft

of an Order in Council. He wanted the civil and criminal

jurisdiction powers of the consular court to ©xtand to all

the dominions of the Sultan, especially on the mainland.

In addition to extending the geographical base, he wanted

til© laws to cover as many contingencies as possible. While

bringing all the legal basis of power to the court in Zanzibar,

he considered the concurrent jurisdiction of the Bombay High
! £|0

Court as inexpedient except as a recourse to appeal.

'Hie Government of India's new draft Order in Council

was quit© different from the one Kirk had received from

England, since it was based on Indian law. Hie Government

of India was of the opinion that it was inexpedient to

extend English civil and criminal law to Zanzibar, although

it did not want to ©xtand the Indian Divorce Act and the

administration of civil justice. It was fait that while

Zanzibar was a district of Bombay in judicial terms, in

167. F.O, 84.15'*6, Ho.8, P.O. to Kirk, 7->W9.
168. F.O. 84.1548, Ho.128, Kirk to F.O., 17-9-1879.
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practice it had widely different conditions and a mixed
169

plural community#

The final version of the Zanzibar Order in Council of

1BS1 laid down that Her Majesty's jurisdiction in Zanzibar

would be exercised by the Consul General and "Consular

officers in and for Zanzibar", and jurisdiction was estab¬

lished in cases between British and Zanzibar! subjects and

that in such a "mixed case an appeal does not lie in the
170

high Court of Bombay"# * Tiw vice—consular and other con¬

sular acts dona "trader the direction or with the approval of

tho Consul Genera1 will b# doomed to bo valid and

1 71
effectual®# ' Tim acts don© before tho passing of the Act

by the vice consul or other consular official were to be

declared valid and effectual# The prospective and retro¬

spective clause was passed in consideration of 'acts by Foster

and other consular officials# Hence Kirk's bold statement

(see a# 166)about tho powers of the consular staff was

too far-reactiing, sine© the order of 1881 was to have retro¬

spective application which legalised previous acts of the

consular court»

A further Order in Council called the Zanzibar (Indian
Penal Code) Order in Council of 1882 was passed under the

powers granted by the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts of 1843 to

1878# Tho Rule 24 of the Bales and Regulations of 9 August

1866, which .laid down that the Indian Penal Code be considered

the criminal law at© which British subjects at Zanzibar are

amenable", was confirmed as a rule# This rule was also

169# F.O# 84#1575, Ho,132, Kirk to P.O., 1>11-1880, ©no.
Govt of India to Kirk, 23—9—1880#

1?0* F#0# 84#1693* Zanzibar Order in Council 1881, 1-4-1881#
171. ibid.
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declared valid prospectively and retrospectively#

The British Consulate had thus acquired a comprehensive

Order in Council to administer the affairs of British subjects

and protected persons , mainly from India# The consul and

the Judges hod always been from Britain, even thougli the

Jurisdiction of the consulate was mainly over Indians, using

Indian legislation# The 1SS1 Order came into effect in

Zanzibar at a time when paradoxically British Indian subjects

in India wore about to hold offices as magistrates or session

Judges in tho covenanted civil service of India# Those

Indian magistrates would have lad the power to exercise

Jurisdiction both over the European and tho Indian subjects

of the Crown# However, the official European caasauaifcy was

divided over this measure and the civilian European community

was overwhelmingly opposed to such a jaove#'^ Hence, while

British control in extraterritorial terns over Indians in

Zanzibar was exercised primarily by European officials, there

was no reciprocity even in the Indian Empire to allow Indians

in higher ranks of the civil service to exercise control

over Europeans resident in India#

Bespits the injustice resulting from the above situation

in India, the Government of India was able to grant increased

legal powers to English consular officials in Zanzibar#

While Indians did hold high positions in the court of the

172# F#0. 84k. 1694, Mo.2, Govt of India, Foreign Bept, to
I#0«, 25-tVl832, Tiie last point did not mean that
it was a more extension of the law offthe Bombay
Presidency#

173. Bee P.P. Vol.LI (IS83), c#3512, Govt of India, Homo
Dept, to I.O., No.33 of 1882, 9-9-1882. Xh© racialist
feeling against this legislation was very high amongst
the Europeans# See P#P. Vol.LX (1884k), Memorials,
pp 4&22-5&S. The Indian subjects of the Crown over¬
whelmingly supported it# See also CU&pte-rlC.
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Sultan of S€uosil>art there wore oo Indians in any positions

of power in the British Consul Sen©rai»s office. Apart from

the few Indians involved as clerics at the consulates the

Indians who had any standing wore the pleaders who appeared

in the consular court. It was the increase of Indian

174
picadors in Zaasihar arriving from Bombay * that lod to a

further incrooso in th© complexity of the cases heard and

led to demands for a now Order in Council which was enacted

in 1884,

IS*® 1884 Order was of a very special character because

it mode Zanzibar, as for as the "administration of justice

to British subjects (was concerned) a part of Her Majesty*&
171

Indian aspire* • In the Zanzibar Consular Court ©very

consul or vice-consul, or acting consul or acting vice—consul

held in and for his district, a District Court with all the

powers of the Consul General, Article 7 further provided

that an initial appeal could be mad© to the Consul General

with further appeal to the High Court of Bombay (Articles 9t

18, 21), British subjects could also be sent to Bombay for

trial and punishment, lUie applied to British subjects and

protected persons from Muscat and Zanzibar* The consul in

tii© Otto-masj dominions could send British subjects to either

Bombay or Malta, for trial and punishment, It was preferred

that a sentence- of imprisonment b© carried into effect in

Her Majesty*© dominions (Article 13), Heaee prisoners were

to be seat to Booba/ or to any other place in tier Majesty*©

174, P.O. 34,1677, Mo,38, Kirk to F.O,, 14-4-1884, It was
this iacroaao in work which prompted Judge Cmkntll
to ask for a pensionable post,

175. 8©e C.J. furringi Conauj.^ J^sdlc^lpn, p.43.
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doiainioas3 out of tlx® United Kingdom, whose government would
176

roceivo thorn. ' The Consul General In Zanzibar was to

prescribe, either by General Order or by warrant la a par¬

ticular case, how and where Imprisonment was to be carried

out (Article 12). The rules laid down in Article 13 were

to be used tor purposes of deportation and the person to be

deported had to pay his expenses for deportation* The

return of a person to Zanzibar without permission was punish¬

able by a fine or iiaprisomaont or both (Article 17). In

the case of Muscat, a deportee returning there without per¬

mission was to be rodeportod**^
The 188% Order also granted the Zanzibar court a mixed

Jurisdiction in civil suits, i.e. authority to try cases in

which parties belonged to different nationalities. In

Zanzibar a foreigner (not a Zanzibar! subject) had to consent

to Jurisdiction of the consul whether he was a plaintiff or

a defendant. lie also had to obtain and file in the court

the consent in writing of a competent authority of his own

country* ^to submit to British Jurisdiction (Article 33)»
After the transference of the British consular court

under the administration of the foreign Office, the court

exercised civil, criminal and vice-Admiralty Jurisdiction.

The 188% Order confirmed these Jurisdictions and they were

exercised over the islands of Zanzibar, Pomba and the 800

176* See See. 5 of 6&7 Vict.c.9%.

177. C.J. Tarring, Consular Jurisdiction. Chapter on Orders
in Council.

'78. ibid. For the multitude of European nations enjoying
extraterritorial jurisdiction, see n.%3. In 1886
amendments were proposed to the 188% Order, so as to
admit the execution of decrees transmitted by courts -from

British India in Zanzibar* See HAX, Foreign Dept
(External) A, Proceedings Koa 101-108, Sept.1886.
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miles of mainland coast of Bast Africa* Ths Indians wore

tlx© main group over whom these powers were exercised, since

they wore the largest foreign community in Zanzibar, and an

important commercial group. About a si ilar number were

to bo found elsewhere on the coast.

The civil jurisdiction was sub-divided into (a) the

original civil Jurisdiction which included jurisdiction of

a mercantile nature and ctlior matters such as breaches of

contract. The Order defined the law, and all the Indian

groups, including Zorasbrians, Shias, Sunnis, Brahmins, were

covered by it. In matters of caste, marriage and inheri¬

tance, their own personal laws were administered. Hence

the Khojas used tlx© Muslim practice and the Hindus used

tlioir own laws as regards inheritance, marriage and customs,

(b) The probate and administration was the second part of

the civil Jurisdiction with intestacy as its predominant

feature. Most of the Indian Acts were used to administer

the law, but Judge Cracknel1 wanted to include the use of

the Indian Contract Act (ix of 1872) and Limitation Act

(xv of 1877).179
Generally throughout the second half of the 19th century

there wore very few criminal cases, but the more frequent

crimes were assault, theft and the receiving of stolon

property. Tlx© criminal cases were juaticiated under the

Indian Penal and Procedure Codes, The appeals were still

addressed to the Bombay High Court, but after the appointment

of Judge Cracknel! and the use of up to date Orders in Council,

179. P.O, 84,1852, Ho,50, Enc.1, Holmwood to P.O., 14~>1887.
Judge Cracknell's reports "Her Majesty's Consular Court
in Zanzibar®,
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th© conditions had changed from Judge Foster's time* Out

of the appeals addressed to the Bombay High Court , until

1SS7 no decision of the Zsuisibar court was revised. In the

absence of Judge Cracknel!, Berkeley acted as a Judge for

ten months* Ho tried 400 cases and in no ease was an

ISO
appeal mode against his decision to the Bombay High Court*

Hie British Consular Court worked with a Judge who had

the assistance of a clerk and Arabic interpreters* The

Judge decided both on question of law and fact in the civil

cases, while the summons and orders outside Zanzibar were

served by the Sultan9© governors* The prisons of the Sultan

were considered inadequate and the prisoners were lodged in

Gen* Lloyd Mathow's barracks*

The 1884 Order also provided that British subjects and

protected persons importing or exporting arras from Zanzibar

and Pasha were liable to a fine of Rupees 1,000 or an im¬

prisonment of two months or both* The law was to come into

effect after 27 February 1S89*181 The Zanzibar Order of 1889

gave the Consul General powers to make regulations for peace,

order and good government of British subjects and protected

persons la Zanzibar, The prime purpose of this order was

| QO
to prohibit the export of arms to the African interior*

The offoctivonoss of the above Orders required that

the houses of British Indians could be «watched under direct

orders from tliis office", but the Consul General complained

that there was no police force at his command to carry this

measure into effect* Consul General Buaa-dsaitii did not

180. F.O* 84.1906, Euan-Smith to F.0*f >4-1888*
181* F*0* 84*1876, No,100, Enc.9# 26-2-1S89. Notification

of 17-12-1888.
182, F.O* 34*1905, ho.242, F.O. to Luan-Smith, 28-12-1888*
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trust th© effectiveness of the Sultan*© polio© to perform

this duty because of their suocoptibility to corruption,'
These ndv powers were used when ih© access to the coast was

blockaded and a ship, chartered by a British Indian subject §

Sawji Hadji, and sub-chartered to Br Carl Fetors, was appro-

headed tor carrying arras under the blockade of arras regula¬

tions, Judge Cracknel! in the ■Seera Judgment® released the

ship because it was not carrying munition© of war like guns

and ammunition but ®belts and pouches and knives'". The

ship was, however, laode to pay captor's costs because its
184

papers were not in order,

Iwrar jmdL&wtiwtam
The basic them© of this chapter is the persisting

confusion in the application of extraterritorial jurisdiction

over the Indians in civil and criminal matters, Ml* at

various stages anomalies were successively removed, the

extension of jurisdiction at each stag© lod to further

anomalies. Consuls Ilamerton and Rigby applied this juris¬

diction in slave trad© matters witiiout adequate legal powers#

Consuls Felly, Playfair and Churchill scrutinised the

application of this jurisdiction and laid a liflHl basis for

it. In as much as they increased the application of this

jurisdiction over different categories of protected persons,

they left behind a complex legacy to Consul Kirk, The

Mission of Sir Bartl© Frer© led to the signing of a new

Treaty with the Sultan in 1873, and the enlarged jurisdiction

183* F.O, 84,1973, Buan-S»ith to P.O., 14-1-1889.
184. F.O, 84.1980, No.298, 10-8-1889, Portal to F.O,, Sao.

"The Neera Judgment® issued by Judge Cracknoll, 3-8-1889*
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acquired by virtue of this treaty was resolutely applied by

Kisdc, who was promoted to the rank of Consul General, The

legality of the enlarged Jurisdiction was enhanced by the

changes rteomeuted by Judge Foster, while the ad hoc appli¬

cation of the earlier measures was made increasingly more

systematic, especially by Judge Cracknell*

Th© application of the Jurisdiction in ©lave trade

matter®, curtailed the economic activity of British subjects,

while allowing protected persons from India t© prosper, A

major portion ot the consular activity was devoted to

extending British control over various categories of these

protected persons. Since the consular court was a part of

the Consul General*® establishment, the wider implications

of the increased and systematic enforcement of extraterritorial

Jurisdiction wee to bring the Indians within the British

sphere of control, political and economic as much as legal,

sad to alienate then from the Sultan*s regime, This
ICS

"compulsory® •'Jurisdiction was mainly imposed over the

Indians because of thoir involvement in the Slav© trade.

The smaller Indian businesses began to develop the "legiti¬

mate" sector of the economy, which was directly encouraged

by the Consul General, Participation in the "legitimate"

sector insulated the Indian entrepreneurs from their Arab

counterparts, and utilised a large number of former slaves

who provided unskilled and cheap labour. Hi© effect of

restricting the slave trad© had far graver consequences for

135, doe a. 88 for Kirk's assertion that this Jurisdiction
was applied because of Indian involvement in the slave
trade.
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the Suitan, because slavery was a cornerstone of hi.a

H ' ' '

economy, J This dual Jurisdiction not only weakened the

Sultan's empire, but it also uiado the Indians increasingly

dependent upon the legal and political protection of the

consulate. This protection was on occasion enforced on

th© mainland by the Royal Navy by reprisals against the

Arab communities on the coast,

While the Bombay Government initially had political

interests in the Sultan of Muscat's African and Arabian

Empire, the division of the Empire in 1861 lessoned its

interest la Zanzibar. The application of th© slave trad©

legislation further diminished th© Bombay Govemtaont1 s interest

in Zanzibar and it ceased to control th© Political Agency in

1873# while the Indian Government similarly abrogated its

control to the Foreign Office in 1883, Hie Bombay High

Court retained an interest in Zanzibar because it was con¬

sidered a district of the court at Bombay, The Bombay

High Court, however, was not suited to hearing cases trans¬

ferred by the Consular Court in Zanzibar,

Once the importance of slavery had decreased and

alegitiraat®B commerce had increased in scop® during th©

1880s, an important aspect of th© extraterritorial juris¬

diction was the adjudication of oivil matters. Criminal

jurisdiction assumed a much smaller role and was transformed

into control of crimes lilt© murder. The application of

tills diverse civil and criminal jurisdiction necessitated

the enactment of now Orders in Council in 1881, 1882 and

186. For full commercial implications of this jurisdiction
on the commercial empire of the Sultan, see Sheriffs

charter vXi, auction ill.
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108%# Til© shortcomings of tho Order in Council of 1866

pointed out by Judge Footer uoro recognised and remodied in

tli© Order in Council of 18S2. This Order was pad© operative

not only in prospective terms, but also retrospectively

and legalised tli® previous actions wliieh had boon enforced

without proper legal authority#

The main impact of the application of civil and

criminal jurisdiction, both properly and improperly, was to

consolidate British, control in economic and political terms

over Zansibsr# The following chapter illustrates, during

the late Victorias:! era, the political nature of this legal

control*
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CHAPTER VI

MBI maaayi Maasaai

Consular jurisdiction in Zanzibar was iutonaifiou

during the last decade of the nineteenth century because of

the importance of British interests involved in the area.

Other features of the extension of British control were the

jurisdiction of the Imperial British East Africa Company

(IBEAC) over the northern mainland dominions of the Sultan

in 1888, and the declaration of Protectorate status which

totally formalised control over Sanzibar and the mainland,

Crons the point of view of the Indian community, three

important Issues ©merge about the control over them. The

first was the exercise of a political jurisdiction over an

Indian courtier of the Sultan, Paera Dewji, The second

issue was the effect on the Indians of the IBEAC* s control

over the mainland. Finally, reference will be made to the

nature of protectorate and colonial status declared by

Britain over Zanzibar and the mainland.

The Consular Court had previously deported persons to

the Bombay High Court for trial and as punishment for slave

trade offences. In 1S8S the Court exercised an adiainistrac¬

tive power of deportation which amounted to something more

than a modus Vivendi arranged between peoples of unlike
I

laws, and infringed the sovereignty of Zanzibar, The

British Counsular Court exercised deportation in Britain*s

1, J,B« Moores International Law. Vol,II, Sect,293# p,773*
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political interests,

Tli© riizht of deportation for political or quasi-
political reasons touches sovereignty store nearly,
and there can never be certainty that it will
always be used with a single eye for the good of
the territorial sovereign and in accordance with
his will*••were the foreign state to hold it to
the exclusion of the territorial authorities the
latter might have to stand powerless in the face
of intrigues directed against their existence
under the sanction of the foreign government
itself.2

Hence, while tf.E. Hall, a legal authority, asserts the right

of Britain to deport for trial and punishment, on the ques¬

tion of administrative deportation he asserts that "it

cannot therefore be held that Eastern states have in this

•j
respect abdicated their sovereign rights". This right

had not been abdicated by Zanzibar but the British Consulate

nevertheless exercised it.

U») P?®fa Beporfrat^off.

sultan Khalifa,the brother of Sultan Barghash, was

appointed Jointly by the British and German governments,

mainly because he was a weak man. He suffered most humili¬

ating attacks on his sovereignty and finally resorted to

advisors whom he felt would guHe him away from European

control. This incurred the wrath of the Consul General and

the two advisors were insulted since their Influence effec-

tively reduced that of the XBEAC and General Mathews. The

writer, Lyme, saw the Sultan as "an ignorant, weak man, who

cam© under tho influence of worthless advisors, who intrigued

2. tf.E. Mailt Porol/ai Powers, p.179*
3. ibid.

4. H.N. Lynet An Aooatle of Empire, p.119. Dewji is
referred to as the low cast© Hindu servant and Bakashumar
as an .aged intriguer hostile to Europeans.
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against Mathows9but fails to mention that Britain appointed

Khalifa because ho was weak and his advisors were only

attempting to protect the Sultan*s interests*

Sultan Khalifa's Hindu confidant, Peera Dewji, along

with Bakashumar, exercised a lot of power,^ Euan—Smith,

referring to the Sultan* s bad administration and his very

bad relations with the Arabs, said that he advised him not

to be influenced by Peera Dewji, a "low bom, but extremely

clever, capable and unscrupulous adventurer", who exercised
7

an "unwholesome influence over the Sultan's indolent mind",'

Euan*Smith went even further and wrote a personal letter to

Sir Julian Pauneefote at the Foreign Office, in which he

expressed his fear that the Sultan conferred with Dcwji on
a

most confidential matters and that since Dowji was a "declared

enemy of th© English" these confidences were divulged to the

Anglophobic Germans* Thus Euan—Smith asserted that Dewji

had instigated the Sultan's insult of General Mathews, whose

influence with the Sultan had dwindled to nought, and there-
8

for® Dewji was a "danger to the state". Lord Salisbury

was informed of th© above facts, with a recommendation from

Sir Julian that Dewji bo removed to India for * carrying on

political intrigues to th© detriment of British interests".

Lord Salisbury acted4 "By all means, I think better than
9

deposing the Sultan*" Euan-Smith accused Dewji of being

opposed to British and IBEAC's interests and therefore

5. ibid.* p.123.
6. F.O* 84.1910, Mo.311, Buan-Siaith to E.G., 22-10-1888.
7* F.O, 04.1911» No•385, Euan-smith to F.O., 4-12-1888.
8. F.O. 84.1975, Euan-Smith to Sir Julian Pauacefote (F.O.),

15-1-1889 (Personal).
9* ibid.. Sir Julian P&uncefoto to Lord Salisbury, 15—2—1889.

A precis of Euan-Smith's letter with notation by Lord
Salisbury.
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rsGOiaraojadod that

it might become necessary for Her Majesty*a
Government to decide as to whether a stronger
ruler acting under British influence might not-^
desirably replace the present Sultan Khalifa*

Since Britain and Germany had installed Sultan Khalifa, the

Foreign office did not want him deposed until both countries

had mads a final decision on colonial questions. Lord

Salisbury had decided against this course ©von before Suaa-

Siaith's letter was received* The Foreign Office was also

informed that Dowji was awaiting the arrival of Lt Wiaamaa

of the German Consulate in order to become a German subject.

Euan-Smith gained support for B@wjl*s immediate deportation

by obtaining a petition from the Sultan's brother and thir¬

teen Arab chiefs criticising Dewji and Bakashumar for not
11

being Breai Arabs11 * Clearly the /scab subjects of the

Sultan had realised that the Sultanate, its courtiers and

Arab chiefs were not at all free agents and were subject to

harassment* There was at this time a marked change in the

attitudes of the local populace and marked hostility was

directed at Europeans* Assault© on British and German

sailors increased in 188p and in August, at the request of

Gerald Portal, the town was placed totally under the control

of General Mathews as a precautionary measure, and shore
12

leave for German and British sailors was cancelled*

The Foreign Office wrote that, if the Sultan thought

it expedient to expel Psora fievji

10, F.O* 84.1976, Ho, 49, Euan-Smith to F.G*, 1-2-1889.
11, F.O, 84*1979j Buan-Smith to F.O,, 28-2-1889, The advice

of John Kick was sought at this point, and h© concurred
with Dewji's deportation,

12, L.¥* Hollingewortht Mm&imjm&K SEt EW&mJSlW&SL*
pp 30-32,
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as a person dangerous to pooco and good order,
no objection would be raised on the part of tier
Majesty's Government although he is an Indian
British subjoet**3

This power was to bo exercised under the Order of 1884, but

Euan-Smith was informed that another Order in Council would

bo passed to

enable you to deport British Indian subjects
who may bo guilty of intriguing to the detri¬
ment of British interests in Sausibar. 1 **

Once he was convinced of Dewji's guilt, Suan-Smith

informed the Sultan that hie advisor would be removed from

Aansibar* The Sultan was given the option of removing Devji

for one year from lanaibar rtwithout it being hurtful to the

Sultan's dignity",'J in which case the British Consul would

not apply the Order in Council* The Sultan refused to

dismiss Dewji from his service, but informed Euan-Smith

that since Oevji was a British subject the British Consul

was free to do what he wanted* Britain was unwilling to

dethrone the Sultan, so it was decided to remove bevji

because of his importance at the Sultan's court in under¬

mining British influence* Bakashumar was also exiled to
16

Arabia at the end of August 188?*

The Proclamation of 9 March 1889, made out by Consul

Euan-Smith, was based on en Order in Council of 2 March

1889 and laid down that, because of evidence which the

Consul possessed concerning Dowji'a incitement of enmity

between His Highness the Sultan and her Majesty's power and

authority, he could he deported* The period of deportation

13. F.O, 84*1973, No*27, F.O. to Euan-Smith, 25-1-1889.
14* ibid*. Mo*55, F,0, to Euan-Smith, 18-2-1889*
15* F.O. 84*1977, No.140, Euan-Smith to P.O., 11->1839.
16. L.«. HOilingaworthj fangjbar under the Foreign Office.

P.34.
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17
was designated not to exceed two years* Euan-Smith had

to leave Zanzibar because of bad health but Sultan Khalifa

was extremely annoyed about the Dovji affair and refused to
IS

receive the Consul General on the eve of his departure*

In the absence of Buaa-Smith, Consul Hawes executed

the Deportation Order and sent a copy to the Foreign Office*

Feera Dewji was deported to Bombay on 19 April 1389* The

Foreign Office was extremely dissatisfied that Consul liawes

did not mention the powers under which deportation was

vested and called it "a great muddle" It was felt by the

Foreign Office that since 23uai*»Smith had taken the evidence

of Dewji *3 guilt , only he could have signed a valid depor¬

tation order* Neither Haves nor the acting Consul, Portal,

were satisfied by the evidence en oath, to the effect that

Dewji was a person dangerous to peace and good order in

Zanzibar* The Legal Officer at the Foreign Office stressed

that under these circumstances "Haves * proceedings are

20
altogether invalid"* TLio Legal Officer feared that Dewji

could institute proceedings against Haves and, while the

Foreign Office was prepared to protect the Consular Office,

the Treasury objected* The Deportation Order, under the

Orders in Council of 1384 and 1889, was not drawn up la a

proper legal form* While Haves was not held entirely res¬

ponsible for tills, nevertheless the Foreign Office found the

■legal accuracy" of the Order to be "more than questionablew.

17* F*0* 84*1977# Deportation under Order in Council 1384,
section 17j for failure of good behaviour and security
under section 16*

18. L.V. Holliagsworthi Zanzibar under the FO* p.33.

19. F.O. 84.1978# Ho. 194, liawes to F*0,, 9-4-1889, and enc.

20* ibid*. F.G'a observations, 5-6-1889.
21. F.O. 84.1973, Ho.16b, F.O. to Portal, 14-6-1889.
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The Foreign. Office sent two forms to the Consul General.

Foot A was an Order of Pro! libit ion, and Foot D an Order of

Removal* Although the Dovji case was considered to be

irremediable, nevertheless these forms were prepared with

legal advice for future us© against British smbjoots or

protected persons* 'Pie Order of Prohibition was to be

signed by the Consul General or the acting Consul General

to whose satisfaction it has been shown by
evidence on oath that the provisions of the
Order in Council have been infringed and not
(signed) by some other person as occurred in
Peera Bevel's case*22

The acts committed, or about to be cosansitted, against the

Zanzibar Order in Council of 188%, and those which would be
*dangerous to peace and good order8 in Zanzibar wore included

on the Order of Prohibition* Any attempt to excite enmity

between the Sultan of Zanzibar and the people of Zanzibar,

or any intrigue18against Her Majesty* s power and authority

in Zanzibar" would also constitute grounds for prohibition

from Zanzibar*

Hi® Sultan had pleaded with the Foreign Office not to

sand Euan-Smith back to Zanzibar, especially because of the

role ho played in deporting his advisor, tout the Foreign

Office refused his request* Euan-SsdLth, on hi© return,

felt that since Dewji* a departure the Sultan had responded

favourably to the Consulate and feared that Dewji's return
£>"l

would decreas© the importance of General Lloyd Mathews* J

22* ibid.« No.166, Enc*1, 1%-6-1S89j F.G. S%.19S%, No.220,
F.O* to Portal, 30-8-1883? Portal asked the Foreign
Office if Poera Dewji's sentence had been remitted, and
if he was allowed t© com© back to Zanzibar* Lord Salis¬
bury replied that £uan-&aitfc had denied these reports.

23, F.O. 8%,1982, No.%07, Euan-Smith to F.O., 23-12-1889.
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Poors Dewjl*a deportation with the concurrence of the sultan

for having broken the ®peae© of tt» eeveraign of the
2k

country" would have boon Justifiable, ilowovor, there

was not tho slightest evidence of this having ixapponod and

tlx© Sultan's reaction amply demonstrated Ms opposition to

this act of political deportation which further curtailed

Ixis sovereignty. The Dowji deportation also defined the

limits beyond which tlx© Indian cessaunity could not legally

step,

1(b) Euan-Smith's Exorcise of Le.val Powers

Euan—Smith requested extended powers over Indian sub¬

jects (not British subjects) who *enjoy such extraordinary

privileges®, He felt that although the Indians enjoyed

those privileges, which were unattained by -any "other native,

they are an exceedingly ill-mannered and ill-conditioned

class of people*. ills reference was directed to the Khoja

portion of the "native community* # lie felt that the powers

over the Indians were rather * shadowy and undofined",

©specially with respect to tlx© power to "deport evil-doers®.

John Kirk had treated British subjects equally, but

Euan-SMth was not so diplomatic. The Foreign Office found

Mm incompetent la the legalities of eon^eular work, lie

had drawn up on Ordor in Council on 7 December 1888 to make

a register of "all resident British protected subjects®,

with the express purpose of exacting a foe for tlx© privilege

of British protection, The Foreign Office pointed out to

Euan-Smith that the lino of hutch*s subjects were to b©

2k. F, Piggotts ^diiMa^oriailty. p,1o1.
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referred to as "British protected persons and not British

protected subjects** Kirk, who continued to advise the

Foreign Office, referred to Buan-S^ith*s terminology as

"absurd*1 * Kirk also pointed out that "official registra¬

tion and payment of petty fees" would be resented toy

British subjects* He therefore advised that the order be

disallowed, since previous consuls, Hlgby, Polly and others,

had tried to use these measures and had failed,2"* The

Foreign Office thereupon informed Euan-Smith that his regis¬

tration order would drive British proteges to Gorman
2:6

territory. It felt that the burden of being a British

protected pex'son ought to be made "as light as possible and
27

British protection a favourable contrast to a foreign rule** '

On closer examination the Foroign Office decided that Euan—

order was umocossary sine© it was covered by

Section 38 of the Order in Council of 188% (Section 6(b))*""0
Lord Salisbury was firmer and decided that since the policy

of registration and fees would moot with resistance, Euan-

Smith bo instructed to withdraw thesa*

Despite tlie distinctions made by the Foreign Office

between British subjects and British protected persons "over

and over again by Zansibar Orders in Council™, Euan-Smith

had not understood the difference, Hie Foreign Office was

extremely upset , but Euan-Smith responded that since no one

in Zanzibar had complained, he did not see why London was

25» F.O* 84.1975, and F«G* 84*1932, No,423, Euan-Smith to
F.O., 26-12-1889, and Ends Kil-Je to P.O., 8-3-1890} F.C»s
cocaKont, 10-3-1S9*> *

26. F.O. 84.2033, P.O. to Buan-Ssaith, 14->1890.
27• ibid.
28, ibid.. Ho.119, F.O, to Euan-Smith, 17-7-1890.
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go
so concerned. w Like 90 many other men "on the spot" vtio

were extending British Imperial authority in the 19th

century, Euan—Smith had no regard for the niceties and legal

finesse that were venerated in London. Xt was partly

because of the illegalities committed by man-Smith as

Consul Generalf responsible for the consular court, that

it become clear that the legal and consular functions needed
30

to be separated."

While the legalities of Jurisdiction were not clear

to Euan-doith, the political aspects of control over Indians

were not lost on him* la contradistinction to the deporta-

tion of Peers Dewji, the following case demonstrates his

ability to bring under British control certain Indians whom

he considered important, by doing favours for them.

man-Smith had exhorted the Indians to accept Gorman

overlordship (see Chapter XI, Section 3). However, he was

willing to befriend an Indian - Haji - whom he considered a

man of great importance. liaji, who was already working

closely with the Germans, was known for his anti-English

sentiments and yet was befriended by Euan-Smith on the

understanding that lie would cut off his relations with the

Germans. Having obtained this assurance from him, Euan-

Smith then asked Consul Portal to assist liaji in recruiting

labour for the Congo Railway."** Kaji's contract to recruit

29* P.O. 84.2061, Euan-Smith to P.O., 22-3-1890, and encs.
Euan-Smith dismissed legal considerations of Jurisdiction
over Indians as mere "academic questions*, especially
while prosecuting a Khoja woman whom ho called a "British
protected person*. Judge Cracknel criticised Euan—Smith
for wanting to "retain utmost Jurisdiction and control
over the British Indian community as a body* without the
Sultan ever encroaching upon it. See P.O. 84.20<»3» No.
325, Euaa-SWlih to P.O., 11-3—1880.

30. P.O. 84.2064, No.377, Euaa-Staith to P.O., 13-9-1890.
31. P.O. 84.1980, Euan-Smith to P.O., 13-8—1889•
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labour for the Congo Free State was submitted to the British

Consular Judge , who considered that it contained no

clauses to which an exception can be taken
on the grounds of their directly encouraging
the slave trade, and the rights of the employed
seem to be well safeguarded*• *32

The Consulate was, however, going to keep a strict vatoh on

Maji and hie French partners in case the Indian Penal Code

was infringed* The ship "Zanzibar* was allowed to leave

with 400 moil, possibly freed slaves, to work on the Congo

Railway# after inspection by British and German naval

officers.^-5

2) Mas ma Jteafcl Smtasl
Sir William MacKinnon had formed the British Bast

Africa Association in IBS? to open up the British portion of

East Africa to commerce. In September t8S8, through a Royal

Charter of Incorporation, it became known as the Imperial

British East Africa Company. The field of operations of

the IBEAC was not considered to have derogated from the

sovereignty of the Sultan and hence Protectorate status was

not declared over the mainland territories* Zt was, however,

the first step to the declaration of Protectorate status on

the mainland as an instrument of acquisition and administra¬

tion. The rights of government and administration were

obtained from the Sultan and various chiefs* The Crown

had no dominion over these grants and agreements, but since

the British Government had authorised the Company to hold

and retain powers, "the Crown could not grant the Company

32, P.O. 84*2060, No.2%, Euan-Smith to P.O., 20-1-1890,
33* F*0. ©4,2061, No,191, Euan-Smith to F.O., 2-5-1890.
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34
what it did not possess", there was nevertheless a measure

of involvement* Hie II3EAC charter was based on municipal

and not international law* Hie British Government hod

authorised the Company to hold and retain powers already

vested in them, but conferred none on them* Hence the

Company was subordinate to the British Government j

The IBEA field of operations is not declared a
Protectorate since sovereignty is not indivisible.
Such an arrangement in no way derogates from the
sovereignty of the protected power,35

For international purposes the IBEAC was to be regarded as

being under the sovereignty of Groat Britain,"'

Within a short period of this complicated legal achemo

acute problems were created between the British Consulate

and the IBEAC• Simons, the Consul at Lamu, resigned his

post because of conflicting orders received from his joint

masters, Consul General Euan*Smith at Zanzibar and the

IBEAC.37
Under Article 2 of the XBEAC's Concession judges could

have been appointed and courts of justice established*

Consul Euan-Smith claimed rights of extraterritoriality over

British subjects and British protected persons under Article

XVI in the Zanzibar—British Treaty of 30 April 1886, Hie

IBEAC judges had to apply to the Foreign Office to obtain
38

consular commissions* Hie administrator of the IBEAC,

34, F.O. 84.2275, Memorandum by Lord Chancellor, 5-11-1892,
No.152.

35* ibid*. No*5» Law Officor of the Crown to Lord Xnitsford,
17-4-1891, Annex 1, Feb*1891, See C.W. Hobleys Kenvai
From Chartered Company to Crown Colony* 2nd Ed, (London!
1970), Introduction G.ll* Mungoam, p.viii.

36. Sheraton Baiter 1 first Steps ^tferaationaj Lav? (London!
1899), P.25, Sec74*

37. F.O. 84.2064:* No.375, Euan-Smith to F.O., 13-9-1890, & one.

38. ibid. No.377, Euan-Smith to F.O., 15-9-1390. Euan-Smith's
use of "extraterritoriality" incorrectly is criticised by
the P.O., seo n«29 above, F.O, 84,2063, No,325.
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Sir Frauds do Winton, sought a consular cosuisslon-^bocaas©
of tlx© increased European and Indian population at Mombasa

4Q
and tlx© doaiaad for increased judicial functions* With the

start of the operations of tko IBBAC, the joint consular and

judicial function© (the "combination system*) had led to a

dominant role for ih® Consul General* This system had sou©

similarity to the double govorraaent system of tlx© East India

Company although it vac short lived* , Tlx® presence of the

ISEAC brought to light the highly politically oriented

nature of the judiciary because of its control by the
4i

Consulate*

Two dinstlnct features of the XDSAC need to be stressed*

Firstly, that since the IBEAC was paving the way for the

British Government to take formal control of the East Africa

mainland, there were considerable problems between the

Foreign Office, the consuls and the IBEAC* Secondly, these

differences tended to bo minimised when the Indian community

posed a challenge to the IBEAC*

The XBEAS en the coast land exercised powers over the

Indians resident there, and J-lackeaaio of the IBEAC was of

th© opinion that the Company had acted without legal
||2

authority towards the Indians and oxcoedod its powers*

Hi© Foreign Office was reluctant t© grant any consular

agencies to the IBEAC, and since the Company was not in a

stable position because of tao extremely tons© situation

on the coast, it wanted the consul to remain is charge of
43

the coastal situation*

39. m&'s Mo*385, Euan-Smith to F*o*, 24»9«»18SK>*
40* fbid* * Snc * do ','intoa to mane-Smith#
41, ibid* * Mote by Davidson (F«0*), 7*10>t890«
42* ibid* * Enc* Kom©: Mackenzie to F,0*, Ho,12*
43* F.O* 84*2065, Ho.395, BuasvStelth to P.O., 20-10-1896*
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General Mathows, a major Minister of the Sultan of

Zanzibar, advised the Foreign. Office that the Sultan should

not b© allowed any control of justice on the mainland because

the work of the IBiEAC would be hindered* Ho advised the

setting up of consular courts In each district under vice-

consuls with a Court of Appeal based in Mombasa* Whereas

the British East Africa Association had derived its powers

from the Sultan, the Company did not serve his interests

but those of the British Government from whom it originally
44

derived its legal power* The XBEAC differed from the

British North Borneo Company in that the XBEAC was subject

to, and was to perform all the obligations contained in any

treaty between the British Government and any other state

or power* The Indian pleader, Cararuddin of Zanzibar, gave

adlvice on technical and legal questions* He advised the

Company of "the necessity of appointing an exporie need

Indian judge, or a Barrister to act as a judge, assisted by
46

an Indian pleader3•

The XBEAC issued two proclamations on the coast* The

first on© required the registration of individuals and prop¬

erty, and imposed a fee for such registration and for

obtaining a licence to carry on business* The second wanted

to effect the registration of dhows on the Ken^a-a coast
for a fee of Rupees 15* A British resident asked if he

were obliged to comply with these regulations* Portal

informed the Foreign Office that, according to the letter

44* Ghai & McAu&laat Public Law. p*7»

45« M*F* Lindleyt The Acquisition* pp 100-1*
46* F*0* 84*2153* G©n« Mathewss Notes on the Administration

of Justice in Zanzibar.
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of tho lav, tlia IBBAC did not lueve th© right to charge fees

nor to exact fines and inflict seven© punishments. However,

h© was reluctant to inform British subjects at Laou and

Mombasa that tiioy did not have to comply with the regulations

of t!i© IBEAC.^ The British subjects wore advised to auhsait

to these regulations, but to lodge a protest if they saw
48

fit. A group of 75 Indians at Mombasa refused to Obtain

tiie trade licences, although two of the loading Indian

traders did so. One of them, Tharla Topen, was a respected

laorabor of tho commercial establishment in ^aasibar.'*^ Sir

Francis do Linton had taken Topon and another trader, Dewjee

Jamal, Into Ms confidence and was convinced that their

interests coincided with those of the IBBAC.^ The IBEAC

administrator, Dorkoley, also received an "iraportinoat®

letter referring to his n tyrannyw signed by an overwhelming

number of Mombasa merchants, who were propared to go to jail

rather than submit to his orders. Fifty-four Indians

accused the XESI2A0 of using "criaiiial intimidation® to make

thorn subjects of tho Company, and thoy wanted tlio XBEAC to

establish a municipality in Mombasa from which it would,

rocoivo taxes* Thoy considered themselves to bo under th©

protection of th® British Government and did not want to
si

become subjects of the Company. The XBEAS, however,

4?. F.O. 84.2229, No.7# Portal to F.O., 14-1-1892, Enc.
Berkeleya IBSAC Proceedings, 1-1-1892.

48, ibid.. No.26, Portal to F.O,, 31-1-1892 and enc.

49* F.O. 84.2153, Lloyd Mathews to P.O., 16-6-1891. Lloyd
Mathews offered th© ZBEAC th© help of Topan to build a
house at a reasonable su©9 if th®y did not wish to rent one.

50. F.O. 84.2063, No.34o, Enc. Euan-dsaith to P.O., 17-8-1S90.
Memorandum of interview between Sir Francis d© winton,
Sir TJmrla Topan and Bowjo© Jasmi, 13-8-1890.

31. F.O. 84.2229, enc. in No.33, Indian merchants to Berkeley,
22-11-1892. Enc. Peorbhoy and others to Portal, 28-1-1892.
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regarded this aa a question of grave importance, affecting

their position and that of their representative Berkeley,

sines it was an open rebellion by British Indians against

Berkeley's authority. Portal informed Berkeley that he had

exceeded his authority and should have communicated with the

Consul General before issuing the Proclamation. Ho was

also informed that the British Indiana looked to the Consul

General at Zaassibar for legal protection, end Portal felt

that the Indians, therefor©, had a right to pay their fines

under protest.^2 Portal visited Mombasa after these

representations because of the doubts which the Indians had

expressed concerning tho legality of the IBBAC's documents

ami their validity in British courts.

The opinion of the Consular Judge Cracknel! was that

the IB12AC registration ought to have been considered ©qui-
53

volant to a consular one."'"' Davidson, as a legal adviser

at the Foreign Office, agreed with Cracknell on the condi¬

tion that tho documents were to be mad© by the Consul

General and reviewed by the Secretary of State. In his

viow the Indians had raised the whole question of the legal
54

and administrative acts of the ZBEAC. Berkeley went so

far a© to claim that the administrative acts of the IBEAC

were not open to question by the Consular Judge Craokaoll.

52. ibid.* Portal to F.O., Sic. 33 » Portal to F.O., 7-2-1892.
Berkeley does not sees concerned about the legality of
the Proclamation but whether he con enforce it.

53. F.O. 84.2230, Mo.67, Portal to F.O., 24-3-1892, Section
43 of the Order in Council of 1884 would be the relevant
section, according to Judge Cracknel!.

54. ibid.. Mo.68, .line. 25-3—1892. See MacKinnon Papers
(SOA3, XSEAC Box). IBEAC letters sent to Mombasa by
German Moil, 17-1 -1891* The Administrator was asked to
collect a tax on land from Africans, on a district basis
as was done in India.
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.The Judge felt that if a defendant or plaintiff alleged the

illegality of any official orders, ordinances or proclama-

felons issued by the 2BEAC administrator, then he would have

to examine whether the administrator's pronouncements were

binding, or if he had acted ultra vires or in a manner not

justified by the IBEAC Charter, Concession or the British*

Zanzibar Treaty* Berkeley denied this right because lie felt

that his position would be rendered impossible by recalcitrant

British or Indian subjects* The legal adviser at the

Foreign Office felt that Cracknell, as a consular judge,

could not be instructed by the Foreign Office in the present

Mombasa Indian case, since Berkeley could impeach Cracknell*s

judicial decision* If Berkeley's taxes wore to be adjudged

legal, he would have the advantage of judicial decision and

"a public discomfiture of the recalcitrant Indians into the

bargain"* However, he felt that Berkeley's desire to oust

the jurisdiction of the consular court was prompted by
35

serious misgivings and that his proclamation was illegal*

Portal visited Mombasa after receiving his commission

and held two long interviews with the Indians* Their

animosity towards Berkeley was pronounced, especially since

Indians had been imprisoned without trial, for which they

demanded compensation* Portal, however, tried to support

the administrative authority, despite what he had acknow¬

ledged as being illegal*"* la a private letter to Anderson

of the Foreign Office, he wrote*

53• ibid*« Davidson's opinion, 26-4-1892, See also Davidson's
opinion in F*0* 34*2236, Telegramme No.19, Portal to F*0«,
3-2-1892* Euan-Smith, who was in London, also admitted
that Berkeley had exceeded his authority in imposing
taxes and imprisoning the Indians*

56. ibid.. Portal to F*0., 23-3-1892,
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X think X cait keep the Indian malcontents quiet,
but they are very bitter about their imprison¬
ment and anxious to bring: an action against
Berkeley, If they do so, the latter will deny_7
the jurisdiction of this or the Mombasa court*

Despite adamant opposition to the IBEAC by the Mombasa Indians

and the recognition of its existence by Portal, as Consul

General, and the Foreign Office, no attempt was made to

obtain their consent for the XBEAC'a administration*

Attempts wore in fact directed to stifling their protest*

The Directors of the IDEAC, for their part, took great

exception to Portal•« intervention in Mombasa, believing

him to be on the aide of the Indians and accusing him of

having encouraged "hostile demonstrations at a public
58

meeting", An IBBAC employee, Dick, was discharged for
59

being on© of the instigators against the Company,'

The Mombasa Indian case was suddenly dropped from the

reports* It demonstrated that on occasions where the

Indians represented a threat to the Company*s interests on

the mainland, the Foreign Office was willing to forego its

differences with the Company, although it had recognised

that the Indians had a genuine grievance* The Foreign

Office, therefore, arbitrarily .allowed the IBEAC to imple¬

ment their control, even though there was some question

about it* This case nevertheless revealed that the IBEAC

was in an extremely weak position and controlled the terri¬

tories very ineffectively* The Company proposed to provide

37. F*0, 8%.2231, Portal to Anderson (Private), 9-5-1892*
38, F.O, 84,2232, Mo*190, Portal to F,0,t 30-8-1692, In this

instance Berkeley felt that the Directors of the IBEAC
were mistaken and that he had not reported such an inci¬
dent* C*W» Uobloys Kenya*felt that the Foreign Office
"pursued an unreasonable and high-handed policy...notably
on the taxation of Indian subjects for the upkeep of the
administrative machinery", p.69*

59. F.O* 84.2236, No,20, Tele, Portal to P.O., 5-2-1892*
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police protection for British subjects, but the force con¬

sisted of Indian Volunteer Police who had boon raised for

general service in the XBSAC territories.^ The simultaneous

discussion about the disbund&ont of the police force raised

the whole issue of the provision for good public order in

the IBiAC's territories.^ Their bad administration resulted

from poor conception, bad management and under—capitalisation

of the Company.

Tlio ZBBAC, however, still petitioned the Foreign Offico

that the British Indians vera willing to submit themselves

to taxation in return for efficient police protection. It

was stated that Her Majesty's Oovemasont had declared its

willingness to sanction taxation powers over British
61

subjects by the IBBAC for administration purposes. In

principle, therefore, the Foreign Office either ignored

their legal misgivings or tried to remove the® retrospec¬

tively in the interest of growing British control. In the

case of a conflict between law and politics, tlx© Foreign

Offico would seem to have overridden legal considerations

in favour of the political ones. Nothing seems to have
64

come of the IBEAC's petition because it was repeated.

Discussions continued, however, to centre on the agreement

expressed by the Foreign Office to issue an Order in Council

enabling the IBBAC to tax British subjects, which was

60. F.Q. 2.56, P.O. (Currie) to IBEAC, 15-6-!8y3. C.W.
Hobleyi honva. *Aa the hosao Government had agreed to the
grant of the Charter a© a cheap and easy way of reserving
this territory for Britain, the treatment accorded to the
Company was ungenerous and shortsighted," p.o9«

61. Ibid.

62. Gha± & MacAuslans Public haw, p.12*

63. P.O. 2.73, XBliAC (Chairman) to P.O., 22-1-1894.
61. P.O. 2.74, IBSAC, Report to Shareholders, 31-7-1894.
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considered to be a boon to foreigners but detrimental to the
61

interests of the Indians,

The IBEAC also enquired if they had any rights to make

"penal clauses in a proposed arms ordinance"* The Foreign

Office informed them that it would only be done if the

Consul General issued a regulation for its enforcement under

Section 2 of the Zanzibar Order in Council of 1888,

However, doubts about this and other simulations and their
67

applicability continued to bo expressed.

Protectorate status had been in operation i_n Zanzibar

for some years and with the closure of the operations of the

1BEAC British consular courts at Mombasa and Zanzibar were

abolished in the hope that foreign subjects would bring

their suits to a newly created court unattached to the

consular establishment. The French, however, refused to
66

accept the jurisdiction of the new court* It was in 1896

that the French agreed to accept British jurisdiction over

French subjects in Zanzibar, once a properly constituted

British court had boen established*^
When, in the middle of 1893, the IBEAC started to depart

from Buganda and territories north of the Tana, administra¬

tion was increasingly taken over by the Government of

Zanzibar — which meant effectively British administration,

since Zanzibar was a British protectorate « By 1895 the

65* F*G, 2*58, p*32, W»H* Bishop*» Statement* Brigade Surgeon
K.C, Chandra (Indian) was present at the Meeting, but
raised no points,

66* F*0, 107*1, F*0* to Rodd, Acting Agent, No,29, 14-2-1S93*
67* F*0* 2*7%, Memorandum by Craakaell, 27-8-1891*
68, F*0* 107*111, F*0« to Monsieur Cambon, in response to

No*%4 front Harding© to F,0*, ©specially relating to tu©
case of Farre vs Peera Dewji*

69* M,F* Lindloyi The Acquisition, p#3l&»Also o. 103 o£ Bus Ckapfcer,
70* Ghai & McAuslans Public Law, p*12*
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IBSAC had wound up Its operations on the East Africa mainland

and the British Government assumed control over the coastal

protectorate and the adjacent colony* Once the control

became effective the laws of the colony vers applied to the

Protectorate* Thus the Kenya Colony and Protectorate were

governed by the same Governor, Executive Council and Legis-
71

lative Council*'

3) ajjaai
la the last decade of the nineteenth century Zanzibar

was declared a Protectorate by Britain* Bespit© the decla¬

ration of the Protectorate in 1890, the actual extension of

this Jurisdiction did not take place until some years later*

. Tins Indian group of protected states was one distinct

type of British protectorate* Before protectorate status

was imposed on Zanzibar, a study of the @00 dependent states

in India wan made, since they contained 53 million people

and covered 600,000 square miles* Britain extracted a

rovemuo of £76 million and tributes worth £700,000* the

state of liydrahad itself was 81,000 square miles, about

3,000 square miles larger than the British Isles* Writers

like H* Maine and C*P* IIhurt agreed thai sovereignty over

these dominions was divisible between the native Indian

rulers and the British Government and was determined by

treaties, engagements, aunauda (charters), ami partly by

71# bindloys The Acquisition* p.204* The leases of the
Sultan of Zanzibar's bases, pp 237-9#
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usage®^ Hiis view of the divisibility of sovereignty was

also ©©moused by V.E® Hall and later by II# Jenkyns# who was

tha Parliamentary Counsel to the Treasury from 1886 to 1899*

In fact# because of tho paramount power of the British Crown

in India# the native states depended on the order© of the
73

Governor General and less upon treaties®

As a consequence the relationship of Great
Britain to the Indian states was described as

paramountey •'?*

This special status was recognised in the Extradition Act of

1870# Section 23# which provided that nothing in the Act

should affect tit© lawful power of the Crown to make and

execute

treaties for the extradition of criminals with
Indian native states or with Asiatic states coter-
sinus with British India®75

Once protectorate status hod been declared ovor the native

states in India they had no international existence, and this

was further recognised by Britain giving protection to the

subjects of such Indian states living in Zanzibar and

72. ¥®£® ilalls Foreign Powers, pp 205-6# .* n.1# regarded the
native states of India''as a class apart from toe Eastern
states# where the paramount power exercised the greater
or leaser amount of "residuary ;Jurisdic tiea* • Once the
Queen became the Empress of India# the princes "ware kept
by sufferance or delegation*4. Internal independence
amongst petty chiefs of Rathiawar was different from the
Miasm of Hydrabad or the Rajput princelings of the
Himalayas® See C®L» Tappers Our Indian Protectorate
(London# 1893)# Chapter X# Intenrntional Law and Indian
Protectorate# pp 1-19$ Chapter XVIII, The Constitutional
Position of Native States# pp 332-356®

73® 3* Joakynst British Hula, p.196® The limited powers of
tlx© Indian legislature and the wide legislative powers
of the Governor General in Council are pointed out®

7^® J.S.S® Fawcottft Hie,.British Qocgaanwealth. p. 122.
75® ibid.a x3® 122# note 6't§ Laufeerpaoht (Bd®) L.F.L® Oppenheiras

International Law, pp 171-3$ William Ansons ArW W&
Custom of the Constitution. Vol.XI BP 286-7.
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76
Muscat* Tiier© was a lack of International Person as in

the Indian vassal states of Great Britain which
had no international relations whatever, either
between thesaselvos or with foreign states*

After studying this group of states under British pro¬

tection, Zanzibar was placed in a separate category of

Oriental states with well-developed governments and a native

sovereign# This category included the Malay States and
78

Brunei*' These states were regarded as "having longer
79

traditions and mors stable fores of government" • In

sociological terns a line was drawn between African societies

and the Islamic states encircling the Indian Ocean* The

protected states going west to east along th© Indian Ocean

worst Zanzibar* the ilodarsaaut States of the Indian Ocean*

the Aden Protectorate* the Maldive Islands* the Malay States

and three dependencies on the north coast of Borneo# (Tonga*

76* See F,0* 94*1632, 11-8-1876* Act of Parliament 18?6t 39 &
40 Viet*c*£t6* a»4# However* the status of protected per¬
sons for legal and intex-national purposes still Imd an
indefinite status because of difficult legal problems posed
by this branch of law which was still in a state of growth*
See F*Q* 84*2275# Memorandums Indian and African Protec¬
torates* C*P* Ilbert* 24-1-1889# However* international
law writers either invented principles or applied old
principles to suit established facts* See William Lee-
Mamers The native States* esp, Chapter IX, Obligations
affecting External Relations, pp 254-79I kutcu-Zanzibar
Relations* pp 262-4 a 273.

77# Lauterpocht t Opponheisjs International Law, pp 165-6* For
further information on the Indian protectorates and com¬
parison with the African protectorates, see M«F* Lindleys
The Acquisition., pp 195-201 # In both India and Africa the
protecting power assumed, increased control over internal®
affairs, including annexation of protected territory*

78, R*SU Lynos Zanzibar An Contemporary Times (London* 1905).
p*195» referred to Zanzibar as "a Sultanate under British
protection"* S, Sidney Abrahams, late Chief Justice of
Zanzibar, called Zanzibar a "Protected State9, where the
Sultan maintained "administrative sovereignty", S# Abrahamss
"The Conflict of Laws in Zanzibar", Journal ofComparative
Legislation and Internatip ,^aw* Third Series, Vol*Mil
(1941 J, p*io9* For a detailed study of jurisdiction in a
single Protectorate, see J#F, Hookeyj Problems of Juris¬
diction in the British Solomon Islands Protectorates A
Legal Analysis (Phil thesis, Univ, of London, 1963),

79# Martin Wrightt British Colonial Constitution (Oxfords 1952)*
P#9#
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a Polynesian Christian society, was an exception*) The

Persian Gulf states regained as protected states under the

Foreign Office and were not transferred to the Colonial
BO

Office* The powers acquired by Britain were baaed on

treaty and did not exceed the powers acquired in several

independent Eastern states, except in the transference of

foreign relations to the British Government* A measure of

internal sovereignty resided in the local sovereign, espe-
8!

oially as regards his own subjects* However, even in this

respect, the British residents in the boat organised Eastern

state© were not exempt from having influence on the internal

matters of the state. The British Resident in Zanzibar

carried out most of the administration, in addition to Juris¬

diction over all persons who were not subjects of the Sultan*

Also local Statutes (Decrees) wore not binding unless counter*

signed by the British Resident* Therefore it can be claimed

that a protected state can be absorbed practically in the

administration of the protecting power*

The constitution of Zanzibar represents the
highest point of assimilation to the Crown Colony
system yet readied by any protected state* But
the Saltan's sovereignty is formally preserved and
finds expression in the fact that the legislation
of the executive and legislative Council takes the
form of Sultan's decrees*^2

In the early 1890s the Liberal administration w&s reluctant

80. Roberts-Wrayi Colonial Law, pp 89-90*
81* S**« Abrahamss nTim Reorganisation of Zanzibar Courts",

Journal of Comparative Legislation and International Law.
Third Series, Vol*VI (192%), pp The question of
sovereignty acquired by the Queen is adequately dealt
with in the Judgment of the Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs vs Churl©awortU Pilling and Co* Sos also J,B.
Moorei lutomati"w^f Vol.1, Sec* 14, pp 29-30.

82. Martin Wright! British Colonial. Constitution, pp k6 & 6k*
In contrast to Zanzibar which had internal sovereignty,
it was impossible to any wirere sovereignty resided in
Trans Jordan*
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to have additional colonial responsibilities, but was ovoa

more reluctant to see other European states acquire tiica.

hence tho limited obligations incurred through a Protectorate

were welcomed. Hie constitutional advantages of this typo

of Protectorate were considerable since , unlike a colony, a

protectorate could be disposed of by the Crown without

obtaining the concurrence of the legislature

Tixe Sultan*® mainland dominion® came under the second

type of Protectorate, which consisted of East Africa, the

Somali coast and Uganda. In these territories it was con¬

sidered that there was no sovereign or organised government

and the protecting power assumed and exorcised both external

and internal sovereignty. Since these states were considered

uncivilised, as ranch power was exorcised by Britain as would
84

have been hod the territory been conquered. In Zanzibar,

whore the Sultan still exercised a certain amount of power,

it was 30 because hi3 government was considered to b© "sensi-

civilised* or a awolX developed Oriental government*,**** a

reoent writer summed up the matter very succinctly:

Thus, protected states are generally territories
united under a single ruler, the rule being often
feudal and autocratic, and Jurisdiction in thorn
and responsibility for their external relations
is transferred, to the Crown by on© or saor© foxraal
agreement® with tho ruler§ colonial protectorates,
on tho other hand, have been established among
primitive communities, often composed of loosely
associated, or even sometimes mutually hostile
tribes and groups, each having it3 own chiefs
and social rule$ here the Jurisdiction and res¬
ponsibility of the Crown grew in part out of
concessions fro® local chiefs, but more exten¬
sively out of the actual assertion of administrative

S3. H.F. Hookeys Problems of Jurisdiction, n.60, ap 10-11,
Tills point is also assorted by II.F, Morris and J.S, Roads

PP 42-3,
04, II. Jonkynss British atttiL Jurisdiction. p, 193.
85. fe',E. Hall > Forcl-m Powers. p.210«
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86
authority in which the Inhabitants acquiesced.

Xa both these types of protectorates the Jurisdiction

over British subject© was considered to bo a laatfcor of British

municipal lav. Two of th© legal advisor® to th© Foreign

Office felt that th© powers of the Queen over British sub¬

jects# according to English municipal law# could be a matter

of policy rather than of lav# and Hth© lav can be made to

follow policy"With the declaration of Protectorate

status the British Parliament acquired complete powers to

legislate for British subjects# because the foreign relations

of protected states were exclusively la th© hands of the

British.'88
The position of foreigners# i.e. subjects of other

European, states# was a matter of ounleipal a® well as inter-
89

national lav. Since th© Sultan of Ban&ibar never possessed

any powers over subjects of European states# these powers

could only be granted to Britain# as a protecting .state'# by

tlx© European power itself. Bene© powers were granted by

European states to each other by mutual agreement# and Britain

86. J.B.s. Fawcott i

87. P.O. S4.2275# Memorandum on British Protectorates# G.P.
libort and H. Jenkyns# 26-8-1889.

88. Tliis was tlx© principle but in fact Indian laws wars
applicable in 2anssibar»

89* P.O. 84.2273# Not© on Foreign Jurisdiction by fi* Wright»
See also J.F, Hockeys Ilrableas of Jtix-isuictlon» pp 24-33.
J©nlcyns wanted tho imposition of Jurisdiction without
assent ©r dissent of natives and foreigners in the protected
state# thus helping: tho formulation of international law
over a©xter-national relations of an uncivilised country".
But H. Wright foit that all inclusive Jurisdiction would
inquire the legislative pen# sine© protectorate unlike
annexation could not establish total Jurisdiction.
Roberts-lfrays Colonial Law, p. 104# "When a territory is
ceded by treaty or formal agreement an iostnaanl of
annexation 1© not necessary*. See also H.il. Johnstons
nInternational 2ntsrf©r©ace in African Affairs" # Journal
of CotaguratiVQ Legislation and International Law (louden1
1918>, Hew 'Series# Vol.XVIII, pp 26-41.
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90
and Germany agreed to this In the 1886 Declaration, ♦ The

Lord Chancellor agreed that annexation vas a direct assump¬

tion of territorial sovereignty# However, protectorate

status was a recognition of the rights of the inhabitants in

their ova country, with Britain assuming only enough sever*

eigaty to maintain "the paramount authority and discharge
91

the duties of the protecting power".

Tli© major impediment to Zanzibar's constitutional posi¬

tion was that it could not maintain political intercourse

with sovereign powers# In principle, the extraterritoriality

concedad to European povers in Turkey, China and Zanzibar

implied that the protected power had abandoned a portion of

its sovereignty in favour of the protecting power# Hie

courts of the protected sovereign ware not entitled to

protect foreigners, since only the protecting power could

discharge justice toy establishlrjg courts# Hence the

protector stood between the protected power and the foreign

power as a channel of cojmiiuiiication. The protector thus

assumed power to litigate for, and punish, people who were
92

not natives of the state# This position was strengthened

by the provisions of Article 34 of the General Act of the

Conference of Berlin of 1885, which provided that a Power

90# M#F. Lindleyj The Acquisition. p# 118# Sines the Sultan
had adhered to the provisions of the General Act of the
Berlin Conference, under Articles 34- & 35, lie had the
right to occupy new territory! while in 1390 Britain
declared Protectorate over Zanzibar#

91. P.O. 84.2273, Note by Lord Solboume, 3-1-1885. Sir
Edward Harslett (1883), Quoted in S,E# Crowes The Berlin
Post Africa Conference. (Londons 1942), p.186# For fur¬
ther discussion, sect Piggott, pp 87-95.

92# H. Jenkynss British Ihile. pp 1?4-5# See also W#E. Halls
Poroi/ui Jurisdiction. p.218, who writest "The mark of a
protected state or people whether civilised or uncivilised,
is that it cannot maintain political intercourse with
foreign powers except through or by permission of the
protecting powers.8
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which assumed a protectorate on the aoasts of Africa, warn

to notify this fact to the other Powers who had sigasd th©

Act® The differences between th© protoetorutos on the

coast of Africa mad those in th© interior was the difficulty

of maintaining effective jurisdiction inland® Th© above

Article was "considered as international law for the

uncivilised countries on the African coast*®^ Any power

which did not make objection when protectorate was declared

was presumed to have assented to such exclusion or limita¬

tion* Britain presented th© concept of "spheres of
94

influence" as a delaying tactic before assuming power,

which implied a moral claim rather than a true right®

"Spheres of influence*" can be further considered as "an

alienation in disguise"The delimitation and dawurcation

of "spheres of influence" represented the preparatory

stages of European intrusion into Africa® "the rights of
9b

the Africans in their own land were practically ignored"®

The extent to which internal sovereignty of the protec¬

torate was acquired by th© Crown varied in tao different

protectorates and in each of the native states of India*
97

It was ascertained as a mattor of fact* In each case th©

93. IU Jeafcynai British Buie. p®177.
f)4« Uric talker® The British g&olre (London® 1$>%3)* p®88®
93® Cr®¥, Rutherford® •Spheres of Influence i An Aspect of

Seui-Su&eraiaty% Aatoylc^ l9j
(20), (300), 192o®. n*302® See also A.C. MoBvan® Inter¬
national Boundaries* p®17» for a comparison of the status
of Zansibar and other parts of Bast Africa® For the
delimitations of territories on the mainland and the
actual demarcation of those limits on the ground by th©
Juropoau powers, sec pp 42—44® See aLso H»P# Lindloy®
The Acquisition* pp 207-212, en conclusion of agreement
cxi "exclusive spheres of influence"®

96* C,P. Lucas® Partition P*97* The only
justification that Lucas gt.vo& for this action is that
from the ieflnaiag of tin® "fch© stronger and the more
civilised have encroached upon the weaker and more bar¬

barous, and ©specially white mm upon th© coloured raon,"
97. II. Jonkynst P»1S3.
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internal sovereignty assumed by the protestor was the whole

sovereignty of tho completely independent state, except what

was left to the local government• *ue main difference

between the Indian native states and Zanzibar was that the

inherited rights of the Indian princes were not generally

violated. In Zanzibar, the heirs to the Sultanate were

ignored and weak persons subservient to British interests

were nominated. The Prime Minister of the Sultanate of

Zanzibar, Sir Lloyd Mathews, was loyal to British interests.

The Crown exercised jurisdiction by resorting to the Foreign

Jurisdiction Act, which had been originally passed for
98

different purposes. Writers such as ¥.£. Hall were worried

that the Foreign Jurisdiction Act of 1890 did not confer

wide enough powers to enable the exercise of jurisdiction

over foreigners or the subjects in the "barbarous countries'*;

since the Acts were meant to be applied for extraterritorial

jurisdiction, tho protectorate situation demandedj

powers that oava at least a strong flavour of
sovereignty, which are not specifically given
by treaty or acquired by prescription..*99

A recent writer has expounded the theory that when the Act

of 1890 was passed,

the interpretation of foreign jurisdiction had
been extended to mean administration as well as

justice arid to cover all inhabitants of the
territory aa well as British subjects.100

Furthermore, a protectorate which was governed by a Foreign

98. dee Chapter IV, Legal Framework.
99* W.E. Halls Foreign Powers, p.222. since the Foreign

Jurisdiction Act of 1890 was a consolidating Aot, it
should have had wider powers, hall finds FJA 1890 snore
limiting because it only applied to a "foreign country",
whereas FJA 18^3 applied to a "foreign country or place",

p.2li21.
100. Martin Wrights The Development of the Legislative

Council. I606»19fr5 (London! pp 6£«»3.
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Jurisdiction Act was naturally administered at first by the

Foreign Office.^0'
These powers were then exercised by Orders in Councils

the Africa Order of 18S9 and the Zanzibar Order of 1897# the

structure of which followed the Orders raade for the exercise

of foreign jurisdiction in the Ottoman dominions* Hie

Central Court was still held by a Consul General, with

subordinate courts in different districts held by consuls

or other inferior officers. These courts had both civil

and criminal jurisdiction and, in East Africa, continued to

follow the Indian lav/, with the provision for appeal© to the

Bombay High Court,
102

The East Africa Order of 1897 applied to foreigners

in so far as the Crows, by ntreaty, grant, usage, sufferance

or other lawful means8, had jurisdiction over them. In tho

Zanzibar territory foreigners, who on 1 July 1895 were

subjects of those governments who exercised any jurisdiction

in that territory similar to the jurisdiction conferred by

the Order, were exempt from it unless their government
103

consented to it.

101 § William Ansont The Crown. Vol.#II, p.2ft8. But as dis¬
tinctions between colonies and protectorates began to
fade in 1913# Zanzibar was transferred to C.O. Eric
Walkers British Empire, pg 99 and 97—11 '*•

102. The gradual extension of the powers of th® Orders in
Council is detailed by H. Jonkynss British Rule, p.193«

103. The first country to surrender its extraterritorial
rights of jurisdiction to Britain was France in 190^.
Italy followed in 1903 and the USA in 1907. Hies© and
other European powers surrendered their rights to Britain
on the understanding that their subjects would become
amenable to Her (ilia) Majesty®s Court. Franc®, Belgium
and Germany did retain rights of testamentary jurisdic¬
tion. These were abrogated in the case of Germany
during 191^-1918, and in the case of Belgium, sine©
there was no Consular Officer, they were treated aa
lapsed by a non-usor, Th© French relinquished theirs
in 1937* See H.E. Kingdom The Conflict of Laws in
Zanzibar (Zanzibar* 19^0), pp 11-12.
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As stated earlier, the declaration of the Protectorate

did not bring about an enlargement of the jurisdiction but

an increased number of civil cases were heard at the British

consular court* The "competent and reliable" British

Indian pleaders who practised at these courts vers Messrs
104

Camruddin Amrudin, Mewanji Ckaudabhoy and Merwaajl Boyce*

Prom the arrival of Judge Cracknel! in 1331 until 1891» only
105

one case was sons to Bombay for trial* A new dimension

of th© problem was the jurisdiction exercised by the

Germans over the Indians in their territory, where in 1892

thirty Hindus intervened to save another of their number
106

from just Gorman treatment in Bagasnoyo. The British

Consular Court could not play any rolo in this case*

In many of the cases brought by British subjects

against th© subjects of the Sultan, the judge was assisted

by the kadis of the Sultan* The declaration of the Pro¬

tectorate had brought about th© need to change th© nam© of

th© Consular Court to the "Court of th© Protectorate", thus
107

bringing foreigners under it® jurisdiction* * The Foreign

Office was agreeable to the suggestion but felt that this

depended on th© goodwill of France and Germany* There

were also acute problems with the Sultan, since in certain

eases lie was both judge and defendant* Justice was only

provided with the interference of the Consul General,

104* F.C. 84.2066, ho.448, Euan-Smith to F.G., 9-?1-1890.
105* P.O. 84.2229, No.4q, Sac. in Portal to P.O., 23-2-1892,

Craciaioll * s Memo*

106. ibid*« Ho.41, Portal to P.O.,£*-2-1892.
107* F.O. 84*2233* No.198, Portal to F.O., 2-9-1892. The

cases of the pillaging of the Indian mosque at Pembag
Eanji vs an Arab who refused to pay rent - the Sultan
refused to entertain any complaints from piantiffs at
his Daraza . Th© Sultan also refused to deliver boxes
of pearls and gold sovereiqu* belonging to British
subjects.
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because a lot of cases were decided by the Sultan against the

British subjects. The Sultan had also quashed Judgments

made by the especially where his interests (tenancy

of liis houses and mismanagement of three mercantile steamers)

were reversed. Unless the cases warranted strong diplomatic

pressures* the plaintiffs had to reconcile themselves to th©

judgment. Hie Sultan* however* had immunity from action in

the British Court* in official* personal and commercial

matters* even though his state was under the protection of

Her Majesty.

Under the Treaty of 30 April 1886* the Sultan had

authority to judge cases where his subjects were complainants.

However* in 1892 Portal and Sultan Seyid All agreed that in

all cases arising within the British Protectorate and

Zanzibar "the Sultan hereby delegates all his judicial
109

powers" to Her Majesty*s Consul General. A kadi could be

appointed by the Sultan to be present and act as an assessor.

Hence the subjects of the Sultan who were defendants or

accused* and British plaintiffs or complainants* were all

under the jurisdiction of Britain.

Despite the time which had been spent defining the

legal position of British subjects under extraterritoriality*

this issue assumed newer dimensions* as illustrated by the

following case. The British Indians brought a claim

against Mr Coster* the Collector of Customs* because rice

which belonged to them had been stolen from outside the

Customs House. Since Coster was a British subject it raised

108. Dicey & Morrisi The Conflict of Laws (London* 1967), 8th
Ed., pp 123-9. liuaain Albaharna: Lereal Status, pp 145-50.

109. F.O. 93/116/101 Zanzibar Declaration* Exercise of
Judicial Powers* 16-12-1892.
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questions about the local position of British subjects in

the service of the Sultan* Sir Arthur liardinge, the first

East Africa Protectorate Commissioner, wanted to establish
110

a Court of Delegated Jurisdiction* However, the magistrate

felt that if a British subject were to be seized, or his

property seized, a warrant from Her Majesty*s Court would

be necessary* However, the Court of Delegated Jurisdiction

was not formed until 16 December 1897# for British subjects

who were plaintiffs or prosecutors and the Sultan*s subjects

were defendants*"' Lloyd Mathews, as the First Minister of

the Sultan, accepted the fact that in their personal acts

British employees of the Sultan were justiciable in British

Courts* In their official capacity he felt that iris res¬

ponsibility to his sovereign, the Sultan, was paramount, and

therefore he was unable to accept the Court of Delegated

Jurisdiction because this would imperil the Sultan's juris-
112

diction over iris own subjects* Harding® and Judge
113

Cracknel! accepted this proposal Joa a trial basis, but

did not eant the English judge to be in a minority in this

Court and to out-voted by the kadis or the First Minister of

the Sultan* Davidson at the Foreign Office pointed out the

complexity of the problem by saying that the permission of

the queen to relinquish her jurisdiction formally would

have to to sought to permit her subjects to to sued in the
114

Sultan's courts* Euan-Smith, who was in Zanzibar in the

absence of Harding©, felt that the proposal was an attempt

110. F.O* 107/111» Ho*192, Harding® to F.O*, 11-6-1900. See
C* W* iiobleyt Kenya. p.74, who describes Harding© as the
"toad of State*#

111* ibid*. Court of Delegated Jurisdictions Constitution.
112# ibid. * Memorandum by Sir Lloyd Mathews,
113* ibid.. No.331, Harding© to F.O*, 20-9-1900.
114. ibid.. Davidson's (F.O.) Minute in No.331• 7-11-1900.
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to enable British subjects to bring suits against the Zanzibar

Government« This was to be done to enable the British

Indians to sue the Zanzibar Government in its corporate

capacity3 in particular to facilitate suits that they wanted

to bring against the Sultan*s mercantile steamers* The

British Judge, Gator9 had refused to sue Coster because he

felt that he had no jurisdiction over the Zanzibar Government*

British subjects working in the service of the Zanzibar

Government were not personally liable, because the Zanzibar
115

Government was the defendant*

Two Arabs who were subjects of the Nizam of Hydrabad

and therefore British protected persons were sentenced to

death at the Zanzibar Court for the murder of Mr Hamilton of

the IBEAC at Kisamayu* They had rioted with "deadly weapons"

and killed Hamilton* The India Office concurred with the

sentence and saw no objection to its being carried out,
116

subject to the confirmation of the Bombay High Court*

It seems that these two Arabs were part of a contingent of

40 Hydrabad troops who had deserted the IBEAC forces and

Joined with the Somalia on the coast in opposing the IBEAC*

Jurisdiction in the late Victorian era demonstrated

firstly the overt political nature of the exercise of legal

jurisdiction, especially in the deportation of Sultan

Khalifa's main adviser, Peera Dewji* Secondly, British

jurisdiction was extended to the East African mainland

using the IBEAC for this purpose* Despite the problems

115. ibid** Charles Elliot to F,0*, 23-1-1901*
116* NAIj Foreign Dept (Secret E), Proceedings Nov.1894,

No.33^—340, 1.0* Note to F.O., No.338, 30-8-1894. The
prosecution was carried out tinder Order in Council 1884,
as amended by Zanzibar (Jurisdiction) CtcLet- in Council
1893# and a jury of five.
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between the Foreign Office and the IBEAC9 jurisdiction over

British Indian subjects especially was not allowed to lapse*

The exercise of this jurisdiction was not necessarily carried

out with the tacit acceptance of the British Indian subjects*

Lastly, this chapter discussed the various assumptions made

by mainly legal writers which led to the declaration of

Protectorate status over Zanzibar and the Kenya coastal

strip, and colonial status over the rest of what later

became the Kenya Colony*
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smmmk mimsum

1 (a) Indians la the Persian Gulf

Usaan had long standing diplomatic and commercial con¬

tacts with India* An envoy on behalf of the Mughal Emperor*
1

of Hulia was sent to the court of Imam Aiimod of Muscat in

1776 and this Mission lasted until 1800#^ llowcvor, as British

influence in the Persian Gulf increased, this contact dimi¬

nished® Bio growing rivalry between Franco and Britain in

the Persian Gulf led to increased British vigilance, as

exemplified by the interception of a letter from Bonaparte

to Tipu Sahib and one to the Imam of Mosest®"* Increased

British influence and intervention weakened the relations

between independent Indian States and Unseat# The hitherto

fro© Indian traders began to assume a complex rolo in commerce

and some became agents of the Bast India Company in Muscat#

In 1763 Mr Price, the Provisional Agent of the Bast India

Company in Persia, visited Muscat to obtain intelligence»

He was authorised by the BIO to present "sundries** worth

Supoea 200 "in the lion*bio Company's name as a mark of their

favour® to the Indian broker Narotram who, as their local

1® #J#6# Lorisseri Gazetteer® ¥bi®I, Part II, p#18?3. iJuring
Imam Ahmed's reign an Qsaai delegate with a ship of war
had destroyed a pirate community on the Malabar coast#

The Governor of MonJpLoro, later Tipu Sahib of Mysore,
dispatched tliis envoy#

2# ££d., pp 414, 433# The Knvoy of India's house continued
to bo known as the "Maw&h's House" until the middle of the
19th century*

3* ibid## p#429* After the alarming increase of British
power in 1803* the Amirs of Bind also sent envoys to tho
Sliah of Persiuj ibid#, p# 1873®
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4
representative $ transmitted information to India.

&hen Colonel Capper visited Muscat in 1779 another

Indian, Naraln Das, was the Bast India Company's Agent, The

Ajoaoy was transferred to Narotr&m Ckondor liavji in 1797,

Narotraia was instructed by tho BIC to present a letter from

fcho Bombay Government to Sultan Seyaid containing British

instructions about tho capture of Dutch and French ships

for flying Arab colours. The BIO subsequently felt that

Nor©tram was favourably disposed towards the French and the

Dutch and ho was removed as envoy of the Company in favour
g

of Visa Das, but this appointment was also abandoned when

it was found that he was in the service of Sultan 3oyaid,

who diod in 180%,

Hie Indian Agents, widely referred to as "Native Agents*,

ware extensively used by the iSIC in the Arabian Peninsular

during the early part of the nineteenth century. They voro

instructed to preserve the interests of British subjects and

to keep the Indian Government informed of any threats

presented by the ot.ior foreign gewnsaoats. During 1828,

despite tiio critical relations hotween aussia, Turkey and

Persia, the "Native Agent® in Turkish—Iraq was not abolished.

In Basrah during 1810-22, when tho post of the European Agent

was vacant, an Indian broker Johannes, a Khoja, filled hie

place, II© was succeeded by his son, Paraolgh Joliannos, who

hold office for thirty years. In Sliiraa tho Agent Mlrza

Shan provided a "very efficient and zealous assistance" to

tho Resident in Bushire which suited British political

4# xblvi,, p.415.
5. ibid.. p.427,
6, ibid.» Vol.1, Part I, p.139b,
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7
Interests.

Tho Indian Agents therefore were not totally loyal to the

Interests of Muscat nor those of tho other Persian Gulf

States. On tho other hand, thoy were not as efficient as

the EIC would have liked in serving its interests in the Gulf.

As g group of traders they were caught in a whirl of divided

loyalties. Lord Palm©raton felt that the EIC had not

recognised the value of the Xaraa as a caoperator since its

relied on its Agents and had not tried to rule indirectly
6

through tho Sultan.

This ambiguity in the position of tho Indian community

was responsible for a strong olenient of anti-Indian feeling

araong the Oman! Arabs. The role of a certain of their

numbers who acted as Agents of the EIC certainly made them

even more a community of strangers than tholr long residence

would justify. Their trading habits and social exclusion
a

added to the anti-Indian sentiment . Moreover, at least

one European traveller was critical of the Banyan traders

because thoy were responsible for the diminished consumption

of imported goods. He felt that th® "honest mancifacturor*

would gain a lot if Aden was to be made the centre of trade

for the African market. Instead the much desired articles

of hardware reached Eastern Africa through Bombay and Mocha,* ®

7* ibid.. Vol.1, Part IX, p«2102g see also Chapter IV, n.80.
8. Gavins Pafoejrqt^'fl Po^Y* P^1.
9. Further research into this phenomenon outside the scope of

this thesis needs to be undertaken. Lorimer5 a Gazetteer
is replete with immuaorabl& examples of this in states of
Abu Dhabi, Qatar, pp 811-3$ Trucial Oman, Iman, Dhofar,
Bahrain, pp 890-1, 912, 932.

10.G, Valentino i Vov»goa of Travel to India. Ceylon. Red Sea.
Abvsainia and E«rvot. Vol.11 (London 1889). p. 376.
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As well, tli© Banyan traders wero the raoney-changera , changing
11

Qmxasax Crowns into Mohammedies, a small coin or Muscat* By

contrast the "honest manufacturers" ««r* aottly European who

felt they wero at the mercy of the Indian traders* The main,

reason why the Indian cou&uercial cojaauaity was able to

function in the Persian Gulf successfully and retain their

separate identity was the threat of British intervention*

Aden was

too near at hand to leave the Muscat Government
without a certain apprehension touching the
possible designs of Europe on this coast, and
of all Europe, England is just the quarter most
likely to create alarm*

Barring' this fear of European political aims by the Gmanis,

all traders wore welcomed in Muscat, which was described as a

thorough Eastern Babel in which the Banyans of
western India bear for their iusabor the chief
commercial and oontary part*'3
The content of this Indian trade was varied during the

late eighteenth coufcuryf 11 Indian manufactured goods, cotton
14

cloth in particular, wore major items of trade" in Muscat*

From Burnt come piece goods, tobacco and rice; from Malabar

rice, pepper, ginger, cardamoms, oroka, bottle nuts, timber

for planks to bo used in house and ship building, cloves,

nutmeg and cinammon; from Bengal came rice, saltpetre, place

goods, china, silk, porcelain, benaoin and camphor; from
1*5

Madras iiagusa aloes, opium and piece goods*

11* J*s* Buckingham# Oriental ileraid (London), Yol*X2£IX,
July-September 1S2y, P*91«

12* ¥*G. Palgraves Central aud Soattra Arabia (Londoas 1865),
p*36?»

13. ibid* * p*3^5.
14. E.G. London* Oaaan Ginco iofo (Princeton* 196?), p.62.
15. Abraham Parson# Travel3 in Asia raid Africa. p.284. Port

of Surat in Western India carried on a lot of trade with
rich port of Mocha; pp 262, 2?2* Hence the presence of
traders fxxaa Burnt and Gujerat*
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Tao Banyan merchants monopolised the pearl trade, worth

fifteen lakhs, and also dealt in grains. respite their

ambiguous loyalties and strong© customs, they vara accepted

by the Muscat authorities because of their contributions to

the commerce of Muscat and Oman, As a result of this

they loft great fortunes to their surviving
families, as they are great economists and acute
in their commercial transactions, though they
are esteemed to be honest...It is much safer to
sell goods to tho Banyan merchants tiian either
to the Turks or Arabs since if a Banyan becomes
bankrupt tho other Banyans rather than ho should
suffer the misfortune, will contribute according
to their ability and pay his debt, which neither-,
the Turks or Arabs will do for their countrymen.

On balance therefore the Indian commercial community was

extremely useful both in Muscat and Oman, and Sultan Said

encouraged their migration to his East African dominions.

It is not clear if the DIE affiliations of Indian "festive

Agents" were ignored toy Sultan Said or not considered impor¬

tant. nevertheless, the British connection of the Indians

was to assume greater importance once Sultan Said moved the

capital of the Gaani Kingdom to Zanzibar.

f(h) mUif* Zanzibar

The Bombay Government sent an expedition consisting of

Captain Scaee and Lieutenant hardy to the African mainland in

1811 on a "voyage of research" whoso main purpose was to
17

locate new markets. * Tho results of the voyage were not

encouraging. Captain Smee found that the coastal trade was

16. ibid.. pp 276,280.
17* Beports of 1811 voyage were published much lateri "Voyage
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In the hand© of Arabs fro© Muscat and a few adventurers fro©

Kutck and the coast of 3ind» Since these traders were not

British subjects they had little desire for British protec¬

tion. Zanzibar island presented a better prospect with its

considerable number of Banyans resident in the
town, many of whom appear to be wealthy and hold
the bost part of the trade in their hands.'®

The chief imports in this trade, which wore valued at £300,000,
19

were Sweat cloth and dangree cloth from Kuielt, ' and iron,
. 3 •. •

sugar and rice from Bombay.*"' At the seme time brisk trade

was being transacted from the northern ports of India with
21

Malindi, and this involved extensive trade with the interior.

The major part of Hardy* s detailed report was compiled from

information given by traders at Zanzibar.

In 1824 Captain Owen of IMS "Lsven" raised the British

flag over Mombasa but vaa forced to withdraw three years

22
later when Sultan Soyyid Said protested to India and Britain.

But while there Owen reported that the

British flag attracted the Banyans in large
numbers to Mombasa who, sure of their protec¬
tion, gave loose reigns to their mercantile
enterprise.23

18. ibid.. pp 45-65. Srnee and Hardy aent their Indian pilot
to Patta to inform the Sultan of their impending visit.
See R. Burtons Zanzibar (London« 1872), Appendix III, p.475.

19* Sheriffs Cosiaerclal Empire. Seeall Knpra (dark cloth) and
brand names Bafta and kaniki supposedly twice as durable
as Manchester cloth.

20. William Millbums Oriental Trade (London* 1313), p.220,
MiXlburn mentions that Bombay's and Surat*s trade with
Africa and Asia totalled Rs 46,501,877 in imports, mostly
ivory into Surai. The 2nd Edition of Oriental Commerce
does not include those figures because they were inaccurate.
See Oriental Commerce (Revised), T, Thornton (London* 1825),
PP 35-50.

21. ibid.„ 1st Edition (1813), P.6?.
22. R, Couplands The Exploitation of East Africa (London* 1968),

2nd Edition, p.9. In 1824 further south at Delgoa Revd,
John Phillip was recommending that Britain take over the
port tost the Americans grab it and attack South Africa by
arming the natives 5 seo G.M, Thealt Records of South Eastern
Africa (Cape Town* 1964), Vol.IX, p.45.

23. Edinburgh Review. Vol.LXI (1335), p.357.
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Lieutenant Emery9 a British naval officer actually in charge

of Mombasa, 1824-26, succeeded in obtaining permission fur

Banyans and Arabs to proceed into the interior for trading
24

purposes. During Captain Owen1 a protectorate over Mombasa

uninterrupted and free commerce between Mombasa, Posaba and

Zanzibar continued. The Indian business community, in fact,

found British protection valcome* Hois was a period of

struggle for th© control of the East African coast between

Sultan Said and tha Mazrui*, one in which the security of

British protection secern to have been welcomed, With

Owen's departure an English traveller, Nathaniel Isaacs,

reported another facet of the role played by the Indians at

the port of Lamut

The whole business of government is conducted
by Banyans, who or® a shrewd people, and quite
an fait in all the details of their official
duties. Like officials in other countries,
they are not the most civil and obliging
individuals with whom on© meets. • .they display
as much arrogance as any accomplished scion of
an official stock in any nation in Europe ,^6

In other words the role of the Indians in the Osauai Aspire

in Zanzibar was similar to their earlier coaiploa: rolo in

Muscat.

Owen noted that "even pagan Hindus (were) amongst (the

Sultan's) most confidential servants'5.'' Thus, the presence

of British Indian subjects was important in Britain's

alliance with Sultan Said because it could be used "to

24. R.G.S. Esrnry MSS, Capt.Oven's letter (copy, 9-11-183$ )§
Emery to Cooley, 20-12-1833 and 18-12-1833.

25« John Grey8 History of Zanzibar fron Middle Ar.-e-s to 1856
(London® 1962)7 P.tlb,

26. Nathaniel Isaacs® 'Travels ana Adventures in Bastem Africa
(London$ 1836), pp 392-4,

27# P.O. 'jk«1, Capt.Owon to P.O. (Secret), 8-9-1834. India
Board, hot/over3 disapproved of Capt Owen as a Consul.
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protect or to destroy hiss*.

When Sultan Said adopted Zanzibar as bis capital, he

gave it much needed political stability which in turn led

to an economic boom during the first half of the nineteenth

century* Indeed, Zanzibar began to eclipse Muscat as the

main commercial city of the Omani Empire* This stability

attracted Qmani subjects and Indian merchants who had over¬

seen trade in the Indian Ocean for generations* These newer

traders supplemented those who were already present in

Zanzibar and were successfully engaged in operating the

economy, along with locally resident Swahilia and Omanis.

To accommodate them Said suspended the financial restrictions

against Indian traders, which was resented by many Omani

businessmen* Said was evidently not aware of the impli¬

cations of the complex position of the Indian merchants*

Since he was friendly to both the Hindu and Muslim merchants

in Zanzibar, they responded to his overtures because

Said being quite devoid of narrow racial prejudice,
realised that their interests were identical with
his own, and that where one trader penetrated ten
might follow*

Said therefore felt that he would gain, rather than lose, by
no

the admission of the Hindu* The Royal Asiatic Society

elected Said an honorary member, among other reasons for

"the friendly feelings he lias on all occasions exhibited

28. K. Ingham# &JJ&&£8£3£# F.B. Pearc©# Zanzibar* fee
Ialand Metropolis of hastern Africa (London# t920), pp
116-12*4, 253-8* Apart from mentioning the role of crafts¬
men ana Baluchi soldiers, Pearc© does not acknowledge the
importance of Indian commercial role during the reign of
Sultan Said in Zanzibar*

29• Rudolph Said Ruetes Said bin Sultan (1791-1856) (London#
1929), P.H3. ~ ~

30* ibid.
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towards the subjects, Asiatic as well as European, of the

British Empire".31
Using the terms of the 1839 Convention of Commerce, the

Indians were able to introduce money economy into Sultan

Said's Zanzibar dominions. In 1835 Lieutenant Christopher

of the Indian Mavy reported that since the Africans could

not use money "they wore dealt with in barter very much to
32

the advantage of our Indian Subjects". Sine© a significant

portion of these Indians were from British India, and could

claim the rights of British subjects, a Convention of

Commerce was signed in 1839 between Britain and the Sultan

of Muscat, which incorporated in toto the anti-slave treaty

of 10 September 1822, thus formalising this Muscat engage¬

ment • This treaty demonstrated British interest in Seyyid

Said's dominions in formal terms without detracting from the

principle of British interests in India and the Par East.

Tli© first article of the Convention provided for the

freedom of trade, residence and movement for the subjects of

each party in the territory of the other. The second

article mad® it possible for British subjects to "purchase,
33

sell or hire land or houses"^~xn Muscat and dominions, and

safeguarded their premises against unauthorised entry or

search. According to article five, legal disputes between

31. ibid.. pp 146-78 The citation of the Royal Asiatic
Society.

32. TBQS, Vol.VI (1844), p.378.
33» C.U. Aitchisont Suaauda. pp 93~8g see also P.O. 84.1485,

Mo.63, ones 1&2, Kirk's explanation of the Convention in
some detailt "Report on the various Treaties with Zanzibar
with Index"% P.O. 84.1632, Convention of Commerce between
Her Majesty and the Imam of Muscat, 31-5-1839. When the
Treaty was signed in 1839:, the profits of Jairam Sewji
were reported as being Si00,000.
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British aubjests and subjects of Christian nations, where

the Sultan's subjects wore coraplain_ants, the case would be

heard by the British Consul* If the British subject was

the complainant , then the case would be heard in the highest

court of the Sultan in the presence of the British Consul or

34
Agent* This in itself was a groat limitation on the exer¬

cise of the Sultan's jurisdiction over his own subjects# or

over those of other Mohaaaaodan powers* Probate and bank¬

ruptcy jurisdiction over British subjects was granted in
35

articles six and seven* Bankruptcy was one of the first

jurisdictions which was exercised by Ilainerton and was con¬

tended by Said* In article eight the Sultan was to afford

aid necessary to assist his subjects in paying their just

debts to British subjects* Article nine provided that no

duty would exceed the 5 per cent duty levied on British

goods imported on British ships to the Sultan's dominions*

This article of the Treaty was not reciprocated by Britain

to the Sultan when the Sultan's ship "Caroline" visited

London in 1843* Bene© there was no real clement of reci-

36
procity in the Treaty, tfith respect to the Indian

community, who had been paying only 5 por cent duty for a

decade# the Treaty did not affect their interests in this

area* Article ten declared that trad© would be perfectly

free# apart from ivory and copal,on certain |»arts of the

East African coast which were kept for the Sultan*

34* ibid* * for text of Article VI

35* ibid.. for text of Article VII.

36. F.O. 54.8, M, Hunt to P.O., 23-7-18455 C.S, Nichollss
pi© SwahllA Coast, p.368. The Americans also charged
kOrp duty on imports of Zanxibarl cloves despite the
favourable terras they received from Sultan Said, and
violated the Sultan's wishes by trading with Kirima.
See Sheriffs Comacrcial Ssaniro* p*36l.
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According to this article, a legal Zanzibar! owner was per¬

fectly free to sell goods and lands to a foreigner without

the interference of Zanzibar! authorities, although in the

1870s the purchase of lands by foreigners was prohibited.

According to the 1839 Convention, however, Arab Jurisdiction

was totally removed over real estate and it was subject only

to the jurisdiction of the British consular court. In

practice, however, the British consulate did not register

mortgages or deeds unless they were attested by the Sultan

in Zanzibar and a local governor on the coast. The judicial

article ten laid down that the Sultan Mshould not interfere

in disputes between British subjects and citizens of other
37

Christian nations", which showed how wide the commercial

relations were envisaged to be.

Treaties like the 1839 Treaty with Zanzibar were meant

to have aimed "only at the equality of opportunity and did
38

not always achieve even that*. In the case of Zanzibar

the equality of opportunity was denied to the subjects of the

Saltan and th® exercise of the most favourable nation clause

did not enhance the chances of Zanzibar! subjects trading

with Europe and America.

It has been asserted that Indian traders poured in only

after the establishment of Hamerton as British Consul in

Zanzibar,"^ and that where the Indians wont trad© followed.

In fact, the major impetus for Indian migration in the second

37. C.BF. Aitchisoni Sumiuds. for text of Article X. In 1861,
24 <&25 Vict. Chapter XXI, was used to exercise jurisdic¬
tion over British subjects dying testate or intestate?
so© Whitley Stokess Statutes relating to India, pp 719-20.

38. D.C.M. Piattj Finance- Trade and. .Politics in British
goroisai Policy l&Tfrrl?™^oxford» 196bi. p.93.

39. F»/V« bynei Zanzibar. p.34.
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quarter of th© nineteenth century had been"Said* s policy

(which had) created a growing eotaaiunifcy of Indian immigrants
&0

in Muscat and Zanzibar"• By the time the treaty of 1839

(based on th© model of the 1833 Treaty with America) had been

signed, and Captain liamerton appointed as the first consul,

most of the Indian community had boon long established and

had already eliminated thoir disabilities as a commercial

class. They were in fact a rich class of merchants over

whom both Sultan Said and Captain lieuaerlon sought to estab¬

lish complete Jurisdiction, Indeed, the British Consulate

had difficulty in obtaining the some priviioges for English

merchants in Zanzibar, as those held by Indians,

Th@ Foreign Office, in response to an inquiry by Pater**
&1

ston, was told by Hamerton that

British Indian subjects, and the subjects of the
protected states in India, have for many years
back enjoyed th© privileges of trade, which the
citizens of the United States of America or

France have never enjoyed, 42
Trade in ivory and gum copal, which was used in the manufac¬

ture of varnish and lacquer,

has been, and is yet carried on, by British Indian
subjects and the subjects of the protected states
in India, but under the Xmaa *s flag,43

Trade under the English, French or United States flags had

never been carried on in Miriraa and was prohibited by treaty.

40, B,J, Gavins "The Eartla Frere Mission to Zanzibar 1873",
The historical Journal. Vol.Y, Mo.2, p.122.

41, F.G. 54,13, F,0* to Hamerton, 21-8-1848, pp 7-9 •

42, M.S. Bennett & McCaii (ads)b East African History. Vol,111
(Now York 19&9)5 N,R. Bennetts "Franco and Zanzibar", pp
155"b, Harasrton attempted to stop Said from sighing a
Treaty with Franco, p, 158, Hamerton also proceeded to
strengthen British influence while meeting opposition of
Indians and Arabs who backed th© USA and France,

43, F,0» 54,12, No.10, Homerton to F.G,, 15-12-1848, pp 35-41.
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Thus the Sultan allowed British Indians to trade under his

flag despite the fact that ha had disallowed it in the Treaty!^
The Sultan had two possible reasons for allowing this trade*

Firstly because he wanted to woo the Indian trading community

and, secondlyt because he believed many of thorn to be his

subjects* Captain Haaerton, however, disapproved of those
4 <5

privileges despite the fact that the British Indian subjects
46

and those who were considered to be Grnani subjects were

allowed this privilege outside the operation of the Treaty,

The fundamental concern of Hataorton seamed to havo been not

the protection and enhancement of tho trade privileges of

the British Indian subjects but effectively to exercise

jurisdiction over them oven if it led to eurtailing their

interesta* In this instance extraterritoriality was not
47

exorcised to redress a wrong with the support of a consulates

but to restrict a privilege so as effectively to bring the

Indian traders under British control*

Hi© East India Company had used Indian native agents

in the Persian Gulf to enhance its interests. The appoint*

saont of Captain Hiusertoa as Consul and Political Agent was

to enhance th® already existent British Indian interests in

Zanzibar* It is therefore interesting that wiiile the British

Indian community was used to enhance British interests, ©von

a recent writer lias assorted 2

MMmMMmMMMMMSNMBMt

44* G«S, Grahams Groat Britain* pp 204—5® 209® stresses th©
American participation in Miritaa trade tout refrains froia
mentioning that Indiana carried on this trade* llano©
British subjects as such were not excluded*

45* J* Gray in R* Oliver, Bast Africa* pp 227-»30,
46* Sheriffs Commercial Brapi.ro* pp ? '14-5*
47* See G*ti* ICoetons Extraterritoriality in frteraational

and Comparative Law* p.355*
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The failure of British commercial enterprise in
Zanzibar5 in contrast to British political
influence, is difficult to account for* *8

Since the political interests of the East India Company

during tliis period were paramount, tho commercial interests

of the British Indian community were used to complement these*

In fact, based on this sort of acceptance of the Indians as

British subjects, it was questionable how seriously they

were treated as British subjects and how zealously their

interests wore guarded. In this respect- tho attitude of

tho Bombay authorities, who were supposed to protect British

Indian interests in Zanzibar, were of a rather questionable

nature* Captain Harris of the Bombay Government wrote

back to Bombay that since tho Indians were supplying

Africans with European goods

they must speedily be driven from the market
by tho British merchant, who will at the same
time create a number of new wants, to satisfy
which the native will be goaded to industrious
habits*49

Hence British consular control over the Indians was not

necessarily to protect their interests but to establish

firmly English influence and trad® over Zanzibar*

Another aspect of minimisation of British Indian

interests, despite their commercial importance in Zanzibar,

was that Captain Cogan, Sultan Said's close confident

who had negotiated the 1839 Treaty, was in favour of employ¬

ing Indians in the highest posts in civil administration*

lie was friendly in Bombay Government circios with people like

Mountstuart, Elphlnstone and Charles Forbes* This group was

48* C»S. Nichollst Swahiii Coast* p«337«

49* F.0# 54*5» Mo.269, one,29, sub~@nc.l, Capt* Harris to
Bombay Govt, 20—7-'1642*
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50
opposed by yiiioughby in India House, who appointed his

protect Homertaa, as the consul in Zanzibar* This group

wanted to increase British power and influence in the

Persian Gulf, which to a certain extent saomifc increased

conflict with the Sultan* Palmerston and Cogaa would have

preferred a policy of cooperation and a few aspects of the

1839 Treaty which Cogun negotiated with the Sultan embody

this policy* However, basically there was a minimum amount

of cooperation between iksoerton and the Sultan, which led to
5t

conflict and ultimately increased British political control*

not only over the Sultan but also over the Indian community*

The influence of Cogan weakened steadily after his success¬

ful negotiation of the 1839 Treaty, and upon the death of

every member in 1847 the house of Cogan stopped trading*

Apart from Bowman Hunt & Co* there t-ore no dogfish firms

operating in Zanaibar and British influence was furthered

by nearly one thousand Indian British subjects who were

52
"chiefly agents for houses in India"^ and "all the shop—

53
keepers and artisans at Zanzibar arc natives of India** '

They carried on trade between India and Zanzibar and on the

'East African mainlands

A lucrative trade is carried on by northern
ports such as zataoo, Mombasa, Mogodaehoo, Marsh
and Brass (^ic) with the Red Sea, Persian Gulf
and India.5*

50. Gavin» *W<?Y» P*557.
31• ibid.. p.26.
52* F.o. 54.13, No.6, Haaerton to F.G., 26-7-1849.
53* F«0* 54*17* Zigby to See* of State for India, 1-5-1860.
54. IPCS. Vol.aVII (186>4)(Bombay? 1865), p.277. Administre^-

fcive Report of Political Agent in Ztuwsib&rf Gavins
Paliuoratou'a Policy, p.283. Ivory was exported to Harwar,
Gujo'rat and Rajpuiana in the late 1830s, £190,000-$230,000
was exported to Itutch and in 1939 cotton worth $2$G,0Q0
- $300 ,000 was imported to Zanzibar* soo Sheriff z
Commercial Empire. p* 118*
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"Ei© iiigh conemigration of British subjects in tlx© occupations

of merchants, shopkeeper and artisans placed nearly eighty

per cent of the entire cocracrcial field under quasi British

control. The encouragement of British control over the

Qmmizo and the Indianst rather than cooperation with them,

caue frosa another quarter, namely the Awovloum trade.

1(c) The American Influence

The American trade and influence was considered inimical

to British interests. In as much as Sultan Said and the

Indian mareliant class coopiox'ated with the Americans, they

increased British concern and led to an intensification of

British efforts to control the Sultanate and the Indian

merchant community, The attitudes of the BIG towards the

American trade in India shed a light over the American

involvement in the Indian Ocean area generally. In 1783

John Sinclair wrote s

X am more afraid of the new states of America
than any other nation. For unless their Indian
trade is nipped in the bud (which notiling can do
so effectively as prohibiting all intercourse
between our settlements and the skips they send
to the East), our Nabobs will encourage their
trad© by remitting their fortunes homo through
the medium of Americans.55

'Hie small New Sugland port of Salem was extremely

prominent in its trade with the Bast. In 1799 the Salem

Bast India Marin® Society was formed with 282 members and

composed of persons navigating beyond the Cap© of Good Hope.

55. S.R.G., G.D., 51.192/1, John Sinclair to Mr Dundee,
17-S-1785# For many years Bund&s was President of the
Board of Control and was accused of giving many posts
to Scotsmen, See P. s/oodruffs The Founders« p. 153*
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Various American traders involved in the East African commerce

56
or their relatives were members of the Society.

The free access which the Americans had in EIC's ports

in India had led to the expansion of their trade at an

57
astonishing rate. This trad® later spread to the Persian

Gulf and the East African coast. An Arab trader resident

in Zanzibar and Lamu had extended his trade as far as

Majunga and at the same time had established extensive
58

trading contacts with the Americans. Bio American interest

on the East African mainland grew and they flew the star

spangled banner at Lamu. The Treaty between Sultan Said

and the Americans signed in 1833 particularly upset the

British, and IIMS "Imogens" was sent from Bombay to Zanzibar.

Captain Roberts, who signed the Treaty on behalf of the

United States, was aware that it had provoked Britain which

had "already shown herself desirous of thwarting American

rivalry in the East", although the absence of the US Navy was

59
considered by Roberts to be detrimental to American interests.

In Captain Owen*a opinion it was to be regretted that

Mombasa was not taken in 1824 since "England would have had

a footing in East Africa, well calculated to open new sources

of wealth to her enterprise and industry"• After the

Americans had signed the 1833 Treaty, Owen, in a letter to

the Foreign Office, asserted that there wast

$6. They included J & G Ropes, B. liathome, T.W. Ward, and
Waters. The Museum of Salem East India Marine Society
contained musical instruments from E.Africa, a letter in
Swahiii, a war hatchet from Zanzibar, wooden sandals,
including a book on "some unknown language". These items
were collected mostly by Capt.ilw Leavltt. See The East
India Marine Society of Salem (Salem, Mass.), n.d. ).

57* S.R.O., G.D.279/2, John Turnbuii to Sir Stephen Catrell,
28—8-1807, enc. in J. Turnbuii to Lord Melville, 7->9-18Q7«
JDundas, President of Board of Control, became Lord Melville
see n.55.

58. N. Isaacss Travels & Adventures in Eastern Africa, pp 356-9.
59. Bradys Commerce and Conquest, p.96.
60. P.O. 54.1, Capt.Owen to P.O., 8-9-1834 (Secret).
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reason to apprehend the interference© of the
Americans in their policy which in its result
may be anything but beneficial to England*^
The opinion of this view in the SID nrgued that the

1833 US Treaty ©tight not be as important as it was considered

to be*

The .Americans are not objects of political
jealousy to us in India and the trifling trad©
which they may carry in their small vessels
with the territory of the Imam of Muscat is not
very likely to interfere with our own* *0 de62
not aook the monopoly ©f tu© trade of Muscat*

However, the Bast India Company's trade in the Persian Gulf

had been thrown open in 1811 and the EIC's licence system

had been abolished by the Chartor Act of 1833* The Charter

made the right to trade and settle free to everyonef therefore

the BIG was not in a strong position to demand the exclusion

of the Americans from the Imam of Muscat's territories* The

Bast India Company was also not interested in the appointment

of Captain Own us a Consul who would be responsible to the

Foreign Office* Hie Secret Committee of the India Board

felt that communications between the state of Muscat could

only be held through the Governor General of India in Council

and a Consul would not be responsible to the BIC^ Therefor©

the EIC, because of fear that its interests in the Persian

Gulf might bo further diminished through Foreign Office

interference, probably understated the American presence*

Capto Cogan for his part referred the EIC to the

American President's speech in the Congress in which the

alliance with Muscat was mentioned, and Cogun requested

61. £Md.

62* ibid*« India Board to F*C«, 26-9-1834, enc*, Capt * Peacock
to 3* Mackenzie, EIC House, 27-3-*IS31 *

63, ibid* * India Board to F«0«, 26-9-183k.
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Britain to increase its intercourse with the Sultan of Muscat.

Hie fear of America* s competition further negated ideas of

cooperation with the Sultan of Muscat and instead enhanced

the tendency to counter it with increased resistance. Unlike

the BXC, the British Government, after the loss of the

American colonies, had a different perspective of its inter*

eats in the Eastern Hemisphere. Greater emphasis was placed

on its interests in this area with an added impetus on

acquiring more territory, especially in India, to extract

raw materials. Therefore the American presence was not

favourably viewed. The strong trading links between the

Sultan, the Indian community and the US Consul Waters in

Zanzibar caused increased British intervention to establish

their jurisdiction over the Indians because of the American

encroachment in this traditional British area of influence.

Consul Uamerton was convinced that the Banyans wore

taking a hand in exalting and favouring the Americans at

the expense of the English. To a certain extent he was

correct in assuming this, since R. ..at0x55 the US Consul in

Zanzibar, had very close business connections with the major

Zanzibar firms Joiram Sewji and Tharia Topaa.^° Jairaui

Sswji allowed the Waters1 firm to extend its operations and

this was a significant factor in the growth and pre—eminence

of American trade. For example, 90 per cent of Waters'

commercial transactions were with Jairam Sewji. Waters also

64. F.O. 5*4.2, X.O. to F.O., sac. Cogan's Memorandum, 3-2*1838
65. Gavin, Palmerston9» Policy* pp 48-9.
66. Sheriffs Commercial Empire, pp 346-7, assorts that Sowji

and Topan firms were established in Zanzibar and then
extended their operations to Kuttt (Mondavi). There is
very little evidence to support this hypothesis.
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intervened as a conciliator in conflicts between local firms*

In order to prevent Topan. from being ruined by a rival firm

of Abjee and Rasijee, the former was able to obtain the help

of a certain Captain Hassan. The trade compact between

Sevji and Waters weakened as Waters' firm became more estab¬

lished through contacts with other firms. By 1842 Waters

had reduced his trade with dairara from 90 per cent of his

total trade to 32 per cent and had acquired 79 other

customers . ^
It is therefore possible that those close contacts

between the US Consul-cum—trader, JR. Waters, and the British

Indian community were seen by the British Consul as an attempt

to usurp Britain's proper role of protecting British Indian

interests. Hence the avidness with which British Consuls

exercised and intensified their jurisdiction resulted partly

from the presence of and contacts between the US, the Indian

commercial community, and Sultan Said.

British jurisdiction over the Customs Master, Julram

Sewji, brought this firm closer into the British Consul's

sphere of influence. After the departure of Waters, Jairaa

Sewji changed the pattern of his trade. The fact that Waters

had widened his trading partners once he had established his

trade helped convince Sewji &F. the extremely limited advan¬

tages of a restrictive trade compact. Jairam Sewji also

realised that with the increased number of foreign ships

67* Peabody Museum, Salem, Mas3i R.P, Waters Papers,
Collection, Box No .4, Ace. 12 1376. Consul Ward who
succeeded Waters did not get along with Topan, the
father of the well known Tharia Topan. See also
Sheriff i Commercial Sapiro. pp 263 & 417, who denies
that a monopoly of trade was held by Sewji and Waters,

while Mangats Asian® in East Africa, p.4, mentions the
monopoly aspect of this trade.
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«radiag with Zaosibar, it was not in hi® interest to practice

restrictive trade as he had done with Waters* A® a result

of increased British jurisdiction and a commercial decision

to atop restrictive trade, Sovji instead of confining his

dealings with Waters' successor assumed an independent trading

position so as to increase his profits by expanding the

Zanzibar market* The American firms which did not accept

this policy end did not have a naval presence or jurisdiction

over Indians in India to justify their control in Zanzibar,
68

were relegated to a secondary role* Consul ilamerton was

able to enhance British commercial interests despite his

lack of knowledge of commercial matters* The American

consuls, because of their private commercial interests,

were not able to enhance American interest in assiiailor

fashion because "thoro was sometimes conflict between the

go
consul's private business and his official functions".

The American traders also concealed their trade with Zanzibar

70
so as not to invite competition from their compatriots*'

The small introverted trading community in Salem considered

the dynamic competition from New York and Boston as deadly,

and therefore continued to exclude them* American trade,

however, continued to increase rapidly in Bast Africa*

They were not able to act directly but only through Indian

Banyan middlemen* The fact that the clerks at the American

68* N.R* Bennett & BIHC (January 1961), Voi.XCVII, pp 31-7.
See also Sheriff a Comtaercial Banire, for conflict aad
cooperation between Sewji and Waters, pp 25/*-66j collapse
of US monopoly, pp 266-78$ US trade, pp 218-33*

69* Noes Browne a 8frchijsuga* p*101*
70* TUN* Lynea Zanzibar* p*69* Extracts from Brief Notes of

Visit to Zanzibar by Capt*R* iteot, in Selections from
Records of Bombay 3ovtf No*24, h'*$*(l&56), pp 280-811

mtrbSM. C*835), P. 356.
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71
consulate spoke Swahiii also assisted their trad©,' and by

1859 a quarter of Zanzibar's trad© was carried on with

America. The United States and Indian between theui accounted

for two thirds of Zanzibar*s iaiport-oxport trade.

Jairam Sevjl, as the Customs Master, had used Waters in

his attempts to centralis© Zanzibar's trade even further

than had hitherto been the case. The Sewji-Waters compact

had disintegrated and Salem had been unable to take over

Zanzibar's trade partially because of increasing British

consular control. The Indian merchant class, however, was

instrumental in connecting their own trad© and that of

Zanzibar with the extra-Indian Ocean powers• This realign¬

ment of trade with metropolitan countries was to be a factor

in their diminution as a major trading class because they

exposed themselves and the Bast African economy to compe¬

tition with sources of vast capital which they themselves

lacked. The fact that the Sultan had allowed trading

privileges to the USA through the treaty in 1833 and had

encouraged American trade despite the handicaps h© suffered

in tills trade was the major factor in undermining indepen¬

dent Zanzibar! commerce.

The American trade with Zanzibar suffered a set-back

because of the American Civil War,^2 since the New England

cotton industry could not obtain cotton from the American

South. The replacement of the sail with steam, in which

the British India Steam Navigation Company led the field in

71. J* Ross Brawn®s Etchings- pp 3^5-61• This reprint
fails to correct errors like referring to Jairam Sewji
as Joraat Sewa, Gapt.Hamorton as Copt Hamilton, p. 329*

72. ibid.. p.116.
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in the Indian Ocean, resulted in an increase in the British

share of the trade# In 1881, the .American Consul Bachelder

reported that out of 58 steamers and 30 sailing vessels which

arrived in Zanzibar only 6 sailing vessels were from America.

Britain was now leading the world in imports and
exports as her facilities by direct steam naviga¬
tion gave her every advantage#7*

2(a) Bauble Jeopardy of Indian Commerce
and Bjfiby'ft Juy^adiyt^on

Captain Uamerton's attempts to bring to an end the

privileges of the Indian business community under the flag

of the Sultan were continued until he had effectively brought

the Indians under his Jurisdiction, despite the commercial

losses they incurred# The process was taken a step further

under Consul Rigby#

Legally the important principle in commercial matters

regarding the nationality of a merchant was determined not

by birth, subsequent naturalisation or adoption, but by his
75

commercial domicile# The Indians had been staying in Zan¬

zibar for a long indefinite period or permanently , and many

of them might have acquired the local nationality# However,

the arbitrary legal measures by British Consuls did not allow

the British Indians to exercise this right# The denial of

this right affected their position as political members of

Zanzibar! society as well as their commercial enterprise#

This "protection* was granted to thorn in extraterritorial

terms without any Indian demands for such protection# This

73* ibid,. p.117.

?4# Bradys Commerce and Conquest# p#117«
75, Sheraton Bakers International Law* pp 146-9* sec#6-17#
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led to various evasive taetlas on th® part of British Indians

to avoid their cossaercia-i interests being threatened.

Consul Rigby scmt comprehensive trade reports to the

Foreign Office• As a consul he was committed to protecting

the commercial interests of British Indian subjects and other

British subjects. Privately, however, Rigby continued to

encourage English, merchants from Bombay and Liverpool to

take an active interest in Zanzibar trad©.* Hi© American

consuls, predominantly from Salem, were constantly trying to

restrict competition from other American traders by keeping

their trade secret. In contrast, the British consuls, while

protecting British Indian subjects* interests, were constantly

trying to increase competition through participation in

Zanzibar by English traders who might ultimately replace the

Indian traders.

Consul Rigby*s main area of concern was the imposition

of control over British Indian subjects involved in the slave

trade# The exercise of this extraterritorial Jurisdiction

raisod new problems and had ramifications which led to an

even greater degree of control. The effect of Consul

hamerton and Rigby*s exercise of the slave trade Jurisdiction

had a detrimental effect on the trade of British Indian

subjects. The consuls were supposed to be protecting the

interests of British Indian subjects, but it was in fact the

interests of the Kutchis, who were not even protected, which

did not suffer because the punitive slave trade Jurisdiction

did not apply to thezs. Many attempts were made to exercise

Jurisdiction over them, thereby undermining their interests

76. Gavins Palmerston* s Policy, pp 327-8.
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as well* Once Sultan Said's Empire had been divided, Sultan

Majid in Zanzibar was only able to make weak protests about

British jurisdiction, lieneo those Indians who sought tho

Sultan's protoction could not expect much help from a poli¬

tically weak Sultan and, increasingly, Britlf q.'s unfettered

influence was ablo to grow without the acquisition of

reciprocal obligations*

Consul Higby, through forceful application of British

jurisdiction, had an extremely detrimental effect on Indian,

commerce* Many wealthy traders were prosecuted and poorer

traders made such heavy losses that many left Zanzibar* 'Hie

arbitrary application of tills jurisdiction affected actual

trade as well as coastal shipping* Since Indian capital

was involved in the caravan tx-ade they suffered heavy losses*

Hie Buropean and American firms which supplied the imports

and were involved in tho export of ivory, copal, cloves and
77

sesano' did not a .ffor to the same degree as the Indian

merchant community, even though they dealt in products grown

by slave labour on plantations*

During this period of tho transformation of a slave

economy the Indian slave owners and financiers of the caravan

trad© were not compensated for tho slave© released as were

the British slave owner© in the Caribbean. They wore in

fact fined for the slaves released, hence the punitive

aspects of British jurisdiction wore more prevalent than

was the protoction they woro to receive from the British

Consulate* Rigby'a assumptions that by abolishing the slave

trade amongst the Indian community he was striking "at the

77* Sheriff I Commercial Braoiro* p*426*
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very roots of slavery*^®were to prove incorrect. Slavery-

continued to exist because the dominant political class of

Arabs were not totally prohibited from this traffic. The

Indian trading community therefore, because of the miscon¬

ception of the "roots of slavery" , were trading in a situation

of double jeopardy. As a purely commercial class they

suffered initially from British jurisdiction, which they were

not allowed to choose, and because they had recourse to

political influence neither at the British Consulate nor

with the Sultan. The politically dominant Arab class was

able to withstand anti-slavery pressures for a longer period

because of the extra measure of political control they held

in the Zanzibar dominions. Ultimately, however, both the

Arab and Indian merchants involved in tho slave-based economy

wcro to disappear because the Zanzibar! Empire was not based

on firm political and governmental foundations. The Indo-

Arab economic strength was based on influence on the East

African mainland. As the sources of slavos and ivory

receded more into the interior, the Zanzibar! political

framework became increasingly incapable of functioning.

The British naval activity in destroying coastal shipping

and British jurisdiction over the Indians added further

impediments which were beyond the capability of the Zanzibar

Sultanate.

After Colonel Rigby's departure the price of land dropped

and the Zanzibar economy was extremely slack. Investments

in fixed assets, especially houses and land, dropped. The

78. Gavins Palmerston's Policy, pp 329-30.
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79
foreign trade of Zanzibar was also affected!"

Year? 1S59/60 1861/62 1862/63 1803/64 1864/65

ftjftgrtfll *S?9i5l1 filWtjft'l S8&U2& *1?7t5^
Tho Saltan* s weakness was increasingly reflected upon by th©

Zanzibar!© and the foreigners* However, British Consul

PeXly, who arrived in 1362, advised the foreign Office that

the total destruction of the Sultan would not help in the
80

opening up of Africa, The anti-slavery policies of liusseli

and Palmerston had virtually undor&ainod the Sultan's inde¬

pendence*

User© is a disagreement amongst researchers on the

affect of antl—slave policies on th© Indians* One writer

mentions that!

It was a very serious state of affairs politically
and socially that at a time when th© Indian mer¬
chants at Zanzibar were waxing rich, the most
politically effective members of the community
were losing their ability to maintain their social
status.8*

Another writer contends that British power at Zanzibar had

undermined "the economic independence of both th© Indians
82

and the Sultanate" • In fact both the Indian merchant

community and the politically dominant Arabs were being

superseded by British power* there was, however, a time lag

between th© disappearance of the traditional Indian merchants

and their Arab counterparts. Since the Indians were in a

minority th© impact of British control over thorn was less

discardable than it was on the dominant Arab community*

Both the traditional Indo-Arab merchants and land-owners

79* P,P* Vol.LXVII, p*293s Gavins Palmerston's Policy* p*336*
80. Gavint ^aJjao^ston'p Po^oy, p. 336,
81* ibid.

82* Sheriff! Cosaaorciai igBpiro* p*3^4* Hie claim by Kigby that
no slump hud been caused in Indian business through the anti-
slavery measures is refuted on p.450,
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disappeared, to be replaced by a serai-modernising merchant

class. the Indian merchants, however, because of their

close contacts with the British, were able to benefit a

little more than the Arabs. The ultimate strings of moder¬

nisation and technological power were, however, controlled

by Britain which was to exercise the absolute control over

the political and economic situation. As an important semi-

mode^ksing minority, the Indians performed two roles after
the ©ad of Sultan Majid* s roign. Firstly, those who were

able to function in "legitimate* commerce effectively

acquired Just enough skills to manage to survive as a commer¬

cial minority. Secondly, they managed to keep the economy

functioning through the transition from a slave-based

economy to a * legitimate * economy.

2(b) Sulfaq PftTflWa aiflfl Alio^atj,on of Inflj.au pommgyce

Sultan Majid had allowed Indian commerce to function

under his patronage. lie had tried to defend the interests

of those Kutcbis and other protected persons under his Juris¬

diction. With the end of Sultan Majid's reign the romance

between the Sultan and his Indian subjects came to an end.

One of the first acts of Syed Barghash on his accession to

the throne was to issue a proclamation to his subjects,

ejecting Indiana from plantations they owned,directly or

Indirectly, and "to prevent thorn from carrying on their trade
go

beyond the precincts of the town", Churchill, as the Consul

representing Indian interests, pointed out that such measures

83. F.O. 84.1325, Churchill to Sec. of Bombay Govt, 17-11-1870.
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violated the- Convention of Commerce of 1839. 15a© Sultan

did not roply to the initial communications from CSiurcIxlll

out finally complained tiiat Indians stele cloves and incited
84

©iavos to soli cloves at a low price* Cliurciiili*s rosponso

was that tuo theft should have boon referred to tlao British

85
Consul mttsr than thus striking a blow against all Indians*

It was alleged that the Sultan had violated Articles I and X.

of the 1039 Convention*

Cultan Bargnash was extremely conscious of British

influence over the Zanzibar! economy# through their control

of the "Indian minority# Hitherto the relations 'between the

Custom Master and the Sultan had been close, but in 1871

Suitaa llorghaah beoaea© wary of the Customs Master*® connec¬

tions on the ctainlemd lest these connections .io_jd to further

control of his aeialind dominions by the British*

It was with the departure of Consuls Playfair and

Churchill that Consul Kirk, after 1868, established better

reiatioas between Britain and the Sultan by imposing a firmer

policy, especially after Bargh&sh abandoned "arbitrary and
86

unjust acts by himself and fanatic counsellors"»three
months later Kirk announced sore explicitly that the order

mtsietiag Indians to towns had been rescinded under the

n&xi Sultan aadsj

their status*.aunder the power of the British
Government (would la) more fully ackaowleuGOd
in practice * * «wo now exorcise without protest
or objection from th® Sultan the fullest
Jurisdiction over all Indians settled*$7

84® .ibid*, Saltan Bavghaah to Churchill, 31-10-1870, in
reply to Churchill * a letters of 19—10-I87G and 24-IO-I870*

S3* ibid* * (SmtroMU to Sultan aorgkash, 4—11-1870# ami
7-11-1370.

So® P.O. 84,1315, kirk to P.O., 24-12-1870.
87® P.O. 84*1344, kirk to loo, of Bombay Govt, 25-3*1871*
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Sir Bartl© Frore, before the visit of his Mission in

1873, wrote a memorandum based on information collected by
88

Livingstone in which ho wrote that Indian trade had been

crippled by the advent of European settlement in East Africa,

ilo attributed this decline to the control by the European

Nations of the "greatest command of ships of war, fire-arras
39

and artillery"• However, he maintained that during the

last 40 years

the great Indian immigration to this coast has
gono on at a constantly increasing rata, which
bids fair to restore the Indian trade with East
Africa to more than its old propertions.90

In contrast with Frere, Kirk had noticed a totally contrary

phenomenon, that the Indians were increasingly trading

directly with Europe (also because Salem trade had eclipsed)

and wore "fast abandoning the old habit of dealing through
91

Bombay*. In fact, Kirk wrote that "the appearances at

Zanzibar of English, French, Gorman and .American houses" had

not led to an increase in immigration as Frere said, but of
92

Indian emigration from Zanzibar.' In any case, imperial

interests had become paramount, ©ithor because of European

settlement, as Frors said, or because of trading directly

with metropolitan countries rather than through Bombay, as

Kirk maintained.

Of late it has been clearly seen that the cotton
manufacturers of Kutch arid Bombay cannot compete

88. P.O. 84.1386, Bartlo Frere* "Koraoraxuluta in connection of
British subjects with East African Slave Trade", 26-8-1872.

S9. P.O. 84.1391» Bartlo Proro: "Memorandum regarding Natives
of India in East Africa", 31-3-1873.

90. P.P. Vol.LAI, No.51t enc.l, 7-5-tS73» PP 98-105.
91# P.O. 84.1374, No.5, Kirk to P.O., 13-1-1873.
92. P.P. Vol.LU (1873), p.99
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with cheap cloth of Europe and the natives
ascribe the yearly increasing numbers of Kutch
immigrants to the ruin of the cotton trade®93
Frer© * s coaaaeiit on the Indian monopoly of trade was

further disputed by Kasi shauubuddin, who said

Arab merchants receive advances in goods and
money, not only from the Banyans , but also from
the five or six European and American houses in
Zanzibar which. X am told, do about one—half of
the business

He pointed out that since the Indiana could be taken into

the consular court for dealing in slave3, they would seem

less likely to cooperate with the Arabs in the slave trade®

There was, however, no mention of the rol© of the Europeans

or Americans in the financing of the slave trade by Prere,

especially in view of the fact that the American Consul

refused to cooperate with Frore® Kirk also investigated

the

loose accusations of a more sweeping nature made
against tlx® Indian traders, and (X) find them to
rest on no firmer foundation, than that the loeal
capital in trade here is Indian,® ® the Indians are
as free of all criminality in the slave traffic
as a branch of commerce as the European and
American merchants® • • 53

He also affirmed that H,.*nor is there is single European
96

house in town where slaves are not employed® ® ® » ®

93* F.O® 84®1344, Administration Report of Zanzibar Agency,
18—7—1870® The American cloth remained a major competitor
both for European and Indian traders bocauso of its tough
quality® See N#R® Bennett: BIhC (Jaa®t962), Vol.XCVXI,
P. 37.

94. P®P® Fol.L.XI (1873)» Ko.51» enc.2, p.106, 9-2-1873; F.O.
84®1391# "The Baniansffj so© also G.L, Sullivan: Dhow
Chasing in Zanzibar Waters (London: 1873)« p®83,'on '
Spanish and American ships involved in slave trade®

95. P.P. Vol.LXXI (1874), No.18, Enc.1, 31-5-18731 $ «R.
Bennett 1 "Americans in Zanzibar", BliiC. pp 41-4®

96. F.O, 84,1344, Kirk to F.O®, 27-5-1871.
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The now I873 Traaty stipulated the release of slaves by
British Indian subjects* The Indian merchant community had

bogua to realise that the Sultan* a support for the traditional

slave based economy was not to be counted upon. Those who

could afford to change their trade or wanted to avoid total

ruin invited the British Consul to release their slaves* A

typical example was the principal village of Peaiba called

Ciiak Chak where "Indians generally showed a feeling of

extreme satisfaction that the freedom of their slaves" would

relieve them of heavy punishment* It was a common, feature

for the released slaves to continue working with their old

masters* This procedure was adopted because it caused the

least amount of disruption, and Consul Euan-Smith pointed

out that Indian slave holders had lost a sum of IKT5982, by

releasing their slaves* The Indians were also cautioned

against the advance of any money for the purchase of slaves

used on tiu& ©states which wore mortgaged to them. This

caution curtailed further transactions in matters of trade.

Those who could not afford to release their slaves wore

detained| among thorn was a Khoja who was intemod pending

the release of ton slaves hold by him* His release was

97
effected after petitions from the Khoja community.

The British consular staff, however, conceived the

incidence of release of slaves differently* Consul Holiawood

felt that th© ending of the slave trade

far from rending thora discontented has on the
contrary removed th© only bar to their loyalty
and they are now becoming more elevated in
character and more attached to our rule .5^

97* P*No.10, Euan-Smith to F.O., 31-7-1875J and No.
117, Euan-Smith to F.O., 14-8-1875*

98. F.O. 84*1574, No.37, onc.1, Kirk to P.O., 6-3-1880.
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Holmwood felt that the Indians desired British protection

and supervision to further their trade. The viability of

Indian traders was more dependent upon the British Consulate

and was used to define the nature and limit of their trade.

The British anti-slavery campaign and the desire to check

French strategic expansion had led to British political

intervention. This influence and intervention had now

extended to the control of actual Indian commerce.

With the more effective application of the slave trade

regulations the Indians could not effectively control the

laud, and therefore circumstance and law hetaaied "the Indians
99

to commerce and money-lending® . Newman welcomed their

money-lending and qualities of trading based on frugal

living and hard work, and asked Britain, as a major money-

lending nation, to welcome theso people mid their business
too

acumen.

On the eve of tho visit to Britain by Sultan Borghaah

and Tharia Topaa in 18?5» Sir BartXe Prere was able to

write that tho main reason for the British interest was

not merely th© present extent of a rapidly
growing trad©, but the necessity which ie laid
on as rulers of India to maintain a position
of influence .1°^

Prere was, however, not at all aware of tho effect of British
extraterritorial jurisdiction over th© Indian population,

even after his visit to Bast Africa as the head of the Frore

Mission. He wrote that the British Indian subjectss

form an integral part of th© local population,
giving to the British Government much indirect

99, U.S. Newmans Banani. p.70.

too. ibid.. pp 70-74.
101. Sir Bartie Freree "Zanzibar and its Sultans", Macmillans

Magazine. Vol.XXXII (June 1875)• P.191*
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influence in the local government, without
exciting Jealousy in the local rulers*102

The important fact was that the Indians gave tiio British

government "much direct influence", while the impact of

British control over the Indians and their commercial

interests was neither examined nor stressed* In fact Frero

was interested that "the endless resources of (th© Sultan*s)

African coastline" be open for "every form of application
lA^j

of European enterprise end capital0•

PreccioAial
s(c) jfao

9YW Commerce, 1S84-1J22
The 1873 Treaty liad affected the trade of the Indian

minority but was increasingly detrimental to the economic

interests of the Arab economy. Since the Indians had no

political powert those who could afford to transform their

interests to legitimate commerce wore increasingly able to

do so. Their total energies were directed to the trans¬

formation of their cossaerciaJL interests. The effect on

the Arabs was slower because they were insulated to a

certain extent by the political power they held. As this

power was increasingly eroded their economic situation

deteriorated correspondingly. For instance, at Pemba

Arabs could no longer do well and the foreigners could no
lo4

longer afford to buy or mortgage estates. Indians could

not give mortgages on estates ustog slave labour and, if

they did, the Arabs would frauduiently get out of these

contracts. However, Indians did seek consular assistance

1d2. ibid.

1G3. ibid.
104. F.O. 8%.1677# No.31. one.1, Kirk to F.O., 13-3-1884.
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for large amounts of money lost in such ventures* Apart

from these types of commercial problems the British Consul¬

ate also found difficulty in dealing with certain commercial
105

matters due to political considerations* For instance,

til© claim of Messrs Maclean Morris against Peora Dewji, a

iiiglOy-placed agent of the Sultan, was to be left to the

Sultan's court for a satisfactory decision**^
Certain coaisaex'cial issues, such as that of stabilising

taxes for a period of five or ten years end making their

application uniform, were proposed by Kirk* The ease of

the French planter who did not pay as heavy a taz as the

others, is a case in point, and all the foreign Consuls
107

collaborated to fix the produce tariff* '

The increased German influence and power in tho Sultan's

dominions led Kirk to sign another treaty of friendship and

commerce between Zanzibar and Britain* This treaty

recognised the rights of consuls to preserve commercial

interests* The Sultan was entrusted with tho powers

necessary to preserve peace and to guarantee the inviolability

of the Consulate s

At the request of a British Consular Officer, tc
place the police fore© at his disposal to assist

105* In a totally different region and as a parallel to
Zanzibar, a Consul General wrote of the importance of
numerous areas which had ''providentially opened" for
British "capitalists# bankers, merchants and ship¬
owners"* H® does not at all discuss the policy
involved nor its political bearings, but stx-essoa
need for trad© by British merchants* See A Consul
General! Cyprus* Syria and Palestine 1 Tlx© Future
Emporium of British Trade in Asia {London* 1878)*
The anonymous pamphlet was consulted in the British
Museum*

106* F*0. 84,172b, ho.16, Kirk to F.0,, 24-6-1885*
107* F.0* 84.1728, Ho.253, Kirk to F.O., 29-9-1883*
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in affecting arrests or the execution of Ma
official duties.'0&

Tliie was a very detailed Treaty which was opposed to any

exclusive privilege of trad© within the Suitan*e dominions t

*The IBEAC later on did have a monopoly over the northern
i£)0

dominions of the Sultan*9 British subjects and their

property wore entitled to the rights of extraterritoriality#

The local and municipal taxes wore, however, to be collected

by the Sultan and tlx© British subjects were not exempt from

those, although the houses and lands remained free of taxa¬

tion. Many of the clauses in tlx© above Treaty were similar

to those in the previous 1839 Convention. It was ratified

by the Sultan in August 1886.

Kirk left Zanzibar feeling that Francs would bo persuaded

by the Germans and the English to undertake now commercial

arrangement®. Holmwood warned the Foreign Office not to

ratify the Treaty unless Franc© did. Th© Sultan was also

guilty of contravening the Treaty, sine© he collected

taxes froia his own subjects and from the Indian traders.

Heliavood felt that the effect would be detrimental to the

local and retail trade, especially that "carried on by our

110
poorer and hardworking Indians.••"• Goods would become

dearer for the poor and on the coast, where the Sultan was

strongly established, the foreign capitalists would be

destroyed. Britain and Germany had been doing everything

to make this impossible for the Sultan. Thus the option

available to these businesses was to conduct their business

108. F.O. 84.1729, No.308, Kirk to F.O., 19-12-1885» ©nc.
Treaty of Friendship and Goiamerc© between Great Britain
and Zanzibar.

109. ibid.

110. F.O. 8>*.1775t No. 178, Iiolwwood to F.O., 30-9-I886.
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through firms with other jurisdictions, which would in turn

load to the "inevitable rain of that large community of
111

British Indians who act as traders and middlemen"•

The British consuls had throughout the nineteenth

century asserted that the trade of British Indian subjects

was British trade since they were British subjects, however,

the British consuls could not always see the reasons or the

significance of direct British economic activity which was

sometimes beyond their control. The increased IBEAC commer¬

cial operations which utilised their affiliate shipping line,

the British India Steam Navigation, was significant. In

the last quarter of the nineteenth century the British

pattern of trade was altered because of stiffer competition

from industrial countries like Germany and the USA, which

was recovering from the Civil War. This competition was

©specially true in the neutral or unprotected markets, to
112

fill the need for raw materials and food stuffs. The

IBBAC, despite its numerous handicaps, was one of Britain*s

answers to the problem of consolidating her economic

interests in Eastern Africa, and the British Indian subjects

did not figure very prominently in this scheme of cultiva¬

ting new markets for manufactures and sources for raw

materials. iience Britain*© informal control of Eastern

Africa was initially formalised by the IBBACj then there was

"a return during this period to the idea of the Empire in
113

the hope of finding salvation in colonial markets", and

111. ibid.

112. For a succinct description of British trade, see A.E.
Mussont "The Great Depression in Britain, 1873-1896* An
Ap£?raisai", Journal of Economic history. Vol.XIX, June
1959, No.2, pp 222-8.

113. ibid.. p.228.
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an extension of the existing Empire*

The most important British imperialist, William MacKinnon,

was in 1888 on the verge of establishing a foothold on the

East African coast, after trying to da so for a decade*

When he saw the formidable German competition that the
114

IBBAC would face, he recognised the possible use that he

could make of the British Indians against the Germans*

Thus he recommended not only the retention, but also the

extension, of British Indian trade* His concessions were

supposed to perpetuate British influence, even "through the
115

medium of Tharia Topan, a British subject".

However, once he had used the British Indians and despite

the fact that the Indian Government felt that the IBEAC would

benefit, rathex* than injure, the interests of India, MacKinnon

denied the Britishness of Indians resident in the Sultan's

dominions* The XBBAC's treatment of Indians was put into

further disrepute when Colonel Pollock terminated his

appointment with the IBEAC and was about to return to

England* He accused Mackenzie, of the 1BEAC at Mombasa, of

oppressing Indians* Euan—Smith, however, sided with the
116

XBEAC and called Colonel Pollock's accusations "bogus"*

MacKinnon wholeheartedly disagreed with Consuls Holm-

wood and Macdonaid that the bulk of the trade was virtually

in British hands*

117
I hardly admit that trado done by native '
Indian subjects can be described as in British

114* Brumkey's Yearbook of East Africa (Bombay* 1908), pp
47-8, for list of Directors and Administrators of XBEAC*

115. F.O. 84.2012, No.3, enc.1, MacKinnon to F.O., 13-5-1887.
116. F.O. 84*2060, No.126, Euan-Smith to F.O., 26-3-1890.
117. F.O. 84,1775, MacKinnon deleted the word"Britlsh" and

reinserted "native".
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hands, nor do I think Manchester would hold a
different view from mine. * 18

It is important to note MacKinnon*s attitudes for two reasons.

Firstly, MacKinnon had maue his wealth in the British Indian

Empire and despite this he did not acknowledge the rights of

Indians as British subjects. Secondly, the IBEAC was

actively involved in using the British Indians to entrench

the IBEAC on the mainland. MacKinnon, however, in order to

stress to the Foreign Office the paramount role of the IBEAC,

resorted to negating their importance and role in East Africa.

However, in a short, undated letter Holmwood wrote in

support of Macdonald, who regarded this trad© as being

British}

what Macdonald says regarding trade being vir¬
tually in British hands is perfectly true and
this is a point I have insisted on in every
report on the subject. 1*9

Macdonald said that British Indian influence was on the

increase, and not on the decrease. Goods consigned to

British subjects were five times the quantity consigned to

Germans, and goods exported to England and India were six
120

times as numerous!

EXFOSTS TO IMPORTS FBOM
London #1,300,000 Bombay to British subjects #800,000
India 2,000,000 Bombay to British subjects 150,000
America 700,000 America to Americans 450,000
Germany 550,000 Germany to Germans 400,000
Franc® 300,000 Franc© to French 250,000

$5»050,OOG i3»4oo,ooo

The work of the consuls involved a perspective different from

that of MacKinnon.

118. F.O. 84.1854, MacKinnon to F.O., 25-1-1888.
119. ibid.« ©nc.

120. ibid.« Macdonald to P.O., 18-12-188?.
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Much more is required from (the Consuls) in
barbarous or half-civilised coaMunities* where
the political character of the Consul cannot be
separated from the commercial. ^21

Hence the facilitation of the "artificial establishment or

122
maintenance of British financial and commercial supremacy*

necessitated political action. Hi© different attitudes

towards the Indians between Holiawood and MacKinnon wore due

to political judgments the consuls made, in addition to the

commercial interests they protected.

The petition of "British merchants and Indian traders"

caused Euan-Smith to seek the assistance of the Foreign

Office, since the signatories representsd the "wealth,
123

intelligence and respectability of Zanzibar" • Euan—Smith

also accepted that the disadvantages for the British subjects

were real and therefore he suggested that negotiations be

entered into with the object of applying the law against

the use of slave labour* Otherwise the British subjects

would remain in their isolated position. However, the

Foreign Office informed Euan—Smith that he had not been

instructed to 'Issue any proclamation and that the threat of

a seven year sentence for employing slave labour was not

substantiated by IPC 376. The Foreign Office felt that

the proclamation ought to be withdrawn because of its imprac-

tability which was due to hie prevalence of employed persons

who might indirectly be slaves. The Foreign Office suggested

that the wages b© paid directly to the labourer. He "would

subsequently hand over the wages to his master but nobody

121. F.O. 83.932, No.4, Sir Jacob Behron*s Note, in Bradford
to *.0., 3-3-1886.

122. ibid.« No.670, Consul general Mitchell (Norway) to F.O.,
30-5-1886.

123. F.O. 85,1911, No.375, Euan-Smith to F.O., 13-12-1888,
enc. Georgo Mackenzie to Buan-Smith, 8-12-1888,
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124
need enquire Into that arrangement"* William MacKinnon,

director of Smith Mackenzie & Co*, and a member of the ZBEAC,

which had signed the petition, took up the cause of this

labour in London* The Indians who had lived through the

problems of labour sliortage did not have the sort of recourse

MacKinnon had to officials in London* Those Indians who

had signed a petition and handed it along with other English

merchants were only able to do so as long as their interests

by and large coincided with those of the English merchants*

The Indian merchant community also suffered dislocation

through increased crime on the northern mainland under

XBEAC*s control and, due to the takeover of the southern

dominions of the Suitsa by the Germans*

Because of their long stay on the mainland and in towns

such as Laau, the British Indians had extensive interests to

protect* They feared burglary, as their shops and stores

were well stocked, and also because they held large stocks

of money and jewellery in pawn. Many Indians had been

killed for their money and about 500 homes in Lama wore

destroyed by fire* This was despite the lighting of the
12*5

Lamu streets*

The transfer of the southern coast to German jurisdic¬

tion had serious repercussions on the future commercial

prosperity and vitality of Zanzibar. Hie Indian mercantile

houses had their headquarters of this trado in Zanzibar*

They dealt with the whole coast as an ontity and the coastal

agents of Zanzibar merchants were financed on a system of

long-term credit* "Their operations upon one position being

124* ibid* t Memo by Mr Davidson, Law Officer, F*0«, 21-1-1889*
125* F.O. 84.2059, &o.14, Euan-Smith to F.O., 16-1-1890.
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126
dovetailed into their various ventures upon another".

This was based on the fact that Zanzibar would remain the

centre of the trade emporium and have large investments in

houses and land, with the Imperial German Government con¬

trolling the southern coastline, the Indian traders would

have to pay double customs, once in Zanzibar and again on

the coast. The British Consulate was very concerned at the

great inducements that the Germans were offering to the

British Indians to move into their territory, since it was

felt that such a move would lead to the decay of Zanzibar

commercial life, Rather than lose the primacy of Zanzibar

as the centre of trade and witness an exodus of Indians to

German territory, the Consul recommended that Zanzibar be

declared a free port, like Singapore and Hong Kong, To

offset the customs dues the Sultan was to be offered the

clove monopoly. Kirk and the Foreign Office commended

Euan-Smith for this dispatch,

The Indian merchants were in doubt as to the impli¬

cations of Article VII of the 1886 Commercial Treaty, and

their representations to the Sultan resulted in the Sultan

allowing a 48-hour lapse in informing the Customs douse

which goods wore to be trans-shippad to the German coast
128

without specifying the port of destination. After Gerald

Portal had established himself as the Consul General, he

found in 1891 that all the merchants wanted a free port,

126, F,0, 84,2063# No,341, Knc,3s Euan-Smith to P.O.,
28-8-1890,

127, ibid. However, Portal thought that the value of houses
and property would go down and solvency of the British
community would be affected,

128, F.O. 84,2146, No,155, Enc., Euan-Smith, to F.G., 21-2-
1891j and No,160, C,S, Smith to F,0«, 1-6-1891#
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and that Zanzibar was a pseudo-free port in that 60 per cant

129
of the goods were trans-shipped to German East Africa,

General Mathews, the first minister in the Sultan*s Govern¬

ment, wanted Zanzibar declared a free port at once since the

declaration without its implementation affected the solvency
1 30

of the greater part of the British Indian traders. When

the declaration was finally made, 600 people signed an

1 31
address to demonstrate their satisfaction.

The free trade brought other commercial problems in its

wake, and a Zanzibar Chamber of Commerce was established

consisting of representatives of the major companies. The

chairman came from Smith Mackenzie & Co., and the committee

was comprised of two Germans, two Englishmen, two Frenchmen,
132

one American and four Indians. This Chamber of Commerce

was to have rules identical to those of the main Chamber of

Commerce.

The registration of all deeds of sale or mortgages of

houses and land in Zanzibar was to be successful under the

Indian Registration Act, the "procedure in force in the

Middlesex Registry" • Should the British subjects (79 out

of 100 being Indian) not register their property in good

time, the Court might decline to receive such deed in evi¬

dence. The registration of title deeds was first started

in 1866 so that the consulate would know what estates were

1 *9. F.O. 84.2149, No.244, Portal to F.O., 0-9-1391.
130. F.O. 84.2153* General Mathewss Notes on Free Port.

131. F.O. 84.2235, No.31# F.O. to Portal, 5-4-1892} F.O.107.2,
No.5, Rodd to F.O., 3-1-1893.

132. F.O. 84.2232, No.148, Portal to F.O., 2-7-1892, A enc.,
The Gazette. 29-1-1892, Proposed Chamber of Commerce. On
1 February The Gazette, for Zanzibar and East Africa, a
weekly newspaper was published by Zanzibar Govt5 it con¬
tained Govt notices, trade, shipping and weather reports.

133. F.O, 84.2233, No.232, Portal to F.O., 7-10-1892, & ©nc.
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subject to British Jurisdiction for th© purposes of transfer

and succession. The clause stating that deeds were accept¬

able as evidence in the Consular Court was used primarily to

compel British Indians to register. Benee, while such

registration was made obligatory by the protecting power, it

was not necessarily an acceptable legal proof of title. The

Consular Judge and the Consul General felt that registration

was only a quasi-Judicial act. However, as it was con¬

sidered as a genuine sign by the Indians, because it bore

the official seal, it could be exploited by unscrupulous
134

pleaders,

A British Indian subject, Masaanbhai Nathoo, asked IM

Government for the assistance he considered due to him in

his case against Robert Bernard, another British subject.

He was advised, however, to use the normal legal channels,^^
After Bernard was found guilty Rodd, tho Acting Agent, wrote

to the Foreign Office asking them to enforce the decision
136

to recover the money.

The Foreign Office felt that Britain could not get the

most favoured nation status alone, as it had obtained in

Zanzibar, since the most favoured nation status infringed
1 37

the rights of other signatory powers. The problems between

the British Consul and the other Consuls were due to the

"exceptional facilities for obtaining justice in civil
138

suits" between British and Zanzibar! subjects.

13^* ibid.. No.128, Kirk to P.O., 16-7-1892.
133. F»0« 107,1, No,6q, P.O. to Rodd, 11-4-1893#
136. F.O. 107.3, No.67, Rodd to F.O,, 3-3-1893#
137. F,0, 107.1, No.64, F.O. to Rodd, 15-4-1893#
138# F.C, 107.2, Rodd to P.O., No*19, 13-1-1893#
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On the death of Sultan Seyyid In 1893 and the succession

of Tliuwain9 the Indians from the Zanzibar Chamber of CoiaEierce

expressed their satisfaction at the manner in which their

life and property had been protected. The British Consul

was commended for the admirable arrangements made to ensure

1 39
a feeling of peace and security. Consul Rodd, however,

not only found the Indians "timid* but also established a

state bank to minimis© the financial role of the "blood-

sucking Indian usurer*.*
In the last decade of the nineteenth century the Indians

held most of the Arab estates on mortgages, while the plan¬

tations were normally held by Arab proprietors who used
141

domestic slave labour to work them. An Indian was put on

trial for the purck&so of a female slave and was defended

by a local pleader. The Consul asked the Foreign Office

to pay the prosecutor eight guineas because the conviction

of the Indian would have "a salutary effect amongst the
142

Indian community here*. ~ .'During the 20 years from 1378—98

The Arab 1ms become weaker, constantly increasing
his indebtedness to the Indian mortgagee, while
th© Kboja and the Hindu have acquired a firmer
grip than ever on the trad© of th© island.1*3

The Indian traders were themselves subject to replacement

by British and European firms. Even th© American firm of

Hinos, which had mutual understanding with Indian traders,

was weakening them by playing a "ring" of Indian traders

139* F.O. 107.3. Hodd to P.O., 14-3-1893*
140. ibid.. No.85. Redd to P.O., 15-3-1893.
141# P.O. 107*5. Hodd* Confidontial Memorandum, 31-12-1893*

An attempt to stop th© passage of land bv practice of
"conditional sales" mortgage common to Hindu and Moham¬
medan law vam . e-ffecfredG by the. - „ _ Alienation of Land
Deere© in 1935. dss C.&. Meek* Land Law and Custom in
jUH Colozziea (London* 1949). 2nd ©d., pp 72-5*

142. F.O. 107.4, No.181, Hodd to P.O., 12-7-1893*
143. U.S. Newman* ikmani. p.71 •
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the Sultanate of Zanzibar was undermined. The political

influence of tho Indians over the British consulate was

minimal, British extraterritorial jurisdiction over them was

not based upon any feed-back from them, Britain remained

blind to Indian interests and because of Palmeratonian

belief "that no economic croup could make headway against
145

superior political force*, both the Indians and the

Sultan became dependent upon Britain.

The Indian commercial community, however, by changing

from a slave based economy to the British oriented "legiti¬

mate" commerce had become a semi-modernising cosiraorcial

community. For instance, on the African mainland it was

the Indian trader who introduced the application of money—

146
based exchange to the African subsistence economy.

Britain, however, had become a pre-eminent modernising

commercial nation because of its political -grower with an

147
extreme need and capacity to create markets#

145. R.J. Gavins Palmeraton^ Policy, p.26.
146. Peter Harris and Anthony Somerset s African, Businesses

(Londons 1971)» P.67.
147. B.C.M. Piattt Finance. Trade, p.256. See Joseph

Chamberlain*a concern in 1394 to keep markets open
for more goods to maintain high employment at home.
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CHAPTER VIII

CUSTOMS HOUSE

The overall and Increased British control over the

Zanzibar economy was the result of the extension of the

anti-slavery campaign. The pattern of commerce became

increasingly controlled by Britain because of her superior

technology and capital. The necessity for markets and raw

materials made it imperative that this pattern became

entrenched on the East African coast.

British control over the Zanzibar economy came

indirectly through the institution of revenue collection.

The British Consulate had no mandate to interfere with customs

collection. However, increasingly through the operation of

the slave trade treaties and the 1839 Convention of Commerce,

the control over British subjects and protected persons

strengthened the links with the Customs House, The tenta¬

tive contacts of 1811, when Captain Sraee and Lieutenant

Hardy exercised arbitrary protection over British subjects,

grew to encompass the political control of the Sultanate,

the Customs House and its personnel in the last quarter of

the nineteenth century.

In this chapter the growth of British control over the

Customs House will be examined more thoroughly. Since the

Customs House was the major centralising institution in the

Sultan*s regime in East Africa, the role of the Customs

Master was important in both narrow commercial terms and

the wider political perspective. Since Jairaxa Sewji
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controlled the Customs House and claimed that he was a

subject of the Sultan, Consul Hamerton tried to reduce his

powers* Consul Rigby overtly intervened in the affairs of

the Customs House, quite outside the scope of his work, and

extended the limits of British control over this important

institution. Once British control over the firm of Jairam

Sewji was an established fact, Consul General Kirk consoli¬

dated British interests by ensuring that this firm remained

in charge of the Customs House, In the last decade of the

nineteenth century, the British officials played an active

role in appointing customs officials, especially since the

older Indian firms were now rejected by the Sultan and had

resorted to in-fighting. The IBEAC and the German Company

added to this eclipse of independent Indian firms involved

in the collection of customs.

1 (a) Jairam Sew.ii. Centralisation and
the Sultan*3 "danmosa hereditas"

In 1804 the French Captain Dalion reported that a Hindu

was in charge of customs and that an Ethiopian commanded the

garrison in Zanzibar. The Earl of Caledon, who was the

first governor of the Cape of Good Hope, reported, perhaps

incorrectly, that in 180'7 black merchants connected with the

French ccilected 147,000 in customs from the Sultan of Muscat.

French involvement in the affairs of the Sultan of Muscat

had caused Britain concern. However, despite Britain*s

general interest in this part of the Indian Ocean, the Indian

1. See Freeman Granville; The Coast 1498-1840. Chapter V, pp
155-6, in R. Oliver & G. Mathews; East Africa.

2. G.M. Theal: Records of South Eastern Africa. Vol.IX (Cape
Town, 1964), p.13| the Earl of Caledon wrote to Nicholas
Vansittart about this fact in 1810,
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branch of the African Association had failed to materialise.

It was the Bombay Government which, in 1811, sent Captain

Srnee and Lieutenant Hardy on their geographical voyage in

search of trade.

The customs collection at Zanzibar first involved the

British on the East coast of Africa during Captain Smee's

and Lt Hardy's visit. Their assessment was that the wealth

owned by Indian traders was tempered by the arbitrary exac¬

tions made from them by Governor Yacout. The Indians com¬

plained to Captain Sntee that they were charged a customs

duty of at least 20 per cent, while the Sultan had laid down

a duty of only 5 P©*" cent. In addition to this higher

customs duty, which was not paid by the Arabs, the Indians

had to pay a land tax. While Smee was in Zanzibar a ship

arrived from Muscat and made a demand for 25,000 crowns

(£6,000) to assist the Imam in opposing the Wahhabi.

According to the Indian traders Yacout had fixed 3»500

crowns as the share to be paid by them, with the threat of

imprisonment if they failed to pays

As these people were trading under the British
flag and were in fact British subjects, Captain
Smee did not conceive that a foreign prince had
any right to tax them, especially as they had
already paid the customary port duties.3

The Governor withdrew his claims on representations by Smee

but privately threatened the merchants with a double imposi¬

tion after Smee's and Hardy's departure. To prevent this

Scorn happening Hardy was left, along with "Sylph", a small

3. TGBS, Vol.VI (184%), Capt. Smee, p.50. See also C.R. Low:
History of the Indian Navv (1613-1863^ (London, 1905)
PP 3-b» discusses the voyage but refrains from mentioning
that the fines were exacted from British Indians•
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schooner of 78 tons, with 8 guns, to protect the Indians

and he escorted three Indian vessels to Surat. This was one

of the earliest links involving the British Raj and the East

African coast, and it was the first time that "the merchant

folks of western India, who from time immemorial had go.re

4
trading there, were brought under British ruldV The

itinerant Indian trading community of 1804 had become more

settled and its presence in 1811 had led to the British

being involved in a solitary measure of promotion. It is

possible that sinco the Indians could not cope with the

exactions they requested this intervention# Xt was, however,

the beginning of a long series of events which was to lead

to increasing control over them.

By 1819 the Indian community had grown to 214 residents

in Zanzibar. However, according to a report of 1825 no

illegal exactions were demanded from them, d@3pite the

absence of British intervention. The Indian merchant vessels

from Bombay and Surat carried Arab or Portuguese colours,

although there was no evidence of their involvement in the

5
slave trade.

The Americans landed in Zanzibar in 1825 but they did

not formalise their relationship until 1834, when the I833

Treaty came into operation, and the American Consul succeeded

in establishing very friendly relations with the Customs
6

Master, Jairata Sewjx.1' In 1837, for a nominal fee, Consul

4. R. Couplandi Invaders. p.183.
5# G.M. fhoal: Records. Vol.IX, p.50» Capt.Morrison on board

"Andromache" wrote to Commander Christian mentioning this
fact.

6. P. Norsworthyj "Salem and Zanzibar East African Trade",
EIHC, Vol.XC, No.t (Salem, Mass.), Jan.1954.
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Waters became the first foreign consul and began trading

with the Customs Master. lie was, however, very critical

of Jairam Sewji, due to the latter*s practice of compelling

the Americans to bring every article which they exported to

the Customs House. Waters would have preferred the goods

to be taxed in his own warehouse, in ardor to avoid the

extra charges to Jairaim's coolies for transportation. The

dispute was reported to the Sultan. Waters complained to
7

the US, but Washington took no action to favour him,'

Relations did not, however, always remain strained, and in

18%3, when Jairam was badly injured, he appointed Earnerton
g

and Waters the executors of his will.

The Americans were not the only ones critical of Sultan

Seyyid Said's Indian Customs Master". The English traders

found the British Indian traders very well established and

found trading in Zanzibar difficult, despite the 1839 Treaty.

An English trader, Norsworthy, accused the British Consul,

Hamerton, of being "equally concerned with Jairam in this
g

monopoly"and was critical of the Sultan. He felt that

"a Spanish slave with a hundred men" could take the Sultan's

entire Navy, and he held the Indians in similar contempt.

Even when Jairam made some concessions to Norsworthy he felt

that it was don© because of his unwarrantable monopoly as

7. Peabody Museums Waters Papers, Waters to Bept of State,
Consular File, 6-5-1837*

8. ibid.. R. Water's Journals, Box No.4, Acc. 12,376. The
excellent relations that existed between Waters and Sewji
are also pointed out by N.R. Bennetts EIHC. Vol.XCV, July
19599 PP 239-62, "Americans in Zanzibar 1825-1845" • See
also C.C. Clardenan & Peter Buignans Americans in Black
Africa up to 1865 (Stanford, 1964), pp 15-44.

9. NAI, Foreign Dept (Secret), No.32A/32C, Norsworthy to
the Chairman, Bombay Chamber of Commerce (undated).
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Collector of the Port and Master of the Customs, and the full

control that he exercised over almost all the Indian merchants.

In fact, the Sultan assisted Sewji*s monopoly trade and forced

small Indian traders to sell goods to Sewji, who in turn

would hold all merchandise not sold to him until his terms

were accepted. This exclusion of British subjects from

trade appeared to throw all of it into the hands of the

Americans. Jairam's power stemmed from his position as the

exclusive local agent for imported and exported goods, on

which he received all duties and profits.

Jairam Sewji had performed two functions, Firstly, he

had encouraged the Americans to trade with Zanzibar since

1823. This encouragement had led to a greater interest in

Zanzibar by the Bombay Government, who were not very keen on

this American, interest in the Bast African trade. The

second function Jairam Sewji had performed as Customs Master

was to centralise and organise the trade of the Mirima and

the Bast African mainland in Zanzibar. From 1834 to 1853

Jairam Sewji had collected customs in Zanzibar and, in many

spheres, had acquired more authority than Sultan Said, who
10

accepted this situation. The Sultan had wanted to dis¬

courage all foreign traders except his subjects (including

many Indian traders) from intervening in the Mirima ports

on the mainland littoral. In tho 1840s Sevji acquired
•j I

greater control of the Customs in the Mirima ports and, if

duties had been paid on the littoral ports, then no further

duty was charged in Zanzibar.

10. C.S. Nichollss Swahili Coast, pp 292-3, In 1853 Ludda
Baoiji became the manager of the Customs House.

11. ibid.. p.320, in late 1840 Sewji collected customs at
Lindi.
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The regular!sation and uniform application of
customs duties had a beneficial effoct on the
provision of goods and their collection in one
place in amounts large enough to attract foreign
buyers•'2

Since the Sultan paid no duty on the goods he exported, Jairam

Sewji and the American traders did not want to encourage this
1 3

trade since their trade would be adversely affected. The

Sultan's power was undermined in two ways because of his

reliance on personal trade and customs revenue. Firstly,

since the Sultan had the advantages of a monopoly of the

Miriaia coastal trade preserved by Cogan in the British Treaty

of 1839, the American traders opposed the wishes of the

Sultan by trading in this area. Secondly, the rental of

the Customs House was based on an established Muslim custom,

but as the Customs House achieved greater economic strength

it became an institution particularly vulnerable to British

control. The Customs Master had tried to encourage the

Indian traders to reject their British nationality, thereby

consolidating the legal jurisdiction of the Sultan. The

Indians, however, had vital business and family interests in

India and they refused to submit, whereupon Sewji tried to

levy excessive duty from the local agent. This latter had
1A

had to acquiesce to avoid ruxii. On the basis of the 1839

Convention, Hamerton intervened to stop the levy of unautho¬

rised charges, and to curb Sewji's excessive power. hence¬

forth, after 5 par cent had been charged by the Customs
1 3Master in Zanzibar, the goods could be trans-shipped with

12. ibid.. p.363* ibn Bjinin who had rented monopoly of customs
collection on the Minima coast.

13* ibid.. pp 36Q"9, ibn Daniri ceded the Mirirna customs to
Jairam Sewji later, with the exception of Pemba and Mombasa.

14, P.O. 54,7* Haiaerton to P.O., 24-3-1845.
15. P.O. 5^.12, No.10, Hamerton to P.O., 15-12-1848, p.39.

However, Hamerton still had to deal with high customs charges
later on. See P.O. 54.15p No.21, Haiaerton to P.O.(Russell),
17-2-1853} P.O. 54.14, Malmesbury to Iiaiaertcn.
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a certificate and without further charges to any part of his

dominions* The taxation of goods within the Sultan's domi¬

nions was similar to the octroi taxes used in India and the

randari in Persia. These transit taxes were generally

inhibitivo to the furtherance of trade.

The establishment of British jurisdiction over British

Indians was a great blow to the Sultan's power in Zanzibar.

Hie pressures which the Sultan had exercised, and continued

to exercise in a limited fashion, against Indians (by raising

customs duties or arbitrary charges) iras mainly done through

the Customs Master, Sultan Majxd had, on his succession,

acute financial problems. He owed the Customs Master 1200,000

on loan s made to him, and another |»MT50,000 to Bombay

merchants. His assets were not enough to cover these and
16

other major debts. Majid's weakness and separation from

Muscat suited Righy, and the latter could effectively offer

protection to Majid against French intervention and at the

same time implement slave trade measures. The French wanted

Majid weakened because he had refused to supply them with

slaves; they thought that Thuwani, at Muscat, would toe more

amenable to thoir proposals.

Colonel Rigfoy used his consular powers to extend British

control over Indians through the Customs House, and forbade

them to have any commercial dealings with foreign subjects

who dealt in slaves. He tried to prevent them from trading

with a Spaniard known as "Boura Ventura Mass", who carried

on the slave trade as a French subject in Zanzibar. Rigby

16. J.B. Kellys Britain and Persian Gulf, p.539. In 1860
the Sultan owed the Customs Master $327»000 and by 1871
it had increased to $540,000. See Sheriff: Commercial.
Empire. p. 434.
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posted a notice in Gujerati atjthe Customs House stating that
Indian traders could not bring a suit against Mass in the

17
British Consular Court as Mass would not be admitted there.

He further informed the French Consul that since Mass was

breaking French law,the Sultan*s law, and British Treaty

obligations to the Sultan, he could not be admitted to the

British Consular Court a3 a plaintiff since:

By the law of England, if a British subject
residing in a foreign dominion engages in the
traffic of slaves ho is debarred fron the pro¬
tection of English law, and therefore if a
subject of a foreign power engages in this
infamous traffic contrary to the law of his
own country, and of the state in which he is
residing, and. in violation of treaties, he cannot
be permitted to claim a privilege denied to a
British subject • '* 8

The French Consul took very strong exception to Rigby*s

action and the Sultan was informed that Rigby

should not issue an order forbidding any foreign
consul from giving publicity to any order or
notice addressed to the subjects of their govern¬
ments by posting it at the Customs House.

The French were extremely antagonistic towards the British

influence at the Zanzibar Court, and annoyed that the Customs

Master was not only a British protege but also the head of the

Indian community. .Rigby was adamant about not changing this

procedure, and charged that the French demand "was an

P0
aggression of the sovereign rights of the Sultan*1.*

17. F.O, 84.1090, Rigby to 1,0., 25-11-1859. It has been
contended that Seyyid Said, by farming out his customs,
had made a bad bargain for himself and left behind a
"Papulosa hereditas" for his successors. See J.W. Grays
History of Zanzibar (London, 1962), p,l44j R.J. Gavins
Palmerston*s Policy, p.325.

18. F.O. 84,1090, ibid.. Rigby to Consul de France (L. Cochet),
24-11-1859,

19. F.O. 84.1120, Rigby to 1,0., 16-4-1860 mid 28-8-1860.
In the Kotice of 28-8-1860 he warned Indians against
commercial dealings with Arab slavers.

20. ibid.
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Rigby* s reason for taking such a strong position was

that the main revenue of the Sultan came from the Customs

21
House, which Jairara farmed for 196,000 crowns# After the

division of Muscat and Zanzibar, by the 1861 Canning Award,
22

both territories had separate Customs Masters. Hence the

Customs House's position as an institution of the Sultan

suffered during Rigby*s term of office. He did not refrain

from interfering in this institution despite protests from

the French.

Consul Playfair, after resuming office as Consul, was

informed by Sultan Majid that trade was decreasing. However,

Playfair claimed that nthe trade of Zanzibar exhibited by my

23
trade return repudiated Majid's assertion". During his

term of office Playfair encouraged a tax on coconuts and

cloves in order to bring about municipal improvements, and

this led to a falling off of trade between Zanzibar and

India. The tax had been levied because Majid had allegedly

squandered his money. Consul Kirk instructed Devji Jasial

to pay this illegal tax, since three incumbent British
2 If.

agents had not disallowed it. * This tax was abolished

because the French, American, German and English traders

21. F.O. 54.17, Rigby to X.O., 1—5—1860, p.199. Even after
Jairam* s death in 1866, the firm continued to operate as
previously under the management of Ebji Sewji and Damodar
Jair-am. See Mangat t Asians in East Africa, p. 18, the firm
continued to be referred to as Jairam,

22. R.G. Landens Oman, pp 139-40. During the 1890s in Muscat
Rattans! Purhotam, a Hindu, was collector of port customs,
an extremely rich import-export man.

23. F.O. 84.1245, No.11, Playfair to F.O., 28-6-1865s P.199.
Lorimefi Gazetteer. Vol.1, p.469, In 1834 Said
received a revenue of §100,000 from Muscat, and $150,000
from Zanzibar.

24. NAI, Foreign Dept (Pol A), No. 70-1, Kirk to Sec. of
Bombay Govt.
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refused to pay it. The Bombay Government said that under

Article I of the 1839 Treaty Indians were not liable to the

tax.2'
Consul Kirk befriended Ludda Bamji, Jairarn Sewji's

manager, and ascertained that a stim of SMT310,000 was paid

by the firm to the Sultan. Kirk was also able to compile

a detailed account of the sums at which the Customs House

had been farmed in Zanzibar. He discovered that the first

renter of the Customs House had been Wat Bhima,2" who had

paid 3MT70,000 initially and increased the sum to SMT84,000

two years later. It then passed into the hands of Jairam

Sewji, and later on to his son, who paid $MT110,000 in
271834. The principal phenomenon observed by Kirk was that

the Customs House under-valued imports and exports, while the

Indian and American merchants tended to hidi profits so as not

to encourage rival businesses. The Sultan discovered that

his Customs Master charged "from the Indians and Arabs a tax

that had been disallowed in Captain Fraser's case". Repre¬

sentations had been made to Consul Seward and Churchill, but

it was Consul Kirk who planned to take firm action against

this tax.2^

25. ibid.

26. Sheriffs Comnia1-cial Eiapire. claims that Wat Bhima (sic
Wat Buria) was not the first renter of the Customs House.
It is possible that the firm of Jairam Sewji collected
the customs from about 1819 and that Kirk made a mistake
which was repeated by Mangat s Asians in East Africa., pp 25

27. Thereupon the rent advanced every five years to $140,000,
(American trader Roberts reported a figure of $150,000),
1180,000, 1240,000 and in 1870 to $310,000. See F.O. 84.
1344, Kirk to F.O,, "Administration Report of Zanzibar
Agency, 1870", 18—7—1870, J. Ross Brownes Etchings, p.329
mentions that in 1842-3 the Customs House was rented for
$150,000 to Jeram bin Seeva (sic). Brown also refers to
Consul Hamerton as Hamilton.

28. F.O. 84.1357, Kirk to Bombay Govt, 27-1-1872.
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Captain Fraser, who had been accused of using slave labour

on his plantations, in turn accused Jairam Sewji of being

linked with the East African slave trade. He questioned the

validity of J. & E. Sewji And Co. in farming duties on the

import and export of slaves, in their capacity as British
29

subjects. Consul Seward had earlier pointed out that

Jairaixi Sewji was making money by talcing import tax on slaves t

I cannot conceive however that it can be in
unison with the views of government, that any
capitalist, under British protection should be
allowed to retain that privilege whilst he
purchases the right to tax shares.5°

In reply to Eraser*s letter, Seward wrote that members of

Sewji*s firm were not British subjects,

a fact of which the planter (Fraser) is perfectly
aware, but the Sutchis claiming a protection which
as matter's stand they could instantly renounce.31

Hence Seward pointed out the vagueness in British protection

of Kutchis, which Sigby had never questioned.

The second incident linking the firm of Sewji with slavery

occurred just prior to the visit of Sir Bartle Frere*s Misson
S\

to Zanzibar. Kirk wrote to Granville at the Foreign Office

that the public slave market had been bought by a British
32

protected person of Kutch. Kirk was urged to issue a

public proclamation that*

all persons who engage directly or indirectly
in such transactions must expect no favour, coun¬
tenance or protection whatsoever from the British
Government so long as they are concerned in any __

way with a transaction of so questionable a character.

29. F.O. 84.1279, Fraser to Sonsul Seward, 15-2-1867.
30. ibid.. Seward to Bombay Govt, 20-9-1866.
31. ibiu.. Seward to F.O., No.65/4 (I867).
32. P.P. Vol.LXI (1873), No.21, 6-8-1872, p.40.
33. ibid.. No.26, F.O. to Kirk, 30-12-1872, p.43J and F.O. 84.

1357| R. Oliver & A. Atmorej Africa, p.70, quote Living¬
stone who accused Indians of controlling all public revenue
which was used in form of arms, ammunition and goods to
finance the slave trade.
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In the meanwhile the new proprietor of the slave market

assured Kirk that the property had been purchased to build

houses and Kirk issued a notice that slave dealers could not

34
use the site. In fact the site was soon to be presented to

Bishop Stee re "as a free gift by a Hindu merchant, Jairaan
315

Sewji". Until 1871 this seems to be one of the very few

public spirited acts by his firm which, during a period of

40 years, is reported to have accumulated £6-10 million as

36
Customs Master and trader*^

1(b) Kirk*s Consolidating Measures

The Customs House as an institution collecting revenue

for the Sultan of Zanzibar should have remained under his

tight control* However, since the Customs Master was subject

to British extraterritorial jurisdiction the British Consulate

could directly bring its influence to bear upon the Customs

Master* The Consulate by and large did not use judicial

intervention but relied on diplomatic intervention*

The importance of the Customs House at Zanzibar made

Kirk go to great lengths to secure British interests through

control of Sewji's firm, whose parent company was actually

based in Bombay* With the abolition of the slave trade,

and the constrictions placed on Sewji's firm, the Sultan

wanted to break the five-year contract for customs collection,
37

but Kirk said "No"* Since the Customs House brought

34. ibid.* No,3, enc., Kirk to Bombay Govt, 17-12-1872, p.68.
35« H,S. Newmans Bananis From Slavery to Freedom in Zanzibar

and Pemba (London, 1898), p*151» Newman erroneously calls
Sewji Senji. Anderson-Morshead: The history of Univer¬
sities Mission to Central Africa (London, 1897), p.90,
commits the same mis talee *

36. F.O. 84.1344, No.99, Kirk to F.O., 8-10-187U
37• Couplands Exploitation. p*211*
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advantages to British subjects and consolidated British inde-
nO

pendence9 Kirk wanted to retain control of it.

Kirk had taken this decision as early as 1871 and wanted

to bring Sewji and his agent, Ludda Damji, more firmly under

British protection so as to "expect aid and assistance even

39when he could not legally enforce the same". The Consul

felt that this was important, since Damji could make Britain*s

influence felt at the "secret councils of the Durbar of which

40
he is a constant and influential member". Attempts by

Sultan Barghash to repudiate the debt of $500,000 owed to the

firm of Sewji by turning the Customs House over to the firm

of Tharia Topan was foiled by Kirk. He said that Sultan

Majid* 3 debt was legal and he wanted the Customs House to
41

remain in the "hands of the British subjects" • Kirk inter¬

vened and stopped the firm of Wat Bliima taking over the

Customs House from Sewji, although eventually the Sultan*e

debt was cancelled.

Ludda Daraji had started to respond to these overtures

from Kirk. One of the issues on which Kirk obtained Ludda

Damj±*s agreement was that of the unjust transit duty paid

38. F.O.C.P., Ho.4637 (i860), p.9» Mangat* Asians in East
Africa, p. 17 •

39* F.0. 84.1344, No.995 R.G. Bridges* "The British Explora¬
tion of East Africa 1788-1885" (University of London PhD
thesis, 1963)» p. 162, incorrectly describes Ludda Daiaji
as Ladha Damha, the person who assisted Burton, although
identifies him correctly (p.288) as Ludda Daiaji who
assisted Livingstone*s Mission.

40. F.O. 84.1344, No.99.
41. ibid.. Kirk to F.O., 24 & 28 August 1871, enc, 30-8-1871.

Kirk to Bombay Govt, A Report on Private and Financial
matters in Zanzibar, which contains® a contract between
the Sultan and Sewjij Mangat1 Asians in East Africa, pp
17—13, claims that Sewji waived greater part of the debt
and that the Sultan acknowledged an interest-free debt
of $200,000; N.R, Bennett Mirambo of Tanzania 1840-1884
(New York, 1971) mentions that the debt was $540,000.
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by the British Indian merchants between the African coast

and Zanzibar. Kirk, however, "found His Highness slow to
42

adopt the opinion of his Wuzeer and Customs Master," when

Ludda Bamji raised this issue with the Sultan,

Damji*s death on 21 November 18:71 caused Kirk great

concern and he wanted the firm to send another agent. Bamji

had been in Zanzibar for 40 years, since Sultan Said*s reign,

and throughout the whole of Majid*s rule. Kirk said that

"no one was more esteemed for his upright conduct by all

classes" and had been subject to a "constant succession of
43

petty meannesses on the part of the Sultan", ^ However,

Kirk*s main worry was that Bamji*s death would cause the

Sultan to repudiate the Customs House Agreement,

The general instructions of the Foreign Office to Consuls

contained the provision that

these officers cannot act as agents for parti¬
cular firms, nor can they with propriety decide
upon the merits of rival enterprises,^^

Kirk, however, considered the issue of the control of the

Customs House of paramount importance for the enhancement of

British interests and openly intervened to preserve and further

these interests. To obtain better terras the Sultan invited

Bhiraji Gopaldas to come to Zanzibar to ascertain whether the

firm of Wat Bhima could take over the Customs House, By

42. P.P. Vol.LXII (18?1), No.29, enc.1, Kirk to F.O., 7-3-1870?
enc, Kirk to Chief Sec,, Bombay Govt, 4-3-1870.

43* F,0, 84,1344, Kirk to Bombay Govt, 24-11-1871, Living¬
stone was, however, extremely critical of Ludda Daxaji in
not delivering his supplies? F.O. 84.1357, Livingstone

to Kirk, 19-1-1872, and Kirk to ,, 9-5-1872. Kirk was
worried about these accusations and others that he had
recruited slave labour for Livingstone.

44. F.O, 83«932, No.2, F.O, to Association of Chambers of
Commerce, Circular Letter, 4-3-1886.
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this time, however, Kirk had discovered that Sewji's contract

had been renewed, after the cancellation of the debt, and

that since Bamji had signed the contract in his capacity as

Zi5
Sewji's agent, the firm continued as the Customs Master,

The Bombay Government was concerned d>out Kirk's interference

and considered that his intervention had cost the Sultan a

good customs contract. They did not want Kirk to support
46

Sewji because it encouraged the Sultan's extravagance.

They felt that British interests would have been better

served by allowing the Sultan to obtain a fair income through

open competition among local firms but Kirk assured them that
47

relations with the Sultan were good.

The direct intervention by Kirk in the allocation of

the Customs House was not made in a diplomatic vacuum. The

impact of British extraterritorial jurisdiction in slave

trade matters had created a dependence of the British Indian

commercial community on the British Consulate, To further

the interests of this depencfeat community, and British inter¬

ests generally, Kirk was impelled to interfere directly in

the affairs of the Customs House, In the case of Zanzibar,

therefore, the claim that the Consular Service confined itself

to assisting "British trade in general and avoided dealing
48

with individuals" does not hold true. The British

45, F.O. 84,1344, Kirk to Bombay Govt, 9-12-1871» C,3,
Nichollss Swaliili Coast, p«292, is incorrect when she
claims that the Customs House passed to a separate firm
of Ludda Damji in 1853# After Damji's death, he was re¬
placed by Likmidas as the Manager of the firm. See Charles
News Labours in Eastern Africa, p,37,

46, NAI, Foreign Bept, N0.ll/i5# Bombay Govt to Foreign Dept,
Govt of India, No.11, 16-11-1871.

47* K,0, 84.1344, pp 17-18j Sheriff: Commercial Empire mentions
that the Sultan was offered £450,000 to £500,000 but Kirk
forced the Sultan to accept the Customs House rental at
$300,000.

48. O.C.M, Piatts "The Sole of the British Consular Service",
BHR. 2nd Series, Vol.XV, No.3, April 19&3* p.502.
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Consular Court furthermore dealt with commercial and civil

suits from individual firms and had allowed the consular

establishment to operate in both general, judicial and

individual terms whenever this was considered necessary*

Hi© Sultan had tried to increase his income by realloca¬

ting the Customs House to a new agent. tv'hen. this move was

blockeu by the British, the Sultan tried to raise his inade¬

quate income through extra taxation. Captain Prideaux, the

acting consul, felt that this was an "impolicy" as the Sultan*s

customs agent collected these taxes in contravention of the
49

1839 Treaty. The Foreign Office approved of Prideaux*s
50

analysis of the proposed tax collection. In a raport

Consul Holmrood elaborated on the fact that it was British

subjects who suffered from these extra payments, which were

51
"almost prohibitive". The British had no steamers to

protect the British Indian subjects from paying a duty of

15 pex* cent on general produce. Holmwood demanded the dis¬

missal of Premji Oderji, the Malindi customs collector, and

Khiraji Wastani of Lamu, since the taxes they collected were

from "the majority of the Indians trading on the coast who
5?

are hard workers but not capitalists...". Holmwood wanted

an end to this taxation because otherwise the Indians would

emigrate to Portuguese colonies, and they would carry on the

slave trade there.

The Sultan wanted to increase the power of the agents

of the Customs House in the various mainland ports by

49» F.G. 84.1415, Ho.25, Prideaux to F.O., 5-2-1875.
50. ibid., enc., F.0.*s Koto, 23-2-1875.
51. ibid.. No.25, enc., Holmwood's Memorandum! New Scale of

Customs Duties on the Coast, 1-1-1875,
52. ibid.
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requiring the captured slaves and dhows to be turned over to

the Customs Masters and not to the local Governors, who were

alleged to be illiterate and frequently absent from their

posts. Those increased powers were to b© vested in the

Customs Masters, who possessed "in their respective posts as
53

great a share of influence as the governors themselves",

and were welcomed by the British Consuls, particularly since

it would bring increased powers to persons under British

protection#
54

In the meanwhile the House of Sewji and Ebji was

divided by internal conflicts, and they could not pay any

55
increased part of the high profits that they made. ^ The

decreased influence of the Jairaiti Sewji firm with the Sultan,

along with increased British control over them, weakened

their position# The British control exercised over them

was not specifically directed to enhancing the private

interests of the firm, but to entrenching general British

control over Zanzibar. At the expiration of their Customs

House control they viere succeeded by the equally powerful

firm of Tharia Topan. In 1876 the new concessionaires of

the Customs House faced new competition from local firms and

from a group which was in the process of forming itself into

the Imperial British East Afxioa Company. The IBEAC1s draft

troaty carried marginal comments by the Sultan to the effect

53. F.O. 84.1399, No.63, Prideaux to P.O., 19-8-1874.
54. J.M. Grayt History, p.256, quotes Ilamerton who wrote in

1851 that Ebji was "most insidious, intriguing, dishonest
man" and detested the British Govt. The transformation
of Ebji during Consul Kirk*s period is therefore inter¬
esting,

55. F.O. 54.1454, No.139, Kirk to F.O., 25-8-1879} Mangat*
History of Asians, gives conflicting figures about Topan*s
rental of the Customs House for $500,000 (p.18) and
$350,000 (p.19).
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that IBEAC concessions involved taking over the Customs House,
56

which would be contrary to the interests of Thar±a Topan.

However, Consul Kirk was not so well disposed towards Topan

since not only did he want to reduce the annual lease by

S50,000 to $450,000,*^'' but he also collaborated with the

Americans. A meeting took place with the Sultan, the US

Consul and Stanley, during which Stanley warned the Sultan

not to sell one inch of his coast to the English, since

they would "take the whole and ruin his authority". Topan,

an ally of the Americans, sent a message "to show that a new

58
scheme opposed to British interests was afoot".

Hitherto the firm of Jairam Sewji had dealt effectively

with competition from European firms. Increasingly, however,

European competition was being dealt with by Kirk* s inter¬

ference. In August 1880 the Customs House was not reallo¬

cated to Topan, but reverted to Sewji. This time Kirk

discovered that the manager of the firm of Messrs Reux de

Fraissinet, of Marseilles, had tried to induce the Sultan to

allow them to be entei-od as security for the performance of

Sewji. Kirk opposed this on the grounds that Reux de

Fraissinet would seek some share in the management of the

Customs House, while not having any better credit than Sewji,

to whom they owed money. By preventing the French firm from

gaining any footing, Kirk felt that he had "kept the advantages

56. F.0. 84,1514, pp 384-392, Draft Treaty, 6, 15, and 30 May
1878.

57. ibid.. No.82, Kirlc to F.O., 31-5-1878.
58. F.0. 84.1547, No.79, Kirk to P.O., 29-5-1879. Topan

literally controlled the American traders but they regained
their independence by playing off Indian traders against
one aiother. See N.R. Bennett: sIHC, Jan.1962, P.46, Topaa
like his predecessor Sewji also made some losses on the
Customs House because he allowed Sultan Barghash to over¬
draw from it.
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and prestige of the control of the Customs House in the
59

exclusive hands of the British subjects"•

Kirk then noticed that the Sultan was about to grant

M, Rabaud of Marseilles extensive concessions on the mainland.

With the assistance of the Customs Agent Kirk again inter¬

vened pointing out to the Sultan "how narrowly (he) escaped

falling into the hands of foreign speculators and losing the

control of his country". Kirk feared that this would lead
60

to a furtherance of French influence. He considered the

French Consulate with a strong staff and fleet "as our active
Z? 4

political rivals".

The overt British consular intervention in preserving

British control only assisted the firm of Jairasa Sewj±*s

interests in the short term, since the Consulate would resort

to English companies like the IBEAC for furthering British

interests in the long term. Furthermore, such extra-legal

measures to preserve the interests of a few powerful firms

created a commercial climate in which wealthy British

subjects who were merchants and money lenders could charge

exorbitant interests and seek British consular protection.

Such abusive practices -were not limited to Zanzibar but were

62
also recorded in Damascus, " where British extraterritorial

jurisdiction was also exercised. While British protection

led to strained relations between the Sultan and Jairam Sewji,

the Sultan*s losses were extremely heavy, British control

59• PRO, Granville Papers, 30/29/264, Kirk to Granville,
No, 5'i j 3-3-1881 ,

60. F,0, 84,1599, No,33, enc.1, 3-3-1881, "Draft Agreement
for the construction of Railway and other concessions
between Sultan and M, Rabaud".

61. F.O. 84.1600, No.12, Kirk to F.O., 25-5-1881.
62. D.C.M, Piatti Cinderella Service, pp 139-40.
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over the Customs Master had undermined his authority over a

major bui-eaucratic and revenue collecting institution of his

Empire. Since the British consular interference had led to

the Sultan also losing revenues because he could not contract

the Customs House to the highest bidder, he increasingly

resorted to arbitrary taxation to collect revenue.

This collection of arbitrary customs and taxes by the

Sultan's Customs Houses on the coast did not decrease.

Judge Cracknell had collected voluminous evidence at Lamu

that "allegations made by the Indian traders against the

Customs House were not without foundation". Miles felt

that extensive

exactions and over-charges are made by customs
farmers all over the coast; the Indians not
being fully aware cf their position under the
Treaty.^4

The Lamu Indians signed a petition that they were subjected

to great hardship by Khiiaji Vastani, who was Sewji's agent

and who had charged them duties of 25-30 per cent and

subjected them to "insult and inconvenience". The Customs

Master would charge duty and not release the goods, and then

charge duty a second time; duty free goods from Zanzibar

were also subject to tax. He treated the Bohra sub-caste

with greater severity than the Bhattias. His success in

these exactions was due to his alliance with the Wall at

Lamu, who was the administrative agent of the Sultan, and

took no action against Vastani. The centralisation and

regular!sation of the Customs House, for which Jairam Sewji

had been responsible in the second quartex- of the nine t centa

63. F,0. 84.1621, No.33s Miles to F.O., 6-4-1882.
64. ibid.

65. ibid.. enc. Petition of British Subjects at Lamu, n.d.
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century, was now beginning to disintegrate. The economic

power of the vested interests on the East African coast had

increased. However, the Suitarfe administrative system was

unable to cope and revenue collection had become more arbi¬

trary. The intervention of the British Consulate in the

affairs of Zanzibar had not necessarily enhanced the Sultan*s

systematic administration of the coast.

2(a) The Eclipse of Indian Firms

To assist in the solution of the pi-oblems raised by

arbitrary taxation and other matters, a draft Treaty of

Commerce was drawn up in 1835. It granted the status of

"most favoured nation" to traders of Britain in Zanzibar,

and vice versa. The second article laid down that British

subjects were

not liable to other or more onerous duties, imposts,
restrictions or obligations of whatever description,
than those to which subjects or citizens of the most
favoured nation.66

The signatories would have the right to station consuls in

order to preserve these commercial interests and enjoy the

privileges of the most favoured nation. Article IV preserved

the total freedom of trade in all the territories, and for

all the goods which were being imported or exported.

Under Article ¥11 the Sultan was to charge a duty of

5 per cent on all goods and merchandise imported by sea and

landed at any port in the islands or on the coast. Once

the duty had been paid they would be exempt from any further

66. F.O. 84.1729, No.308, Kirk to F.O., 19-12-1885, enc.
(Draft) Treaty of Friendship and Commerce between Britain
and Zanzibar; F.O. 93/^l6/5A, Zanzibar* Treaty of Friend¬
ship and Commerce, 30-4-1886.
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duties during trans-shipment to other parts of the dominion*.

The duty on spirits and liquor was to be fixed at 25 per cent,

and that on wine and beer at 20 per cent. These two taxes

caused grave problems soon after the Treaty was implemented.

This Treaty really reflected the loss that the Sultan

had suffered in commercial terms. He had, tinder the previous

Treaty, enjoyed monopoly rights in ivory and copal. Under

Article IX of the current Treaty he lost these rights, and

any goods brought from areas in the West of his dominions on

the African continent were not subject to duty.

Under Article XX British subjects were to pay duty in

cash, or by equivalent amounts of goods or produce at their

assessed market price in Zanzibar. The local goods were to

be assessed for duty at the place where the duty was to be

paid.

The Sultan promised, to build a new Customs House, under

Article XXX, which would be safe from fire and provide facili¬

ties for distressed ve&se'ss _ j, Under Article XV the British

Consul pledged that if British subjects declared their goods

falsely to evade payment of tax, then the Consulate would

condemn or confiscate the whole or part of the goods for the

benefit of the Sultan, and the fines would be paid to the

Sultan.

Just before the implementation of the above Treaty, the

House of Sewji farmed the Customs House for $5 60,000 per

67
annum. This included taxes on cloves.

A3 soon as the above Treaty was implemented the British

merchants were subject to a 25 per cent duty on spirits.

67• F.O. 84.1799, No.11, Copy of Proces Verbal, 18-5-1886.
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This tax led to a threat of reversion to French citizenship

by the merchants, since the French only paid a 5 per cent
68

duty and the British merchants could not compete with them.

The Foreign Office telegrammed Holmwood and advised him to

insist on British subjects "not being placed at a disadvantage
69

as regards other foreigners on any point whatsoever"• The

French Consul fully supported the local French traders,

holding their tax on spirits at 5 per cent, and also defended

the French planter, M. Cottoni, against payment of any taxes
70

on cloves and coconuts. This caused great embarrassment

to the Indian traders and the Foreign Office, after consul¬

ting Kirk, decided that Germany and England should revert to

the old commercial treaties, since France would not follow
71

regulated import and export duties.

The tax collection itself was not entrusted to British

Indians, since it was not very lucrative, but to a "promis¬

cuous staff of untrained and irresponsible retainers" who

were described by Kirk as hangers-on, undisciplined mercena¬

ries who robbed, practised violence and bribery. The

effect of all this was described as leading to a doubling

of the market price of the goods, and a depreciation of
72

property values and rent.'

On the expiration of the customs contract between Sewji

and the Sultan in 1887, a turning point in their relation¬

ship was reached. The Sultan had withheld $40,000, which

he owed to the firm, and the British Consul's suggestion

68. F.O, 84.1774, No.58, Kirk to F.O. (Telegram), 28-8-1886.
69. F.O. 84.1777, F.O. to Holmwood, 8-12-1886.
70. F.O. 84.1775, No.171, Holmwood to F.O., 23-9-1886.
71. ibid.. F.O's Opinion, 26-10-1886.
72. ibid.. No.170, Holmwood to F.O., 23-9-1886; Mangat: Asians

in East Africa, p.18, claims that N. Lilian! and Peera
Dewji were part of this group.
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that the matter be settled by a court made the Sultan

furious. The British Consul attributed the attempt to

injure Sewji's business to some secret influence. The

Sultan sued the firm for occupying his property illegally.

Consul Holmwood* s counter case against the Sultan, broke down,

since the "secret influence" was a serious reality, and
73

"injurious to trade and subversive of justice". It is

not possible to establish the nature of this "secret influence".

Sewji regretted that half a century of good business

connections with the Sultan had been abruptly ended. He

claimed that there was no intercourse between the Sultan and

himself, and that a sura of $185,000 was owed to him by the

Sultan. Extensive business losses were also suffered

because he had innumerable business dealings with the .Arabs,
74

but the Sultan disallowed the use of his courts by Sowji.

Kirk recommended the use of independent arbitration, in

xfhich Britain would not be involved, to help Sewji collect

vast quantities of loans and capital from the subjects of
75

the Sultan. The latter had "boycotted" Sewji and had no

interest in settling the debt of Rs 100,000 by submitting
"7&

it for arbitration.

A Kadi of the Sultan passed judgment on a mortgage owed

to Sowji by an Arab in favour of the former. The Sultan

intervened and reversed the decision. Macdonald, the

Acting Consul, who was a friend of the Sultan, took "very

serious notice of the arbitrary and unjust manner in which

he was conducting his government". Kirk also wrote that

73. F.O. 84.1853» No.110, Holmwood to F.O., 10-7-1387.
74. ibid.« enc. Jairaai Sewji to F.O., n.d.

75• ibid.. enc. Memoranda by John Kirk, 10-9-1887#
76. F.O. 84.1854, No.130, Macdonald to F.O., 21-11-1887.
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77
the Sultan "must bo treated firmly in matters such as those"."

Site position of Sewji as tho Sultan*s banker and Customs

Master meant that only a person free from all trade could

effect settlement. However, tho Sultan refused to accept

arbitration, and the Kadi* s courts were rendered ineffectual

under the direct orders of the Sultan.Since the Sultan

was also the executor of rieh Arab estates mortgaged to

Sevjx, the situation remained serious until the end of the

Sultan*s reign.

2(b) IBEAC and German CuEroctltioii

Sewji's claims wore settled in 1888 by the next Sultan,

Khalifa, who favourably impressed the British Indian conanu-

79
nity. However, the position of Topan and Sewji was altered,

since the German East Africa Company had entered the southern

dominions of the Sultan, and the concessions over the northern

East African mainland had been signed over to the British

East Africa Association. The two traders petitioned the

Foreign Office concerning the hardships they were suffering

on the mainland and the Foreign Office- viewed their complaints
go

with "entire sympathy"0 but would not help them. The

Sultan had, in turn, given assurances that the Customs House

would only be hired to Zanzibari and British subjects. He

was, however, powerless in the- face of German persistence
8 1

in establishing themselves on the mainland.

77. ibid.. No.186, Macdonaid to F.O., 19-12-1887.
78. F.O. 84.1906,,No.26, Macdonaid to F.O., 3-3-1886.
79. ibid.. No.66, Euan-Smith to F.U., 17-4-1888.
80. F.O. 84.1904, No.152, F.O. to Euan-Smith, 18-10-1888,

while Topan* s major competitors wex*e Germans, they were
together competing with the Americans.

81. F.O. 93/116/5B, Sultan Khalifa bin Saeed to Euan-Smith,
26-8-1888, "Customs Houses of Zanzibar and Pemba",
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The German East Africa Company attempted to exercise

control over the Zanzibar Customs House. Euan-Smith wrote

to his German Consul colleague, Dr Michaelles, that if the

GEAC did not withdraw the unauthorised charges he would be

forced into "taking active measures for protection of
82

British subjects in Zanzibar". The British Indians sent

a deputation to see Consul Euan-Smith about this German

intrusion into Zanzibar customs. On considering these

representations the German Consul disagreed with the GEAC and

their charges were withdrawn,

Hie poor treatment which the Sultan received at the

hands of the Italians and Germans prompted him to grant the

mainland concessions to MacKinnon*s IBEAC. In amy case

Euan-Smith wanted the Zanzibar and Pemba Customs Houses to

fall into the hands of the IBEAC,The Sultan offered the

Zanzibar Customs House to the IBEAC for two to three years

on the same terms that it had been leased to Topan and

Sewji, Euan-Smith wrote recommending that the IBEAC * s

84
offer be accepted.

The IBEAC foothold thus obtained, combined with the

active encouragement of the British Consul, brought to a

close the era of Indian firms acting as independent agents.

Indian control over the economic factors became absolutely

minimal after this point and they had to operate, circum¬

scribed, within the imperial framework. In order to

increase its trade, the IBEAC wanted to use "Tharia Topan,

a British subject, who for ten years, and until recently,

82. E.G. 34.1909, No.257, Euan-Smith to F.O., 15-9-1888, & enc.

83. ibid.. No.244, Euan-Smith to P.O., 1-9-1888.
84. ibid.. No.28, Euan-Smith to P.O., 25-9-1888.
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85
farmed the whole of the Sultan*s revenues5*. The Indian

Government was oblivious of tills because it felt that the

IBEAC * s control of the scheme of customs collection in

Zanzibar uis one chiefly affected imperial interests. Still

we are of the opinion that its accomplishment would benefit
S6

rather than injure those of India55, ° However, since they

had no direct formal role to play, this opinion was not

based on the actual situation in Zanzibar.

Once the IBEAC had established itself, it worked closely

with the British Consul, The British subjects at Lamu

brought complaints to Mackenzie, the IBEAC agent, because

the Germans had established a customs house on the north

bank of the Beisoi Canal.0''' This control of the Customs

House hurt Indian trade, and the German Consul declined to
88

change the situation.0 Euan-Smith demanded from them

"effective protection of the lives and property of British

subjects situated on th© British coastline?5. The Sultan

declined any responsibility for this situation, while

Euan-Smith asserted that the Sultan exerted "sovereign

rights55 and had stationed garrisons on the coast and collected
89

taxes. Further trouble at the Lainu Customs House emerged

later in th© year when the grains were about to be exported,

and the German agent Toeppen imposed a 5 per cent duty on

85. F.O, 84.1976, No.54, Euan-Smith to F.O., 2-2-1889, enc.2,
MacKinnon*s Memorandum of Zanzibar Affairs to F.O.,
13-5-1887.

86. F.O. 84.2012, Governor General in Council of Indian to
F.O., 11-10-1877. Tharia Topan began to shift his trade
to China.

87. F.O. 34,1975, No,9, Euan-Smith to F.O., 2-1-1889» enc.1,
Mackenzie, IBEAC*s Agent at Lama, to Euan-Smith, 27-12-1888,

88. F.O. 84.1977, No.lOb, & enc. 1 & 2, Euan-Smith to F.O.,
27-2-1889.

89. ibid.. No.107, & ®nc.1, Euan-Smith to F.O., 27-2-1889.
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"British, British Indian, and British-protected subjects"

without informing the British Government. On being dnllenged

by the local British Consul, Simon, the German challenged him

to try to stop it. Forty-one Indian merchants sent a

memorial to Her Majesty's Zanzibar Consul, requesting pro¬

tection against this double tax, which was also opposed by

local tfaases. The British sent IMS "Turquoise" to Lasiu to
90

quell the disturbances.

The conflict between the IBEAC and the Indians was

demonstrated by Buchanan,the IBEAC administrator, who lodged

a complaint against a British Indian subject, Jaddojee Pewjee,

who took over as Customs Master of Mombasa. Buchanan felt

91
that it was sin IBEAC concession. The Sultan felt that he

had authority over all the customs houses and had appointed

Hansraj as the overall Customs Master until such time as he

wished to appoint Mackenzie, of the IBEAC, as Customs Master.

Consul Hawes was not as enthusiastic about the IBEAC talcing

over the customs collection. He agreed with the Sultan on

the grounds that the IBEAC had been rather passive on the
92

customs issue. The Sultan felt that since the Customs

Master was a British subject, he would not "do anything that

would be against the interests of the British Government or

93
the Company"• After checking through the Mombasa customs

books, Consul Portal found that the previous Customs Master

had been careless, if not dishonest, and that the Sultan was

90. F.O, 84.1981, No.385, and ones, C. Smith, Acting Consul
to F.O., 27-11-1889.

91. F.O. 84,1978, No.200, Hawes to F.O. 25-4-1889.
92. .ibid.. Sultan to Hawes, enc.4, 20-4-1889.
93* ibid.. enc.8, Sultan to Hawes, 25-4-1889.
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94
justified in changing the Customs Master at Mombasa. Portal

noticed certain instances where duty had been charged from

Mombasa merchants which did not appear on the books.

The Sultan informed Euan-Smith that a notice would be

issued which would withdraw the privilege by which British

subjects and protected persons removed goods to their houses

and stores and the Customs Master charged them duty according
95

to invoices. The Sultan accused the traders of paying less

duty than the market price and revealed that certain goods
96

arrived concealed in packages. The Foreign Office
97

approved of this action taken by the Sultan and Euan-Smith.

After the death of Sultan Khalifa in 1890, the new

Sultan, Syed, wanted to transfer the Customs House from

Jairaia Sewji to Ebji Sewji, since the latter was an old

friend of the Sultan. The British Consul, Euan-Smith, had

no objection to this change. Now that the firm of Sewji was

not that important, and the XBSAC had taken over the pre¬

eminent position in furthering British interest, Euan-Smith

did not want overtly to interfere in the wishes of the

Sultan.

The German Consul was also interested in replacing the

British Indian Customs Master with a person of his own choice,

who would serve German interests. He refuted Euan-Smithes

94. F.O. 84.1979* No.271, Portal to F.O., 15-7-1889.
95. F.O. 84,2058, No.46, F.O. to Euan-Smith, 4-3-1890.
96. F.O. 84.2059, No.19, Euan-Smith to F.O., 17-1-1890. Upon

the death of Sultan Khalifa, the new Sultan Syed had the
Customs House transferred to Ebji Sewji from Jairaia Sewji,
because of Jairam*s financial difficulties after the
division of the firm. This was done with the concurrence
of C.S. Smith. ibid.. No.71, Euan-Smith to F.O., 24-2-1890.

97. ibid,. No.71.
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charge that the Indians, who controlled 90 per cent of the

trade, had not complained. Michaelles further said that

Ebji Sewji was a British subject. Euan-Smith disagreed

th the German Consul and told hira that he could not have

a German Customs House because the Sultan had the sole

authority to collect customs. If t he Customs House worked

unsatisfactorily then the blame had to be placed on the

Sultan*s Government, and not on the Customs Master. Moreover,
98

the Sultan had a plan to reorganise the Customs House.

The Deutsch Ostafrikanische Gesellschaft duly informed Sbji

Sew.ji that he was "totally unfit for the place you occupy".

The German Consul, while agreeing that the latter was rude,

stood by its contents. He pointedly told Euan-Smith that

the Customs Master would get in touch with the Sultan, as his
99

master, and not with his Consul, Euan-Smith. The IBEAC and

the German Company had effectively divided up the source of

Customs House income into their own respective sjmeres of

influence. This led to the fragmentation of the Customs

House machinery as it had operated hitherto.

By this time the Sultan was also thinking of having

the Customs House reorganised by a European and subject to

the approval of the Secretary of State for the Foreign

Office.*He proposed hiring the Customs Houses in the

coastal ports, including Lamu, to British or Zanzibar

subjects, and the Zanzibar Customs House to MacKinnon of

98. F.O. 84.2062, No.262, Euan-Smith to F.O., 23-6-1890,
encs.

99* ibid.. enc. Beutsch Ostafrikansche Gesellschaft to Sbji,
30-5-1890J Michaelles to Euan-Smith, 5-6-1890,

100.F.O. 84.2070, Np.258, Euan-Smith to F.O. (Telegram),
24-9-1890.
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101
IBEAC. Hence Sultan Syed identified his interests with

those of the British company and its representatives.

The English merchant houses were the first to complain

against the English Customs Master, Mr Robertsont apparently

for his business connections with Messrs Forward Bros and

Peera Dewji. However, Smith Mackenzie & Co* and Charles-

worth did agree that "this post renders the appointment of

a European Customs Master imperative". The British Indian

merchants, including Tharia Topan, held Robertson in higher
102

esteem, for his "great skill, justice and impartiality"•

The English merchants followed suit and withdrew their

complaints* Smith Mackenzie & Co. might have resented Mr

Robertson's connections with Peera Devji, who was considered

inimical to Smith Mackenzie & Co's interests* However,

generally the British Indian community and the English

firms had become dependent upon British officials appointed

through the Sultan.

Until Robertson took over the Customs House in 1890

it was farmed at a fixed rent by the Indiansj then only

fixed salaries were to be paid and the Sultan wanted to
103

control expenditures* At the same time Ebji Sewji was

appointed to the office of Clove Royalty, with the aimounce-
104

raent of a 5 per cent reduction on clove duties.

On 1 February 1892, Zanzibar was, at the instigation of
10S

Portal, declared a free port* Duty was eliminated on

101. F.O. 84,2012, Cases on behalf of IBSAC from Lama,
Sultan to Euan—Smith, 26-8-1888*

102* F.O. 84,2146, No,53, and encs, Euan-Smith to F*0«,
20-2-1891,.

103. F.O. 84.2149, wo.245, Portal to F.O., 9-9-1891,
104. F.O. 84.2153, Gen. Mathews: Notes on Free Port,.
105. F.O. 84.2228, No.36, F.O. to Portal, 26-2-1892.
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wine and beer, but not on strong liquor, anas or ammunition.

The British merchants, both Indian and English, com¬

plained against the import duties, which were not levied on

the value of the goods or their market prices in Zanzibar,

but on an arbitrary value fixed by the IBEAC Customs Master

at Mombasa* This was 20-30 per cent higher than the actual

market price, thereby making the actual duty not 5 per

cent but 6 or 7 por cent* Portal made Berkeley discontinue

this practice, and Zanzibar prices were to be published in

the Zanzibar Gazette,

The IBZAC was also accused of recovering their advances

made to caravans for the storage of their goods at the

Mombasa Customs House, Thus they repaid to themselves

their own loan and interest before Indians were allowed to

claim repayment* Hence the IBEAfi was always repaid in

full, while the Indian merchants suffered losses when

caravans were unsuccessful. Portal wanted to discontinue

this system because of its unfairness to private business-
107

men* ' The Indian merchants made representations regarding

the above claims and expected continued protection from
103

Portal for British subjects* The Indians said that the

taxes were inadvisable and illegal* They contended that

even if the assessments were legal the people were too

poor to pay, abd thus the IBEAC was discouraging rather

106. F,0. 84.2229, No.30, Portal to F.O., 2-2-1892, & enc.

107. F.0* 84.2230, No,72, Portal to F,0., 25-3-1892.
108. Ibid.. enc. Jeevanji and others to Portal, 22-3-1892,

and Dick to Portal, 22-3-1892.
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109
than, encouraging traders#

The Sultan felt that the promises made by Uuan—Smith

on the establishment of the Protectorate had not been ful¬

filled, and that Sir Gerald Portal had been even harder, if
110

not "a little violent". However, Consul Rodd made a few

concessions regarding the Customs House but on no other

demands. Strickland, the Collector of Customs, was also

not very happy with his salary, which was paid in rupees.

Ilence the port officer was made subordinate to the Customs
111

Master.

The end of the nineteenth century had wrought a dimi¬

nution of control by the Indians at the Customs House. This

was reflected in the resentments against an Anglo-Indian employee,

Palmer, who had made the mistake of marrying an English
112

woman (Mrs Gray, a Salvation Army majoress). As an old

employee of the IBEAC and the East African Protectorate, he

109. ibid.« No.72, enc. Two Indians, Tharia Topan and Dowjee
Jamal (Jtimell, sic) paid these taxes and the fines.
During this period the Customs House issued the following
figures for packages received by them (1891)s

From Packages Value (Rupees;
Europe 12,659 363•744
Bombay 44,983 584,277
Karachi 1,719 5.165
Aden 39 2,135

See F.O. 84.2238, Portal to F.O., 9-5-1892, No.6
110. F.O. 107.2, No.8, Rodd to F.O., 7-1-1893.
111. ibid.. Rodd to P.O., 9-1-1893. In 1895. the Sultan of

Muscat was granted loans to prop up his regime by the
Govt of India, on the security of the "Zanzibar"
Subsidy. It was held that to require hia to place
his Customs Dept under the British Govt wfculd be a
violation of the Anglo-French Declaration of 1862.
See Lorimers Gazetteer. Vol.1, p.312.

112. F.O. 2.288, No.180, Hardinge to F.O., 31-5-1900.
Governor Crauford called Palmer a "half-caste office
boy", and an official in the provicinal Court, MacDougall,
referred to him as a "pumpkin headed subordinate".
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was not paid any pension or gratuity, even though most of

tlio subordinate staff had liked him and his work at th©

113
Cu3tosus House. The sustained prejudices that Palmer

experienced contained the forebodings of the intense racial

prejudice which British Indian subjects were to experience

in the Bast African Protectorate during the twentieth century.

Palmer turned to attacking the "unworthy agents" of Her

Majesty*s Government, but the Foreign Office concurred in

neither granting him a pension nor a gratuity. As the

editor of the Sast African and Uganda Kail. Palmer proceeded

to attack the principal officials of the East Afiican admini¬

stration, including Governor Crauford, ile accused the new-

Customs Master, Marsden, of receiving a gold-plated casket
114

and an address from the mercantile community. The old

Indian commercial elite headed by Sewji and Topan had disa¬

ppeared and Jevanjee, the new Indian entrepreneur, was cited

by Palmer as the chief Indian trader who partook in this

corruption,

115
A letter in the East Africa and Uganda Mail. ^ signed

"Derelict", accused Marsden of having dispensed favours to

merchants who had signed an address from which "Derelict"

was excluded. The editoxlal in the same issue accused

Marsden of accepting Rupees 12,000 before leaving for England.

113» ibid.. Palmer was also the Governor of the Jail before
resigning.

114. F.O. 2.467, A. Marsden to F.O. ( c. Hill)> 25-4-1901.
Palmer attacked Crawford and Marsden for their connec¬
tions with Jevanjee, The F.O, wrote to Marsden, 27—5™
1901, asking him to refuse the gold casket and a Persian
carpet from the mercantile community at Mombasa and
Zanzibar, since he was a Vice-Consul and chief officer
of Customs.

115. East African and Uganda Mail. 30-3™1901.
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The Consulate, however, absolved the European section of the

mercantile community and said that "subscriptions were raised
1 1 6

only amongst timid British Indians"•

The economic and customs control passed to the East

African Protectorate, Consequently, the importance of

Zanzibar faded since the power base of subsequent expansion

was on the mainland. Henceforth the Indian community were

to play the role of manipulated middlemen.

116, F,G, 2,454, Basil Cave to F.O,, No,113» 9-8-1901
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CHAPTER IX

EXTRATERRITORIAL JURISDICTION

Political, Commercial and Customary Implications

The Indians had migrated freely to Zanzibar. A signi¬

ficant segment of tlie community had retained the commercial

advantage of their Indian connection while functioning in

the dominions of the Sultan. While they had not anticipated

British consular control over them, their British nationality

made it obvious that once the British Consulate was estab¬

lished they would be subjected to its extraterritorial

control. They were therefore placed in the difficult posi¬

tion of being answerable to two different political

authorities. On the one hand they were subject to the

jurisdiction of the territorial sovereign of Zanzibar, and

on the other hand to the British Consulate since they

retained British nationality.

1(a) British Nationality and Jurisdiction

Consul llaiaerton* s first charges after his arrival on

4 May 1841 were the British subjects, almost all of whom

originated in British India. To the Arabs and the Swahilis

this must have been confusing since Ilaiaerton concerned him¬

self with people who were not his countrymen. The Governor

of Buyeni was surprised about this, and asked Krapf about it,

who told the Governor that the "Banyans", while not

Hamerton*s countrymen, were "the subjects of the British

Crown. This reply delighted the Banyan who was seated by
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tli® Governor's side".^
The Sultan was perturbed by Hamerton's presence and his

2
policies. On 23 September 1841 he summoned those principal

merchants who were British subjects and asked them to sign a

declaration renouncing British protection and to become

citizens of Zanzibar. Since most of the merchants had

family and property in India, all except three refused to

sign the declaration. Two days later Hamerton went to see

Said to lodge a complaint. Said's arguments were* That the

long residence of Indians entitled them to become Zanzibar

citizens; that the people of India were the subjects of the

East India Company, and not the Queen of England. Hamerton

told Said that he could not exercise control even over the

three who renounced their British citizenship, and that

"the Government would protect them as though they had not

signed the paper". He further told Said that British

citizenship could not be lost through residence abroad.

Later Lord Aberdeen affinned the statement of ilamerton's

that children or grandchildren of British subjects "born out

of the British Dominions are, by law of the country, equally
4

entitled to British consular protection".

Towards the end of 1845 Said was even more restive about

Hamerton*s intervention on the Indian issue. He was

1. J.L. Krapfi Travels. Researches and Missionary Labours in
East Africa (London, i860), p.418.

2. F.O. 54.6, F.O. to llamerton, 27—11—1844. See also India
Board to Viscount Caiming, 25-11-1844; F.O. 54.7* No.5#
Hamerton to F.O., 24-3-1845.

3. F.O. 54.5» Haiaerton to Secret Committee, Court of Directors,
East India Company, 9-2-1842.

4. F.O. 54.10, Lord Aberdeen to Sultan Said, 12-2-1846.
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especially insistent on his jurisdiction over Indians born

in Zanzibar, and he now raised the additional problem of the

people of Kuteh, as he had been assured by Captain Cogan that

they would be the subjects of the Sultan. Said complained

that Hamerton had "interfered with me in respect of all

5
people so that my authority here is weakened". Said

expected Cogan to make representations to Lord Aberdeen at

the Foreign Office on his behalf. He also wrote directly

to the Foreign Office, and Aberdeen wrote to the India Board

suggesting that "British subjects going to the dominions of

the Sultan of Muscat should provide themselves with pass¬

port and writh documents proving their nationality".^ As his

precedent, Aberdeen used the laws passed with respect to the

Ionian Senate in April 1827«^
A memorandum written by Captain Cogan claimed that the

Bohra community gave a lot of trouble to the Sultan by

claiming British or Zanzibar protection, depending on what

suited their interests. They apparently also flew English

or Arab flags aboard their vessels to evade duties at the

ports of the Sultan, To reduce tension between the British

Consul and the Sultan's government, the memorandom proposed

that British Indians be granted a letter of identity before

departing from India, and that the British Consul at Zanzibar

keep a register of all British subjects residing in Zanzibar
g

and its dependencies* Hamerton disagreed with the memorandum

5. F.O. 54.7, Said to Cogan, 28-9-1845.
6. F.O. 54.9, F.O.(Addington) to India Board (Lord Jocalyn),

29-12-1845.

7. F.O. 54.10, F.O. (Lord Aberdeen) to ilaaierton, Ho. 13, 18-2-1846.
8. ibid.. Capt.Ccgan's "Memorandum relating to British Indian

Subjects residing in Zanzibar", 29-1-1846. Cogan proposed
that a letter proving their British citizenship should be
provided for those going to Zanzibar.
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and with the assertion by Said that Indian Muslims

called themselves Arabs at one time and British subjects at

another. He mentioned noticing Indian boats arriving from

Bombay flying English colours but without any register or

papers$ a stop was put to this by making representations to

Bombay. On the issue of change of nationality, ilamerton

said that he had received very few applications for British

protection. The only exception had been at the time of

death of British subjects who wanted their estates to be

administered by the British Consul, a suggestion to which
Q

the Sultan had readily acceded.

The India Board agreed to the necessity of having a proof

of nationality for the purpose of seeking British protection.

It mentioned that people already resident in Zanzibar did not

have any documentation to prove their nationality. Tiie

Board therefore recommended that Lord Aberdeen and the Foreign

Office, when writing to the Sultan of Muscat, should substi¬

tute the words "to the satisfaction of Her Majesty*s Consul"

for the original demand for wa document substantiating their
10

national character", since such a document would be difficult

to provide. While the Court of Directors of the East India

Company recommended that all British subjects ought to get

a passport before embarkation from India, it also felt that

in a country "like India to make the obligation of procuring
11

them universally known" would be impossible. The Indians

therefore carried no proof of their nationality to Zanzibar,

9. ibid.. Hamerton to F.O., 24-9-1846.
10. ibid.. 1.0. to F.O., 9-2-1846.
11. ibid., 1.0. to Hamerton, 26-3-1846.
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even though the Consulate continued to assort that they were

British subjects. Sultass Said and Majid also continued to

assert their right to control the Indian community. However,

while Majid attempted to protect the British Indian community,

this protection was minimal because, as Dr Livingstone had

said, "it must never be left out of view for a moment that
12

Sultan Majid is a creature of British power alone".

Despite the fact that many were eligible for Sultan Majid*s

protection under the Naturalisation Act of 1847» they were

1 3
not allowed this protection. It was Consul Churchill who

again tried to exercise control over protected Indians and

faced intense problems with the Sultan. Since Churchill

worked aggressively, and with very confusing legal structures,

he created grave legal problems for the India and Foreign

Offices.

Churchill proposed that the children of Indian parents

settled in Zanzibar were to be allowed to elect their nation¬

ality after they came of age. Those Kutehis settled in

Zanzibar before the 1836 Proclamation forbidding the slave

trade by the Rao of Kutch in his country were to be allowed
14

the privilege of the Sultan*s subjects. The Sultan promptly

sent an envoy to India to clarify the issue of nationality

and jurisdiction over the Hntchis, but complained that

Churchill's position was in contradiction to the

correspondence that passed between our Government
and Colonels Pally and Playfair, sometime back,
acknowledges our right to protect all natives of

12. F.O. 84.1265, Livingstone to F.O., 18-5—1866, p.460.
13. P.?. Vol. Ill (184?), PP 1-7, Bills, Public, Natxiralisation

of Aliens.

14. F.O. 84.1307» No.38, enc.4, Churchill to Majid, 1-2-1869.
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Kutcli whose aaaes are not inscribed in the Consular
Register Books kept in Zanzibar, and to consider
them our subjects in every way.

He acknowledged British jurisdiction over natives of Bombay

and Surat

but that those who come from states that have- not
been conquered should be amenable to British law
is at variance with the explanation previously
given...namely, that if they have not elected that
protection of the British Consulate, by writing
their names in the Consular Register Books kept in
Zanzibar, that their status shall be that of Arabs,
our subjects.^5

The Bombay Government told the envoy, iiaciud bin Suliman,

that the Viceroy*s Council understood his representations,

but since the Rao of Kutch ruled "an Indian state under the

paramount power of (the) British Government..." they would

be subject to British control.The Bombay Government had

persuaded the Rao of Kutch to issue a proclamation soon

17
after the departure of this emissary for Zanzibar. ' This

proclamation dealt a blow to the Sultan's attempt to control

the Kutchis in Zanzibar. The Rao*s proclamation to his

subjects by birth said that the British "Government will,

by the virtue of the aforesaid permission, treat you who

reside at Zanzibar as its own subjects", and Kirk felt that

its imj)act would make British influence "in all matters

10
paramount". Hence Consul Kirk began to regularise the

position of Kutchis resident in Zanzibar.19

15* ibid.« enc.5, Majid to Churchill, 26-2-1869.
16. ibid.. Secretary of Bombay Govt Haraud bin Suliman,

28-7-1869.
17* ibid., 24—4—1869, Translation of Rao of Kutch*s Proclama¬

tion, 20—10—1869* Lord Clarendon to Kirk, congratulating
him for putting it into effect.

18. P.P. Vol.LXI (1870), No.47, one.4, pp 54-6, 24-4-1869.
19* F.o. 84.1307, Kirk to F.O., 24-8-1869.
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Sultan Majid was extremely upset by the Rao of Kutch*s

proclamation. He laid a letter before Kirk which was later

withdrawn*

In this letter, His Highness denied the right of
the Rao of Kutch to issue any Proclamation whatever
to the residents in Zanzibar, on the assumed ground
that no treaty existed between the two states. He
then set forth the terms of the proclamation which
could not be conceded.

Kirk told the Wazir of the Sultan that the Rao was bound by

the treaty to Britain to have no diplomatic relations abroad,

and the Wazirs were told to avoid direct confrontation, which

made the Sultan relent. The Sultan very grudgingly wrote,

saying that he "understood" the Rao1s Proclamation and

believed that the case would be put to the British Government

by Consul Kirk.21
While the Indians had been increasingly brought under

consular control in Zanzibar, the provision of a document or

system acceptable to the Indian Government about the ability

of the Indians to prove their nationality had not been

provided. This was illustrated in the case of Indian

refugees from Menangai where, after bombardment by the

Portuguese, they were asked to prove their place of origin

as being India, in the absence of Indian documents, so as to
22

be able to claim a living allowance in Zanzibar.

1(b) Political Constraints of British Nationality

British extraterritorial jurisdiction was based on the

British nationality of Indians in Zanzibar. The exercise

2C. ibid.

21. ibid.. Majid to Kirk, 14-8-1369.
22, F.O. 84.1907, No.87, Euan-Smith to F.O., 5-5-18S8.
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of this jurisdiction had far reaching implications

on the Indian community in East Africa during the

twentieth century. Since the roots of the problems

of Indians lie in their British nationality in th©

nineteenth century it ds Incorrect to state that " the

thought of nationality and diverse allegiance was remote
23froas the minds of early settlers in Bast Africa,*

The British imperial establishment, especially the

Foreign Office, contained a strong contingent of
24

lawyers who provided the *authoritarian mentality*

which was so necessary in strengthening the allegiance

of British Indian subjects to the Grown,

From the point of view of this study a large segment

of the British Indian community in nineteenth century

Zanzibar was not able to understand the raison d'etre

for the application of extraterritorial jurisdiction in

Zanzibar, A small segment of the community which understood

the implications c£ British ©xtratex*ritoriai jurisdiction

took advantage of this situation by asserting a nationality

that suited them.

The larger section of the community was faced

with an extremely complex political situation and they

were accused of being apolitical, or of not expressing

dissent in political terms,

23, M.K, Masters8 Citizenship in India (Calcutta* 1970)
p, vii, Tii© Warden of New College, Oxford, ¥,G, iiayter
correctly mentions fiiat no British consuls existed in
British colonial territories, but in liis letter ignores
the implications of 19th century British Consuls appoin¬
ted by th© F.O, on Asians in East Africa, See Times 1 21-8-^72,

24, Eric Stokes* The Political. Ideas of English Imperialism.
Inaugural lecture at University College of Rhodesia and
Nyasaland, (London* OUT. i960) p, 22,
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A recent researcher claims that during the first half

of the nineteenth century "many of the slave dealers were

Indians who were uninterested in political dissent because
25

they were not permanent residents on the Swahili coast."

This cannot be accepted as a total answer because during

Colonel Rigby*s tenure as Bx"itish Consul, the Indians
2 o

protested in 1860-61 against his anti-slavery measures.

Secondly, while the Hindu merchants might have been

non-permaaent residents because they did not emigrate with

their wives and families, the Kliojas, Parsis and Memons

did bring their families. Hence, this does not totally

explain the lack of political activity or dissent.

Sultan Said found the apolitical aspect of the Indians

particularly useful on the East Africa coast, especially

during the Mazrui revolt, since, in not taking sides, the

Indians helped Sultan Said to entrench his control on

the coast. As far as their own long-term interests

were concerned, the apolitical behaviour c£ tho Indians

adversely affected their future in Zanzibar and East Africa.

The apolitical nature of the Indian traders in East

Africa has been widely acknowledged. For instance, in

1854 Musa Muzuri, a powerful Khoja trader, enlisted the

support of Kubaka Suna of Buganda on the side of Rumanika,

the ruler of Karagwe, by giving him a bribe of ivory.

Hence, while the Indian traders played an important part in

the political affairs of East African kingdoms with whom they

caxae into contact, they "did not wish to set up any

25. C.S. Nichollst Swahili Coast, p.322.

26. See Chapter V on Criminal Jurisdiction
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27
political dominion.n There is not much evidence about

Indian response to political changes on the African mainland,

and the saiae holds time of their response to the European

presence.

Since the majority of Indian traders came from

various parts of western India and from diverse classes, they

remained politically inarticulate. The recorded responses

are mainly from the small group of wealthy articulate

settlers who contacted consular officials to protect their

interests. Their direct economic power grew with the strength

of the Zanzibar Sultans, but as the strength of British interests

grew, so their econimic strength was siphoned into the

entrenchment of British imperial interests. Since the

Sultan could not exercise any countervailing power,

even those Indians who wanted to remain under his

jurisdiction had no alternative but to accept Euroi-iean

control, which increased throughout the century.

Within the paternalistic regime of the Sultan

there was very limited scope for political participation

by Indians. They were primarily merchants and bankers,

and they not only devoted most of their time to accumulating

wealth, but were also viexjed as merely a commercial class

by the Sultan*s subjects and the British Consulate.

This image of them reinforced their apolitical tendencies.

Hence, because of being considex-ed alien and strange they

were left out of the general political process. Their

aaixx role was not that of initiator, but to provide a

27• K. Ingham» A History, p. 60. Musa Muzuri and Saiyan were
probably the first non-Africans to penetrate the interior

of Africa in 1824. See R. Burtonj Lake Regions of
Central Africa (London1 I860) Vol.11, pp 233-4.
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defensive reaction to the politics of the dominant

class, seeking concessions from it. Political action

was only taken in crises which directly affected them.

The British impact through the Britieih Consulate

represented an alien ideology concerning the distinction

between religion and the state. This post—Reformation

dichotomy between religious and temporal powers was

totally alien to the holistic concepts of the Hindus

and Muslims, who found it extremely difficult to operate

within this alien tradition. For the Indians the totality

of their actions in this world was the basis for spiritual

salvation or reincarnation in a higher form. They did

not separate the social and political relations into
23

separate religious and secular spheres.'' Nevertheless,

the legal system of the Victorian Consular Corps did

succeed in undermining whatever traditional elements of

Indian life were subjected to its scrutiny.

The Hindus and Muslims who had emigrated to Zanzibar

from India do not provide examples of millenarian rejection

of the European influence, because their socio-religions

customs were only threatened by secular legal traditions,

but not by Christian missionaries. Apart from the small

Goan Christian community in Zanzibar, the Indians were

averse to conversion to Christianity, and their insularity

strengthened their attachment to their respective religious
29

practices. The subjection to British legal control in

28. For similarities with the conditions of Indians in Trinidad,
See Brins ley Saiaroo: Tapia (Tanapunas Trinidad) No. 25#
2-4-1973.

29. Friends House Library, Euston Road, London. See U.S. Ne_wxnan,
Ms. Vol. 206, "Pemba" p.20. Newman worked as a missionary
in Pomba, and wanted India to spread the Gospel both
east and west. He was opposed to the use of Indian
troops only in subduing East Africa.
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civil and criminal spheres was the major alienating factor

to which the Indians were exposed. However, even in this

respect the laws which were applied were a result of

legal syncretism between English and Indian laws.

While its basis was

...the law of England stript of its local peculiarities
and modified with regard to the condition, institutions
and climate of India, and the character, religion
and usages of the populations"*

the Indian method of political organisation, the paachayat.
o

was the matrix on which the holistic Indian way of life was

based. In rural India, the panchavat governed by means

of a council of elders, which included distinguished

younger members of the community. Since no representative

cross-section from any district in India lived in the

Zanzibar dominions, this mode of political organization

could not function at all. This "failure of the Indian

immigrants to transplant any cross-section of their tradi-
31

tional society in Africa is a fact of capital importance."

Furthermore, in the strange surroundings of the Sultan's

local government and the British Consular court, this

Indian institution was made redundant as an instrument

for adjusting social and legal relations. The Ismaili

community who came to East Africa were a little better

organized as a sect, and consequently fared better in

malting political representations. However, generally

the Indian traders and merchants were pioneers who had

not come on an organized basis and, because they could

not establish self-contained communities, they negated

their own institutions.

30. ¥. Stokes, quoted in Eenton and Phillimore: Colonial
Laws and Courts (London: 1907) P» 50.

31. II.S. Morris: Indians in Uganda, pp 27, 160-162.
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lii matters of control by the British Consulate, the

consular officials were to use a system of government

while the Indians wore apt to look to persons, sine© they

wore not used to a bureaucracy• The officials, however,

tended to move at the completion of their term, leaving

behind an established pattern <f control, including

systematic court circulars*

Since the British Consulate only exercised the negative

function of controlling the British Indian community,

there was little scope for chanelling political energies*

The void created by the lack of political institutions

was filled by men like Sewji and Tharia Topen, who

retained religious fervour and at the same time had

risen to positions of material wealth in an alien and

sometimes hostile society* It was this acquisitive

motive which prompted people like Sowji to be "politically

impartial", and which resulted in them being offered

"influential offices"-*2 by the Sultan* Offices such

as that of Customs Master were an essential element for

conducting successful commerce because they could not rely

on the active support of the British or Indian governments*

The Customs Masters were, however, not averse to advising

the Sultan on political matters* For instance, Sultan

Majid accepted the advice of the Customs Master to appoint
31

an Arab agent or Liwali to Bhyanyambe * -^

Lack of political committment among Sanzibar Indians

was accentuated by the desperate conditions in India

itself* A series of nineteenth century famines had

32, C*S* Nichollsi Swahili Coast, p* 292.

33* N,R* Bennett t Mirambo of Tanzania 18^0-16&k (Now Yorkt
1970) pp 29-30*
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34
led to the death of four million people, and the Indian

economy was ravaged by British industrial goods. Indian

traders had emigrated to escape these calamities.

Furthermore, uprisings against the British in Poona in

1822 and 1827, and the Revolt of 1857 had been bloodily
35 *

suprossed, ^ Hence, incentives for • political participation

in a situation where they were a tiny minority, were few.

The west coast of India was particularly aware of this

repression, especially since the Indian. Army' s revolt

in Bombay in 1857

1(c) Induced Qivision within tho Indian Community

The ethnic and religious differences within the Indian

community had not been plastered over in the nineteenth

century. However, in as much as the Sultan and the

British Consulate had treated them as a single community,

tlxoy had maintained a common front. Once jurisdiction

had become an accomplished fact, the various sections of the

Indian community tried to compete for favours from the

British Consulate. Hence their dependence on British power

to survive in East Africa had become more pronounced.

The strong leadership of the Ismaili community, and the

34. B.M. Bkatia: Famines in India 1860-1945 (London: 19^3)
pp 16-24. Famines in Bombay and Beecan pp 64-5.

35• 3.B. Chauduri: Civil Rebellion in Indian Mutiny
36. Eric Stokes: "Rural Revolt in the great Rebellion of 1857

in India" Historical Journal.Vol. XII, 4, (1969), pp 606-
627. For a rather limited and sectarian account of the
1857 Rebellion in Delhi, see Bholanath Chunder: Travels
of a Hindu (London: I869), Vol. 2, Introduction
J.T. ¥heeler, pp 347-386.
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participation of the Parsi community in the service of

the Zanzibar Government, further marked out these communities.

Tiie loyalty to the British Crown of various communities

in India was repeated towards the British authorities in

Zanzibar. Of the few prominent Indian leaders to visit

Zanzibar in the nineteenth century, the Aga Khan was the

most important and loyal British Indian visitor. He

thanked Consul Kirk in 1881 for protecting his community,

the Khojas, at Zanzibar. He considered himself to be

a "loyal and faithful ally of the British Government,

and (to) have been so since the year 1840," and, in return,

he asked for Kirk's assistance for his representative in

Zanzibar, Sir Tharia Topan.*>'' Kirk felt that

there can be no doubt (that) the real source of
our paramount influence here is in the hold we have
kept over immigrants from India in whose hands
the trade of the mainland rests, and to whom^half
the property in this island is hypothicated.

Kirk was grateful that the Aga Khan, for whom the KIiojas

had "implicit obediance," had appreciated the British

protection accorded to thorn as British subjects. Kirk

wanted to encourage the education of younger Khojas,

as they would otherwise "inherit considerable fortunes

without the knowledge or training" to enable them to
39

make good use of their advantage.

While Kirk was in the United Kingdom for a short

period, the Indians sent him an address of appreciation

for the fact that he ia d applied British rule in a fins

and impartial mannert

37. NAI, Foreign Dept., (General B) April 1881, No. 336/337*
Aga Khan to Kirk, 9-2-1881.

38. ibid.« Kirk to Govt, of India, 6-3-1881.

39. ibid.
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the maimer with which you have upheld the interests
of British subjects is to be attributed to the
paramount position the community has attained
in the country.

The address was signed by members of all the castes of

Indians, who totalled five hundred and seventy-one.

They applauded hid assistance in giving them "British

protection", and his r.aLe in the abolition of the slave
4l

trade. The Indians on the coast, at Kilwa, gained the

confidence of Lieutenant Smith, who was the consul there,

and, on the eve of his departure, sent him a memorial
42

regretting his departure and praying for his return.

Besides their spontaneous response of affection for

the consular officials who protected their essential

interests, the Indian community generally responded on

the birthday of Queen Victoria. While the Indians used this

as an occasion to express their fears or ask for favours,

the British Consul used it for a show of British power

on the east coast. On Quean Victoria*s Fiftieth Jubilee

Iloliawood reported that, despite the great problems the

Indians faced with the establishment of the Germans and

Portuguese on the coast, there was a massive display

of solidarity by the Indian community. It surprised the

European community to see the "very clear manifestation of

great wealth and influence of the British subjects, and
43

of the vast extent of British interest in East Africa.

In view of the resources of the interior

it might be anticipated that the insight thus

40. Tills address was signed by 571 Indians of all castes.

41. F.O. 84.1601, enc.1. Kirk to F.O., 21-11-1881.

42. F.O. 84.1724, No. 60, Kirlc to F.O., 16-3-1385.

43. F.O. 84.1853. No. 116, llolmwood to F.O., 10-7-1887.
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gained into the practical strength which the
large and wealthy British community on the
coast, adds to British imperial policy in
East Africa,

The Indian address presented to the Queen pledged the

loyalty of the most important section, in terras of population

and trade, so that the Zanzibar dominions "might almost

be called a British colony."

The Indians did not, however, receive warm treatment

from all consular officials. Consul Euan-Smith openly

discriminated against them. While Dr. Charlesworth,

the Zanzibar Agency Surgeon, was on six months leave

in England, Euan-Smith wrote to the Foreign Office that

"for other than medical reasons it would be most undesirable

to appoint a Parsi or Goanese doctor to the medical

charge of this agency." Hence, an officer of the fleet
45

was to provide such services. He referred to the Indian

refugees from Kilwa in the most derogatory terms, calling

them "half-starved natives" and "poor creatures."

These references were made despite the fact that the

Indians rose against the Germans in Kilwa, and one of them
46

died while trying to protect British property. Hence

the Indians, despite the fact that they were British

subjects, were subjected to prejudice by the very officials

who were supposed to protect their interests.

The seventy-first birthday of Queen Victoria was

again an opportunity for the Indian community to illuminate

ihid. Similar displays of layalty were made by the
Indians in the Persian Gulf during the 1887 Jubilee
celebrations. See Lorimers Gazetteer. Vol. 1, p.296.

45. F.O, 84.2062, No. 175, Euan-Smith to F.O., 20-4-1890.
46. F.O. 84.2061, No. 199, Euan-Smitlx to F.O., 15-5-1890,

and enc. Berkeley to Euan-Smith, 7-5-1890.
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tlxeir part of the town, and to attend the British Consulate

en mas3e to offer congratulations and to present an address.

This address described their general condition, and

requested that legitimate trade be restored on the mainland.

The Queen was thanked for securing the safety <f the Kilwa

Indians. Despite the Consul*s treatment of them they

showed great confidence in the Queen and in her consular

administration's protection of their interests and
47

advancement of their prosperity.

The decline of Indian commercial power in terms of

the total Zanzibar trade, and the virtual annexation of

Zanzibar by Britain had the effect of accentuating the

divisions amongst various Indian castes. They began to

compete separately for British attention. The visit of

the Aga Khan and his appeal to the Consul General to

safeguard the interests of the Ismaili community did

nothing to weld the Indians as a commercial unit, and

only served to widen the gulf with the Shia Ithnasheri

community. During 1391 the Indians came by castes

to the British Consulate to offer congratulations to

the Queen on her birthday. The Parsis thanked the Queen

for her "gracious protection," and said,"we ace sure that

in the course of time the British administration in Africa

43
will be marked with results as brilliant as in India."

The Khojas were the second group who pledged their loyalty.

A third group thanked the Crown for assistance rendered to

47. ibid.. No. 227, Euan-Smith to P.O., 26-5-1890;
P.O. 84.2069, No. 154, Euan-Smith to P.O., 24-5-1890.

48. P.O. 84.2148, No. 156, C.S. Smith to F.O., 25-5-1891.
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their commercial prosperity and hoped that it would be

sustained. By the last decade of the nineteenth century

the Indians had effectively been made dependent upon

British power and, because of their commercial interests,

they had accepted this position. They were also insulated

from the Sultan*s regime, which was itself totally

dependent on Britain. There were many Parsis who worked

for the Sultan*s government, but they owed their allegiance

to the British. Since the Parsis were compradors in

India, their loyalty was easily obtained. In Zanzibar

they worked for the Sultanate and were decorated for their

services.

Dr. Kariman, a Parsi doctor, was awarded a fourth

class order of the Brilliant Star, in recognition of

his services to tho Sultanate, He had, however, to

request permission from Her Majesty* s Government to
49

wear this decoration. The second decoration was given to

Cursatji Ca\*asji, who was awarded the Kobab Dowr (Shining

Star) for his services as secretary to General Mathews.

Since the reigns of Syed Barghash and Khalifa he had

worked for the "utmost amity between the Governments of
50

Her Majesty the Queen and of the Sultan of Zanzibar."

However, it is clear that even these decorations were

not devoid of British interest and influence.

In 1896 Bomanjee Manekjee, a Parsi;, was the Minister

of Works and Cusetji Cawasji was the Registrar in the

Zanzibar Government. This government of Zanzibar consisted

49. F.O. 84.2146, No. 54, Euan-Smith to F.O., 20-2-1891.
50. F.O, 84.2238, enc. Portal to F.O., 23-2-1892.
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exclusively of British, and Indian officials, and there were

51
no Arabs or Zanzibaris represented.

The intensification of the dependence of Indians on

Britain reflected the similar overwhelming dependence

of Zanzibar on Britain. A new status, between alliance

and annexation had to be worked out, and the British

authorities in the Protectorate began to use constitutions

"as devices for preserving the political status quo,

for turning the Sultanate Into an Arab constitutional
52

oligarchy.

Sultan Seyyid All accepted Britain*s decision to

declare protectorate owr Zanzibar at a date to be fixed
53

by Her Majesty*s Government. While the Sultan was to be

allowed to retain, his throne, his successors would have

to have Her Majesty* s Government * s approval. With the

impending protectorate status, the Sultan and two of his

officials sought assistance from the British Government

for cheap labour from India or elsewhere. Euan-Smith

felt that with protectorate status in Zanzibar " the

51. Friends House, Buston Road, London, U.S. Newman,
Ms. Vol. 206, Times. 1-9-13Other Parsi officials
included Sorabji Manockji, the Sanitary Inspector;
Dr. NariHian, the Assistant Medical Officer; Maneckji
Bomanji, the Inspector of Police. Of the senior officials
E. Barretto, the Port Master, was a Goan. See Handbook
for East Africa. Uganda and Zanzibar (Mombasas 1906j,
p. 227• Of the eight pleaders in the Court at Zanzibar
most were Parsis.

52. J.P.W.B. McAuslan: "The Evolution of Public Law in East
Africa in the 1960s" Public Law. Spring 1970, p.11.

53* F.O. 84,2062,No. 1, enc. Euan-Smith to F.O., 26-5-1890.
Provisional Protectorate Agreement and Lord Salisbury's
acceptance of it.
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objection raised by the Government of India to Zanzibar
Kit

may be overcome.

Portal replaced C.S. Smithy who was acting as Consul
55

General but he was apprehensive lest sharp Indian lawyers

dispute his commission, as it was as "Consul General for

the dominions of the Sultan of Zanzibar, exclusive of

portions under administration of the British East Africa
56

Company." So in fact his writ did not apply to coastal

towns and territories. General Mathews was also appointed

Commissioner and Consul General in the British Sphere,
57

north of that of the Germans.

The Indian commercial community had access, or actually

held, certain political powers as long as the Sultan

himself had political control, or the Zanzibar Consulate

was answerable to the Indian Government. This was

particularly applicable where Zanzibar Indian businesses

were branches of Bombay firms. Once the Foreign Office

had taken over, the Indian commercial interests were used

only as a means of demonstrating effective British control

of the coast, then the Indian interests declined in

total terms, and the Indian merchants became a politically

isolated class — isolated from the enfeebled Sultanate of

Zanzibar, from the marginal interests of the Indian

Government, and from the British Government whose legal

subjects they were acclaimed to be, but which now treated them

on a lower level than a pafcrial British,

54. ibid.. No. 252, Euan-Smith to P.O., 20-6-1890.
55. P.O. 84.2149, No. 219, Portal to F.O., 6-3-1891.
56. ibid.. Portal to F.O., 20-9-1391.
57. P.O. 84.2153, P.O. to Gen. Mathews, 21-4-1892.
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There were very few formally educated Indians, and

the few western-educated pleaders who formed part of the

Indian elite did not arrive until late in the century.
58

This uneducated community of traders did not effectively

utilise the system of litigation they little understood,

particularly since it tended to change radically the traditional

relationships amongst them. This lack of education,

accompanied by social insulation from the rest of the community,

was partly responsible for the Indians reverting to the

tranquil waters of sectarian life. This futile exclusive-

ness based on caste had no organic substance. It was

minimally lifted in the cases of educated Indians who

tried to mobilise Indians politically across sectarian

lines but failed to involve the mass of Indian residents.

In the last analysis it was the apolitical nature of

the Indians in the nineteenth century which led to the

negation of the enormous economic influence they had built

up in the Sultan*s empire. The lack of Indian political

commitment, and Britain*s overwhelming power and legal

control, negated the coalescence of Indo-Zanzibar!

economic links. Their apolitical tendencies and, in the

later period their political misjudgements, led not only

to a decline in their influence, but to a virtual annihila¬

tion of their presence in East Africa.

2(a) Repercussions on Commerce and Communications

The Indo-Omani system of commerce and maritime activity

in Zanzibar was typical of the coastal trading states.

58. P.O. 84.2146, No. 1, Euan-Smith to P.O., 1-1-1891.
Sir Euan-Smith Madrassa was opened on 1-1-1891, with
200 pupils and a staff of Indian teachers teaching
Gujerati and English.
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Hence the wide maritime and commercial contacts in the

Indian Ocean were of prime importance for the existence

of the coastal trading state and the Indian minority

trading within it*

British political control spilt over into fields

of commerce and communications in the Indian Ocean.

Here it is necessary to examine some of the effects of legal

control over commercial matters, and in particular on the

decline of the traditional Indo-Omani sliipping in the

Indian Ocean. The effect of the British Navy, the Suez

Canal, telegraph and steamships was to bring the East African

coast more directly in contact with England. With the

traditional pattern of Indian Ocean commerce and communications

undermined, the Indians in Zanzibar were brought more

firmly tinder British control.

When Sultan Said had encouraged the settlement of

Indian traders in his Muscat and Zanzibar kingdoms, he

did not bargain for their connections in India and Europe

leading to the introduction of modern commerce, which

would eclipse the traditional Oman! pattern of trade.

During the reign of Imam Ahmed the Indian traders in

Muscat had acted as agents of the East India Company*

The methods of Indian commerce were not basically modem,

but the fact that they were agents of foreign businesses

resulted in transforming the local economy.

In legal terms, had the Indians been allowed to re¬

main the Sultan*s subjects, he might have contained the

changes brought in by modern commerce, but British control

over Indians negated the beneficial effects of even this
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element in his kingdom. The Qmani, and later the Zanzibar

kingdom, could not survive the dislocations wrought by-

modern commerce and imperial control of the commercial

class. These dislocations brought disruptions without

the benefit of any viable alternative modern institutions

which could be operated by the Sultan1s subjects. A

situation was created in which Zanzibar became an appendage

in the field of technology. Said*s attempts to establish
59

a steam-driven sugar mill and an indigo dye factory failed.

Before the arrival of the British and the spread of

British commerce the Indians and Omanis were partners in the

fields of commerce and maritime activity. This large-scale

business activity entailed an exchange of Indian grain,

spices, cloth, hardware and luxury goods, which was

reciprocated by the merchants and seamen of the Gulf.

Before the European manufactures and traders finally
captured the economic supremacy of the region during
the nineteenth century, Indian manufacturing,
distributing and marketing activities were the key
elements in the ecoggiaic life of a great expanse
of Asia and Africa.

India: had wealthy resources and exported the

excess of her food, raw materials, manufactures, capital

and skills to the neighbouring countries. The economy of

Oman was subsidiary to India, but its seamen owned and

sailed a large segment of this trade from India to many

parts of the Indian Ocean. The state of Oman became

the distribution centre for this trade in the western Indian

Ocean.

59. C.S. Nicholls: Swahili Coast, p. 252. Sultan Said also
sent a Parsi to Prance to learn about watch making.

60. R.G, LondonJ Oman, p. 82.
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India* s ancient ties with the Omani kingdom were

also the channels for contacts \*ith the West. The British

intervened in the Persian Gulf to protect their Indian

routes, especially against the Portuguese. The spread

of British enterprise in India had reppecusiions on the

area where India had previously held influence. With the

death of Indian manufactures, British goods and ships

became increasingly important. The Indian middlemen

now became agents for British firms and, with the abolition

of the monopoly of the East India Company, the Indian
61

system of managing agents became increasingly important

in carrying on foreign trade. The new function of

Indian traders and Omani mariners was to distribute

European goods. The devastating effect of British industrial

penetration in India drove increasing numbers of traders

firstly to migrate abroad, and secondly to change the

content of their trade from the distribution of Indian goods

to that of British goods.

This being the case, Indians began to plead for

equality within the Imperial framework. One such

writer argued that

from the real imperial commercial point of view
how impolitic it is for imperial authorities to

61. This system had existed fcr about a century and a half
in India, On the twentieth century ramifications of
this system, see National Council for Applied
Economic Research: (Preface: P.S. Lokanathan) The
Managing Agency System (New Delhi: 1959)

62. See Vera Anstey: The Trade of the Indian Ocean
(London: 1929) for the twentieth century changes.
See especially Vera Anstey: The Economic Development
of India (London: 1952) pp 330-331•
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give their sanction to a measure directed against
the Asiatics.

He stressed that wholesale commerce in India was in British

hands, and that distribution was in the hands of the

Banyan commercial agencies who acted as "commercial links
64

between the wholesale British importer and the actual consumer."

He articulated a position, contradicting his earlier demand

for equality when he wrote

England alone among the western powers need not dread
competition with Asiatic cheap labour. When England
realises her position properly and joins English
white heads to Indian brown hands, British imperial
industries will enter upon an era of prosperity
undreamt of yet."5

Tliis appeal was directed to the British statesmen who were

unfortunately, blind to the fact that Imperial
Preference in goods cannot possibly undo the
mischief that the want of Imperial Preference in
British subjects is bound to create. They forget
that out of the four hundred million people who
constitute the British Empire, three hundred million
are British Indians. While British statesmen are

busy in devising means to consolidate the fifty-two
million people with the Imperial Preference in goods,
through their neglect they are loosening the bond
of loyalty of three hundred million of theix" Indian
subjects.""

The appeal was therefore directed to grant equality to

63. S.M. Mitra: Indian Problems (Londons 1908) p. 285. He
asserts that the Uganda Railway was built by Indian labour¬
ers, p.155.

64. ibid.. pp!56-7. This point is further made as followsj
"Cheap capital and cheap labour will win in the long run,
England possesses both. The cheapest capital in the
world is in London. The cheapest and most abundant
labour in the world is in India. Join English capital
and Indian labour, and the problem is solved. Through
colour prejudice refuse to do this and the days of
England*s commercial expansion are numbered." (p.307)•

65. ibid.. p. 227.

66. ibid.. p. 296.
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Indians as a subordinate class of "brown handsn and in fact,

that became the position of Indians in East Africa at the

end of the nineteenth century.

Indian businesses in Zanzibar were branches of

parent companies in Bombay, and their new adjustment to

British power made it possible for them to expand their

interests. The advantages of this network of large

Indian firms were that they had vast information of

unknown markets, they had sources of capital on both

a short and long term basis, and the scope of their

merchandise was extensive. The division of business

risk amongst a large number of partners also insulated

these firms against heavy losses. Increasingly these

Indian agencies became intermediaries of European commerce.

Hie Canning Award, which separated Oman from Zanzibar,

was imposed by the British Indian Government, and had

broken "a first-rate Asiatic maritime power", smashed the

power*s economic as well as political unVt^ , and contributed
to the diminution of much of the active trade of her

67
seafarers. The culmination of these disturbances led

to the Ibadlii takeover in Oman. Indian merchants were

threatened} those who could afford to move did so.

The owner of the ship Calcutta Merchant, an Indian
whose familyhad lived in Masqat for fifty years,
put his household aboard his ship and moved his
business to Zanzibar.60

iLess fortunate ones stayed in Oman.

The work of Indian traders during the second half

of the nineteenth century has two facets. Firstly,

through the British revolution in communications, steam

67. R.G. Landen: Oman, p. 154,
68. ibid.. p. 114.
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boats and telegraphic system tliey had initially assumed

a greater role in the trade of the Indian Ocean.

Secondly, the steam boat and the telegraphic system

rendered them redundant because they did not control

the communications network. The British fxxms could now

eliminate then even as middle- and linkmen. Trade no

longer came to Zanzibar from India, but directly from

Europe. The Indians did prosper* in terms of rising

trade, but thoir percentage 3hare of the increased

trade had begun to drop. Indian traders were used as

local agents by European firms where it was absolutely
69

necessary.

The Indian traders were used as mediators between

modern and traditional sectors of the economy. Within

its modern sector they staffed the clerical grades of

the bureaucracy. Once colonial and protectorate status

%,ras declared "this pattern of occupation was constricted
70

by explicit political disabilities."'

The European agents and resident Indian merchants

undercut Arab business and seafaring activities and alienated

them from their ships and lands through mortgages, thud

controlling a major sector of the economy. The powerful

69* R.H. Crbfton: Statistics of Zanzibar Protectorate
1893-1920 (London: 1928) p.18. Note, for instance, that
in 1893, imports in shipping and piece goods from U.K.:
£25»000, from India: £131,000. In 1923, imports from
U.K.: £245,000, from Inc!ia:£131 ,000.

70, See Peter Marris:"Ambiguity and Commitment: The Crisis
of Asian Businessmen in Nairobi." Mawazo« Vol. 3,
No. 2, Dec. 1971, P. 13.
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Indian firms not only caused Arab businessmen to lose
71

control over their lands and businesses, but also

contributed to the bankruptcy of a large number of
72

smaller Indian traders in Zanzibar*

Indians were the intermediaries who brought European

goods and used semi-modem business methods* They remained

important in the over-all picture as long as their connection

with Indian firms was supported by the Indian Government*

Once the Indian Government relinquished its control over

the Zanzibar Political Agent, the Indian traders, instead

of becoming a springboard of major economic power, were

rapidly replaced by powerful British and European

businesses* These operated with far greater political backing

and financial resources* Since the Indians did not possess

the resources to compete with European industry
or international trading companies, they exploited
what was left to them - clerical and technical
jobs, professions and, above all, the internal
distribution of goods.73
The one advantage that the Indians had vis-a-vis the

traditional Zanzibar community was that they conducted

their business on a territory, and with a people they

knew* They incorporated some of the local business

customs into their own business habits, which were not

as blatantly different as British methods*

Some attempts have been made by European capitalists
to supplant the Indian, the former are too cautious
and will not risk enough.7^

For instance,the Europeans had no regard for an Arab losing

71* S.T. Prueni The Arab and the African (London: 1391) p*253*
72. Ethel Youngshusband: Glimpses of East Africa and Zanzibar

(London: 1910) discusses some of the problems faced
by small Goan firms with no capital*

73* Peter Marris: Mawazo, Vol* 3» No* 2, p, 18,
74. R*N. Lyne: Zanzibar in Contemporary Times (London: 1905)»

P. 271.
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ke3liina (respect) by not following through on a business

transaction. An Indian moneylender was also a trader

and hence compromised with the Arab in one way or another,

although the Arab paid dearly for this service to Indian

businessmen.

However, when the British acquired ascendency, and

based their businesses on totally modem methods, the

very strength of the Indian retailers, wholesale merchants

and financiers became their greatest drawback. The

dominant European commercial culture gained wider acceptance

than the minority culture of the Indian commercial class.

Their competition as petty traders was directed towards

the Arabs and the Africans. In order to control the

major sectors of the economy the Indians would have needed

access to capital in the London market. They, however, did

not have a British base, nor a western education which would

have assisted them in negotiations with British firms.

Furthermore, they lacked a political foothold which was

necessary in influencing their interests. The relative

success of the Ismaili community resulted from the

westernization of the Aga Khan and his residence in Europe.

The Aga Khan established a political career unprecedented

among any of the leaders of the other Indian communities.

As a European aristocrat and politician, the Aga Khan

was able to assist the East African Isiaailis in westernizing

their commercial and social customs, and helped them to

align their interests with those of Europe. In contrast,

the more traditional Patidar community operated in the

modern commercial world, with tenuous and traditional
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75
motivations. Once Protectorate status had been established

the western businesses could opwrate with no fear of

flaunting- local commercial customs. In the new

commercial situation that arose throughout East Africa

Indians , as a commercial class of longstanding-, and as

a group which helped to lay the foundations for a vast

network of new economic enterprise, only managed a middle

position and could not assume a new and larger role.

The scope of the economy of the mainland increased

to incorporate plantation agriculture, mining, banking,

and in all these spheres Indian participation was only

supportive. Within the constraints of the colonial

society in which they held no ultimate political power,

and were insulated from social and cooperative commercial

intercourse, they became a series of introverted and

self-reliant communities. They tried to protect their

own commercial interests from outside competition. They

therefore tried to tread a narrow middle path winch

"reinforced the strength of narrow mutually-protective

ties." This narrow mentality became a handicap

because they could not look beyond their narrow communal

or commercial interests. They were unable to protect

their common interests in a cohesive manner because of

their inability to establish a common political front.

2(b) Indian Ocean Communications

In this section some of the factors which undermined

75. U.S. Morrist Indians in Uganda, pp 68-73» 88-90.
For a further discussion on the Patidars see

D.F. Pococki Kanbi and Patidar (Oxford* 1972) pp 53»63»79#81.
76. Peter Marris: Mawazo. Vol. 3, No. 2, p. 18.
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77
the growth of the longstanding Indo-Omani maritime links

will b© examined. The fact that the British maritime

and naval presence superseded these links helped to make

the Indian community in East Africa more dependent on

Britain.

The Indo-Qmani links with East Africa were dependent

on the monsoon winds. The northeast winds between

December and March helped Indian vessels sail to East

Africa, while the second set of winds, the southwesterlies

between June and September, enabled the vessels to return
78

to return to Oman and India.

The Swahili boats called rate pes, were built from mangrove

timber and had common features with boats built in

Gujerat, the Laccadive and Maldiv© Islands, and the Upper

Nile area. The square-rigged mtepes were mainly involved
79

in carrying the intercoastal trade.The Indian Kotiyehs.

dhows and ganjas were larger and carried the oceanic

trade. The Arab bag^alas were similar to the kotivehs.

They were

large boats averaging from one to two hundred
tons, but then they have high stems and pointed
prows, one large cabin on a somewhat inclined
plane, gallexd.es and stern windows. They usually
carry two large lattern sails and occasionally
a jib, are generally built at Cochin and other

77• George Ilourani: Arab Seafaring in the Indian Ocean
(Princeton: 1951) P» 80. R.D. Bathurst: "Maritime
Trade and Imainate Government" in Derek llopwood (ed. )
The Arabian Peninsula (London: 1972) pp 92-102.
Bathurst discusses the Portuguese involvement and the
development of piracy. John Pinkerton: Vovanes and
Travels (London: 1814) Vol. 15» P» 6} Vol. 16, pp 723-731•

7S. C.S. Nicholls: Swahili Coast, pp 74-5# See also C.N.
Parkinson:Trade in the Eastern Seas (Cambridge: 1937)
esp. Chapter IV.

79. Jaiaes Hornell: "The sea going Mtepe and Dan of Laiau
Archipelago. w The Mariners Mirror. Vol. 271 Jan. 1941,
PP 54-66. C.A. Stiaand: The Land of the Zing (London:
1966) Reprint of 1913 issue, pp 132-147# being a survey
of native vessels. H.J. Prins: Sailing from Lasau (Assan: 1965) •
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places on (the) Malabar coast, and are employed by the
Arabs and Hindoo merchants on the trade between

Arabia, Persia and the Indian coast.®®
The Banyan and Bhattia traders used Hindu and Muslim

oews for the boats trading with Arabia and Africa:

As sailors they are bold and skillful, the Rajputs
notably so, their mualims (the pilots of Kutch)
are a race deservedly famous for skill and daring,
many of them have quadrants and nautical tables and
can determine latitude by sun and pole star, and their
longtitude by dead reckoning.81

Many Indian states had a tradition of maritime trade

with the Persian Gulf. A state like Mysore under Tipu

Sultan had based a Vakil at the Muscat court, and Mysore

vessels plied their trade between Muscat and Mysore under
82

Mysore colours. The trade along the west coast of India

and the Persian Gulf was vulnerable to pirates like Kidd,
83

who were forerunners of the native pirates of Malabar.

The ma^or weakness of native Indian states vis-a-vis their

maritime trade was that, unlike the East India Company,

they had no naval protection. The East India Company

had a maritime squadron to protect its trade and, in

80. J.H. Stocqueler: Fifteen Months Pilgrimage through
Khazistan and Persia (London: 1832) Vol. 1. pp 1-2.
J.R. Wellsted: Travels to the Citv of the Caliphs (London:
1840) pp 5-8, stated that the baggalas were made on the
Malabar coast because there was no timber in Arabia and
they had mixed Indian and Arab crews.

81. A.D. Taylor: India Directory (London: 1874) Part 1, p.342,
mentions that the other Indian boats sailing on the East
African coast were batela and grab. Royal Geographical
Society: J.B. Soaery Letters and MSS. J.B. Emery to Cooley,
18-12-1835# mentions that vessels from Mombasa had Arab
masters and African crews. Those going to Bombay had
Indian navigators.

82. Lorimer: Gazetteer. Vol. 1, p. 156, mentions that in
1797# 5 or 6 vessels were known to visit the Oman capital
every year. W.A. Spray: "Surveying and Charting the Indian
Ocean: British Contribution 1775-1838" (University of
London: PhD. thesis 1966) p.216. An early survey of the
islands held by Tipu Tib was avoided for fear of
offending Tipu Tib.

83. See Col. John BiddulnhtThe Pirates of Malabar(London:1907).
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addition, after I770 periodically employed the Royal Navy
84

to assist in this work. Hie British involvement in suppre¬

ssing the Qawasim pirates in the Persian Gulf strengthened

the British naval presence in the area and led to the conse-

85
quent dependence of Indo-Oiaani shipping on it. The

piratical attacks on Indian vessels weakened Indian trade

but, since the Qawasiu were extremely poor, piracy was

their mainstay. Their actions on the one hand destroyed

a large segment of Indo-Omani shipping and on the other

hand, caused their own shipping to be destroyed by the

Indian Navy, since the Qawasim represented a threat to

the East India Company. Since Arab shipbuilding relied

on Indian timber, the East India Company withheld supplies
8(j

of this because of the piracy. There was a steady

elimination of piracy after the 1820 Treaty, signed by

the Qawasim and the British, and by the middle of the

84. Lorimer: Gazetteer. Vol. 1, pp 182-3. During 1808 a
score of Indian craft fell victim to Indian pirates
while in Indian waters.

85. ibid. In 1809 2 British naval vessels, 10 East India
Company vessels and 1,000 European troops had orders to
destroy ail Qawasim craft. In the early part of the 19th
century, Muscat and Indian ships under a neutral flag
carried on foreign trade. See J.S. Buckingham:" Voyage
from Bushire to Persian Gulf Oriental Herald Vol. XXII,
July-Sept. 1829. (London), p.89. Admiral G.A. Ballard:
Rulers of the Indian Ocean (London: 1927) PP 269-319$
explains the rise of British power in the Indian Ocean,

86. G.S. Graham: Britain in the Indian Ocean, pp 237-8.
Arnold Wilson: Hie Persian Gulf (Oxford: 1928) pp 192-212:
"Piracy", See also Donald Hawley: The Trucial States
(London: 1970) PP 90-117, mentions the influence of reli¬
giously fanatic Wahliabis on the Qawasim who "murdered
the crews of Indian vessels and the Indian crews of
vessels flying the British flag."(p.16). Therefore Indian
shipping under British control and independent of it
suffered from the attacks by the Qawasim.
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nineteenth century the term "piracy" was replaced by
87

"maritime irregularity."

Tue work of patrolling the Indian Ocean was carried on

by the Bombay Marine, the task being taken over by the Indian

Navy from 1830 to 1363» when it was disbanded and its

function was taken over by the Royal Navy. After the

dissolution of the Indian Navy one of ite members wrote

about the Indian Ocean as follows s

It appears to me as not a little singular that the
further one travels from the centre of our strength,
which is naturally the United Kingdom, so not only
our military power, but our prestige, gains in
strength. This is doubtless owing to our naval
or rather our nautical eminence.0®

The Sultan of Zanzibar, in addition to his duties as a

sovereign, involved himself in maritime trade and had
89

a commercial and naval fleet. He had also encouraged

other shipowners, both Arab and Indian, to trade by
90

granting them protection. The pirates and the Wahhabi

incursions had weakened Sultan 3aid*s sea power but he

was able to re-establish his mercantile and naval fleet

with the help of the British. Said had therefore incurred

obligations even when he moved his empire to East Africa.

Hence, when Said presented Queen Victoria with his ship

the "Liverx>ool", the officials of the Bombay Government

87• Loriiner: Gazetteer, p. 235. Although isolated Indian
vessels like the "Kallian" were still being plundered
in 1855 (p.120). See also H. Moyse-Bartlett: The Pirates
of Trucial Oman (London) 1966 ) relating to Capt. T.
Perronat Thompson, the architect of the 1820 Treaty.

88. C.R. Low: The Land of the Sun (London: I870) p.38. The
Indian Navy played an effective role in protecting East
Indian Company and British trade, supressing slave trade,
eliminating Arab and European piracy in the Indian Ocean,
and the acquiring of ports and coaling stations after
pacifying Indian Native States. See H.L. Hoskinss British
Routes to India (New York: 1925) PP 183-6.

89. Lorimer: Gazetteer.Vol.1. p.469# In 1847 Said had 15
vessels of war, one of which "Shah Alajra" had 54 guns.

90. C.S. Nicholls: Swaliii i Coast. pp26l-2, 97.
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interpreted this as ingratiating himself with superior
91

British power. There were other limitations on the Sultan1s

sea power. Apart from the few vessels built at Muscat,
92

his vessels were built in Bombay, the U.S.A. and in Europe.

Said also possessed very few well trained sailors from

Bombay and Qalcutta. who were skilled in using lunar

observations and in the use of chronometers. This dependence

on British India did not bode well for his shipping interests,

and after the division of Muscat and Zanzibar in 1361, Omani

power on the Ocean was divided and became exceedingly

weak.-'

Unlike the Omani sea power, the East India Company

and British vessels had dry docks at Bombay to support their

shipping. These dry -docks were considered superior to any

in Europe, and could simultaneously repair three shijjs.

Many of the East India Company ships were also built at

Bombay.

Ships built at Bombay are not only as strong, but
as handsome, are as well finished as ships built in any
part of Euro|>e} the timber and plank of which they are
built so far exceeds any in Europe.9^

These ships were built at Bombay because of the access

to hard timbers like teak from Malabar and Gujerat, and the

availability of cheap skilled craftsmen.

At Bombay the Wadias, a Parsi family, built some of
the finest vessels in the Indian trade. They had

91* ibid.. pp 156-7# Edmund Roberts: Embassy to Eastern Courts
of Cochin. China. Siam and Muscat 1832-34: (New York:1837)
wrote that Said was a very powerful prince possessing
a more efficient naval force than, all the native
princes combined from the Cape of Good Hope to Japan (p.361)

92. C.S. Nicholls: Swahili Coast, pp 262-3.
93. Taylor: India Directory, p. 2202.
94. A. Parsons: Travels in Asia, p.215. See also C.E.Carrington:

The British Overseas tCambridge:1968) who asserts that
British ships used in the early period of country trade
were inferior to Arabian dhows and Chinese junks, and that
British Indiamea built at Bombay by the Wadias, improved
the construction of British ships.
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built Indianion for a hundred years before the
East India Company came to an end. They held this
honourable position so long because they were
conscientious craftsmen who put the best ships
on the Indian Ocean.95

The Wadias built ships in conjunction with the Indian

and Royal Navy for the Admiralty. These ships were

not only durable but were built at a quarter the cost

of those built in England. When the Indian Navy ceased

to exist in 1863, and possibly with the advent of the

steamboat, these shipyards virtually closed down. Since

Indian shipping interests were neither independent nor

powerful, India became dependent upon Britain for sea-borne

trade, and in 1912 only eight percent of the total

capacity of national shipping, ninety-five thousand out

of eleven million eight hundred thousand tons, was under

Indian control. Hence, India had become a country

without this most important organ of national
life. There can hardly be conceived of a more
serious obstacle in the path of her industrial deve-
ipwent than this most complete extinction of
her shipping and shipbuilding. And yet India is
one of the countries that can ill spare a national
indigenous shipping. Trie sea-borne traffic of
India is continually expanding with the result
of increasing our dependence on foreign shipping.96

The collapse of Indian shipping and shipbuilding on the

peripheral community in East Africa was even more devastating.

They had become totally dependent on the sophisticated British

shipping.

The other extra-Indian shipping power to compete with

Britain was the United States. During the first half of

the nineteenth century only a handful of American warships

touched at Zanzibar. Therefore*

95. Stanley Rodgers* The Indian Ocean (London* 1932) pp112-3.
96. R. Mookerji* Indian Shipping (London* 1912) p.253.
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Consul Ward felt that this absence of a show of
force was a contributing factor in his adverse
treatment by Said.97

This inability of America to develop its sea power in

the Indian Ocean can partly be attributed to the absence

of naval and port facilities of the type that Britain

enjoyed in the Indian Ocean. There was certainly

goodwill towards the Americans from the Indian merchant

community on both sides of the Ocean. In 183@ the Rao

of K.utch reported that Jairam Thakoor, a native of Hutch,

would transport American and European merchandise from

Zanzibar. While contacts between India and American

traders remained strong well into the nineteenth century

the Indians never achieved a commercially viable fleet,

and Sir Tharia Topan's wish for a steamer link between

London, Bombay and Mozambique and Maculla did not
98

materialise. The Secretary of the Government of India

had no objections to American ships trading in the Indian

Ocean if the trade was lucrative. lie felt that if the

trade became lucrative, then Indian and English shipping
99

interests would take over the lead. In the first half

97. C.S. Nichollst Swahili Coast, p.179.
98. N.R. Bennetts "William Hathorae: Mereliant and Consul in

Zanzibar", EIHC. p.127. The Americans however, because
of close trading with Topan, named a Saleia vessel
belonging to John Bertram after Tharia Topan,(p.118)•
Topan did control a fleet of ships and dhows.

99. NAI Foreign Dept.(^ol), Secretary of Govt, of India to
Bombay Govt., No.27# 31-1-1838. The American ships
used Zanzibar as their main port when they visited East
Africa. From the coast they sailed to Zanzibar before
they left for Bombay, Muscat and the United States. See
Peabody Museum, Acc. 12,376, Box 11, R.P. Waters:
"Consular Reports and Correspondence 1832-1834."
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of the nineteenth century English shipping off East Africa

was negligible. Despite the relaxation of the closed

trading practices of the Americans, British shipping

did not grow in Zanzibar. It was reported that even to

get a letter to Zanzibar an American or a Hamburg ship

was used since "no English trade vessel trades there at

any time. " *' ^ However the break for English shipping-

came soon after the outbreak of the American Civil War,

and easy access to Zanzibar resulted froia the opening of

the Suez Canal and the use of steamships.

Tiiis increase in British shipping depended on many

factors. The Indian Ocean was being surveyed and charted,

and voyages of exploration published their reports.

British shipping became safer because of the increased

availability of charts, maps and printed materials.

There was a paucity of such information for the Indian and

Arab sailors. The helpful effects of the reports

published by Captain Srnee and Lieutenant Hardy of their

voyage to Zanzibar in 1811 were felt only by English

speaking British subjects. There was a very small

minority of Indian British subjects who read the

Transactions of the Bombay Geographical Society and

derived commercial benefit froia such reports. The

100. F.O. 54.18, Rigby to W. Coglan, 15-10-1860.
F.O. 54.17. Admiral Trotter to A. Scott, 26-9-1857*
As a result of Commander Guillian*s Report, French
naval activity had also intensified.
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various guides and directories ^*mapped the East African

coast elaborately, and British shipping began to take

advantage of these materials after the opening of the

Suez Canal, and the development of the steaaship.

While Captain Owen * s political imposition of control

over Mombasa had failed, unlike that of Raffles at

Singapore, his surveys of the African and Arabian coasts

conferred incalculable benefits on British shipping.

The surveys of the Indian Ocean consolodated British

power for the following reasons. Firstly, it eliminated

the dangers presented to shipping between the Cape

and India} secondly, the strategic control of the routes

to the East was enhanced, especially when there were

conflicts in Europe; lastly, the East India Company

wanted to expand, and to locate markets for English

goods on the East African coast, and these objectives
102

became easier. The English sailors also benefited

from the advantages which accrued from effectively

transmitting their instructions to Indian sailors.

This was facilitated by the production of a dictionary
103

for them in Hindustani. This edition was completed

101. J. Horsborough: India Directory (London: 1809-11) was
widely used. A mistake in the charts mentioned by J.S.
Buckingham: Oriental herald.Vol.XIX (London:1828)
pp 45-6, was coreected in Horsborough*s updated
Directory in 1852. 1874 issue was edited by A.D. Taylor.
J.C. Richards: The Red Sea Pilot(London:1873)I Capt•
A. Horsey: The African Pilot(London:1864): A.D. Taylor:
The West Coast of Hindustan Pilot(London:1898) 4th ed.
G.C.Constable & A.¥.Stiff: The Persian Gulf Pilots
(London: 1864).

102. W.A. Spray: Surveying and Charting, pp 230-232.
103* This dictionary was produced by Capt. Thomas Robuck:

An English and Hindoostanee Naval Dictionarv(London:1848)
P. 1 • * *** — — ——
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with the help of a Kutchi, and words in Asian nautical
104

science had a Kutchi-Gujerati slant. It had the

basic advantage of consolidating the secondary role of

Indian sailors on British ships.

In the case of complicated legal tangles involving

Indian and Arab vessels in the slave trade, there was

105
a dearth of qualified interpreters. Many Indian dhows

and Arab barracons were destroyed on the basis of extremely
*106

shallow evidence. Another writer had acknowledged that

the captains of cruisers generally ignored the circulars,

Acts of Parliament, treaties, conventions and rules of

conduct because they were considered to be tedious and

inaccurate. Indisputable proof was required before

Arab craft could be detained, and

if their approach had been one of technical obedience
to the law very few Arab craft would have been condemned
or destroyed.*^7

Since many of the dhows were burnt on the spot, the evidence

of the capture of the dhows was taken on trust. The

legitimate Indo-Omani shipping suffered, not only because

the Arab and Indian masters of the vessels were not

familiar with the treaty engagements and the state*s rights,

but also because they paid undue penalties if they

104. Lascar Indians were not considered to be as good sailors
as Arabs, but both understood Hindustarii language• See
J.S.Buckinghamj Oriental Herald (London:1809) p.99»

105. The difficulties presented by "legal" and "illegal"
slave trade are discussed by G.L.Sullivanj Zanzibar
Waters, pp 57-62, 113-6,

106. Sheriff: Commercial Empire. pp423-4, 457.
107. G.S.Graham: Britain in the Indian Ocean, p.137. This

"piratical spirit" of the crews of the ROyal Navy and
the competitive games it involved is further discussed
pp 140-3.
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10B
"overstepped the legal mark by a hair*s breadth".

The French, Portuguese, Spanish and American competitors

of the English trade felt that

the Englishman was a hypocrite, enriching himself
by the manufacture of cheap trading goods and the
capture of helpless Moslem traders under the guise
of humanitarianism.

American Consul Webb in Zanzibar reported that in 1868-69

about seventy vessels were burnt, and that not all

were guilty of trading in slaves.**0 Ilence, Indian and

Zanzibari shipping suffered heavy losses, and by the time the
111

Admiralty Courts pursuant of the Slave Trade Act of 1873

were established, their shipping was too overwhelmed to

make a major comeback.

The advantages which accrued to Indian and Zanzibari

shipping from the monsoon winds were considerably lessened

with the introduction of steamships. The "country trade",

which stretched from the Red Sea to China, was eventually
112

reduced to a tertiary role. The introduction of the

steamships led to a qualitative change in the Indian

Ocean system because of the powerful steam-powered ships,

and the use of scientific nomenclature in Admiralty

charts which was not comprehended by the Indian and Arab

108. ibid.. p,l46.
109. ibid.

110. Peabody Museum: Ropes Papers, Webb to Ropes, 13-4-1869#
111. Gainsford Bruce & Charles Jemmett: Admiralty Actions

and Appeals (London:1886) p.221. See also P.P.(1871)
Vol. LXII Table of Vessels captured by Commodore L.
Heath, No. 54. Commodore L. Heath to Admiralty, 22-1-1870;
No. 7. Earl Granville (F.O.) to Kirk, 10-7-1871.
Recommendations for fair trial in presence of interested
parties because legal commerce "has doubtless suffered
from the system hitherto pursued."

112. W.II.Coates: The Old * Country Trade* of the East Indes
(London: 1911) p.1» trade involving especially the keen
Gujorati traders was coining to an end. (p. 14).
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seamen. Hence, the reins of Indian Ocean communication

passed on to Britain and Europe, who had begun to male©
113

their communications systematic and regular.

The Industrial Revolution had led to the rapidly
114

increased size of the East Indiamen and by 1800, there

were several ships of twelve hundred tons. The clippers
115

of the 1840s bettered the performances of the East Indiamen,

but sailing ships were not generally superseded until

the 1880s, when steamships finally replaced the*.

Steaia itself had not become competitive in shipping

until about 1869» when the Suez Canal opened. This

double coincidence was welcomed by the British authorites

because of the grave fears which had been aroused about the

Indian Empire after the 1857 Revolt, since it was Britain*s

"grandest acquisition."116

113* The steamer "Hugh Lindsay" is a case in point as this
very large war vessel effectively put an end to organised
piracy in 1839 and helped take over Aden as a coaling
station. See G.S.Graham* Britain in the Indian Ocean,
pp 300-1. A.T.W±lsonj The Persian Gulf, p.206.reports
the Indian ship, "Daria Dowiut" had been plundered in
January 1816. 17 were killed by the Qawasiia. Its women
and children passengers mistreated, and £20,000 in cargo
belonging to Hawab of Madras stolen. See Hoskins* British
pp 196-207. The "Hugh Lindsay" is further interesting,
because it was built in Bombay by Nowrjee Jamsetjee and
Cursetjee Rustomjee with Indian teak, but fitted with
engines from England for the successful 1830 Red Sea
voyage•(pp 101-2), See also J.H.Wilsons Steam Communica¬
tion between Bombay and Suez (Bombay* 1833). J.II.Wilson
was the Commander of the "Hugh Lindsay".

114. J.S. Buckingham* Oriental Herald (London* 1829) July-Sept,
pp 5^-61, advocated the use of steam because it had resul¬
ted in the Industrial Revolution and needed to be harnessed
to facilitate the extensive distribution of industrial goods.

115» Hoskins* British, p.81.
116. See W.F. Vesey Fitzgerald* The Suez Canal, the Eastern

Question and Abvaainia (London*1^67) p.29« The Suez ~~
Canal was welcomed to protect India because it "annually
yielded a large revenue beyond the expenses incurred in
governing it." The Canal would also neutralise the East
and pay large dividends in obtaining raw materials for
British manufactures.pp34, 62-70. Stanley Rodgers* Indian
Ocean, p.26 mentions that the Canal "brought down the
cost of Australian and Asiatic goods. It is also of enor¬
mous strategic value to the Royal Navy."
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Tlie small English firm of Newman, Hunt and Christopher

in Zanzibar had closed down in the 1840s because English

commercial interests were relegated to a secondary

place when compared to the British interest in western India.

However, with the opening of the Suez Canal, British

commerce with Zanzibar and East Africa acquired direct contact

with London and was not viewed as a reflection of dominant

British interests in western India. The Foreign Office

asserted that

aid is constantly afforded to British merchants
and shipowners and in many cases this assistance
is fully acknowedged. 117

It was therefore, not surprising that Sir William

Mackinnon* s British India Steam Navigation Company was

in the forefront of steam shipping in the Indian Ocean.

Richard Burton observed:

How long thi3 absurd monopoly will last is hard
to say....The inevitable "canny Scot" rules the
roost, and doubtless will fight hard to keep
rivals out of the kitchen.

The BISN monthly mail service from Aden to Zanzibar

had started in 1872. The increased activity by die BISN

in Zanzibar involved it in a large number of civil suits.

In the same period until 1895# there were only five civil

cases dealing with problems of shipping on indigenous Indian
119

craft. The BISN established a Zanzibar! Agency

called Smith Mackenzie and Company in 1877» and II*A. Fraser

117. F.O. 83.932, No. 4, F.O. to K. Murray, Secretary of
London Chamber of Commerce, 22-2-1886,

118. Richard Burton: Sind Revisited. Vol. 1, p.11.
119. William Murison: Zanzibar Protectorate.Vol. 1. See

Civil Cases No. 342, Coorji v. BISN (1877)J No. 296,
Coorji v. Smith Mackenzie and Co, (1877)J No. 371#
Furani v, BISN (1878)1 Smith Mackenzie as Agents of
BISN v. Topan; No. 128,(1895) Ramji v. BISN, pp24-5# 51-7.
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120
was the first Agent • Although the British Indian traders

continued to be the predominant trading class, the content
121

and carriers of their trade wore increasingly British.

The BISN was able to establish this pre-eminence in

shipping partly due to the fact that they received

mail subsidies from the government.

With the introduction of the steamers there was the

122
beginning of the "falling off in native craft", although

the indigenous sailing vessels have continued to trade.

Between 1871 and 1879 British tonnage had increased sevenfold,

while that of other countries either remained stationary
123

or declined.

During 1877 modern amenities in the form of police,

water supply and street lighting were organised in

Zanzibar. The same year Sultan Barghash strengthened

British contacts with Zanzibar in a new field. He opaied.

the telegraphic link which was laid by the Eastern

Telegraph Company. These links primarily benefited

companies such as Smith Mackenzie and Company, although the

telegraph had "forged yet another valuable link with the

outside world" and "proved of inestimable value to the
12k

firm in its general business activities." Therefore

120. See The History of Smith Mackenzie and Co. Ltd.(London;
1933). See also Bartle Frere*"Zanzibars a Commercial Power"
MacMillan*s Magazine. Vol, XXXII, July 1875» P»28,
mentions the advantages of direct contact by BISN
between Africa and Europe while that between "India
and Arabia may suffer."

121. J.S. Galbraita: MackinaiQ.n and East Africa, p.26.
122. Loriraer* Gazetteer. Col. Pelly, No. 104, 19-6-1869.
123. R. Oliver (ed.)2 East Africa. See chapter by Gray, p.241.
124. Smith Mackenzie & Co.. p.19. A.T.Wilson* The Persian Gulf,

pp 267-8, the benefit of the telegraph to India after
1857- See also F.J.Goldsmid* Telegraph. and Travel(London:
1874), the Director of Indo-European Telegraph and his
account of the introduction of the telegraphic system.
F.J.GoldsmidtEastern Persia*An Account of the Journeys of the
Persian Boundary Commission 1870-72(London*1876) involvement
of Euanl-Smi^h as the ''as'dS^b'aait'1 to" Go 1dsuid,ppxxvxi, 1xvii-lxvii
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the general pattern of cohesiveness that had occurred in India

as a result of the railway and telegraph, had occurred in

the Indian Ocean because of the telegraph and the steamship.

Both had made British power pre-eminent in the Indian sub—.
f

continent and the Indian Ocean.

In the final analysis Indian shipping belonging to

British subjects and protected persons, because of British

control over the area, constituted a part of British

shipping. In the Persian Gulf the precise status of

Kutchi ships had not been determined!

As they are not owned by British subjects they cannot
be registered as British ships, nor can they hoist
the British merchant flag. If therefore the Persian
Gulf and its shores were not so completely as they are
under the influence of this country disagreeable
consequences might easily occur.'

Since this was the position in the Persian Gulf where "no

jurisdiction was assumed, no^Lnteraal or external sovereign
126

powers were taken out of the hands of the tribal chief,"

in Zanzibar, where there was a definite acquisition of

jurisdiction, Indian shipping was more closely part of

British shipping.

Consuls Kirk and Pelly had first granted passes to

ships owned by British Indian subjects, but at the insistence
127

of the Bombay Government these were withdrawn in 1363.

Kirk requested the Indian Government to issue flags to

Indian ships and the Indian Government agreed to the

"right ot. Indian vessels when carrying passes from the British
128

Consul at Zanzibar to fly the British ensign," but

concluded that Zanzibar was not within the legislative

125# Hallt Foreign Powers* pp 227-8,n.1.
126. ibid., p.228.
127. F.O. 34.1307,Kirk to F.0.,29-1I-I869, Resolution No. 36I,

Nov. 1868.
128. ibid.. No. 85, Jan. 1869.
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powers of India, Kirk was therefore requested to

"address his request to the Foreign Office or the Lord of
129

the Admiralty," Kirk had requested the grant of flags to

British Indian shipping lest they opted for the French flag.

The Rreign Office, after conferring with the India Office

and Lord Derby, decided that the Kutchi flag did not

constitute a vessel belonging to a "foreign state", since
1 30

it was a British protectorate,

3 The Effect on Indian Customs and Usage

The control of commercial life and customs collection

was virtually complete as the East Africa mainland was

opening up. This led to a decrease in the importance of

Zanzibar as a centre of commerce. Within Zanzibar, one

of the repercussions of the Indian presence and British control

of the commercial life had been the change in the customary

trading practices. Both the social and commercial

customs and usages of the various communities were brought

under close scrutiny, and the pattern of commerce was

changed. There was a gradual change through decided

cases and subsequent enactments, so that ultimately these

civil matters were brought within the statute law and

many customary usages faded, as illustrated by the cases

1 31
mentioned herein. Hence, statute law was more widely used,

129. ibid.. No. 2781, Govt of India to Kirk, 28-8-1869.
130. F.O. 84.1383# No. 51• F.O. to Kirk, 31-8-1871. This

was determined within the meaning of the Act 36 & 37
Vict. cap. 59.

131. See George Cornewall Iaris: Government of Dependencies
(London: 1841) pp 252-286 for a discussion on the intro¬
duction of laws, religion and language of the
dominant country into a dependency.
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while the previously dominant Islamic law was reduced in

importance. Sir George Gray had suggested that

although the natives should as far as the persons and
property of Europeans were concerned be made amenable
to British laws, yet so loi^as they only exercised their
own customs among themselves, and not too immediately
in the presence of Europeans, they should be allowed
to do so with impunity.'32

Since the Indian immigrant community in Zanzibar was a

minority in a foreign situation, there were very few

customs which they could exercise "with impunity"• This

was especially true since, as British subjects, they traded

extensively with the British and were subject to British

consular control.

The "privilege" of being subject to British

extraterritorial jurisdiction had arrested any dynamic

change that might have occurred in social and cultural

terms amongst the Indians at Zanzibar, As British subjects

they were subject to the myth of equality, while

extraterritorial jurisdiction reduced the status and

customs of British Indian subjects by insulating them from

the Zanzibar! society, and yet total westernization was

also closed to them. They were, therefore, superficially

westernized or anglicized, and assumed a macabre and bizarre

identity which was subject to caricature by the imperialists

themselves. The concept of the equality of British subjects

was criticized, since it was not true

to imagine that proclaiming that all fellow subjects
of whatever race are equal in the eye of the law,
we really make them so. There cannot be greater error,
nor o: on those classes

132. Sir George Gray quoted by Herman Merivales Lectures on
Colonisation and Colonies (Londons 1861) p.500.

133* ibid.. Sir George Gray quoted in Appendix of lecture,p.522.

whom
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Since Indian interests vers not represented in the

House of Commons, the East India Company had been encouraged

to rule by carrying the Muftis. Kazis and Pundits with them,

rather than converting them to Christianity as the French
134

and Portuguese had tried unsuccessfully to do.

However, the East India Company had not governed Indians

through '♦truth and honesty" since "we systematically lie
135

to them at every turn." This lack of consultation with tile

governed by the governors had led to increased dissatisfaction

with the British. An Indian writer, while discussing

the causes of the 1857 Indian Revolt, mentioned that,

because of this arbitrary rule, every act of the government

was misconstrued:

Such acts as were repugnant to native customs
and character whether in themselves good or
bad increased this suspicion.•

The Indian community in Zanzibar was too removed even to be

aware of the Indian legislation which was being promulgated.

They were so remote from any consultative process that they

were only subject to legal statutes, which they little
i 37

understood.

134. See SRG G.D.51.180, T.Cockbura to Lord Merivale,26-6-1813.
135. SRO G.D.183/l» John Jacob (Busiiire) to Viscount Melville,

31-8-1857. It was considered dangerous to introduce
religion to the body politic since it was a "fatal disease".

136. Syed Ahmad Khan: The Causes of the Indian Revolt(Benares:
1873) p.14.This is an English translation of a sober
manuscript about the 1857 Revolt written in Urdu,especially
from a Muslim point of view. One of the reasons for the
Revolt was the fear of being converted to Christianity,
p. 37. See also Appendix 1,pp.55-9#

137. Aimad Husain Khan: Law Tec!micalities(Lahore:1898). This
dictionary of legal technicalities from Urdu to English
was produced by a translator of the Seesions Court,Lahore.
However no such dictionary in Gujerati or Kutcixi languages
was available to Indians in Zanzibar. H.K.Ahmad also
translated 3hakespoare*s "Othello" into Hindustani(Lahore:
1895).
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In India the application of English law to the

adjudication of cases had been subject to controversy.

The matter was settled by an enactment of Indian codes
1 38

some of which were applicable to Zanzibar. The settle¬

ment of civil matters, such as inheritance, succession

to lands or goods, marriage and to some extent, even

ordinary contracts, depended on the use of local or
i 39

personal law. However, despite this, in India,
140

"under British rule the customs have changed more and more."

In Zanzibar, custom had a totally different

significance, even though Zanzibar was considered to br

a district of the Bombay Presidency. Customary and

personal laws were given currency by Regulation IV of

1827. Reference was made to decisions of the Bombay High

Court in which the legal recognition of the customs at variance

with the recognized systematic law of the community had
141

been made. While in cases amongst Zanzibar Indians

138. See Capter IV, last sections Legal Framework.
139* See Lindsay Robertson:"The Judicial Recognition of Custom

in India" JCLIL 3rd series,Vol.4, (London:1922)pp 218-28.
Ho distiction is made between "custom" and "usage" and
recognition was given to it as attached to various reli¬
gious sects or communities but not to districts. In India
amongst the Hindus especially, local and territorial
customs are quite important. They were not used because
there was no comprehensive digest of them. In 0.P. and
Punjab tribal and village customs on succession and land
were colleclai by settlement officers. See C.L.Tapper:
Puoifeb Customary Law(London:1S31):tf.H.Ratti^an: Motes on

Customary Law of the Pun.iab(London: 1876 } ; W.II.Rattigan:
A Digest of Civil Lax/ for the Punjab, chiefly based on

customary law(London:1896),
140. Julius Jolly: Hindu Customs and Law(Calcutta:1928) p.98.
141. J.H* Vaughan: Dual Jurisdiction, M. Ibrahim v. G. Ahiaad,

Case No. 336, Bombay High Court Report. In Zanzibar
Hamed bin Suliman v. Sadha (Zan. Law Rep. Ho. 398) was
decided on basis of the Bombay case. The terra "personal
law", unknown to English law, is used by writers on htematdcraal
Private law. See R. Wilson: Anfclo-Mohatmaedan Law. 6th ed.
p. 85# n., for definition of "personal law".
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custom was used, they were settled by the judge at the

Consular Court. Hence the judge could question whether the

custom was of long standing,whether it had universality,

and, in certain cases overrule the existence of such customs

As a result of this:

It is hardly surprising that large numbers abandoned
many traditional practices, and began to model their
behaviour not on Brahainanical or Islamic ideals
which they had observed in India, but those they
believed to be held by Europeans.143

These were the beginnings of the situation, for instance

amongst the Hindus, where caste exciusiveness remained

an attitude of mind while communal substance began to

disappear.

The polymorphous nature of Zanzibar society was

another factor which had an effect on the customary usage

of the Indians and the local populace. The law of

Zanzibar, even after the American, Austrian, Belgian, French

German, Italian and Portuguese systems had been eliminated,

remained polymorphous. First, in certain circumstances,

it incorporated the substance of common law, the doctrines

of equity, and statutes of general application in England.

Secondly, many Zanzibar decrees were based upon Indian codes

and acts, with the result that a great part of the law

of India was in force in Zanzibar. Thirdly, the Muslim

law, with its variations for Ibadhi, Sunni and Hanfi sects

(and further sub-variations for different Sunni sub-sects),

was used. The followers of the Hanafi school (Memons and

Punjabis) and those of Shia persuasion were, almost without

exception, British subjects or under British protection.

142. ¥. Murisonj Zanzibar Protectorate, pp 7-9# Case No. 249
of 1878, Premji Khimji v. Tyabji Mamooji.

143. H.S, Morrisi Indians in Uganda, p.27.
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Fourthly, in certain cirumstances, Hindu law was applied.

Under this system of law clear proof of usage was to

outweigh the written text of the law unless it had been

declared void because it was contrary to justice, equity
144

and good conscience. For those Hindus who came from

Gujerat and Bombay Island it was the Mayuldia Hindu law

which applied. Those from the rest of Bombay Province

were subject to the Mitaicshara division of Hindu law.

This was one of the two codifications of Brahmin rale

and precept which was accepted by the courts of law and in
145

the formulation of legislation by the Government of India.

Finally, there was in addition, the multiplicity of customs

prevailing among the various communities of Zanzibar,
146

especially the Muslim, sheria. The Chinese community

was a non-Christian, non—Muslim element which was therefore

subject to His Highness the Sultan of Zanzibar*s Courts.

While section 12 of the Courts Decree of 1899 contained a

provision for trial by special courts in cases like the

Chinese, there is no clear indication that this jurisdiction
147

was ever exorcised. As in China, similarly in Zanzibar

144. The general principle used while applying the Indian Penal
Code and Codes of Civil and Criminal Procedure was that
due regard would be paid to "Mohammedan law, native law
or custom not repugnant to justice or morality." Peace
Handbook issued by the Historical Division oftthe Foreign
Office. V01.XVI, British Possessions II. The Congo.No.
96 (New Yorkj 1969) reprint, p. 56.

145. See H.L.B. Stokesi Hindu Law Books (Madras* 1865)» pub¬
lished by H.L.B.Stokes. Translation of Mayukha Law by
Borrodaile; Mitakshara Law by Colebrooke, p.90. In Kenya
during the 20th century the Dayabhaga School of Hindu
Law was also represented. In a conflict between Mitakshara
and Dayabhaga law the European judge was empowered to
determine which particular school governed the district
since clear proof of usage outweighed the written text
of law. Edward Trevelyans East Africa Court of Appeal:
Civil Appeals Digest 1068-I956(Nairobi:n.d.) p.1o4.
Jani v. Jani (1952).

146. J.H. Vaughan: Dual Jurisdiction. Intro, p.x. Extensive
use was made of "Christian common sense" by the judges,

14?. ibid.. pp 43-44.
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British courts sometimes applied a personal law. Thus
to Hindus or Mohammedans.* iiindu or Mohammedan law
would be applied in questions of marriage, status
or succession.

Of the dozen languages used in the Zanzibar courts

the chief ones were English, Gujerati, Arabic and Swahili.

Nearly all the Indian merchants used the Gujerati language,

and very few spoke Hindustani.

The effect of this poymorphousness on Indian customs

was to detract from the certainty and reasonableness of

some of the customs, as can be illustrated by the following

case. General Mathews, a Welshman, and a Minister in the

Sultan1s Government, Binti Masood, an Arab, and Vissonji, a

Hindu, opposed the construction of a Parsi "tower of silence"

for the disposal of their deceased members. The plaintiffs,

who owned the neighbouring sixambas (farms), tried to stop

the construction through the Consular Court, on the grounds

of discomfort and nuisance to the neighbours. On the inter¬

vention of Judge Cracknell, the Parsis had to forgo the

construction of the tower. He substantiated his judge¬

ment with the advice of Dr. Gregory and Dr. Hussey, who
149

declared the tower a danger to public health. Hindu and

Muslim customs were based on the existence of divine laws.

In a case of the customs deviating from divine laws the

British trained jurists, operating within a secular

148. G.W. Keetoxxs Extraterritoriality in International and
Comparative Law. p.316.

149# W. Murison: Zanzibar Protectorate. Case No. 470, L. Mathews,
B. Masood,and V. Haridas v. Pestonji and others (1886),
pp26-27. Ethel Youngshusband: Glimpses of East Africa
and Zanzibar, p.263, mentions that the Parsis had a
cemetery for the burial of their dead instead of the tower.
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1 50
outlook, could not seek recourse to divine law. Even

when a custom was upheld the fact remained that such a

custom was sanctioned by a British court after strict

scrutiny, substantiating that it had existed since time

immemorial and did not conflict with any express law of Britain,

According to the English law, as I conceive it, and
to the sound principle of universal lav/, the
custom would require the sanction of the court,
as representing the sovereign authority, before it
obtained any legal validity,1^1

Concerning inter-caste problems, certain castes contended

that these were not justiciable by either Consular or

Indian Courts, This contention was overruled by Judge

Cracknell on the grounds that grave "discretionary powers"

could not be left to one sect of the Memon Khatri and

Dauli sect

Another complicating factor was the litigation

involving the subjects of the Sultan of Zanzibar and Indians

who tried to invoke their respective customs to settle

disputes. For instance, in Nasur Jesa versus Kirbayu, a

Khoja Indian subject was sued by one of the Sultan's

subjects, who was the Khoja's illegitimate son. The

case involved a conflict between Khoja customs and the

Muhararaedan law of inheritance. The Khoja custom conflicted

with the local inheritance law, and could not stand in
1 CI "'1

the British Consular Court. In India, custom was

150. Sir Erskine Perry: Cases Illustrative of Oriental Life
and the application of English Law to India (London:1853)
pp 121-122,

151. ibid.. p.119.

152. ¥, Murison: Zanzibar Protectorate, Civil Case No. 340,
(1889) PP 30-31.

153. ibid. Some of the customs which were allowed to stand
in court did not do so as a matter of right, but in
conflict with other laws. See Rambye v. Karmal Bhaloo,
Civil Case No. 186 (1880), p.16.
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repeatedly brought to the notice of the courts, and it

was easier to introduce it into the law, since it was

easier to prove the existence of a custom. When situations

arose in Zanzibar because of the prevailing polymorphous

conditions, Indian precedents were not likely to be

applicable, and the custom was less likely to be proved.

An Indian judge in India in the nineteenth century,
1 54

commenting on Muslim matrimonial law, referred to a case

in which the Privy Council referred to Macnaughten, an

authority on Muslim law:

The counsel for the parties had no opportunity to
refer to original textbooks, as many have not been
translated. If my knowedge of the parties is correct,
they were of the Shia sect, but the case was argued
on the principles of Sunni law. By chance, however,
the decision was passed in accordance with the right
principles of the Shia sect.*55

This case illustrated the inadequate knowledge of Indian

customs displayed by certain members of the British judiciary.

In Zanzibar, where there were no experts on the legalities

of Indian customs, this was an even greater danger.

Matrimonial matters in an extraterritorial context lost

the traditional sanctions which, in an Indian context,

were extremely powerful. During the absence of the

Portuguese Consul General, Sir Arthur Kardinge sat as a

judge in the Portuguese Consular Court. One case involved

two Goans who wanted to marry two Arab women. This was

contrary to Muslim law which required them to become

Muslims and undergo the rite of circumcision. While the

Goans were prepared to do so, the Portuguese code at their

154. Maulvi Samee-Ullah Khan: A Judgement containing an Expo¬
sition of the Muliammadan Matrimonial Law (Allahabad:
1891), P»3«» refers to Tauhlcumisa v. Gulam Kamber.

155. ibid.
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Consular Court forbade wilful apostacy from the Catholic

faith on punishment of excommunication and the forfeiture

of civil and electoral rights in Portugal. Sir Arthur

wrote:

X explained to them that an appeal on the subject
from my own decision to that effect lay in the High
Court in Lisbon} but if it failed they would
apparently lose the municipal and parliamentary
franchise in Portugal which they had never had
an opportunity of exercising. They decided to
take the risk for what it was worth of becoming
Moslems and I left them in the joyous prospect
of espousing, should they wish it, two other
attractive Arab wives.'56

However, an extraordinary judgement on marriage law

was delivered in Uganda in 1923 by Justice Guthrie Smith,

which was later described by the Governor of Uganda as

1 57
"Hopelessly and utterly wrong," but this type of

judgement did not fail to leave its mark on the marriage

customs. Xn Bishen Singh versus Hegina, the former was

sued by a Ugandan Roman Catholic whose Christian wife

had left hiss and moved in with Bishen Singh. A magistrate

convicted the Sikh under the Indian Penal Code, but Judge

Guthrie said that the Sikh had committed no offence

since the Ugandan Catholic and his Protestant wife had not

acquired any rights because "marriage between Christians
158

celebrated according to native custom is a nullity."

This sort of decision did not affect the Indian marriages

basically, as endogamy prevailed. It however, did point

out the situation in an unequal colonial society where

an Indian male could more easily have a liason with an

156. A.H. Hardingei A Diplomatist. p.106.
157* H.F. Morriss"Marriage Law in Uganda" in J.N.D. Andersons

Family Law in Asia and Africa (London: 1963)pp 38-39*
'58. ibid.
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African woman, whereas an African male and an Indian

woman were at a distict disadvantage in establishing such

a liason. This situation came to a head in Zanzibar

under Sheikh Karume who forced daughters of Persian and

Indian origin to marry ageing members of his cabinet. It

was also one of the facts that perturbed General Arain

in Uganda, since there were so few Indo-African marriages

in Uganda,

The question of immovable property was settled by the

case of the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

versus Charlesworth, Pilling and Company, The Privy Council

laid down a clear rule that incidents concerning land

were to be governed by the local Muslim law of Zaxz ibar,

irrespective of religion, nationality, or the fact that
*1 60

the party had extraterritorial jurisdiction conferred on them.

The importance of such decisions was not the fact that

the local Muslim law was upheld, but that

159, Justin O'Brien1 Brown Britons: The Crises of Uganda Asians
(London: Suimeymede Trust: 1972) p.13 and note. For
an interesting and detailed study of the endogamous
marriage, see Agehananda Bharati: The Asians in East Africa
Javhind and Uhuru(Chicago: 1972), e's'p, Chapters 2 and 4,

160, J.H. Vaughan: Dual Jurisdiction, pp 53-57}See G»¥. Keeton:
Extraterritoriality in China. Vol. II, pp 100-2,
extensively quoted the Charlesworth Pilling case, but
makes conclusions which are different from Sir Francis
Piggott: ^territoriality. Chapter 1, Keeton writes:
"so long as territorial sovereign remains beyond the
pale of nations subjectjfco international law, the Crown
is bound only by expediency.,." and the Crown does not
need to obtain formal grant when the community
can acquire a government with which the Crown can
px^operly deal, pp 103-104.
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the treaty powers always reserved to themselves
the right to say which regulations of the local
sovereign should be applied in their courts.

However, Zanzibar courts did not apply this rule from the

Charlesworth. Pilling and Company case consistently,

especially when they came into conflict with Khoja Shia
162

gift law. Legal claims between the Ismaili Khojas

and the Shia Ithna*asharius who questioned the right of

the Aga Khan to hold the mosque and other common property

personally were settled against the secessionist 11ima*ashari

sect. In 1905 the Aga Khan executed a power of attorney

appointing three of his follower® to settle matters

relating to property.

The major conflicts were, however, in matters of

trade. The conflict between the local Zanzibar! of an

Indian firm which used the custoia of Zanzibar, was not

allowed to stand when it was brought before the Consular

Court against a European company using codified commercial

laws Hence custom, or alleged custom, of Zanzibar

began to lose ground against the law applied by the

Consular Court. Thus, because of the complex environment,

within which transactions were carried on, custom, especially

in matters of commerce, became increasingly insignificant.

Another dimension in the use of local custom was its

use by European firms for suing Zanzibar! or Indian firms

when it suited their interests. For instance, the British

161. G.W. Keeton: Extraterritoriality in International
and Comparative Law, p. 361.

162. This was demonstrated in a later case following a decision
of the Privy Council. See ¥. Murison: Zanzibar Protecto¬
rate. A, Janmohammed v. M.V. Dharsi, Case No. 258,
PP 59-60.

163. ibid. A few cases in point werei Fleury & King v.
Mohammed ¥all & Co., pp 69A-69B# Civil Case No. 4^3 (189^);
Sivji Soraji v. George Ropes, Civil Case No. 274 (1880) p.17«
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India Steam Navigation Company, A British firm, invoked

local custom when it sued the firm of Topan for the repairs

of a house they held on perpetual lease. In this case

custom was overruled because it was felt that, even if

the custom existed, it was unreasonable to apply it on

164
a perpetual basis.

Hence a wide cross-section of British Indian life

became circumscribed by the Consular Court, and their

customs were subjected to rational discussion in a court

of law. While narrow caste matters were not justiciable

in court, those that concerned trade, the civil rights

of a person, and libel all fell within the jurisdiction of

the court. One of the reasons for the reduction in the

use of custom in the Zanzibar Consular Court was the fact

that it was confined to specific groups. The trading

communi ty as a composite unit accepted very few general

customs. Customary practices were also overruled by a

judge when varying interpretations were given to a custom

in court, or when certain customs used for transactions

relating to one commodity could not be applied to other

commodities•

The definition of items also caused difficulty. Hence

in the case of Valabdas Nasanji and Company versus Fazal

Allarakhia, Judge de Sausmarez had to seek the confirmation

of the Bombay High Court on the definition of the Gujerati

word rokda (sic: Rokra). ^
The customs which were used in Zanzibar emanated

from traditional methods of trade, whereas the British,

164. ibid.. BISN v. Tharia Topan, No. 182 (1887), p.24.
165. ibid.. Civil Appeal No. 162 (1894), and Zanzibar Consular

Case No. 377 (1893)* PP 42-44.
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as a "nation of shopkeepers", had very important commercial

customs which, while not having universal applicability,

had been extensively codified* These codified rules

were more effective than the traditional customary methods

of trade used by traders from the west coast of India.

A problem which caused great unfairness to the

Zanzibari subjects was that, however small a civil business

or the amount at stake, amongst British subjects the suit

was brought before the judge at the British Consular Court*

However large an amount the Sultan*s subjects were suing

one another for, the suit was brought before the kadi.

Hence it created the impression among the Sultan*s subjects

that the foreigners received better judgement than they did.

This can be illustrated by the example of an Arab suing

another Arab for an amount of less than Rupees 500.

The case first went to the kadi, then he had to make

appeals in order to reach the court at the magistrate level.

If, however, the same Arab sued an Indian for a similar

sum, then the case would of necessity be brought before
*1

the British judge. ° This unique situation lasted until

1923» long after the establishment of Protectorate status,

when the court system was organised with parallel British

and Zanzibari courts, so as to eliminate the false valuation
"167

between Indian and Zanzibari subjects.

166. S.S. Abrahams: "Reorganisation of Zanzibar Courts,,
Journal of Comparative Legglation and International Law.
Third series, Vol. VI,(1924),pp 296-7. From the Magistrate•s
Court the appeal first lay till 1914 to the Bombay
High Court, then the Court of Appeal for Eastern Africa
and finally the Privy Council.

167* W. Murison: Zanzibar Protectorate, pp 296-299*
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The existence of extraterritorial, and later dual,

jurisdiction itself mitigated against the customary

practices. Pew common practices could persist beyond

the level of the courts, where the Sultan's and British

Courts would judge the customs separately, 3inco the litigants

were separated on the basis of their citizenship.

The exercise of jurisdiction in matters of bankruptcy,

probate and administration raised

a fundamental problem since a British subject could
not acquire a domicile in a country in which he had
extra-territorial privileges.168

Powers of bankruptcy acquired by the British in the 1839

Treaty were also acquired in the 1886 Treaty, in Article XVIII,

as were powers for probate and administration in Articla XX.

Since the consular powers in this respect mainly increased

British control, but did not necessarily benefit the British

Indian subjects, their inability to acquire domicile as

"British subjects in oriental countries though they had their
169

fixed abode there* was contrary to their interests.

Their freedom within the legal framework of the Sultan's

x-egime was negated, while simultaneously the sovereign powers

of the Sultan were also eroded.

A precedent for interference in religious matters was

set in January 1862, when the Hindu sect "Vallabhacha

was unsuccessful in obtaining exemption from the

jurisdiction of the Supreme Court in Bombay. The sect had

sued an educated and anglicized member of their caste,

168. F. Piggott: Exterritoriality. p.127« The decision of
the Tootal Case (Law Reports, 23, Chancery Division 532),
established that "no exterritorial domicile can be
acquired by long residence in an e^territorial
conaaunity. " ibid. . note.

169. ibid., p. 138.
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170
Karsandas Mulji, for expressing the moral bankruptcy of

this sect din his paper Light of Truth. The Chief Justice

of the Bombay Court, Sir Joseph Arnould, in his judgement,

laid down the r ule that "what is morally wrong cannot be

theologiaally right" and lohked "custom and error boldly
171in the face." THis judgement against the Bhattia sect

set the precedent cf separating the various elements of Hindu

religion (i.e. morality and theology) into separate

components. Sir Bartle Frere felt that the Bhattias were

slavishly subject to "spiritual tyrants" leading "scandalously

immoral lives." He further stated:

Of the Hindu Banyans the most important class in
East Africa belong to the Bhattia caste. They too have
had their history and tenets thoroughly sifted in
a celebrated judicial trial in Bombay, and the result
is in its way quite as curious as in the case of the
Khojas.... It was a satisfactory result that our law up¬
held the cause of truth and purity against the marvellous
combination of wealth and caste power.^7^

This decision by the Bombay High Court on a class of

Hindu schismatics who \/ere exclusively devoted to foreign

trade, had validity in Zanzibar, whose Consular Court was

a division of the Bombay courts. The traditional and

conservative leadership of the Bhattia community received very

little sympathy from the English establishment in Bombay.

Sir Bartle Frere supported the dissident Karsandas Mulji

against the traditional caste leadership. In the case of

170* See Sorabji Jehangir: Men of India, p. 102, for the actions
of K. Mulji and Sir Mungaldas Nathoobhoy in the case
against the 'Maharajas*.

171. Bartle Frere: "The Banians - Traders of the Indian Seas"
Macmilian«s Magazine. Vol. XXXII, Oct. I875, PP 553-562.
Frere considered them a "sect of Hindu Epicurians,
among whom are to be found the keenest of traders, the
most sensual of voluptuaries, intellects remarkable
even among Hindus for acuteness and subtlety, sometimes
an obtuseness of moral consciousness which would
startle galley slaves."

172. Bartle Frere: "Zanzibar as a Commercial Power", Macmillan*s
Magazine. Vol. XXXII, July 1875» P.286.
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the Ismaili community, which was considered less fanatic,

Frere identified with the Aga Khan, whose history he
173

found to be "adventurous and romantic" and whose

stables of the best Arabian horses were run at Epsom Downs.

The most important case to affect customary law was

that which made the Khoja community subject to the British

Consular Court. This was the well-known judgement of

Judge Araould, in the Aga Khan case heard in Bombay, in

which the Ismailx community was defined in "formal and
174

constitutional terms." This remarkable judgement detailed

the division of the Muslim sects, and was used by Zanzibar

judges when hearing Muslim cases in Zanzibar.

In this case the Aga Khan had submitted that the

problem of the Sunni Khojas and the Shia Ismailis was

a sectarian problem, and not justiciable in the court.

Judge Araouid, however, ruled that the court did have juris¬

diction in the case. The Zanzibar Khoja community had

become implicated in the case because of the four hundred

families resident in Zanzibar. Four hundred and forty-five

members of these families had "signed a paper of adhesion to
175

the Aga Khan", and to the views he represented. On this

occasion the court not only accepted that the Khojas were

not Sunnis, but also the Shias of Imami Ismaili persuasion.

However, it als.o described the Khoja sect as being of Hindu

173. Bartle Frere: in Macmillan* s Magazine. Vol. XXXIV, Sept.
1876, Part II, p.430.

174. See A.E. Esmaili Satpanth, esp. Chapters III and IV for
detailed description of the Arnould case and its religious
implications. See also Chapter I,Part 3(b) of this study.

175« V. Murison: Zanzibar Protectorate, p. 650.
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origin, which Ixad been converted to the faith of Slxia Imarai

Ismaili. The Aga Khan who had helped the British in the

Afghan War (1841-42), had his spiritual allegiance of

this community in the East, including Zanzibar, confirmed

by the Indian Court, The Aga Khan*s contacts with the

Duke of Edinburgh and the Prince of Wales were

basically due to the fact that he remained on cordial
terms with British imperial policy in Inda, and his
role in Indian politics was largely based on an acceptance
of the principle of imperial rule.'??
This case not only made the Khojas religious customs

justiciable in a British court, but also v/as used by a

the judges in Zanzibar as a guide in dealing with the Muslim

community. The members of the increasingly large Khoja

community in Zanzibar were mainly followers of the Aga

Khan, and the religious head of the community, Tliaria

Topan, had strong contacts with him.

One of the implications of the Aga Khan case in Zanzibar

was to entrench the separateness of the Ismaili community by

the definition of its identity in a court of law and the
1 78

negetion of the Sufi-Hindu symbiosis by asserting its

176. ibid.. Introduction p.xi, and Appendix II, Report of the
Aga Khan case anil judgement delivered by J. Araould,
12-11-1866, pp 630-668. E. Youngshusband:East Africa and
Zanzibar, pp271-277» "subjects oriental" esp. referring
to Khojas. Lorimor: Gazetteer, Vol.1, Part II, Appendix
H,pp 2377~2380, about Isisiailis in the Persian Gulf.

177* A.E. Esraailx Satoanth. p.137* This was also time of
Aga Khan III who was bora in 1877.

178. The Khojas were governed by Hindu law of succession and
inheritance 4 centuries ago, until their conversion to
Islam, but they Ixad continued to retain some Hindu usages.
The Memcns froia Kutch were also converted from Hindus
4 centuries ago, and were governed by Hindu law of
succession throughout India, unless a local custom to
the contrary was proved. See Maynej Treatise on Hindu Law
and Usa;;e (Madras t 1953) 11th ed., pp 95-97 Tor further
discussion on Memons and Khojas. See W. Burges (ed.)
Ronton and Phillimores Colonial Laws and Courts, pp 60-62.
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Slxia character. The Bhattia and Ismaili identities had

defined s^>arately. The third community to be
A

subject to a court decision was the Memons, who had no

cohesive political and social organization to articulate

their position, unlike the Ismailis. The decision of the
179

court affected them adversely.

In the Memom case, the problem of the change of

customary law as applicable to Indians in India, and Indians

in East Africa, was influenced by a very important decision

of the Privy Council, in the case of Abdulrahim Nathu

versus Halimbhai. It involved a Memon claiming the applica¬

tion of Hindu law so that only maintenance, and not an

eighth of the estate would go to the deceased Memon* s

widow. The Privy Council ruled that Memons moving from

one part of India to another would carry their personal

law, but that once they migrated to another country, and

being themselves Muslims and settled amongst Muslims, the

presumption was that they had accepted the law of the

people amongst whom they lived. Since the Memons living

in Mombasa had no separate political or social organization

there, apart from those of worship, which

as a body claimed to be outside the system of law
which natuaaliy follows from that religion, and
prevails among Mohammedans at Mombasa,180

they were subject to the laws of the local Muslim community.

The definition of the Bhattia, Ismaili and Memon communities

179* H.S, Morris: Indians in Uganda, pp 69-70, 73-4. Similarly
the Daudi Bohra sect had not succeeded in obtaining a
position similar to that of the Ismailis. See
J.N.D. Anderson: Islamic Law. Appendix B, "The Immigrant
Muslim Communities", pp 323-326, 367*

180. W. Murison: Zanzibar Protectorate, pp 669-671* The
Privy Council Judgement of Viscount Haldane on Abdultrahim
Nathu v. Haiimbhai.
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as separate entities did not encourage a horizontal

cohesiveness among the three communities. Since the

British courts had contributed tQ this in defining them

as a vertical relationship of individual sects, the separate

identities of the communities became more pronounced.

These few interventions were not generally accompanied by

legislative action to remove exclusiveness. Hence

exclusionary practices continued.

A problem did exist, however, at the level of local

law, because both the Ibadhi and Shafi schools existed side

by side, and the kadis applied the law of the school to

which they belonged. However, in East Africa, the Memon

community had to follow the general customs of the local

Muslim community when they were in conflict. Their

personal laws did not apply, and, increasingly, the

territorial principle would be applicable. One of the main

impediments to the existence of custom, as demonstrated

by the above case, was the lack of continuity due to

migration. The break in territorial continuity weakened

the existence of customs. Another factor was that since

many families who migrated had no ancient records, which

could be verified, their ability to prove usage and

continuity was made difficult. An Indian legal authority

asserted:

Even where the succession to Muslims is in general
governed by Mohammedan law, it would have probably
been open to immigrants to prove that they had brought
with them and preserved a custom establishing a special
law of succession.181

In Article 49 of the 1884 Order in Council there was

181, See F.B. Tyabjit Muhammedan Law, p. 62.
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a proviso for the enforcement of "any reasonable custom

existing in Zanzibar", but this article was omitted from

the Order in Council of 1S97 nnd the subsequent orders.

In default of any applied Indian enactments, the courts

were increasingly to use common law and statutes in force

in England on 7 July 1897* Procedures and practices of

Bombay MufassaJL (especially Regulation IV of 1827) were

omitted, and Indian Acts were increasingly replaced or

incorporated in Decrees issued by the Sultan and the
t S2

British Resident.

The application of "reasonable" personal or customary

law was nowhere mentioned in the above article for use in

Her Britannic Majesty's Courts. Hoifever, despite this

non-recognition, the Muslim laws of Divorce, Marriage and

Succession were applied in rationalised forms in the East

African territories, while the Muslim law of Evidence
•J go

was excluded from the Zanzibar Court•

In matters of probate and administration, laws of

Hindus, Buddhists and Muslims were allowed to exist.

Hindu marriages were particularly subject to their personal

182. Vaughan; Dual Jurisdiction, pp 90-91. See Article 24
of the Order in Council 1924, Appendix II.

133. II.E. Kingdons Conflict of Laws, p. 12. J.N.D. Anderson:
Islamic Law, p.2, use of Bombay Regulation 4 of 1827,
in matters of personal status and family law as used in
Zanzibar. See Eugene Cotrani Restatement of African
Law. Kenya II, The Law of Succession (London: 1969).
pp1 , 4-6,for the applicability of Hindu arid Islamic
Law and Indian Succession Act 1865, and Probate Administra¬
tion Act 1881. For an insight into the adoption of
English law of evidence by slight modification to the
Indian situation see J.F. Stephen: The Indian Evidence
Act (1872) (Calcutta: I872). ——. —
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law, despite the application of the Orders of 1897» 1906,

1914 and 1924, and the fact that the link between the

Zanzibar and Bombay judicial systems was terminated in 1914.

In 1937» in the case of Rana Ramji versus Radhabhai, the

judge decided to uphold the Hindu laws of marriage because

the Sultan had not drawn up a Decree, countersigned by the
184

British Resident to construct a new law. However, while

allowance for the application of these laws was made, in

many cases the family structure was so fragmented that the

application of such laws was minimised. Since only individuals

and not patrilineal relatives moved together, the effective¬

ness of these laws was also minimised, particularly since such

individuals were not even aware of their laws.

A provision was made in Kenya for the appointment
185

of assessors to advise the courts on Indian customs,

but personal laws outside the purview of the British

courts had effectively come to an end.

184. H.E. Kingdom Conflict of Laws gives an extensive
coverage of this case. In 1935t only two years previous
to this judgement, J.H.Vaughan had stressed the end
of Muslim and other personal laws. See S.S. Abrahamst
JCLIL. Vol. 23, (Londont 1941) pp 169-170. For Marriage
laws in Kenya see Eugene Cotran: Restatement of African
Law. Kenya. Vol. 1, (Londont 1968) pp 1, 5-7* Hindu
and Muslim Marriage and Divorce.

185. NAI, Dept. of Commerce and Industry (Emigration Branch)
No. 5B, C.C. Bowring to C.O., 4-3-1903*
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CHAPTER X

THE BROADER IMPLICATIONS

This study has attempted an examination of the impact of

British policy on the Omani Empire in the nineteenth century.

In this concluding chapter reference will be made to the

implications for the Oraani Empire and the impact on the Indian

community in this context. The structural changes brought

about in the nineteenth century were responsible for the

position of the Indians in the twentieth century} therefore

a final comment will be directed on this issue.

Sultan Said had depended on British power to eliminate

the threats to his kingdom in Muscat from the Qawasim pirates

and the Wahhabi fanatics, When Said established his East

African Empire the overwhelming British power in the Indian

Ocean began to assert itself informally in East Africa,

This informal control was enforced through the implementation

of the provisions of the British and Omani treaties.

The British had virtually kept the French and the

Americans out of the Indian Ocean throughout the nineteenth

century. The presence of the French in Muscat had led to

the British engagements with the Sultan and eventually forced

the French out of Muscat by 1798* The American presence in

Zanzibar, however, was another dimension to the problem,

because the Americans were intruding into a traditional area

of British interest, but they were also successfully dis¬

placed.

This metropolitan activity placed Zanzibar Sultans in an

extremely precarious position; they were caught between
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conflicting demands from Britain and their Arab elites.

Sultan Barghash, too latet tried to strengthen the political

base of the Omani Empire but by the 1870s the metropolitan

powers had acquired a stranglehold over it. After the Berlin

Conference of 1884-5> Germany acquired a foothold in East

Africa, and in 1886 a delimitation of spheres of influence

was signed with Britain. This Anglo-German intervention led

to the destruction of the Omani Empire in East Africa.

The introduction of British jurisdiction over their

British subjects in 1841 to prevent the slave trade was

gradually extended to the commerce of Zanzibar}

Put it bluntly the strategy involved the
activation of a serious anti-slave trade
campaign as a means of establishing British
economic and political hegemony.*

Thus two changes occuned: the extension of British control

over the political and commercial affairs of Zanzibar went

hand in hand with the penetration of the Zanzibari-East Africa

trade and commerce by British and Indian subjects. This led

to a restructuring of the economy and brought both the

Indian merchants and the East African mainland under formal

British control.

The role of one institution was significant in trans¬

forming the economy of Zanzibar. The collection of customs

at Zanzibar was carried out in accordance with the similar

systems of customs collections in Asia and, particularly, in

Oman and Persia until 1899* The rental of the customs house

1. Richard D. Wolff) British Imperialism and the East African
Slave Trade, Science and Society. Vol.XXXVI (1972), p.448.
For Anglo-German rivalry, see Admiralty) A Handbook of
Kenya and Zanzibar Protectorate (London, 1920), pp 483-

508, classified as non-confidential on 25-2-1942,
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to a customs master was based on an arbitrary fixed sum

payable to the Sultan. The customs accounts were not

audited by a financial expert employed by the Sultan. Hence

the Sultan had no system of appraising the state of his

economy. The main drawback of this system was that the

collection did not conform to a uniform system to benefit the

indigenous traders. Excei>t where merchants were covered by

treaty, customs duties were not uniformly applied. The

Sultan tried to raise further revenues by levying further

taxes on indigenous traders, tints undermining their trade.

The customs collection of the Sultans in Zanzibar was

inefficient because it involved a customs master who was not

always subject to the Sultan's control. As commerce grew

and the revenue of the Customs House increased, the British

consuls attempted to exercise greater control over the admini¬

stration of the Customs House. British control over this

institution drove the Sultan to seek revenue from other

sources. The burden of this irregular taxation fell most

heavily upon the Arab trading classes as the ruler was by

treaty prevented from taxing British subjects. The more the

British Consulate assumed control over the Customs House, the

higher the "illegal1' taxation levied by the Sultan. For

instance, Sultan Barghash confiscated landed property of

British Indian subjects in an attempt to assert his control

over the economy, an act which was disallowed by the British

under the Convention of 1839* Therefore the Sultan f a control

of the economy began to crumble. The Customs House was

therefore rightly described as the Sultan's "damnosa hereditas",

especially since the consuls adopted extra-legal, and parti¬

cularly political, modes of control.
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The net result of European imperial efforts in East

Africa was that it had become "an extraterritorial adjunct
2

of the metropole". The effect of this was that the Zanzibar

dominions could not use international trade for their own

3
benefit, unlike Japan, which had escaped foreign domination.

This dependence on export trade during the nineteenth century

had led to a colonial dependence. The export of slaves,

ivory, cloves and, later on, the cash crop economies on the

East African mainland gave rise to the rapid expansion of

Zanzibar*s export industry* As these markets were either

European or controlled by European transport systems, the

Zanzibar trade became intimately integrated into the expanding

economy of European countries. The European industrialised
4

economies were centres of all trade, finance and consumption.

Their need for primary goods made the once expanding and

dynamic Zanzibar economy over into a dependent economy.

Many historians, including D.K, Fieldhouse, W.W. Rostow,

R.E. Robinson, J, Gallaghar and M.B. Brown, have argued that

since trade with the new Empire was very small its influence

was insignificant in explaining the extension of British

control to Africa, A recent study has asserted that during

the phase of new imperialism the fact that

the trade would be small was presumably neither
known nor expected when imperialistic decisions
were made,5

2. Phillip Ehrensafts "Semi-Industrial Capitalism in the
Third World", Africa Today, vol.18, No,1, (Jan. 1971)»

P.58,

3. See Michael Meeropolt "Towards a Political Economy.
Analysis of Underdevelopment", Review of Radical Political
Economics, k, 1 (1972), p.81.

4. ibid.. pp 85-6.
5. Richard D. Wolffs The Economics of ColoniaJLLaa. p.3*
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Hence, while the actual volume remained small, the strength

of economic motivation was responsible for the control

acquired during the nineteenth century being extended in the

twentieth to exploit the economic potential of East Africa.

The powers acquired through slave trade treaties were

not enforced against Omani citizens by the British because

the Omani Empire was nominally a sovereign state. Never¬

theless, as Omani sovereignty was circumscribed by its treaty

relations with Britain and its trade became more fully

integrated into the expanding commerce of Britain, the Omani

elite was increasingly forced to conform with British

desires in the slave trade. This was achieved by Britain

asserting its authority over an increasing number of matters
6

of a "purely imperial character*"• Moreover, interests of

the British Indian Government did not extend to anti-slave

trade measures. This was a London subject and London based

interests therefore came to control Imperial affairs in both

India and East Africa. The abolition of the slave trade had

brought about structural changes in the economy of Zanzibar

which only the Government in London could successfully super¬

vise. After the control of the Consulate in Zanzibar had

passed to the Foreign Office in I883, and the "scramble for

Africa" began, then the interests of the locally-resident

British Indian subjects assumed less importance than those of

Europeans in the official mind.

In economic terms the application of British jurisdiction

was detrimental to the SultanT3 interests. British juris¬

diction over the Indian merchant community reinforced the

6. NAI, Foreign Dopt (Secret), No.101 (June 1872), Govt of
India to F.O., 1-3-1872.
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7
already-existent foundations for "outward growth"' laid by

the Qmani Empire in Zanzibar* British jurisdiction
8

encouraged what Ehrensaft has called the "external orientation"

of the economy which had been forged by the Omani elite and

the Indian minority.
«

The position of the Indians in Zanzibar has been

commented upon by a number of scholars. Mangat asserts that

both the liberal policy of the Sultanate and the increase in
9

British influence provided support for Indian merchants. He

further argues that Indian commercial development both
to

stimulated and was stimulated by British policy in Zanzibar.

While the Indian presence did stimulate British commerce, the

converse has not necessarily been proved. As Sheriff has

written*

The British Consuls at Zanzibar regularly exer¬
cised their suzerainty over Indians to convert
the most powerful economic group at Zanzibar and
undermine the economic independence of both the
Indians and the Sultanate. 11

Hence the imperial nature of British policy only stimulated

Indian trade to further its own interests, but not Indian

commerce per se. as has been shown by this study.

Another assertion by Sherrif about the nineteenth century

Indians is that*

7. Phillip Ehrensaft* Africa Today, vol.18, No.1, p. 50.
ihid*» P.51. External orientation is described as "the
rate of interchange between segments within the same
national society is low relative to the interchange
between those segments and external units",

9. J.S. Mangat* Asians in East Africa, p.2. See A.M.II. Sheriff*
"Indians in East Africa", Review Article, Tanzania Notes
and Records. 72 (19?3)» PP 75-80.

•

10.J.S. Mangat* "Aspects of nineteenth century Indian
Commerce in Zanzibar", Journal of African and Asian
Studies. 2, No.1 (1968), pp 17-27.

11.Sheriff * Commercial Empire. p.364.
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The extent to which the Indians had indigenised
and had freed themselves from the narrower more

specifically Indian economic forces made them
increasingly immune from the Indian branch of
the trade and in harmony with East African sources.

This study has shown that a measure of accommodation had

existed between the Indians and the Gmani Empire, but there

does not seem to bo ample evidence that they were Mindigenisedw,

On theoretical grounds the existence of the process of "indi-

genisationM assumes that there were functionalist and
13 *

integrationist influences which interpreted social change.

Hence the migrants are assumed to have been integrated or

"indigenised", and on the other hand to have become a deviant

personality - a marginal man or outsider. Hie weakness of

this model is that it assumes that people remain static. As

14
has been pointed out earlier, the people living around the

Indian Ocean had immigrated to and fro since time immemorial.

Since the monsoons linked, rather than separated, the Zanzibar

dominions with the west coast of India, "indigenisation" did

not take place as a matter of course. The Indian Ocean

trade was dependent upon a citthesiveness of capital and goods

markets in India, the Persian Gulf and the Zanzibar dominions.

Therefore, in as much as the Indians can be construed as

having been "indigenised" and to have broken away from Indian

trade, they were succeeding in destroying the Indian Ocean

based trade and becoming increasingly vulnerable to metro¬

politan control. Their strength while functioning in the

12. ibid.. p.128.

13. Everett Leet Migration. p.3»

14. See Clxapter I, Part 3» Section 1. While the Indians
mediated between the British and the Omanis in Zanzibar,
the Parsi community performed a similar role in India.
See Eckhard Kulke: The Parsees in Indiat A minority as
Agents of Social Change (Munich. 1974). pp 78-133.
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Zanzibar dominions had been their connections with western

Indian business houses and their families. They became

commercially weaker as a community in direct proportion to

the severance of their Indian connections.

The supposition that the Indians had "indigenised" in

the Zanzibar dominions presupposes that the Omani coastal

trading system was an "indigenous" empire, and that its

interests coincided with local interests. However, in as much

as the Indian Ocean oriented Omani Empire imposed itself on

the local populace, was exploitative in nature, helped in

recruiting slaves, and was based on ivory, it could not have

remained secure or part of the indigenous interests. Within

this system the Indian trading class held little political

power. They only held commercial power and either had to

ingratiate themselves with the rulers or be politically

skilful to survive.

Sultan Said*s lack of political framework for his

commercial empire in East Africa detracted from its cohesive-

ness and curtailed the Indians within it from "indigenising"

as a community. In as much as the commercial base of this

empire became stable, the Indians and their trade within that

limited commercial framework became secure. It remained up

to the succeeding Sultans to realise the grave limitations of

the Zanzibari Empire.

Sultan Said himself was not particularly keen to have

the Indians "indigenise" because then they could provide his

commercial empire with no advantages which the Arab traders

could not provide. The only advantages he gained at the

risk of the Indians* strong British connections with the

East India Cornxsany were their trading contacts with the
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Indian commodity and capital markets, and the fact that the

merchants came from a trading culture* It is therefore

submitted that while a measure of accommodation between the

Indians and the Omanis existed, they did not "indigenise".

It has been asserted that Indians claimed nationality as

"British or Zanzibari according to their immediate commercial
15

purposes", xn fact the shaky political framework of the

Zanzibari Empire and the complex application of extraterri¬

torial jurisdiction by the British Consulate was responsible

for this state of affairs. The Indian residents were in the

situation of constantly trying to distinguish between two

different and conflicting political authorities exercising

legal control over them. Since the Indians were not educated

they were unable to articulate coherently their response.

The various sects and communities from India lived

according to highly complex norms. Their responses to the

challenges of living in the Zanzibar dominions were different.

The case of the Khojas illustrates the typical dilemma faced

by a minority which felt persecuted as a Shia sect amonst a

predominantly Suimi Ibadlxi community from Oman. Burton, when

visiting Zanzibar, noticed that the Khojas chose to be Surmis

or Shias as the case required and assumed Hindu or Muslim

names,^ This tendency to adopt alien customs and rites was

17
a result of a history of persecution. As the Arnould

i 8
decision illustrates, w the adoption of Sunni and Hindu

customs, however, did not deti-act from the Shai identity of

the Khojas. In the context of Zanzibar the practice of

15« C.s. Nicholls: Swahili Coast, p.291•

16. Burtons Zanzibar City. Island and Coast. Vol.1, p.337«

17. A.A. E3mail: Satpanth. p.82.
18. See Chapter I, Part 3, Section II.
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"taqiyya" by the Khojas, and the adoption of local prevailing

customs, were a matter of form - to enable survival. However,

it did not fundamentally indigenise or change the content or

identity of Muslim sects.

The fundamental changes amongst the Indian community

occurred because of their involvement in the East African

slave trade. The extraterritorial jurisdiction was exer¬

cised over the British subjects because of their citizenship.

British law was extended and applied to them since the slave

trade was illegal.

The Political Agents appointed by the Indian Government

were on^y interested in those matters which related to its

own political influence in the Persian Gulf. Hie same

officials simultaneously performed functions as consuls for

the Foreign Office. One of their duties was to implement

the anti—slave trade regulations against the Indian minority,

who were also an important trading community. Control over

the British Indian subjects removed the Sultan*s effective

control over them, but not the Indian influence over the

Sultan, and tliis gave the British a local weapon against the

Sultan* s power. Hie Indians were increasingly made into a

class of "political aliens" and wore used to undermine the

political independence of his state, and the relationship

between the Sultan and the British Indian subjeots.

Predominant British political influence and naval

presence overwhelmed Zanzibar. The powers of the Zanzibar

Sultanate were being corroded throughout tho nineteenth

century, and with the formal establishment of British power

in 1890 the Indians had become a dependent class. Their

power within the Sultanate had decreased and the Indian community
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became alienated from the Sultanate. The Indian minority

at the end of the nineteenth century began to perform appen¬

dage functions. Tlxey had less complementarity with the

local community and, as an appendage, supplied primary

products and profits to India, and later to the metropolitan

economies. Hence not only had the Indians assisted the

already politically weak Omanis in creating a situation of

dependence in East Africa, but because of superior British

power they themselves had begun to perform dependent functions.

The status of Indians as British subjects and protected

persons became more clearly defined. Within the framework

of the British colonial system the Indian community acquired

considerable influence in the lower and middle ranks of the

civil service, and retained their influence in the retail

trade. However, while their numbers increased, their

influence only increased in quantitative terms at the lower

and middle levels of society. It was not accompanied by

any qualitative increase in the amount of political power

they wielded. The Indian community therefore did not

possess any power to control their destiny. By the end of

the nineteenth century they were legally British subjects,

but on the other hand they lacked the other attributes like

education which ought to have accrued to them as citizens

of Britain.

The extension of consular control of the nineteenth

century was formalised during the colonial period. Studies

of tills period have hitherto omitted to trace the complicated

roots and implications of British jurisdiction in the nine¬

teenth century on the Indians in East Africa. The "peculiar

privileges" which the British consuls acquired not only had
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implications for the nationality of Indians, but also had

far-reaching political and economic implications for them.

The interests of the Indian community in Zanzibar were made

manageable within the larger framework of British power.

During the nineteenth century, and more so during the

twentieth, British laws prevented the Indians from submitting

to local legal systems and from being subjected to the

burdens and benefits which might accrue from them. They

were unable to accept local remedies for local injustices.

Hie special status acquired through extraterritorial juris¬

diction by the Indians was contrary to the principle of
19

territorial jurisdiction, and this status rapidly evaporated

during the colonial era. The concept of British nationality

was used to bring Indians within British control. They were

induced to exercise this nationality by being granted the

privileges of a special status. At certain other times

coercion was used to enforce the duties incurred through

British nationality. Apart from the limited advantages

that their British nationality bestowed upon them, they did

not acquire a total British personality either in terms of

vested commercial interests or in terms of socialising

agencies like education, Ilence their legal British identity

was not accompanied by the other attributes of being British

in political, social and cultural terms. Their British

identity was therefore only a one-dimensional legal

personality.

Adjudication within, the consular courts was vested in

the consular officials. Since the consuls were also

19. Ian Brownliej Principles, pp 422-5,
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concerned with political matters, it was inevitable that

political considerations impinged upon what was purely legal

jurisdiction. As long as the court was attached to the con¬

sulate, it could not escape such political influence. After

the IBEAC started its operation in 1888, the consular court

tried to entrench the influence of the company when the Indian

community objected to its jurisdiction. This was a political

judgment and not a purely legal consideration. The depor¬

tation of Peera Dewji on purely political grounds illustrated

the political dimension of the consular courts1 work. It

was only after the establishment of the Protectorate in 1890,

when the court was separated from the consulate, that the

situation began to improve. The courts, however, were only

separated from the consulate when British power and influence

were an established fact. The Indians as a community had

been weakened, and British law had not stood by impartially,

nor had it helped the weaker side, but had made the "way

smoother for the stronger".

The British consuls had invariably been of English

origin and had used Indians as subordinate staff at the con¬

sulate. The consuls could not properly protect Indian

interests because they lacked the understanding, perception

and perspective to protect such interests. Indian consuls,

if they had been employed, might have recognised the complex

situation of the Indian community. Therefore they might

have been better able to look after and further Indian

commercial interests more realistically. Hie English consuls

were mainly concerned with enhancing Indian interests in so

20. Ghai and McAuslani Public Law. p.3^«
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far as they eventually enhanced metropolitan interests. The

two symbols of such interest in the nineteenth century were

the IBEAC and the BISN. As the importance of the British

India Government decreased in direct proportion to the expan¬

sion of European interests in East Africa, the Foreign Office

acquired a greater share in the affairs of East Africa. As

has been mentioned earlier, from the perspective of the

Foreign Office the Indian community and their commerce did

not loom large, unless they could be used to entrench British

interests. The Indians were used only as intermediaries

between the coloniers and the colonised, a role which the

Indians had acquired through their special status in the

nineteenth century. However, the importance of the special

status diminished in the colonial period because of the limi¬

tations imposed by the colonial framework and the presence of

a large European settler community.

The participation of the Indians in the slave-based

economy was particularly inimical to their interests. In as

much as the slave-based economy began to disintegrate, their

cumulative political and economic strength began to diminish.

The restructuring of the "legitimate economy", popularised by

Livingstone, did not talcs place in accordance with their

interests. Those Indian merchants who could transform their

role begata to function within the bounds of the British

dominated legitimate sphere of commerce.

The older Indian commercial establishments began to

decline at the end of the nineteenth century. The firms of

Topan and Sewji disappeared at the turn of the century. Newer

enterprises more closely allied to the mainland trade, an area

under direct British control, began a new lease of life. The
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firms of Jeevatijee and Alladina Visram played a prominent

role in the period of colonial expansion.

Once Britain established a protectorate in 1895# the

unregulated and spontaneous migration from the Western coast

of India had come to an end. The nature of the mainland

economy was changing and indentured labour from Punjab, Sind
21

and United Province was brought to build the Uganda Railway.

A successful Parsi firm of A.M. Jeevanjee was helped to

recruit labour for the East African Protectorate, and instead

of traders a new class of maistres or gangers, skilled labour

and sub-contractors were coming to East Africa.

The importance of Zanzibar and the Indian community there

had receded. Hie Gujerati languages and culture in Zanzibar

and on the coast were now supplemented by North Indian languages

and culture. During the £>eriod of unregulated and spontaneous

migration the Indian communities load retained their languages

and culture. Despite the rigours of the indenture system

and the fact that over half the railway coolies returned to

India, the Indians did not forget their languages. All

through the nineteenth century, except for the last decade,

there had been no schools for Indians in Zanzibar, and this

lack of schooling assisted the preservation of language and
22

culture. The Indian community in Zanzibar and on the

21. Ilugh Tinkeri A New System of Slavery: The Export of Indian
Labour Overseas 1830-1920 (London. 1974). p.278. On the
position of Indian indentured labour in Trinidad, see John
La Guerre, (ed.) Calcutta to Caroni: The East Indians of
Trinidad (London. 1974). See also G.S. Ba.jpai: Indian*"""
Emigration (London, 1924), pp 103-110. Hie same volume
appeared anonymously in 1924 written by "Emigrant".

22. ibid.. p.211. The Hindu community was constantly being
encouraged by Sir Bartle Frere to westernise through
education as the Parsis had done in India. See B.N.
Pitale (ed.) Speeches and addresses of Sir Bartle Frere
(Bombay, 18?0), pp 131, 179, 208, 213.
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mainland had been transformed from an earlier independent

position to that of being directly part of British colonial

mile. While distinct sects and communities remained they

were increasingly being dealt with as stereotyped uniform

minority. Their contacts with metropolitan trade had

become exceedingly strong. The Zanzibar! trade itself was

not as powerful a factor in East Africa as it had been during

the nineteenth century. The Indian commercial class was

gradually being transformed into a vast class of dependent

retail and wholesale traders to service the East African

Protectorate.

Tug British consuls held magisterial powers from the

Bombay High Court. While the British consuls and the Indian
*

community in Zanzibar were not generally aware of it, one issue

was particularly relevant to them. Despite th# Queen's

Proclamation of 1858, explicitly enunciating equality, there

"existed a conflict between professed intentions and practical
23

reality". The covenanted service had especially remained

a European service and had not been opened competitively to
24

Indians.

In 1883 Lord Ilbert, with the support of the liberal

Viceroy Ripon, introduced a Bill to give Indian magistrates

and Sessions Judges the same powers as their European

23. W.M. Compton: "Indians and the Indian Civil Service
1853-1878. A Study in National Agitation and Imperial
Embarrassment", Journal of Royal Asiatic Society (1967),
Part 3 & 4, p.99. ""

24. See Chapter III, Section 1(b), "Orientalisation and
Jurisdiction".
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p c

counterparts (to try Europeans).'" More than any of the

other previous measures to bring equality for Indians and

Europeans in the Indian covenanted service, this law led to

"immediate uproar among the European community. After a year

of ferocious European opposition to the Ripon Bill, both in

India and in Britain, Ripon was forced to accept defeat.

This controversy was particularly relevant to British

Indian subjects in Zanzibar because they were apparently

enjoying privileges in extraterritorial terms as British

subjects. The very same authority in India which had the

powers to provide these privileges to Indians in Zanzibar was

unable to accept the equality of Indians in official, circles.

In India, the "agitation against the bill" was "one of
27

the most unsavoury episodes in modern Anglo-Indian history".

Hie Ripon Bill controversy was an eye-opener to the Indians,

since it made them realise that justice was not to be

expected where the privileges and vested rights of Europeans

were concerned. To obtain this they needed to organise,

agitate and prepare for a long fight to obtain equality.

In Zanzibar the myth of equality and privilege obtained under

25. The objection of many Europeans was based on the
"Principle of unripe time (which) is that people should
do at the present moment what they think right at that
moment, because the moment at which they think is right
has not yet arrived". See A.M. Cornford: Micrographica
Academica (Cambridge, 1949)» 4th ed., p. 16.

26. Anthony Lestor and Geoffrey Bindraans Race and Law (London,
1972), p.405f Appendix I, pp 383-418, is a cautionary
tale which trios to demonstrate the failure of the British
to grant equality to British Indian subjects in the Indian
Civil Service and its relevance to the 1968 Race Relations
Act in Britain.

27. Anil Seals Indian Nationalism, p.165. It gave the Indians
an object lesson in the "arts of unprincipled, but highly
organised agitation".

28. G.N. Singhs Landmarks in Indian Constitutional and
National Development, p.151.
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extraterritoriality was not generally challenged in a system¬

atic way, and continued to prevail until 1890. Thus the

nineteenth century fragment of Indian society in Zanzibar had

missed an opportunity to organise against feigned privileges

and equality and it was left to their twentieth century

counterparts to recognise these anomalies in the colonial

context.

With respect to British Jurisdiction over Indians (or

Asians, as they came to be known after the Second World War)

it can be asserted that British extraterritorial jurisdiction

in the nineteenth century Zanzibar laid the foundations for

the anomalous position of the British Indian community in

twentieth century East Africa. The process was accelerated

during the colonial period, and during the post-colonial

period it culminated in the implementation of the Commonwealth

Immigration Act of 1968.

The main burden of this thesis has been to examine the

gradual one-dimensional British personality of the Indian

community in Zanzibar. The culmination of this was the

strongly entrenched British nationality of the Indian commu¬

nity in legal terms, and yet because of the character of the

Indian community they remained outsiders. They were there¬

fore placed iii a position where they could be portrayed as

non-belongers. This element of non-belonging was asserted

by labelling them

a group of men and women with nO genuine links
with this country, whose passports were issued
in a fit of absent-mindedness.2£

29. Anthony Lesters Citizens without Status (London),
Runnymede Trust Publications, p.13.
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This thesis has attempted to show that on the contrary

British nationality was vigorously asserted throughout the

nineteenth century on behalf of the Indian community by

British authorities. In short, Indians gained the narrow

advantages of being British subjects (being tried before the

British consular courts), but few of the wide social and

political advantages assumed to be part of this nationality.

In the end they paid the ultimate price of losing their
30

nationality altogether. The duties of the Indians as

British subjects have been enforced since the nineteenth

century, and yet the imposition of such duties has not

entailed any guarantee of their rights. Once their function

in helping to entrench imperialism had become obsolete, the

imperial power has denied them citizenship as a matter of

right; but

rather as a matter of reluctant charity once .

they have been reduced to the status of refugees.

The common code of British nationality of the Indian

community resulted from the British Raj in India. This

thesis has demonstrated the common code of British nationa¬

lity of the Indian community in nineteenth century Zanzibar.

This community was used to entrench imperial control during

the pre-colonial, colonial and neo-colonial eras of imperialism.

While there is a continuity in the assertion of their

nationality, this thesis has only focused on the pre-colonial

era. The consuls appointed by the Foreign Office had

directly participated in laying the structural foundations

30. ibid.. p.t3. See also Chanan Singh: "The Problems of
Citizenship", in A. Gupta (ed.) Indians Abroad: Asia and
Africa (New Delhi, 1971), PP 175-185.

31. ibid.
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Tor an unequal status in the commercial sector. Through

discriminatory practices:

The much vaunted common status of British
subjects did not connote any substantial
equality.32

The assertion of British nationality, and at the same

time the denial of it, has been particularly painful to the
33

British Asian community. This is especially true in the

present context because of their "bourgeois mind and the
3

prevailing insecurity in the country (Uganda)". This

situation has not suddenly arisen in the post-colonial era,

but is firmly rooted in the nineteenth century. While the

substance of the following statement is valid, it is unfortu¬

nate that because of the previous studies the pre-colonial

roots of Indian dependence on Britain have not been

adequately stressed:

But there are aspects of this situation which are
certainly beyond their control, such as their
inbuilt commercial psychology of frugality,
austerity, industry and quick grasp of business
matters, their organisational skill and the fact
that they had, as a result of discriminatory
colonial policy..a considerable lead over Africans
in this area.35

Hence, while the pros and cons of the Indians as British

subjects have been examined from the perspective of the

32. Clive Parry: Nationality and Citizenship Laws (London,
1957), p.85; see also Richard Jebb: "The Imperial
Naturalisation Bill", The Quarterly Review. No.438
(Jan. 1014), p.4.

33* For an East African Asian*s account of this , see: M.
Mamdani: From Citizen to Refugee: Uganda Asians come to
Britain (London, 1973)» An Indian diplomat who perceived
African chauvinism and white racism towards the Asians,
see Prem Bhattia: Indian Ordeal in Africa (New Delhi, 1973)*

34. Justin O'Brien: Brown Britons: The Crisis of Ugandan
Asians (London, Runnymede Trust), p. 10,

35» ibid.. p.10.
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colonial period, those from the nineteenth century have hitherto

been obscured. The Asians in Uganda stated in 1972:

The small minority community of Asians in Uganda
lacks the constitutional authority and organisa¬
tional resources by itself to bring about major
economic and social changes that appear necessary
at the present time.36

The importance of this statement lies firstly in its admission

of the importance of the Asian community given the ills of a

neo-colonial system in Uganda, Secondly, the fact that the

Asian minority had become so vulnerable in the 1970s was a
■i

consequence of a long process of pre-colonial and colonial

history when they were alienated from the local East African

societies.

The origins of the current position of the East African

Asians has its origins in the nineteenth century, Britain

no longer has pretensions towards exercising extraterritorial

powers; the concept is even used to disclaim responsibility.

For example, the British Government has refused to accept its

citizens as a result of the I968 Immigration Act:

The British Consul cannot interest himself

officially in the case,,.because not having
"landed1* in Germany, they are not formally
within his "parish". The consul said, "They
are in extraterritorial position, so I have
not been to see them. But I would not go
anyway, unless I was asked to, or if someone
was ill,"37

Ironically, in the case of East African Asians, the concept

of extraterritoriality has come full circle. Whereas Britain

had used the concept of extraterritoriality to control the

Asians in the nineteenth century, it is quite apparent that

Britain has little use for the descendants of the Indian

36. ibid.. p.13,

37. The Times. 5-I-I973.
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settlers. This study has described the process whereby the

East African. Asians subordinated and negated their political,

economic and social identity and in return acquired British

nationality. Both Britain and the Asians will find it

difficult if not impossible to shed their nationality, which

was asserted and acquired through such a tedious process. A

dominant power might impose its will over a powerless minority,

but the historical process,its Nemesis, will not allow it to

shirk its obligations so easily.

38. Conix-ast this with the reference that United Kingdom
citizens from East Africa hold "spoof passports", The
Guardian. 12-10-1972, quoting Enoch Powell. The citizen¬
ship rights of British subjects of Asian origin are not
just based on passports. See Guy 3. Goodwin-Gill J The
Sunday Times. 4-2-1973s "Under the law and practice of
the United Kingdom, a passport is a convenient identity
document, but mere incident of citizenship." See also
Julius Gould: "A sociological protrait: nationality and
ethnicity", New Society. 30-12-1971.
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APPENDIX I

1) THE SULTANS AND PERIODS OF THEIR REIGN

Sultan Said Seyyid 1804 - 1856

Sultan Majid I856 - 1870

Sultan Barghash 1870 ~ 1888

Sultan Khalifa bin Said 1888-^ 1890

Sultan Seyyid Aii bin Said 1390 - 1893

Sultan Homed bin Thuwani 1893 - 1896

2) BRITISH CONSULATE AND POLITICAL AGENCY

The British Consul in Zanzibar was responsible to the

Foreign Office from 1841 to 1890. In 1873 the Consul was

upgraded to Consul General. As Political Agent, the Consul

was responsible to the B rnb .y Government from 1841 to 1873»

and directly to the Government of India fx-oai 1873 to 1883*

3) BRITISH CONSULS AND POLITICAL AGENTS

Captain A. Haiaex-ton 1841 - 1857

General Rigby I858 - 1861

1861 - 1866
Sir Lewis Pelly

Colonel PlayfairJ

H.A. Churchill 1867 - 1870

Sir John Kirk 1873 - 18f7

C. MacDonald I887 - 1888

Sir Charles Euan-Smith 1889 - 1891
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Sir Gerald

Sir Rennel

Sir Arthur

Portal

Rodd

Hardinge

1892 - 1894

1893

1894 - 1900

4) Sir Lloyd Mathews was appointed to command Sultan

Barghash*s soldiers in 1877# and in 1890 he became the

Sultan*s First afazir (Minister).
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ORDERS IN COUNCIL

APPENDIX XI

DATE TITLE OR SUBJECT MATTER MODIFICATION REFERENCE

9 August Regulation of British
1366 Consular Jurisdiction

30 April Slave Trade Act, 1876,
1877 Applies to Zanzibar

6 September Collisions at sea
1880

Repealed by-
Order in

Council, 1884

Repealed

Hertslett1s
Commercial
Treaties,
Vol.12,
P.973.

ibid..
Vol.XIV,
P.1005.

ibid.,
Vol.15,
P.948.

1 April British Consular
1881 Jurisdiction

27 February Zanzibar (Indian Penal
1882 Code) Order in

Council

Repealed by
Zanzibar
Order in

Council, 1884.

ibid.,
Vol.15,
P.4^4.

ibid.,
Vol.15,
P.^95.

17 October British Jurisdiction
1884

Revoked by
Order in
Council of
29 Nov.1884.

ibid..
Vol.17,
p.1092.

29
November
1884

British Jurisdiction Repealed by
Zanzibar
Order in

Council,
1897.

ibid.,
Vol.17,
p.1092

17
December
1888

Government of British
subjects

ibid.,
Vol.18,
P.1197.

17
December
1888

Application of Naval
Prize Act

Expired

2 March
1889

16 March
1892

Deportation

Exercise of Judicial
Powers

Repealed by
Zanzibar
Order in

Council,
1897.

ibid..

Vol.18,
P.1199.

ibid.,
Vol.19,
P.994.
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16 May 1892 Trade Marks

17 July
1893

7 August
1894

7 July
1897

Jurisdiction

Consular Courts
Admiralty

Zanzibar Order in
Council, 1897.

11 August East Africa
1902 Protectorate Court

of Appeal

8 December Assistant Judges
I903 Appointment and Powers

10 August Jurisdiction
1904

Repealed by
Zanzibar
Order in

Council,
1897.

Superseded
by Zanzibar
Order in

Council,
1906.

Repealed by
Zanzibar
Order in

Council,
1906.

Repealed by
East Africa
Court of
Appeal Order
in Council,
1903.

Repealed by
Zanzibar
Order in

Council,
1906.

ibid..
Vol.19,
P.949.

ibid..

Vol.19,
P.951.

ibid.,
Vol.19,
p.466.

ibid.,
Vol.20,
P.956.

ibid..
Vol.23,
P.76.

ibid.,
Vol.23,
p.1185.

ibid.,
Vol.24,
p.1092.
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IKPIAN ACTS

Act

The Lunacy (District Courts) Act

The Indian Lunatic Asylum Act

Hie Indian Penal Code

The Whipping Act

The Indian Succession Act

The Indian Post Office Act

The Indian Divorce Act

The Bombay Civil Courts Act

The Hindu Wilis Act

The Indian Evidence Act

The Indian Contract Act

The Indian Oaths Act

The Indian Majority Act

The Indian Limitation Act

The Probate and Administrative Act

The Transfer of Property Act

The Code of Criminal Procedure

The Code of Civil Procedure

The Inventions and Designs Act

The Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals Act

APPENDIX III

Serial No.

No. 35 of 1858

No. 36 of 1858

No. *5 of 1860

No. 6 of 186*

No. 10 of 1865

No. 1* of 1866

No. * of 1869

No. 1* of 1869

No. 21 of 1870

No. 1 of 1872

No. 9 of 1872

No. 10 of 1873

No. 9 of 1875

No. 15 of 1877

No. 5 of 1881

No. * of 1882

No. 10 of 1882

No. 5 of 1908

No. 5 of 1888
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